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An Overall View o f the Anarchists9 
Role in the Politics of 

Republican Spain

The spontaneous Revolution following the suppression of the military 
rebellion in more than half of Spain presented the anarchists with the 
first quandary they were to face during the Civil War. They could 
have seized absolute power in Catalonia and Aragón, and perhaps in 
some other parts of the Loyalist territory. But they could not win the 
Civil W ar by themselves.

The suggestion that they establish an ‘anarchist dictatorship’ was 
rejected in Catalonia, and hence in the rest of the Republic. They 
needed the cooperation of the Socialists, Communists, POUM  and 
Republican parties and of the Unión General de Trabajadores (UGT) 
in the effort to defeat the Franco forces. So the anarchists made the 
fundamental decision to share power, which was their first com 
promise with their basic philosophy.

However, in the urban economy of Loyalist Spain, especially in 
Catalonia, the anarchists established a large degree of control. They 
also did so in the rural economy of the part o f  Aragón which their 
troops reconquered from the Rebel forces. Elsewhere, particularly in 
the Levante region and in Asturias, they collaborated with the Left 
Socialists in exercising control of the economy, aid of the local public 
administration.
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Within weeks of the outbreak of the Civil W ar, the anarchists were 
faced with another major quandary, with the necessity of com 
promising a fundamental principle, that is, their opposition to par
ticipation in any established governmeant. In fact, of course, from 
the moment the Rebellion was suppressed within Loyalist Spain, the 
anarchists had participated in de facto governments on a local and 
regional basis. But they could say to themselves that these were 
revolutionary bodies which put power really in the hands of the 
workers and peasants, and helped to pave the way towards ultimate 
establishment of libertarian communism.

However, the participation of the anarchists in duly constituted 
local, regional and ultimately national governments was something 
else again. But shortly more than two months after the beginning of 
the W ar they agreed to enter the government of Catalonia and put an 
end to the de facto Militia Council regime established on July 21. 
Less than a month and a half after that, they even agreed to enter 
the Republican government under Prime Minister Francisco Largo 
Caballero, where they stayed for almost nine months. Even after 
being ousted from the national and Catalan governments, they 
continued to argue in favor of their reincorporation in them, which 
they partially achieved in April 1938 when Asturian CN T leader 
Segundo Blanco became minister of Education in the cabinet of 
Prime Minister Juan Negrin.

On a local level, too, the anarchists participated in legally estab
lished governments. They served as mayors of such cities as Valencia 
and Gijon (Asturias), and as municipal council members in innumer
able cities, towns and villages.

Soviet Intervention in the Civil W ar

The anarchists were soon faced with an even more serious quandary, 
the rapid rise in the power of the Stalinists. The Communists started as 
a small element in the coalition supporting the Republic in the Civil 
War. But because of their discipline, their ready acceptance of the 
military logic of the Civil War, and their appeal to the anti-revolutio
nary elements on the Republican side, they grew rapidly.
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However, the decisive factor in the rise of the Stalinists in Loyalist 
Spain was the fact that Stalin’s Soviet Union was the only important 
power to give material support to the Republic during the Civil War. 
Mexico was the only other country which frankly aided the Loyalist 
forces with the limited arms which it had available. However, there is 
some indication that the Loyalist government did not take the 
advantage it might have done of Mexico as a channel through which 
it might have received arms.

Gordon Ordáz, Spanish ambassador to Mexico at the time of the 
outbreak of the Civil W ar (and many years later president of the 
Republican Government in Exile) is the authority for the claim that 
during the early months of the W ar, he received concrete offers for 
arms from firms in the United States, Canada, and Japan and, when 
he related those offers to the Republican government, he either 
received no reply or a refusal to make money available. These 
included offers of bombing planes, hydroplanes, machine-guns, 
rifles, and other material.1 Andrés Suárez speculates that the failure 
of Largo Caballero’s government to act on these offers transmitted to 
it by its ambassador was due to the fact that the cabinet ministers 
involved were Julio Alvarez del Vayo and Juan Negrin, both of 
whom were Stalinist fellow-travellers who were not anxious to see 
the Republic freed from the need for depending on the USSR for its 
foreign sources of arms.2

The Western democracies shamefully launched the farce of Non- 
Intervention less than a month after the Civil W ar began. Ostensibly 
put forward by the Popular Front government of France, headed by 
the Socialist Léon Blum, Non-Intervention was undoubtedly under
taken at the behest of the Conservative government of British Prime 
Minister Stanley Baldwin and with the connivance of the USSR.

There is some indication that, as might have been expected, the 
French Popular Front government was ready to aid its Spanish 
counterpart. E. H. Carr has noted: ‘Giral turned to Paris. A telephone 
call to Blum on July 20, 1936, asking for help in obtaining arms and 
aeroplanes from France, elicited a sympathetic reply.’3

Julian Gorkin has recorded a discussion he had at the time with 
Jules Moch, the Socialist leader who was then sub-secretary of state 
in the Blum government. M och told Gorkin:
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We are persuaded that our intervention in the Spanish conflict 
would bring war with Germany. And under what conditions? 
Exposing us to remain isolated. The French government has 
asked the English and the Russians w hat would be their attitude 
in case we gave effective aid to the Government of Madrid. 
London replied, T h e  British Government considers both fas
cists and communists to be enemies. If there is a country in 
which they make war on one another, we abandon them to 
their fate. We refuse to intervene.’ The answer of Moscow 
was still more Sybyline. In summary it was: T h e  Franco- 
Soviet Pact of 1935 obliges us to aid one another in case one 
of our countries is attacked by a third power, but not in case 
of war resulting from the intervention of one of our countries 
in the affairs of a third.4

According to the Non-Intervention accord, virtually all of the coun
tries of Europe agreed not to provide help to either side in the 
Spanish Civil War. However, from its inception, the Nazi govern
ment of Germany and the Fascist regime of Italy totally ignored the 
agreement which they had signed, and there is little doubt that the 
extensive armaments and the transport facilities they provided to get 
Franco’s Moorish and Foreign Legion troops to southern Spain, as 
well as the actions of the German and Italian navies and air forces in 
frustrating the Spanish Loyalist navy’s efforts to thw art those troop 
movements, saved the Rebellion during the first weeks of the War, 
when it was on the verge of total defeat.5

However, for their part, the British and French cut off most of the 
Republic’s efforts to obtain arms from Western Europe. Although 
Louis Fischer said that French Air Minister Pierre Cot sent 100 
airplanes to the Spanish Republic,6 the Blum government quickly 
embargoed the shipment of arms, an embargo which was by no 
means complete but was none the less largely effective. The French 
government seized arms shipments which the Catalans were sending 
through France to try to relieve beleaguered Loyalist forces in Irun 
and San Sebastian. The Blum government even went so far as to seize 
gold held on deposit by the Spanish government in French banks.7 
All of this violated treaties between France and the Spanish Republic
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which supposedly guaranteed the Republic’s right to obtain arms, 
and even committed the French to help the Republic if it was faced 
with insurrection.

Although not a party to the Non-Intervention accord, the Roosevelt 
administration effectively supported it. It thwarted the Republic’s 
efforts to buy arms in the United States and even brought pressure on 
the Mexican government to prevent transshipment of some material 
which the Republic had been able to obtain in the United States. In 
these actions, Roosevelt as conceding to strong pressure from the 
Catholic Church in the United States, which throughout the W ar was 
vehemently on the side of Franco.8

Gabriel Jackson has made the point that in spite of supposed US 
neutrality during the Spanish Civil War, im portant United States 
companies strongly backed the Franco cause. He cites, in this connec
tion, the action of the International Telephone and Telegraph 
Company in making private lines available to the military con
spirators in the last phases of the plot to military men, and the fact 
that the Texaco Company sold petroleum to the Rebels on credit 
throughout the W ar.9

The Soviet Union also formally adhered to the Non-Intervention 
Pact. On August 28 1936, the commissar of foreign relations 
issued a decree which prohibited ‘the exportation, re-exportation 
or transit to Spain of all kinds of armaments, munitions, war 
material, airplanes and warships’. This decree caused consternation 
among the Spanish Communists, and Palmiro Togliatti and Jacques 
Duclos were rushed to Spain to explain it to their comrades. 
Togliatti summed up the argument: ‘The USSR must think of its 
security as the pupils of its eyes. An ill-considered action could 
bring about the rupture of the equilibrium and provoke the war in 
the East.’10

A Stalinist history of the Civil W ar presented a more extensive 
rationalization of Stalin’s initial cooperation with Non-Intervention. 
After acknowledging that it had been officially launched by the 
French Popular Front government, and had even at first been 
accepted by the Giral government of the Republic, it claimed:

Political conditions were thus created in which a rotund negative
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of the USSR to the proposal of the French government would 
have had consequences unfavorable to the cause of the Spanish 
people . . .

In effect, if the Soviet Government, in that situation had flatly 
rejected the French proposal, there would have turned against it 
not only the reactionary and fascist forces, but the Socialist 
parties and other influential democratic sectors, accusing it, 
first, of wanting to intervene in Spain even against the wishes of 
the Spanish Republican Government; second, of offering a 
justification to Hitler and Mussolini to aid Franco; third of 
causing the failure of a plan conceived of by Léon Blum to put 
an end to Italo-German intervention in S pa in . . .

It must also be remembered that in 1936 there existed in the 
world only one socialist country, the USSR, which was far from 
Spain . . .  It was not enough for the USSR to be disposed to send 
arms to the Spanish antifascist combatants. It was necessary to 
create minimal diplomatic and political conditions so that those 
arms could get to Spain.

Finally, the authors of the history argued that if Non-Intervention 
with Soviet participation had worked, it ‘would have created a new 
situation with two possible results: first, retreat of the fascist dic
tators . . .  and second, return to the Spanish Republic in a very short 
time its right to buy arms.’ In any case, they concluded, Soviet 
participation showed up ‘the real intentions of England and France in 
proposing the policy of “Non-Intervention” .’11 

W hat the Spanish Communists did not report was the degree 
to which the USSR, at the beginning of the Spanish Civil War, 
did collaborate with the Non-Intervention. M any years later, the 
Republican politician Claudio Sánchez Albornoz, writing in the 
periodical Indice, of November 1 1972, wrote: ‘News about Russian 
aid. We have heard Gordon Ordáz, in Buenos Aires, refer to the 
episode of his purchase of N orth  American airplanes for the govern
ment of the Republic, in the first period of the civil war, and 
how he succeeded, with great care and great difficulty in having them 
sent from Mexico to Europe via Arcángel. Gordon Ordáz com 
pleted his account declaring that those airplanes did not arrive in
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Spain; the Russians kept them and sent an equal number of old 
machines.’12

However, after two m onths’ hesitation, Stalin decided to inter
vene, more or less surreptitiously, on the Republican side in the Civil 
War. But he did not move to aid the Republic until he was assured of 
obtaining most of the Republic’s gold supply, at the time one of the 
world’s largest.

The Stalinist history of the Civil W ar noted: Tn so far as the 
Banco de España was concerned . . .  it was converted in practice 
into an organism directed and controlled by the Ministry of Finance 
of the Republic. The government could thus mobilize the gold 
deposits of the Banco for the service of the necessities of war, the 
service of the supreme national interests of Spain.’ The history’s 
authors argue, citing memoirs of several members of the Largo 
Caballero government (but with no comment from the authors 
themselves), that the transfer of the Spanish Republic’s gold to the 
USSR was for the purpose of preventing its falling into the hands 
of Franco.14

Indalecio Prieto wrote that, during this operation, the first ship
ment of Spanish gold to Odessa was of 13,000 chests, ‘weighing eight 
hundred fifty-one and a half tons -  round figures, discounting the 
packaging . . .  The three hundred forty and a half tons remaining 
were divided, in equal parts, in two other expeditions: one, before 
that to Odessa, was to Marseilles, and the other, much later, to 
Barcelona. Those figures, together with a deposit in M ont de Marsan
-  deposit taken over by Franco -  which dated from 1931, to cover a 
loan of the Bank of France to that o f Spain, represents the total of 
yellow reserves of the latter.’15 Josip Maria Bricall estimated that 
1,592 million pesetas worth of gold were ‘deposited’ in the Soviet 
Union, ou t of a total gold supply worth 2,202 million pesetas at the 
beginning of the Civil W a r .16

In any case, as a consequence of the Republic’s utter dependence 
on the Soviet Union for arms, particularly airplanes, tanks and other 
heavy equipment, the Soviet diplomatic, military, secret police and 
other officials, as well as the representatives of the Communist 
International, who were also subordinate to the Soviet Communist 
Party and government, were able to bring great influence to bear on
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the Spanish Republican government, particularly after the ouster of 
Prime Minister Francisco Largo Caballero and his replacement by 
the Socialist Party’s Communist fellow-traveller, Juan Ncgrin, fol
lowing the M ay 1937 events in Catalonia.

The Stalinist Drive to Absolute Power

The one-time secretary-general of the Spanish Communist Party, 
José Bullejos, judged the role of the party in Republican Spain 
during the Civil W ar thus: ‘The activities of the Communist Party 
were designed to impose totally its hegemony over the government 
and the Republican army; in its relations with the Socialist Party it 
sought its absorption, animated by the recent conquest of the 
Socialist Youth. Largo Caballero and his friends, before allied with 
the Communists, reacted against the manoeuver and began at that 
moment a bitter struggle between the Socialists and anarchists on 
the one hand and the Communists on the other, a struggle which, 
with increasing sharpness each day, continued throughout the 
w ar.’17

Certainly, the Stalinists saw the anarchists as a major impediment 
to their drive to power in the Republic. This was clearly indicated by 
Palmiro Togliatti, the most important Comintern official in Spain 
during the Civil War: The ideology and practice of these Anarcho- 
syndicalist organizations frequently hinder the principles of proletar
ian organization and proletarian discipline from penetrating into the 
ranks of the working class.

Spanish Anarchism is a peculiar phenomenon, a reflection of the 
country’s economic backwardness, of the backwardness of its 
political structure, of the disunity of its proletariat, of the 
existence of a numerous group of declassed elements, and, 
finally, of a specific particularism -  all features characteristic of 
countries with strong survivals of feudalism. At the present time, 
when the Spanish people are exerting every effort to drive back 
the furious attack of bestial fascism, when the Anarchist workers 
arc fighting bravely at the fronts, there arc not a few people
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who, under cover of the principles of Anarchism, weaken the 
solidarity and unity of the People’s Front by hasty projects for 
compulsory ‘collectivization’, the ‘abolition of money’, the 
preaching of ‘organized Indiscipline’, etc .18

Certainly the Stalinists’ drive to achieve absolute power in the 
Spanish Republic was served by what Burnett Bollotcn has called 
‘the connivance, the unsuspecting good faith, and the obtuseness 
of others’. He cited in this regard an article of the Stalinist w ar
time military leader Valentin Gonzalez (El Campesino), writing 
in an anarchist exile periodical after he had quit the Communist 
ranks.

‘With few exceptions, especially during the early part  of the war, 
how many Spanish politicians and military men were there who did 
not welcome the Communist agents with open arms and refused to 
play their game? At least I was a convinced Communist, and my 
attitude had some logic to it; but what logic was there in the attitude 
adopted by the others? W ithout the lack of understanding and the 
complicity that were almost general would it have been possible, in 
the course of a few months, for a party, as weak numerically as the 
Communist party, to penetrate -  and nearly dominate -  the whole 
government appara tus? . .  .’19

Gerald Brenan has given a good picture of the nature of the 
Communists’ relentless drive for power within the Republic during 
the Civil War, and of its consequences:

They suffered from a fixed belief in their own superior knowl
edge and capacity. They were incapable of rational discussion. 
From every pore they exuded a rigid totalitarian spirit. Their 
appetite for power was insatiable and they were completely 
unscrupulous. To them winning the war meant winning it for 
the Communist party and they were always ready to sacrifice 
military advantage to prevent a rival party on their own side 
from strengthening its position. Thus they kept the Aragón 
front without arms to spite the Anarchists and prevented a 
very promising offensive in Extremadura from taking place 
because the credit for its success might have gone to Caballero . . .
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But perhaps more serious than this in the long run was their 
lack of moral or political integrity. Their opportunism extended 
to everything. They seemed to have no programme that could 
not be reversed if its reversal promised them any advantage, and 
they were just as ready to use the middle classes against the 
proletariat as the proletariat against the middle classes . . .  Thus 
not only did they disapprove of even such rural and industrial 
collectives as had arisen spontaneously and flood the country 
with police who, like the Russian Ogpu, noted on the orders of 
their party rather than of the Ministry of the Interior, but by 
their perpetual intrigues and machinations they helped to sap 
the fibre of the various Popular Front parties and of the two 
great trade unions, on whose firmness and solidarity the morale 
of the Republican forces depended.20

The anarchists were clearly victims of the Stalinists’ opportunism. 
According to José Peirats, T h e  agility of maneuver of the Communists 
consistently got the better of the unskillful opportunism of the 
anarchists, recently converted to the snares of politics.’21

Of course, during the Civil W ar and afterwards, the Stalinists and 
their fellow-travellers strongly denied that they were seeking to seize 
total power in the Republic. Typical of their line of argument were 
the writings of Louis Fischer, during the W ar a foreign correspondent 
of The Nation , and a close ally of the Communists, although 
subsequently he turned against them.

In a pamphlet published in 1937, Fischer wrote about Soviet 
intervention in the Civil War: . .  the Bolsheviks do not believe that a
revolution can be exported. They hold that the need for revolution 
grows in national soil. They arc convinced that ultimately Spain will 
become Communist. But they do not wish to interfere in internal 
Spanish affairs because they know how deeply the Spaniards would 
resent i t . . . ’22

In so far as the Spanish Communists were concerned, Fischer 
wrote ‘The democracy slogan means that the Communists have no 
desire to establish in Spain a dictatorship guided by one party as in 
Russia. The Communists do not wish to suppress the Anarchists or 
Socialists or left Republicans or any anti-fascist g ro u p ..  .’23 This was
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written, of course, after they had forced the outlawing and persecu
tion of the POUM.

However, perhaps unwittingly (or perhaps not), Stalinist history of 
the Civil W ar, published 30 years after the conflict began, did reveal 
the true intentions of the Spanish Communists and their Soviet 
masters, and how the anarchists impeded this: ‘And if those positions 
of the anarchists conflicted with the necessities of the antifascist war, 
they no less conflicted with the development of the revolution, with 
the consolidation in Spain of the popular democracy.’24 In 1966, and 
for 20 years before that, ‘popular democracy’ had been the favorite 
phrase the Stalinists used to describe the regimes established by Stalin 
in Eastern Europe after the Second World War.

Even during the Civil War itself, Spanish Communist leaders made 
statements which also indicated the objectives of their drive to 
power. Soon after the establishment of the Ncgrin government, Jesús 
Hernández, the Communist minister of education, said at a meeting 
in Barcelona, ‘He who does not accept our slogans is an agent of 
fascism and a counterrevolutionary.’ For her part, La Pasionaria at 
about the same time promised ‘to denounce without any vacillation, 
without any sentimentalism, all those whom  we think are suspi
ciously disaffected with our regim e..  ,’25

The Subservience of Spanish Stalinists to Stalin

During the Civil War, there were four Stalinist parties in Spain. One 
was the Spanish Communist Party (PCE), which operated through
out the Loyalist territory except in Catalonia and the Basque 
country. Another was the Partido Socialista Unificado de Catalonia 
(PSUC), which was formed in that region a few days after the 
beginning of the W ar by the merger of the Catalan sections of the 
Communist and Socialist parties and two small regional organiza
tions. Both the PCE and the PSUC belonged to the Communist 
International. The third was the Basque Communist Party, which 
apparently had a formally different organization from the PCE.26

A fourth Stalinist organization of considerable importance was the 
Juventud Socialista Unificado (JSU), which had been founded in
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April 1936 by a merger of the Socialist Youth Federation (until then 
under the influence of the Socialist Party faction headed by Francisco 
Largo Caballero) and the Union of Young Communists. Upon its 
establishment, it was affiliated with the Young Communist Inter
national, and before the end of the W ar most of its top leaders 
(although not so many of its regional and local ones) had joined the PCE.

There was a long tradition of subordination of the Spanish Com 
munists to Moscow. One of the early secretaries of the Communist 
International, the Swiss Jules Humbert-Droz, had intervened directly 
to bring about the merger of the two different Communist parties 
which were at first formed in Spain. Subsequently, in the early 1930s, 
he was Comintern resident delegate in Spain.27

On at least two occasions, the Comintern intervened to replace 
the leadership of the Spanish Communist Party. The group leading 
the party at the time of the outbreak of the Civil W ar -  of whom 
José Díaz (general-secretary), Jesús Hernández, Vicente Uribe, and 
Dolores Ibárruri (made famous during the W ar as ‘La Pasionaria’) 
were among the most prominent -  had been installed by the 
Comintern.28

At the time of the outbreak of the Civil War, the resident 
Comintern representative in Spain was Victorio Codovila, an Italo- 
Argentine and long-time secretary-general of the Argentine C om m un
ist Party. Enrique Castro Delgado, one of the principal Communist 
military leaders during the War, indicated the de facto role of 
Codovila when, in describing a politburo meeting, he said, ‘The 
Political Buro around a large and rectangular table. At the head of it 
José Díaz, then the other members of the Political Bureau. And in 
front of them Codovila, the real chief of the Party in his capacity of 
delegate of the Communist International.’29

Codovila was soon joined by others. Boris Stepanov (variously 
described as a Bulgarian and a Russian), and whose real name 
seems to have been Stefan Minev), the Hungarian Erno Gero (a 
prominent post-Second World W ar figure in the Hungarian Com 
munist regime) and Fritz Dahlem, a member of the central commit
tee of the German Communist Party who, from December 1936, 
was a member of the political commission which directed the Inter
national Brigades.30
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Palmiro Togliatti, then and until his death, head of the Italian 
Communist Party, was the principal Comintern ‘adviser’ of the 
Spanish Communists during the Civil War. Gero’s particular assign
ment was that of supervising the Partido Socialista Unificado de 
Catalonia.

The most important Comintern delegate was Togliatti. Burnett 
Bolloten has said that when he replaced Codovila ‘he became the 
virtual head of the party, directing strategy and writing m any of the 
speeches of José Díaz and La Pasionaria. Using the aliases Ercole 
Ercoli and Alfredo, Togliatti remained in Spain with Stepanov until 
the end of the Civil W ar.’

Bolloten also cited John Gates, the US Communist who was head 
commissar of the Fifteenth International Brigade, to the effect that 
Togliatti  was the most powerful Communist figure in Spain. His 
responsibility was the whole policy o f the Spanish com m un is ts . . .’31

There is some disagreement among those who have written about 
Togliatti’s activities in Spain about when he arrived there. As we 
shall see in a later chapter, Jesús Hernández, member of the Spanish 
Politburo, told many years later about Togliatti’s participation in 
Politburo meetings at which the downfall of Prime Minister Largo 
Caballero was decided upon in the spring of 1937. On the other 
hand, the editor of a book of Togliatti’s reports to the Comintern, 
Paolo Spriano, wrote that Togliatti arrived in Spain ‘at the end of 
July 193 7’.32

It would seem highly unlikely that Hernández would not know 
who Togliatti was, and not know when he attended Spanish 
Politburo meetings. It is true that the reports of Togliatti which are 
published by Signor Spriano begin with one apparently written 
from Paris early in July 1937, and the first one directly concerning 
Spanish affairs is dated August 30. The only reasonable explanation 
would seem to be that Togliatti was there at least as soon as the 
early months of 1937, went ou t to participate in a meeting on the 
Spanish question between representatives of the Communist Inter
national and the Labor and Socialist International on which he 
reports in his memorandum to the Comintern on July 8 1937. and 
then returned to Spain, where he remained during much of the rest of 
the War.
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In his reports to the Comintern, Togliatti was frequently critical of 
the other Comintern representatives in Spain. Codovila, Gero, 
Stepanov and Dahlem all gave reasons for complaint by Togliatti at 
one time or another.33

Direct Soviet Interference in Loyalist Spain

However, the Comintern delegates were not the only representatives 
of the Stalinist regime to whom the ‘leaders’ of the Spanish Communist 
Party were subordinate. The broader range of advice to which they 
were subject is indicated by Jesús Hernández, then minister of 
education in the Largo Caballero government, in his description of a 
meeting, of the political bureau of the PCE in March 1937: ‘Present 
all the delegates of Moscow: Stepanov, Codovila, Gero, Togliatti, 
M arty -  in function of organizer of the International Brigades -  and 
for the first time also Orlof of the GPU, and Galkins, councillor of 
the Soviet Embassy.

But it was not only the Spanish Stalinists who received direction 
from representatives of Stalin in Spain. Both Ambassador Marcel 
Rosenberg and the Soviet consul-general in Barcelona, Vladimir 
Antonov-Ovsenko, during the first year of the W ar, were constantly 
indicating personally and even publicly, w hat policies the govern
ments to which they were accredited should follow and w hat actions 
they should take. Prime Minister Largo Caballero on one occasion 
became so enraged at this that he literally threw Ambassador 
Rosenberg out of his office.

There were two other kinds of overt interference by Soviet offi
cials, in which they acted quite independently of the Spanish authori
ties. We have seen in earlier parts of this book something of the 
degree to which Soviet officers exercised comm and functions in the 
Popular Army without having any formal right to do so; and the way 
in which the Soviet military men in charge of handling weapons and 
war material coming from the USSR favored Communist-controlled 
military units and refused to provide adequate supplies to those 
commanded by opponents of the Communists.

Finally, there was the increasingly massive intervention of the
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Soviet secret police, the GPU. Walter Krivitsky said that when, early 
in September 1936, Stalin decided to aid the Spanish Republic with 
arms and food, he at the same time ordered Yagoda, the head of the 
GPU, to establish a branch in Spain. At a meeting on September 14, 
in the GPU’s Lubianka headquarters, it was announced that Alexander 
Orlov had been assigned to this task.

Krivitsky said: ‘This Lubianka conference also placed the Soviet 
secret police in charge of Comintern operations in Spain. It decided 
to “coordinate” the activities of the Spanish Communist Party with 
those of the OGPU.’35

Krivitsky commented on the activities of the GPU in Spain. He said 
that right after the beginning of 1937, ‘The business of Stalinizing 
Spain now began in grim earnest. The OGPU was in charge . . .  
Thousands were arrested, including many foreign volunteers who 
had come to fight Franco. Any criticism of methods, any unflattering 
opinion of the Stalin dictatorship in Russia, any association with men 
of heretical political beliefs, became treason. The OGPU employed 
all the methods familiar in Moscow of extorting confessions and of 
summary executions.. .,36

Stalin’s Objectives in Spain

Although it is clear that Stalin, both directly and indirectly, played 
a major role in the domestic politics of the Spanish Republic 
during the Civil War, mere knowledge of that fact does not answer 
the question of what it was that he was seeking in carrying out 
that role. There is probably no one who is still alive, nearly 60 
years after the event, who could answer this question with certainty. 
However, both the behavior of the Soviets towards the Republic 
and the behavior of the Spanish Stalinists may offer some sugges
tions.

One can start, I think, by accepting the conclusion of Jesus 
Hernandez, after he quit the Stalinist ranks: ‘In the war of Spain, 
Moscow played to win for Moscow. Nothing more and nothing less. 
The cause of our people was for them like a simple pawn on the 
playing board of their calculations. If it had been possible to win the
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game by having us triumph too, it would not have hesitated to give us 
the t r iu m p h . . .  Neither hate nor affection towards the Spanish 
people, nor sentimentalism, nor principles, nor scruples. For Stalin 
all those are nothing more than words without significance nor 
content of any kind.’ 7

Walter Krivitsky set forth his understanding of w hat Stalin was 
trying to achieve in Spain:

After the outbreak of the Franco rebellion, Stalin turned his eyes 
toward Spain. He made haste slowly, as he always does. There 
was a period of watchful waiting, of furtive exploration. Stalin 
wanted to be sure first that there would be no quick and easy 
Franco victory, Then he intervened in Spain . . .

His idea was -  and this was common knowledge among us 
who served him -  to include Spain in the sphere of the Kremlin’s 
influence. Such domination would secure his ties with Paris and 
London, and thus strengthen, on the other hand, his bargaining 
position with Berlin. Once he was master of the Spanish govern
ment -  o f vital strategic importance to France and Great Britain
-  he would find w hat he was seeking. He would be a force to be 
reckoned with, an ally to be coveted.. .38

The Spanish historian, Salvador de M adariaga, who maintained a 
position of ‘neutrality’ during the Civil W ar, broadly agreed with the 
analysis of Krivitsky. He wrote that Stalin’s aim in Spain was ‘to 
secure a Western outpost for his aid against the dangers which were 
lurking ever larger on the European horizon.’ To this end:

It was therefore indispensable for Stalin to gain time to allow for 
the internal evolution of the Spanish Revolution, which in his 
eyes could only mean the gradual devouring of all the other 
heads of the hydra by the orthodox Communist head. M ean
while, he would be both preparing for the coming war, if war 
there was to be, and seeking an agreement with Hitler which 
would enable him either to ward off the Soviet-Germany war 
for good and all or to gain time still for his tanks and airplanes.
In terms of Spain, this meant carrying on the Spanish war as
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long as possible while strengthening his position there while 
the war lasted. The first added to his time for negotiating with
Hitler; and second raised the value of his assets in the ncgotia-

39tion.

Krivitsky emphasized Stalin’s caution in the Spanish situation:

Stalin, unlike Mussolini, played it safe in Spain. Far from 
boasting of his intervention, he played it down timidly and 
indeed at the beginning concealed it altogether. The Soviet 
intervention might have been decisive at certain moments had 
Stalin taken the risks on the Loyalist side that Mussolini took on 
the Franco side. But Stalin risked nothing. He even made sure 
before moving that there was enough gold in the Bank of Spain 
to more than cover the costs of his material aid. He took no 
chances of involving the Soviet Union in a great war. He 
launched his intervention under the slogan: ‘Stay out of range of 
the artillery fire!’ This was and remained our guiding slogan 
throughout the Spanish intervention.40

Krivitsky also noted the wider context within which Stalin viewed
the Spanish Civil War:

Stalin argued that the old Spain was gone and that the new 
Spain could not stand alone. It must join either the camp of 
Italy and Germany, or the camp of their opponents. Stalin 
said that neither France nor Great Britain would willingly 
allow Spain, which commands the entrance to the Mediterranean, 
to be controlled by Rome and Berlin. A friendly Spain was 
vital to Paris and London. W ithout public intervention, but 
by an adroit use of his position as the source of military 
supplies, Stalin believed it possible to create in Spain a regime 
controlled by him. T hat done, he could command the respect 
of France and England, win from them the offer of a real 
alliance, and either accept it or, with that as a bargaining 
point, arrive at his underlying steady aim and purpose, a 
compact with Germany.41
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The Soviet historian Roy Medvedev largely confirmed Krivitsky’s 
analysis:

. . .S ta l in ’s patent indifference to the needs and fate of the 
Spanish revolution was related first of all to internal events in 
the USSR. In 1937-1938 Stalin was too busy organizing the 
mass repression in his own country. It was at this very time that 
the NKVD apparatus was significantly expanded, and millions 
of people found themselves in camps and prisons.

It may also be assumed that Stalin wanted to take his distance 
from the events in Spain, that he did not want a victory over 
fascism there that would have been seen as the result of m axi
mum support by the Soviet Union. Such a victory would have 
complicated any subsequent agreement with fascist Germany -  
something that was on Stalin’s mind long before 1939.42

Burnett Bolloten has emphasized that in order for Stalin’s objectives 
to be achieved it was absolutely necessary to downplay, and even to 
deny, the Revolution which had occurred following the suppression 
of the military rebellion in more than half of Spain after July 19 
1936. It was necessary to present the Spanish Civil W ar simply as a 
struggle between ‘democracy’ on one side and ‘fascism’ on the other. 
Any recognition of the revolutionary transformation of the Spanish 
Republican economy which had taken place following the beginning 
of the Civil W ar would alienate powerful economic interests in 
France, Great Britain and other democratic countries which would 
reinforce those countries’ adherence to ‘non-intervention’, which in 
practical terms meant an embargo on the shipment of arms to the 
Republic in its struggle with the Franco forces.43

Victor Alba has suggested the change in Stalin’s attitude towards 
the Spanish Civil W ar as the victory of the Franco forces became 
more apparent: ‘After the Munich Conference, Stalin wanted to have 
negotiations with Hitler. He thought that abandoning Spain would 
be interpreted in Berlin as a guarantee of good faith. As a result, the 
Russian military advisers imposed the battle of the Ebro which in 
two months liquidated 70,000 soldiers of the Republic and all of the 
material had human reserves of the Government.’44
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The Anti-Revolutionary Policy of the Spanish Stalinists

The Spanish Stalinists -  including the Spanish Communist Party, the 
PSUC of Catalonia and the Juventud Socialista Unificada -  from the 
beginning of the Civil W ar followed policies which were designed to 
undermine, and if possible destroy, the Revolution which had 
occurred after the suppression of the military uprising of July 19 
1936.

Nowhere was this more clearly stated than in the PSUC’s English- 
language bulletin, in its report on the March 1937 plenum of the 
Spanish Communist Party: ‘The Popular Front was the force which 
crushed the fascist rebellion. . .  Therefore the Communist Party of 
Spain and the United Socialist Party of Catalonia have recognized 
that the Spanish Republic, and that alone, must be a government 
wherein arc represented all forces who struggle against fascism. The 
struggle can only end with the rise of a new type of democratic and 
parliamentary government, with a strong social sense where reaction 
and fascism shall be finally crushed. W ithout renouncing its p ro 
grams of socialization, the Party has adopted an energetic and serious 
attitude against all premature attempts of pseudo-revolutionaries.. .’45

Juan Comorera, in his speech to that same plenum noted: ‘Before 
the advice of certain people whose idea is to make the revolu
tion before doing anything else, the United Socialist Party of 
Catalonia has, from the very beginning, declared that the most 
im portant task is to organize for the winning of the war. After seven 
m onths we are beginning to correct the grave mistakes we have 
made.’46

There were at least two reasons for this policy of the Spanish 
Stalinists. In the first place, the Communists’ anti-revolutionary 
stance conformed fully to Stalin’s own game plan for the Spanish 
Civil War. But there was certainly something else which motivated 
the Spanish Stalinists. The fact was that they had played virtually no 
role in the Revolution which had occurred with the onset of the War. 
That Revolution had been largely the work of the labor and peasant 
unions, over which the Stalinists had little influence at the beginning 
of the conflict. The CN T was thoroughly anarcho-syndicalist, and 
the Communists had had virtually no success in trying to penetrate it.
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The Unión General de Trabajadores was thoroughly controlled 
by the Largo Caballero faction of the Socialist Party, and although 
the Communists had recently given up their own trade union con
federation and had its affiliates join the UGT they had not, by the 
beginning of the War, had much luck in trying to gain power within 
the UGT.

Therefore, given the situation of  a Revolution which they did not 
control, they were strongly opposed to it. As early as 1930, Dmitri 
Manuilski, then the head of the Comintern, had presaged this 
attitude of his Spanish comrades. He had said that ‘a partial strike (in 
any country) could have greater importance for the international 
working class than that type of “revolution” á la española, carried 
out without the Communist Party and the proletariat exercising the 
directive function.’47

Clearly, the Stalinists’ concept of a revolution was one which 
would establish a ‘dictatorship of the proletariat’, that is, a dictator
ship of the Communist Party. Certainly, that was not the kind of 
revolution that had taken place after July 19 1936.

The opposition of the Comintern to the revolution which had 
occurred in Loyalist Spain was expressed early. According to E. H. 
Carr, on October 19 1936, its executive committee issued a state
ment ‘condemning, the “m ania” of far-fetched projects, tendencies to 
“create a new society” , which threatened to disrupt the popular 
front.’48

As was obligatory for Communists, they rationalized their position 
in theoretical terms. Perhaps no one did this more authoritatively 
than Palmiro Togliatti:

The Spanish people arc solving the tasks of the bourgeois- 
democratic revolution . . .  This means that in the interests of the 
economic and political development of the country, the agrarian 
question must be settled by abolishing the feudal relations which 
dominate the countryside. It means that the peasants, the 
workers, and the working population as a whole must be 
relieved of the intolerable burden of an outworn economic and 
administrative system. It means that the privileges of the aris
tocracy, the church and the religious orders must be done away
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with and the uncontrolled sway of the reactionary castes must 
be broken.

The Spanish people is solving in a new way the task of the 
bourgeois-democratic revolution which is in accordance with the 
deepest interests of the vast mass of the people. In the first place, 
it is solving them in circumstances of civil war brought on by the 
insurgents. In the second place, it is forced in the interest of 
armed struggle against fascism to confiscate the property of the 
landlords and employers involved in the insurrection. . .  In the 
third place, it is able to draw on the historical experience of the 
proletariat of Russia, which completed the bourgeois democratic 
revolution after it had conquered power, for the great proletarian 
revolution splendidly achieved ‘in passing’ the very objectives 
which form the basic content of the revolution in Spain at its 
present historical stage. Finally, the Spanish working class is 
striving to accomplish its leading role in the revolution, and 
place upon it a proletarian imprint by the sweeping range and 
the forms of its struggle.49

Stalinist opposition to the Revolution took many forms. One was to 
deny its existence. Franz Borkenau noted this in his first trip to the 
Republican territory in August 1936:

Representative members of the PSUC express the opinion that 
there is no revolution at all in Spain, and those men (with whom 
I had a fairly long discussion) are not as one would suppose, old 
Catalan socialists, but foreign communists. Spain, they explain 
is faced with a unique situation: the Government is fighting 
against its own army. 1 wonder how it is that communists, 
who, all over the world, for fifteen years have discovered 
revolutionary situations where there were none, and done 
tremendous mischief by it, now do not recognize revolution 
when, for the first time in Europe since the Russian revolution of 
1917, it is really there.50

As early as July 29 1936, Dolores Ibárruri claimed that ‘our 
country is now going through the phase of the democratic-bourgeois
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revolution.’ She added: T h is  struggle is the democratic revolution 
which in other countries such as France, was carried out more than a 
century ago.’51

Typical of the Spanish Stalinists’ position at the time was a 
statement issued on their behalf by the French Communist Party: 
T h e  Central Committee of the Spanish Communist party has asked 
us to make known to public opinion, as a reply to interested and 
fantastic reports in a certain press, that the Spanish people in 
their struggle against the rebels are not striving for the establishment 
of the dictatorship of the proletariat, but have only one aim: THE 
DEFENCE OF TH E REPUBLICAN ORDER AND RESPECT FOR 
PROPERTY.’52

In March 1937, José Diaz, secretary-general of the PCE said: We 
are fighting for the democratic Republic, for a democratic and 
parliamentary republic of a new type and with a profound social 
c o n te n t . . . ’53

Another line of Stalinist attack on the Revolution was their 
advocacy of substituting nationalization of enterprises for collec
tivization of them by the workers. According to Burnett Bolloten, 
‘State capitalism or nationalization, the Communists knew, would 
eventually enable the central authority not only to organize the 
manufacturing capacity of the anti-Franco camp in accordance 
with the needs of the war and to control the outpu t and allocation 
of war material, often assigned by the labor unions to their own 
locals or militia units, but also to weaken the left-wing of the 
Revolution as one of the principal sources of its power. They did 
not, of course, openly acknowledge the political motive of their 
desire for nationalization and defended it only on military and 
economic grounds.’54

Characteristic of this line of argument of the Communists was a 
statement by José Diaz in March 1937. He said of ‘premature 
experiments in collectivization and socialization’ that ‘if, in the 
beginning, these experiments were justified by the fact that the 
big industrialists and landlords had abandoned their factories and 
estates and that it was necessary to continue production, later 
on they were n o t . . .  today when there is a government of the Popular 
Front, in which all the forces engaged in the fight against fascism arc
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represented, such things are not only inadvisable, but they have 
the opposite effect from that intended. Today we must coordinate 
production rapidly and intensify it under a single direction so 
as to provision the front and the rear with everything they need.’55 

Communist Minister of Agriculture Vicente Uribe, gave practical 
meaning to the Communists’ drive for nationalization in his famous 
agrarian reform decree of  October 7 1936. The law proclaimed that 
all landholdings belonging to those who had sided with the rebellion 
became property of the state, although also providing for peasants to 
have use rights to the land they cultivated, either individually or 
collectively.56

The Stalinists as Defenders of Private Property Rights

A major strategy of the Stalinists in trying to destroy the Revolution 
was that of positioning themselves as the principal defenders of 
the small and medium-sized property holders. In doing so, they 
filled a vacuum which was created in the early stages of the Civil 
War.

Burnett Bolloten has stressed the inefficacy after July 19 of the 
Republican parties which had been the principal spokesmen for the 
petty bourgeoisie before the outbreak of the Civil War: ‘N or could 
they turn to the liberal republican parties, such as the Izquierda 
Republicana, the Unión Republicana and the Esquerra Republicana 
de Catalunya . . .  the strongest middle class party in that region, for 
the majority of the leaders were either accommodating themselves to 
the radicalism of the situation or were characterized by inertia born 
of fear.’57

Into that situation stepped the Communist Party and the PSUC in 
Catalonia. The attitude of the Stalinists was shown by a declaration 
in Mundo Obrero, the PCE daily in Madrid:

In a capitalist society, the small tradesmen and manufacturers 
constitute a class that has many things in common with the 
proletariat. It is, of course, on the side of the democratic 
Republic, and it is as much opposed to the big capitalists and
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captains of powerful fascist enterprises as the workers. This 
being so, it is everybody’s duty to respect the property of these 
small tradesmen and manufacturers.

We therefore strongly urge the members of our party and the 
militia in general to demand, and, if need be, to enforce respect 
for these middle-class citizens, all of whom are workers, and 
who therefore should not be molested. Their modest interests 
should not be injured by requisitions and demands that arc 
beyond their meager resources.58

M ost economic organizations of the middle class had disappeared 
upon the outbreak of the Civil War. The Stalinists hastened to 
organize new ones. In Catalonia, soon after the W ar began, the 
PSUC organized the Federación Catalana de Gremios y Entidades 
Pequeños Comerciantes e Industriales (GEPCI), which soon had
18.000 ‘tradesmen, handicraftsmen, and small manufacturers.59 
GEPCI became part of the UGT of Catalonia, which the PSUC 
controlled.60

We have noted in an earlier chapter the communists’ initiative in 
organising the landowners of the Valencia region into a new 
peasants’ federation. It took the place of, and was largely made up of 
the same people as a pre-war peasant organization controlled by the 
Right-wing parties which after July 19 were supporting the Rebels.

This role of the Stalinists as defenders of the holders of property 
was quickly reflected in the membership of the PCE and PSUC. Franz 
Borkenau, returning to Republican Spain for a second visit in mid- 
January 1937, observed that the PCE had increased its claimed 
membership from about 3,000, before the military uprising, to
220.000 which it claimed at the end of January 1937. However, he 
noted: ‘Since July the communists have not won over, either from the 
anarchists or from the socialists, a single trade-union branch of 
manual workers, a single large factory, a single industrial region, 
They have won over branches of State and private employee trade 
unions, and villages and country districts in considerable number.’ 
Borkenau added that in so far as change of political allegiance on the 
part of the workers was concerned, ‘there seems to be very little of 
th a t’.61
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As a consequence of the fact that the Stalinist parties had expanded 
their membership rapidly, but had failed to attract manual workers 
from their previous allegiance, Borkenau concluded: ‘The Communist 
Party, to a large extent, is today the party of the military and 
administrative personnel, in the second place the party of the petty 
bourgeoisie and certain well-to-do peasant groups, in the third place 
the party of the employees (white collar workers) and only in the 
fourth place the party of the industrial workers. Having entered the 
movement with almost no organization, it has attracted in the course 
of the civil war, those elements with whose views and interests its 
policy agreed.’62 This situation did not change in any significant 
degree during the remainder of the Civil War.

The only case I have discovered in which the Stalinists absorbed 
a workers’ group which had previously been part  of the CN T was 
that of the CN T Opposition affiliate in Sabadcll, in Catalonia. 
There, the opposition stayed independent at the time of the 
unification of the CN T and opposition in the M ay 1936 CNT 
congress at Zaragoza. A report on that congress noted that the 
leaders of the group subsequently ‘sold out supinely to the C om m un
ist Party and the bolshevized U G T’. The result was that ‘there was 
lost to the C N T a Federation which was strong at the time, of
12,000 members’.63

Palmiro Togliatti reported to Moscow often on the lack of a 
working-class base for the Spanish Stalinists, and the preponderance 
of non-proletarian elements in their ranks. For instance, he recog
nized that the PSUC was ‘predominantly petty bourgeois’.6

Elsewhere, he noted that the PCE’s ‘links with the factories are 
weak’.65 He also told his Comintern bosses that ‘It m ust no t be 
forgotten . . .  that the connection with the masses, above all in the 
interior, was always one of the weakest points of the party’,66 and 
that in M adrid the party was ‘very separated from the masses, very 
sectarian . . .  very strong tendency to bureaucratization’. Finally, 
Togliatti noted that, in contrast with the Socialist Party, the executive 
committee of which was largely made up of trade unionists, there 
were no trade unionists in the politburo of the PCE.68

Togliatti was particularly critical, in this regard, of the leadership 
of the PSUC. He criticized that party’s refusal to fight against the
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legal rural sindicatosy which were supposed to have a monopoly of 
selling the peasants’ products, and which he claimed were speculat
ing with those products at the expense of the peasants: ‘M any local 
leaders of the party, former members of reactionary organizations, 
speculated like all the r e s t . . .  so did those in the leadership.’69

Talking of the situation in the remaining Republican area in 
central Spain after the fall of Catalonia to the Franco forces, Togliatti 
said that what he called the ‘persecution’ of the Communists there 
was ‘fed from below by the explosion of all of the hatred of our party 
and the spirit of revenge of the Caballeristas, anarchists, provoca
teurs etc.’ He emphasized the weakness of the party’s ‘contacts with 
the masses’.70

The Stalinists’ Use of Force Against the Revolution

The Stalinists were perfectly willing to use force against the Revolu
tion, when the opportunity to do so presented itself. Their increasing 
influence in the military hierarchy and in those of the various 
reorganized police forces of the Republic, together with the rapid and 
extensive growth of the Soviet GPU in Loyalist Spain, gave them 
increasing opportunities to exert force.

We have seen in earlier chapters the attacks that were made on rural 
collectives by Stalinist-led military and police units in the Levante 
and Castille in the spring of 1937. We have also seen the efforts of 
the Stalinist troops under Lister to destroy the collectives in Aragon 
and the concurrent destruction of the Consejo de Aragon.

But it was not only in the rural regions that the Stalinists used force 
against their opponents. After the M ay Days in Barcelona, there was 
a wave of arrests, disappearances, murders, and even a major show 
trial organized under Stalinist auspices. The methods which Stalin 
was at the time using in the Great Purges in the Soviet Union was 
transplanted to a marked degree to Republican Spain and continued 
for the rest of the Civil War. The POUMist leader Julian Gorkin has 
written: ‘During the year and a half that 1 had to spend in the jails of 
Madrid, of Valencia and of B arcelona .. .  I bumped into various 
thousands of Left Socialists, anarchosyndicalists of the CN T and the
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FAI, POUMists, ex-militiamen and members of the International 
Brigades. That is to say, antifascists and anti-Stalinists. In the jails 
one could confirm -  better than in the streets -  the cold assassination 
of the Spanish revolution.. .71

Stalinist Vendettas Against Their Revolutionary 
O pponents

In their drive to gain absolute power within the Spanish Republic 
during the Civil War, the Stalinists were a priori faced with major 
impediments. Aligned against them were the anarchists of the C N T -  
FAI, the single most numerous political element within the Loyalist 
territory, the faction of the Socialist Party led by Francisco Largo 
Caballero, the Partido Obrero de Unificación M arxista (POUM) in 
Catalonia, Valencia and a few other areas. Even a substantial seg
ment of the Right wing of the Socialist Party which, if no t favorably 
disposed towards the Revolution none the less did not w ant the 
establishment of a Stalinist dictatorship in the Republic, had to be 
confronted by the Communists.

Wisely, the Stalinists first attacked their weakest opponent, the 
POUM. First mounting a ferocious campaign to have the POUM 
ousted from the government of Catalonia, which they achieved by 
December 1936, they then carried on an even more vitriolic attack, 
seeking to have the POUM  outlawed -  which they succeeded in 
bringing about after the May Days of 1937 in Barcelona.

The next victim of the Stalinists’ drive for power was the Left wing 
of the Socialist Party led by Largo Caballero. He was first forced out 
of the prime ministership and ministry of war. The Stalinists next 
succeeded in splitting the Unión General de Trabajadores, and then 
its reunification under anti-Largo Caballero leadership. T h e  Old 
M an ’ himself was submitted to virtual house arrest for the duration 
of the Civil War.

It then came the turn of Indalecio Prieto and his followers within 
the Socialist Party. Although he had collaborated with the C om m un
ists in driving Largo Caballero out of office, and had been rewarded 
with the ministry of defence, he sought to limit Communist influence
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-  both Spanish and Soviet -  within the Republican armed forces, a 
fact which led in March 1938 to his removal from office and virtual 
exile.

Even the principal regionalist parties -  the Basque Nationalists and 
the Catalan Left Party -  were driven out of the Republican govern
ment a few months before the end of the W ar, as a result of policies 
pushed by the Stalinists and their loyal servant, Prime Minister Juan 
Ncgrin.

Finally, there were the anarchists. They were by all odds the most 
formidable opponents of the Stalinists, whose triumph over them 
was much less complete than that over the POUM , Largo Caballero 
and Prieto Socialists and regionalists. There was not the kind of 
head-on collision with the anarchists such as occurred with the other 
anti-Stalinist groups until less than a month before the end of the 
War. As we have seen in earlier chapters, the anarchists were able to 
continue their control over a substantial part  of the rural and urban 
economies of Loyalist Spain until the end of the War. They continued 
to control an appreciable part  of the armed forces of the Republic 
and they continued to be a force to contend with in the politics of the 
Republic.

Over the 33 m onths of the Civil W ar, the anarchists’ position in 
the politics of the Republic changed drastically, from one period to 
the other. Certainly, from July until December 1936, they were 
dom inant in Catalonia, as well as in Aragon, where their predomi
nance continued until after the M ay Days of 1937. They shared 
power largely with the Left Socialists in the Levante during the first 
year of the W ar and in Asturias until the end of the military struggle 
there. They never shared power in the Basque country after the 
establishment of the Republic there, and their influence in M adrid 
was greatly inferior to that of the Stalinists and their allies through
out most of the W ar, although in some other parts of the center area 
it was more extensive. O f course from November 1936 to May 1937, 
they participated in the Republican government of Francisco Largo 
Caballero, and helped him in his struggle against growing Stalinist 
influence there.

From December 1936 until the May Days of 1937, the anarchists 
were on the defensive in Catalonia, and were under growing attack
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by the Stalinists throughout Loyalist Spain. After the May Days, they 
were eliminated from the Republican and Catalan governments and 
their regime in Aragón was destroyed. Indeed, after the May Days it 
can be said that they were engaged in a desperate struggle to 
maintain at least a minimum of control over political affairs and to 
fight doggedly to defend their shrinking influence in, and control 
over, the economy.

However, there is little doubt about the fact that the struggle 
between the Stalinists and the anarchists was the most important 
single factor in Spanish Republican politics throughout the Civil 
War. Herbert M atthews, the New York Times correspondent on the 
Loyalist side during the W ar, recognized this as early as August 
1937: ‘. . .T h e  im portant thing is that the Communists here are 
waging a powerful campaign of propaganda against the Anarchists, 
and the Anarchists, after lying low for a few months arc now 
showing signs of fighting back. The political development of republi
can Spain can almost be explained in terms of this conflict; even 
the outcome of the civil war may depend on its results.72

One of the more disastrous results -  from the point of view of the 
anarchists -  of protracted struggle with the Stalinists was the grow
ing schism within the anarchist movement itself. The national com 
mittee of the C N T continued to be willing to make one compromise 
after another, apparently in the hope of preserving w hat could be 
preserved. The leadership of the Federación Anarquista Ibérica and 
the leadership of the Libertarian Youth, on the other hand, had had 
enough by the middle of 1938, counselled forceful resistance to the 
incursions of the Communists, and of Prime Minister Juan Negrin. 
As a result, although there was never a formal split within the 
libertarian ranks, there were bitter polemics within the movement 
during the last few months of the War.

The final showdown between the Stalinists and the anarchists 
came early in March 1939, with the overthrow of the Negrin 
government and the establishment of the National Council of 
Defense. It was largely anarchist-led troops which supported the 
council against attempts by Communist forces to overthrow it. 
Anarchists played a major role in planning and executing the coup 
to oust Prime Minister Negrin, an effort which had the support
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of virtually all other political groups -  Socialists, Republicans 
and others -  as well as many of the remaining professional army 
officers, including General Miaja, one-time member of the Com 
munist P a r ty /3

Conclusion

The anarchists were major participants in the politics of Republican 
Spain during the Civil War. In the opening phase of the W ar, they 
had de facto power in Catalonia and Aragon, and in the Levante and 
Asturias shared power principally with the Socialists. On a local level 
in this same period, they exercised power in other regions of the 
Republic as well.

After deciding during the first days of the W ar not to try to 
exercise power by themselves, and after much soul-searching, they 
finally decided to enter the duly constituted governments on a 
regional and national basis. This decision, of course, was a fun
damental break with their basic philosophy, but was made necessary 
by the exigencies of war and the developing drive for absolute power 
within the Republic by the Stalinists. We have already looked at the 
second great ideological compromise which they made at about the 
same time, that is, to have their militiamen become members of a 
new regular army.

The anarchists were the single most important clement resisting 
the drive of the Stalinists to set up their own dictatorship within 
Loyalist Spain. Although the Stalinists’ drive succeeded in sowing 
dissensions in the anarchist ranks, it did not succeed in definitively 
defeating the libertarians. They continued to fight a rearguard battle 
to defend their rural and urban collectives, their (admittedly limited) 
share in the comm and levels of the armed forces, and their voice in 
national politics.

One can only speculate on the overall effects of the sustained drive 
for power of the Stalinists, which the anarchists had to spend so 
much time and energy on trying to circumvent, on the ultimate fate 
of the Civil War. The anarchist writer Lazarillo de Tormes, writing 
late in 1937, thus commented on the Ncgrin government:
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If the stupid struggle that this Government maintains to keep 
itself in power wounds public opinion and the workers’ organiza
tions in their most cherished interests; o r  it permits, with its 
intolerable passivity, that other organisms even more unpopular 
than the Government itself do so. Thus, one day it confronts 
international opinion with the kidnapping of Nin; on another it 
alienates the sympathies of the UGT as a result of the villainous 
campaign against Largo Caballero; on another, finally, it arouses 
the ire of the CN T with the destruction of its collectives and 
abuses perpetrated in the free zone of Aragon. All this has the 
immediate result of increasing popular hostility, in the face of 
which the Government, for its part, adopts new measures of 
defense which increase its discredit and the discontent of the 
others leading only to a vicious circle. . .  And the war? The war 
. . .  has been practically forgotten in this mass of d ispu tes /4

Certainly, the Stalinists’ brutal suppression of rural collectives in 
Aragon, and attempts to do the same in the Levante and Castille 
could not have helped but disorient the peasants -  not to mention 
diverting them from the tasks of providing the Republic with the 
food it needed. So, too, the constant attempts of the Stalinists, 
through governmental action, guile and sometimes force, to dis
mantle the urban collectives, which the workers had established 
during the first weeks of the W ar, could have had no other result 
than to diminish the enthusiasm of the members of the collectives for 
the Republican government, and of diverting the collectives from 
their economic tasks.

By the latter part of 1938, what was supposed to be the major 
justification for the Stalinists -  that the Soviet Union was providing 
the only substantial aid from outside the country for the Republic’s 
cause, and the implied, if not actual, threat that such aid would be 
withdrawn if the demands of the Spanish and Soviet Stalinists were 
not met -  no longer even existed. By the second half of 1938, Soviet 
aid was down to a trickle, the International Brigades organized by 
the Comintern had been withdrawn, and the Spanish Republic was 
left to its own resources.

By that time, Stalin had lost interest in helping the Spanish
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Republican cause. He was moving towards the ‘arrangement’ with 
Hitlerite Germany which he finally achieved in the third week of 
August 1939. However, even during the last phase of the Civil War, 
after the loss of Catalonia to Franco’s troops, Stalin, through the 
Comintern and the Spanish Communist Party, continued to urge a 
continuation of the by then hopeless struggle, in the hope that the 
Spanish Republic could still serve as pawn in the complicated game 
he was then playing with the British and French on the one hand, and 
with Adolf Hitler on the other.
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The Anarchists in the Catalan 
Government, July-December 1936

From the suppression of the Rebel uprising in Catalonia on July 19 -  
20 1936, until early in December of the same year, the political 
influence of the CNT-FAI was predominant in Catalonia. During the 
first few weeks, they largely dominated the Central Committee of the 
Antifascist Militias, which was the effective government of the 
region, although the shadow regime of the Generalidad de Catalonia, 
headed by President Luis Companys, remained in existence. Then, 
with their formal entrance into the government of the Generalidad 
late in September, the anarchists continued largely to dominate the 
regional government, until it was reorganized in December 1936. 
Thereafter, the anarchists were thrown strongly on the defensive.

The First Meeting of Anarchist Leaders with Companys

Fighting was scarcely over in the streets of Barcelona when, in the late 
afternoon of July 20, President Luis Companys called the regional head
quarters of the Confederación Nacional del Trabajo and asked to meet 
in the palace of the Generalidad with a delegation of the CNT. A group, 
consisting of José Asens of the regional committee, Aurelio Fernandez, 
Buenaventura Durruti, Juan Garcia Oliver and Diego Abad de Santil- 
lán, thereupon went to the palace and conferred with the president.
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In his memoirs, Juan Garcia Oliver recounted the essence of the 
discussion between Companys and the CN T leaders:

Companys recognized that we alone, the Barcelona anarchosyn- 
dicalists, had defeated the rebellious army. He declared that we 
had never been treated as we deserved, and that we had been 
unjustly persecuted. T hat now, masters of the city and of 
Catalonia, we could decide whether to accept his collaboration 
or send him home. But if we thought that he could still be useful 
in the struggle which, even if it had certainly terminated in the 
city, we could not know when and how it would be terminated 
in the rest of Spain, we could count on him, on his loyalty as a 
man and a politician, convinced that a humiliating past had 
ended, and that he sincerely wished Catalonia to march at the 
head of the socially most advanced countries.1

They agreed that he stay as head of the Generalidad.
Companys then suggested that, if the anarchists were willing, he 

would assume responsibility for the establishment of a Committee of 
Antifascist Militias, ‘which would assume the leadership of the 
struggle in Catalonia’. He added that, with this possibility in mind, 
he had summoned leaders of the other parties and organizations 
which had supported the struggle of July 19-20  against the rebellious 
troops.2

The Commununist version of events had the anarchists proposing 
the establishment of this committee.3 This seems highly unlikely, in 
view of the controversy which later took place within the ranks of the 
CN T over the advisability of establishing such an organization 
instead of making official the anarchist control of Catalonia which in 
fact existed at that moment, and particularly in view of the fact that 
Garcia Oliver led the group which was opposed to the Central 
Committee of Militias. The version of events presented by Garcia 
Oliver, who was there, seems much more likely than that of the 
Communist leaders, who were not.

Companys then led the CN T leaders into an adjacent room, where 
were Juan Comorera of the Unió Socialista de Catalunya, Rafael 
Vidiclla of the Catalan branch of the Spanish Socialist Party, Ventura
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Gassol of the Republican Left, Pey Poch of Acció Catalana, Andres 
Nin of the Partido Obrero de Unificación Marxista (POUM), and 
José Calvet of the peasants’ organization, the Unió de Rabassaircs. 
The Communists’ account of the Civil W ar claimed that the assembled 
politicians had agreed on the establishment of a new Popular Front 
government in Catalonia, in which would participate all of the 
parties there represented. However, there is no indication that this 
was suggested at the time to the anarchist leaders. Their meeting with 
the assembled politicians resulted in little more than shaking hands 
and an exchange of pleasantries.

The anarchist leaders thereupon withdrew and conferred shortly. 
Garcia Oliver then informed Companys, in the name of his col
leagues, that they had come to see him only to listen, rather than to 
carry on any negotiations, since they had no idea w hat he was going 
to propose. He told the president that they would return to the C N T 
regional headquarters, and confer there with the regional committee 
about Companys’s proposals.

After a short meeting of the regional committee, it was agreed to 
telephone Companys ‘that the constitution of a Committee of 
Antifascist Militias of Catalonia was accepted in principle, if there 
was agreement on its composition, and that a definite reply had to 
wait the decision of a Plenun of Local and County Organizations 
which would meet on the 2 3 r d . . . ’ It was agreed that Aurelio 
Hernández, Buenaventura Durruti and Juan Garcia Oliver would 
continue negotiations with Companys and the representatives of the 
various parties and groups involved concerning the nature of the 
proposed Militia Committee, pending a final CN T decision as to 
whether or not to participate in it.6

The Plenum of July 23 1936

Three days after the meeting of the anarchist leaders with President 
Companys, there took place the most decisive anarchist meeting of 
the Civil War. That gathering of delegates from all of the local and 
county organizations of the C N T and the Federación Anarquista 
Ibérica in Catalonia took a decision which fundamentally determined
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the direction and policy of the Libertarian M ovement for the next 32 
months. In a real sense, virtually all of the policy decisions of the 
movement until the end of the Republic flowed from the basic accord 
agreed upon at the July 23 1936 plenum.

The meeting took place in a building which the anarchists had 
seized as their Barcelona headquarters. This had been the seat of the 
principal Catalan employers’ organization, the Fomento del Trabajo 
Nacional, on the Calle Layetana a block and a half from the 
cathedral in the center of the city, and now came to house the offices 
of the regional committees of the CN T and the FAI, the local 
committees of those two organizations, as well as the Peninsular 
Committee of the FAI and committees of the Juventudes Libertarias 
(Libertarian Youth) and Unión de Mujeres Libres (Union of Free 
Women).

The basic decision to be made at the meeting was whether the 
anarchists should take power in Catalonia and establish libertarian 
communism, or whether they should ratify the tentative decision to 
participate in the Antifascist Militia Committee, and in doing so 
agree to share power (to a greater or less degree, depending on the 
circumstances) with the other organizations and parties which were 
aligned against the military Rebels and in defense of the Republic. 
Certainly no more fundamental question could confront the Catalan
-  Spanish -  anarchists.

The position in favor of taking absolute power was first argued by 
the county delegation from Bajo Llobregat. Its representative said 
that ‘he understood that with the Comité de Milicias the march of the 
social revolution was being blocked . . .  he proposed to retire the 
delegates of the CN T and the FAI and to go ahead with the 
revolution, ending with the implanting of libertarian communism, 
thus being in conformity with the agreements of the Organization 
and with its principles and ideological objectives.’

Juan Garcia Oliver supported the position of the Bajo Llobregat 
delegation, arguing that Companys and the various parties and 
groups saw the Antifascist Militia Committee as ‘a second class 
Commissariat of Police’. He argued that ‘errors can and should be 
cancelled’, adding that ‘the revolutionary march has been acquiring 
such profundity that it obliges the CN T to very much take into
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account that as the major element in the revolutionary complex it 
cannot leave the revolution without control and guidance, because 
that would create a great vacuum which, as in Russia in 1917, would 
be taken advantage of by the Marxists of all the tendencies to take 
over the revolutionary leadership, destroying us.’

Finally, Garcia Oliver said, ‘The moment had come to, with full 
responsibility, end what was begun on July 18, get rid of the Militia 
Committee and force events so that, for the first time in history, 
anarchosyndicalist unions will go for everything, organizing liber
tarian communist life in all of Spain.’

Federica Montscny, Diego Abad de Santillán, M ariano Vázquez 
(‘M arianet’) all opposed the position of Bajo Llobregat and Garcia 
Oliver, each with different arguments. La Montseny said: ‘Her 
conscience as an anarchist would not permit her to accept . . .  to go 
for everything as Garcia Oliver proposed, because the installation of 
an anarchist dictatorship, because it was a dictatorship, could never 
be an a rc h is t . . . ’

Diego Abad de Santillán argued that any attempt of the anarchists 
to ‘go for everything’ would be at best very short-lived. The major 
foreign powers would certainly blockade Catalonia, he said, and 
pointed to the presence of British warships in the harbor of 
Barcelona as indicating the possibility of armed intervention as 
well. He urged continued collaboration in the Militia Committee, 
‘forgoing for the moment the putting into practice of libertarian 
communism’.

M arianet also supported continued participation in the Militia 
Committee, ‘without giving up actual governing from the streets’. He 
likewise opposed ‘compromising the Organization in dictatorial 
practices, as would be the case if the CN T went for every th ing .. . ’ 

Both the delegate from Bajo Llobregat and Garcia Oliver replied in 
the arguments of Montseny, Abad de Santillán and Marianet. 
However, they got no backing from anyone else. It was widely noted 
that Buenaventura Durruti, who was present, did not participate in 
the debate on one side or another, although until then he had been 
closely associated with Garcia Oliver.

The issue was finally put to a vote. The only delegation to vote for 
the Bajo Llobregat motion to withdraw from the Militia Committee
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and to go forward immediately with the establishment of libertarian 
communism, was that of Bajo Llobregat itself. On the motion, then 
introduced by Diego Abad de Santillan to continue participation in 
the Militia Committee, all delegations except that of Bajo Llobregat 
voted in favor.

However, that was not quite the end of the drama of the July 23 
plenum. After it was over, the members of the FAI Grupo Nosotros, 
which included such leading figures as García Oliver, Durruti, 
Gregorio Jover, Ricardo Sanz, Antonio Ortiz, Domingo and Joaquin 
Ascaso and Miguel García Vivancos met in the headquarters of the 
Militia Committee. At that meeting, Juan García Oliver proposed 
that the militiamen over whom  Durruti was to assume command the 
following day, undertake immediately to seize the main government 
and public utility buildings of Barcelona and go forward with 
the proclamation of libertarian communism. Buenaventura Durruti 
opposed this, saying that it would not be appropriate until after 
Zaragoza had been recaptured and anarchist control over Aragon 
had been established. Apparently none of the others present secon
ded García Oliver’s proposal, and all possibility of ‘going for every
thing’ disappeared.

García Oliver himself has probably best summed up the sig
nificance of the anarchist decision of July 23, 1936: ‘Between social 
revolution and the Militia Committee, the Organization opted for 
the Militia Committee. It will have to be left for time to decide about 
who was right, the majority of the Plenum . . .  or the comarca of Bajo 
Llobregat who with me sustained the need to go forward with the 
social revolution, under conditions which never before had been so 
promising.

Certainly, the decision of the Catalan anarchists on July 23 1936 is 
the best refutation of the claim of some of their opponents, par
ticularly the Stalinists, that during the Civil War, the anarchists were 
seeking to establish their own dictatorship. Typical of these claims 
was that published in the Communist account of the Civil War, 
edited by Dolores Ibárruri and others: im pelled  by the desire to carry 
out their “ revolution” , the anarchists, instead of incorporating fully 
in the war against fascism, prepared themselves to impose their 
hegemony over the other labor and democratic forces, concentrating
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and hiding in the rearguard enormous quantities of arms; there 
where they could implant the dictatorship of the Committee of the 
FAI, refusing to recognize the Popular Front and the existence of the 
republican Government.’ They sought, said La Pasionaria and her 
colleagues ‘the establishment of the anarchist dictatorship in all of 
Spain’.8

Frank Jcllinck, who was basically more sympathetic to the Stalinists 
than to the anarchists, rejected this claim of the Spanish Communists. 
He wrote in mid-1937: ‘The anarchists had the power. They refused 
to use it. They still stood on the margin, and, while they refused 
Companys’ offer of a leading share in the Generalidad, they equally 
refused to destroy the Generalidad.’9

The Establishment of the Comité Central de Milicias 
Antifascistas

In the meantime, even before the anarchists had made their final 
decision as to whether or not to participate in the Comité de 
Milicias Antifascistas, that body was taking form. In fact, its first 
meeting took place late on July 20, with those present apparently 
being Juan Garcia Oliver, Durruti and Aurelio Fernández for the 
CNT, José Tarradellas, Artemio Aiguader and Jaime Miravitlles of 
the Catalan Left Republican Party (Esquerra Republicana), Pey 
Poch for the Catalan Action Party (Acció Catalana), Juan Comorera 
for the Unió Socialista de Catalunya, Rafael Vidiella of the UGT 
and the Spanish Socialist Party, and Julian Gorkin of the Partido 
Obrero de Unificación Marxista. At that meeting, José Tarradellas 
moved to exclude from the comité the Catalan extremist party, 
Estât Catala, since its leader José Dencas (who had played a leading 
role in the October 1934 uprising) had indicated his fascist leaning 
by taking refuge in Rome. On the motion of Garcia Oliver, it was 
agreed formally to establish the Comité de Milicias on the basis of 
three representatives of the CNT, three of the UGT, three for the 
Catalan Left Republican Party, two for the FAI and one each for 
Acció Catalana, the POUM, the Socialists and the peasant organiza
tion the Rabassaircs.10
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However, President Luis Companys, whatever he had told the 
CN T leaders on July 20, did not intend that the Comité de Milicias 
Antifascistas would be a dual power with the Catalan Generalidad. 
This was made clear in a decree which appeared in the official 
bulletin of the Generalidad on July 22. It declared created ‘a citizen 
militia for the defense of the Republic’, named Enrique Pérez Faras 
the chief of the militia, and Luis Prunes the commissioner for the 
defense of Catalonia, and said that ‘there is designated a committee 
of coordination and direction of the citizen militia, consisting of a 
delegate designated by the Councillor of Government, another desig
nated by the General Commissar of Public Order, and representa
tives of the labor groups and political organizations participating in 
the struggle against fascism.’11 Clearly, the Militia Committee was, 
in Companys’s mind, to be totally subordinate to the government of 
the Generalidad.

However, the anarchists were quite unwilling to accept that. At a 
meeting of the Comité Central de Milicias Antifascistas later on that 
same day -  attended, except for the anarchist representatives, by 
delegates of less rank in their particular organizations than those 
who had attended the founding meeting two days before -  they made 
this very clear. When Luis Prunes sought to take charge of the 
meeting, Garcia Oliver immediately challenged him.

According to Garcia Oliver, i  interrupted drily, telling him that 
those who were meeting there were not present to deal with a 
citizens’ militia about which we knew nothing, but to organize the 
Committee of Antifascist Militia of Catalonia which, in principle had 
been agreed upon in the brief exchange of impressions between the 
representatives of the CN T and the president of the Generalidad, 
with the consent of the leaders of other antifascist sectors of 
C a ta lon ia . . . ’

Garcia Oliver then presented a proposed seven-point decree of the 
Antifascist Militia Committee. After considerable discussion, that 
decree was adopted by those present. Its first clause read: ‘There 
is established a revolutionary order, to the maintenance of which 
are pledged all of the organizations which make up this comm it
tee.’ Subsequent points of the decree provided for what amounted 
to a revolutionary police force subordinate to the committee, and
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authorized all groups participating in the committee to begin to open 
‘centers of recruitment and training’ of militiamen. Finally, point 
seven of the resolution stated: ‘The Committee hopes that, given the 
need to constitute a revolutionary order to confront the fascist nuclei, 
it will not be necessary, in order to obtain obedience, to recur to dis
ciplinary measures.’12

Once this resolution had been accepted, the meeting went on with 
other business at hand. First, it assigned particular jobs to several of 
the committee members. Juan Garcia Oliver was named to head the 
department of war; Aurelio Fernandez, also of the CNT, was named 
chief of the department of internal security; and Durruti was named 
chief of transport. Jaime Miravitlles of the Catalan Left Party was 
named chief of propaganda; José Torrens of the Rabassaires was 
made chief of supply. At the same time, José Asens of the CN T and 
Tomás Fabregas of the Acció Catala party were considered added to 
the department of internal security, while Diego de Abad de Santillán 
became the assistant in the department of war charged with organiz
ing the militia.

There was then a discussion of the menace presented by the 
Rebel seizure of most of Aragón. It was agreed that the first 
military task of the committee was to dispatch a militia column to 
Aragón to seek to recapture Zaragoza and Huesca. Buenaventura 
Durruti volunteered to organize and head this column, and the 
committee accepted this, also naming M ajor Enrique Perez Faras 
as technical adviser of the column. As a result, it became necessary 
for the C N T regional committee to name a replacement for Durruti 
on the Militia committee, and it named Marcos Alcón, of the glass 
workers’ un ion .13

Thus, on the initiative of the anarchist members of the Central 
Committee of Antifascist Militia, it constituted itself in effect into the 
de facto government of Catalonia. It thus was to remain until 
September 27 1936.

Nature of the Central Committee of Antifascist Militia

There is no doubt that effective power remained in the hands of the
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Central Militia Committee between July 20 and September 27 1936. 
Although the government of President Companys remained in exist
ence, and continued to issue decrees, its actions were totally impotent 
unless endorsed by the Militia Committee.

I had this fact brought home to me personally, in an incident which 
was trivial, but none the less significant. I was in Barcelona for a few 
days about a month after the outbreak of the Civil War. I had a small 
box camera, for the use of which my guide and I thought it would be 
a good idea to get official authorization. We set ou t to do so, first 
going to the city hall of Barcelona. People there said that they had no 
power to give such authorization, and suggested that we go to the 
Generalidad. There, too, we were told that they had no authority to 
grant the permission we were seeking and suggested that we go to the 
Central Militia Committee.

At the Central Militia Committee there was not the slightest doubt 
that they did have authority to allow me to use my camera. After I 
first agreed to have my guide turn in to them all of the film I had used
-  which they promised to send to me when it was developed (and 
they did so) -  I received a document signed by Jaime Miravitlles as 
Chief of Propaganda of the Militia Committee duly authorizing me 
to use my camera as I wished.

During the first two months of the Civil War, it was the Central 
Militia Committee that fulfilled virtually all governmental functions 
in Catalonia. Diego Abad de Santillan said: T h e  Comité de Milicias 
was a Ministry of W ar in time of war, a Ministry of the Interior, and 
a Ministry of Foreign Relations all at the same time, inspiring similar 
organisms in the economic and cultural sectors.’14

It was the committee that organized and sent to the front in 
Aragon -  and the Levante and M adrid as well -  militia formations, 
organized the supply of those armed forces, and sought to centralize 
their leadership. It was the committee that took the lead in establish
ing the Council of the Economy of Catalonia, to try to bring some 
order into the economic life of the region and in reorganizing its 
school system. In earlier chapters, we have dealt with the military, 
economic and educational aspects of the work of the Antifascist 
Militia Committee, some of which were given a legal basis as decrees 
of the Generalidad of Catalonia.
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However, another major responsibility of the committee during 
the first two months of the war was the maintenance of public order. 
For the anarchists this was particularly difficult because of their 
ingrained rejection of the kind of governmental authority which, de 
facto, they clearly had to exercise.

Although the Assault Guard and Civil Guard police had par
ticipated alongside the workers in the struggle to put down the 
rebellion on July 18-20, and some of their units probably remained 
intact, they were demoralized and in great disarray. The main job 
of policing during the early months of the Civil W ar fell on the so- 
called patrullas de control (control patrols) organized by the trade 
union and political groups which had participated in the street 
fighting.1S

There were 700 men in these patrols, of whom  325 came from the 
CNT, 145 from the UGT, 45 from the POUM and 185 from the 
Esquerra. They were under the supervision of 11 section delegates 
(four each from the C N T  and the Esquerra, and three from the 
UGT), and José Asense of the CN T was secretary-general of the 
organization. The control patrols worked under Aurelio Fernandez, 
the member of the Comité de Milicias in charge of public order. For 
quite some time there also existed police groups organized by the 
various parties and union groups.

A court system was also soon organized. A comité of justice of 
Catalonia and a juridical bureau were established in Barcelona, 
headed by Eduardo Barriobero and Angel Samblancat, two lawyers 
who belonged to the CNT. Three revolutionary tribunals were 
established in Tarragona, Gerona and Lérida, made up of laymen, 
usually workers. César Lorenzo noted: T hese  organisms celebrated 
marriages and divorces, dealt with civil and commercial litigation, 
prosecuted wrongdoers and administered the prisons, judged the 
rebels, suspects and irresponsible people, etc.16

Similar groups were organized on a local basis in the rest of 
Catalonia by the new municipal authorities which were established 
after July 20. For police purposes, the writ of the Antifascist Militia 
Committee did not run much beyond the capital city.17

Then and later, in their campaign to discredit the anarchists, and 
particularly their role in Catalonia in the early months of the War,
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the Communists painted the patrullas in the darkest of colors. Thus, 
Jesus Hernandez wrote of ‘the sinister “H alt!” of control patrol, the 
arrests, the careful search among documents for a card of the PSUC 
or the UGT for an assassination’, and tha t  ‘in the mornings there 
appeared in the outskirts of the city the cadavers of the murdered 
men’, and claimed that more than 200 trolleycar and bus workers 
had been murdered by them .18

However, the anarchists rejected such claims. Thus, Diego Abad 
de Santillan said of these improvised police:

We do not defend the institution of the patrullas, as we have 
not defended the civil guard or the assault guard. But they 
had a sense of humanity and of responsibility that kept them 
loyal to the defense of the new revolutionary order. With time 
perhaps they would have been just another police corps, but the 
defamation to which they were subjected lacked justification . . .  
the population which lived through the first ten m onths of the 
revolution in Catalonia would bear testimony to the difference 
from the point of view of repressive methods with what came 
afterwards, under the ‘order’ established by Prieto, Negrin, 
Zugazagoitia, with the torture chambers of the Communist 
Party or the General Directorate of Security. .  .19

Abad de Santillan insisted that the Comité de Milicias and the 
anarchists in particular sought to punish abuses of authority by their 
followers in the patrols. He cited at least two cases in which 
anarchists of some local prominence were executed for such abuses.20

The overwhelmingly predom inant influence within the Comité de 
Milicias was that of the anarcho-syndicalists. Franz Borkenau, in his 
diary of his first visit to revolutionary Spain in August 1936, noted: 
i n  Barcelona there rules, besides the old regional administration of 
the Catalan Generalidad, the new Comité Central de Milicias . . .  
composed, on a basis of parity, of all anti-Franco political parties and 
trade unions, but in fact under the preponderant influence of the 
ana rch is ts . . .’21

Certainly, President Companys was not happy with the supersed
ing of the Gcncralidad’s power by that of the Central Militia
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Committee, as he showed on various occasions. Juan Garcia Oliver 
recounted one instance in which Companys unexpectedly came to 
one of the meetings of the committee and accused them of failing 
to maintain public order: ‘I’m obliged to tell you that if you are 
unable to re-establish order . . .  I shall do so with the means at my 
disposal.’

As Garcia Oliver noted, the question at issue was ‘who was going 
to govern from then on, the government of the Generalidad and its 
Assault Guards or the Comité de Milicias and its militiamen.’ He 
himself, without rising from his chair, answered Companys: ‘It’s 
better that we pretend that we haven’t heard w hat you have said to 
us, Companys. We have a lot to do. The enemy is at the gates of 
Catalonia. Goodbye!’ But ‘Companys stood petrified. From that 
moment it was clearly established that it would be the Comité de 
Milicias Antifascistas which would direct the destinies of Catalonia.’22

On August 1, in an apparent maneuver to split the Comité de 
Milicias, President Companys named a new cabinet headed by Juan 
Casanovas, president of the Catalan parliament, and containing 
representatives of the newly formed Partido Socialista Unificado de 
Catalonia (PSUC), as well as of the Rabassaires. However, although 
M ariano Vázquez, regional secretary of the CNT, had tentatively 
agreed to this change in the Catalan government, Juan Garcia Oliver 
and other anarchist members of the Comité de Milicias reacted 
strongly against it. They forced a further reorganization of the cabinet, 
dropping the members from the PSUC. The new government, 
established on August 6, and which remained in office until September 
27, included nine representatives of the Catalan Left, one of Catalan 
Action, and one of the Unió de Rabassaires, together with a military 
man, Colonel Felipe Diaz Sandino.23

At some point during the existence of the Central Militia Com m it
tee, President Companys and other leaders of his party apparently 
thought about the possibility of using the regular police to challenge 
the de facto control of the anarchists. According to Ronald Fraser, 
‘An idea was mooted to bring in all the guardia civil units which 
remained in the villages. The anarchists had got wind of the plan: 
Companys and Tarradellas for the Generalidad not Durruti, Garcia 
Oliver, M ariano Vazquez of the CNT; they came arm ed.’
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Fraser cited the account of Jaime Miravitlles of what occurred in 
that meeting. Miravitlles quoted the anarchist leaders as saying, i f  
you try bringing in the guardia civil we shall call a general strike 
immediately; there will be a massacre of the Generali\ dad and 
Esquerra leaders.’ Miravitlles added: T h e y  were well aware that the 
plan was aimed at them, that the force would be used to fight them, 
to win back control of the situation, and they were prepared to carry 
out their threat. Naturally, the order to the guardia civil was never 
given.’24

Both these maneuvers and those proposed by Companys and the 
Esquerra Catala leaders underscored an issue which was to persist 
throughout much of the War: that of the relations between the 
anarchists and the Catalan Left. If reached a climax in the early days 
of May 1937, when in the armed conflict, Companys and his 
associates sided with the Stalinists against the CNT, which not only 
had the effect of removing the anarchists from all control of regional 
policies, but also, ironically enough, made the Catalan Left leaders 
the virtual prisoners of the Stalinists, and resulted in almost com 
pletely destroying the autonom y of the Catalan regime, which was 
the highest aspiration of the Catalan Left leaders.

Local Regimes Within Catalonia

While the Comite de Milicias was being established in Barcelona and 
certainly aspired to exert control over all of Catalonia, in fact 
revolutionary authorities were established on a local basis through
out the region. According Victor Alba:

The committees were formed on July 19-20  and in fact took 
over local control. They were installed almost always in the 
town hall, requisitioned automobiles, carried out arrests, expro
priated arms, occupied buildings, issued permits to circulate, 
established armed controls on the highways.

In some places -  particularly at the insistence of the POUMistas
-  those committees were formed exclusively with representatives 
of the labor organizations, without delegates of the Esquerra or of
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Acció Catalana. In other places, where the POUMists were less 
influential, the CNTistas accepted participation of representa
tives of the Republican parties. In Lérida, where the PO U M  was 
like the CN T was in Barcelona -  the basic force -  the Committee 
was made up of representatives of the CNT, POUM  and PSUC. 
Josip Rodes, of the POUM , was the president and commissar of 
Public Order.25

However, Lérida was the exception. César Lorenzo has noted, 
‘Generally, the revolutionary committees were formed with repre
sentatives of all the political and trade union groups, but libertarian 
influence was predom inant.’ He said that there were a few cases in 
which the committee was made up only of CN T members, and even a 
handful in which the C N T did not have representation.

Lorenzo gave as typical o f the local committees those of Vich, 
Vails and Badalona. In the first, there were two members of the 
CNT, one of the FAI, one each of the Esquerra, UGT, POUM  and 
Unió de Rabassaires. In Vails there were five of the CNT, two each of 
the Esquerra and the Unió Socialista de Catalunya and one each of 
the UGT and the POUM. Finally, in Badalona, there were five 
libertarians (two of the CNT, two of  the FAI and one from the 
railroad union), one each of the Socialist Party, Communist Party 
and UGT (in fact, three Communists), and one each of the Unió de 
Rabassaires, Acció Catalana, Estât Catala and the POUM , and two 
from Esquerra.26

In theory, the local committees were supposed to pass their 
decisions to the county committees, which in turn passed them to the 
Comité Central de Milicias in Barcelona, and the Comité Central 
similarly forwarded its orders through the county committees to the 
local ones. However, César Lorenzo observed: i n  truth, the au thor
ity of the Central Committee of the Militia was not very solid. The 
local committees obeyed only themselves, relations were very loose 
between them and the Central Com m ittee .. .’27
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Popular Justicc in Revolutionary Catalonia

During the existence of the Central Militia Committee and after
wards, at least until the May Events of 1937, there existed a 
system of popular justice in Catalonia. Sanctioned by the Catalan 
government, it took the place of the pre-July 19 court system in 
the region.

The French anarchist Renée Lamberet has described the popular 
tribunal of Tarragona, which had jurisdiction throughout that 
province. It was presided over by a person named by the Generalidad 
of Catalonia, and there were two jurados, or lay judges, as well as 
two prosecutors associated with the tribunal. These four were ‘desig
nated by the C N T and UGT and the political parties. Upon being 
accepted by the Generalidad, the members of the jurado began to 
function.’ They were aided by secretaries of the old court of the 
province.

Proceedings commenced with the prosecutors interviewing the 
accused, after which they reported to the tribunal, and that body 
classified them as ‘grave, urgent etc’, It then passed its information to 
the antifascist Committee of the place from which the accused came, 
‘asking for details of the politico-social activities of the accused’. A 
prosecutor and a secretary then went to the accused’s place of origin, 
where they called a meeting of the antifascist committee, to gather 
details of the case, and asked two members of each organization 
represented on the antifascist committee to submit a written report 
on the case. When the case finally came to trial, the accused was 
represented by a lawyer of his choice.

Lamberet gives the details of two cases which came before the 
Taragona popular tribunal. One involved three priests accused of 
helping to organize the rebellion in Taragona. The other concerned 
an old man accused of armed robbery in a provincial town, and who 
claimed that he had taken the money from local landowners who, to 
cover themselves, had organized a sindicato in the village and in its 
name had forced local peasants to make contributions. The priests 
were sentenced to death but were later pardoned. The old man was 
declared innocent.28
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The Formation of the Partido Socialista Unificado de 
Catalonia

One political event of major future significance during the period of 
the Comité Central de Milicias was the establishment of a new 
Stalinist party in Catalonia, the Partido Socialista Unificado de 
Catalonia (PSUC). This was formed a few days after July 19, by a 
merger of the Catalan branches of the Spanish Socialist and C om m un
ist parties, and two small Catalan parties, the Unió Socialista de 
Catalunya and the Partit Catala Proletari.

The first efforts to merge into one organization the M arxist and 
semi-Marxist parties of Catalonia had been made as early as March
1935, in the wake of the failure of the uprising of October 1934. At 
that time, the Bloque Obrero y Campesino, a dissident Communist 
Party more or less associated with the International Right Opposition 
and headed by Joaquin M aurin, had called together a conference for 
that purpose. That meeting was attended not only by the four groups 
which ultimately formed by PSUC, but also by the Bloque and the 
Izquierda Comunista, headed by Andrés Nin which had, until shortly 
before, been the Spanish affiliate of Leon Trotsky’s International 
Communist Left Opposition.

Victor Alba has said that the only parties participating in this 
March 1935 conference which really deserved the name of ‘party’ 
were the Bloque and the Unió Socialista de Catalunya. The others 
were ‘minuscule groups’.

These early negotiations failed to bring about unity. On the one 
hand, the Unió Socialista de Catalunya, headed by Juan Comorera, 
had close links with the Esquerra Catala of Luis Companys -  
Comorera having been a member of Com pany’s cabinet -  and the 
USE did not want to participate in what might become a serious rival 
to the Esquerra. On the other hand, the Stalinists wanted no unity 
with either the Bloque or the Izquierda Comunista, both of which 
they regarded as being composed of ‘renegades’ and ‘traitors’.

As a consequence, the only unification achieved before the ou t
break of the Civil W ar was the merger in October 1935 of the Bloque 
Obrero y Campesino and the Izquierda Comunista to form the new 
Partido Obrero de Unificación M arxista (POUM).29
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Negotiations among the other four parties continued in a more or 
less desultory fashion until the outbreak of the Civil War. A major 
stumbling block in the discussions was apparently that of the inter
national affiliation of the proposed new party. Understandably, the 
Catalan Communist Federation wanted it to join the Communist 
International, while the president of the Catalan federation of the 
Spanish Socialist Party, Rafael Vidiclla, at the time a strong sup
porter of Largo Caballero, felt that it should join the Labor and 
Socialist International, with which the PSOE was associated.

Juan Comorera, the principal figure in the Uniô Socialista, was 
opposed to the new Catalan party having any affiliation. In the light 
of C om orera’s subsequent behavior as head of the PSUC, it is ironic 
to note that, according to Burnett Bolloten, he ‘is allowed to have 
told members of the executive committee of his party that it was 
essential to prevent the Communists from capturing the new organi
zation.’

Several factors may have finally led to a resolution of these 
polemics and the formal merger of the four tiny Catalan parties. 
Burnett Bolloten was almost certainly correct when he wrote that 
‘under the impact of the Revolution these differences melted away. 
The leaders of the four parties knew that the emergence of the CN T 
and FAI as masters of the situation left them scant hope of survival 
unless they united their forces.’ He added: ‘After a heated debate, 
Juan Comorera and Rafael Vidiella . . .  withdrew their objections to 
adherence to the Communist International, and the new party was 
formed.’30

Even with the pooling of the membership of the four groups which 
went to form it, the PSUC did not begin as a large party. Bolloten 
estimated that at the time of the merger, the Uniô Socialista had 
between 1,200 and 1,500 members, the PSOE Catalan Federation 
had between 600 and 700, the Communist Party ‘less than 40 0 ’, and 
the Partit Catala Proletari only about 80. However, he added that 
Luis Cabo Giorla, a member of the central committee, credited the 
PSUC with 5,000 members at its inception.31

Nevertheless, the membership of the Partido Socialista Unificado 
de Catalonia grew rapidly once the party had been established. By 
M arch 1937 it was claiming 50,000 members, which Burnett
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Bolloten concluded ‘does not appear to be greatly exaggerated’.32 
José Peirats has noted that among the early recruits to the PSUC 
were the paramilitary branch of the Catalan extremist party Estât 
Catalá, known as thcEscamots who ‘entered as a bloc’ into the 
new party.33

There are at least three major reasons for the rapid increase in the 
size of the PSUC. First, of course, was, the fact that in the early 
m onths of the Civil W ar, all political and trade union groups 
supporting the Republic experienced an influx of new adherents. 
Some groups were more cautious than others about screening their 
new recruits -  and the Communists (including the PSUC) had less 
caution than some of their competitors.

But another factor of major consequence in the rise of the PSUC 
was what was certainly a major strategic error on the part of 
the anarchists at the beginning of the War. With their orienta
tion in favor of ‘workers’ unity’, the anarchists had from the 
beginning tended to treat the Unión General de Trabajadores vir
tually as an equal -  whether in the Comité de Milicias, in new 
revolutionary administrations in the municipalities, or in the org
anization of industries and other enterprises taken over by the 
workers.

Although in much of Republican Spain such parity was fully 
justified by the balance of forces between the two labor organiza
tions, that was certainly not the case in Catalonia, where the CNT 
was the overwhelmingly predominant labor group after July 19, and 
the UGT, according to José Peirats, ‘was virtually non-existent’.34 
The anarchists’ ‘generosity’ to the UGT served as an exceedingly 
useful tool for the Stalinists to spread their influence rapidly.

Before the formation of the PSUC, the UGT in Catalonia had been 
controlled by the Catalan Federation of the Spanish Socialist Party. 
With the formation of the new party, the UGT automatically came 
under its control, thus in effect becoming a tool of the Stalinists. 
Then, shortly after the formation of the PSUC, the Unión General de 
Sindicatos Obreros de Catalonia (USSOC), controlled by the Unió 
Socialista de Cataluña, which had broken away from the UGT in 
1934, returned to it. Also, on August 2, the Centro Autonomista de 
Dependientes de Comercio c Industrial (CADCIO, a white-collar
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workers’ group which had been controlled by the Partido Catalá 
Proletari) also joined the UGT.35

O n August 11 1936, the CN T and the FAI compounded their error 
by signing an agreement with the Catalan UGT and the PSUC 
establishing a liaison committee composed of two representatives 
each of the C N T and UGT and one each from the PSUC and the FAI. 
This committee ‘will have the mission of seeking points of co
incidence which exist between these organizations, submitting them 
to their discussion and approval, so as subsequently to issue orien
tations and public slogans,’ Point five of the nine-point agreement 
added: ‘This Committee will urge and counsel their affiliates and 
organizations to form in all work sites Factory Committees, with 
proportional representation of affiliates of the C N T and the UGT.’ 
Point six promised, ‘Mutual respect of the unions of each central 
body and freedom of unionization for workers in one or the other of 
the two central groups’, while point seven promised ‘to renounce all 
kinds of attacks and criticisms of a violent ty p e . .  .’36

It is notable that the Partido Obrero de Unificación Marxista 
(POUM) and the trade-union group then controlled by it, the 
Federación Obrera de Unificación Sindical (FOUS), were not included 
in the committee, in spite of the fact that at that moment, the POUM  
and its trade union group were larger and more influential than the 
Stalinist organizations. This fact reflected the anarchists’ simple 
concept that the labor movement was divided between ‘libertarians’ 
and ‘Marxists’, and that if one M arxist group was represented, there 
was no need for the other. This was not the last time that the 
anarchists would fail to see that their logical allies in Catalonia were 
the POUM and not the Stalinists.

On October 25 1936, a further pact was signed between the CNT- 
FAI and UGT-PSUC. It promised to mobilize support for the new 
council of the Generalidad and its decisions. It also pledged ‘collec
tivization of the means of production’, with ‘respect’ for small 
industry; municipalization of housing; formation of a Popular Army; 
‘control of foreign trade’; nationalization of banking; workers’ con
trol in private industry, but no compulsion on small industry; 
support for the N ew  Unified School; full collaboration with the 
Republican government, once the anarchists became part of it;
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agreement for the two trade union groups not to raid one another; 
and finally, ‘joint action to eliminate irresponsible groups which 
might, through bad faith or misunderstanding, endanger the execu
tion of this program .’37

The POUMists were critical of the terms of the C N T -F A I-U G T - 
PSUC agreement, Their periodical, The Spanish Revolution reported: 
i t  seems to us that the program which they have established is 
aiming at strengthening the Council of the Generality and tying the 
decisions and activities of the trade union organizations to i t . . .  The 
problems of the new organs of power and the new structure of the 
social order arc forgotten. The pact is a flagrant contradiction of the 
position which the C N T has held; on the other hand, it is in direct 
agreement with the opinions defended by the PSU, which consist in 
guiding all the revolutionary impulses of the working masses within 
the limits of the bourgeois democratic republic.’38

The rapid increase in membership of the PSUC, and of the UGT 
which it controlled, did not come about through winning over the 
workers from the CNT. The Communist leader Jesús Hernández, in 
his viriolic polemical book against the anarchists (written later in 
Russia at the behest of the Comintern) claimed that during the first 
m onths of the War, ‘there began a process of exodus from the CNT, 
and the PSUC and UGT attracted . . .  enormous proletarian contin
gents in Barcelona and all Catalonia.’39 However, it is clear that such 
was not the case.

Franz Borkenau, writing about mid-January 1937 about whether 
the rapid rise in membership of the PSUC and UGT was due to their 
attracting CN T workers, noted that ‘there seems to be very little of 
t h a t . . .  The explanation of the contrast between membership figures 
and influence among the workers seems to lie in the fact that the 
Communist Party has changed is social character. This is most 
obvious in the case of the Catalan PSUC . . .  N o t  many industrial 
workers are members of the PSUC, but it claims, nevertheless, 
46,000 members, the majority of whom  arc State and private 
employees, shopkeepers, merchants, officers, members of the police 
forces, intellectuals both in town and country, and a certain number 
of peasants.’40

W hat gave the PSUC a mass base was its recruitment from the
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middle-class and conservative elements. According to Burnett Bolloten, 
T o  protect the interests of the urban middle classes in this region 
the Communists organized eighteen thousand tradesmen, hand
icraftsmen, and small manufacturers into the Federación Catalana de 
Gremios y Entidades de Pequeños Comerciantes e Industriales, 
Catalan Federation of Small Businessmen (known as the GEPCI), 
some of whose members were, in the phrase of Solidaridad Obrera, 
the CN T organ, “ intransigent employers, ferociously antilabor,”
including Gurri, the former president of the Tailoring Trades Asso-

• • >41ciation.
W hat was true of the PSUC was also true of the UGT in Catalonia, 

which the Stalinists controlled. In a CN T pamphlet on the May 
Events it was noted: T h e  workers were organized in their majority in 
the sindicalist CNT, the petty bourgeoisie organized itself, in the 
m onths after the 19 of July in the UGT . . .  N o t  only workers, but also 
merchants, proprietors of small businesses, shops, sellers in the 
markets, etc., entered the UGT.’42

The POUMist leader Juan Andrade has made this same point in a 
somewhat different way. He said that ‘the CN T was the reason’ for 
the growth of the PSUC. He added that it ‘terrorized so many people 
that, in reaction, they came to consider the communists as the party 
of order’.43

Finally, the fact that the PSUC was a Stalinist party is clear. 
According to Burnett Bolloten:

From the time of its formation, it will be recalled, the PSUC 
adhered to the Communist International. Shortly thereafter the 
Communists became the ruling nucleus. In addition to control
ling its organizational work, its press, and trade-union activities, 
they were in charge of internal vigilance, as all records were in 
the hands of Joaquin Olass, the head of the party’s control 
commission. ‘Pedro’ -  the Comintern delegate, whose real name 
was Erno Gero and who, after World W ar II, became a member 
of the Soviet-controlled Hungarian government -  was placed at 
Com orera’s elbow, and Spanish Communist leaders were sent 
regularly to Barcelona with directives...

The PSUC was directed behind the scenes with extraordinary
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energy, tact, and efficiency by ‘Pedro’. He watched over Treball, 
the party organ and, aided by a perfect knowledge of Catalan, 
smoothed over differences in the inner circle of the party result
ing from the Catalan nationalism of some of its leaders and their 
reluctance to accept the centralizing aims of  the Spanish Com 
munists.

Finally, Bolloten noted that a direct link was established between the 
PSUC and the Spanish Communist Party: ‘Within a few months, both 
Comorera and Rafael Vidiella . . .  reinforced their ties with the 
Spanish Communist party, when they were made members of its 
central committee.

Councils of Workers and Soldiers

During the period of the Comité Central de Milicias Antifascistas, 
the anarchists established another institution which was of major 
significance in that revolutionary period. This was a series of councils 
of workers and soldiers, which, according to José Peirats, ‘had 
similar purposes as those created during the first phase of the Russian 
Revolution’.45

The principal inspirer of these councils was Juan Garcia Oliver, 
who was in charge of the military aspects of the Comité Central de 
Milicias for the CNT. There was fear that officers of the Civil Guard, 
Assault Guard and carabineros, although ostensibly opposing the 
Franco insurrection, might in fact be conspiring to go over to it with 
their paramilitary forces. Garcia Oliver was determined not to let 
that happen.

He first called in two leaders of the CN T textile workers’ union, 
Dionisio Eróles and Alfonso Miguel. As Garcia Oliver wrote many 
years later:

I met with them. I explained the situation; the state of latent 
conspiracy of some officers of the Civil Guard; the necessity to 
put an end to it without bloody conflicts. I counted on these 
two to establish Councils of Workers and Soldiers, a kind of
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sindicato with civil guards, carabineros and Security and Assault 
guards. These councils must be mixed, composed of repre
sentatives of each branch of the three forces of Public Order and 
by militants of the CNT, to begin with, and of the UGT 
immediately afterw ards . . .

The purpose was to break the esprit de corps and discipline, to 
then give them the new revolutionary sp irit . . .

Shortly afterwards, Garcia Oliver met with a sergeant and two 
corporals of the Civil Guard, sent to him at his request by Major 
Guarner, one of his principal career military collaborators. On the 
spot, he promoted the sergeant to be a major and the corporals to be 
captains. He then asked them whether it was true that there was 
latent subversion among some of the officers of the Civil Guard, and 
they confirmed that there was.

Garcia Oliver then said to the three new officers: T h a t  state of 
insurrection m ust end immediately. You will put an end to it, aided 
by responsible members of the CNT, comrades Dionisio Eróles and 
Alfonso Miguel, who are here. Unless you have objections, you will 
form Councils of W orkers and Soldiers, a kind of mixed sindicato of 
the Civil Guard, carabineros and Security Guards, and will proceed 
to form barracks councils, which will immediately arrest the officers 
in state of rebellion.’

When asked by the new major whether the councils should shoot 
those officers, Garcia Oliver said no, that they should be sent to the 
prison ship Uruguay, where they would be placed at the disposition 
of military courts.

Garcia Oliver continued, T h e  cleanup which was made in the 
barracks of the Civil Guard was complete. But no t many of the 
officers were sent to the Uruguay. W ithout forcing the situation, the 
Central Committee of the Councils of Workers and Soldiers left to 
the officers themselves whether they wanted to continue in the 
service, accepting the Councils, o r  be sent as prisoners to the 
Uruguay.’

The workers’ and soldiers’ councils were abolished after the 
government of Prime Minister Juan Negrin came to power in mid- 
1937.46
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Seeking Cooperation With the M oroccan Nationalists

The anarchists in the Comité Central de Milicias also sought to 
encourage an insurrection behind Franco’s lines in Spanish Morocco. 
Again, Garcia Oliver had a major role in that effort. Some time 
before the outbreak of the Civil W ar he had published a pamphlet in 
which he had urged that ‘when the revolution begins in Spain, it must 
be attempted, as a means of international defense, to bring about an 
insurrection of the peoples of North Africa.’

Garcia Oliver summoned José Margeli, a leader of the CNT 
Graphic Arts W orkers’ Union, to inquire about a certain Sr Argila, 
an Egyptian whom  Margeli had introduced to him a couple months 
before the W ar began. This man, it turned out, represented a 
Panislamic Council, and had contacts with Moroccan nationalists. 
Argila suggested that a Catalan delegation be sent to Geneva to 
contact there the Comité de Acción M arroquí (Committee of M oroc
can Action -  CAM).

When the Catalan delegation returned from Geneva, three mem
bers of the CAM came with them. The Catalans offered to supply 
arms and other help to Moroccan rebels, but the Moroccan repre
sentatives were hesitant, fearing intervention by the French, who 
controlled most of Morocco, if an insurrection broke out in the 
Spanish-controlled area. They wanted the Republican government to 
be involved in the negotiations, and that it seek to get French 
acquiescence in an insurrection in Spanish Morocco.

Garcia Oliver and the other Catalan negotiators agreed that if the 
CAM would sign an agreement with the Comité Central de Milicias, 
the Catalans would then seek the support of the Spanish government 
and urge it to take the matter up with the French. So a pact, of which 
three copies were signed -  one for the CAM, one for the Comité 
Central and one for the Spanish Government -  was finally signed in 
the Comité Central’s headquarters. When Garcia Oliver informed 
Prime Minister José Giral of the agreement, Giral sent one of his 
ministers, Julio Just, to Barcelona, where he discussed the question at 
length with the Catalans, and took the third copy of the C ata lan-  
CAM pact to give to Giral. But, as Garcia Oliver wrote, ‘A few days 
later the government presided over by Giral resigned and I heard
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nothing more of what happened to the pact. I suppose that they 
d idn’t even dare to raise the issue with the French government.’47

As a matter of fact, an im portant figure in the new government 
of Prime Minister Francisco Largo Caballero, Carlos de Baraibar, 
was also interested in trying to foment an uprising in Morocco, 
where he had friends among the nationalists. However, he was 
unable to overcome Largo Caballero’s fear that a Moroccan insur
rection would bring a hostile response from the French, who Largo 
Caballero still hoped might aid the Republican government in the 
Civil W ar.48

The Anarchists’ Entry into the Catalan Government

Dual power of the government and the Central Militia Committee 
persisted in Catalonia for more than two months. The Stalinist 
history of the Civil W ar correctly stated: ‘Here there existed two 
powers: the legal, formal power, which belonged to the Government 
. . .  and the real, effective power, which belonged to the Comité de 
Milicias, and in fact, to the anarchists.’49 W hat this Stalinist history 
did not note, of course, was the striking similarity to the Russian 
situation between March and November 1917, when the Soviets 
represented a dual power to the provisional government, an over
sight due to the fact that it was anarchists and not Bolsheviks who 
controlled the ‘real’ power.

This situation continued until September 27 1936. On that day, 
the CN T and the FAI, as well as the PSUC and the POUM, entered 
the government of Catalonia, and a few days later, the Comité de 
Milicias was dissolved.

Different anarchist writers have given different explanations for 
the anarchists making the tremendous break with their ideology and 
tradition by entering a duly constituted government. César Lorenzo, 
whose father Horacio Prieto, was at the time national secretary of the 
CNT, has argued that the anarchist leaders came to see the necessity 
of putting an end to the confusing situation which had existed in 
Catalonia during the first two months of the W ar, in which 
revolutionary committees in each community exercised virtually
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sovereign powers within their area of jurisdiction, and each party 
and trade union group had its own military and police forces.5

Diego Abad de Santillan, on the other hand, attributed the Catalan 
anarchists’ decision to their growing conviction that so long as the 
Comité de Milicias was the de facto government of Catalonia, the 
Republican government in M adrid would refuse to give Catalonia 
the aid in terms of financing and military equipment which was 
required to carry forward the war in Aragon; and that this same 
factor was a major element in the apparent hostility of the democratic 
governments, particularly those of Great Britain and France, towards 
the Republican cause. According to Abad de Santillan, the anarchist 
leaders hoped that both these handicaps to the prosecution of the 
W ar and the Revolution might be overcome if there was installed a 
Catalan government in which all antifascist forces were represented, 
and the Comité de Milicias was terminated.51

For his part, García Oliver attributed the anarchists’ decision to 
less laudable motives. He argued that the leadership of the CN T and 
the FAI were becoming ‘bureaucratized’. As part of that process, 
‘certain apparently anarchist groups hardly slept, they were so busy 
seeking pretexts to end the Comité de Milicias and find, at whatever 
cost, ways to undertake the functions of government.’52

An official statement of the FAI Peninsular Committee and several 
CN T groups explained the anarchists’ entry into the Catalan govern
ment by saying: ‘This was the first step. If the organization had 
decided not to do so, the new government would have been set up 
without the CNT, and the United Socialist Party of Catalonia . . .  
would have more positions; in effect they were taking advantage of 
the expected assistance from Russia and were plotting military 
initiatives that we had to oppose for ideological r ea so n s . . .  We 
would have been in an inferior position if we had remained outside 
the government. We were masters of the streets, most of the arms 
were in our hands. But could we use the weapons criminally and start 
a fratricidal battle in the streets that would have endangered the 
outcome of the struggle at the f ron t? . .  ,’53

There were those Catalan and Spanish anarchists who opposed the 
entry of their movement into the Catalan government, and subse
quently into that of the Republic. José Peirats, at the time a
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Libertarian Youth leader who himself opposed these moves, said: ‘At 
the beginning of the stage of government collaboration by the CN T 
the militants of Bajo Llobregat, loyal to anarchist extremism, con
stituted a movement of opposition to participation of the CNT-FAI 
in governments, and against the militarization of the militias. In 
Hospitalet de Llobregat there was published the periodical Ideas, of 
opposition to and criticism of libertarian deviationism.’54

However, Peirats has also commented on the difficulties facing 
those who opposed this fundamental compromise with anarchist 
theory and philosophy: ‘At the distance of many years, I think that 
those of us who opposed consistently the governmentalist thesis 
could not have offered any other way of resolving the problems of 
the time than a stoic and heroic gesture. I think, also, that there 
was an unconfessed complicity in many militants opposed to col
laboration, who shouted their holy ire at the same time they 
allowed it to happen. And, however, they were also sincere in their 
way; sincere in their impotence. They couldn’t offer any so lu tion .. ,’55 

Whatever the motivations of the various anarchist leaders for 
entering the Catalan government, the invitation to do so apparently 
came from President Companys late in August. This invitation was 
followed by a regional plenum of all local and county groups of the 
Catalan CNT, FAI and Libertarian Youth. César Lorenzo noted in 
his account of this meeting (to which García Oliver makes no 
reference in his memoirs) that García Oliver argued strongly that the 
anarchists should take full power, abolish the Generalidad and 
convert the Comité de Milicias into the government of the region. 
However, the plenum rejected this, and in principle accepted the idea 
that the C N T  should enter the Catalan government. Curiously, the 
same meeting decided that the FAI should not enter the government 
as such; that whereas it was acceptable for the CN T as a trade union 
group, albeit of anarcho-syndicalist orientation, to do so, that was 
not acceptable for the FAI, a doctrinal anarchist group.56

Negotiations on the formal entry of the C N T into the Generalidad 
apparently continued for several weeks. Finally, between September 
24 and 26 a regional congress of C N T unions, ostensibly called to 
discuss the economic situation of the region, in a highly uncharac
teristic secret session, ratified the arrangements for the C N T to
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obtain three posts in the new government, the title of which was 
changed to ‘Council of the Generalidad’, a change which the FAI 
subsequently admitted was a ‘puerile concession to the sensibilities of 
the anarchists’.57

The new ministers representing the CN T in the cabinet headed by 
José Tarradellas of the Esquerra Catalana were Juan P. Fábregas, 
councillor of economy; José J. Domenech, councillor of supply; and 
Antonio García Birlán, councillor of public health and social affairs.58 
Curiously, García Birlán belonged to the FAI but had not been a 
member of the CN T since 1917, while Fábregas had only joined the 
CN T after the outbreak of the Civil W ar.59

However, the announcement of the entry of the CN T ministers did 
not quite complete the process of integrating the anarchists into the 
government of Catalonia. The resolution of the regional congress of 
CN T unions which had accepted the entry of these three into the 
Generalidad did not call for the dissolution of the Comité de 
Milicias, which still remained in existence.

Four of the five anarchist members of the Comité de Milicias -  
García Oliver, Aurelio Fernández, Marcos Alcón and José Asens -  
had grave reservations about entry into the government, and par
ticularly about the posts which had been assigned to the CNT, which 
Garcia Oliver characterized as being ‘like three departments of the 
City Government of Barcelona’. These four met, after the announce
ment of the new cabinet, to decide what to do.

They finally agreed that, since no official move had been taken to 
dissolve the Comité de Milicias, it should continue to meet each 
evening, as had been customary. Only when President Companys 
and Prime Minister Tarradellas agreed to the establishment of 
secretaries-general in the departments of defense and internal secur
ity, and to name to those posts Garcia Oliver and Aurelio Fernández 
respectively (who had controlled those parts of the Comité de 
Milicias) and agreed that they ‘would really run those departments’, 
would they agree to the elimination of the Comité de Milicias.

In conformity with this decision, the Comité de Milicias met on 
the evenings of September 27, 28, 29, 30. Although it had little 
business to handle in those meetings, they were attended by all of 
the regular members. Finally, on September 30, Artcmio Aiguadcr,
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the newly named councillor of internal security (a member of 
Esquerra Catalana) visited the office of Aurelio Fernandez, who 
was still carrying on his activities as the internal security chief of 
the Comité de Milicias, and offered him the post of secretary- 
general of the councillorship of internal security, with full powers 
to run it. Shortly afterwards, Colonel Felipe Diaz Sandino, the new 
councillor of defense, together with Prime Minister Tarradcllas, 
visited García Oliver, with a similar offer of the councillorship of 
defense.

Both Fernandez and García Oliver consented to the propositions 
offered them and, on October 1 1936, their appointments were 
announced in the official bulletin of the Catalan government. That 
evening, the Comité de Milicias held its last official meeting. García 
Oliver, who had been its de facto chairman, gave a valedictory 
speech, summing up what the Comité de Milicias had achieved in its 
little more than two months of existence. It was agreed that the 
members of the Comité de Milicias would continue to meet regularly 
as an advisory body to the secretary-general of the councillorship of 
defense.60

The Role of the Anarchists in the Generalidad, September- 
December 1936

In earlier chapters, I discussed the roles played by Juan P. Fabregas as 
councillor of economy, and Juan J. Domenech as councillor of 
supply. I have also dealt with the control of the Catalan military by 
Juan García Oliver (and after he became minister of justice in the 
Republican government, by Juan Molina) as secretary-general of 
defense, and Aurelio Fernandez’s control of the police forces as 
secretary-general of internal security. We have also seen the impor
tant role played by the anarchists in the reorganization of the public 
education system of Catalonia.

Here it is sufficient to observe that between the entry of the 
anarchists into the Generalidad until the cabinet crisis of December
1936, the key elements of the Catalan government remained largely 
in anarchist hands. The economy, both in terms of the organization
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of the distribution of goods to the consumers and in the process of 
legalization of the collectives organized by the workers throughout 
most of urban Catalonia, remained mainly under CN T control. The 
military forces of the Catalan regime, both in Catalonia itself and in 
Aragón and elsewhere where Catalan troops were engaged, also was 
principally an anarchist responsibility.

Similarly, the maintenance of public order through the patrullas de 
control was also under anarchist control. However, during the last 
m onths of 1936 there was considerable regrouping of the old police 
forces, the Civil Guard (now called the National Republican Guard) 
and the Assault Guards, which was subsequently to cause great 
problems for the anarchists.61

One measure of the Generalidad with which its CN T members 
acquiesced and which also was to cause future trouble for the 
anarchists was that of October 9 -  the dissolving of the local 
revolutionary committees which had taken power throughout the 
region at the onset of the Civil War. The campaign against the 
revolutionary committees had been led by the PSUC, and particularly 
by Juan Comorera, who called for ‘a legitimate authority to confront 
the irresponsible dictatorship of the committees’. Prime Minister 
Tarradellas also urged the change in municipal government, arguing 
that since the Comité de Milicias had given way on a regional level to 
the Consejo de la Generalidad, the de facto municipal regimes should 
also give way to legally constituted ones.62

Under the new decree, ayuntamientos, or municipal councils, were 
to replace the revolutionary committees. Membership in each ayun
tamiento would be apportioned among the parties and unions repre
sented in the government of the Generalidad. Each organization 
would receive three ayuntamiento members for every one member it 
had in the consejo of the Generalidad.63

The CN T accepted this new arrangement. Victor Alba has argued 
that it did so because that ‘gave it a force in the ayuntamiento which 
it lacked on a local level’. It was principally the POUM  which resisted 
this measure, at least on a local level, and particularly in Lérida, 
where the party had completely dominated the revolutionary commit
tee.64

Victor Alba has pointed out that the PSUC was the major gainer
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from the reorganization of the municipal governm ents. The PSUC 
until then had little representation in the comm ittees and w ould have 
more in the new ayuntamientos\ 65 

This reorganization of the municipalities presaged a possible 
serious future weakening of the anarchists’ political power. So long 
as they were strongly represented in the governm ent of Catalonia, 
they would have m ore or less adequate representation in the local 
ones as well. But that situation would change once they were no 
longer in the Generalidad.

According to Josep M aria Bricall: .. the dissolution of the com 
mittees was not imm ediate, the new councils were constituted 
progressively in accordance with the new regime, which for its part 
offered them  strong advantages and widened pow ers.’66

Generally, within the council of the Generalidad between Septem
ber 27 and m id-December 1936, there tended to be an alignm ent of 
the three CN T members and Andres N in of the POUM  on one side, 
usually against the PSUC-UGT and the Catalan Republican parties 
on the other. Sometimes, the C N T-PO U M  representatives won their 
points, but often they did not.

One issue on which they lost was the C N T -PO U M  proposal that 
the Generalidad establish a m onopoly of the region’s foreign trade, 
as the only practical way for the regional governm ent to get control 
of the foreign exchange it needed to purchase arm s, m achinery for its 
w ar industries, and raw  materials. However, the Stalinists and 
Catalanists -  in spite of their supposed strong support of Catalan 
autonom y -  rejected this idea.

Another issue on which the tw o sides clashed was tha t of the 
decree legalizing the Catalan w orkers’ collectives. W hen this first 
came up for discussion, Juan Com orera, in the nam e of the PSUC, 
proposed the nationalization rather than the collectivization of 
the region’s industries. Only in the face of a th reat by the CN T 
and POUM  representatives to resign from the Generalidad did the 
PSUC and Catalanists back dow n on that proposition.67 As we 
have noted earlier, the collectivizations law, although far from 
perfect from the anarchist point of view, was generally acceptable to 
them.

Josep M aria Bricall has noted the significance of the form ation of
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Catalan governm ent with anarchist participation, in so far as Catalan 
autonom y was concerned: ‘One can say that the G overnm ent of 
Catalonia became the only depositary o f political p o w er. . .  The 
Cenetista leaders were going to collaborate loyally with the Generali
dad and in the policies developed by its G overnm ent during this 
period, which were to reaffirm phenom enally the pow er of the 
G eneralidad, in the face of a new scheme of relations between the 
autonom ous region and the central State, and to overcome the 
problem  of public order and the pow er of the local comm ittees, and 
to control the new economy through credit and the treasury.’68

The Anarchists and Antonov-Ovsenko

O n O ctober 1 1936, there arrived in Barcelona the first Soviet 
consul-general ever to be posted there. He was Vladim ir Antonov- 
Ovsenko. For the next few m onths, he was to play a very im portan t 
part in the politics of Catalonia, seeking on the one hand to 
strengthen the PSUC, and on the other to weaken (and then destroy) 
the Partido O brero de Unificación M arxista, and then to underm ine 
the anarchists.

According to Julian Gorkin, Antonov-Ovsenko was ‘an authentic 
hero of O ctober; designated by Trotsky as president of the Soviet of 
Petrograd and of the Revolutionary M ilitary C o m m ittee ... Loyal 
friend and partisan of T rotsky during the years 1923 to 1927, though 
in 1928 he was obliged to write tha t he recognized his past 
e rro rs . .  ,’69 While they were both members of the Left O pposition in 
the Soviet Union, Antonov-O vsenko and Andrés N in, head of the 
POUM  after the outbreak of the Spanish Civil W ar, had collaborated 
closely.’70

Ironically, in view of w hat happened shortly afterw ard, it was 
Andres N in w ho officially greeted A ntonov-Ovsenko a t the C ata
lan governm ent’s official reception ceremony a few days after 
the consul-general’s arrival. The reason for this was tha t he 
was the only member of the Catalan governm ent w ho spoke 
Russian. 71

The Soviet historian Roy M edvedev has sketched the significance
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of A ntonov-O vsenko’s mission in Catalonia: ‘His task, for which he 
was given special powers, was to organize the liquidation of the 
anarchist groups in Catalonia, the extreme left organization POUM , 
which was then called “Trotskyist” or “sem i-Trotskyist” , and all 
other “Trotskyist” elements. And indeed, Antonov-O vsenko p a r
ticipated in the swift liquidation of the left groups and anarchists in 
Catalonia, even though they were active in the fight against Franco’s 
fascists. A year later Antonov-O vsenko was recalled to M oscow  and 
shot as an alleged “Trotskyist” .’72

It was soon clear to nearly everyone th a t Antonov-Ovsenko 
was sent to Barcelona to carry out a political task. How ever, 
it is also clear that Stalin and his collaborators did not p a r
ticularly tru st the new consul-general. Burnett Bolloten has 
noted that Erno Gero, the Com intern-GPU agent whose principal 
task was controlling the PSUC, also ‘m onitored the activities of 
Vladimir A. Antonov-O vsenko, the Soviet consul-general in Bar
celona.’73

The consul-general wasted little time in starting his interven
tion in C atalan politics. Soon after his arrival, he m et with the 
regional leaders of the CNT. Years later, Diego Abad de Santillan 
informed Victor Alba: ‘I rem ember tha t poor Antonov began 
his relations by saying to us th a t the presence of N in in the 
Generalidad caused Stalin great unhappiness.’ Santillan added: 
‘T hat would have been enough to  assure our friendship with him 
(N in).’74

Although soon m aking it clear publicly as well as ‘privately’ 
that he was an implacable enemy of the PO UM , Antonov-Ovsenko 
did no t overtly attack the anarchists. Thus, a t the time of the 
funeral of Buenaventura D urruti on Novem ber 22, the Soviet 
consul-general was one of the official speakers, together with 
CN T leaders Jaime M agrina and Juan García Oliver and President 
Com pany s.75

By the end of Novem ber, Antonov-Ovsenko was publicly polcmi- 
cizing with the POUM . An official note of the consulate-general 
published on Novem ber 22 replied to an editorial of La Batalla, the 
daily of the POUM , commenting: .. Among the organs of the
Catalan press there is a sheet which has undertaken the task of
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supporting this fascist cam paign. In its num ber of N ovem ber 13 La 
Batalla attem pted to provide m aterial for fascist insinuations. The 
general consulate of the USSR in Barcelona rejects with contem pt the 
lam entable inventions of tha t sheet.’76

After a cabinet crisis had in effect been provoked by President 
C om panys’s call on December 9 for ‘a strong governm ent with 
full powers which imposes its au thority’, Antonov-O vsenko held 
a meeting on December 12 with leaders of the CN T, and then 
on the same day with PSUC leader Juan Com orera. Later that same 
day Prime M inister José Tarradellas m et with the Soviet consul- 
general, after which Tarradellas comm ented to journalists that ‘it 
would be useless to deny tha t a general political problem  has 
arisen.’77

However, even after he had helped to bring abou t the December 
1936 crisis in the Catalan governm ent, Antonov-O vsenko did not 
immediately dem onstrate the Soviet governm ent’s basic opposition 
to the Catalan anarchists. In fact, on December 22, after the 
cabinet crisis, the Manchester Guardian published an interview 
with him  in which he ‘expressed adm iration for the anarchosyndical- 
ists’.78

García Oliver claimed th a t A ntonov-Ovsenko, th roughout his 
tour of duty in Barcelona, had w hat am ounted to  a schizophrenic 
attitude tow ards the Spanish anarchists. He recounted a final m eet
ing with the Soviet consul-general, shortly before Antonov-Ovsenko 
returned to the Soviet Union, convinced th a t he was returning 
home to be shot on Stalin’s orders. A t that dinner, the two men 
engaged in a discussion of their respective political philosophies, 
and A ntonov-Ovsenko adm itted that upon his arrival, ‘I rem em 
bered scenes lived in another time, at the beginning of the revolution 
in R u ss ia ... Three things I particularly adm ired when I got to 
Barcelona, and the three were your work: the m obilization of war 
industries, the Council of W orkers and Soldiers and the Popular 
W ar School.’79
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The Anarchists and the December 1936 Catalan 
Government Crisis

Certainly, although the anarchists continued for some m onths after 
their formal entry into the governm ent of C atalonia to control key 
centers of pow er in the region -  the military, the economy and at least 
part of the police -  there can be little doubt that their relative strength 
declined during those m onths. At the same tim e, the pow er and 
position of the Stalinists of the PSUC substantially increased, due to 
their becoming the principal rallying point of those middle-class and 
conservative elements w ho feared anarchist revolution, and because of 
the outright backing o f the PSUC by the Soviet and Com intern 
elements w ho entered the region following the reorganization of the 
Catalan governm ent a t the end of September 1936.

However, the balance of forces in Catalonia was no t yet suffi
ciently tilted in their favor for the Stalinists to undertake a show 
dow n with the CN T-FA I (that would not come until the middle of 
1937). But, by the middle of Novem ber, the PSUC did feel itself strong 
enough to try to rid the C atalan governm ent of the dissident 
Com m unist party, the PO UM , thus depriving the anarchists of a 
potential ally w ithin the Catalan regime.

Franz Borkenau, writing a few m onths later, observed of the 
POUM : ‘It is difficult to say whether it was more hateful to the PSUC 
on account of its anti-Stalinism in Russian affairs or its extreme 
Leftist tendencies in Spanish questions.’80 The POUM  press had 
denounced the first M oscow Trial in August 1936, the principal 
victims of which had been Gregory Zinoviev and Lev Kamenev. Also, 
shortly before the formal crisis of December, Andres N in had talked 
with President Com panys abou t the possibility of giving refuge to 
Leon Trotsky who, under Soviet pressure, had to leave N orw ay.8 
Locally, the POUM  had sought to m aintain the new revolutionary 
institutions established after July 19, providing particular resistance, 
as we have noted, to the dissolution of the m unicipal revolutionary 
comm ittee governments.

The first move of the PSUC to oust the POUM  from the Catalan 
governm ent was apparently a docum ent handed to the C N T mem
bers of the cabinet on N ovem ber 24, suggesting the removal of N in,
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and proposing the establishm ent of a new adm inistration ‘with 
plenary pow ers’. In the weeks that followed, not only the PSUC but 
the Catalanists, with President Com panys in the lead, took up the 
call for ‘a strong governm ent with plenary pow ers capable of im pos
ing its authority  on everyone’.82

Burnett Bolloten has noted that ‘for more than three weeks 
the anarcho-syndicalist leaders resolutely opposed the PSUC’s de
m ands’.83 Franz Borkenau also wrote th a t the CN T leaders ‘felt that 
they were themselves concerned in the a ttack’ on the POUM  by the 
PSUC.84

However, there is considerable reason to  believe tha t the anarchist 
leaders did not fully understand the long-term  consequences for 
them  of this violent attack by the Stalinists on the POUM . Their 
tendency was to regard the PSUC-POUM conflict as a family 
quarrel am ong M arxists, which was none of the anarchists’ direct 
concern.

This attitude was reflected in a statem ent issued by the regional 
comm ittee of the CN T on December 13, in the middle of the 
governm ent crisis. It pictured the problem  as ‘the existing conflict 
between tw o sectors of the U G T-PO U M  and PSUC -  represented in 
the Council of the Generalidad, a struggle exacerbated by the 
attem pt to exclude or be excluded from the posts they held in that 
Council.’

This statem ent pledged the C N T ’s own continuing loyalty to ‘the 
promise to honor the pact which all the antifascist organizations 
made when the Council of the Generalidad of Catalonia was 
established, and we did not dem and and we do n ’t dem and the 
representation which corresponds to the undoubtedly m ajority force.’ 
How ever, it had no m ention, let alone a protest against, the demand 
th a t the POUM  be excluded.85

Victor Alba was correct when he wrote: ‘The C N T and FAI leaders 
did no t see that the problem  of the m om ent was no t ideological 
divergence between M arxists and anarchists bu t the strategic p rob
lem of revolution and counter revolution. If they had seen the reality 
not as a dispute between libertarians and M arxists but between 
revolutionaries and counter revolutionaries, they would have under
stood tha t there was much m ore in com m on between the C N T and
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the POUM  than between the CN T and the UGT, controlled by the 
C om m unists. . .

But the anarchists learned this hard lesson only when it was too 
late. ‘All through the time of their suprem acy the anarchists had 
handled the POUM  rather rudely, Franz Borkenau noted. Now here 
was this fact more evident than in the C N Ters’ handling of the trade 
union problem  in Catalonia.

At the outbreak of the Civil W ar there existed in Catalonia three 
trade union groups which were loyal to the Republic. This con
trasted with the situation in m ost of the rest of Loyalist Spain, 
where there were only the CN T and the Socialist-controlled UGT. 
The POUM  had under its influence the so-called Federación O brera 
de Unidad Sindical (FOUS) which had been established early in 
1936, and was strong in Lérida and Gerona, with a considerable 
m em bership in T arragona.88 It was reportedly larger and more 
significant at the time of the outbreak of the W ar than the UGT 
was in C atalonia.89

The anarchists, with their over-simplified model of the labor 
m ovem ent as being either libertarian or M arxist, could find no room  
in their thinking for a third central labor organization in Catalonia. 
W hen, with the support of the C N T-FA I, the Catalan governm ent 
issued a decree tha t all w orkers m ust be affiliated either with unions 
of the CN T or unions of the UGT, the FOUS was doom ed to 
disappear, w ithout any com plaint from the anarchists.

Under these circumstances, the CN T refused to accept the FOUS 
unions -  or members -  w ithin its ranks, on the grounds that they 
were M arxists. The FOUS, as a consequence, was forced to dissolve 
and have its organizations join the UGT. A lthough, for a short while, 
a t least some of the ex-FOUS unions rem ained under POUM  leader
ship, tha t soon came to an end. W ith the strengthening and centraliza
tion of the C atalan UGT under Stalinist control, it was soon able to 
dismiss the PO UM ist leaders from all positions of im portance within 
the regional UGT and its affiliates.

Ignacio Iglesias is probably correct when he categorizes that 
decision of the anarchists with regard to the FOUS unions as one of 
the four m ajor political mistakes m ade by the CN T-FA I during the 
first year of the Civil W ar.90 It certainly m eant the destruction of the
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trade union base of the POUM , not to the benefit of the C N T, but 
rather to the advantage of the Stalinists.

Although between August and December 1936, the Catalan anar
chists may have som ew hat modified their view of the realities which 
they were facing, they were still not willing to offer more than passive 
resistance to the removal of the POUM  from the council of the 
Generalidad. Franz Borkenau has said that, to help convince the 
anarchists and others who were reluctant to m ake this change in 
the Catalan governm ent, the Russians held up some shipm ents of 
arm s and other m aterials which had been scheduled to arrive.91 
Burnett Bolloten attributes this same assertion to Rudolph Rocker.92

In the end, the CN T-FA I accepted a face-saving comprom ise on 
the issue. It was decided tha t the reorganized governm ent would be a 
non-party one. Officially, no t only the POUM  withdrew  from the 
governm ent, but so did the PSUC. How ever, Juan Com orcra, and 
others who had represented the PSUC in the earlier cabinet, rem ained, 
but were labelled as representing the UGT, certainly a distinction 
w ithout a difference.93

T hat the CN T leaders still had much to learn was indicated by an 
editorial which appeared in Solidaridad Obrera: ‘W ith this solution 
of the crisis we feel tha t no one has cause for com plaint or reproach 
of any kind. The tw o antagonists, the POUM  and the PSUC, whose 
conflict brought us to our present pass, have been excluded from the 
council of the Generalidad. Both are represented in the UGT . . .  both 
stem from the ideological branch, although slight differences of 
attitude and tactics separate them. In our opinion, neither has the 
right to cry out to pro test.’94

However, the PO U M ’s daily, La Batalla, in its reaction to w hat 
had happened, hit closer to the m ark. ‘N ow  that the PSUC has 
obtained its imm ediate goal, does anyone believe tha t it will renounce 
its a im s?. . .  W ith our elim ination it has won its prelim inary objec
tive. For the m om ent it does no t feel strong enough to go any 
further.’95

It would be five more m onths until the PSUC felt strong enough to 
challenge its real enemy, the anarchists. T hat would give rise to the 
bloody M ay Days of 1937. M eanw hile, on December 17 1936, the 
Soviet new spaper Pravda indicated w hat was in store: ‘So far as
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Catalonia is concerned, the clearing up of the Trotskyist and 
Anarcho-Syndicalist elements has already begun, and it will be 
carried ou t with the same energy as in the USSR.’96
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The Anarchists in the Catalan 
Government December 1936- 

May 1937

Although until the cabinet crisis of December 1936, the anarchists 
largely dom inated the governm ent of Catalonia, controlling its 
military, m ost of its economic apparatus, and a substantial p a rt of its 
police, they were clearly on the defensive after its reorganization in 
December 1936. The Stalinists had won substantial gains in the 
reorganization of the Generalidad, and in the m onths that followed 
they pushed relentlessly and ruthlessly to attain  twin objectives: the 
total destruction of the PO UM  and the elim ination of all anarchist 
control over the economy, the military and the police.

In this situation, the anarchists had lost an ally w ithin the govern
ment, with the removal of the POUM . At the same time, the Stalinists 
were increasingly successful in turning the C atalanist parties, p a r
ticularly President Luis C om panys’s C atalan Left, against the C N T - 
FAI.

Franz Borkenau, on his second visit to wartim e Spain in January - 
February 1937, noted: ‘In reality there rem ain only tw o protagonists 
on the Catalan political scene, the anarchists and the PSUC. And it is 
the PSUC which is now  obviously gaining ground.’1
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Juan Comorera as Councillor for Supply

Juan Com orera, head of the PSUC and Councillor of Supply after the 
December 1936 reorganization of the C atalan regime, was the point 
m an for the Stalinists’ attack on the CN T. As we have noted in an 
earlier chapter, Juan Dom enech, the CN Ter who until the December 
crisis had been Councillor of Supply, thought that it was a grave 
political mistake for the CN T to allow the Stualinists to get control 
of the m inistry charged w ith seeing to it th a t the consum ers of 
Catalonia had sufficient food and other goods.

Com orera lost no time in showing how  right D om enech’s judge
m ent had been. In his first interview with the press upon taking his 
new post, the PSUC leader ‘publicly proclaim ed the incapacity of his 
predecessor . . .  denouncing a t the same time with exaggerated pathos 
the alarm ing situation that the scarcity of foodstuffs would create. 
Com orera pretended that he had found completely empty the 
deposits of food destined for the population .’2 José Peirats has 
suggested that Com orera w ent so far as to hide food so as to create 
shortages which could be blamed on the ‘m aladm inistration’ of his 
anarchist predecessor.3

Although the CN T press quickly denied C om orera’s charges and 
indicated tha t sources of food had been negotiated in other parts of 
Loyalist Spain by Dom enech, tha t did nothing to deter Com orera in 
his cam paign against the anarchists. He began to undo much of w hat 
his predecessor had achieved.

Com orera quickly staffed the top  levels of his ministry with PSUC 
members. In contrast, Juan Domenech claimed that his own policy 
had been to try to choose people on the basis of their capacity to do 
the w ork required rather than on their political affiliation.4 Com orera 
also set about dism antling the distribution system which Domenech 
had organized. According to Burnett Bolloten, ‘In an attem pt to re
establish freedom of trade, Juan Com orera . . .  decreed dissolution of 
the revolutionary com m ittees that had assumed control of the 
wholesale food trades a t the outset of the Revolution.’ Com orera 
argued that they operated ‘to the prejudice of society’ and ‘were 
responsible for the enorm ous increase in the cost o f food’. Although 
Bolloten indicated that even the PO UM  and anarchist press had
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criticized the ‘thousand and one abuses’ of some of these committees, 
he added that ‘the real point a t issue was not so much the abuses as 
the political and economic pow er of the com m ittees.’5

One immediate effect of this move by the Stalinist councillor of 
supply was th a t many anarchist-controlled collectives and m unicipali
ties which had been willing to buy, sell and exchange goods through 
the Conscjcria de Abastos when it was headed by a CN Tcr, were not 
willing to do so through the Stalinist-controlled organization, and so 
reverted to buying, selling and bartering directly with each other and 
with the collectivized industries.

Even in the case of those anarchist-controlled m unicipalities which 
still continued to deal with the Consejería de Abastos, Com orera 
sought to interfere with the sm ooth running of the supply system. He 
was no t always able to  do so. For instance, in the case of the city of 
H ospitalet de Llobregat, the m an in charge of supply there was able 
to continue to get goods through the consejería because he was well 
acquainted with lower officials of that body, w ho would often, 
he said, provide him with goods he needed even in defiance of 
C om orera’s orders.

The supply officials of H ospitalet had certain success in get
ting goods from  France. Here, too, Com orera interfered. On one 
occasion, a convoy of 40 trucks coming from France to H ospitalet 
was stopped by the G eneralidad’s police, on the invitation of 
Com orera. It was claimed that the goods had come into Spain illeg
ally. However, when the m unicipal council protested to President 
Com panys, the trucks were perm itted to continue on their way to 
H ospitalet. This was only one of several occasions on which C om or
era sought to interfere with purchases from France destined for 
H ospitalet.6

The political implications of the struggle of Com orera and the 
anarchists in this period have been described by John Brademas. 
After noting the growing scarcity of w heat in C atalonia, he wrote: 
‘Com orera imm ediately accused his predecessor . . .  of having created 
the situation and attributed the lack of bread to the collectivist 
system of distribution organized at the beginning of the w ar on the 
basis of the peasant committees. Com orera privatized the commerce 
of the bakers, provoking irritation by the CN T, which counter
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attacked, attributing to it the scarcity, the lines and the subsequent 
rio ts.’7

One anarchist source said: ‘The policy of Com orera consisted of 
breaking the pow er of the unions. To this end, he sought to pass the 
handling of food to  the cooperatives. In this case, it was the small 
proprietors, small m erchants and small leaseholders, w ho were 
assured larger profits, raising prices. The shortage of bread became 
chronic. The inflation grew and with it the discontent of the masses. 
There had been warehoused, commercially and politically, inflam
mable material sufficient to provoke a public fire, encouraged by 
dem agogy.’8

A further change which Com orera m ade alm ost immediately was 
to reverse a decision of Dom enech not to allow the C atalan military 
to have their own supply service which, he feared, in com peting for 
goods with the civilian supply apparatus, would raise prices.9

Another anarchist source com m ented on the Com orera rule in 
the supply councillorship: ‘Com orera abolished the m onopoly of 
Abastos. He reintroduced free trading. W ith this, the way was paved 
for price increases. The process of collectivization was interrupted in 
this sector. A species of NEP in m iniature.’10

José Peirats has noted the contribution of the arrival in Barcelona 
of a Soviet supply ship in January 1937 loaded with foodstuffs, to the 
Stalinists’ cam paign against the anarchists on the food supply issue: 
‘If one takes into account the arrival in the po rt of Barcelona about 
the 20th  of January  1937, of a new Soviet ship, whose official cargo 
consisted of 901 tons of wheat flour, 882 tons of sugar and 568 tons 
of butter, “donation of the Russian workers and peasants to the 
Spanish antifascists,” one can ask if the Com m unist cam paign on the 
shortage of products was designed to give luster to tha t event, or said 
in o ther words, to give a providential character to those shipments 
. . .  and to affirm a t the same time the positions of the Com m unist 
P a r ty .. .’u

Joscp M aria Bricall com m ented on Juan C om orcra’s role as coun
cillor of supply: ‘his fundam ental policy consisted of reducing the 
pow er of the sindicatos in distribution, to stim ulate the creation of 
distribution cooperatives and to eliminate in some ways the control 
of prices installed by his predecessor.’12
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Under Com orera, the rationing system in Barcelona was installed
in January 1937. At first only potatoes, bread, sugar and one or
tw o other items were rationed. As the w ar went on, many more
items were added to this list. After the exit of the anarchists from
the Catalan governm ent, the rationing system in Catalonia was
taken over by the governm ent of the Republic.13 Finally, in January
1938, the councillorship of supply was abolished, and its functions
passed to the national supply commission of the Republican govern- 

14ment.

Stalinist Attacks on C N T  Collectives

The Stalinists also began an all-out propaganda attack on the 
Catalan rural collectives. O n January 23, the Catalan UGT (con
trolled by the Stalinists) held its first congress of land workers, 
attended by 40 delegates claiming to represent 30,00 peasants. At the 
front of the hall in which the meeting was held was a large sign: ‘Less 
Collectivist Experim ents and M ore Products.’ The PSUC leader 
Victor Colomé (a one-time member of the POUM) told the meeting: 
‘It is necessary to end rapidly the confusing situation -  in some 
areas chaotic -  which exists today in the Catalan countryside, and 
this is indispensable to obtain victory against fascism. Although 
it is true that you are the ones w ho have to decide w hether or 
no t to collectivize, we m ust say to you tha t we are no t suppor
ters of it, because we do n ’t think it is opportune a t the present 
tim e.’15

Similarly, the Stalinists m ounted a strong cam paign against the 
C N T -contro lled  urban collectives. According to John Brademas, ‘It 
was m ore difficult to disrupt the industrial collectivization and here 
the PSUC abstained from systematic intervention until April and 
M ay 1937. How ever, before that the PSUC began to criticize the 
adm inistration of the C atalan w ar industries by the w orkers’ com 
mittees. The Com m unists insisted tha t it was necessary to  subm it 
them to the centralized control of the Republican governm ent to 
make possible a general economic p lan .’16

As far as the anarchist u rban  collectives were concerned, the
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PSUC in this period concentrated considerable attention on oppos
ing the anarchists’ effort to rationalize various industries under 
their control, creating larger and, they hoped m ore efficient plants. 
They particularly appealed to form er owners of small workshops 
or plants who had joined the collectives early in the Revolution. 
These people were fearful tha t with the merger of their form er installa
tions w ith others they w ould lose all track of w hat had formerly 
been their p roperty .17

The PSUC’s strong defense of the C atalan small capitalists severely 
underm ined Esquerra, the party which until July 19 had been the 
principal spokesm an for the middle class of Catalonia. This was due 
to the cautious attitude which the party first adopted in the face of 
the CNT-led revolution.

Burnett Bolloten has noted that the first reaction of Luis Com panys 
and other Esquerra leaders was to try to adap t to the Revolution, 
through cooperation with the anarchists, and ultimately to coopt the 
CN T-FA I into the incum bent regime. How ever, the result of this was 
to alienate many of those who had for a num ber of years supported 
the Esquerra:

‘N o am ount of subtle statecraft or artful treatm ent of the CN T and 
FAI by President Com panys and Premier Tarradellas could appease 
the more im patient members of the middle classes, who were faced 
with immediate or gradual economic ruin. They longed for a rapid 
end to anarchist pow er and saw in the dynamic leadership and 
aggressive policies of the PSUC' the only hope of salvaging some of 
their possessions from the wreckage of the Revolution. N o wonder 
that they continued to flock to the rival party in growing num bers.’18

Domcncch in the Consejería de Servicios Públicos

One economic post of considerable im portance which the anarchists 
continued to hold between December 1936 and M ay 1937 was the 
Consejería de Servicios Públicos, which was concerned with public 
utilities and the railroads. José Juan Domenech served in that posi
tion during those m onths.

In th a t post, Domcncch sowed the seed of a num ber of projects
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which bore fruit later. He found out quickly tha t the hydroelectric 
system of Catalonia, w ith the installations then in place, was capable 
of producing a good deal m ore electricity than it was then providing. 
So he sought to supplant the use of electricity for coal, which was in 
short supply. He presented the governm ent with a project for p ro 
viding as many families as possible with electric stoves, to take the 
place of coal or gas-burning ones. He also m ade some progress in 
electrifying the regional railroad system, and succeeded in acquiring 
a num ber of new electric trains.

He also sought to assure Catalonia its own supply o f petroleum . 
Talking about this many years later, Domencch said that the central 
governm ent had not been willing to supply the refineries in Catalonia 
with sufficient oil. As a consequence, he entered into negotiations 
with the Shell Co. in France, and reached an agreem ent for Shell to 
supply all of the petroleum  needs of Catalonia. The com pany was 
willing to do this, because they hoped to get a foot in the Spanish 
m arket, which theretofore had been m onopolized by the governm ent 
firm, CAMPSA. Domenech presented this contract to the council of 
the Generalidad, but before it had been formally ratified, the M ay 
Events had occurred, and shortly afterw ards the C N T was forced out 
of the governm ent.19

Shortly before he left the public services councillorship, Domenech 
had it publish an extensive resumé of its program s and activities. In 
addition to inform ation on expansion of hydroelectric facilities, and 
details on amplification of the use of electricity on the railroads and 
elsewhere, it discussed an experim ent in Reus for the generation and 
use of m ethane gas from organic m atter, w ith plans to extend this to 
other parts of the region. It also dealt w ith the extension of the 
telephone service under Domenech’s general patronage and encourage
m ent.20

Stalinist Efforts to Control the Police

M ore sinister even than the Stalinists’ offensive in the economic 
field, from the anarchists’ point of view, was the Stalinists’ drive 
to get exclusive control of the police forces of Catalonia. Since
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the early weeks of the Revolution, these had been dual in nature. 
On the one hand, were the pre-July 19 forces of the Civil Guard 
(now N ational Republican Guard) and the Assault G uards, under 
the control of the councillor of internal security of the Generali
dad, and the patrullas de control of m ilitiam en, under the direction 
of the Junta de Seguiridad Interior, headed by anarchist Aurelio 
Fernández.

The Stalinists and their allies moved quickly to try to reduce the 
influence of the anarchists in the “forces of o rder,” and to increase 
their own. The first serious step taken by Artemio Aiguader, the new 
councillor of internal security (a pro-Stalinist Catalan Left Party 
leader), was to appo in t Eusebio Rodriguez Salas as police com m is
sioner, in charge of the older forces. Rodriguez Salas had started out 
in Tarragona during the First W orld W ar as an anarchist, and in that 
phase of his career had lost an arm  while raiding the Bank of 
T arragona. Subsequently, he had joined first the W orkers’ and 
Peasants’ Bloc of Joaquin M aurin, and then the small C atalan branch 
of the Com m unist Party, and with the form ation of the PSUC had 
become one of its leading figures. He was cordially disliked by the 
anarchists.21

As Com orera sought to convince all and sundry tha t the anar
chists, during their period of dom inance of Catalonia, had m ade a 
mess of the economy, Rodriguez Salas pictured them  as having 
created ‘an inferno, a land plagued with assassins in which the m ost 
dreadful chaos reigns.’ Thus, on one occasion, he denounced ‘the 
clandestine jails and cemeteries’ of Barcelona,22 naturally w ithout 
reference to those of the Spanish Stalinists and even less to those of 
their Soviet counterparts, which were no t only outside the control of 
any Spanish governm ent but of any Spaniards a t all.

However, the Stalinists’ attacks on anarchist participation in the 
m aintenance of public order were not confined to speech making. 
Victor Alba has noted that for the Stalinists to get control of the 
police, ‘they had to diminish the authority  of the CN T repre
sentatives. To that end, they played off, through underhanded 
maneuvers, the assault guards against the control patrols, and thus 
gained the adhesion of the form er.’ He says th a t Rodriguez Salas 
‘organized dem onstrations of guards against Eróles, and resorted to
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other intrigues’. (Dionisio Eroles was the representative of the CN T 
in the com m issariat of police.)23

The UGT (that is, the PSUC) members of the new C atalan govern
m ent introduced a proposal to have all of the police forces -  the 
patrols, the Assault G uards and N ational Republican Guards -  
merged into a single force. The anarchists strongly objected to this, 
saying: ‘The patrols should no t only be m aintained; they should be 
increased. . .  All these attacks directed against them  are directed at 
the very heart of our revolution.’

Over the objections of the anarchist members of the governm ent, 
decrees were approved to dissolve the various forces into a new 
internal security corps, ‘in which, significantly, the positions of 
com m and were to be held mainly by the officers of the dissolved 
assault and national republican guards.’

There was considerable public controversy over these decrees, of 
which the CN T said the governm ent had agreed to postpone con
sideration, provoking a reply by Prime M inister Tarradellas that 
there had only been agreem ent to postpone appointm ent of the 
officers of the new group, not to its establishm ent. According to 
Burnett Bolloten, ‘In fact, because of the agitation, the appointm ents, 
which were to have been confined mainly to m em bers of the assault 
and national republican guards, were never m ade, and the legislation 
died on the pages of the Diari Official, leaving the duality to police 
powers in the region unchanged.’24 Thus, with the outbreak of the 
M ay Days, the anarchists still m aintained control of an im portant 
element in the police pow ers of Catalonia, although, as we shall see, 
this did not do them  much good in Barcelona and other cities once 
the conflict arose in the early days of M ay 1937.

Stalinist Efforts to Dislodge Anarchists from Control of the 
Military

M ost serious of all, from  the anarchist po in t of view, was the 
Stalinists’ m ounting campaign to deprive the anarchists of control of 
the C atalan m ilitary forces. Burnett Bolloten has noted th a t even 
before the cabinet crisis of December 1936, the C atalan governm ent
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had formally agreed to mobilize the draftees of the 1934-5 classes, 
a continuing subject of controversy, but that decision had 
rem ained virtually a dead letter. The anarchists argued tha t it would 
be ‘very childish to hand over our forces to the absolute control of 
the governm ent.’ Even after the anarchists formerly took over the 
Catalan defense m inistry after the December crisis, they continued to 
insist th a t anarchists called up for service be assigned only to 
libertarian m ilitia units. The POUM  generally supported the position 
of the anarchists.

On the other hand, the PSUC ‘pressed for the fusion of the militia 
into a regular arm y in the service of the republican governm ent -  by 
which is m eant, of course, an arm y and a governm ent subject to its 
w ill..

As p a rt of their cam paign, the Stalinists organized a com m ittee for 
the Popular Army and, late in February, it planned a substan
tial dem onstration in Barcelona. The anarchists then demanded 
the suppression of the com m ittee, and defense councillor Fran
cisco Isgleas, of the CN T, threatened to resign over the issue. 
How ever, a com prom ise was reached whereby the com m ittee was 
made ‘an auxiliary body of the defense council’, w ith Luis Com- 
panys as its president and Isgleas as its vice-president -  a move 
which Bolloten insisted ‘was none the less a victory for the 
PSUC’.

The Republican governm ent meanwhile continued its long-stand
ing policy of inadequately supplying the C atalan forces on the 
Aragón front with arm s and other requirem ents, while at the same 
time depriving the Catalan governm ent of the funds with which it 
could have acquired these things for itself. Consequently, on M arch 
18, after long negotiations with the Republican governm ent by Prime 
M inister Tarradellas and Francisco Isgleas, the Generalidad finally 
agreed to definite dates for calling up the 1932-6  draftee classes. But 
a day after the first draftees began to go to the recruitm ent centers, 
the anarchists w ithdrew  from  the Generalidad, provoking a new 
cabinet crisis.

The balance of this struggle between the anarchists and Stalinists 
over control of the C atalan arm ed forces was indecisive before the 
outbreak of the M ay Days crisis. The great m ajority of the Catalan
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troops on the Aragón front and elsewhere continued to be anarchists, 
and under anarchist com m and.

The Reconstitution of Local Governments

One im portan t developm ent during the December 1936-M ay 1937 
period was the reconstitution of local governm ents th roughout 
Catalonia. We have already noted th a t the substitution of legally 
constituted municipal councils for the ad hoc comm ittees which had 
arisen on July 19 had been decreed by the G eneralidad in the earlier 
period, but tha t this substitution had moved som ew hat slowly. N ow  
it was intensified.

Decrees issued in January 1937, according to Josep M aria Bricall:

W e’re going to restrict notably the municipal powers in the new 
norm s which conceded to the G eneralidad inspection and new 
powers, especially those derived from the war, the struggle 
against unem ploym ent, and social welfare. The same decrees 
were going to provide for the m unicipalization of public services 
and regulate the control of the Generalidad through the Coun- 
cillorships of Governm ent, Public Services and Finances. Simul
taneously, there was established a system of indirect sanctions 
against those councils and comm ittees constituted illegally, in 
the sense of not providing them  with a series of benefits . . .  
provided in the decree . . .  prom ulgated on January 9, 1937.26

This process was to continue after the M ay Events, as far as Bricall 
was concerned: ‘O n M ay 31, 1937, twenty im portan t councils of 
Catalonia were deprived of the benefits of these decrees, and there
fore were illegally constituted. At the end of 1937 the pow er of the 
Generalidad was fully established. In effect, the Generalidad annulled 
m unicipal decisions which violated others established in accordance 
with the law  on municipalities; the D epartm ent of Finances named 
inspector-delegates in those councils to which loan has been made 
and the G overnm ent designated municipal comm issars with absolute 
powers in those illegally constituted councils.’27
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Although the events sketched by Bricall happened after the anar
chists had been completely eliminated from the Catalan governm ent, 
the anarchists themselves helped to lay the basis for them  by concur
ring in the G eneralidad’s decrees on reorganization of municipal 
regimes during the second part of their participation in the Catalan 
governm ent.

The Stalinist Campaign Against the POUM

While seeking to underm ine the anarchists in the C atalan economy, 
police and military, the Stalinists sim ultaneously pushed aggressively 
to achieve their other objective, the destruction o f the POUM . 
Having forced it out of the Catalan Generalidad, they subsequently 
m ounted a massive propaganda cam paign designed ultimately to 
bring abou t its illegalization ared extirpation.

Typical of the kind of attack of the Stalinists on the POUM  was a 
cartoon published in the periodical of the PSUC’s, Karl M arx 
Division, showing Andrés N in, the POUM  leader, embracing Franco, 
with an article which proclaim ed that ‘N in has never worked, 
because he has always lived on m oney from  H itler.’28

In their campaign against the PO UM , the Stalinists did not hide 
their ultim ate objectives. For instance, the Com m unist periodical 
Frente Rojo of Valencia on February 6 1937, after labelling the 
POUM  as ‘T rotskyite’, included an article which stated: ‘The day on 
which it is necessary to bring to trial the Trotskyites in Spain -  
because we, with our fraternal colleague Mundo Obrero ask that a 
People’s Tribunal judge the fascist m em bers of this o rgan ization .. .’29 

Less than a m onth  later, José Díaz, secretary-general of the Spanish 
Com m unist Party, in setting forth w hat he thought was indispensable 
to win the Civil W ar, said: ‘It is necessary to struggle to end the 
tolerance and lack of vigilance of certain proletarian organizations 
which establish links of collaboration with counter-revolutionary 
Trotskyism , with the band of the POUM , considering it a fraction of 
the labor m o v em en t... It is necessary to struggle to bring it to pass 
that fascism, Trotskyism  and the uncontrollables are eliminated from 
the political life of our country .’30
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Aside from denouncing this Stalinist cam paign against them, the 
POUM ists sought to make the Com m unists offer substantive proof 
before an im partial body of their charges tha t the POUM ists were 
collaborating with the fascists, and had plotted to m urder M anuel 
Azana, Largo Caballero, Dolores Ibárruri and José Diaz. On the 
suggestion of the Russian exile, V ictor Serge, they decided to call for 
an in ternational commission of inquiry to review the charges made 
against them.

According to the English-language periodical of the POUM , that 
body ‘should include a representative of each of the following 
organizations: the Com m unist International, the Labour and Socialist 
International, the Fourth International, the International W orking
m en’s Association and the International Bureau of Revolutionary 
Socialist Unity. This Commission should investigate independently 
and freely the concrete accusations levelled against the POUM . It 
should begin, in our opinion, by dem anding the evidence for these 
accusations.’31 The Com m unists, of course, met this challenge with 
deafening silence.

However, the cam paign against the POUM  took other forms than 
just massive propaganda. O n February 23, an operation on the 
Aragon front, in which the PO U M ’s 29th Division was supposed to 
move to take the town of Vivel del Rio, with the support of the 
PSUC’s 27th Division on its flank, failed when the PSUC division 
refused to support the 29th. W hen this incident was reported in the 
POUM  newspaper La Batalla, the PSUC insisted that the governm ent 
suspend the periodical, which occurred for four days.32

The Stalinists succeeded in getting POUM  representation removed 
from the Consejo de Economia soon after they were throw n out to 
the C atalan cabinet.33

The Anarchists and the Stalinist Vendetta Against the 
POUM

The anarchists were slow in waking up to the fact that the violent 
offensive of the Stalinists against the PO UM  was just the first step in 
the cam paign to gain absolute control by the PSUC of the economy at
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polity of C atalonia and, of course the ultimate destruction of the 
CN T-FAI. Some of the anarchists, particularly the young people, 
were quicker to reach this conclusion than others.

According to Victor Alba, ‘D uring four m onths, the POUM  dedi
cated itself to pointing ou t that the anti-PO U M ist cam paign is the 
first step tow ards elim ination of the CNT. The CNTers, misled by 
their num bers, still believe themselves so powerful tha t they would be 
very late in understanding reality. They are in the governm ent and 
don’t believe that they can be dispensed w ith .’34

Alba has pointed out tha t the patronizing attitude, which the 
POUM  often took tow ards the anarchists, did not help the latter to 
understand the increasing gravity of their own position. Typical in 
this regard was an article published on April 15 by Juan Andrade, 
one of the principal POUM  leaders, in which he argued: T h e  
problem  consists in the M arxists aiding the CN T-FAI to overcome 
their prejudices and provide them  with an orientation.’35

However, by the middle of M arch, Solidaridad Obrera, the anar
chist Barcelona daily, was arguing tha t the anti-POU M  campaign of 
the Stalinists ‘would divide the antifascist fron t’. This com m ent 
brought forth a blistering attack in Pravda, the organ of the Soviet 
Com m unist Party.36

The POUM ists in this period were calling for a revolutionary front 
between themselves and the anarchists. Typical was the article by 
Juan Andrade in the English-language publication of the POUM  late 
in M arch 1937: ‘. . .T w o  tendencies which were traditionally irrecon
cilable, the revolutionary M arxists (of the POUM ) and the Bakunists 
(of the FAI) now hold similar ideas concerning the hopes and 
perspectives of the revo lu tion . . .  In the present circumstances, the 
m ost pressing need is the constitution of a Revolutionary Front 
between the tw o m ost advanced w orkers’ organizations; the POUM  
and the FA I. . .  In Spain the problem  of the Revolutionary Front does 
not consist simply in regrouping all the w orkers in one party , but 
rather in getting a united front between the tw o organizations which 
in fact agree substantially in their immediate outlook tow ards 
events.’3/ However, the FAI rem ained unresponsive to this appeal.

It was the Juventudes Libertarias, the anarchist youth movem ent, 
which was m ost willing to w ork with and defend the POUM ists. As
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early as December 1936, there were moves tow ards collaboration 
between the Juventudes Libertarias and the youth m ovem ent of the 
POUM  and, on February 11 1937, a front of revolutionary youth 
was formed, consisting of the anarchist and PO UM ist youth groups 
as well as the cooperative youth, the M ujeres Libres, and the young 
people of the small Partido Sindicalista. Three days later, ‘it presen
ted itself to the masses at an enorm ous meeting in the Plaza de 
C atalonia.’

Although in retrospect, Fidel M iró, the wartim e secretary of the 
Juventudes Libertarias, felt that this front ‘had not am ounted to 
m uch,’ he added th a t it did hold a num ber of large meetings in 
various cities of the Republic. Also, Victor Alba noted th a t there 
were plans for a meeting in Valencia in M ay to organize the front on 
a national basis, plans which were thw arted of course, by the events 
of early M ay and the subsequent suppression of the PO UM ist youth 
group, as well as of the POUM  itself.38

Victor Alba, although stressing the failure of the anarchists to 
th row  their full weight behind the POUM  when the party was 
under massive propaganda attack by the Stalinists in the spring of 
1937 did say, ‘The only ones who, from time to time, protested 
were the CN Ters’. He cited a com m ent in Ruta, an anarchist youth 
periodical, which said: ‘We are not disposed to declare our solidarity 
with those who seek to sink some com rades in a shameful and 
discreditable way because of simple political appetites, launching 
gigantic waves of calumnies and infamies against them , knowing 
th a t they are lying, as occurs with regard to  the JCI. Enough! It is 
not right that because of unhealthy appetites they seek to eliminate 
an organization which has fought and continues to fight, together 
with others, for the trium ph of the Spanish revolution.’ The JCI 
was the PO UM ist youth group.)

Alba also noted that the Italian anarchist leader, Cam ilo Berneri, 
w ho was then living in Barcelona and was closely associated with the 
Spanish anarchist leaders, was ‘the anarchist w ho best understood 
the position of the PO U M ’.39

On at least some occasions, anarchists took direct action to defend 
m em bers of the POUM . A num ber of POUM ists were arrested by 
PSUC-controllcd police on various pretenses. On one such occasion,
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four POUM ists, of a working-class section of Barcelona, were picked 
up and held captive in the PSUC headquarters, the Hotel Colón on 
the Plaza de Catalonia. The anarchists in tha t section of the city sent 
a four-person delegation to the Hotel Colón to secure the release of 
the four POUM ists. In th a t case they were successful, since the 
Stalinists were not ready at that point for a show dow n with the 
anarchists.40

Incidents of the Stalinist Drive Against the Anarchists

However, the Stalinists’ cam paign of propaganda and action was not 
confined to attacks on the POUM . After the December cabinet crisis, 
the PSUC felt strong enough to begin to  attack the anarchists, who 
had until then largely dom inated the C atalan scene. There were 
several incidents of note during th a t period.

One of these incidents took place in the tow n of La Fatarella, in the 
province of T arragona, where peasants opposed to collectivization 
rose in arm ed revolt. According to José Peirats, they were ‘heavily 
repressed by the patrullas de control, a kind of mobile police formed 
by all the parties and organizations in August 1936. The punitive 
operation of the patrullas produced thirty deaths am ong the insurrec
tionists and some deaths and injuries am ong the forces of repression, 
in which were included guardias de asalto of the Generalidad of 
Catalonia. The responsibility was, then, collective; but the leaders of 
the PSUC attem pted to blame it entirely on the CN T and the 
PO U M .’41

There were m any other clashes between Stalinists and anarchists. 
M anuel Cruells has noted: th a t ‘O n February 17 a w orker of the 
CN T is assassinated in Barcelona; on the 26th a t M anresa there was 
an exchange of gunfire between elements of the tw o unions in which 
one w orker died. At that same time there were also violent situations 
and deaths in Centelles and in Vilanova and in Geltru. The special 
judge named to investigate the facts in Centelles, in a declaration to 
the press, said that the autopsy of the bodies “ has shown that the 
cadaver of the president of the Juventudes Libertarias had been 
m utilated” .’42
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The Stalinists launched a propaganda offensive against Francisco 
Isgleas, the anarchist w ho was councillor of defense of the Generali
dad. ‘They made him responsible for the fact tha t on the front of 
Aragón there were no offensive m ilitary operations . . .  on the front of 
Aragón there was scarcity of arm s, and particularly m unitions. The 
haughty leaders of the Com m unist Party publicly accused the anar
chist m ilitiam en of being cow ards.’43

The Stalinists also m ounted a cam paign against Dionisio Eróles, 
head of the military police patrols. They organized a dem onstration 
of police against Eróles, which provoked a statem ent from the 
Generalidad: ‘The governm ent cannot tolerate such incidents, fruit of 
organizational rivalries.’43 The PSUC and elements of the Catalan 
Left carried out ‘intensive propaganda’ in the ranks of the Assault 
G uards and ex-Civil G uards against the anarchists.45

The Stalinists also opened a strong cam paign against the Catalan 
w ar industries, largely controlled by the anarchists. At a meeting in 
M adrid early in April, Santiago Carrillo, head of the Juventud 
Socialista Unificada, ‘declared gratuitously that there existed in 
Catalonia magnificently installed w ar factories employed only in 
m aking m unitions for pistols. O ther orators added that in the 
C atalan w ar factories, instead of machine guns and rifles, domestic 
articles were being m anufactured. These propaganda claims were 
amplified by the daily papers, Mundo Obrero (Valencia) and Treball 
(Barcelona), official organs of the CP and the PSUC.’46 

However, the Stalinists, although denigrating the ou tpu t of the 
Catalan w ar industries, were not above trying to seize for themselves 
the products of those industries. This was shown in an incident early 
in M arch when 12 tanks in the warehouse of the w ar industries in 
Barcelona were mysteriously ‘requisitioned’, w ith papers which were 
quickly found to be fraudulent. Investigation soon proved th a t they 
had been taken w ithout any authorization from the Catalan defense 
council, by high officers of the V oroshilof barracks controlled by the 
PSUC. They were forced to return  the tanks. O n M arch 7, Solidaridad 
Obrera editorialized: ‘If these tanks were no t removed to be taken to 
the front, why was such a brilliant operation carried out. We 
presume in this the outline of a dictatorial attem pt, against which, 
everyone knows, we shall rise im m ediately.’47
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The Emergence of the Friends of Durruti

In m id-M arch 1937 there appeared on the anarchist scene in 
Barcelona a new organization know n as the Friends of D urruti, 
headed by Felix M artinez and Jaime Balius, the latter the director of 
the CN T newspaper La Noche. Its proclaim ed objective was to fight 
against the ‘counter-revolutionary’ policies being followed by the 
CN T and FAI leaders. It was to play some role a couple of m onths 
later in the M ay Events.

The Friends of D urruti began publishing pam phlets, posters and 
other m aterial. It rem ained small, and was m ore or less allied with 
the tiny Trotskyist organization which had been established under 
the aegis of the Fourth In ternational.48

The Cabinet Crisis of March-April 1937

In M arch 1937, the anarchists had become seriously enough con
cerned about the success of the Stalinists’ drive to underm ine their 
pow er and destroy the Revolution, to provoke a m ajor cabinet crisis 
in Catalonia. By tha t time, according to M anuel Cruells, there were 
m om ents in which the atm osphere o f the meetings of the council 
became ‘strangulating’, threatening the council of the Generalidad 
with total deadlock.49

There is some disagreem ent over exactly w hat issue provoked the 
cabinet crisis. Burnett Bolloten m aintains that it was the Catalan 
regime’s decision to begin to enforce the military draft in the 
region.50 O n the other land, Victor Alba attributed the crisis to the 
anarchists’ unwillingness to accept the decision of the governm ent to 
establish a single police force, merging the patrols (which they 
controlled) with the N ational Republican Guard and Assault Guard 
(in which Stalinist influence was increasingly predom inant).51 Jose 
Pcirats concurred w ith Victor A lba’s explanation of the origin of the 
crisis,52 as did M anuel Cruells.53

In any case, the anarchists announced their w ithdraw al from the 
Generalidad on M arch 27, provoking a crisis which lasted alm ost a 
m onth. Burnett Bolloten wrote: ‘The PSUC and CN T were now
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deadlocked over every crucial issue. The Libertarian m ovem ent had 
tried to protect the independence of its arm ed forces by temporizing 
or by feigning acceptance of the governm ent’s decrees, but the 
pretense could not be continued, and an open split in the cabinet was 
inevitable.’54

In the negotiations that went forw ard after the resignation of the 
anarchist councillors, the anarchists dem anded th a t the decree on the 
police ‘undergo such a fundam ental change th a t only the title 
rem ains’. For their part, the Stalinists insisted tha t the decrees on 
police and the m ilitary be immediately implemented, and that the 
anarchists sign a pledge to that effect, which the CN T rejected ou t of 
hand.

Bolloten described the attitude of President Com panys in the face 
of this crisis as: ‘expressing his growing impatience with the CN T 
at the outset of the crisis,’ expressing the need for ‘a governm ent 
that can govern and impose its will on those who obstruct its 
w ork ’.55

After a ‘stopgap’ governm ent, consisting of tw o members of the 
Esquerra, two of the C N T (Isgleas and Domenech) and one each 
from the PSUC and the Unió de Rabassaires, was sworn in on April 
3, the PSUC announced a victory plan which reiterated their 
dem ands for im plem entation of m ilitarization of the militia, calling 
up of draftees, unification of the police, but also dem anded, ‘N a t
ionalization of the basic w ar industries and the m ilitarization of 
transport’, and ‘concentration of all arm s in the hands of the 
governm ent’.55

For its part, the CN T paper Solidaridad Obrera not only rejec
ted these dem ands of the PSUC, but noted: ‘We have already 
made too m any [concessions] and believe that the time has come to 
turn off the spigot.’ The anarchist position was seconded by the 
PO U M .57

On April 16, President Com panys organized still another cabinet, 
w ith three m em bers from the Esquerra, three from  the Stalinists, four 
from the C N T, and the inevitable José Calvet of the Rabassaires in 
charge of agriculture. The CN Ters were Isgleas in defense, Andrés 
Capdevila in economy, Dom enech again in public services and 
Aurelio Fernández in health and Public assistance.
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However, even this new cabinet did no t resolve the crisis. Bolloten 
comm ented: ‘Like the m akeshift cabinet formed on 3 April, the new 
governm ent was stillborn. Its m em bers could not agree on a com m on 
program , and the festering problem s of m ilitary and police control 
rem ained in all their intractable com plexity.’58 Victor Alba noted: 
‘On April 29, the new governm en t. . .  suspends its meeting because, 
said a note to the press, “ it cannot continue its task under the 
pressure, the danger and the disorder from  the existence of groups 
which in some parts of Catalonia try to impose themselves by 
coercion and to comprom ise the revolution and the w ar.”

Jose Peirats agreed that the April 16 governm ent did not resolve 
the crisis. ‘The solution to the crisis was nom inal. The problem s 
which had provoked it rem ained pending in the hope of better and 
more favorable circumstances. W hat a reactionary decree had not 
been able to achieve, dark  elements w ould attem pt to do through 
provocation and the use of force.’60 Peirats was foretelling, of course, 
the M ay Events, which were soon to transpire.

Preface to the May Events

In the last weeks of April 1937 there developed a state of tension 
between the Catalan Stalinists and their allies on the one hand, and 
the anarchists on the other, which led directly to the show dow n in 
the first week of M ay. O n the one hand, on April 25, Roldan 
C ortada, a PSUC leader, was assassinated. Subsequently, Rafael 
Vidiella of the PSUC accused the anarchists of his m urder, and then 
Luis Cano, a leader of the C N T  and municipal councillor in 
H ospitalct dc Llobrcgat, was arrested and charged with responsi
bility for C ortada’s m urder. However, on M ay 2, he was freed by the 
judge before whom  he was brought, because the judge held that there 
was no real evidence of C ano’s involvement in the case.

Tw o days after the m urder of C ortada, elements of the police 
under the control of Eusebio Rodriguez Salas attacked the frontier 
town of Puigcerda, and in the process killed A ntonio M artin , the 
m ayor of the tow n, and tw o other anarchists.61 This was a fun
dam ental attack on the power of the anarchists in Catalonia.
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Since July 19, the anarchists had controlled the towns on the 
frontier between Republican Spain and France. This gave them 
extensive control over the im ports to and exports from Catalonia, 
reinforcing the autonom y of the region, and the control of the 
anarchists over its economy.

Right after the m urder of Antonio M artín , Juan N egrin, minister 
of finance of the Republican governm ent, sent detachm ents of the 
carabineros, the traditional frontier police under control of the 
m inistry of finance, to seize control not only of Puigcerda but of 
other frontier posts.62 The carabineros had been a small force before 
the Civil W ar, num bering only about 15,000 men. But after Juan 
Negrin became minister of finance in the Largo Caballero govern
m ent, he set abou t building up tha t group into an im portant 
param ilitary force. By April 1937, there were reportedly some 
40,000 carabineros, although the borders they had to patrol were 
drastically reduced because of Franco control of the Portuguese 
border and a t least half of the French frontier.63

James Minifie of the New York Herald Tribune reported a t the 
time: T h e  anarchists have already noticed and com plained about the 
increased strength of this force “a t a time when we all know  there’s 
little enough traffic coming over the frontiers, land or sea” . They 
realize th a t it will be used against them .’64 In April 1937 they were 
indeed used against the anarchists along the Catalan frontier.

The attem pt to seize Puigcerda and other frontier posts by the 
PSUC-controlled C atalan police, and then by the carabineros, did not 
go entirely unchallenged by the anarchists. They mobilized substan
tial forces to the south, and cut off the frontier towns from  the rest of 
Catalonia and Aragón. How ever, after intervention of the CN T 
C atalan regional comm ittee, a ‘truce’ was arranged, but w ith the 
result th a t the ‘forces of o rder’ took control of the frontier posts.65 
The anarchist sub-secretary of defense, Juan M olina, rushed to 
Puigcerda, and was there when the M ay Events began.66

A final indication of the tense situation in Catalonia was the 
decision to call off all dem onstrations to celebrate M ay Day, and to 
declare it a regular w ork day.67
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Conclusion

In the m onths between the reorganization of the C atalan governm ent 
in December 1936 and the outbreak of street fighting in Barcelona 
and other C atalan cities during the first week of M ay (the M ay 
Events or M ay Days), Catalonia was the scene of a concerted 
attem pt on the part o f the Stalinists to underm ine and, if possible, 
destroy the influence of the anarchists in the economy and polity 
of the region. At the same time, the PSUC carried on a determined 
campaign to totally obliterate the Partido O brero de Unificación 
M arxista.

The C atalan anarchists were clearly on the defensive during this 
period. W ithin the governm ent they were fighting the battle alone. 
The Esquerra, which had collaborated more or less closely with the 
anarchists during the early m onths of the W ar, were increasingly 
inclined to turn against the CN T-FA I in the D ecem ber-M ay period, 
a t least in part because they found themselves rapidly losing their 
middle-class constituency to the Stalinists.

In the early m onths of the period, the Stalinists were not yet 
prepared for an all-out showdow n with the CN T and the FAI. 
How ever, by April they, with the aid of elements of the Republican 
governm ent, particularly Finance M inister Juan N egrin, seemed 
ready for such an eventuality.

The anarchists’ inexperience with ‘practical’ politics, and still 
lingering doubts abou t the necessity for engaging in it, served them 
poorly between December 1936 and M ay 1937. It led them  to 
exaggerate their own pow er under the circumstances. It kept them 
also from seeking allies, particularly in the PO UM , but also perhaps 
in the Esquerra. They continued to think in term s of themselves, the 
‘apolitical’ group, on the one hand and ‘the politicians’ on the other. 
They also tended to continue to think in terms of their old stereo
types of libertarians and M arxists, rather than com prehending that 
the real struggle was over w hether or n o t the Revolution they had 
launched on July 19 1936 was to continue -  and that some M arxists 
w anted it to.

The results flowing from the anarchists’ were to be disastrous for 
all of the political actors o f Catalonia, except the Stalinists. The
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POUM  was to be all but driven ou t of existence. The C atalan Left 
Party was to lose that which it cherished most, the autonom y of 
Catalonia. The anarchists were to have to continue to fight a losing 
battle in which the only gainers were to  be the Stalinists -  and 
ultimately Franco.
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The Rise and Fall o f the 
Consejo de Aragon

As was the case in most of the rest of Loyalist Spain, with the 
suppression of the Rebellion of July 17-19  1936, most pre-existing 
governmental institutions collapsed in Aragon and new revolutio
nary ones took their place. During the first week of the W ar, the 
Rebels seized virtually all of the Aragon region, the civil governor of 
the Aragon was murdered and, in the towns and villages, the military 
authorities and Civil Guard made short shrift of most of the m uni
cipal governments, many of which had been controlled by the 
Popular Front parties.

When three-fourths of Aragon was reconquered by Catalan militia
men the, the great majority of them anarchists, they had little incentive 
or desire to re-establish the status quo ante in so far as governmental 
institutions were concerned. Revolutionary committees, sometimes 
made up completely of members of the CN T, in other cases with 
representation of other political elements supporting the Republic, 
particularly the Izquierda Republicana Party, which was the largest 
Loyalist political party in the region, were installed as municipal 
authorities.

The part of Aragón which was retaken by the militiamen was 
overwhelmingly rural. The three major cities of the region, that is, 
Zaragoza, Huesca and Teruel, remained in Rebel hands (except for 
the short-lived capture of Teruel by Republican forces in December
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1937). As we have seen earlier, in the great majority of rural villages 
and towns, collectives were established by the peasants, with village 
artisans, merchants and professional people, often also becoming 
part of them. In the vast majority of cases, these collectives were 
controlled by anarchists, although there were also a few examples of 
UGT collectives. Often, the administrative committees of the collec
tives played a double role as municipal authorities.

Thus, in the first weeks of the Civil W ar, the situation behind the 
Republican lines in Aragon was chaotic. It soon became apparent 
that there was a need to establish some instrument for coordinating 
the activities of the collectives and revolutionary committees, and to 
provide services for the region as a whole, as well as to prevent the 
sometimes arbitrary treatment of local communities by militiamen, 
particularly those from PSUC (Communist) units. Given their prepon
derance of power in Aragon at the time, it was the CNT-FAI that 
took the initiative in establishing such a regional authority. It was 
they who undertook to establish the Consejo de Aragon, as it was 
originally constituted.

The Establishment of the Consejo de Aragón

The decision to establish the Consejo de Aragon was taken at an 
extraordinary plenum of the Aragon regional confederation of the 
C N T  held in Bujaralóz on October 6 1936. The meeting was 
attended by delegates from 139 local CN T organizations in the 
region, as well as from units of the Cultura y Acción, Roja y Negra 
and Durruti anarchist militia columns. The regional and national 
committees of the C N T were also represented.

The main debate at the meeting centered on establishment of a 
regional authority for all of Loyalist Aragón, what competence it 
should have, and the reasons for its organization. In the process of the 
discussion, delegates from a number of  the rural collectives lodged 
complaints about the way they had been treated by the militiamen in 
their vicinities, such as arbitrary seizure of crops, and the need for 
establishing an authority which could regularize the relations between 
the civilian collectives and the improvizcd military units.
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Among those participating in the discussion was Buenaventura 
Durruti himself. He reported on negotiations then in progress con
cerning the C N T proposal to Prime Minister Francisco Largo 
Caballero that a national defense council, composed of representa
tives of the CNT, UGT and the various political parties supporting 
the Republic replace the existing Republican government. In that 
context, he strongly urged the need for establishing a similar 
organization for the region of Aragón.

The issue which was most debated was whether or not the 
proposed Aragón regional council should have control over the 
Loyalist armed forces fighting on the Aragón front, or should be 
confined to handling economic, social and political problems behind 
the lines. Although opinion seems to have been divided among them, 
most of the delegates from the military units opposed the idea of 
giving the council military functions.

One of the military delegates, reported as representing the II 
Column, gave one of the strongest arguments against the proposed 
council’s having control over military matters: ‘I am a supporter of 
the constitution of the Council of Aragón, which would intervene in 
all kinds of activities behind the lines, but I disagree with the criterion 
of the comrades who maintain that there should exist in the Council 
of Aragón a Department of War. It is absurd to advocate that the 
fronts of Aragón be controlled by a Department of W ar which we 
create here. W hat we can do in my judgment is send to the committee 
which exists in Barcelona a representation of Aragón, so that 
together they can control and orient everything. The Council has 
much work to carry out of great use to the antifascist movement in 
other f ie lds..

The conference named a committee to draw  up a resolution with 
regard to the establishment of the Consejo de Aragón. Its document, 
adopted by the meeting, stated: T ak ing  into account the revolutio
nary events unleashed in the country as a consequence of the struggle 
provoked by fascism, and in conformity with the last accords of the 
Regional Plenums of the CNT, it is agreed to form the Regional 
Council of Defense which will take charge of all political, social and 
economic development of Aragón. The departments of the Council 
which will be formed arc the following: Justice, Public Works,
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Industry and Commerce, Agriculture, Information and Propaganda, 
T ransport and Communications, Public Order, Hygiene and Health, 
Public Instruction, Economy and Supply.’

This resolution also outlined the way in which the economy of the 
region would be reorganized by the new council. It provided that ‘all 
the departments elaborate a plan which will always be submitted to 
the study and approval of the organizations represented; but once 
approved, they will be fulfilled in general in all their aspects. All the 
action of the various localities will consist of fulfilling the economic 
and social plan, with transitory or firm methods, which the new 
social structure will need. It will no t be as it has been heretofore 
when there have been frequently contradictory projects and accom
plishments.’

The same resolution noted: ‘We have believed it inconvenient to 
create a Department of W ar.’ Instead, it was decided to send two 
Aragon delegates to participate in the department of war in Catalo
nia. It also urged the establishment of a w ar committee, composed of 
delegates from all of the anarchist militia columns in the region and 
from the Consejo de Defensa of Aragón.

Finally, the congress decided that the new Council of Aragón 
should include representatives of other political groups, as well as 
the CNT. It proposed that there be seven anarchists, two repre
sentatives of the UGT and one from the Republican parties in the 
a rea .1

However, preliminary negotiations to include non-anarchist ele
ments in the Consejo de Aragon were at first unsuccessful. Félix 
Carresquer has noted that conversations were immediately opened 
with the Socialists and Republicans in the region, but they ‘achieved 
unhappy results’. ‘The Republicans, although they declared them 
selves favorably inclined, asked for time to reflect, while the Socialists 
were strong on their rejection, and without dissimulation expressed 
their hostility and lack of confidence.’2

Consequently, the original consejo consisted only of CNT-FAI 
elements. These members of the first version of the council were 
Joaquin Ascaso as president, Adolfo Ballaño in charge of justice and 
public Order, José Mavilla for agriculture, Miguel Jiménez for 
information and propaganda, Francisco Ponzán for transport and
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commerce, José Alberola for public instruction, Adolfo Aznar for 
economy and supply, and Miguel Chueca for labor.3 These people 
included a carpenter, a construction laborer, a mechanic, a typog
rapher, and three school teachers, but no peasants.4

Throughout the existence of the Consejo de Aragon, its most 
outstanding figure was Joaquin Ascaso. He was a cousin of Francisco 
Ascaso, the FAI leader killed during the July 19 fighting in 
Barcelona.5 He had grown up in Zaragoza, where he had joined 
the CN T while still in his teens. He was jailed and then went into 
exile during the dictatorship of Primo de Rivera. Returning to 
Zaragoza thereafter, he became a leader of the CN T construction 
workers, and also of the anarchists’ efforts to organize the un
employed. He had taken part in the December 1933 anarchist 
uprising, and apparently had at one time been a secretary of the 
national committee of the C N T.6

The First Manifesto of the Consejo de Aragon

Immediately after its establishment, the Consejo de Aragon issued its 
first manifesto. This dealt with a pressing problem, that of the 
relations between the villages and collectives and some of the militia 
units on the Aragon front, particularly those under Communist 
(PSUC) control. With that manifesto, the consejo sought to put some 
order in the process by which militia columns obtained food and 
other supplies from the peasants.

The manifesto started by saying that with regard to this problem, 
the consejo had two objectives:

To avoid, first, and as an essential point, that the Aragonese 
peasant, today proud of the efficacious support for his liberation 
given by his antifascist brothers, come to lose as the result of 
erroneous action of the political nature, the fraternal regard 
professed for them. And, second, because the Consejo de 
Defensa Regional cannot accept, in the name of the support 
which the great Aragonese majority has conferred on it that the 
Aragonese rights be trampled upon, and its indisputable right, as
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with other brother regions, to direct its own affairs in conform
ity with its characteristics, political temperament, and in the 
economic field, no t forgetting for an instant the duties it has to 
fulfil in the liberating struggle which all the antifascists are 
conducting. . .

[The manifesto accused] some column chiefs, of a certain 
political faction, operating in our region as if they were in 
territory conquered from an outside and inside enemy; and 
following this mistaken conduct, there are imposed by these 
chiefs political and social norms totally against the wishes of our 
people, who with the assent of all its inhabitants have established 
norms of  life, advanced we would affirm, in accord with the 
social transformation which the antifascist struggle is creating in 
Spain.

The consejo 's manifesto also accused some of the militia columns of 
‘requisitions of things and articles . . .  in the vanguard and rearguard; 
with the aggravating factor that these requisitions are total, without 
taking any account of the minimum needs of the village being 
requisitioned . . .  there has been plundering which takes no account 
of the needs of tomorrow, ruining systematically the villages . . .  
leaving a mark of hate and pain which engenders the desire to 
eliminate that which is causing it.’

To remedy this situation, the manifesto said that the council 
‘advises and we hope will get from the column chiefs’ certain 
procedures. These provided that henceforward all requisitions of 
food and supplies by the columns should be made through the 
consejo itself, ‘which will fulfil them rationally in accordance with 
the possibilities of the region.’ Furthermore, ‘The antifascist columns 
must no t and cannot meddle in the political and social life of a village 
which is essentially free and has its own personality.’ The manifesto 
also directed the villages and collectives not to turn over any arms 
which they might have to anyone, without authorization of the 
consejo, and said they should resist any direct requisitions by militia 
columns ‘within the means at their disposal’.7
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Communist Opposition to the Consejo de Aragón

From the inception of the Consejo de Aragon, the Communist Party 
of the region strongly opposed it. At the beginning of the W ar they 
had only a minimal following, in Aragon. However, there, as else
where in Republican Spain, they sought to rally all those among the 
peasantry and other groups who were opposed to the revolutionary 
changes which had taken place as an aftermath of the frustration of 
the Rebel uprising.

José Duque, head of the Communist Party in Aragón, during the 
Civil War, explained in his own terms, the role of his party vis-á-vis 
the consejo: ‘In spite of the Council, the terror and the investigation 
patrols, the Communists began to bring to the peasants the faith and 
belief that that situation of desperation was temporary and tran
sitory. The Government of the Republic had issued an important 
agricultural decree which practically represented carrying the Agrarian 
Reform to its ultimate conclusions, giving the land of the large 
landowners and of all those who had participated in the rebellion to 
the peasants and agricultural w o rk e rs . . .  It was a measure the 
political consequences of which were used by the Communists in 
their simple proposal to end the disorder and desperation sowed by 
the Council.’

In the beginning at least, the Communists were alone in the 
violence of their campaign against the consejo. According to Duque:

Unfortunately, this decided attitude of the Communist Party in 
the face of the chaos sowed in the region by the anarchists, was 
not shared with the same firmness by the Republicans and 
Socialists. Both these sectors were against the consejo, under
stood the tremendous discredit for the Republic represented by 
the continuance of such a situation, but did not feel they had 
sufficient force to battle the consejo, to isolate it from the 
masses, to clarify with all clarity and hardness, as the Communist 
Party began to do before the people of Aragón, what was the 
real meaning of an organism whose mission was to multiply the 
state of indiscipline, of disorganization and anarchy existing 
since the first day of the uprising.8
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The Communists did not limit their attacks on the Consejo de 
Aragón to mere words. Félix Carresquer has noted that Communist 
planes ‘one day in December bombarded 44by mistake” the old house 
in which the new-born organ [The Consejo de Aragón] had just been 
installed.’9

The Reorganization and Legalization of the Consejo de 
Aragón

During its first two months, the Consejo de Aragón was a purely de 
facto regime, and not a de jure one, at least in so far as the 
Republican government of Spain was concerned. However, the con
sejo and the anarchist leaders in Aragón were anxious to get official 
recognition of the new Aragón regime from the Republican govern
ment of Francisco Largo Caballero.

The position of the Consejo de Aragón was particularly weak 
because of the attitudes of the government of Catalonia, and of the 
national leadership of the CN T itself. According to César Lorenzo, the 
Consejo ‘could even less please the Generalidad where all the sectors 
of antifascism already collaborated, and which until then had con
trolled Aragón as if that region was only a dependency or a c o lo n y . ..

T h e  disapprobation was so general that even the leaders of the 
CN T proclaimed their discontent. According to them, not only did 
the creation of this council no t facilitate their efforts, to join the 
government, but it was also illegitimate since it had not been decided 
upon with the approval of the National Committee or ratified by any 
plenum or regular congress.’10

Benito Pabón, a leader of the Partido Sindicalista of ex-CNT leader 
Angel Pestaña and himself ‘a great friend of the C N T ’, ought to help 
the Consejo de Aragón to resolve the impasse. He urged them to take 
the first step by openly seeking legalization of their status by the 
Largo Caballero government. ‘He indicated tact, the complexity of 
the international situation’ made it inadvisable to ‘ostentatiously 
exhibit the predominance of the far Left, and he convinced them that 
it was indispensable to conserve certain appearances of bourgeois 
democracy.
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As a consequence, early in November a delegation from the 
Consejo de Aragón consisting of Joaquín Ascaso and Miguel Chueca, 
together with Benito Pabón, first went to Barcelona, where they were 
severely chastised by Catalan President Luis Companys. They then 
went to M adrid, to confer with Prime Minister Largo Caballero. 
According, to Lorenzo, T h e  latter had no objection to the idea of 
founding an autonom ous regional organization, bu t demanded the 
participation of the political parties.’ Republican President Manuel 
Azaña, with whom  they also conferred, took more or less the same 
position as Largo Caballero.12

The delegation of the Consejo de Aragón had taken with them to 
Barcelona and M adrid a document, dated October 31 1936, which 
outlined the reasons for the establishment of the organization, and 
presented their ideas on the powers which they wished the Republican 
government to concede to the consejo.’

‘The circumstances of abnormality experienced by the Aragón 
region, made it pressingly necessary to constitute a directing organism 
for the social, economic and political activities of this sector of the 
national territory. The inexistence of the Civil Government, provin
cial Deputations and all directing organisms of the three Aragonese 
provinces . . .  gave rise to a chaotic situation which threatened to 
produce economic ruin of this territory.’

Perhaps somewhat disingenuously, the document then continued: 
T h e  structuring of the Council of Defense has been planned in 
accord with all of the parties of the Popular Front and the trade 
union organisms.’ It expressed the consejo' s ‘absolute identification 
with the Government of  the Republic, and its firm determination to 
carry out all of the dispositions emanating from it.’

It was then proposed: T h e  councillors will be designated propor
tionally to the number of members in that region of the political 
parties and the trade union organization. The Council will assume in 
its mandate: 1. The functions and attributions in the competence of 
the civil governors and provincial deputations; 2. Those which will 
be delegated by the Central Government; and 3. Those imposed by 
the abnormal circumstances in the region so that it can carry out the 
missions attributed to it.’

Finally, the document set forth the proposed objectives of the
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consejo: ‘First, that of maintaining public order, preventing by all 
means abuses and arbitrary actions which have been occurring, 
particularly by irresponsible groups. Second, undertake the economic 
reconstruction of industry and agriculture in all of the liberated zone; 
and third, aid in every way, the military command for the greatest 
efficacy of the forces which are struggling for the liberty of the 
Spanish peoples.’13

As a consequence of the visit of the consejo delegation to M adrid, 
the Consejo de Aragon ‘was officially recognized by the national 
authorities which delegated to it a certain number of civil and 
military functions (in particular those which had belonged to the 
provincial deputations and to the govern o rs ) . . . ’ However, it was 
the end of December before ‘its legalization in due form’ was 
completed.14 At that time, Joaquin Ascaso was named by the 
Republican government as governor-general of Aragón.15

The negotiations for the incorporation of other political groups 
in the Consejo de Aragon were protracted. The Communist Party 
presented particular problems. José Duque noted: ‘The Communist 
Party was invited by Republicans and Socialists to participate in the 
negotiations with the consejo. It accepted, without making any 
promises, and on an informative basis. W ithout renouncing, either, 
the continuation of its political struggle against the consejo and for 
the reinforcement of the authority of the Government of the Republic. 
’16 Finally however:

[The Communists] were faced with either continuing to fight 
against the consejo or, in view of the attitude of Largo Caballero 
and of the rest of the forces of the Popular Front of the Region, 
to accept participation. The first position, sooner or later, would 
have brought with it armed conflict, a situation full of dangers, 
in view of the proximity of the front. The second outcome 
signified the possibility of strengthening the bonds of unity 
among all of the antifascist forces through the consejo, neutraliz
ing the dissolving action of the anarchists and normalizing the 
life of the region on the basis of fortifying the authority of the 
Government of the Republic . . .  The Communist Party decided, 
therefore, for participation.17
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The consejo was finally reorganized, providing for seven members, 
including the President, from the CNT, two from the Izquierda 
Republicana, two from the UGT, two from the Communist Party 
and one from the Partido Sindicalista. Joaquín Ascaso remained as 
president, with the other CN T members being Evaristo Vinuales for 
information and propaganda, Adolfo Ballano for public order, 
Adolfo Arnal for agriculture, Miguel Chueca for labor, Luis Montoliu 
for transport and Communications and Evclio M artinez for eco
nomy and supply. The two Izquierda Republicana members were 
José Ignacio Mantecón for justice, and Jesús Gracia for treasury; the 
two UGT representatives Manuel Latorrc for culture and Jose Ruiz 
Borao for public works. José Duque, head of the Aragón Communist 
Party, became councillor for health and social assistance, and his 
Communist colleague, Custodio Penarrocha, that for industry and 
commerce. Finally, Benito Pabón of the Partido Sindicalista became 
secretary-general of the Consejo de Defensa de Aragón.18 José 
Ignacio M antecón never took his post, being replaced by Tomás 
Pellicer, also of the Izquierda Republicana.19

The Activities of the Consejo de Aragon

No comprehensive study of the activities of the Consejo de Defensa 
de Aragon during the ten m onths of its existence is available. 
However, one can piece together some view of w hat it accomplished 
in the various spheres in which it was active.

In accordance with what it declared to be one of its avowed 
objectives when it sought recognition from the government of the 
Republic, the consejo did put in place a mechanism for m aintain
ing public order. With the rescue of a large part  of Aragón 
from the Franco forces in August-September 1936, patrols had 
been established by the militiamen and local residents in the var
ious communities of the region. The Consejo de Aragon, particularly 
after its reorganization to include forces other than the anarchists, 
sought to unify, and to at least to some degree discipline, these 
forces. It relied principally on the militiamen for public order 
purposes.20
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José Duque reported that in the first meeting of the reconstitu
ted Consejo de Aragon, the law and order question was dealt 
with:

With regard to dissolution of the ‘investigation patrols’, Ascaso 
said that that was ‘his greatest desire’. But that, since the 
Government could not, for the moment, send forces of public 
order to Aragon, it was necessary to continue with the patrols 
and carry out also one of the agreements of the meetings 
preceding the reorganization of the consejo, to have one thou
sand agents of Public Order, with five hundred from the CNT 
and the other five hundred from the rest of the parties . . .

This agreement, from the numerical point of view, fortified 
the political position of the anarchists, but if one kept in mind 
that the commanders would have to be sent by the Government, 
the question did not have decisive importance, since further
more, these forces, once organized, would depend on the 
Ministry of Government, and could be relieved and transferred 
from Aragón to other points of Spain.21

César Lorenzo has described the work of the Consejo de Aragon in 
organizing a regional police force:

Adolfo Ballano and Francisco Foyo, respectively councillor and 
general delegate of Public Order, undertook to organize a single 
police force at the service of the Council. They unified and put 
under their direct authority the groups of militiamen which had 
been formed spontaneously in each locality to look for suspects 
and saboteurs or to stop disorders and conflicts among individ
u a ls . . .  Above all they put an end to aggressions, to arbitrary 
denunciations, to disappearances and to summary executions. 
Only groups of Public Investigation and Order exercised any 
longer the functions of police throughout the extent of Aragon 
and they replaced the ancient corps such as the Civil Guard and 
the Assault Guard who were aligned with the R ebels . ..

The new police or gendarmes did not have either ranks 
of uniforms, wishing thus to give value to their proletarian
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associations and keep their revolutionary character. The delin
quents, the reactionary elements, the perturbers and suspects 
were judged by the Popular Tribunals formed by militants of the 
CN T and, in case of being found guilty, were put in prison or 
condemned to forced labor.22

A hundred secret police agents were sent by the Republican minister 
of government Angel Galarza to help reorganize the Aragon public 
order officers.23

Augustine Souchy described a ‘concentration camp of the FAF, 
which he visited in Alcanlz in the province of Tcrucl in the early part 
of 1937. In his perhaps over-idyllic account, he wrote:

At the foot of a hill there have been constructed the build
ings of the camp. Dormitories, inspection rooms, s tab les . . .  All 
that has been constructed by the prisoners, aided by their 
guards. The FAI directs this camp. It is not a prison. Nothing 
reminds one of a prison or of forced labor. There is no fence, no 
limitation. The prisoners can move freely. Their guards share life 
with them. They live in the same way. They sleep on similar cots 
in these primitive rooms. They addressed one another with the 
familiar ‘tu \  Prisoners and guards are comrades. There is no 
uniform for one or the other, they are indistinguishable in 
appearance . . .

All the prisoners can receive visits of their family members 
each Sunday. They go for walks in the country and in the fields. 
There does not exist the sexual torture which prisoners and 
penitentiary inmates suffer so much from in other coun tr ies . . .  
The anarchists of the FAI arc the first to introduce this human 
reform. Why are there still concentration camps? The struggle 
with fascism is not yet terminated. The anarchists have to 
protect themselves against the fascists.24

Another major political task of the reconstituted consejo was to 
supervise the re-establishment of municipal councils, in conformity 
with a decree of the Republican government of January 4 1937. The 
new councils were not elected but their membership was apportioned
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in conformity with the following of different political tendencies in a 
particular community.

The C N T  was represented in 66 of the 83 new municipal councils, 
and had the mayor in 23 of them. In 22 cases, only anarchists were 
in the new councils. The UGT, on the other hand, was represented 
in 43 of the 83, and had mayors in 16 It was the only element 
represented in six councils. The Izquierda Republicana Party had 
representatives in 18 municipal councils; the Socialist Party in only 
five, the Communist Party in only three, and Unión Republicana 
was represented in only one of the reconstituted municipal councils.25

The juridical department of the consejo, which was in the hands of 
a member of Izquierda Republicana after the reorganization, also 
had considerable work to do. The affairs of the consejo no t infre
quently got into the hands of courts in other parts of Republican 
Spain, and this Department of the consejo was in charge of handling 
such situations.26

Particularly until the full establishment of the Federación Regional 
de Colectividades in February 1937, much of the work of the consejo 
was economic, and even after the federación was set up the economic 
role of the consejo was considerable. According to Walther Bernecker, 
‘After its legalization in December 1936, the Regional Council could 
undertake the reconstruction of the collapsed; in the following 
months, it organized the agrarian collectives, intensified commerce 
with France, Czechoslovakia and Yugoslavia, acquired agricultural 
machinery with the proceeds from the sale of saffron and promoted 
in February the union of all the agrarian collectives in a regional 
federation.’27

Luis Monteliu, a CN T member of the consejo after its reorganiza
tion, has also emphasized that the department of economy and 
supply was one of the most important parts of the consejo. Collectives 
which needed things from outside Aragón, sought them through the 
council. It acquired goods in large quantities from factories in 
Catalonia and elsewhere, paying in part  in goods of the collectives 
and partly in money. It got the money from a fund created by 
contributions from the collectives and from other sources. Also, the 
consejo was lucky in that it started with considerable reserves of 
goods and cash.28
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A report made to a regional plenum of the CN T of Aragon after 
the suppression of the Consejo de Aragon related: ‘O ur general 
policy in Supply tended to emancipating the producers and consumer 
from the tutelage of the in term ediary .. .  This objective was totally 
achieved since from the beginning of functioning of the Department 
of Supply, free commerce practically ceased to exist because it was a 
ruinous business for any who engaged in it, since we obtained for the 
villages what they needed at the lowest possible prices; in these 
conditions private trade had no reason to exist and eliminated 
itself.’29

The supply department ran into frequent difficulties, particularly 
outside the region. ‘We could cite many cases of seizure of our 
products by the police when our trucks went into non-Aragónese 
areas; there was even seized an entire ship which carried food
stuffs acquired by us abroad; on the other hand, there were in
numerable difficulties to export our products, some people going 
so far as to seize our exports, alleging that they were stolen 
goods.’30

Monteliu noted that the department of transport played a sig
nificant role. It early bought a number of trucks to carry merchandise 
back and forth from the collectives. It also established a bus line 
running through Aragon which collected fares in cash, since it was 
mainly patronized by militiamen, who were paid in cash. The fares 
were enough to cover the gas and maintenance of the buses. Gasoline 
was one thing for which the consejo always demanded payment in 
cash.31

Additional details of the work of the department of transport and 
communications of the Consejo de Aragon were published in an 
article in the single number of a periodical, Comunicaciones, which 
that department was able to publish before the suppression of 
thaconsejo. After noting the pre-July 19 isolation of many cities and 
villages of Aragón, which made it difficult for them to communicate 
with one another or with the rest of Spain, the article said: ‘At the 
present time it can be affirmed categorically that the liberated parts 
of the three Aragonese provinces, have abundant and very rapid 
means of communication, not only among the villages in them, but 
. . .  with other Spanish regions.’
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It noted that in addition to the bus line going virtually the whole 
length Aragon, some 204 kilometers, from Caspe to Binefar, the 
department had established other lines feeding into the main north- 
south one. It had also established a rapid mail delivery service 
between Valencia and most parts of Loyalist Aragon, using regular 
automobiles, but also special light trucks recently acquired to inten
sify this service, of particular importance not only for the civilians of 
the region, but also for the soldiers on the Aragón front.32

José Duque wrote about his work as councillor for health and 
social assistance: ‘In Health, José Duque succeeded in reorganizing 
the civil hospitals and in overcoming the enormous difficulties which 
the medical problem presented, since many doctors had been mobil
ized, and many who were fascists had fled or had died. Doctors were 
being provided to the villages which needed them and where the 
municipality was willing to pay.’

However, Duque had a number of conflicts with local anarchist 
authorities. As he said, he ‘was enemy of “collectivization” of the 
doctors and was not disposed to provide health functionaries to the 
municipalities which paid with tokens and which forced the doctor, 
once terminated his visits and professional duties, to collect olives or 
undertake agricultural labors.

The education department of the Consejo de Aragon was at least 
nominally in charge of all the schools which were set up  in the 
collectives. As we have seen earlier, almost all of the collectives 
organized schools or expanded those which already existed before 
the oultbreak of the W ar.34 It is not clear just what degree of control 
the consejo had over the local schools, however, beyond helping 
them to get necessary materials.

The Consejo de Aragon issued a daily newspaper, Nuevo Aragon, 
while the regional organization of the CN T put out another daily, 
Cultura y  Acción. The Communist leader José Duque claimed that 
Nuevo Aragón was ‘the most personalistic periodical of Aragón and 
in addition ran up  the flag of anticommunism’.35 The paper pub
lished the decrees and other documents of the consejo.

One charge made by Communists and others against the Consejo 
de Aragon was that its leaders, or some of them, were corrupt, lived 
too well, and tried to accumulate personal property. Joaquin Ascaso
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and others were arrested on such charges soon after the liquidation 
of the consejo, but were not convicted of anything and were soon 
released. However, many years later, when Ronald Fraser inter
viewed M acario Royo, a wartime member of the national committee 
of the CNT, he was told: T he re  hung over some of the Council’s 
leading members a cloud of immorality which was offensive to the 
libertarians.’36

The Ideological Implications of Consejo de Aragon

There can be little doubt about the fact that there were certain 
contradictions between the actions of the Aragonese anarchists in 
organizing and maintaining the Consejo de Aragon, and their 
original libertarian ideas. César Lorenzo has pointed this out: ‘One 
cannot deny that the Aragonese anarchosyndicalists were obliged 
(without ever realizing it completely) to implant, in total contradic
tion with their ideal of a free association of free producers, an 
economic system which resembled more war communism than liber
tarian communism. The contrast was not less flagrant in what 
concerned justice and repression.. .’37

Walther Bernecker has made this same point:

The creation of the Consejo de Aragon had involved a clamorous 
rupture with the former theory and practice of anarchism. The 
consejo assumed from the beginning all the functions of a 
regional government. The anarchists themselves said of it that ‘it 
was a species of government equivalent to the Generalidad of 
Catalonia in the Aragonese territory’, but in contrast to the 
Generalidad of Catalonia which got its legitimacy from the 
election of the Popular Front in February 1936, the Consejo de 
Aragon could only present a compromise between the appara
tuses of the parties and unions and authorization by the central 
government. It lacked a democratic legitimization. Neither its 
establishment nor its composition responded to anarchist prin
c ip les .. .

Contrary to the affirmation of its president, J. Ascaso, its
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origin was not based on a free election of the local and comarcal 
committees; in its establishment the chiefs of the anarchist 
centuries, and columns (above all Buenaventura Durruti) exer
cised an influence of some importance. N or was there full agree
ment within the CN T on the Consejo de A rag ó n ..  .38

This assessment seems too harsh. The great majority of those a ttend
ing the meeting which decided to establish the original Consejo 
de Aragón were representative of the collectives which had been 
established following the reoccupation of much of Aragón by 
Loyalist forces. It is true that a relatively small minority of delegates 
from militia columns were also there, but the records of the founding 
meeting which are available indicate that there was by no means 
unanimity among those delegates, nor was there a notable divergence 
between the peasant collective delegates and the militia delegates as 
such.

Also, from the beginning, the consejo had provision for including 
within its ranks those other political elements of the region which 
supported the Republic. In due time that was done, in a fashion 
which, if anything, probably provided those elements, particularly 
the Communist Party, more representation than it was entitled to in 
terms of popular support.

Finally, there is little evidence that the Consejo de Aragón exercised 
any marked degree of coercion over the collectives and communities 
over which it presided. There would seem to be considerable evi
dence that the comarcal federations of collectives had an infinitely 
greater impact on the lives of those belonging to them than did the 
Consejo de Aragón.

O n the other hand, one cannot dispute the fact that the Consejo de 
Aragón was a regional government. In setting it up, the Aragonese 
anarchists were merely reflecting the profound quandary with which 
they were faced throughout Loyalist Spain as a consequence of 
coming to power in the midst of a Civil W ar, which forced upon 
them many decisions which, if conditions had been more ideal from 
their point of view, they certainly would not have taken.
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The M ounting Communist Campaign Against the Consejo 
de Aragon

After the May Events in Catalonia, the Communists and their allies, 
having triumphed over their anarchist enemies in that region, could 
not possibly allow the dominance of the CNT-FAI in neighboring 
Aragon to continue. Anarchist control had not only been most 
complete in Aragón of all of the regions of Republican Spain but, 
after the May Events, it remained the only part of Loyalist Spain 
where anarchist influence remained predominant.

Jose Pcirats has noted: ‘At the end of July there began a political 
offensive in the grand style. It was started by the daily Frente Rojo of 
Valencia.’39 After elaborating on the details of this attack, Peirats 
observed: ‘We can see now that all these attacks were nothing more 
than a smokescreen to limit the effects which would be produced by 
other events. We would say that the general offensive was directed 
against the Consejo de Defensa de Aragón.’40 Walther Bernecker 
noted that this press offensive of the Communist Party ‘was only 
surpassed in aggressiveness by the attacks it directed at this same 
time against the PO U M ’.41

José Duque commented on this same campaign against the Consejo 
de Aragón: T h e  national press, the most responsible ones (Política, 
El Socialista, Mundo Obrero , etc.), began to deal in detail with what 
took place in the Aragonese region, to demand of the Government a 
rapid solution to a situation which was an insult and ignominy for 
the whole c o u n try ..

Duque also noted that ‘parallel to the press campaign there grew 
manifestations of discontent by the Aragonese population. Daily 
there came to the Regional Committee of the Popular Front resolu
tions of local organisms of the Popular Front, pronouncing in favor 
of dissolution of the consejo ..  .42

O n July 6-7 , the Communist Party of Aragón held its second war 
conference. Its principal speaker was José Duque: ‘The period of the 
“experiments” of libertarian communism, of the “committees” , of 
the “ little republics” , and of the “principalities” , has ended in 
Aragón. From now on, what has to control our region is the 
Government of the R epub lic . . .  If the recently signed pact is not
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fulfilled, then, the Communist Party, very shortly, will denounce 
before the masses the Council of Aragon, as an inefficacious and 
perturbing organism worthy of being dissolved immediatety.’

At the end of July, the regional committee of the Communist 
Party issued a communique in which it proclaimed: ‘The hour has 
come for the Consejo de Aragon to be dissolved, as an inefficacious 
and perturbing discipline.’ José Duque noted: ‘This communique was 
received by the anarchists as a declaration of w ar.’43

Finally, an assembly of the Popular Front of Aragón met at the 
beginning of August. According to José Duque this meeting ‘decided 
the fate of the Consejo’. ‘In the Assembly there were in the first 
moments some vacillations. N o  one dared to confront directly the 
consejo and support openly its dissolution. One representative of the 
Socialist Party formulated semi-Trotskyite positions which tended to 
separate the workers’ forces from the Republicans and reach agree
ment with the CNT. José Duque, in name of the Communist Party, 
was the one who presented the question with all clarity, obliging the 
others to support the only just position: that the Consejo de Defensa 
de Aragon should be rapidly dissolved by the Government of the 
Republic, without further contemplation.’44

Meanwhile, in Aragon, the Communists and their allies mounted a 
campaign to undermine the authority of the consejo. The Popular 
Front in the region declared that any accords which it had reached 
with the C N T in support of the consejo had been reached ‘irrespon
sibly’ and were null and void. Efforts of a delegation of the Aragon 
CN T to clarify the situation with the Negrin government in Valencia 
were fruitless, for reasons which soon became clear.45

Opposition to the Council of Aragón was certainly not limited to 
the Communists. For one, President Manuel Azaña noted in his 
memoirs that on June 4 he urged Negrin that he ought to abolish 
the Consejo de Aragón.46 When it was finally suppressed, he wrote: 
‘It is the best thing this Government has done in the political 
field.’47
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Anarchist Reaction to Attacks on the Consejo de Aragón

The anarchists were by no means oblivious to this attack on their 
Aragonese stronghold. From their obviously weakened position after 
the May Events, they sought to rally support for the Consejo de 
Aragón.

A relatively early anarchist reply to the propaganda and political 
campaign being waged against the Consejo de Aragón was a front
page article entitled ‘We defend the Consejo de Aragón’, in the 
Boletín de Información of the CNT-FAÍ of July 7 1937. This 
article began: ‘The Consejo de Aragón is an organism formed by 
the popular will in the heat of the Revolution and legitimized by 
the Government of the Republic. It was born, then, with all the 
requisites which could satisfy the most exigent in material of politi
cal law, and furthermore its members, who enjoy from the first 
moment the confidence of the people which has chosen them, has 
known how to act with efficiency, capacity and respect for the 
established laws.’

The article noted a ‘destructive maneuver’ being conducted against 
the Consejo de Aragón, ‘for the purpose of eliminating it completely 
from the governmental functions which have been delegated to it’. 
Curiously enough, the only group which the article specifically 
names as seeking that objective is the Izquierda Republicana Party.

The article ended by proclaiming: ‘The Consejo de Aragón which 
has justified by its correct conduct and its administrative and 
organizational abilities the confidence placed in it by its electors, has 
to be respected and defended by the high powers, in the name of that 
sentiment of concord which must be established among all the 
antifascists, if we wish truly that Spain not fall in the dishonor of 
being converted into a country subject to the foreigner.’48

Joaquin Ascaso himself made a strong public defense of the 
Consejo Aragón and of the revolution which had occurred in the 
region after the start of the Civil War. Speaking over the Caspc radio 
on the first anniversary of July 19, he emphasized that with the Rebel 
uprising, the humble people of Aragón had been left to their own 
devices, that the politicians who at election time had proclaimed their 
love for the region, had been nowhere to be found.
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As a consequence, Ascaso said, the people had built their own new 
institutions. He particularly praised the rural collectives which had 
been formed in the region, admitting that they had committed errors, 
particularly in forcing some peasants to join them unwillingly, but 
that these errors were being overcome. He proclaimed that the 
collectives ‘are the future’.

Ascaso defended the work of the Consejo de Aragón itself, saying 
that it had ‘given Spain and the world, joining together the aspira
tions of the peasant who remained in the rearguard, an instrument of 
government, economic and politico-social, hitherto unknown, which 
rejected the totalitarian and absorbing spirit of all Governments 
which had hitherto existed, but however, did not seek to establish an 
independent regionalist area; its birth in the revolutionary outburst 
was inspired in the new modality which undeniably will develop the 
new Spain saved from reaction by the major proletarian effort.’50

He argued that the Consejo ‘was the child of the Revolution, and 
came out strong and robust; there was born a great and brotherly 
idea, but one without exclusivist spirit, and guided by this attitude, 
sought, fomented and achieved that in its strong arms will be 
included in the same spirit all the ideas which seek a new era.’ He 
added that ‘those who seek to exterminate it as a Consejo, are doing 
the same as doing away with its mother: the Revolution.’51

In defense of the consejo, Ascaso cited a ‘pact which the Antifascist 
Bloc promised to fulfill’. This document, for which he gave no date, 
had been signed by representatives of the Communist Party, Unión 
Republicana, Federación Socialista Aragónese, CNT, UGT, Juven
tudes Socialistas Unificadas, Izquierda Republicana and by him as 
head of the consejo. This pact had as its first point that it ‘considers 
that the Consejo de Aragón can and should continue in the same form 
in which it is presently constituted’. Other points of the document 
defined the council’s jurisdiction in terms that had been agreed to with 
the M adrid government, called for reinforcing the principle of 
revolutionary authority ,’ proclaimed the right of the peasants to 
cultivate the land individually or collectively, as they chose.

The eighth and last point of the document, cited by Ascaso stated: 
‘The Consejo de Aragón which has to be the jealous and enthusiastic 
collaborator with the legitimate Government of the Republic, will
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intensify production in the rearguard, will mobilize all the resources 
of the region for the better development of the war, will enliven the 
antifascist spirit of the masses so that they work and struggle 
constantly for the war; to that end, it will carry out an intensive 
purge of the liberated zones, imposing implacable order and pursuing 
the hidden fascists, the defeatists, speculators and all those who don’t 
justify their activities and who present a danger for the attainment of 
our triumph.’52

Ascaso ended his discourse expressing ‘my confidence in the 
Government of the Republic’. ‘I hope and am sure that the Govern
ment of the Republic will appreciate the full value of the sacrifice 
which Aragonese antifascism is undergoing in these grave moments; 
and ignoring the intemperate voices of the “glorious” busybodies, 
will appreciate the direction the people of Aragon are taking through 
their responsible organisms, the basis of the future peace of its 
rearguard. If we are mistaken in this confidence which we have in our 
rulers, we shall not be responsible for the tragedy which undoubtedly 
will fall upon our region, and as a result, on all Spanish anti
fascism.’53

On August 2, a plenum of comarcas of the C N T  was held in 
Alcaniz. It passed a resolution to the effect that:

The CNT, after discussing and reasoning serenely on the situa
tion presented, affirms its conviction that the antifascist bloc 
should be maintained for the good of the war and the revolu
tion. If that desire was broken and shattered by those other 
organizations which have more or less numerous representation 
in Aragon, the CN T could never again be accused of being 
irresponsible, uncontrolled or provocative.54

The resolution affirmed that it will not participate in any dirty 
manoeuver which strengthens any other party in certain regions. 
The CNT, conscious and certain of its responsibility, says: That 
as it doesn’t wish the antifascist front to be destroyed by 
political appetites, nor will it betray the accords of a signed pact 
on which the ink is still fresh, neither is it disposed, and it 
affirms this w ithout boasting of any kind, to allow the political, 
social and economic conquests achieved to be destroyed.55
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Finally, on August 7, the C N T  held a public meeting in Alcaniz 
which was addressed by, among others, Federica Montseny. At José 
Peirats has noted:

This was the last of a series of meetings in Aragón, with the 
evident purpose of counteracting the bad atmosphere created 
there by the campaign of the Communist press. The orator 
attacked strongly the so-called Popular Front, which was respon
sible because of its inefficacy and its political blindness, for July 
18, 1936. This Popular Front had been reborn now, late and to 
the damage of the revolutionary conquests, and was also dan 
gerous for relations among the parties and organizations, brought 
together before in the Antifascist Front and in the Consejo de 
Defensa. She paid particular attention to the grave political 
situation created for the consejo, the federal nature of which she 
praised. Circumstances perhaps dictated that the orator treat 
with Russia with great benevolence and tact.56

Preparations for the Destruction of the Consejo de Aragón

Meanwhile, the campaign to destroy the Consejo de Aragon on the 
part of the Communists and their allies was not confined to press 
attacks or public meetings denouncing the council. The new govern
ment of Juan Negrin was organizing a military incursion by Com 
munist troops into the region, to carry out the destruction of the 
Consejo de Aragon, and with it, anarchist power.

Negrin’s minister of defense, the Right-wing Socialist leader 
Indalecio Prieto, was as determined as the Communists were to 
destroy the position of the anarchists in Aragón. For this purpose, he 
called Lieutenant-Colonel Enrique Lister, commander of the 11th 
Division, an offshoot of the Communists’ Fifth Regiment of the early 
m onths of the War. Lister himself recounted the circumstances of 
Prieto’s charge to him:

He explained to me that the government had decided to dissolve 
the ‘Council of Aragon, but that it feared that the anarchists
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would refuse to accept that order . . .  so he had proposed to the 
Council of Ministers, which had agreed, to send military forces 
capable of applying the decisions of  the governm en t. . .  He told 
me that he would not pu t the order in writing concerning the 
mission which he was confiding to me . . .  that it would be a 
secret between the government and me, and that I should 
liquidate it w ithout hesitation and without bureaucratic or legal 
formalities as I saw fit, since I would have behind me a unani
mous government. Ostensibly, the division would be there for 
rest and reorganization.57

César Lorenzo has commented on the preparations of the Negrin 
government for the liquidation of anarchist influence in Aragon:

In truth, the Negrin government had proceeded with extreme 
ability. To assuage the doubts of the population, it synchronized 
the liquidation of the power of Aragonese CN T with the 
preparation of a vast military operation . . .  of which the objec
tive was nothing less than the liberation of Zaragoza, or at 
least to relieve Santander from the pressure of the rebel army 
and indirectly prevent the imminent fall of the Cantabrian 
b u lw a rk .. ,58

The choice of Lister was undoubtedly explained by the fact 
that he had already proved himself in his attacks on the collec
tives of Castille. . .  Furthermore, the Lister division formed a 
solidly CP-controlled group, in spite of the presence in its ranks 
of numerous camouflaged libertarians who, as a measure of 
precaution . . .  had accepted membership in the Party.59

The Communist Invasion of Aragon

Three units were involved in the military attack on the anarchists and 
the Consejo de Aragon. These were Lister’s 11th Division, as well as 
the PSUC’s 27th Division (the former Karl M arx  Column), and the 
30th Division (the ex-Macia/Companys Column) of the Catalan Left 
Party.60
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On August 11, the Negrin government published a decree dissolv
ing the Consejo de Aragon:

The moral and material needs of the war demand in an 
imperious way the concentration of the authority of the State, so 
that it can be exercised with unity of criteria and objective...  
The Aragonese region, capable because of the quality of its 
people of the highest human and economic contributions to the 
cause of the Republic, suffers to a higher degree than any other 
from the dispersion of authority which results in damage to 
general and ideological interests. . .

The Consejo de Aragon, whatever its efforts may have been, 
has not succeeded in remedying this situation. While the rest of 
Spain has been experiencing a new discipline . . .  Aragon remains 
outside this centralizing current, to which we owe in large part 
the victory which we have been promised.

The operative articles of the decree dissolved the Council of Aragon 
and deposed Joaquin Ascaso as delegate of the government in 
Aragon, and provided for the naming of a governor-general of 
Aragon. A second decree named José Ignacio Mantecón to the post 
of governor-general.61 Mantecón was an ostensible member of the 
Izquierda Republicana Party, but a close ally of the Communists, 
who later joined the Communist Party in exile.62

The decree dissolving the Consejo de Aragon was the signal for 
Lister and the other anti-anarchist military elements to enter into 
action. José Peirats described what happened: ‘The Communist 
military forces entered Aragon as conquerors . . .  The invaders reached 
Caspe and invaded the headquarters of the C N T  and the F A I. . .  In 
addition to the arrest of officials one must add that of the editors of 
the organ of the Consejo, Nuevo Aragón. The daily was suppressed, 
or rather supplanted by the Communist periodical El Día. Other 
forces of the 11 Division made their triumphal entry into Alcaniz, 
headquarters of the CN T Regional Committee of A ragón .. . ,63 

César Lorenzo has also described what happened:

At the same m om ent of the promulgation of the decree, the 11th
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division commanded by the Communist chief Enrique Lister 
went into action, with the support of the 27th division (PSUC), 
and the 30th (Catalanists) installing the new governor general 
Ignacio M antecón, arrested hundreds of libertarian militants 
(among them Joaquin Ascaso and other anarchist councillors 
and members of the Regional Committee of the CNT) eliminat
ing libertarians from the municipal councils and replacing them 
with Communists, destroying the headquarters of the CNT, 
attacking the agrarian collectives, confiscating their equipment, 
pillaging their granaries, dispersing the administrative com 
mittees of the socialized enterprises and distributing the land 
among the former owners.64

Joaquin Ascaso was accused of having stolen jewelry while head of 
the council. However, since the Negrin government could present no 
evidence to substantiate this charge, he was soon released.65

President Manuel Azaña recorded in his memoirs that ex-governor 
Mantecón told him that at the time of the deposition of the Consejo 
de Aragón, Colonel Lister had proposed to him that he dar el paseo, 
that is, murder, the members of the consejo. Azaña wrote: “ ‘The 
game was clear,” he told me. “They would have been shot and then 
he would have blamed me, presenting himself as the defender of the 
proletarians.” ’66

The Anarchists’ Reaction to the Destruction o í the Consejo 
de Aragón

The reaction of the anarchists to the destruction of their power in 
Aragón was surprisingly mild. This was due not only to their 
realization of their weak political position at that time, but also to 
the disagreement among themselves concerning the significance of 
w hat had happened.

César Lorenzo has raised the question as to why the anarchist 
divisions in the area did not enter into conflict with the Communist 
forces which were destroying anarchist power there. ‘The soldiers 
ardently desired to do so, but the National Committee of  the CNT
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and the Peninsular Committee of the FAI intervened to prevent this, 
to avoid a new civil war; they demanded more patience and that they 
not undertake anything without agreement of the Organization, 
because an act of desperation would rapidly turn over the area to 
Franco. The C N T troops did not budge.’67

After the invasion of the Lister Division and other military units, 
the national committee of the CN T sent a delegation to talk with the 
new governor-general, Ignacio M antecón, to secure the freedom of 
the more than 300 anarchist prisoners still held.68 Walther Bernecker 
has described that attitude of the CN T delegation as being charac
terized by a ‘courteous tone’.69

César Lorenzo has suggested that the ‘courteous’ attitude of the 
national anarchist leaders towards the invaders of Aragón may have 
had factional explanations. Their ‘passive attitude is explainable in 
terms of their lack of interest in an organism which had been 
constituted without their authorization and in defiance of internal 
discipline. . .  It is necessary also to note that the Aragonese anarchists 
themselves were far from forming a united bloc: thus, when the new 
governor Ignacio Mantecón . . .  interviewed members of the consejo, 
some such as Montoliu and Evelio Martinez agreed to aid his work 
and to put themselves at the orders of the government, while others, 
such as Miguel Chueca, strongly refused.’ As a result, he concluded, 
‘the Aragonese libertarians fatally allowed themselves to be removed 
without resistance.70

Conclusion

Aragón was the part of Republican Spain where, for a year, the 
anarchists were most completely in control. They organized a 
regional apparatus which was for all practical purposes a govern
ment. However, with the growing power of the enemies of the 
Revolution, which had taken place immediately after the defeat of 
the Franco-fascist Rebellion in July 1936, particularly of the Com 
munists, the days of the anarchist-dominated Consejo de Aragón 
were inevitably limited. In August 1937, it was finally overcome by 
the military force of the Communists, with the support of Right-wing
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Socialists and other anti-revolutionary elements. The fall of the 
Consejo de Aragon was a major step in the defeat of the Spanish 
Revolution.
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Anarchist Participation in Other 
Regional and Local Governments

During the Civil War, the anarchists participated in regional and 
local governments in various other parts of Republican Spain, in 
addition to Catalonia and Aragon. In quite a few cases, they con
tinued to play a major role in local administrations until the collapse 
of the Republic.

The CN T-FA I in the Asturias Region

Before the Civil War, the Socialists were the largest clement on the 
Left in the Asturias region on the Bay of Biscay, with their main 
strength particularly concentrated among the coal miners and the 
workers of the regional capital, Oviedo. After the establishment of 
the Republic, the C N T  had been able to establish a rival coal miners’ 
union to the majority one affiliated with the Unión General de 
Trabajadores, but the Communists succeeded in wresting its control 
from the anarchists and withdrawing it from the CNT. The locals, 
still under C N T influence, then withdrew from the regional coal 
miners union to affiliate directly with the Asturian organization of 
the Confederación Nacional del T rabajo .1

However, the principal centers of strength of the C N T were the 
port city of Gijón, and the town of La Felguera, scat of the principal
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steelworks of the region. In those two centers, C N T predominance 
was clearly evident.

In spite of the fact that overall, the numerical strength of the 
UGT and Socialist Party was considerably greater than that of the 
CNT-FAI in the Asturias region, the importance of that fact was 
considerably diminished by the fall of Oviedo into the hands of the 
Rebels during the first week of the War. Various efforts to retrieve 
the city for the Republic were unsuccessful. Thus, in much of the 
rest of Asturias, which remained for 15 months in the hands of the 
Republic, the balance of forces between Socialists and anarchists 
was more nearly even, if in fact the anarchists were not more 
numerous. According to Ramón Alvarez, the membership of the 
CN T in the region rose from about 30,000 members just before 
the W ar, to an estimated 90,000 members at its high point during 
the War. (He noted that these figures were not ‘certain and 
absolutely reliable’.)2

C N T -U G T  Relations in Asturias During the W ar

By the time the Civil W ar began, relations between the C N T on the 
one hand and the U G Í  and Socialist Party (PSOE) on the other, were 
much more friendly in Asturias than was the case in much of the rest 
of Spain. In M arch 1934, the CN T and UGT in the region had signed 
an agreement establishing an Alianza Obrera Revolucionaria, the 
only area in Spain in which the anarchists had joined the W orkers’ 
Alliance which elsewhere generally was established by the UGT, the 
Socialists and various minority leftist groups. Six months later, this 
alliance in Asturias had led the only mass uprising -  which lasted two 
weeks -  of October 1934. The liaison between the two trade union 
groups had continued thereafter.

Ramón Alvarez has stressed the importance of the cooperation 
between the anarchists and the UGT during the Civil War.

We affirm in the strongest way that there was throughout the
civil war in Asturias and León full agreement, if not absolute
unity between Socialists and Libertarians, both in political and
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military affairs, which were the fundamental aspects of the 
struggle, which doesn’t mean that there didn’t arise differences 
on questions which, without denying that they were matters of 
interest, can be categorized as secondary. . .

In all of the organisms created from the beginning of the 
armed struggle, the Confederación Nacional del Trabajo accep
ted the parity of representation of the UGT, a fact of unques
tionable importance in bearing witness to the understanding and 
solidarity of Cenetismo, if one takes account of the fact that, 
Oviedo having fallen . . .  Gijón -  with absolute libertarian 
predominance, was converted into the administrative, political 
and military center of Asturias and León.

Alvarez cited a speech by the UGT leader Inocencio Burgos at a 
joint C N T-U G T meeting on M ay Day 1937 as indicating the 
coincidence of views of the Asturian CN T and UGT. Burgos said, 
‘We shall be respectful towards all, we shall concede to all the 
rights which are theirs; but no one can attempt to take from the 
people that which it is conquering with its blood. The working 
class was sure that the revolution initiated in October must triumph. 
N ow  that we have gotten the opportunity for this, we shall not 
lose it.’3

The Revolutionary Regime in Asturias

W ith the outbreak of the Civil War, and the suppression of the revolt 
in most of Asturias except in Oviedo, local revolutionary committees 
with representatives of all of the groups loyal to the Republic, were 
set up throughout the region. M ost of these de facto local govern
ments expressed their adherence to the Provincial Committee of 
Asturias.4

Although Cesar Lorenzo has said that this Comité Provincial del 
Frente Popular, to give it its correct name, was established ‘at the end 
of July or the beginning of August 1936’,5 Antonio Masip has 
indicated that ‘it appears evident that the Comité Provincial would 
correspond exactly to that which was formed in the Civil Government
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to advise the new Governor at the time of the uprising of Franco in 
Africa. From a consultative organ it became, with the declaration of 
war of Aranda and the detention of Liarte Lausin, the representative 
in Asturias of the Government of the Republic.’6 (Liarte Lausin was 
the civil governor of Asturias, arrested by Rebel Colonel Aranda.)

In the beginning, according the Masip, the Comité Provincial was 
made up of Socialist Party, UGT and Left Republican Party m em 
bers. However, on July 22, the Communist leader Juan Ambou also 
became part of the comité, and by July 24 two C N T leaders from the 
Duro steel plant in La Felguera, Rufino Cuarte and Eladio Fanjúl, 
were likewise incorporated into the comité.

According to Antonio Masip: T h e  sessions of the comité, in the 
beginning were permanent and informal. The organizations were 
represented, but the functions varied with the chain of events. The 
direction of the front of war, health, supply, land, public order were 
improvised. . . ’ N o  minutes were kept of its meetings. Belarmino 
Tomás of the UGT and Socialist Part quickly became the presiding 
officer of the comité7

In Gijón, on the other hand, a committee of war, presided over by 
CN T leader Segundo Blanco, was installed. Its jurisdiction extended 
from Aviles in the west to Villaviciosa in the east.8 At its inception, it 
was composed of Avelino G. Entrialgo of the FAI and Horacio 
Arguelles of the Communist Party, in charge of military mobiliza
tion; Ramón Alvares Palomo of the CNT, controlling communica
tions; Eugenio Alonso de la Riva of the UGT as treasurer; Marcelino 
Corbato of the Socialist Party, in charge of health; Rafael Hernandez 
of the UGT with the labor portfolio; José Gallardo of the Communist 
Party, in charge of security; Emilio Fernandez of the Communist 
Party, controlling distribution; Alberto Lara of the Izquierda Repub
licana controlling housing. The post of secretary of the committee 
was shared by Carlos Diaz of the CN T and Rafael Hernandez of 
the UGT. According to Antonio Masip, Manuel Menéndez of the 
Socialist Party, Eduardo Vázquez of the FAI, Manuel Iglesias y 
Sanjines of the Izquierda Republicana or the Partido Federal also 
‘belonged to the Committee’, while the mayor of Gijón, Jaime Valdes 
of the Izquierda Republicana ‘collaborated with the new organiza
tion’.
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Antonio Masip has noted: ‘Both in Sama and Gijón, all of the 
initiative was with elements of the labor organizations, except in the 
military field, which was shared with technicians who were Repub
lican or simply loyal to the legal Government.’9

One of the most urgent tasks of the committee of war in Gijón 
was to organize a supply system to feed both the civilian population 
and the militiamen who were besieging the Simancas barracks for 
more than a month after the W ar began. According to Ramón 
Alvarez, ‘One of the services which functioned admirably in Gijón 
from the first days, thanks to the competence of the Sindicato 
Unico del Ramo de la Alimentación, was that of supply, local 
committees being created to take care of the bulk of the civil 
population, to take care of feeding the militias in the improvised 
barracks and of feeding in public restaurants installed in the 
Economic Kitchen, Hotel Comercio, Mercedes Restaurant, Orueta 
factory, etc.’10

Another major task of the committee of w ar was the maintenance 
of public order, and to the degree possible, to limit terrorism and 
personal revenge against supporters of the Rebellion and others. 
To this end, C N T  leader Ramón Alvarez, in the name of the local 
union federation of the CN T made a radio speech on September 
25 1936, in which ‘he denounced and condemned the crimes com
mitted in zones outside the urban centers by people who tried to 
dishonor our cause’. The issue became particularly acute after 
Rebel forces bombed Gijón from the air in August, at which point 
a mob demanded the murder of prisoners held by the committee of 
war. The members of the committee successfully resisted those 
demands.11

With the transfer of the provincial committee of Sama de Langreo 
to Gijón on September 5, there were two regional bodies functioning 
in the same city, a situation which continued until after the entry of 
the C N T into the Republican government of Francisco Largo 
Caballero early in November. However, César Lorenzo has written: 
‘This double power was not the source of any conflict; the two 
organisms maintained excellent relations’. He also noted that with 
the transfer of the Provincial Committee to Gijón the number of 
anarchists in its membership was raised from two to four. These were
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Eduardo Vázquez, Eladio Fanjiil, José Tourm an and Francisco 
González Berinance in charge of fishing, social affairs, industry and 
communications, respectively.12

A popular tribunal of Asturias was established in Gijón, with its 
jury composed of representatives of the political parties, the UGT, 
the JSU, CNT, FAI and Libertarian Youth. César Lorenzo has noted: 
‘It imposed prison terms, and numerous death sentences on rebel 
military men, Falangistas and reactionary elements . . .  In any case, 
the revolutionary power sought to restrain the violence and contain 
the overflow of passion among the populace.’13

Sometime in the first fortnight of November 1936 the committee 
of war of Gijón decided to dissolve itself. At the same time, new 
municipal councils were established in the various municipalities 
over which the committee had had authority, and some of the 
attributes of the committee were devolved to those councils.14

In Gijón, the closest allies of the anarchists in municipal affairs 
appear to have been two small republican parties, the Partido de 
Izquierda Federal and the Partido Republicano Democrático Federal. 
According to Juan  Carlos Garcia M iranda, ‘Both defended the 
federal structure of the state . . .  as a union of “ municipal republics” 
and they saw in the CN T and in the FAI forces capable of bringing 
about such a federation on the basis of a republic of workers in 
which the sindicatos were the basic and transforming e lem ents .. .’15

In San M artin  del Rey Aurelio, the mayor was also an anarchist, 
José Varela of the FAI.16 Although information on the subject is 
incomplete, there were also probably a number of other municipalities 
presided over by CNTistas or FAIistas. Juan Carlos Garcia Miranda 
has noted that according to the original instructions of the Comité 
Provincial for the organization of new municipal administrations in 
the region, there were supposed to be representatives of the CNT, 
FAI and Libertarian Youth, as well as of the various political parties 
in these local governments.17

The First Political Crisis in the Asturian Regime

In the middle of December 1936, the first political crisis arose within
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the Asturian provincial committee. This crisis was provoked by the 
Federación Anarquista Ibérica and the CNT. Javier R. Muñoz has 
noted that the crisis ‘was inaugurated in the traditional m anner of 
democratic governments. Between the 19th and 23rd of that month, 
the parties put forth in the press their programs, and the president, 
Belarmino Tomás, carried out consultations with the representatives 
of the various parties.’18

The major subject of dispute was the control of the military 
portfolio by the Communist Party, in the person of Juan Ambou. The 
anarchists insisted that the Communists were using the post to try to 
gain control of the armed forces for their party.

In their presentation of their position, the CN T and FAI argued: 
‘We want to avoid, and to that end we shall do whatever we can, that 
he who goes to war uses the authority of command to carry on a 
political campaign; we do not consent to military chiefs dedicating 
themselves to political activities, believing that military men should 
not have any political affiliation.’

As Juan Carlos Garcia Miranda wrote, ‘The solution, therefore is 
to be found in the exit of the Communists from the Department of 
W ar, and their substitution by “really impartial persons who treat 
everyone equally” . They demanded also that Military Supply be run 
by c iv ilians .. .’ Garcia M iranda noted also that ‘There was much 
truth in the accusation of the anarchists (proselitism, party use, etc.)’ 
but added ‘the moment was not very opportune to provoke a crisis 
nor was the work of the Department of W ar the most censurable one 
in the context of republican A sturias ..

On the way the crisis was resolved, Garcia M iranda said, ‘With the 
negative vote of the Communists, the crisis was resolved on December 
23, with the Governor and President of the Council, Belarmino 
Tomás, getting the Department of W ar, which Juan Ambou left, to 
take over Public Instruction.’

Other changes in the Asturian regime resulted from this December
1936 crisis. In the reorganization resulting from the crisis, both the 
Unión General de Trabajadores and the Libertarian Youth received 
posts for the first time, the latter reportedly as a partial offset to the 
two representatives of the United Socialist Youth who were carried 
over from the pre-crisis government.20 The regime also took a new
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name, the Interprovincial Council of Asturias and León. It was 
quickly recognized by the Republican government as the legal 
authority of  that government in Asturias, and its presiding officer, 
Belarmino Tomás, was named governor-general of Asturias and 
León.

After more than half a century, it is not entirely clear how this 
crisis of December 1936 shifted the general political balance in the 
Asturias region, particularly that between the anarchists and the 
Communists. The fact that the Communists were the only ones to 
vote against the reorganization of the regime would seem to indicate 
that they felt that had lost ground as a result of it.

It is clear that the Communists lost the key war portfolio, which 
was transferred to Socialist hands. It is also clear that the anarchists 
made certain gains as the result of the crisis. Segundo Blanco became 
first vice-president of the new council, with the Communist Gonzalo 
López as second vice-president. Also a representative of the Libertar
ian Youth augmented the anarchist representation in the government; 
a fact which was somewhat offset by the fact that the new UGT 
representative Aquilino Fernández Roces was a member of the

91Communist Party.
Particularly interesting in this crisis and subsequently was the role 

of the United Socialist Youth, which elsewhere in Republican Spain 
had quickly come under Communist Party control. According to 
Javier R. Munóz, ‘The JSU, in spite of agreeing with the PCE on 
many questions, did not support it then.’22

In fact, one of Juventudes Socialistas Unificadas (JSU) members of 
the government before and after the December reorganization, who 
was secretary-general of the Asturian JSU, was taking the lead in 
denouncing the association of the national JSU leaders with the 
Communist Party.

According to Juan Carlos Garcia M iranda, i n  Asturias . . .  the 
phenomenon so extensive in other parts of the country of absorption 
or slow integration of the Juventudes Socialistas Unificadas in the 
Communist Party is not so noticeable and, at least on the level of the 
leadership was very limited. Of the members of the Provincial 
Executive, only Emilio Bayón and Lucio Losa went over to the 
Communist Party after the war was over . . .  Rafael Fernández was
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provincial secretary of the PSOE during the whole w ar.’24 Fernández 
also refused a position on the national committee of the JSU to which 
he had been named by Santiago Carrillo and other Communist or 
pro-Communist leaders of the organization, on the grounds that his 
nomination had not been the result of consultation with the Asturias 
branch of the JSU.25

Jose Barreiro, who was a leader of the JSU in Asturias during the 
War, claimed that by the end of the W ar in the Asturias region, the 
Socialist and Communist youth had again virtually broken into two 
different organizations.26 Stanley Payne has noted that in March
1937 Rafael Fernández ‘resigned from the JSU’s national committee 
in protest against the Popular Front line, then promptly signed an 
agreement with the Asturian anarchist youth to create a joint 
Socialist-anarchist Revolutionary Youth Front in Asturias.

In any case, the influence of the Communists in Asturias during the 
Civil W ar was minimal, compared to other parts of Republican 
Spain. Enrique Castro Delgado recounted an incident, apparently in 
May 1937, when he visited Gijón at the urgent request of the local 
Communists. Socialist and anarchist militia were at that point sur
rounding Communist Party headquarters throughout the Asturias 
region, and were threatening to storm them. According to Castro 
Delgado, he was able to calm the situation down and to prevent the 
total annihilation of the Party in the region.28

During much of the period of the Comité Interprovincial, the C N T 
was able to carry on more or less regular conduct of its internal 
activities. Thus, the CN T Regional Confederation of Asturias, León 
and Palencia was able to hold a congress, which opened on May 31 
1937. It was reported that 234 unions, in 31 sectors, with 74,326 
members, were represented by delegates to the congress. The largest 
organizations present were those of peasants, ‘general workers’, 
miners, metal workers, fishermen, construction and food workers. 
After hearing a long report by secretary Silverio Tunón on the CNT 
activities since the last such meeting in 1932, the congress adopted a 
series of resolutions dealing with economic planning of the region, 
education, health problems, and the question of collectives and 
socialization of the regional economy.29
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The Junta Delegada del Norte

With the fall of m ost of the Basque territory into the hands of the 
Franco forces, on August 6 1937, the president of the Republic 
proclaimed the establishment of a Junta Delegada del Norte, headed 
by the commanding general of the Republican forces in Santander 
and Asturias, General Gamir Ulibarri, and having as its members 
Guillermo Torrijos of the Basque regime, Ramón Ruiz Rebollo, 
Socialist deputy for Santander, and Juan José M anso, a Communist 
deputy from Asturias. Somewhat vague in defining the powers of the 
junta, the decree called upon the governments of Asturias and 
Santander to carry out the decisions of the junta. According to Juan 
Carlos Garcia M iranda, it ‘appeared to put it above those govern
ments’.

The CN T was excluded from the Junta Delegada, and it strongly 
opposed the new body. It proclaimed: T h a t  was not the organization 
which the North  required, first because the presidency was given to a 
military man, and second, because it excludes the most important 
forces of the North , that is, the CN T and the UGT.’

The Asturian Socialists also opposed the Junta Delegada. Their 
newspaper in Gijón, Avance, announced ‘our conformity with the 
fraternal colleague CNT  in judging it an error, a grave error, that 
the Confederación Nacional del Trabajo is no t represented in the 
Junta Delegada del Gobierno . . .  The junta appeared defective to 
us.’

However, as might have been expected, the Communists strongly 
supported the establishment of the Junta Delegada. They reasoned 
that the exclusion of the CN T from that body was logical, in view of 
the fact that the anarchists had recently left the Republican govern
ment, and the Junta Delegada was, in fact, an organ of the Valencia 
regime.30

Anarchists and the Sovereign Council of Asturias and 
León

In any case the life of the Junta Delegada proved to be a short one.
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This was because of the rapid defeat of the Republican forces in 
Santander, leaving Asturias standing alone on the northern front. 
Javier Rodriguez M uñoz noted: ‘With the general order to occupy 
the province of Santander being issued on August 8, the Nationalists 
fulfilled its provisions within less than two weeks . . .  “ In maneuvers 
it would not have been possible to go more rapidly,” commented 
Colonel Prada to Azaña after the loss of the N orth .’31 

The city of Santander fell on August 24. At midnight that same 
day, the Interprovincial Council of Asturias and León proclaimed 
itself ‘sovereign’. Its decree, after a rather long preamble provided:

Article 1. The Interprovincial Council of Asturias and León, as 
of the date and hour of this decree, constitutes itself the 
Sovereign Council of Government in all the territory within its 
jurisdiction and there are submitted to it all the civil and military 
jurisdictions and organisms which function from here on in in 
that territory. Article 2. The Sovereign Council, in the light of 
favorable developments which are produced during the war, will 
determine when to dispense with the sovereign functions which 
it today assumes. Article 3. The Government of the Republic 
will be informed of this decree for its validation; but without 
prejudice to its absolute application, imposed by the circum
stances, from the very moment of its promulgation.32

Reportedly the idea of the sovereignty decree originated with Amador 
Fernandez, a Socialist leader and close friend of Indalecio Prieto. 
Within the Interprovincial Council, and in the Asturias region 
generally, it had the strong support of the Socialists and the anar
chists, and somewhat more halting backing from the Izquierda 
Republicana.

Although in Asturias the declaration of ‘sovereignty’ was not 
intended to be a defiance of the Republic, but rather as a means of 
concentrating the defense of what was left of the northern segment of 
the Republic, all political leaders of the rest of Loyalist Spain did not 
see it that way. President Manuel Azaña wrote in his memoirs that it 
was ‘rebellion against the Government’.33

The declaration of sovereignty was strongly opposed in Asturias
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by the Communist Party and the United Socialist Youth. In the vote 
in the council on the decree, only the two Communist councillors, 
Juan Ambou and Gonzálo López, the JSU members Rafael Fernández 
and Luis Roca de Albornoz and the UGT representative Aquilino 
Fernández Rocas (who was a Communist Party member) voted 
against it.

The debate over the decree was ‘tense, with many confronta
tions’.34 One Socialist source has claimed that the Communists went 
so far as to threaten to rebel against the newly ‘sovereign’ council, 
but when the anarchists, Socialists and Republicans made it clear 
that such an uprising would be quickly quashed, the Communists 
backed dow n.35 Subsequently, the Communists -  as well as the JSU 
representatives -  continued to participate in the activities of the Junta 
Soberana.

There were several reasons for the proclamation of sovereignty. 
The decree itself offered two: ‘The difficulty, if no t impossibility of 
consulting with the supreme political power of the country’, and 
‘the unpostponable urgency of resolving things minute by minute’.36 
Another reported reason was the fact that a number of regular 
army officers, who had fled to Asturias from the Basque country 
and Santander, refused to accept orders from the council of Asturias 
and León ‘until they received instructions from Valencia’. If the 
Asturians were ‘sovereign’ without objection from the Republican 
government, it was argued, those officers would automatically be 
subject to the orders of the Sovereign Council of Asturias and 
León.37

Belarmino Tomás made it clear in telegrams to the Valencia 
government that the declaration of sovereignty did not mean seces
sion from the Republic. One of these said: ‘The Government can be 
assured that we shall be the most loyal servants for whatever is 
ordered. I am your delegate and if we take any step before you are 
notified, you may be assured that that will have been done for the 
good of the w ar and because of our great distance from the 
Government, but always communicate with us about it for a final 
decision.’38

The anarchists strongly supported the ‘sovereignty’ move. Their 
Gijón daily CNT  announced: ‘We arc with the Council o f Asturias
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and León. Its resolution is the only one which could be taken to deal 
with the exigency of the circumstances . . .  The military situation and 
the experiences of the hard battle which the N orth  is living through 
require measures such as this. We need a strong Power. Strong in 
action, in conduct. Strong, above all, in its civil, social and military 
jurisdiction. T hat Power could not be other than that which now 
assumes all responsibility for the war and for the political-economic 
organization of the province 39

The membership of the council remained the same as before the 
proclamation of sovereignty, although some portfolios were chan
ged. Also, the various ‘ministries’ were grouped together into five 
commissions. According to Juan Carlos Garcia M iranda, ‘Special 
mention must be made of the work of the Military Commission, 
perhaps the only one that functioned according to the guidelines of 
administrative reorganization resulting from the declaration of sover
eignty. Made up of Juan Ambou, Onofre García, Segundo Blanco, 
Belarmino Tomás and Adolfo Prada, it was going to be of great help 
to the military command, which it will support in all of the initiatives 
it took .’40 Tw o of the five members of this commission -  Onofre 
Garcia and Segundo Blanco were CNTers; Ambou was the principal 
Communist leader, Belarmino Tomás the Socialist president of the 
council, and Adolfo Prada the regular army colonel named by the 
council to command the Asturian armed forces.

Under the Sovereign Council there was established a Council of 
Industries of Asturias. Its principal jobs were to try to rationalize the 
organization of the numerous factories and other enterprises which 
had been taken over by the unions, and to try to plan to some degree 
the economic activity of the region. It was headed by Segundo 
Blanco, and was largely dominated by the anarchists.41

Under the Sovereign Council, the municipal administrations were 
reorganized in all of the urban areas of Asturias, although in essence 
they remained much as they had been since late in 1936. In many of 
these, the anarchists continued to have a major if no t dom inant part. 
In Gijón, the municipal regime continued to be headed by Avelino G. 
Mallada, one of the major CN T leaders of the region, who had been 
publisher of CNT, the daily newspaper founded in M adrid by the 
anarchists soon after the establishment of the Republic. The Mallada
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administration undertook a process of remodeling the city, creating 
parks, straightening and widening streets, and beginning construc
tion of a circular road around the city, to divert traffic which did not 
have to go into the center of Gijón.42

The Sovereign Council of Asturias and León was to remain the 
government of the Republican parts of the region from August 24 
until October 21 1937. It was to organize and preside over the heroic 
and desperate resistance of the ever-diminishing and badly armed 
Republican forces of the region which continued for almost two 
months.

The sovereign council sent a delegation to Valencia, headed by 
CN T leader Segundo Blanco, seeking military aid for the last remain
ing Loyalist region in the north. Although the Republican govern
ment formally agreed to all of the requests made by Blanco and his 
colleagues, the promised aid only arrived a day before the fall of
Gijón, too late to be of any use in the struggle for the Asturias

43region.
Shortly before the fall of Gijón, Prime Minister Negrin sent a 

message to Belarmino Tomás urging that there be ‘a miracle like that 
of the defense of M adrid ’. Tomás sent back a message that they 
would produce such a miracle if Negrin would provide a 150- 
kilometer road to Valencia like the one linking that city with Madrid, 
if Negrin would supply the arms they had had in Madrid, and if he 
would supply an International Brigade such as participated in the 
defense of M adrid.44

On October 21 1937, the Franco forces entered Gijón, ending 
the formal military struggle. M ost of the principal political and 
trade union leaders were able to escape in fishing smacks and 
other small craft. However, a guerrilla struggle by several thousand 
militiamen continued in the mountains of Asturias for several 
months.45

Anarchists in the Interprovincial Council of Santander- 
Burgos-Palencia

To the east of Asturias is the Santander region. With relative case, the
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forces loyal to the Republic won control of that area, as well as some 
border areas of neighboring Burgos and Palencia, at the outbreak of 
the Civil War.

The UGT was larger than the CN T in the Santander region, 
although there were numerous anarchists who were active in the 
UGT, and there was a strong sentiment on both sides in favor of 
eventual trade union unity between the Socialist and anarchist labor 
groups. Another curiosity about the trade union situation in the 
region was the fact that after the Republican government decree of 
October 11 1936, providing for the compulsory unionization of all 
workers in either the CN T or the UGT, most of the workers of 
Santander who were associated with the Federal Party and Unión 
Republicana, the two principal Republican parties in the region, 
joined the Confederación Nacional del Trabajo .46 The two strongest 
unions in the city of Santander were the port workers led by CNTcr 
Jesús González Malo, and the trolleycar workers, who were affiliated 
with the UGT.47

With the suppression of the Rebellion in the Santander region, 
power was at first assumed by the committee of the Popular Front, 
enlarged to include representatives of the CN T and the FAI. H o w 
ever, soon after the CN T entered the Republican government, there 
was established the Interprovincial Council of Santander-Burgos- 
Palencia, which was legalized by the Republican government in the 
decree of December 23 1936. It was headed by the civil governor, a 
Socialist, Juan Ruiz Olazarán, and contained nine Socialists, two Com
munists, three Republicans and three anarchists. Timoteo Chapero 
Fernández of  the CN T held the portfolio of social affairs; Vicente del 
Solar, also of the CNT, that of popular credit; while Teodoro Quijano, 
representing the FAI, had the propaganda post. The interprovincial 
council underwent no changes of personnel between January and August 
4 1937, when the city of Santander was overrun by the Franco troops.

The anarchists also held other key posts in the administration of 
the Santander region. They participated in most of the municipal 
administrations set up there. Also, Jesús Gonsález Malo, an anar
chist, succeeded Bruno Alonso as general commissar of militia of 
Santander, when the latter was named general commissar of the fleet

48in Cartagena.
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the Exclusion of Anarchists From the Basque Republican 
Government

The autonom ous Basque Republic was the only government in the 
northern sector in which the anarchists did not have representation. 
This was true in spite of the fact that the anarchists had participated 
in the de facto provincial authorities established during the first 
weeks of the war, before the founding of the Basque Republic.

There is no doubt that the situation in the Basque region was 
unique in Republican Spain. The region consisted of three provinces, 
those of Alava, Guipuzcoa and Vizcaya. The single most influential 
political group in all three provinces was the Basque Nationalist 
Party, a socially conservative Catholic party, whose principal reason 
for existence was the establishment of an autonom ous (if not inde
pendent) state in the region.

Because of its proximity to Navarre, where the influence of the 
Carlists or Traditionalists was overwhelming, the province of Alava 
fell almost immediately to the Rebel forces led by General Emilio 
Mola. In that province the Basque Nationalists supported the Rebels, 
and sought to influence their party colleagues in the other two 
Basque provinces to do the same thing.49

However, in Guipuzcoa and Vizcaya, popular sentiment was 
overwhelmingly in favor of the Republic. César Lorenzo, son of the 
Basque CN T leader Horacio Prieto, has noted that the Basque priests 
‘remained loyal to the Republic’.50 Also, the Basque Nationalists in 
those two provinces participated in the de facto regimes which were 
set up in them to organize the civil administration and the military 
conflict against the Rebels.

In Vizcaya, the committee of the Popular Front, headed by the civil 
governor, José Echeverría Novoa, a Left Republican, took the lead in 
organizing the new regime. N ear the end of July the Commissariat 
for the Defense of Vizcaya was established, in which both the CNT 
and the Basque Nationalist Party, neither of which had belonged to 
the Popular Front, were represented. Horacio Prieto, still secretary of 
the national committee of the CNT, became the commissioner of 
health.51

Soon afterwards the commissariat for defense and the committee
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of the Popular Front were dissolved, and the junta of Defense of 
Vizcaya took their place. Still headed by José Echeverría Novoa, it 
had two representatives of the Left Republicans, one of Unión 
Republicana, one of the Socialist Party, one Communist, three 
members of the Basque Nationalist Party, one of the more leftish 
Acción Nacionalista Vasca, and Pablo Valle of the CNT, in charge of 
social affairs. This government remained in place until the formal 
establishment of the Basque Republic on October 7 1936.52

Meanwhile, in Guipuzcoa where, as we have seen in an earlier 
chapter, CNTers had given crucial leadership to defeat of the Rebels 
in both Irun and San Sebastian, a somewhat similar political process 
took place. The committee of the Popular Front, headed by the civil 
governor, Jesús de Ariola, a Left Republican, assumed authority on 
July 19. A few days later, the junta of Defense of Guipuzcoa, headed 
by Miguel de Amilibia, was established, again with the participation 
of the Basque Nationalists and the CNT. Miguel González Inestal of 
the CN T became commissioner of communications and transport, 
while the commissariat of labor, although presided over by a 
Socialist, also had in it representatives of the CN T and of the Basque 
Nationalists’ trade union group, Solidaridad de Obreros Vascos.53

In spite of participating in the de facto provincial governments in 
Vizcaya and Guipuzcoa, the support of the Basque Nationalists 
remained somewhat equivocal until the establishment of the Basque 
Republic. Thus, for instance, although Francisco Largo Caballero 
offered them a post in his cabinet when he took office on September 
4, it was not until September 25 that they finally allowed Manuel de 
Irujo to take a ministry without portfolio.54

When the Cortes met on October 1, to formally confirm the Largo 
Caballero government in office, it also passed the Basque Autonomy 
Statute, establishing the Basque Republic, as the regional authority, 
ostensibly for the three Basque provinces, although its de facto 
jurisdiction was limited to the province of Vizcaya, Alava had fallen 
immediately to the Rebels, and due to pressure of the Basque 
Nationalists, who (according to César Lorenzo) feared anarchist 
influence in both Irun and Santander, no effective defense was 
provided by Republican forces in Guipozcoa, which by the end of 
September had fallen to the Rebels.55
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After dramatically taking his oath of office in the traditional 
Basque capital of Guérnica, the president of the new Basque Republic, 
Jose Antonio Aguirre, appointed his cabinet. It included members of 
his own Basque Nationalist Party as well as Socialists, one C om m un
ist, and members of the Left Republicans, Unión Republicana and 
Acción Nacionalista Vasca. However, it included no anarchists.56

During the months that followed, the anarchists, both in the 
Basque area and elsewhere in Republican Spain, continued to agitate 
for their admission to the Basque Republican government. This was 
particularly the case after the C N T entered the cabinet of Francisco 
Largo Caballero, at which point Aguirre explained that the Basque 
government contained only representatives of political parties, so he 
would not accept the CNT. However, he did offer a portfolio to the 
FAI, which he said he regarded as a political organization, with a role 
in the CN T similar to that of the Socialist Party in the UGT.

According to César Lorenzo, anarchists in other parts of the 
Republican territory were unhappy about the refusal of the FAI of 
the Basque region to participate in the Basque government. The 
national committee of the CN T sent Antonio M oreno Toledano to 
confer with Aguirre, and he reported in Solidaridad Obrera of 
Barcelona, on November 20 1936: ‘The government of Euzkadi, 
Aguirre told us, has carefully studied whether it was convenient to 
accept collaboration of the workers’ organizations, but, considering 
that its membership was based on political parties and not social 
classes, he had not thought it opportune to permit the entrance of the 
CNT. He indicated that if the FAI had wished, he would have seen no 
difficulty in collaborating with it.’57

In spite of his refusal to accept CN T representation in his govern
ment, Basque President Aguirre used the CN T on various occasions 
as intermediaries with the Largo Caballero government. One of the 
most im portant issues was the demand of the Valencia government 
that the Basque regime turn over to the Republican regime that part  
of the Bank of Spain’s gold which was in Bilbao. The CN T ministers 
convinced the Basque government to leave the gold in the Basque 
country, for use to acquire war material needed by that part of the 
Republic.58

However, CN T pressure continued to m ount on Aguirre to admit
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the CN T to his government. Fearful of disaffection among the C N T 
troops defending the Bilbao front, he finally agreed to name a CNT 
minister. However, in a conference in M ay 1937 between Aguirre 
and regional C N T  leaders, including one of the anarchist military 
commanders, one of the latter, Rivera, suddenly adopted a dogmatic 
anarchist stance that the C N T should not belong to any government. 
Before it was possible to renew the negotiations, the Rebel offensive 
against Bilbao began, as a result of which the anarchists never 
entered the Basque Republic’s government.59

Anarchists in Regional and Local Governments in the 
Levante

As in much of the rest of Spain which remained loyal to the Republic, 
de facto governments were established with the outbreak of the Civil 
W ar in the localities of the five provinces which constituted the 
Levante (Castellón, Valencia, Alicante, Murcia and Albacete), by the 
various parties and trade union groups. For almost two weeks, the 
situation in the region was complicated by the ‘neutrality’ of the 
garrison of Valencia.

On July 20 a revolutionary committee was established in Valencia 
by the parties of the Popular Front. On the next day, a joint C N T -  
UGT general strike committee was set up which undertook to 
organize supply for the civilian population, and the organization of 
militia to confront the ‘neutral’ soldiers. Shortly afterward, the two 
committees were merged to form the Popular Executive Committee 
of the Levante.

However, the situation was complicated by the fact that the 
M adrid government named a delegated junta, headed by Diego 
Martinez Barrio, to assume control of the government in the Levante 
and negotiate with the ‘neutral’ military officers. The Popular 
Executive Committee refused to recognize the authority of Martinez 
Barrio and his colleagues. As a consequence, when the military were 
finally forced to surrender on July 31, the Popular Executive 
Committee was the only effective authority in the Valencia area. Its 
head was finally named civil governor of Valencia.
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The Popular Executive Committee came to be composed of Juan 
López and Juan Ripoll of the CN T and Evangelista Campos of the 
FAI, as well as two representatives of the UGT, and one each of the 
Socialist Party, Partido Obrero de Unificación Marxista, Communist 
Party, Left Republicans, Unión Republicana, Valencian Left, Valen- 
cianist Party and Partido Sindicalista. It was presided over by 
Colonel Arin.60

Luis Pórtela, the principal leader of the POUM  in the Valencia 
region during the Civil W ar, has noted that within the Popular 
Executive Committee there was from the beginning a Left-Right 
alignment. On the Right were the Communists, Left Republicans, 
Valencianist Party and Unión General de Trabajadores. On the Left 
were the CNT, the FAI, the Valencian Left, the Sindicalist Party 
and the Unión Republicana of Diego Martinez Barrio, which in 
Valencia was considerably to the Left of where it was in the rest of 
Spain. The POUM  also joined the Left forces, although in the 
beginning at least, the Socialists and Communists sought to get the 
POUM  to ally with them, on the grounds that they were all 
‘Marxists’.61

In the first weeks of the War, revolutionary authorities were 
established in each of the localities of the Levante. In each case, their 
membership reflected the relative local strength of the CNT, Social
ists, Communists, Republicans and other elements supporting the 
Republic.62

However, the overall authority of the Popular Executive Committee 
tended to expand over all the Levante region. On November 2 
1936, the committee decided to establish a council of the economy, 
‘charged with planning production throughout the Levante zone’. 
It was composed only of representatives of the C N T and the 
UGT.63

The regional autonomy of the Levante, and particularly of Valencia, 
was severely curtailed as a result of the transfer of  the Republican 
capital to Valencia early in November 1936. By early December, the 
Popular Executive Committee disappeared, and in its place provin
cial councils were established in Castellón, Valencia, Alicante, Murcia 
and Albacete. In each of these, there were representatives of the 
CN T and the FAI.
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New municipal governments were established in Valencia and 
other cities of the region. The government of Valencia was headed by 
C N T  leader Domingo Torres, and Cesar Lorenzo has noted that the 
number of CN T and FAI members of the council was ‘considerable’. 
The anarchists were also strongly represented in other municipal 
councils of the region.64

The province of Murcia was something of a special case in the 
Levante. Even at the height of its powers, the writ of the Popular 
Executive Committee did not run in that province. There were two 
principal urban centers in the province, the port city of Cartagena, 
with a substantial number of workers in the port itself, shipbuilding 
and repair facilities and other installations and factories; and the city 
of Murcia, largely a commercial center for the surrounding rural 
area.

The anarchists were dominant in Cartagena and nearby smaller 
cities and towns. They had mayors and municipal councillors, 
although other Republican elements were also represented. In con
trast, in the city of Murcia, Socialist influence was predominant. The 
anarchists in that city exercised their influence principally through 
their minority trade unions and through support of the Federal Party, 
second in influence to the Socialists, and many of whose members 
were apparently affiliated with the CNT. As we have noted in early 
chapters, the social and economic revolution was extensive in both 
the urban and rural parts of Murcia.65

Anarchists in the Governments of Andalusia

A considerable part  of Andalusia was overrun by the Rebel troops of 
‘the radio general’ Gonzalo Queipo de Llano during the first weeks 
of the Civil War. This included most of the provinces of Cádiz and 
Seville, as well as the city of Granada. However, the provinces of 
Málaga, Almeria and Jaén, as well as much of the province of 
Granada outside of the provincial capital, remained in Republican 
hands.

N o  revolutionary authority emerged in Andalusia, in contrast to 
most of the rest of Republican Spain. César Lorenzo has written:
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‘Each village became independent, no centralization, no coordinated 
action was possible. In contrast to the other large regions of Spain, 
no organism was formed which subjugated, or at least tried to 
subjugate the innumerable local powers. For example, it was not 
until the end of November 1936 that, in the province of Granada 
there was constituted the Antifascist Popular Front, a central organ
ism under the presidency of the civil governor Antonio de Gracia, and 
made up of all the ideological sectors. Only then did the new municipal 
councils, with participation of the CN T appear and the omnipotent 
committees disappear.’66

Perhaps typical o f  many of the local regimes in Andalusia was the 
case of Ronda la Vieja in the province of Málaga. The exiled 
anarchist paper CNT  on February 14-21 1954 described what the 
situation there had been: ‘The unions took responsibility for admini
stering and directing the economic and social life of the various 
localities . . .  there was the first general assembly of the people who 
unanimously opted for total collectivization of w ea lth . . .  It was also in 
a general assembly that the norms and rules of work were established. 
Money was abolished. Everyone took what he needed so long as 
products were not lacking. Those things which were not abundant 
were divided equitably. At the same time a system of exchange was 
organized between neighboring collectives, which permitted each to 
get along more or less.’67

The city of Málaga had for long been an anarchist stronghold. 
However, in the period before the outbreak of the Civil War, the 
influence of the C N T had been declining and that of the UGT, and of 
the Socialists, had been growing. The Socialists had the largest 
representation in the pre-war city council. Also of some significance 
in the city before July 19 1936, was the Communist Party, where the 
election of 1933, they had succeeded in electing their first member of 
the Cortes from M álaga.68

However, with the outbreak of the Civil War, anarchist influence 
was again predominant in Málaga, because the C N T organized most 
of the militia and controlled the economy. The revolutionary au thor
ity was in the hands of a Committee of Public Health, which included 
four anarchists (two for the CNT, one each for the FAI and 
Libertarian Youth), as well as one each from the Federal Party,
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Unión Republicana, Republican Left, Juventud Socialista Unificada 
and two each from the Communist and Socialist parties and the 
UGT.

Although the Committee of Public Health in M álaga sought to 
extend its control throughout the province, in fact its writ did not run 
much beyond the city of Málaga. To the east, a permanent central 
committee of Motril did not cede its authority, nor did the defense 
committee of Ronda, to the west of the provincial capital.69

The extent of anarchist control of Málaga clearly irked the leaders 
of the Republican government in Madrid and then Valencia. That 
annoyance certainly is part  of the explanation for the adam ant 
refusal of the Republican authorities to provide the arms and other 
support necessary to defend Málaga (which we have noted in an 
earlier chapter) when the Franco troops decided to attack the 
province in February 1937.

Anarchists in the Governments of Extremadura

Extremadura consisted of two provinces, those of Cáceres and 
Badajoz. The former, where Right-wing elements had traditionally 
been strong, fell almost immediately to the Rebels. On August 14, the 
city of Badajoz also fell to the troops of Colonel Yague, as did that of 
Mérida. However, throughout the remainder of the War, about one 
third of the province of Badajoz remained within the Loyalist lines.

Although the Socialists and UGT had been the dom inant elements 
in the province of Badajoz before July 19 1936, their position was 
quickly undermined by both the anarchists and the Communists. 
César Lorenzo has described this process: ‘In numerous villages, the 
casas del pueblo (Socialist centers) went over totally to the CNT, 
while the Communists seized the leadership groups of the UGT. 
Within days, the Socialist retreat was accentuated further to the 
benefit of the Far Left: on the one hand, the initiatives of the 
libertarians in the economic sphere (collectivization of the means of 
production) enthused the peasants and workers affiliated with the 
UGT who, going beyond the moderate slogans of their officials, 
associated themselves with the revolutionary efforts; on the other
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hand, the military efficacy of the Stalinists permitted them to assume 
the leadership of the larger part of the militia.’70

Political power in various parts of the province also came to be 
divided between the anarchists and the Communists. In Merida and 
its vicinity, the CN T constituted the defense committee which ran the 
city until its conquest by the Rebels. In contrast, in Badajoz itself, and 
several other towns, where the UGT (under Stalinist control) remained 
dominant, the anarchists were given no posts in the new revolution
ary administrations.71

Once the Extremadura front was stabilized, a more formal au thor
ity was established for that part of the province of Badajoz which 
remained in Republican hands. This was the Provincial Council of 
Badajoz, set up in November 1936. It was headed by the Socialist, 
Casado, who was civil governor, and on it were representatives of 
the CNT, FAI and Libertarian Youth, as well as those of other 
parties supporting the Republic. At the same time, new municipal 
councils were established, in each of which the anarchists partici
pated.72

Anarchists in the Governing of Madrid

César Lorenzo has noted that after the surrender of the Rebels in 
M adrid in July, the capital city became the scene of  ‘an indescribable 
disorder’. He went on, ‘Each ideological sector formed a State within 
the State, each with its militia, its tribunals, its chekas, its prisons, its 
private properties, its deposits of food and munitions, each carried 
on the war in its own way, taking care only of its own needs.’

O ut of this situation, which the government was unable to deal 
with, the Communists emerged by the end of September as the 
dom inant force, in large part due to their strictly disciplined Fifth 
Regiment which was based in the city. However, in the face of that 
situation, the anarchists reacted strongly. As Lorenzo noted, ‘The 
Defense Committee of the CN T of the Center . . .  which remained in 
existence until 1939, succeeded in centralizing confederal action and 
administration, to issue orders to subaltern committees, to maintain 
discipline and to follow a policy capable of checking the indefinite
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progress of communism. It became a kind of revolutionary general 
staff, all-powerful within the C N T . . . ,73

As a consequence of the actions of the Defense Committee, the 
CN T became the rallying point for all those in the capital who were 
opposed to Stalinist domination -  whether Left-wing Socialists, 
Republicans or those without party. The CN T was thus able to 
prevent complete Communist domination of the c a p i ta l /4

When the government abandoned Madrid, the civil government of 
the capital was turned over to the junta of Defense of M adrid, under 
General Miaja. Most of the political and trade union groups support
ing the Republic were represented in the junta The only significant 
party left ou t was the POUM, a fact which the party’s Barcelona 
newspaper La Batalla attributed to the intervention of the Soviet 
ambassador. The publication of this fact provoked a public denun
ciation of the newspaper by Soviet consul Antonov-Ovsenko, in a 
press release which he asked all the Barcelona papers to publish.75 
This denunciation presaged Antonov-Ovsenko’s subsequent demand 
that the POUM be excluded from the Catalan government.

Of the junta 's ten members, two were anarchists, one representing 
the CNT, the other the Libertarian Youth. The FAI was not represen
ted as such. Although being reorganized several times the junta 
remained in control -  in spite of the grave doubts which Prime 
Minister Francisco Largo Caballero had about the refusal of General 
Miaja and the junta to follow the instructions of the Valencia 
government -  until April 21 1937. A group of British parliamen
tarians who visited M adrid while the first phase of the battle of 
M adrid was taking place commented: T h e  Civil Government seems 
to be largely in the hands of young men, sometimes barely of age. 
They arc enthusiastic working-class lads mostly, who appear to be 
honestly and energetically trying to do their best.’76

The struggle between the Communists and the CNTers continued 
during the existence of the Junta de Defensa. It often involved 
violence, and sometimes issues of the conflict came before the junta 
itself. One such occasion occurred soon after the junta was established. 
It had issued an order that no one should leave Madrid, and when 
the UGT member of the junta started to do so, he was arrested by 
CN T militiamen. Thereupon, Santiago, Carrillo, the JSU leader who
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was councillor of public order, had the militiamen arrested and, at 
the next meeting of the junta, demanded that it constitute itself a 
tribunal to try the militiamen on the spot. The Libertarian Youth 
member of the junta got a two-hour recess, discovered what had 
happened, and sent some CN T militiamen to the jail to free their 
colleagues, which they did. When the junta meeting resumed, the 
Libertarian Youth member not only argued against an executive 
body such as the junta converting itself into a court, but won the 
support of all but the JSU and Communist members. Santiago 
Carrillo thereupon threatened to resign, and in fact, when the rest of 
the junta members held firm, he did resign, and was succeeded by 
another representative of the United Socialist Youth.

On another occasion, early in January 1937, five CN T people 
turned up dead in the streets, with their membership cards in their 
mouths. The next night the CNTers killed 12 Communists, and left 
their bodies in the street -  with their party cards in their mouths. 
When the regional secretary of the Communist Party then called up 
the Libertarian Youth to suggest ‘common action against the 5th 
Colum n’, he was informed that if any other CNTer was killed by the 
Communists, ten Communists (starting with the regional secretary) 
would be killed for every one anarchist. For the time being, at least, 
the murder of anarchists by Communists ceased.

At one point, the JSU junta member in charge of public order 
issued a decree that all militiamen had to have a permit signed by him 
in order to carry arms. Soon afterwards, between 40 and 50 CNT 
militiamen were disarmed, whereupon the CN T action squads dis
armed the same number of Assault Guards. When the issue was 
brought before the junta, the anarchists challenged the JSU repre
sentative’s jurisdiction, claiming that the disarmed C N T militiamen 
all had credentials from the C N T ’s defense committee. The junta 
upheld the anarchists on this i s s u e /7

Jose Cazorla, who succeeded Santiago Carrillo as the junta mem
ber in charge of public order, was particularly disliked by the 
anarchists and other non-Stalinist members of the junta. Ronald 
Fraser has noted the incident which brought about his downfall, and 
as it turned out, the end of the Junta  de Defensa de Madrid: ‘Finally, 
in April 1937, M cchor Rodriguez, the anarchist prison director in
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Madrid, published precise details of torture carried on in unauthorized 
communist prisons in the capital, and blamed José C azorla . . . ’ This 
generated a major scandal.7

Francisco Largo Caballero, who had been displeased with the 
behavior of General Miaja and the Junta de Defensa virtually from 
the beginning, used the Cazorla incident to do away with the junta. 
On April 21 1937, after the battle of M adrid had definitively been 
won, he decreed its abolition. In its place, there was a new municipal 
council of 31 members, five of whom  represented the CNT, one the 
FAI and another the Libertarian Youth. 9

Conclusion

In all parts of Republican Spain -  with the sole exception of the 
Basque Republic -  the anarchists participated in the regional, provin
cial and municipal governments which were organized after the 
outbreak of the Civil War. In many cases, these new authorities were 
revolutionary committees, which in a number of instances were more 
or less dominated by the anarchists. Even in the Basque area the C N T 
was represented in these before the Basque Republic was organized. 
As ‘o rder’ began to be restored, and a more regular administrative 
hierarchy established, with some degree of legalization by the gov
ernment of the Republic, the anarchists were in most cases represen
ted in the new regional, provincial and municipal regimes.

There was variation with regard to just which parts of the liber
tarian movement were given representation. Although frequently all 
three organizations -  the CNT, the FAI and the Libertarian Youth -  
participated, this was by no means always the case.

In most instances, the C N T was in the anomalous situation of a 
trade union organization which was carrying out essentially the 
functions of a political party. Often, this peculiarity was not confined 
to the CNT, when the UGT was also included as such in the various 
governments.

Of course, there was another anomaly as well. Throughout the 
Civil W ar, the Federación Anarquista Ibérica, was technically an 
‘illegal’ organization. It was not an officially recognized political
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party, but rather an organization which, at least until the outbreak of 
the Civil W ar, had been largely secret. However, it would seem to be 
clear that for the non-anarchists -  and increasingly for the liber
tarians themselves -  the FAI was seen to be in the same relationship 
to the CN T (that is to say, its controlling political force) as the 
Socialist Party was to the Unión General de Trabajadores.

Basque President Jose Antonio Aguirre made this relationship 
explicit when he offered to take the FAI into his government, since he 
regarded it as the equivalent of a political party, bu t refused to admit 
the CNT, which he said had no right as a trade union group to play 
the role of a political party by participating in a cabinet. Although, at 
the time, the anarchists rejected out of hand the kind of definition of 
the FAI which President Aguirre had chosen to give it, that did not 
end the issue as far as the anarchists were concerned. Subsequently, 
serious suggestions were put forward within the movement to con
vert the FAI into a political party, and the issue had not been 
definitively resolved by the time the Civil W ar ended.

In any case, it is clear that during the Civil War, the anarchists 
were faced throughout Republican Spain with having political power 
and government participation almost forced upon them by events. 
They were certainly not prepared for that, and it challenged a basic 
tenet of their ideological faith. Anti-Statist though they were in 
principle, they had to deal with the problem of organizing a state, or 
at least participating in its organization, on all levels of the society 
and polity of Republican Spain.
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Anarchist Participation in the Largo 
Caballero Government

Perhaps the way in which the Spanish anarchists diverged most 
drastically from their traditional philosophy and practice during the 
Civil W ar was their participation in the cabinet of Prime Minister 
Francisco Largo Caballero between November 1936 and May 1937. 
In the case of their participation in the Generalidad of Catalonia, 
there was at least a ‘fig-leaf’ covering their action, in the form of a 
rechristening of the regional cabinet as a consejo, thus vaguely 
suggesting that it was a continuation of the Consejo Central de 
Milicias of Catalonia. However, in the case of the anarchists’ par
ticipation in the Republican government there was not even that 
degree of subterfuge. Four leading members of the CN T were 
‘ministers’ in the cabinet of Largo Caballero.

The correctness of their entering the Republican government was 
debated within anarchist ranks at the time, although it seems clear 
that the majority of the rank and file supported the idea. It continued 
to be a subject of debate within anarchist ranks for more than a 
generation after the experience was over.

Negotiations for the Anarchists’ Entry into the Republican 
Government

From the moment he became prime minister on September 4 1936,
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Francisco Largo Caballero, leader of the Socialist Party left wing and 
head of the Unión General de Trabajadores (UGT), made it clear that 
he wanted to include the Confederación Nacional del Trabajo in his 
administration. However, it took two months of negotiation before 
that came to pass.

Apparently, the first public indication that the anarchists might be 
willing, in one form or another, to participate in the Republican 
government was an article in Solidaridad Obrera on August 28. It 
called for establishment of a national Comité Central de Milicias 
Antifascistas, patterned after the one in Catalonia, in which the CN T 
would be a part.

Steps were already being taken to bring to an end the government 
of Prime Minister José Giral, who had been in office since July 20. 
The national committee of the CN T and the executive commission of 
the UGT met and decided that it was necessary to replace Giral, and 
there was some discussion, apparently inconclusive, about the CNT 
participating in the new administration.1

Largo Caballero was chosen to be the new prime minister. 
According to his own testimony, he was backed principally by the 
UGT, CN T and Communists, whereas the Republican parties (and 
presumably the Right-wing Socialists) would have preferred Indalecio 
Prieto, Largo Caballero’s main rival within the Socialist Party.

Largo Caballero reported: ‘I accepted the task, conscious of how 
difficult it was, but with the condition that the Government would 
not have any single political orientation, and that in it would be 
represented the elements which were fighting at the fronts defending 
the Republic, without prejudice against any political or social ten
dency.’2 At that point, he offered the CN T a single cabinet post, 
without any specific portfolio. Although the national committee of 
the C N T at first accepted this proposal, and named Antonio Moreno 
Toledo for the post, acting National Secretary David Antona success
fully insisted that the question be submitted to a plenum of the 
regional organizations of the C N T .3

The regional plenum met in Madrid on September 3. According to 
César Lorenzo, the offer of one minister without portfolio was 
‘radically rejected’ by the plenum: ‘The principle of intervention was 
approved . . .  and finally, for the moment, the C N T  contented itself
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with presenting to public opinion a project for rearrangement of the 
structure of the government and of the State. The resolution adopted 
had three fundamental points: 1. Total support of the C N T for the 
new government. 2. Creation in each Ministry of an auxiliary 
commission formed by representatives of the CNT, the UGT, the 
Popular Front, and a delegate of the government. 3. Non-interven
tion of the State in the enterprises collectivized by the workers.

The Largo Caballero government took office on September 4, 
and on the next day, Antonio M oreno, Federica Montseny and 
one other C N T  leader presented the plenum’s resolution to the new 
prime minister, who promised to study it and consult with the 
Popular Front parties about it. On September 8, he notified Acting 
National Secretary David Antona that the C N T ’s proposals had been 
rejected.5

Meanwhile, National Secretary Horacio Prieto had returned from 
the Basque region, where he had been caught at the outbreak of the 
War. He met with a group of C N T leaders of the Levante, and in 
preparation for a further plenum of regionals scheduled to meet in 
M adrid on September 15, drew up a document for submission to that 
meeting. According to César Lorenzo, Horacio Prieto’s son, Prieto 
was the principal author of that proposed resolution, which ‘con
tained a whole political program, including militarization of the 
militia, a unified command, judicial reform, foreign relations, etc. 
But above all, it proposed the creation of a National Council of 
Economy, made up of representatives of the CN T and the UGT, to 
plan production according to democratic norms.’6

However, the document coming out of the September 15 plenum 
was much different from that of Prieto’s, which had been approved 
the day before by the plenum of the CN T of the Levante. Accord
ing to César Lorenzo, there were three currents in that M adrid 
meeting. Those from the Levante wanted to enter the Largo C ab
allero government immediately, those from Catalonia (Francisco 
Isgleas, Federica Montseny and M ariano Vázquez) strongly opposed 
the idea, while the delegation from Asturias took an indecisive 
pos it ion /

As a consequence of this situation, w hat was conceived of as a 
compromise was adopted at the September 15 plenum. A long
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resolution, signed by Juan López for the Levante, Federica Montseny 
for Catalonia, and Aurelio Alvarez for Asturias, proposed, T h e  
constitution in M adrid of a National Council of Defense, composed 
of elements of all of the political sectors struggling against fascism, 
and in these proportions: five delegates of the UGT (Marxists), five 
of the CN T and four republicans. President of the National Council 
of Defense, Largo Caballero. The constitution of this National 
Council presupposes the continuation of the Presidency of the 
Republic in the person of the man now occupying i t . . . ’

The resolution also urged establishment of similar defense councils 
in all of the regions, and establishment of ‘local, provincial, regional 
and national federalism’. It proposed converting the ministries into 
departments, the creation of a ‘Unitary Popular Militia’, and ‘control 
of the Milicias by Councils of Workers and Militiamen, named by 
Mixed Commissions formed by the UGT and the C N T ’. It likewise 
called for establishing a single popular tribunal and subsidiary 
popular courts under it.

Finally, the resolution proposed socialization of ‘banking, of the 
possessions of the Church, landlords, large industry, large commerce, 
transport in general . . .  use rights for the workers’ unions in the 
means of production and exchange which will be socialized.. .’8 

The CN T organized mass meetings in Valencia, Madrid, Málaga 
and Barcelona to popularize the concept of a council of defense.9 
José Peirats, who at the time opposed CN T participation in the 
Republican government, wrote many years later: ‘The National 
Council of Defense, even though not being basically anything other 
than a government with another name, and perhaps precisely 
because it was that, fell of its own weight. The CN T wanted to 
participate in the Government, but to mitigate the effect of its 
fulminating change of principles. This reality certainly did not 
escape the politicians and the parties. The trial balloon could not 
deceive Largo Caballero.’9

National Secretary Horacio Prieto had not participated in the 
September 15 plenum, being ‘held in Valencia by a certain am ount of 
unfinished business’. But he was unhappy with the resolution that 
had been adopted in M adrid, and when the next plenum of regional 
federations -  which had been provided for by the September 15
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meeting -  met on September 25, Prieto fought hard to get it to go on 
record in favor of straightforward entry into the Largo Caballero 
government. However, at that point he was unsuccessful, and 
another somewhat indecisive motion was adopted .10

Horacio Prieto was still determined to obtain the C N T ’s entry. To 
that end, he summoned still another plenum of regional CNT 
federations on October 18. According to Prieto’s son, ‘This time, he 
succeeded in getting the triumph of his point of view, ministerial 
collaboration was approved. Only the Catalans expressed reserva
tions and did not fully support the decision of the majority. In any 
case, the Plenum gave full powers to the secretary general to conduct 
the negotiations necessary for the entry of the CN T in the govern
m ent.’

According to César Lorenzo, however, the only public statements 
of the results of  the October 18 plenum made at the time was a 
statement by Domingo Torres, a leader of the Levante regional CNT, 
the next day: ‘At the last Plenum of the CN T collaboration was 
already decided upon. We abandoned our desire to form a National 
Defense Junta  and we accepted the name of government . . .  We do 
not make our collaboration a question of name.’11

The Reasons for the Anarchists’ Entry into the Republican 
Government

M any years later, Federica Montseny told me the reasons that had 
finally convinced the anarchist leaders that the CN T should enter the 
government. She noted that Largo Caballero, in rejecting the anar
chist proposal to establish a junta of national defense in place of the 
regular cabinet, argued that such a junta sounded too much like the 
junta militar with which Franco was then ruling his part  of Spain, 
and that its establishment would alienate public opinion in the 
democratic countries, to which the Loyalists were looking for pos
sible aid. The anarchist leaders became convinced that these argu
ments made considerable sense.

La Montseny added that the CN T leaders were also conscious of 
the fact that any posts that the CN T left vacant anywhere in Loyalist
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Spain, whether in the government, in the industrial and agrarian 
collectives or anywhere else, including the armed forces, would 
probably be taken by the Communists. They were aware very early, 
she said, of the danger that the Communists would try to get all 
power for themselves, and would use blackmail of the aid from 
Russia, the only country which had begun to give effective help, to 
get this power.

Finally, Federica Montseny said that although the anarchist leaders 
did not think that the Revolution could be made from the govern
ment, they did feel that what had already been accomplished might 
be better protected from positions within the government. It would 
be harder for the Communists, and others opposed to the Revolution, 
to attack a group which was in the government than one which was 
outside it .12

H ow  the Decision to Enter the Government Was Taken

There is little evidence that there was, at the time, any widespread 
opposition within the anarchist ranks to the entry of the C N T  into 
the Largo Caballero government. However, one argument of those 
who then opposed it, or who in retrospect came to the conclusion 
that C N T participation in the Republican government had been a 
mistake, centered on the way the decision to enter the cabinet was 
taken.

This argument was summed up in an editorial in the organ of the 
‘hard’ faction of the CNT-in-exile in June 1948:

The participation of the CN T in the affairs of State was more or 
less effective; but in all truth, one cannot say that that participa
tion was carried out in accordance with the majority system. 
Against the most elemental practices of the Confederación, 
ignoring the federalist essence of  the Confederación, ministerial 
collaboration was decided by the Committees and not by the 
sindicatos. The transgression of principles was imposed from 
above, from the top downwards, which should make us ashamed 
rather than offering a basis of  argument for anyone. It is
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enough, apart from noble idealism, to confess that we were not 
equal to the circumstances, or that we allowed ourselves to be 
won over by a sentimentalism which the politicians, at that 
point in the minority, knew well how to exploit.13

The C N T ’s Ministries and Ministers

Once the decision had been taken by the C N T to enter the govern
ment with regular ministers, the question resolved itself into how 
many ministries the anarchists should have, and who should occupy 
them. According to Largo Caballero’s account, ‘the discussion 
turned on whether they should have six or four ministers in the 
Government’.14 ‘The haggling with the Confederación Nacional del 
Trabajo terminated with them conceding. There would be four 
m in is te rs . . .’15

The versions of these negotiations given by Largo Caballero and 
by the son of Horacio Prieto differed substantially. According to 
Prieto’s son (César Lorenzo), Largo Caballero continued to insist 
that the anarchists accept having one minister without portfolio. 
Prieto then went to Barcelona, where President Manuel Azaña was 
residing, to push the case for more adequate CN T representation in 
the government. He and three other CN T leaders met with Manuel 
Irujo, the Basque Nationalist minister without portfolio, and José 
Giral, ex-prime minister and also a minister without portfolio in 
Largo Caballero’s cabinet. These two had been deputed by Azaña to 
deal with Prieto and his colleagues.

In these discussions, Irujo reportedly did not favor the entry of the 
CN T in the cabinet at all. But José Giral, who was a person close to 
Azaña politically and personally, recognized the justice of what 
Prieto was arguing, and finally assured the CNTers that he would 
arrange with Azaña for the anarchists to have four ministries. After 
Azaña had given such assurances, Prieto returned to Madrid.

According to César Lorenzo, in a new discussion with Largo 
Caballero, ‘Prieto asked the Prime Minister not to persist any longer 
with the idea that the C N T should be content with a minister without 
portfolio, since the President of the Republic was in agreement for
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the Confederation to collaborate in a dignified way.’ Lorenzo added: 
‘Largo Caballero, at first stunned, declared himself well satisfied and 
agreed to rearrange his c a b in e t . . .’16

Largo Caballero’s version of President Azaña’s intervention in 
the final negotiations with the C N T varied markedly from that of 
César Lorenzo (and presumably of Horacio Prieto). Largo Caballero 
wrote:

The president refused to sign the decrees because it was repug
nant for him to have four anarchists in the G overnm en t . . .  Any 
ruler would see the political and historical importance of this 
event; Azaña only saw that don Manuel Azaña authorized with 
his signature the naming of four persons whose ideas were 
condemned by him and by many people . . .  but he did not see 
the rectification which this political act signified and the import
ance for the future of the conversion of Spanish anarchism from 
terrorism and direct action to collaboration and sharing the 
responsibilities of Power, forming part of a Government in 
which were represented all the political tendencies -  I announ
ced my resignation if he did not sign the decrees and, although 
with reservations, he signed them. The event was consummated. 
Spanish anarchism ceased to be antipolitical and renounced 
direct action.17

Still another version of these negotiations between Largo Caballero 
and President Azaña is that of Rodolfo Llopis, who was secretary- 
general of the government under Largo Caballero. He reported that 
Azaña particularly objected to Garcia Oliver, because of his criminal 
record, and to Federica Montseny for other reasons. However, Largo 
Caballero insisted that he had left it up to the CN T to choose its 
representatives in the government, and he supported their choice. 
According to Llopis, only a threat by Largo Caballero to resign 
brought the president to sign the decrees appointing the anarchist 
ministers.18

Whatever the nature of these negotiations it is clear that President 
Azaña was strongly opposed to the idea. In his memoirs, he wrote: 
‘. . .  no t only against my opinion, but with my most vocal protest,
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there was imposed the ministerial modification of November, with 
the entry of the C N T and the anarchists, deemed to be advisable, 
inevitable and useful by the Republicans themselves.’19

To some degree, Largo Caballero’s concessions to the anarchists 
were more apparent than real. Juan Garcia Oliver explained this. He 
wrote that, in his discussions with Horacio Prieto about being one of 
the ministers, he told Prieto, ‘This is a typically Socialist operation. 
Also a typically Socialist operation is the choice of four ministries 
which have been given you, of which only that of Justice is really a 
ministry; the other three are General Directorates. N one of those 
four ministries has secret funds which can be used without giving 
accounts to anyone. All the ministries with secret funds are occupied 
by honorable members of the PSOE (Socialist Party).’20

Garcia Oliver was to a considerable degree correct. Only the 
ministry of justice was a fully fledged cabinet position before the 
anarchists entered the government. The pre-existing ministry of 
industry and commerce was divided into two separate ministries and 
the directorate general of health was converted into the ministry of 
health and social assistance.21 These were the posts which Largo 
Caballero offered Prieto and which he accepted on behalf of the 
CNT.

Once the ministries which the anarchists were to occupy were 
decided upon, the next question was which C N T leaders should 
occupy them. According to his son, it was Horacio Prieto who chose 
them, although his decision was ratified by the national committee of 
the CNT. Lorenzo wrote: ‘He proposed the names of Garcia Oliver, 
Federica Montseny, Juan Peiró and Juan López. He maintained, in 
effect, that the two tendencies of anarcho-syndicalism, the revolutio
nary and the reformist, must be represented, so that the new respon
sibilities would be assumed by all. He sought, he said, to name 
leading personalities of both sectors, hence Juan López (Pestaña not 
being possible) and Juan Peiró, former Treintistas, on the one hand; 
Garcia Oliver and Federica Montseny, members of the F A I . . .  on the 
other.’22

Once the names had been agreed upon by the national committee, 
it was Horacio Prieto’s task to get their consent to assume the 
ministerial posts. He had little problem with Juan López and Juan
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Peiró, who accepted immediately. The FAIistas were more difficult. 
César Lorenzo noted that Federica Montseny ‘refused radically. She, 
the daughter of Federico Urales and of Soledad Gustavo, she who 
from infancy had been impregnated with the anarchist ideal, she who 
only belonged to the FAI, she would never deny her past and her 
convictions.’ Thereupon, Prieto said that he would then have to find 
some other wom an anarchist who would be willing to serve. At that 
point, La Montseny ‘changed her opinion. A female minister in 
Spain, what an event! And an anarchist at that! Federica Montseny, 
much aroused, asked a delay to reflect. Horacio Prieto gave her 
twenty-four hours. The next day she agreed, her father (Federico 
Urales) had strongly advised her to enter the government.’23

Garcia Oliver was even harder to convince. He was reported to 
have said that his only qualification for being minister of justice was 
the frequency with which he had been in jail.24

According to his own testimony, Garcia Oliver said to Prieto:

I will give you three serious objections. The first is that in 
forming part of the government of Madrid, the CN T completes 
the total renunciation of its principles and the objectives of 
social revolution; the second, that it shows an absolute ignorance 
of what the CN T is, a federative group of Regional organiza
tions, to send into the government four Catalan ministers, with 
impardonable bypassing of the Central Regional Federation; 
third, to take me from the general secretariat of the Councillor- 
ship of Defense of Catalonia is to break the antifascist equi
librium in Catalonia. With me out of here, all restraints will be 
broken and it w on’t be long until Catalonia will become chaotic.

However, Prieto argued strongly for Garcia Oliver’s presence in the 
new government. Garcia Oliver recounted that Prieto told him: ‘I 
think that without your entry into the government, it will be a 
failure. Only you can deal with the parliamentary sharks.’25

Apparently the arguments of his comrades of the Catalan regional 
committee of the CN T were more persuasive than those of Prieto, 
who had gone from Garcia Oliver’s office to that of the regional 
committee. There, Prieto had convinced the Catalan CN T leadership
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of the importance of García Oliver’s being one of the new Repub- 
licanministers, and the regional committee had arranged for Juan 
Molina to be his successor in the secretariat of defense. M ariano 
Vázquez, then secretary of the Catalan CNT, communicated with 
Garcia Oliver, telling him the decisions of the regional leadership, 
and Garcia Oliver finally conceded to become a minister.26

As a consequence of the negotiations of Horacio Prieto with 
Largo Caballero, and with the four people designated to represent 
the C N T in Largo Caballero’s cabinet, the anarchists formally 
entered the Republican government on November 5 1936. Many 
years later, Juan López, one of the four anarchist cabinet ministers, 
told me that the CNTers did not see themselves as participating 
in a regularly constituted Republican government, but rather as 
taking the Revolution into that government.27 However, it did not 
take them long to realize that the more conservative majority in 
the government had little intention of allowing the anarchist mini
sters to use their presence in the cabinet to legalize the Revolution 
which had taken place on a de facto basis in the period following 
July 19.

The Decision For the Government to Leave Madrid

Several important decisions bearing upon the future of the War 
and the Revolution had been taken before the CN T entered the 
government. One of these was the agreement to send most of 
the country’s gold supply ‘for safekeeping’ to the Soviet Union. That 
decision had been made shortly before the entry of the four CNTers 
into the cabinet, and Finance Minister Juan Negrin missed several of 
the first few sessions of the cabinet in which the anarchists par
ticipated, being away taking care of the loading of the gold on ships 
destined for the USSR.28 This is borne out by the testimony of 
Admiral N. Kuznetsov, a Soviet adviser to the Spanish Republican 
fleet, who helped in the process of loading the Spanish gold for 
shipment to the USSR. He noted that that process began in the 
second fortnight of  October 1936, and that Juan Negrin supervised
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However, at the first meeting of the new government in Madrid, 
the anarchist ministers were faced with participating in a fundamen
tal and drastic decision -  to move the capital of the Republic from 
M adrid to Valencia. Franco’s troops were reaching the suburbs of 
Madrid, and the future of the city was in grave doubt. The question 
of changing the capital was thus one of great urgency.

However, this was not the first time that the issue of moving the 
Republican capital out of M adrid had been brought up. César 
Lorenzo has recorded that on September 17 or 18 his father, Horacio 
Prieto, had been summoned to the ministry of war, in his capacity as 
national secretary of the CNT. Present also were representatives of 
the various elements of the Popular Front.

The purpose of the meeting was soon explained by Minister of 
W ar and Prime Minister Francisco Largo Caballero. According to 
César Lorenzo, Largo Caballero explained: £. . .  that the war was 
turning bad, that the enemy had gained advantage at numerous 
points, but that that was perfectly normal given the effect of surprise, 
and that the situation was soon going to change. Meanwhile, since 
M adrid was in danger and in fact did not have any strategic or 
economic importance (Madrid, he said, was only a stomach) the 
government was proposing to evacuate the capital. They would 
proceed calmly to evacuate children, old people, the sick and the 
women, then transferring the organizations and the government itself 
to another region so as to avoid dangerous surprises or precipitate 
measures.’

The prime minister then asked the opinion of each of those 
present, starting from the politically farthest right and ending with 
Horacio Prieto of the CNT. All those preceding Prieto had expressed 
approval of the proposed move. However, when it came his turn, 
Prieto said, ‘I am very happy to be among you and to see such pretty 
unanimity . . .  but I shall give my personal opinion here. I am opposed 
to the evacuation of M adrid because of the psychological shock that 
that measure will cause among the population, the doubt, pessimism, 
the disarray that will take the place of the enthusiasm which reigns 
today, with very negative results, and will be more prejudicial than 
all the military and economic results that the abandonm ent of 
M adrid might have . . . ’
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Largo Caballero was exceedingly annoyed by Prieto’s position, 
and replied by casting aspersions on the fighting qualities of anar
chist troops in Aragón. Prieto did not reply but, after the meeting 
had broken up, representatives of the UGT and of the Partido 
Sindicalista came up to him to tell him that his position was 
correct. ‘And no one spoke more of the evacuation of M adrid ,’ 
according to Lorenzo.30

However, by the time the anarchists entered the government at the 
beginning of November, the situation of Madrid had become desper
ate, and to many appeared hopeless. Franco’s armies were on the 
outskirts of the city, which was being bombarded both from the air 
and by artillery, while Fifth Columnists were engaging in sniper fire 
in various parts of the capital.

Right after the fall of Toledo to Franco’s forces, the CN T Defense 
Committee of the Center was informed that Russian advisers had 
suggested that the government should abandon the capital.31

At the first meeting of the new cabinet, with the presence of the 
four anarchist ministers, the only order of business was the question 
of the government’s evacuating the capital. Largo Caballero wrote 
years later about the anarchist ministers’ position on the issue:

In the first Council which they attended, there was dealt with 
and agreed to the exist from Madrid, and the matter was not 
agreeable. They and the two Communists opposed it in the first 
moments, fearing that that would greatly dishearten the people 
and might give rise to some disturbance. W hat they feared might 
have happened, but it was more grave that the President of the 
Republic and the Government could fall in the power of the 
Rebels, since that would end the war, which, on the other hand, 
was not going on only in M adrid but in all of Spain. From 
another capital, it would be possible to take care of the needs of
the various fronts. Finally, they were convinced and the agree-

32ment was unanimous.

It is perhaps interesting to note that the Communist history of the 
Civil W ar makes no mention of opposition to transfer of the capital 
on the part of the two Communist ministers.33
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García Oliver’s memory of the train of events leading up to the 
decision for the government to leave M adrid differed substantially 
from that of the former prime minister. Although a little confused as 
to dates, the anarchist ex-minister said that there were two meetings 
of the cabinet before the decision was finally taken.

At the first meeting, which must have been on November 5, 
Horacio Prieto presented the anarchist ministers to Prime Minister 
Largo Caballero, who subsequently introduced them to the other 
members of the cabinet. Largo Caballero then presented the proposal 
to abandon M adrid and, according to García Oliver, all of the non- 
CN T ministers agreed with the prime minister’s proposal. W hen it 
came the anarchists’ turn to speak, García Oliver asked for a recess 
so that they could discuss the situation for a few minutes. The four 
CN T ministers agreed that, even if it might provoke a crisis in the 
government, and force them to resign, they would vote against the 
move of the government out of Madrid.

García Oliver spoke for them, expressing their opposition. At that 
point, instead of provoking a crisis, Largo Caballero adjourned the 
meeting, saying that he would call them to a further extraordinary 
meeting of the cabinet to reach a final decision.34

The four CN T ministers then went to the anarchist headquarters 
to confer with Horacio Prieto. When they asked him whether they 
should provoke a cabinet crisis in order to oppose the government’s 
leaving M adrid, he told them not to do so, but to hold out as long as 
possible, short of causing a cabinet crisis.35

The emergency meeting was called on the afternoon of November 
6 (although García Oliver says it was on November 7), at four 
o ’clock. Again, Largo Caballero stressed the urgency of the govern
m ent’s leaving M adrid, that same evening, adding that he proposed 
to leave a junta under General Miaja to govern the city. Again, also, 
all of the ministers aside from the four anarchists, accepted the prime 
minister’s proposal. Then, at the request of the four anarchists, the 
meeting adjourned for half an hour, to enable them to make a final 
decision on where they stood.

According to García Oliver, the four anarchists sought to make 
telephone contact with Horacio Prieto, to get final instructions from 
him as to whether to make the issue a question on which to provoke
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a cabinet crisis. Unable to get in touch with him, they conferred 
among themselves.

As Garcia Oliver told the story, he said to the rest of them: ‘This is 
the crisis, and we are not authorized to provoke it. I have the 
impression that all of the other ministers have their bags packed. We 
also will have to flee and abandon the city, like them. My opinion is 
that we must accept the responsibility to agree with them on the exit 
of the government. The coming hours have to be faced by the fighters 
in arms, rather than for the city to be defended by four ex-ministers 
of the CNT. But decide yourselves if you think differently.’

One after another, the other three expressed their agreement with 
Garcia Oliver’s position, and they named him to speak to the rest of 
the cabinet on behalf of all of them. When the cabinet meeting 
resumed, Garcia Oliver announced their agreement to make the 
decision to abandon M adrid unanimous. The cabinet then adjourned 
to meet again at an unspecified time in Valencia.36

Horacio Prieto’s version of how this decision was taken differed 
substantially from that of Garcia Oliver, according to César Lorenzo, 
who wrote that ‘The four libertarian ministers accepted this transfer 
without consulting the National Committee or its secretary, without 
warning them even by a telephone call, facing the CN T with a fait 
accompli. Horacio Prieto could not under the tragic circumstances 
demand the destitution of the four ministers for their misbehavior 
and thus provoke the ministerial crisis.’

M any of the anarchist leaders came to the conclusion that the 
CN T had been brought into the cabinet when they were to give 
‘cover’ to the government’s abandoning Madrid. Thus, Garcia 
Oliver, in his speech reporting to the CN T membership on his 
activity as minister of justice, given shortly after the anarchists left 
the government, said: . .  The CN T was called upon, apart from
reasons of governmental and political importance, so that the 
Government could abandon Madrid. If the Government of that time 
had abandoned Madrid, without having the C N T share in this 
responsibility, it would have been a dead Government.’

Garcia Oliver then justified the decision: ‘It is necessary to say, to 
affirm, that the fact that the Government abandoned Madrid, aside 
from the fact that it should have done so a m onth  earlier, was an act
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of good Government, because the Government in M adrid was not a 
Government; it was one more social gathering obsessed by the 
problem of the war, of the M adrid front, with absolute abandonment 
of the problem of the war in all of Spain, of the general problems of 
the country . . .  that Government, prisoner of the circumstances, 
submitted to the pressure of bombardment, of confused news, did 
not order, did not organize the army, did not organize health 
services, or social assistance, or supply. It was only a small civil 
government of the remote province of M adrid .’37

However, as César Lorenzo noted, T h e  departure of the govern
ment for Valencia, which also involved the National Committee, 
provoked the anger of the militants of the CNT. They held Horacio 
Prieto responsible, accusing him of laxity and calling him a “ liqui
da to r” . In the face of this, after the decision to leave M adrid had 
been taken in spite of him, Horacio Prieto resigned his post as 
secretary of the N C .’38

Anarchist Ministers’ Participation in Re-establishing 
Government Power

Burnett Bolloten has emphasized the im portant role the anarchist 
ministers, as responsible members of the Largo Caballero cabinet, 
had in re-establishing the authority of the State, which had been 
largely swept aside in the Revolution that accompanied the beginning 
of the Civil War.

The Giral government had taken some steps to try to revive 
governmental authority. It had decreed the purging of the civil 
service, the police forces and the diplomatic corps of Rebel sym
pathizers. It had authorized the establishment of ‘popular tribunals’, 
which already existed, de facto. It decreed that holders of bank 
accounts could not withdraw more than 1,000 pesetas a month, and 
officially seized industries abandoned by Rebel sympathizers. It also 
authorized workers’ committees which had taken over firms aban
doned by their owners to withdraw funds from those firms’ bank 
accounts for paying wages and other purposes.39

However, these measures were at the time either more symbolic
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than real, or were governmental adaptations to th Revolution which 
had occurred after July 19. Power on a local and regional level in 
Loyalist Spain still remained in the hands of those who had seized it 
after the collapse of the Rebellion in those areas; control of both the 
urban and rural economy remained mainly in the hands of the 
workers and peasants who had taken it over with the outbreak with 
the War.

It remained to the Largo Caballero government to re-establish the 
power of the State. One aspect of this process involved replacing the 
innumerable committees which had been established by the parties 
and unions on an ad hoc basis throughout most of Loyalist Spain 
during the first days and weeks of the W ar, and which were mainly 
controlled by the anarchists and their left-wing Socialist and POUM 
allies. According to Bolloten:

. . .  The government, with the acquiescense of the C N T m em 
bers, approved decrees that, far from giving legal validity to the 
committees as the CN T had hoped on entering the cabinet, 
provided for their dissolution and replacement by regular provin
cial and municipal councils, in which all the parties adhering to 
the Popular Front as well as the trade-union organizations were 
to be represented. In addition, a decree was published providing 
for the suppression of all controls on highways and at the 
entrance to villages set up by local committees and by parties or 
trade-union organizations and for the taking over of their 
functions by the police forces under the ministry of the interior. 
All of these measures, of course, threatened the predominant 
position of the anarchosyndicalists in numberless towns and 
villages and threw the more extreme spirits into a position of 
antagonism to the leadership of the CN T and FA I.. .40

Because of the cleavage in the libertarian movement on the 
question of dissolving the committees, it was a far cry from the 
promulgation of the decrees to their actual implementation, and 
in a large number of localities, where the anarchosyndicalists 
were in undisputed ascendancy and even in some where the less 
radical UGT was dominant, the committees subsisted in the 
teeth of government opposition.
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Bolloten cited a letter to him from Federica Montseny, in which she 
explained the process by which the anarchist ministers were led to 
help in undermining the authority of the revolutionary institutions 
and substituting more orthodox governmental ones for them. La 
Montseny wrote:

The arguments of the Communists, Socialists, and republicans 
were always the same: It was essential to give an appearance of 
legality to the Spanish Republic to calm the fears of the British, 
French and Americans. As a consequence, the state recovered 
the position it had lost, while we revolutionaries, who formed 
part of the state, helped it to do so. T hat was why we were 
brought into the government. Although we did not enter it with 
that intention, we were in it, and therefore had no alternative 
but to remain imprisoned in the vicious circle. But I can state 
positively that, although we lost in the end, we defended our 
ground inch by inch and never voted for anything that curbed 
the conquests of the Revolution without first being authorized 
by the national committee of the CNT, on which there was a 
permanent representative of the FAI.42

A second phase in re-establishing the power of the State was the 
rebuilding of regular police forces in the Republic during the Largo 
Caballero administration in which the anarchist ministers were 
participating, to replace the militia police which had been created 
at the outbreak of the Civil W ar, and a substantial proportion of 
which were under CNT-FAI control. Bolloten has noted the reor
ganization and expansion of the Guardia Civil (rechristened the 
Guardia Nacional Republicana) and the Assault Guards. He also 
underscored the importance of the expansion of the carabineros, 
traditionally the border patrol unit, by Minister of Finance Juan 
Negrin, which is discussed more extensively elsewhere in this 
volume.

The Largo Caballero government also sought to bring the militia 
police under the control of the regular police forces. All of the 
militiamen on police duty were made part of a new vigilance militia 
under the ministry of interior. According to Bolloten, ‘The decree
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soon proved to be but a preparatory step towards the incorporation 
of the squads and patrols of the working-class organizations into the 
armed forces of the state.’ Whereas Communists, Socialists and 
republicans quickly joined the new group, ‘the anarchosyndicalists 
held back and in many places clung tenaciously to their own police 
squads and patrols in defiance of the government,’43 for which they 
were to pay heavily afterwards.

‘While the reorganization of the regular police corps was gradually 
taking place, Burnett Bolloten continued, ‘The Communists were 
making full use of their skill in proselytizing, defamation, and 
infiltration to secure for themselves a position of predominance. 
Among the posts the Communists soon obtained were those of Chief 
of Police of M adrid, Chief and Subchief of the intelligence depart
ment of the Ministry of Interior, and Commissar General of the 
Department of Security, in charge of the appointment, transfer and 
discipline of the police.’ Bolloten considered particularly important 
the fact that a Communist became head of the training school of the 
new secret police force.

On this new force, Bolloten commented: ‘From the time of its 
creation this corps, ultimately more important than any of the 
uniformed forces of public order, became a mere arm of the Soviet 
secret police, which, because of the param ount position Spain now 
occupied in Soviet diplomacy, had established itself in the left camp 
quite early in the w ar.’44

The Soviet secret police, the OGPU, operated quite independently 
of the police forces established by the Spanish Republican govern
ment. Walter Krivitsky, then chief of Soviet military intelligence in 
Western Europe, visited Barcelona late in 1936, and wrote several 
years later: ‘The Ogpu had done a brilliant bit of work. Already in 
December, 1936, the terror was sweeping Madrid, Barcelona and 
Valencia. The Ogpu had its own special prisons. Its units carried out 
assassinations and kidnappings. It filled hidden dungeons and made 
flying raids. It functioned, of course, independently of the Loyalist 
government. The Ministry of Justice had no authority over the Ogpu, 
which was an empire within an empire. It was a power before which 
even some of the highest officers in the Caballero government 
trembled.’45
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The C N T  Ministers and the C N T  National Leadership

The four CN T ministers in the Largo Caballero government worked 
closely with the national leadership of their organization. They met 
regularly, usually about once a week, with the plenum of the national 
committee of the CNT, to explain w hat they were doing and what 
was going on in the government, as well as to reply to criticisms from 
some of their comrades. There were sometimes rather strong debates 
in these meetings.

One wartime member of the national committee said many years 
later that the task of the ministers had been to dampen the revolutio
nary ardor of some of the CNTistas, to make them see that if the War 
was lost the Revolution was lost too, and that the essential thing was 
to win the War. The ministers and the national committee, he said, 
were in perfect agreement on this. Sometimes there was bitter 
criticism from the lower echelons and they were accused of being 
‘firemen’, putting out the fires of the Revolution.46

García Oliver as Minister of Justice

Certainly, Juan García Oliver was the most successful of the four 
anarchist ministers who served in Largo Caballero’s cabinet. This 
was not only because his was the only really fully fledged ministry 
which they controlled, but also because of his dynamism, and 
because he developed the closest relations of all of them with the 
prime minister.

In his memoirs, García Oliver set forth his objectives and policy as 
minister of justice:

I would demonstrate that to be an anarchist and a minister was 
not incompatible . . .  W ithout ceasing to be a convinced anar- 
chosyndicalist . . .  I would try to leave firm evidence in the 
history of revolutions of the service of an anarchosyndicalist as 
Minister of Justice, commonly regarded as the ministry of 
chains, bars and prisons, but without forgetting that it is also the 
source of Law, and that in the end, all high conceptions of
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socialism, whether anarchist or Marxist, can only be expressed 
through the L a w . . .

To carry ou t a task which would have profound results, it was 
necessary that I effectively be the minister, without being com 
promised or intimidated by pressures or complexes . . .  In so far 
as possible, I would carry forward what had not been done until 
then. But I must start by making it clear that it was in fact I who 
directed justice. And not permit that outside of our Organization 
there be applied during the night a speedy justice, carried out with 
the greatest impunity by those who during the day appeared 
before Spain and international opinion as Innocence itself, 
allowing the libel to be circulated that ‘with an anarchist as 
Minister of Justice there is nothing surprising that it is his 
private agents who on their nightly rounds leave unburied those 
whom  they convict’.4'

García Oliver was the only one of the anarchist ministers who had at 
least some participation in the general direction of the War. We have 
noted in an earlier chapter his role in organizing the officer training 
schools for the new Popular Army, not only to provide adequate 
leadership for the Republican armed forces, but also to keep the 
Communists from monopolizing power and authority within the 
military.

However, in addition, García Oliver participated in the Consejo 
Superior de Guerra, an organization established by the council of 
ministers on his initiative. Before the first cabinet meeting in Valencia, 
the four anarchist ministers met with Horacio Prieto, who was then 
still national secretary of the CNT, and it was agreed that if possible 
they should seek the establishment of an inner w ar council on which 
they would be represented.

As a consequence, at the November 13 1936 meeting of the 
council of ministers, García Oliver pu t forward the idea of a superior 
war council, consisting of the minister of war/prime minister, the 
minister of marine and air (Indalecio Prieto), the general political 
commissar (Julio Alvarez del Vayo), the minister of justice (because 
of his experience as chief of the Catalan armed forces), repre
sentatives of the autonom ous Catalan and Basque governments, and
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a representative of the Communist Party. Largo Caballero immedi
ately supported the idea but, when there were some objections, he 
gave the ministers 48 hours to consult with their party leaderships. 
Two days later, the cabinet decided to form the Consejo Superior de 
Guerra.48

The Superior W ar Council apparently continued to meet with 
certain regularity throughout the rest of the Largo Caballero govern
ment. It discussed such issues as the appointment of key military 
personnel, strategic military planning and other similar subjects, 
although its role was apparently more one of providing advice to the 
minister of war, Largo Caballero, than of having executive authority.

García Oliver was the most capable politician of the four anarchist 
ministers. He was much more successful than the others in obtaining 
approval of the cabinet as a whole for the various projects that he 
brought before them.

In his memoirs, García Oliver recounted his reply to Federica 
Montseny on his success in getting favorable consideration for his 
initiatives in the council of ministers, when she had even been 
hesitant about presenting proposals which might be of interest to 
her. He told La Montseny: ‘It is easy. I took into account that most 
of the ministers d idn’t pay attention to w hat we were doing . . .  
Knowing that they didn’t read any of the projected decrees which 
were sent to them, when it came my turn to present matters to the 
Council, I took out the proposals one by one and gave them to the 
president, saying, “I passed this projected decree to all of the 
ministers, and I suppose that they have read it. So I don’t need to read 
it or point out its contents.” Then, so as not to have to confess that 
none of them had read it, there was silence, which the president took 
advantage of to ask: “Is it approved? It is a p p ro v e d . . .” ’49 (The 
‘president’ in this case was the president of the council, Prime 
Minister Largo Caballero.)

One of García Oliver’s first efforts as minister of justice was to put 
an end to the kind of lynch-mob justice which was still being carried 
out in various parts of the Republic three and a half months after the 
outbreak of the Civil W ar and Revolution, known popularly as 
paseos. Even before the government left Madrid, he had an interview 
with M argarita Neiken, a pro-Communist Socialist Party deputy,
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who ‘at the head of a committee of United Socialist Youth is the one 
who assumed the executive functions of justice in M adrid’.50 He told 
her that ‘I come to ask you to separate yourself from everything 
having to do with the enforcement of justice. From today onwards, I 
will have those responsibilities. But only with my own people.’51 
Deputy Neiken apparently conformed to his request.

García Oliver faced the same problem in Valencia. There, as he 
wrote in his memoirs, T h e re  met every night on the top floor of the 
territorial court a so-called “Tribunal of Blood” . Its components -  
about twenty members -  belonged to the juridical, police and politi
cal apparatus of all the parties and anti-fascist organizations of the 
city . . .  Every night it took the mission of carrying out arrests of 
suspects of fascism. They judged those, and if it sentenced them to 
death, it executed them. Everything was done that same night. The 
bodies of the executed appeared outside the city, in the fields and the 
gardens.’

García Oliver met with the members of the Tribunal of Blood. He 
told them: ‘I have called you together to ask that you not meet again 
as the so-called Tribunal of Blood. You must allow the Popular 
Tribunals to act.’ There were objections, and one of those present 
said, only half-jokingly, that they might have to try the minister of 
justice himself. To this, García Oliver replied, ‘Comrades, you know 
who I am. I will answer you willingly, but I could do it with a 
submachine-gun in hand. I will pretend I d idn’t hear what you said, 
on the condition tha t  you d on ’t act any longer as the Tribunal of 
Blood.’52

A particularly grave aspect of the paseos in the early months of the 
W ar was the action of political groups, particularly the Communists, 
in going to prisons, demanding certain prisoners, and then taking 
them out and shooting them. There had even been cases of local 
prison directors who had been beaten or killed trying to protect 
prisoners from such seizures. That procedure was no longer per
mitted once the ministry of justice was headed by an anarchist.53

García Oliver reported in his speech on his sojourn as minister of 
justice delivered right after leaving office, on his success in suppress
ing the paseos: ‘I can tell you that, if we entered the 5th of November 
with the Government in a calamitous state, and a chaotic legal life in
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our country, a month and a half afterwards, the first of January 
1937, the popular justice was organized in all of Spain and the paseo 
had terminated, and the Administration of  Justice of leach zone was 
a reality.’54

One of his first acts as minister of justice was to order the 
destruction of all of the original records in the ministry in Madrid. 
When the ministry was hit by enemy bombardment, and he was told 
that many of the records had been dislodged and strewn at random  
by the attack, he ordered that those that remained be burned.55

Some time later, García Oliver supplemented this destruction of 
criminal records by getting the cabinet to approve a general amnesty 
for all crimes committed before July 15 1936. He explained this 
measure, after leaving office, by saying that ‘it weighs as a stigma to 
have penal antecedents in this and all countries of the world . . .  and 
with this Decree we wash away all kinds of prejudices of the 
bourgeois society and we place all of those who formerly had been 
delinquent in the same conditions as the rest of the citizens . . .  so that 
they could be dignified citizens, and could reconstruct their life in 
soc ie ty . . .’56

On the suggestion of Horacio Prieto, García Oliver named a 
lawyer and a C N T  sympathizer, M ariano Sanchez Roca, to be the 
sub-secretary of justice.57 He also established a juridical advisory 
commission to work on drawing up legislation which he wanted to 
present to the cabinet. Presided over by Sanchez Roca, the group was 
composed of a Republican member of the supreme court, Lopez de 
Goicoechea; a Federal Party president of a regional court, Abel 
Velilla, Partido Sindicalista deputy Benito Pavon, and a Communist 
lawyer, Cayetano Bolivar.58

García Oliver enacted several significant changes in the way the 
ministry of justice, and the courts dependent on it, functioned. One 
of these was to end the system whereby court employees did not 
receive regular salaries, but instead were paid on the basis of how 
much paperwork they handled. This system had tended to increase 
greatly the bureaucratic process and to augment the time necessary 
for a case to be heard and settled. García Oliver provided for regular 
payment of salaries to all court employees.59

Another significant change he made in the ministry was to decree
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that its employees were free to join unions of either the C N T or the 
UGT. This measure brought a protest from some of the ministers at 
the next cabinet meeting, but the anarchist minister had the strong 
support in this case of Prime Minister Francisco Largo Caballero, 
himself the secretary-general of the UGT.60

After leaving the ministry, García Oliver insisted that he had never 
used his post to try to force those under him to join the CNT: 
‘Absolutely no one, no judge of Spain, no district attorney of Spain, 
no President of a Court of Spain can say that he has received from the 
Minister of Justice the suggestion to join the CN T or the FAI in order 
to obtain a position of honors.’ He noted that at the beginning of the 
War, the CN T had voluntarily forsworn taking the absolute power it 
might have seized, and asked ‘were we going to w ant to make the 
CN T strong by corrupting the judges, corrupting the district a tto r
neys or corrupting the presiding judges, removing them from one 
place and sending them to another one? No.

With the assistance of his juridical advisory commission, García 
Oliver presented a number of significant laws for approval by the 
cabinet. One of the first was a measure to allow those brought 
to court to defend themselves, without the necessity of having a 
lawyer, if they did not want one: ‘When there is a trial, it is always 
better that a defendant be able to defend himself, well or poorly, and 
be able to renounce his defence on his own initiative, than for him to 
be forced to have the defense by a lawyer who doesn’t have his 
confidence. .  ,’62

A decree-law of February 4 1937 granted full civil rights to 
women: T h in k  of the contrast and absurdity of a situation in which 
a married woman, who can be elected mayor, deputy, Minister, can 
make laws, but on the other hand cannot dispose of her self or her 
possessions. She cannot leave the house to go elsewhere without her 
husband’s permission. If she wants to travel, she cannot do so. If she 
wants to get a passport, she cannot do so. She was in fact a slave, 
even though the Republic had given her the right to vote and to be 
elected. .  ,’63

An April 1937 decree-law provided for the right for children to be 
legally adopted by people who were not blood relatives. Another 
one, issued the same day, legalized common law marriages of
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militiamen and soldiers, thus making their widows eligible for 
benefits as heirs of soldiers killed in action.64

The final decree-law proposed by Garcia Oliver and passed by the 
cabinet only a few days before its fall provided for the extension of 
the jurisdiction of the civil courts, the Tribunales Populares, to 
military personnel except for ‘crimes committed only and exclusively 
by military men in acts of service. All other cases pass to a single 
jurisdiction, civil jurisdiction’.65

The Tribunales Populares had been established right after the 
beginning of the Civil War. They were made up of both career judges 
and laymen, and had developed somewhat differently in different 
parts of the Republican territory. However, a decree-law sponsored 
by Garcia Oliver, and ratified by the cabinet on M ay 7 1937, 
consisting of 130 articles, had codified these new institutions.66

As minister of justice, Garcia Oliver had ideas of his own about the 
nature of the penal system, in its treatment both of those convicted of 
political crimes against the Republic in connection with the Civil 
W ar, and of common criminals. He was only able to make a small 
start in revising the system dealing with political prisoners, and his 
concepts of changing the treatment of comm on criminals remained 
mere aspirations.

For handling political prisoners he proposed the substitution of 
work camps for incarceration in prisons or penitentiaries. He argued 
that those guilty of attempting to overthrow the Republic, and thus 
helping to provoke the Civil War, should make some contribution 
towards reconstruction of the country by working during their 
period of incarceration. However, he also proposed that those in 
work camps should be paid small amounts for leach day’s work, and 
that each week served w ithout infraction of the rules should count as 
one day in terms of reduction of the prisoner’s sentence. In addition, 
if the prisoner had shown good behavior for a year, that should result 
in a further one year’s reduction of sentence.

Garcia Oliver recognized the possible parallels between the work 
camps he proposed and the concentration camps of the fascist 
powers. However, he claimed that such parallels were unjustified, 
given the possibilities of reducing one’s sentence through good 
behavior, and due to the absolute prohibition of the infliction off any
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bodily harm on those held prisoners in the camps.67 One such camp 
was actually put into operation during the time that García Oliver

-  .  . ¿ o
was minister or justice.

The minister of justice put forth his ideas on how places of 
incarceration for common criminals should be changed in a speech 
he made at the Opening of the Judicial Year, a ceremony attended by 
all members of the Supreme Court, as well as by members of the 
government and of the diplomatic corps. There he expounded on his 
idea for the establishment of ‘penitentiary cities’. He started by 
asking, ‘Punishments? We will not impose punishments. They will 
have their tribunal, they will learn to be judges, they will learn to 
govern themselves.’

‘They will have a corporative regime, and for each branch of work 
there will be named a delegate; there will be formed the Council of 
the Penitentiary City; they will make their laws, they will make their 
Codes; they will carry out their own justice; they will make their 
decisions and dispositions . . .  W hat more can we ask? Does anyone 
think it bad that a man be efficaciously re-educated so that he can be 
reintegrated in society?’69 But the anarchist minister of justice did not 
get a chance to establish any penitentiary cities.

Juan Peiro as Minister of Industry

One might perhaps have supposed that Juan Peiro as Minister of 
Industry would have been the most powerful anarchist minister of 
all, in view of the fact that a large proportion of the industries in 
Republican Spain had been taken over by the CNT. However, such 
did not prove to be the case.

The introduction to the pamphlet containing Peiro’s speech about 
his tenure as minister of industry, given shortly after leaving the post 
(and published by the CNT), summed up the nature of his frustration 
in that position: ‘The description of the ministerial experience of 
Peiro, in Industry, cannot be anything but the narration of a series of 
failures. He could do nothing, or almost nothing. He was denied the 
money, they denied him the decrees, which constantly ran up against 
the closed block of opposition of Republicans, Communists and
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Right-wing Socialists. Only occasionally something passed, thanks to 
long debates and the pressure exerted by the favorable attitude of the 
president, who felt the responsibility of a revolutionary.’70 (The 
‘president’ is Largo Caballero.)

In his public report on his experience as minister of industry, 
delivered in Valencia shortly after he left the government, Juan Peiró 
recounted w hat he had sought to do and his frustrations in attem pt
ing to achieve his objectives. His concerns were particularly with the 
war industries, mining and the electrical industry, and his achieve
ments in all of those fields were scarce indeed.

Pciró’s first proposal with regard to the manufacturing sector, and 
the war industries in particular, was that the cabinet pass a decree 
‘collectivizing’ those firms which were Spanish-owned and interven
ing those which belonged to foreign firms. Intervention amounted to 
the government’s assuming control of them on an interim basis. 
Collectivization meant legalization of workers’ control.

Prime Minister Francisco Largo Caballero rejected this idea. He 
argued that such a decree-law would very much complicate the 
Spanish Republican government’s relations with Great Britain, France, 
Belgium and other democratic countries, whose citizens had 
appreciable investments in Spain. Largo Caballero and Peiró agreed 
on a compromise decree, which would provide for incautación or 
‘attachment’ of industries by the government, and Peiró submitted a 
draft decree to the c a b in e t /1

Peiró reported: ‘I must say that the draft decree sought a clearly 
collectivist objective. It covered all the industries, tried to establish 
that the prosperous industries would cover with their surpluses what 
was needed by the needy industries. This, clearly, would require, 
would have had to lead to, the creation of an Industrial Bank . . .  
which would carry out the necessary functions, imposed by the tragic 
economic, industrial, or political and social circumstances through 
which Spain was living..  .’72

However, Peiró was not to get his way with this decree. As he said 
later, when he submitted it to the cabinet ‘the calvary began’. 
Opponents of the measure insisted that it be submitted to the 
consideration of an interministerial committee including, among 
others, the minister of finance, Juan Negrin, and the Communist
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minister of agriculture, Vicente Uribe. When emerging from that 
group, as Peiro commented, ‘it remains only an indecent skeleton’.73

Although Peiro was able to incorporate more of his ideas in the 
‘regulations’ of the decree issued by him after the decree was 
adopted, his troubles on the subject were by no means over. The 
decree was of little use unless funds were made available to finance 
its major provisions. One clause of the decree had provided that a 
credit of 30 million pesetas would be made available to the ministry 
of industry, ‘For the application of these 30 millions of pesetas, the 
Ministry of Finance and that of Industry, in agreement, will establish 
the norm s.’74

The minister of finance, of course, was the Right-wing Socialist, 
Juan Negrin, and he at first refused to meet with Peiro to discuss this 
appropriation, and then sent him a project by which some 24 million 
pesetas, no t 30 million, would be made available by the existing 
Bank of Industrial Credit, but as a loan, carrying 6 percent interest, 
and asked Peiro for his comments on that proposal. Peiro rejected 
this suggestion, but Negrin procrastinated in reaching an agreement 
with Peiro, while accusing the anarchist minister of being responsible 
for the failure to implement the February decree.

At the last meeting of the Largo Caballero cabinet, where the 
cabinet crisis occurred, Peiro answered Negrin’s charges:

N o Comrade Negrin. It is not the fault of the Minister of 
Industry. W hat was agreed to was that the norms had to be 
drawn up by you and me in common accord. Then came the 
draft that you yourself had to confess had been drawn up by the 
Bank of industrial Credit, about which I have nothing to say, but 
while I wanted for you to indicate the day and hour when we 
would meet, for the purpose of drawing up the norms, a few 
hours ago you told me: Do it yourself, make a project for the 
regulations and then I will see them, and if I am in agreement, I 
shall sign them. And the crisis came exactly at the moment in 
which the norms for the use of the 30 million pesetas were being 
drawn u p . . 7s

Although Peiro did not say so explicitly, it seems clear that Negrin
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did his utmost, successfully, to thwart the project of the anarchist 
minister.

Peiro concluded that the purpose of Negrin and others who sought 
to block this measure was to prevent the workers who had taken over 
much of the nation’s industry from learning how to run it efficiently. 
After admitting that many of the worker-controlled firms were badly 
run, he noted:

In the decree of attachment and intervention of industries, it is 
tacitly expressed that the Ministry of Industries is not to 
impose on the Committees of Control and the enterprise 
Councils, but is to assist them to carry out the social task 
which they have in hand, and it is evident that, in a short 
time, if those workers who are today disoriented had at their 
side someone to orient them, to put them on the path which 
they have to follow in the administration and direction of the 
industries . . .  the workers would have been in condition to 
dispense with the tutelage not only of capitalism, but also of 
the State. And that is w hat they have tried to prevent, in my 
judgment.76

Peiro’s experience with the mining sector was equally discouraging 
and frustrating. In the case of the Penarroya mining complex, Peiro 
obtained written proof of the complicity of the foreign managers 
with elements of the same concern who were operating mines in the 
Franco territory, to thwart production in the Loyalist areas. He 
thereupon attached the firm’s holdings in the Republican territory, 
only to see Dr Negrin reverse his action as soon as the Largo 
Caballero government had fallen.77

In another instance, potassium salt mines in Catalonia, which the 
workers had taken over when their managers abandoned them after 
July 19, the Catalan government at first sought to handle the export 
of the mines’ products, only to have them seized through court 
actions in the countries to which they were shipped. The workers 
then turned to Peiro as the Republic’s minister of industry. On the 
advice of Largo Caballero, rather than presenting a decree to the 
cabinet for seizure of the mines; and for the Republic to undertake
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the export of the potassium salts, he issued a ministerial order to that 
effect. Once again, as soon as the Largo Caballero government fell, 
that measure was cancelled.78

In the case of the lead-mining industry, where a private con
sortium had been manipulating prices, Peiro got from the cabinet 
a decree establishing a national lead commission, ‘in which were 
represented all the interests of lead mining, and in which all the 
workers had participation’, to handle the sale of lead both in the 
country and abroad. However, in spite of cabinet approval, Peiro 
was unable to get the commission into operation, because minister 
Juan Negrin refused to discuss with Peiro the financing of the work 
of the commission, as had been provided for in the decree.79

Finally, Peiro had problems of another sort, when it came to the 
electric-power industry. As he reported in his Valencia speech after 
leaving office:

These, from the beginning had been intervened by the Ministry 
of Industry, but in such a platonic manner that we can assure 
you that the intervention didn’t resolve anything. The direction 
and administration of this industrial wealth has always been in 
the hands of the trade union organizations, but since these 
industries are one of the few prosperous industries left in Spain, 
that same prosperity has been precisely what has drawn the 
attention not only of the municipalities, but of the civil gover
nors -  the CN T has no Civil Governor -  who wished to 
provincialize, who wished to municipalize industries which, if 
anything should be done to them, should be nationalized.

For this reason, to avoid a conflict which was brewing, 
between the trade union organizations and the Municipal 
Councils and Civil Governors, I had to issue, in the last days of 
my being a Minister, an order which provided that those electri
cal industries would continue in the hands of the trade union 
organizations, since so far, these had given evidence of sufficient 
capacity to administer and direct these industries. W hat I was 
going to do now was precisely to nationalize the electric
industry; to nationalize it in the only form which we workers

80can accept.
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Peiró summed up his experience as minister: ‘I can tell you tha t every 
initiative presented by the M inister of Industry was met with very 
cordial sabotage, very friendly, but sabotage none the less. M any 
things rem ained to be carried out, because we did not have the means 
necessary to  realize them .’ 1

Juan López as M inister of Commerce

If Juan Negrin was the nemesis of Juan Peiró as minister of industry, 
he was similarly the principal handicap to Juan  López, in trying to 
carry out his role as m inister of commerce. As the introduction in the 
pam phlet containing Lopez’s speech on his experience as minister 
delivered shortly after leaving office noted, ‘O ur com rade was 
charged with . . .  the effort to orient the reconstruct ion of the foreign 
commerce of Spain . . .  but his activities were subordinated entirely to 
the Finances of the Republic. And the M inistry of Finance, controlled 
by a Socialist of the right wing of the party  -  Dr Negrin, the present 
head of the G overnm ent -  provided absolutely no facilities to 
reconstruct the commerce of our country in accordance with the new 
orientations in the life of Spain.’82

In his speech, López sketched w hat it was that he sought to do 
about the country’ foreign commerce: ‘We, interpreting the spirit of 
the Spanish revolution . . .  wanted to establish the m onopoly of 
foreign trade setting up, through the state organization, through the 
State, necessary control to  guarantee tha t th a t policy of m onopoly of 
foreign commerce would not be carried ou t for the exclusive benefit 
of one sector of the working class. But we a t the same time defended 
the poin t of view that if it was true th a t the State had to supervise all 
th a t organization, the w orkers’ unions should have control of the 
functioning of the m onopoly, it should be in the hands of those who 
had in their pow er the instrum ents and direction of all of the 
apparatus of p roduction . . . ’

However, López made it clear th a t he did not succeed in the 
objective the CN T had set with regard to foreign trade: ‘In spite of 
our willingness to comprom ise it was not possible for the criterion 
brought forw ard by us to become a basis for the unification of the
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Spanish economy, to  win ou t in the G overnm en t. . .  The opposition 
to all of the projects, to all the advances which could have been 
realized in the economy, was closed and systematic on the part of 
those elements which represented interests contrary to the working 
class and which pu t themselves at the service of the high interests of 
capitalism .’83

Later in his speech he pinpointed, although w ithout naming them, 
the Com m unists as particularly responsible for the frustration of the 
w ork of the anarchist ministers: T h e re  is in Spain a party th a t is not 
autochthonous, which is a delegation of another country, and that 
Party is the agent, which in an active way lends itself to serving 
interests contrary  to those of the working class.’84

In a t least one case, Lopez was able to give informal support to the 
trade unions’ international economic activities. This was with regard 
to the agency which the C N T and UGT had organized in the Levante 
area to  export citrus fruits from the region. During the 1936-7  
harvest season it operated as principal exporter of those products 
from the region, with the backing of Lopez’s ministry. How ever, 
when he sought to get the cabinet officially to grant it a m onopoly of 
that part of Spain’s foreign commerce, he encountered strong resis
tance from the m ore conservative elements in the governm ent, and as 
a consequence w ithdrew  his proposed decree for ‘further study’. 
How ever, that ‘study’ had not been com pleted by the time the Largo 
Caballero governm ent was ousted.

But all of Juan  Lopez’s problem s as m inister of commerce did not 
come from the C N T ’s opponents in the Largo Caballero government. 
Some of the m ost serious ones came from the autonom ous govern
ments of the Basque region and Catalonia. As Lopez told me many 
years later, there were in various Spanish embassies individuals 
representing those areas, and frequently he found that they would be 
competing with the representatives of the national governm ent. This 
was particularly the case with im ports, where they would in some 
cases be trying to get m any of the same things that the national 
governm ent was trying to obtain.

Catalonia, of which Lopez was a native, was a particularly serious 
problem  for him. It traded virtually as an independent country 
during the 1936-7  period. The C atalan governm ent had seized the
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reserves in Catalonia of the Bank of Spain and was using these funds 
to buy w hat they needed. Lopez tried to coordinate the Catalan 
activities with those of the rest of Spain, but he ran into a great deal 
of difficulty.

Another of Lopez’s tasks was to w ork out trade agreements with 
the country’s principal trading partners. He succeeded in getting 
some kind of agreements with the French and the British. How ever, 
his efforts w ith the Russians were less successful. He started negotia
tions with the Russian commercial attache, w ho was in fact a 
leading figure in the GPU, the Soviet secret police. Those negotia
tions bore little fruit, the Soviet official using the occasion to 
carry on a tirade against he Spaniards, saying tha t they were 
taking advantage of the Russians, and arguing tha t the Russians 
were selling a great deal more to Spain than the Spaniards had 
to sell to Russia. O f course, the fact was tha t the Russians by then 
had control of m ost of the Spanish gold reserves, arranged between 
the Soviet commercial attache and the minister of finance, Juan 
N egrin.85

Federica M ontseny a M inister of H ealth and Social 
Welfare

The fourth of the C N T members of Francisco Largo C aballero’s 
cabinet, Federica M ontseny, presided over a m inistry ‘which had not 
existed’. As she noted in her speech reporting on her ministerial 
experience, soon after leaving office, ‘it was m ade up o f rem nants, a 
piece from labor, another from  Interior . . .  The question is th a t a 
M inistry of H ealth and Social W elfare was m ade which had not 
existed.’86

She was one of the ministers who was stopped on the way to 
Valencia by CN T m ilitiam en after the cabinet’s decision to leave 
M adrid. Perhaps for this reason, she returned to M adrid alm ost as 
soon as she got to Valencia, and spent about tw o weeks there before 
going back to the provisional capital to organize her ministry.

M ontseny’s experience was, if anything, only a little less frustra t
ing than that of the o ther CN T ministers. For one thing, her m inistry
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included within its scope a num ber of quite heterogeneous respon
sibilities, which involved her in keeping track of innum erable small 
details rather than (for the m ost part) broad policy. Among the 
questions with which she dealt were orphanages; hospices for 
reformed prostitutes; m aking a census of refugees from the parts of 
Spain occupied by the Franco forces, and trying to organize their 
resettlement; organization of rehabilitation centers for people wounded 
in battle or a t w ork; the establishm ent of rest homes for shell
shocked troops; the accum ulation and storing of adequate supplies of 
drugs and pharm aceuticals; prevention of epidemics and the adm ini
stration o f existing civilian hospitals.

M ontseny organized the w ork of her m inistry under tw o councils, 
those of health, and social welfare, composed in each case of one 
representative each of the C N T and the UGT, and a secretary- 
general. In February 1937, w hat had formerly been a refugee council 
was merged into her council of social welfare. She tried to reduce the 
bureaucratic structure of the m inistry to only w hat was absolutely 
required, and noted: ‘I suppressed alm ost all of the high posts.’87

M inister M ontseny apparently presented less proposals for the 
approval of the cabinet than did the other CN T ministers. She 
recorded tha t one of the few projects for which she was able to get 
cabinet approval was one incorporating w ithin the council of social 
welfare all existing private charitable and welfare organizations in 
the Republic.88

Like the o ther CN T ministers, she ran into strong resistance from 
other elements in the governm ent: ‘I did not have Decrees to propose; 
I had m any things to do, things which were not political, things that 
d idn’t damage interests, things that did not transform  the concept of 
the economy, things tha t did no t revolutionize the laws or the 
jurisprudence of Spain. And, in spite of that, the obstaculization was 
systematic. W here they could take away a building, they took it from 
me; where they could deny me a right, they denied it; where they 
could impede me, they impeded me. It was systematic and perm anent 
opposition.

Like her CN T colleagues, she had particular problem s with 
M inister of Finance Juan Negrin, who refused her adequate funds. 
For instance, he would make available only 5 ,000,000 pesetas to
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take care of 1 ,500,000 refugees: ‘W ith these five million we had to 
house them, feed them, build an organization that did not exist, we 
had to incorporate them  in local and provincial l i f e . . . ’90 Negrin 
refused to m ake available even the 25,000 French francs needed by 
tw o delegates of her m inistry who were keeping track of installations 
for Spanish refugee children who had been evacuated to France.91

She also had problem s with other unfriendly ministers. Thus, 
M inister of Education Jesús H ernández, a Com m unist, refused to 
provide schools for groups of children’s homes tha t she had organized 
for o rphans.92

M any years later, Federica M ontseny told me that although she 
had not been able to do a great deal as minister, she thought that she 
had accomplished something. She particularly m entioned the incor
poration of her m inistry with tha t of defense in building hospitals for 
w ounded soldiers, her reorganization of the orphanage system, and 
the establishm ent of hom es for m endicants and prostitutes, where 
they were trained for useful w ork and were helped in acquiring it.93

The C N T  M inisters and Largo Caballero

One of the m ost significant aspects of the anarchists’ participation in 
the cabinet of Largo Caballero was the growing alliance of the four 
CN T cabinet members and the prime minister and the few Socialist 
cabinet ministers and sub-m inisters loyal to him. By the early m onths 
of 1937 there was a clear division within the governm ent between the 
anarchists and Largo Caballero Socialists on the one hand and the 
Com m unists, Right-wing Socialists, and Republicans on the other.

From a historical viewpoint, the C N T -C aballcrista  alliance might 
appear strange. Virtually since 1917, Largo Caballero had been a 
bitter opponent of the CNT. D uring the Primo de Rivera dictatorship 
he had served on the Council of State while the C N T was driven 
deeply underground. During the first two years of the Republic, 
Largo Caballero had used his position of m inister of labor strongly to 
favor his own Unión General de T rabajadores against the CN T. In 
the m onths preceding the Civil W ar he had seemed to be the favorite 
of the Com m unists, w ho dubbed him ‘the Spanish Lenin’.
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However, the gravitation of Largo Caballero tow ards the CN T 
ministers is probably principally explained by his growing revulsion 
against both the role of the Spanish Com m unist Party, and of Russian 
military, diplom atic and other officials after the beginning of sub
stantial Soviet m ilitary aid early in his adm inistration. As we shall see 
in a later chapter, that revulsion also sealed his doom  as prime 
minister.

Juan García Oliver, in his m em oirs, touched on the growing 
rapprochem ent between the CN Ters and Francisco Largo Caballero. 
Although there had been specific issues earlier on which the prime 
minister had supported CN T positions, García Oliver reported that 
he first sensed a general shift in Largo C aballero’s position a t a 
m eting between the tw o men, which m ust have taken place right at 
the beginning of 1937, to discuss the problem  of the presence of 
political comm issars in the officers’ training schools which García 
Oliver had organized, the details of which I have outlined in an 
earlier chapter. García Oliver w rote of this incident:

We said good bye with an affection which had not existed 
before. I experienced a sudden excitem ent, I thought that Largo 
Caballero had initiated with me a notable change, expression of 
a wish to move closer to the anarchosyndicalists, which presumed 
his separation from the Com m unists and Soviets.

Under this impression I went to the N ational Committee. I 
told M arianet w hat had occurred. We agreed that, confiden
tially he would draw  up a m em orandum  on the motives of the 
approach to us of Largo Caballero and the UGT and their 
separation from the Com m unist Party and the Soviets. Because 
if this progressed we might achieve an effective trade union 
entente to assure that Spanish interests would prevail over 
foreign interference.94

At about the same time, Juan Lopez was developing good relations 
with other pro-C aballero Socialist leaders. García Oliver noted that 
by February 1937, ‘Juan Lopez, by his contacts with Baraibar and 
other Caballerista Socialists converged with the w ork of approxim a
tion with Largo Caballero in which I was engaged.’95
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Juan Lopez himself told me that soon after becoming sub-secretary 
of defense, Carlos de Baraibar had approached him to try to reach 
some agreem ent between the Caballeristas and the CNTcrs. The two 
men w orked out the basis for a C N T -U G T  pact, which would have 
gone far tow ards unifying the tw o groups. Furtherm ore, this p ro 
posed C N T -U G T  agreem ent was designed to counteract an accord 
recently reached between Right-wing elements in the Socialist Party 
and the leaders of the Com m unist Party looking to the eventual 
unification of the Socialist and Com m unist parties. How ever, the 
details of the C N T -U G T  agreement had not been settled before the 
M ay Events of 1937 which precipitated the fall o f the Largo 
Caballero governm ent.96

In February 1937, the anarchist leaders became aware of a meeting 
of Largo Caballero with a num ber of his Socialist supporters, includ
ing Angel Galarza, the m inister of interior; Rodolfo Llopis, secretary 
to the prime minister; and Carlos de Baraibar, sub-secretary of war, 
am ong others. They m et to discuss ‘the iron ring of the Com m unist 
Party and the Soviets’. According to García Oliver, Largo Caballero 
even suggested the possibility that he resign and that García Oliver 
succeed him, as ‘the m an capable of controlling the Com m unists, 
International Brigades, C o m m issa ria t...’ How ever, whether or not 
Largo Caballero seriously considered the possibility of him and his 
followers supporting the anarchist leader to take his place, García 
Oliver observed that ‘they d idn’t dare to act against the other sectors 
of the PSOE and the UGT’.97

In any case, it is clear tha t during the last four and a half m onths of 
the governm ent of Largo Caballero, the prime m inister’s strongest 
allies, aside from the shrinking Caballerista faction w ithin the 
Socialist Party and the PSOE, were the anarchists. After the fall of his 
governm ent, his presence at the public speech of Federica M ontseny 
recounting her experiences in his cabinet was symbolic evidence of 
the alliance.

Russian Overtures to Anarchist Ministers

During their tenure, the four anarchist m inisters were frequently
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approached by the Soviet representatives, seeking to influence their 
behavior and perhaps even their ideas. M any years later, Federica 
M ontseny wrote to Burnett Bolloten:

The advice they gave us was always the same: it was necessary to 
establish in Spain a ‘controlled dem ocracy’ (euphemistic term 
for a dictatorship); it was no t advisable to create the impression 
that a profound revolution was being carried out; we should 
avoid awakening the suspicion of the dem ocratic powers.

I never heard them  utter a threatening w ord . . .  W hen I went 
to Geneva in January  and February of 1937 to attend the 
Congress of Hygiene, Rosenberg the Soviet am bassador urged 
me to go to Russia, saying, ‘Com rade Stalin would be very 
happy to meet you. Go there, Federica! You will be received like 
a little queen.’ The Russians never made any concrete offer that 
w ould have forced me to break relations with them. They were 
too subtle for that. But on various occasions, Rosenberg sug
gested that I send my daughter to Valencia to live with his wife 
and children in a villa they occupied on the outskirts. W hen I 
heard these suggestions the blood froze in my v e in s ."

A m bassador Rosenberg was particularly assiduous in seeking out the 
friendship of Juan García Oliver, entertaining him alone at dinner on 
a t least four occasions. The subject of their conversations was a good 
deal more serious than those w ith Federica M ontseny, as I will 
indicate in a later chapter. The last of these dinner conversations 
took place the night before Rosenberg was to return home to 
M oscow , and to his death as a victim of Stalin’s G reat Purge. García 
Oliver sensed th a t Rosenberg felt th a t he was doom ed.100

Stalinist Attacks on the Anarchists

W hatever overtures the Russians may have m ade to the anarchist 
ministers, these did not prevent a growing cam paign of the Stalinists 
against the anarchists. Certainly, one of the reasons for the anarchist 
entry in to  the Largo Caballero governm ent had been to better protect
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themselves against the Com m unists and their allies, but clearly this 
was a t best only partly successful.

An article in Solidaridad Obrera of April 30 1937 made this clear.

Why does the Confederal Press arouse such hostility? W hat is 
happening to the Anarchist and confederal press is inexplicable.
It is persecuted and constantly abused just like in the good times 
of the m onarchy. Incredible but true. At the m om ent, tw o of our 
dailies are suspended and we don’t even know  the real motive 
for this. The papers are the CNT o f  the North in Bilbao, and 
Nosotros of Valencia. W hat arc they trying to achieve by these 
suspensions? . . .  We are forced to the conclusion that it arouses 
hostility precisely because it is revolutionary.

At a Com m unist meeting they spoke of the chaos of the 
Catalan economy produced solely and exclusively by prem ature 
attem pts at socialization; these words, spoken by one of the 
leading members of the Party which organized the meeting, are 
counter-revolutionary and aid the enemy who lies in w a i t . ..

The article went on to defend the collectives.101
Clearly, although no t yet ready for an all-out confrontation with 

the anarchists, the Stalinists and their allies, even when the anarchists 
were still in the Republican governm ent, were preparing the ground 
for attacks which would be launched after the Barcelona M ay Days.

the Balance of C N T  Participation in the Largo Caballero 
Regime

At the time and for decades afterw ards there was debate within the 
CN T and outside it on the advisability and efficacy of the anarchist 
participation in the Republican governm ent. Soon after leaving the 
cabinet, Juan López said th a t the CN Ters had had three basic 
objectives in entering it: to bring about the establishm ent of ‘a 
Popular Army’ capable of confronting Franco’s forces; ‘to bring 
abou t economic unity absolutely at the service of the w ar, to win it, 
so that the revolutionary conquests of the working class would not
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be frustrated .’ He said that the C N T  m inisters had achieved the first 
two objectives, but that they could not be satisfied ‘in so far as the 
unity of the Spanish economy to put it a t the service of the w ar and as 
a guarantee of the revolutionary conquests made by the proletariat 
was concerned.’102

Even Federica M ontseny, w ho in exile headed the hard or more 
extrem ist faction of the Spanish anarchists, felt that the CN T par
ticipation in the governm ent had been positive. She told me m any 
years later that although she sometimes had thought tha t participa
tion was a m istake, on balance she concluded that it was justified. 
She said that the C N T policy o f being everywhere -  in the arm y, in 
the economic organizations, in the governm ent, certainly helped to 
prolong the W ar, helped to keep the faith of the people in it.103

From outside the ranks of the anarchists, Rodolfo Llopis, the 
Socialist w ho served as secretary-general of the governm ent under 
Largo Caballero, told me many years later tha t the anarchist m ini
sters ‘behaved very well’. He said th a t they were loyal to Largo 
Caballero, conscientious, ‘very much m inisters’ and ‘quite conserva
tive’. To explain this last com m ent, Llopis said th a t it was the four 
anarchist ministers who first suggested to Largo Caballero the need 
to ‘m ilitarize’ the militia, recognizing tha t the militia colum ns could 
not successfully fight the kind of w ar with which the Republic was 
faced.104

Perhaps the best assessment of w hat the anarchists accomplished 
in the Republican governm ent is tha t of H oracio Prieto’s son, César 
Lorenzo:

Just as the Republicans, Com m unists and right-w ing Socialists, 
frustrated the CNT, the libertarians frustrated the Republicans, 
Com m unists and right-wing Socialists; they prevented their 
putting into effect reactionary laws and decrees. And it was just 
that w ork of obstruction which was really positive. Even if they 
could not do m ajor things in their respective departm ents, their 
weight was immense in the Council of M inisters. They sys
tematically protected the revolutionary conquests of the prole
tariat; they repelled all measures to restore their property to the 
form er financiers and industrialists, they did no t perm it any
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attacks on the agrarian collectives and on the pow er o f the 
unions, against social democracy and w orkers’ self m anage
m e n t . . .105
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The May Days in Barcelona

A civil war within the Spanish Civil W ar took place in Barcelona and 
other Catalan cities during the first week of M ay 1937. These May 
Days were the culmination of the first phase of the efforts of the 
Stalinists -  including those of Spain, the Comintern and various parts 
of the Soviet State apparatus -  to gain control over the Spanish 
Republic.

The Spanish anarchist writer Manuel Cruells was certainly correct 
when he wrote: ‘The M ay events in Barcelona represent a violent and 
bloody showdown between two different proletarian ideological 
concepts: Communism and Anarchism. All of the other elements 
which participated, in spite of p ropagandis ts  appearances, were 
simply supporting actors, or secondary elements in that struggle..

The results of the events of that first week of May were extremely 
far reaching. There is no doubt about the fact that they seriously 
undermined the power, prestige and unity of the anarchists. It is also 
clear that they provided an opportunity for the Republican govern
ment to subvert the autonomy of the Catalan Generalidad. Even 
more significantly, the M ay Events provided the Communists with 
the excuse and opportunity to carry out their long-held plans to 
remove Francisco Largo Caballero as prime minister and minister of 
defense, and to replace him with a loyal fellow-traveller whose 
subservience to them would continue until the end of the war and even 
beyond.

In the same process, the Communists succeeded in removing not
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only the anarchists but all other elements which stood in the 
way of their control of the governments of both the Republic 
and Catalonia. Finally, the Communists also were able to capitalize 
on the May Days to bring about the outlawing of the Partido 
Obrero de Unificación Marxista (POUM), and to m ount a massive 
campaign of intimidation, censorship, persecution, and even m ur
der of the anarchists, Caballero Socialists, and all other elements 
which stood in the way of their complete domination of Republican 
Spain.

However, as we shall see in other chapters, for all their resources 
and their efforts, the Stalinists were never able to eliminate the 
anarchists as the single most popular and most numerous element in 
Loyalist Spain, or to completely end anarchist control of a large part 
of the economy and of key elements in the armed forces. Indeed, the 
M ay Days may have served as a warning to the Communists of the 
dangers of an open confrontation with the CNT-FAI, something 
which they did not attempt again until a few days before the end of 
the Spanish Civil War.

The events of the M ay Days have been hotly debated ever since. 
However, what actually transpired seems relatively clear. Less appar
ent are the exact motives of the various actors in the drama of those 
days, and what each group involved thought that it was trying to 
achieve.

The May Days in the Streets of Barcelona

The anarchist writer Manuel Cruells has noted the degree of tension 
which preceded the May Days. ‘On the 1st and 2nd of May, in 
Barcelona all the political and trade union organizations “stood at 
a rm s”, as if they were in the first line of fire, each group behind its 
own trench, waiting the order to attack. Special care was taken in 
their respective headquarters and all reinforced their guards. All 
mutually controlled the movements of the others, and possible 
concentrations of men and m ateria l..  . ,3

George Orwell, who was on a rest leave in Barcelona after 
spending several m onths on the Aragón front with the P O U M ’s 29th
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Division, reported later on how he saw the beginning of the May 
Days:

About midday on 3 May a friend crossing the lounge of the hotel 
said casually: ‘There’s been some kind of trouble at the Tele
phone Exchange, I hear.’ For some reason I paid no attention to 
it at the t im e . . .  That afternoon, between three and four, I was 
halfway down the Ramblas when I heard several rifle-shots 
behind me. I turned round and saw some youths, with rifles in 
their hands and the red and black handkerchiefs of the Anar
chists round their throats, edging up a side-street that ran off 
of the Ramblas northward. They were evidently exchanging 
shots with someone in a tall octagonal tower -  a church, I think
-  that commanded the side-street. I thought instantly: ‘It’s 
started!’ But I thought it without any very great feeling of 
surprise -  for days past everyone had been expecting ‘it’ to start 

4at any moment.

George Orwell’s ‘it’ had in fact begun ‘about three o ’clock in the 
afternoon’ when three truckloads of police under the command of 
Eusebio Rodriguez Salas, the director of public security of Catalonia, 
and a member of the Stalinist Partido Socialista Unificado de 
Catalunya (PSUC), arrived in front of the Telephone Building on the 
Plaza de Cataluna in the middle of the city. He presented an order 
signed by Artemio Aiguade, Catalan councillor of the interior, and a 
fellow-travelling member of the Catalan Left Party, ordering the 
workers to turn over control of the Telephone Building to Rodriguez 
Salas and the police.

Like all of the other public utilities of the city and region, the 
telephone company had been under workers’ control since July 19 
1936. At the time the May Days began, it was being run by a workers’ 
control committee, with a majority of CN T members (reflecting the 
C N T ’s strength among the workers) and a minority of UGT members, 
and presided over by a representative of the Catalan government, org
anized in conformity with the Catalan collectivization decree. There
fore, Rodriguez Salas’s order that the workers surrender the main 
telephone exchange of the region to him was quite ou t of the ordinary.
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W ithout hesitation, Rodriguez Salas ordered his men to enter the 
building and to disarm all of the workers in it. There, as in all of the 
public and public utility buildings in the city, there had been a 
certain number of arms kept, ‘to protect against the fascists’. The 
police succeeded in disarming the workers on the ground floor of 
La Telefónica.

However, as soon as the workers in the upper floors of the 
building realized w hat was happening down below, they resisted, 
opening fire on the police on the first floor. Since their arm ament 
included at least one machine-gun, the workers were soon able to 
make their point, and the police ceased their efforts to gain control 
of the upper floors of the Telephone Building, which continued to 
remain in the hands of the workers for some days.5

According to Rudolf Rocker’s account of these events, the attack 
on La Telefónica was almost immediately followed ‘in the streets 
adjacent to the Telefónica’ by ‘the eruption of armed forces of the 
PSUC which began quickly to raise barricades’.6 Although no one 
else I have consulted offers that information, all sources agree that 
the attack on La Telefónica and the resultant shooting in the 
building were the spark which lit a flame of popular reaction 
throughout the city.

Augustine Souchy has described what happened as the news of 
the attack on the Telephone Building spread throughout Barcelona:

Workers and police ran about excitedly in every section of the 
city. The union headquarters were full of people. Everybody 
wanted arms. Everybody wanted to be ready to defend other 
buildings from similar a ssau l ts . ..  It was impossible to stem the 
indignation of the masses.

A few hours later, the entire city of Barcelona was in 
arms. The workers occupied a number of houses near Plaza 
Catalonia, but retired soon after. The police were concen
trated near the police prefecture. The Catalan Minister of 
Interior, Artemio Aiguade, was with the police and behind 
the whole action. With him were the masses of the armed 
Catalan Nationalists (Estat Catalá), and the militants of the 
PSU C ...
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Meanwhile, rank and file local anarchist groups in various parts of 
the city went into action. Augustine Souchy, wrote soon after the 
events: ‘From the dungeons of dictatorship until today, the CNT 
and the FAI have always had their defense committees. These 
committees began to function at once, their members taking up 
arms.’7 However, Manuel Cruells has noted that most of the arms 
involved were small arms and hand grenades and that in spite of 
Stalinist propaganda to the effect that the C N T had been hoarding 
rifles, relatively few were in evidence when the M ay Events began.8

Diego Abad de Santillán described the situation within a few 
hours of the commencement of the popular outburst: ‘The liber
tarian popular forces dominated the outlying areas, and the centers 
of resistance of the Communists and Esquerra were reduced to a 
center on Claris Street and the Diagonal, to various buildings on the 
Paseo de Gracia and the Plaza de Cataluña, to the Puerta del Angel 
and the headquarters of the Catalan Government.’9

The Communists also continued to hold the Carlos M arx Bar
racks. The man, who at the time was secretary of the Libertarian 
Youth in Catalonia and who participated in the siege of those 
barracks, said many years later that the anarchists manned bar
ricades around the Communist stronghold, and that the Com 
munists had only shotguns, whereas the CNTers had a machine-gun 
and even a cannon at their disposal. He insisted that the anarchists 
could easily have seized the Carlos M arx Barracks, but that they 
had been under orders from their leaders not to shoot at the 
Communist troops -  who did not reciprocate, but fired at the 
barricades from time to time. Finally, also on orders of their 
leaders, the anarchists withdrew from their barricades several days 
later.10

Augustine Souchy described w hat happened in the working-class 
wards surrounding the center of the city:

In Saria some hundreds of workers armed themselves, con
structing a barricade and disarming the civil guards with their 
consent. N o  blood was spilled. The workers were masters of 
the situation.

In the Sans ward . . .  the workers met, particularly the
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Libertarian Youth, in their Ateneo, and established emergency 
refuges in the interior of their buildings. But there was no 
fighting. In the Hostafranchs ward the workers constructed 
barricades on the night of May 3-4 . The civil guard were 
disarmed, also without a fight. The bull ring which was nearby 
was occupied by the militiamen who were on vacation in 
Barcelona. O n  Lerida Street, 300 civil guards turned over their 
arms to the workers.11

N o fighting took place in the outer districts of the city, partly 
because the police were on the side of the workers, and partly 
because the workers were in such absolute majority that resis
tance seemed futile.12

The POUM maintained that it was not only the workers of the CNT 
who arose in protest. In a pamphlet published in 1938 the POUM  said: 
‘M any workers of the UGT were behind the barricades of May 
together with the other w o rk e rs . . .  The strike was unanimously 
supported and it didn’t occur to any organization to break it.’13 

However, the eruption was not confined to outlying or even 
nearby working-class districts. There were also large parts of the 
center of the city where arms were distributed and barricades were 
constructed, to protect buildings from ant attempt by the police to 
seize them.

George Orwell described the situation in the late afternoon and 
evening of M ay 3 on the Ramblas, the wide street running down 
from the Plaza de Cataluna towards the port area. He noted that, as 
he walked down the Ramblas towards the Hotel Falcon, ‘a sort of 
boarding-house maintained by the POUM  and used chiefly by 
militiamen on leave . . .  a lorry raced past us from the opposite 
direction. It was full of Anarchists with rifles in their hands. In front 
a ragged youth was lying on a pile of mattresses behind a light 
machine-gun. When we got to the Hotel Falcon, which was at the 
bottom  of the Ramblas, a crowd of people was seething in the 
entrance-hall; there was great confusion, nobody seemed to know 
what we were expected to do, and nobody was armed except the 
handful of Shock Troopers who usually acted as guards for the 
building.’
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Orwell went across the street to the headquarters of the local 
committee of the POUM . ‘Upstairs in the room where militiamen 
normally went to draw their pay, another crowd was seething. A 
tall, pale, rather handsome man of about thirty, in civilian clothes, 
was trying to restore order and handing out belts and cartridge 
boxes from a pile in the corner. There seemed to be no rifles y e t . . .  
Presently, from an inner office, the tall m an and some others began 
bringing out armfuls of rifles and handing them around ..  .’14

A few hours later, after Orwell returned from finding supper, he 
found: ‘They had placed armed guards at most of the windows, and 
in the street below a little group of Shock Troopers were stopping 
and questioning the few passers-by. An Anarchist patrol car drove 
up, bristling with w eapons .. .’15

There can be little doubt about the spontaneity of the reaction of 
rank-and-file anarchists and POUMists throughout Barcelona to the 
attack on La Telefonica. If any other evidence were needed to 
demonstrate that the movement was not something planned by the 
leaders of the POUM and CNT, there was the fact that both La 
Batalla, the POUM  newspaper, and Solidaridad Obrera, the CNT 
daily, were located in areas which were not controlled by the 
revolting workers, and nothing had been done in either case either 
to afford armed protection for them, or to move the periodicals 
before the outbreak occurred.

However, Juan García Oliver raised the question in his au to
biography many years later, as to whether during the first day at 
least, the CNTistas at the various barricades and other resistance 
centers were not receiving encouragement and perhaps direction 
from Julian Merino, a leader of the C N T  port workers’ union. 
García Oliver noted that soon after his arrival in Barcelona on May 
4, when he tried to use the public phone in the CNT-FAI regional 
headquarters, it was tied up by Merino, who was having a long 
series of conversations with different people. However, García 
Oliver was told by officials of the regional organization that Merino 
had not been given any assignment in the situation and that 
CNT-FAI headquarters had so far not been able to establish 
any continuing contact with the various anarchist barricades and 
other centers.17
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One thing that is clear is that elements of the Libertarian Youth 
were particularly involved in the popular anarchist reaction against 
the attempted seizure of La Telefónica. M any years later, Fidel 
Miró, who in M ay 1937 was head of the Libertarian Youth, said 
that they were ‘the core’ of the anarchist resistance in most of 
Barcelona. He noted that teenage members of the Youth were 
particularly prominent in patrolling parts of the city with hom e
made bombs around their belts, and were very effective in confront
ing the PSUC elements and police associated with them.

Starting a few hours after the outbreak of the conflict, negotia
tions began between both regional and national leaders of the 
CNT-FAI on the one hand, and the Catalan government and PSUC 
on the other. Within hours, the CNT-FAI leaders were calling for 
their followers to ‘Lay Down Your Arms!’ However, the conflict 
ebbed and flowed for more than three days before it finally was 
halted.

Augustine Souchy noted that on M ay 4, ‘During the early hours 
of the morning the shooting started in the center of the city. The 
Palace of Justice was occupied by the police. Fighting centers sprang 
up everywhere. A few headquarters of the CN T were seized by the 
police.’19 Also, according to Souchy, ‘At about 5 o ’clock in the 
afternoon, an exceptionally cruel and bloody incident occurred on 
Via Durruti, not far from Casa CNT-FAI, headquarters of the 
Regional Committee of these two organizations. Two cars were 
coming up the street from the direction of the docks to get to 
the Regional Committee. Some 300 meters away from the Casa, 
a barricade of Catalan city guards and members of the PSUC, 
with red bands tied around their arms, was located. As the cars 
approached this barricade, they were ordered to stop and surrender 
their weapons. As they were descending from their cars to carry out 
the order, they were shot down by volleys of rifle fire..  .’20

The CNT-FAI regional headquarters was actually located right in 
the middle of the area, running from the Plaza de Cataluña to the 
Plaza del Angel, which was the principal stronghold of the police 
and PSUC forces. It was clear that it was a likely target of attack by 
those forces. Thus, Souchy commented: ‘As it became apparent that 
the police not only did no t intend to stop the hostilities, but were
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actually preparing to attack the headquarters of the Regional Com 
mittee itself, the Defense Committee decided to order two armored 
cars from the arms factories for the defense of the Casa and its 
inmates. They arrived during the evening, and for the duration of 
hostilities, were held ready for defense.’21

George Orwell also described the events of May 4, the second 
day of  the fighting, in the Ramblas area, where he was stationed. 
He noted that next to the POUM  headquarters, 20 to 30 civil 
guards had seized control of the Café M oka and barricaded them
selves inside it. After some random shooting, a kind of modus 
vivendi was worked out between them and the POUMistas.22

Soon afterwards, Georges Kopp, a Belgian militiaman from the 
POUM  division who, like Orwell himself, was on leave from the 
front, ‘took me upstairs again and explained the situation. We 
had got to defend the PO UM  buildings if they were attacked, 
but the POUM  leaders had sent instructions that we were to stand 
on the defensive and not open fire if we could possibly avoid 
it.’23

Kopp also explained that the POUMists had occupied a theater 
across the street from the Café M oka, the Poliorama, with ‘a small 
observatory with twin domes. The domes commanded the street, 
and a few men posted there with rifles could prevent any attack on 
the POUM  build ings.. .  As for the Civil Guards in the Café M oka, 
there would be no trouble with them; they did not w ant to fight and 
would be only too glad to live and let live.’ Orwell added: ‘The next 
three days and nights I spent continuously on the roof of the 
Poliorama, except for brief intervals when I slipped across to the 
hotel for m ea ls . . .’24

Orwell also had a graphic general description of the situation in 
the center of the city, not only on May 4 but until the fighting 
finally ended:

The whole huge town of a million people was locked in a sort 
of violent inertia, a nightmare of noise without movement. The 
sunlit streets were quite empty. Nothing was happening except 
the streaming of bullets from barricades and sand-bagged 
windows. N ot a vehicle was stirring in the streets; here and
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there along the Ramblas the trains stood motionless where 
their drivers had jumped out of them when the fighting started. 
And all the while the devilish noise, echoing from thousands of 
stone buildings, went on and on and on, like a tropical 
rainstorm. Crack-crack, rattle-rattle, roar -  and sometimes it 
died away to a few shots, sometimes it quickened to a deafen
ing fusillade, bu t it never stopped while the daylight lasted, and 
punctually next dawn it started again.25

On May 5, in spite of continuing negotiations, the fighting con
tinued. Augustine Souchy observed:

At 9.30 in the morning the assault guards offered a new 
provocation. They attacked the headquarters of the Medical 
Union at Santa Ana Square in the center of the city. At the 
same time they attacked, with greater fury, the headquarters of 
the Local Federation of the Libertarian Youth. The youth 
defended themselves heroically. Six young Anarchists were 
killed in defense of their H o u s e . . .

When, in the afternoon, the hostilities still continued, the 
Defense Committee decided to call for three more armored cars 
to defend the threatened Union Headquarters. They came 
within a few hours to the Casa CNT-FAI. They were put 
into action only to aid and support endangered unions and 
com rades. .  ,26

On May 5 there also occurred one of the most notorious murders of 
anarchists to take place during the M ay Days. This was the assas
sination of Camilo Berneri and his colleague Barbieri. Berneri was 
at the time the best-known Italian anarchist, and had come to Spain 
after July 19, to help organize an international group as part  of the 
CNT-FAI militia. He had established an Italian paper Guerra di 
Classe in Barcelona, and had strongly opposed CNT-FAI com 
promises with anarchist principles during the early months of the 
Civil War. He had also denounced what he saw of the political 
blackmail which the Russians were engaging in in return for their 
military aid to the Republic.27
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Augustine Souchy described the circumstances of the ‘arrest’ of 
Berneri and Barbieri and their subsequent murder:

When the hostilities started, Berneri was in his house with his 
friend, Barbieri, also a well-known Anarchist. With them were 
the wife of Barbieri and Tosca Pantini, widow of an Italian 
militiaman, fallen on the Aragon front. The house of the 
Italians was encircled by Catalan city guards and members of 
the PSUC, wearing red arm bands with their party insignia on 
them. On the morning of Tuesday, May 4th, the Catalan and 
Communist guards came to the house and told the Italian 
Anarchists to be careful because there was a lot of shooting in 
the neighborhood. There was another visit in the afternoon for 
the purpose of registering the house and confiscating the arms, 
which belonged to Italian militiamen on leave in Barcelona. 
The next day, Wednesday, M ay 5th, at about 5 o ’clock in the 
afternoon, Berneri and Barbieri were taken away by 12 guards, 
half of them city police and the other half members of the 
PSUC, as evidenced by their red arm b a n d s . . .  Both men were 
shot during the following night, by machine guns, as the 
autopsy proved. It was cold-blooded murder, since both men 
were unarmed. The murder was committed near the Palace of 
the Generality. Soon after the bodies of the two Anarchists 
were delivered at the morgue of the Hospital Clinico. The lists 
show that the Red Cross found both bodies near the Gen
erality.28

Berneri’s apartm ent was located only two or three blocks from the 
Gcneralidad, where their bodies were found.

The fighting continued on May 6. Tw o major events in the struggle 
took place that day, the evacuation of the Telephone Building by the 
CNTers who were there, and the attack by police and PSUC 
militiamen on the city’s principal railroad station, until then in the 
hands of the anarchists.

In spite of an appeal by the local federations of both the CN T and 
UGT for their members to return to work, ‘W ork was not resumed 
any place. The police continued in their hostile attitude and fortified
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their positions further during the night with the obvious intention of 
extending the strugg le .. .  The streets presented a calmer picture on 
Thursday morning. The center of the old city was still like a fortress. 
Some horse carts were already making their appearance on the wider 
streets, and an occasional pedestrian could be seen. The tramlines, 
destroyed during the fighting, were being repaired.’29

However, peace had by no means returned. Augustine Souchy 
described the incident at La Telefonica:

The situation inside the Telephone Building had become rather 
strange. The workers in the upper storeys and the assault guards 
arranged an armistice. They allowed the workers to receive 
food, the first since M onday. The discussions among the w or
kers, who belonged both to the CN T and the UGT, still 
continued. To end these discussions and to show their willing
ness to restore peace, the members of the CN T agreed to leave 
the building at 3 o ’clock in the afternoon. The Assault Guards 
were supposed to leave also. However, instead of leaving that 
part of the building which they had occupied earlier in the week, 
the Assault Guards proceeded to occupy the entire building, and 
brought in members of the UGT to take over the posts of the 
CN T workers. The members of the CN T saw that they had been 
betrayed and immediately informed the Regional Committee. 
The Regional Committee intervened with the governm en t. . .  
Half an hour later the Generality replied; the fait accompli 
cannot be recalled.. .30

Souchy has also described the attack on the railroad station, the 
Estacion dc Francia. He noted that it began an hour after the CNTers 
had left La Telefonica and that the assault guards attacked from one 
side; the PSUC from the Karl M arx  Barracks on the other. The 
workers could no longer depend on the telephone. The atmosphere in 
the center of the city became tense. Bombs exploded. Rifle and 
machine-gun fire broke the silence of the metropolis.’31

However, George Orwell noticed one aspect of the situation by 
M ay 6 which may have been a major factor in finally bringing the 
fighting to a halt. This was the pressing shortage of food. Referring
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to the Hotel Continental, where his wife remained, and where he 
himself sometimes dined during the days of the crisis, he wrote: 
‘There was, however, practically nothing to cat. O n  that Thursday 
night the principal dish at dinner was one sardine each. The hotel had 
no bread for days and even the wine was running so low that we were 
drinking older and older wines at higher and higher prices. This 
shortage of food went on for several days after the fighting was 
over.’32

The struggle ended on May 7. ‘Barcelona had undergone an almost 
complete change. True to their agreement, the workers had left the 
barricades. In many places the barricades had already been torn 
down, They had withdrawn from the buildings. But they were 
keeping their arms.

Orwell has also described what happened on May 7: ‘The next day 
it did really look as though the fighting was coming to an e n d . . .  By 
the afternoon the streets were almost normal, though the deserted 
barricades were still standing. The Ramblas was thronged with 
people, the shops nearly all open, and -  most reassuring of all -  the 
trams that had stood so long in frozen blocks jerked into motion and 
began runn ing ..  ,’34

The May Days in Other Parts of Catalonia

The M ay Days events were by no means restricted to Barcelona. As 
soon as news of the outbreak of hostilities reached some of the 
provincial cities, anarchists and POUMists took ‘preventive’ meas
ures. In other cases, fighting broke out on the third day of the 
conflict, for somewhat the same reasons that it had commenced in 
Barcelona.

According to Victor Alba: ‘In the towns there was spontaneously 
created unity of action. Cenetista and Poumista militants, for ex
ample, preventatively occupied the headquarters of the PSUC and 
Estat Catalá of Tarragona and of Gerona. In Lérida, they controlled 
the city.35 He added that later, ‘In Gerona and Lérida, where the 
POUM  was dominant, nothing happened. The PSUCistas were 
nowhere to be seen and the police remained in their barracks.’36
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In one curious case, on May 6, the regional committee of the CNT 
got news that the Catalan Nationalists and PSUC had taken over the 
village of San Juan, no t far from Barcelona. Then, according to 
Augustine Souchy, T h e  armed workers of the C N T and the FAI 
entered the village, disarmed the enemy and liberated their comrades. 
In the open village square they had to answer for their actions. They 
were warned not to take up arms again against the people. Then the 
anarchists set their enemies free again.'37

In other provincial cities, the events of the M ay Days were much 
more serious from the point of view of the anarchists. According 
to Charles Semprun-Maura, ‘The bloody combats of Tarragona 
and Tortosa had the same beginning as those of Barcelona. On 
M ay 5, at eight in the morning the police presented themselves at 
the buildings of La Telefonica of both cities which, as in Barcelona, 
were run by a C N T-U G T Committee of  Control. The occupation 
of the buildings of the Telephone Company by the police were the 
signal for com bat.’ Having occupied the telephone building in 
Tarragona, the police disconnected the phones of the CN T and 
FAI.

Four hours after the seizure of the Tarragona telephone exchange, 
a representative of the telephone workers met with the local military 
commander, a lieutenant-colonel. It was agreed between then that 
the police would retire to the vestibule of the telephone building, 
leaving the rest of it to the workers -  but this agreement was rejected 
by the local police commander. Meanwrhile, the local headquarters of 
the Esquerra Catalana and the PSUC were handing out arms to their 
followers.

In the morning of May 6, the Tarragona headquarters of the 
Libertarian Youth were assaulted, but the attackers were driven off. 
Later, at 6 p.m. the Youth headquarters was again attacked, this time 
successfully.

Meanwhile, the local delegate of the central government, air force 
Captain Barbcta, demanded that the anarchists of Tarragona surren
der all of their arms. After much argument, they finally did so. The 
next morning, at 3 a.m., the local office of the Catalan defense 
councillor was invaded by the police, after which there was a 
widespread roundup of anarchists, some 15 of them were murdered.
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All of these events were reported several days later in Solidaridad 
Obrera, although the article reporting them was severely censored.38

In Tortosa, after the seizure of  the telephone exchange, severe 
street fighting broke out. The anarchists were victorious in this, but 
soon afterwards, the column of Assault Guards sent by the central 
government to Barcelona, stopped long enough in Tortosa to ‘restore 
order’. As a consequence, headquarters of the C N T and FAI were 
raided, a number of local anarchist leaders were arrested, and their 
bodies were later discovered on the highways.39

Similar events occurred elsewhere. In La Cenia, in the province of 
Tortosa, 200 Assault Guards occupied the town. The headquarters 
of the CN T and the Libertarian Youth were sacked, and eight 
leaders were arrested. Thereafter, as a later official report of the 
CN T said, ‘The collectivized firms were dissolved, their head
quarters occupicd by troops with aid of Republican-bourgeois ele
ments and militants of the PSUC. The action was directed against 
the economic conquests of the proletariat.’ Forty anarchists were 
arrested and taken to Tortosa. A number of these were picked up 
in raids, on their private homes.

In a number of other towns similar events transpired during the 
M ay Days. These towns included Ametlla del M ar, Villatalan, 
Amposta, Bejia and Vic.40

The Role of Anarchist Leaders in May Days Events

Almost as soon as the outbreak in Barcelona began on the afternoon 
of M ay 3, the local and regional anarchist leaders sought negotia
tions with Catalan President Luis Companys and with leaders of the 
Catalan Left and PSUC to bring the conflict to an end. They were 
joined the next two days by national leaders of both C N T and FAI, 
and negotiations continued until the early hours of M ay 7, when an 
‘agreement’ was finally readied. Meanwhile, the anarchist leaders 
made frequent appeals to their followers -  as well as to those on the 
other side -  to cease fire.

Apparently, the first move of the anarchist leaders was for the 
‘president of the police, Comrade Eróles, the general secretary of the
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Patrols, Comrade Asens, and Comrade Diaz’, to go to La Telefónica 
to try to convince the Assault Guards who had invaded the building 
to leave it. However, as Augustine Souchy noted, ‘The effort of our 
three comrades came to naught.

Thereupon, Valerio Mass then secretary of the CN T regional 
committee, headed a delegation to confer with Premier José Tarra- 
dcllas and the Councillor of the Interior, Artcmio Aiguade, and 
requested that the police be withdrawn from the Telephone Building. 
According to Augustine Souchy, ‘Tarradellas as well as Aiguade 
assured them that they knew nothing about the incident of the 
Telephone Building. But it was to be proven later that Aiguade had 
himself given the order for its occupation.’

Manuel M uñoz Diez, who was a member of this delegation, 
reported many years later: ‘An agreement was reached between the 
CN T and the Catalan government: that the Libertarian movement 
would be left with the positions from which it had been attempted to 
dislodge t h e m . . . ’ However, he added, ‘Those interested in having 
the conflict continue paid no attention to the orders of the Generali
dad, and the struggle was generalized throughout the city.’41 

José Peirats noted that the anarchist members of the Catalan 
government demanded that Artemio Aiguder resign and Rodriguez 
Salas be dismissed for having acted illegally in trying to seize La 
Telefónica, but that President Companys stubbornly refused these 
demands. Manuel Cruell noted many years later that ‘all my inves
tigations confirmed that version of Peira ts . . .  If President Companys 
had at that moment taken an energetic attitude, as he had done on 
other occasions, and had dismissed his Councillor of Interior and 
Commissary General of Public Order, as he logically should have 
done, there would not have been that bloody week in Barcelona. 
Certainly the Communists, who had begun the affair, wanted a 
conflict, and pressured the President of the Generalidad, but possibly 
they would have obeyed the wishes of President Companys, evidently 
not willingly, but they would have obeyed him. At that moment it 
was not in their interest to oppose them.’42

Soon after Valerio M as’s interview with Tarradellas and Aiguader, 
the regional committee of the CN T ‘announced by radio that they 
would do everything possible to compel the police to withdraw from
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the building. The workers were asked to maintain their calm and 
dignity.’43

The next morning at nine o ’clock, there was a meeting of the 
Republican cabinet in Valencia, to discuss the Barcelona conflict. It 
was reported to them that the CN T controlled most of the city, but 
information was lacking on whether ‘the grave situation had spread 
to the fronts of Aragón’. García Oliver said in his memoirs that ‘if 
this had happened, the collapse of the military defense, from the 
Pyrenees to Extremadura would not have to be awaited long, creat
ing a situation of bloody chaos, which could give rise to foreign 
intervention.’

Two of the anarchist ministers, Federica Montseny and Juan Peiró, 
suggested that a ‘strong delegation’ of the CN T and UGT should be 
sent to Barcelona to try to calm the situation. There was general 
agreement, and it was finally decided that Juan Garcia Oliver, 
minister of justice, and M ariano Vázquez (Marianet), national sec
retary of the CNT, would go for the CNT, and Pascual Tomás and 
Carlos Hernández Zancajo for the UGT national leadership.44

This delegation reached the CNT-FAI headquarters in Barcelona 
at a little after 5 p.m.45 When Garcia Oliver and M arianet got to 
Barcelona, the regional committee of the CN T was in session. It was 
agreed that they and the UGT representatives who had come with 
them should go on the radio to urge their followers to stop the 
fighting. However, for this, they decided that it was necessary to 
broadcast from the radio station in the palace of the Generalidad. So, 
they called Luis Companys, and he, after some consultations with 
whoever was with him, invited them to come there.

Both in getting from the a irport to the center of the city, and from 
the CNT-FAI headquarters to the palace of the Generalidad (although 
it was only a few blocks from the CN T headquarters), the Valencia 
government representatives came under strong fire, particularly from 
the PSUC headquarters, a block or two from the Generalidad.

When they got to the Generalidad, ‘we were received very coldly 
by Companys, and were coldly treated by all who had to deal with 
us,’ according to Garcia Oliver. None the less, it was agreed finally 
that the four CN T and UGT delegates would speak over the radio to 
the combatants throughout the city.
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Garcia Oliver, in his autobiography, commented on how he felt 
about the role that he and the others had to play at that moment: i t  
was History that we were making. It was History that we were living. 
We had to save the maximum possible quantity of human lives. The 
day might come when we ourselves might foment a movement, but 
not like the one we were now trying to end. When that would occur, 
the movement would be carefully planned by us, and the initiative 
would be ours. N o t  as in those moments, in which it had been 
planned against us by elements foreign to us.’46

Garcia Oliver’s speech was directed to ‘the Workers of Catalonia’, 
After announcing that he was speaking from the palace of the 
Generalidad, and recalling an earlier speech he had given from there 
right after July 19, he said: ‘There weighs upon us the Biblical 
malediction of Cain and Abel. I don’t know who among us here is 
Cain and who is Abel . . .  but can you believe, comrades, that in the 
antifascist family, among the antifascist brothers there can be 
repeated that Biblical passage of C a in . . . ’

Then after expressing the shock he had felt in crossing the city in 
the midst of gunfire, he urged: ‘Each of you, each nucleus in the 
neighborhood, the street, form an isolation belt around all provoca
tions, cease fire, com rades . . .  Cease fire, then comrades.’

After noting that the problems which had provoked the upheaval 
would be resolved by negotiations, he pleaded with his audience. 
‘D on’t cultivate, in these moments when it is necessary to cease fire, 
the cult of the dead. D on’t allow the dead, the passion of the dead, of 
your brothers, of your fallen friend, to be what impedes the cease fire 
at this m oment.’

Knowing that some of the anarchists would be shocked by his plea, 
and feel that he was speaking under duress, Garcia Oliver said, ‘You 
understand me, you know me well enough to know that in these 
moments I speak only because of the impulse of my free will, because 
you know me well enough to be convinced that never, before, now or 
in the future, will anyone be able to tear from my lips a declaration 
which I do not feel.’

Garcia Oliver ended his plea with a message for which he was 
particularly criticized by his fellow anarchists later: ‘AH who have 
died today arc my brothers, I bend before them and kiss them.
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They are victims of the antifascist struggle, and I kiss them all 
equally.’47

M ariano Vázquez made a similar plea. He said, ‘Comrades! 
Brothers! People of Barcelona and all of Catalonia! We must end 
w hat is happening here; we must end it so that our comrades at the 
front know that we understand the reality of the present moment. So 
that they can dedicate all their attention against the enemy, without 
fear that we will create more difficulties, more conflicts ...  Cease fire, 
comrades!

Meanwhile, during the day of March 4, the CNT-FAI had b road
cast several manifestos over their radio station. One was addressed to 
the police. It said: ‘You know very well, and you have the proof of it, 
that the CNT-FAI is no t against you, either as individuals or as a 
unit. Offer your arms to the people and place yourselves on their side 
as you did on the 19th of July. Neither the CN T nor the FAI w ant to 
establish a dictatorship. N or will they ever tolerate dictatorship so 
long as a single one of their members is a live . . . ’

Another radio appeal was made to the people of Barcelona by the 
regional committees of the CN T and FAI: ‘The CN T and the FAI 
address you now to tell you that they do not want to shed the blood 
of fellow workers in the streets of Barcelona. But we cannot endure 
the provocations of those who, misusing their public offices, want to 
destroy the rights of the workers of the C N T and the UGT, as was 
the case yesterday when they tried to occupy the Telephone Building 
by force of arm s.’

Shortly afterwards, another CN T manifesto to the workers of 
Barcelona said: ‘We are not responsible for what is now taking place. 
We are not attacking. We are only defending ourselves. We did not 
start this, we did not provoke i t . . .  Workers of the C N T and the 
UGT! Remember the road we have travelled to g e th e r . . .  Put down 
your weapons! Embrace as brothers! We shall be victorious if we are 
united. If we fight amongst ourselves, we must go down to defeat. 
Consider! We extend our hand without weapons. You do the same 
and everything will be forgotten.’49 Copies of this manifesto were 
distributed in many of the barricades.50

Diego Abad de Santillán described the efforts which he and some 
other CNT-FAI leaders made during May 4 -5 ,  to try to bring the
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conflict to an end. While some spoke by radio to the population, 
calling unanimously for cease fire, we maintained contact with the 
neighborhood committees and with elements that we knew had 
influence among the combatants. In a few hours, the effect of our 
intervention began to be felt. We promised not to abandon our post 
day or night until everyone had put down their arms. And we 
remained in the Generalidad, at the telephones, two consecutive days 
and nights, until a new government was formed and firing was 
suspended.’51

However, the anarchist leaders did not find a very receptive 
attitude on the part  of President Companys and the Republican and 
PSUC leaders surrounding him. Santillan recounted that at one point, 
Companys threatened that if eight Catalan guards who had been 
captured by the anarchists were not well treated and released, ‘he 
could not be responsible for the discipline’ of the Catalan guards as a 
whole.

The anarchist leaders present in the Generalidad regarded this as a 
threat, and they responded forcefully to it. They answered a call from 
CN T coastal batteries on Montjuich, ordering, ‘D on’t fire; we are 
here. But call every ten minutes. If we do not respond to one of these 
calls, act as you wish.’

Santillan went on, ‘We asked for an urgent meeting of Companys, 
Comorera, Vidiella, Tarradellas, Calvet, all ex-councillors of the 
Generalidad, to take a decision. . .  We explained that the coastal 
batteries were aimed at the Generalidad, that a single shot from them 
would be enough for all to be buried in the building and that we were 
all condemned to the same fa te . . .  The aiming of the coastal batteries 
produced a marvelous sedating effect. While we were talking, the 
artilleryman called again, and we repeated the order. A new Govern
ment was forced ..  .’52

The new government consisted of four councillors, under President 
Luis Companys. These were: Carlos M arti  Faced of the Esquerra 
Catalana, Valerio Mas, secretary of the CN T regional committee; 
Antonio Sese, secretary-general of the UGT and an old-line Stalinist, 
and Joaquin Pou of the Unio de Rabassaires.53

Unfortunately, the new government was disrupted before it could 
meet, when Antonio Sese was shot and killed on his way to the
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Generalidad. As Burnett Bolloten has noted, ‘W ho was responsible 
was never known, although accusations were plentiful.’54

In any case, the anarchists insisted that an immediate replacement 
for Sese be named. They suggested Rafael Vidiella, and his name was 
accepted and the new government was formally established55 -  
although at the moment of its installation its effective control did not 
reach much further than a few blocks around the plaza on which the 
Generalidad was located.

At 5 p.m. on May 5, the regional committee of the CN T proposed 
hostilities to cease. Every party to keep its positions. The police and 
the civilians fighting on their side to be specifically asked to stop 
fighting. The responsible committees to be informed at once if the 
pact is broken anywhere. Solitary shots not to be answered. The 
defenders of the Union Quarters to remain passive and await further 
information.’

Augustine Souchy reported: ‘The proposals for armistice were 
accepted by the government, but the armed forces supposedly acting 
in defense of said government, paid no attention to it. During the 
afternoon they tried to encircle the quarters of the Regional Commit- 
tee, the Casa CN T-FAI.56

Meanwhile, also on M ay 5, Garcia Oliver returned to Valencia. 
M ariano Vázquez remained in Barcelona, and during the day was 
joined by Federica Montseny. M any years later, Montseny told me 
that she was not sure whether it had been because the ardor of 
combat had been somewhat reduced by the time that she arrived, 
or that the anarchist workers had more faith in her than in many 
of the other leaders, but she was in time able to bring a cease 
fire.5. It is to be doubted that La M ontseny’s influence had been as 
decisive as she saw it in retrospect, but it is clear that she played 
an important role, along with other CNT-FAI leaders, in bringing 
the conflict to a halt.

One of the first actions of Federica Montseny after reaching the 
Generalidad Palace and meeting with President Luis Companys was, 
in the name of the Republican government, to take control of the 
palace switchboard away from Companys. José Peirats explained: 
‘The telephone switchboard of the Generalidad, although controlled 
by him, had been left at the mercy of the belligerent Councillors, who
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from the telephones stirred up the firing and gave attack orders to the 
Marxist and Estât Catalá centers. The personal intervention by the 
minister to control these communications contributed greatly to 
calming the situation.’58

During the night of May 5-6 , the CN T and UGT joined in a call to 
their members to go back to work. This appeal ended. T h e  local 
federations of the CN T and the UGT ask their members to refrain 
from all manifestations of hostile attitude. M utual understanding and 
solidarity are the requirements of the hour. The union cards of both 
organizations must be respected by everyone, and it is the duty of the 
control committees to respect all workers without distinction. To work, 
comrades of the CN T and UGT!’ However, although this appeal went 
out over the radio and appeared in the papers, it was not h e e d e d /9 

On May 6, the barricades remained in place and sporadic shooting 
continued throughout the day. At 6.45 p.m. the joint regional 
committees of the C N T and FAI ‘sent a new delegation to the 
government to find out what they intended doing’.60 About three 
hours later, ‘the C N T and the FAI made new proposals to cease 
hostilities. These proposals ran as follows: All parties and groups to 
obligate themselves to remove their armed guards and patrols from 
the barricades. All prisoners from both sides are to be released 
immediately. N o  reprisals shall be taken. An answer was required 
within two hours.’61

Meanwhile, there had been teletypewriter consultations between 
M ariano Vazquez and Federica Montseny in Barcelona, on the one 
hand, and Garcia Oliver and Minister of Interior Angel Galarza, a 
close associate of Prime Minister Francisco Largo Caballero, in 
Valencia, on the other. In this exchange, Vázquez and Montseny 
made it clear that the continued presence of Eusebio Rodriguez Salas 
as police commissioner, with the police under his control continuing 
to harass and even murder CNTistas, was a major stumbling block to 
ending the conflict. Garcia Oliver got the agreement of Galarza, who, 
as minister of interior of the Republican government had the day 
before taken over ultimate responsibility for maintaining order in 
Catalonia, to order the immediate dismissal of Rodriguez Salas and 
his replacement by a professional policeman. Galarza confirmed this 
order in an exchange with Vazquez and Montseny.
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It was agreed, too, that in Barcelona they would first try to get at 
least a three hour truce from 6-9  a.m. the next day, Friday May 7. 
Montseny and Vázquez also agreed to try to get some of their 
followers to abandon the barricades even before the official truce 
deadline.62

As Augustine Souchy reported later, the Catalan government 
finally indicated its acceptance at 5.15 a.m. on M ay 7, of the truce 
proposals made by the CN T the evening before. T h e y  agree to the 
armistice. All parties shall leave the barricades. Patrols and guards 
retire to their headquarters, unions and fortified positions. Both 
parties to release their prisoners. The patrols to resume their 
functions.’63

Burnett Bolloten has summed up the denouement of the May 
Days, particularly in so far as its effect on the relationship between 
the anarchist rank and file and their leaders: ‘In Barcelona, several 
hours before dawn on Friday, 7 May, there were signs that the ardor 
of the anarchosyndicalists had finally spent itself. A feeling that it 
would be futile to continue the struggle against the will of their 
leaders had overwhelmed them, and disillusionment was widespread. 
M any withdrew from the barricades and disappeared into the 
d a rk n e ss . . .’64

The Role of Anarchist and POUMist Troops During the 
May Events

A crucial factor in determining the way in which the M ay Events 
would ultimately be brought to an end was the fact that the armed 
forces of Catalonia and Aragón did not participate in the fighting -  
with the exception of some soldiers from the Aragón front (such as 
George Orwell) who happened to be on leave in Barcelona. There 
were two aspects of the military situation that are worthy of note: the 
activity and attitudes of those troops stationed in Catalonia itself, 
and the behavior of the troops facing the enemy in Aragón.

Juan Manuel Molina (popularly known as Juanel), the CN T leader 
who was acting councillor of defense of Catalonia during the May 
Events, has described his actions after taking over the post from the
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absent Francisco Isgleas, also an anarchist: i  sat in the chair of the 
absent councillor and met all of the chiefs of the General Staff, 
among whom  I seem to remember Colonels Aurelio Matilla, Vicente 
Guarner, Bosch and Majors Visiedo and Martinez Anglada, to whom 
I said in summary: “In the absence of the missing councillor, from 
this moment I take over the post of Councillor of Defense in my 
capacity as subsecretary of the Department, and consequently I hope 
that all of you will execute no other orders than mine.” ’

The members of the general staff all agreed, and he asked them 
then to put him in telephonic communication with the commanders 
and commissars of all the divisions at the front and in the barracks of 
Barcelona. These officers also pledged their obedience to JuanePs 
orders. As Molina wrote: ‘With the military situation of Catalonia 
well in hand, the battle which the Communists had initiated was won 
by us.’ He thereupon made contact with the superior authorities and 
the committees of the Libertarian Movement, ‘offering myself for 
anything which was necessary.’65

As to the general situation of the troops garrisoned in and near 
Barcelona, M olina wrote that, ‘Those servicing and commanding the 
large m ountain batteries at M onjuich were very difficult to contain, 
and pressed me to give orders to bom bard objectives. The forces of 
all the barracks of Barcelona, except the Carlos M arx  Barracks, 
besieged by the multitude, also awaited instructions to go out into 
the streets.66

When informed of the negotiations in the Generalidad between the 
anarchist leaders and President Companys and his associates, Molina 
made telephone contact with Pedro Herrera and Diego Abad de 
Santillan, both FAI leaders, and said to them: ‘Paradoxically we have 
won the battle by sounding retreat. Among many other things, we 
have all the military forces of the region which await my instructions. 
You are in an advantageous situation to impose solutions which will 
be a guarantee for our organizations and for the people. D on’t make 
a deal!’

‘W hat the organization decided we now know. A cease fire and a 
semi-surrender,’ Molina added. However as a disciplined CNTista, 
Molina went along with the decisions of the CNT-FAI leadership. 
M ost crucially, after consulting the CN T national committee, he
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agreed not to have Catalan forces oppose the movement into the 
region of Assault Guards and carabineros being sent in by the 
Republican government in Valencia. In asking for instructions, he 
informed the C N T leaders that he was in a position to prevent those 
police units from crossing the Ebro river into Catalonia.66 He was 
assured by th CN T leaders that the armed forces entering the region 
were ‘friendly’.68

Although the anarchists were later charged by their enemies with 
‘deserting the front’, there is little truth to this. It is true, as Victor 
Alba noted, that ‘In Lérida some groups of CNTistas made prepara
tions to go to reinforce their people in Barcelona. They didn’t leave 
after they heard the speech of Garcia Oliver.’

Alba went on to note: ‘In Barbastro some contingents of the 
Rojo y Negro Column and of the 29th Division met to observe the 
movements of the 27th Division of the PSUC; they feared that that 
group would leave the front to fight against the CN T and POUM 
forces. But none of the front occupied by the CNTistas and 
POUMists was left unguarded, and contrary to w hat the Communists 
later affirmed, no force from the Aragón front went down to 
Barcelona.’69

Rudolf Rocker, the German anarchist who was in Barcelona 
during much of the War, also commented on the role of the 
anarchist soldiers in Aragón during the M ay Days: ‘When the 
CN T militia on the Aragón front got word of the events in 
Catalonia, without delay they sent one of their best fighters, Jover, 
to Barcelona. They were ready at once to go to the assistance of 
their basely betrayed brothers. The National Committee of the 
CN T prevented th is . .  .’70 

Juan Manuel Molina wrote about w hat was probably the most 
serious threat -  that anarchist soldiers on the Aragón front might 
join in the fighting in Barcelona:

Some units at the f ro n t . . .  disquieted by the events of Barcelona, 
prepared to send forces to the capital. M aximo Franco, chief of 
the 127 brigade, most nervous, had already passed M onzón, at 
the front of a battalion, with its corresponding material, some 
cannons and machine-guns. I gave instructions to the Organization
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in Binefar to meet the column, and get M axim o Franco to call 
me on the telephone. He did, and on my assuring him that I 
continued at the head of the Councillorship of Defense and that 
in Barcelona we had enough and more than enough to dominate 
the Communists, he returned to the front with his unit. In spite 
of the fact that the chief of the Red and Black had distributed his 
forces on the front, leaving its defense assured, we could not give 
pretext to the enemies and to public opinion that a military unit 
had abandoned the front.71

Finally, Manuel Salas, who at the time of the M ay Events was a 
member of the 25th Division, told me many years later that when 
news of what was happening in Barcelona had reached the front, 
some companies of the 25th Division were chosen, given extensive 
arm am ent and were sent towards Barcelona. But, he said, when 
these elements got to Lérida, there were orders awaiting them to 
the effect that they should return to the front lines, which they 
did.72

The Role of the Friends of Durruti

From the point of view of the Spanish anarchist movement, one of 
the most disturbing aspects of the M ay Events was the emergence of 
an avowedly anarchist group which openly defied the leadership of 
the CN T and the FAI. Although from July 19 1936 on there had been 
elements which had expressed their doubts about policies of the 
anarchist leadership, and had opposed specific things the leadership 
undertook, the Friends of Durruti (Amigos dc Durruti) was the first 
element to appear which openly called upon rank-and-file CNTers 
and FAIistas to refuse to conform to the policies of the leaders of 
their organizations.

On M ay 5 the existence of the Friends of Durruti became publicly 
known. A leaflet was widely distributed in the barricades and 
elsewhere, which was headed ‘CNT-FAI: Group of the Friends of 
Durruti.’ Its text said, at least in part: ‘Workers, together with 
us demand: A revolutionary leadership, punishment of the guilty,
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disarming of all the armed groups which participated in the aggres
sion; the dissolution of the political parties which have risen against 
the working class. We will no t cede the streets: revolution above 
all.’

Subsequently, the Amigos de Durruti issued a second throwaway 
while the fighting was still in progress. It put forth two slogans: ‘A 
revolutionary junta’ and ‘All power to the proletariat’. As G. Munis, 
who at the time of the M ay Events was the head of the miniscuple 
official Spanish Trotskyist group, wrote later, that this second leaflet 
‘corresponded entirely, although not in terminology, with another 
Trotskyist leaflet. .  ,’73

Carlos Semprun-M aura has noted with regard to the Friends of 
Durruti that ‘they put forth at the height of the battle the idea of 
forming a Revolutionary Junta  the existence of which seems to 
have been purely theoretical. For them, this Junta should substitute 
for the Generalidad, since they favored carrying the struggle to its 
logical end, to the seizure of power by the revolutionary organiza
tions. They demanded that “all elements responsible for the sub
versive attem pt which manoeuver under the protection of the 
Government should be shot. The POUM  should be admitted to the 
Revolutionary Junta, because they have placed themselves on the 
side of the workers.” ’74

The Amigos de Durruti began to publish a clandestine newspaper, 
The Friend o f  the People (El Amigo del Pueblo), the title of which 
had obvious echoes of the French Revolution. It continued to appear 
for some time after the end of the May Events.75

Certainly, the Amigos de Durruti had nothing to do with the 
M ay Events. N or were they successful in their efforts to get the 
anarchists to stay on the barricades after ‘agreement’ had been 
reached between the CNT-FAI leadership and opposing groups. 
However, then and later, they received much attention as being 
typical of the anarchist ‘uncontrollables’, upon whom (together with 
the POUM), the Communists and others laid all the blame for what 
happened in the first week of May in Barcelona.75 It is of some 
interest, therefore, to identify, in so far as possible, who the Amigos 
de Durruti were.

The most extensive identification of the three principal leaders of
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the Friends of Durruti which we have encountered has been that of 
Juan Garcia Oliver, admittedly an unfriendly source. His informa
tion docs shed some light on the background of those who organized 
and headed the Amigos de Durruti during that organization’s short 
existence.

The three people involved were men identified only as Carreño, 
Jaime Balius and Pablo Ruiz. O f them, Garcia Oliver said, ‘None of 
the three was a FAIsta. They did not belong to the FAI.’

Carreño was ‘an anarchist from Argentina’. When Durruti had 
returned from Argentina at the beginning of the Republic, he had 
brought Carreño with him, and when Durruti formed his militia 
column in July 1936, he made Carreño head of the column’s war 
committee. But Garcia Oliver noted that when Durruti went to the 
M adrid front, he did net take Carreño with him.

Of Jaime Balius, Garcia Oliver commented that he ‘was neither 
anarchist nor syndicalist. He was a fanatical Catalan separatist, who 
broke with Macia and Companys when, abandoning the idea of 
establishing a Catalan State, they opted for the Generalidad de 
Catalonia.’ García Oliver claimed that Balius was ‘in a certain way’ 
brought into the CN T by Libertad Callejas, ‘who in his bohemian 
passage through Barcelona took up with the strangest, frequently 
suspicious, people.’ When Callejas began to publish CNT, the 
organization’s M adrid newspaper, he began to accept articles by 
Balius which Garcia Oliver described as ‘very radical, neither anar
chist, nor sindicalist, nor separatist; only with madly radical content, 
almost nihilist’. Callejas had turned aside Garcia Oliver’s protests 
against the publication of those articles.

Of Pablo Ruiz, Garcia Oliver commented: ‘W hat was Pablo Ruiz 
apart from having always been looked upon with suspicion? I knew 
him since 1923. Then, he appeared in the afternoons in the head
quarters of the W oodworkers’ Union on Calle de San Pablo. In that 
headquarters, which had a café, there gathered the most notable of 
the action groups. Pablo Ruiz, who did not belong to any group, 
neither of action nor of affinity, always came with a packet of cut 
textile goods -  he was a tailor by profession -  and looked here and 
there. Finally, the day came when the comrades cut off the conversa
tion when he appeared ..  ,’77
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Whatever the backgrounds of these three leaders and other mem
bers of their organization, the leaflets of the Amigos de Durruti were 
immediately repudiated by the national committee of the CN T ‘as 
provocations’. The Amigos de Durruti was subsequently formally 
expelled from the C N T.78

The Role of the POUM  in the May Events

Communist propaganda was later to accuse the POUM  of primary 
responsibility for the M ay Events. However, Manuel Cruells was 
certainly correct when he said: ‘It is evident that the POUM  was 
not the principal cause, in spite of the fact that it was the principal 
victim. It is clear that the POUM  did not initiate the May Events 
nor did that organization provoke them. The M ay Events, it is 
essential to note, were produced with the intention of separating 
the C N T from power and, if possible, to destroy it. That is 
undeniable.’79

The leaders of the POUM  were as surprised and shocked by the 
outbreak of massive fighting in the streets of Barcelona on May 3 -4  
as were the anarchist leaders. Indeed, in their M ay Day Manifesto 
they had warned their followers, ‘D on’t launch any sporadic and 
unpremeditated movement! D on’t respond to any provocations! Be 
careful!’80

The first reaction of the PO UM  leaders to the events of the 
afternoon of May 3 was to consult with the regional anarchist chiefs. 
Julian Gorkin has explained:

T hat same night, and on the initiative of the Executive Com m it
tee of the POUM , Andrés Nin, Pedro Bonet and I had a meeting 
with the full Regional Committee of the CNT, FAI and Libertar
ian Youth. We presented the problem with total clarity: ‘Neither 
you nor we have sent the masses of the workers into this 
movement. It has been a spontaneous reaction in the face of the 
provocation of Stalinism. . .  We suppose that you sense as we do 
the gravity of the moment, both for the destiny of the revolution 
and for the war itself. Either we put ourselves at the head of the
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movement with the purpose of fulfilling clear and responsible 
objectives, so as to neutralize the internal enemy, or we con
demn the movement to failure, and that enemy, encouraged, will 
take care of all of us. A decision must be made without losing a 
moment.

Gorkin went on to say that when the POUMists found the anarchist 
leaders ‘reticent, indecisive’, he made another suggestion:’ We should 
immediately send a delegation to Valencia to explain to Largo 
Caballero and his ministers that the movement was not directed 
against the Central Government, but against the Stalinist provoca
teurs. We had no success.’81 M any years later, Gorkin told me that 
the anarchist leaders, in rejecting the POUMista suggestions, argued 
that since they had members in the Catalan government, they would
be able to handle the Communists without resort to any extreme

. 0 1

measures.
Gorkin noted that after the first appeals by Garcia Oliver, La 

Montseny and other anarchist leaders for a cease fire, ‘The answer 
came from the neighborhood committees, moved principally by the 
Libertarian Youth, the Friends of Durruti, organized in an intran
sigent fraction within the CNT, the POUM  and its own Youth, 
asking the constitution of a C N T-FA I-PO U M  government. Those 
Committees constituted the power of the street, and it is certain that 
the proposal launched by them had nothing to do with our Executive 
Committee.’82

On May 5, when word reached Barcelona that elements from 
the CN T divisions and the 29th Division of the POUM , at the 
Aragón front, had concentrated in Barbastro and were moving 
towards Barcelona, the POUM  leaders, like those of the CNT, 
immediately moved to prevent that. Gorkin wrote: ‘W ithout needing 
to reach an agreement, both the Committee of the C N T  and that of 
the POUM  sent emissaries to meet them, with the order to turn 
around and secure the fronts. This order was obeyed with total 
discipline.’

On the afternoon of May 6, the executive committee of the 
Catalan UGT held an extraordinary meeting, for the purposes of 
expelling from the organization those belonging to the POUM. Its
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resolution to that effect said: ‘Considering that the Partido Obrero 
de Unificación Marxista has been the organization behind the coun
ter revolution of these days . . .  and taking into account that the 
POUM  has not placed itself on the side of the legitimate govern
ment of the Generalidad, nor has it repudiated participation of 
its militants in the subversive movement, the Committee of C ata
lonia of the UGT agrees, unanimously, that there be expelled 
immediately from the trade union organization all leaders of the 
P O U M . . . ’84

The POUM leadership certainly did nothing to try to make the 
conflict continue, once the anarchist leaders had reached w hat they 
thought was an agreement with their opponents. According to Julian 
Gorkin, ‘Although supporting fully -  and with all of its consequences
-  the popular movement, the POUM  urged on the 6th, retirement, 
even while urging active vigilance of the working class, as well as the 
maintenance of the neighborhood committees and the safeguarding 
of arms.’85

The Role of Luis Companys and the Catalan Left

Anarchist opinion at the time and subsequently was much divided 
concerning the nature of the role which Catalan President Luis 
Companys and his closest associates played in the M ay Events. Some 
anarchist leaders, most notably Juan Garcia Oliver, felt that he was 
part of a wide plot to deprive the anarchists of all participation in the 
government of Catalonia and perhaps to destroy them entirely as an 
im portant political force. Others, including José Juan Domenech, 
took a kindlier view of his role in the M ay Days.

Companys had had a long association with the anarchists. During 
the difficult period of 1919-23, he had been a lawyer for the CNT. 
With the proclamation of the Republic on April 14 1931, the 
anarchists had taken him to the scat o f  the civil government and 
proclaimed him the civil governor of Catalonia, a post in which he 
was subsequently confirmed by the new Republican government.86 
On the other hand, as president of Catalonia, he had often authorized 
the use of  rough measures against CN T strikes and other activities.
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In his autobiography, García Oliver offered several reasons for 
his suspicion that Companys was a participant in a broad anti
anarchist cabal. The first incident he cites occurred when Valerio 
Mas, regional secretary of the CNT, called Companys at the 
Generalidad, telling him of García Oliver’s arrival from Valencia, 
and of the urgent need to talk with him, to prepare for giving his 
radio appeal for a cease fire. García Oliver recounted: ‘Companys 
was a bit late in answering. Certainly he was consulting. W ho 
knows with whom !’87

As described earlier, García Oliver’s suspicions were intensified 
when he was received by Companys. ‘We were received very coldly 
by Companys, and were dealt with coldly by all those who had to 
deal with us. It was clear that we were in the way there. O ur mission 
of pacification was totally contrary to the role of inciters that 
Companys and his people had assumed. For them, the ideal would 
have been for forces to come from anywhere, from the sky or from 
hell, to aid them in depriving of life anyone who had a card of the 
C N T or the F A I . . . ’88 

Finally, García Oliver recounted, with a certain preface, an inci
dent on the night of May 4-5:

Coldly received. Grossly treated. T hat we were from our arrival 
in the Generalidad; ‘The Prince’ no longer had to be annoyed; 
the occasion had arrived to begin his vengeance. Small venge
ance. Waiting to make contact with the development of events, 
in constant telephonic communication with the local and reg
ional committees, we prepared to pass the night sprawled out in 
chairs and divans. In shadow, in darkness. Nothing was offered 
us. When someone asked for food, they brought grudgingly a 
little dried out bread with a bit of boiled ham. To drink, 
whoever asked for it received a glass of w a t e r . ..

We had to think that those poor folks, from the president of 
the Generalidad to the last policeman, had been surprised by the 
unexpected rebellion of the masses. Surprised without food. 
Under certain circumstances, I always had the bad custom of 
suspecting, of seeing and of touching. I rose, walked a few times 
around the darkened salon where we had been left, and seeming
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to have heard some strange sounds, I walked down a hall, and 
stopped at a door under which . . .  there appeared a ray of light. I 
pushed the door, and saw a small illuminated room, with a long 
table, where, on a white table cloth sparkled glasses of the finest 
crystal, containing white and red wines. I can still photograph 
with my eyes the smiles of satisfaction of these I was able to 
see . . .  Smiles which broke off when they saw me in the half
open door. There were Companys and his wife, Antonov- 
Ovsenko, Comorera, Vidiella, Tarradellas . . .  I wasn’t able to 
make out the rest.89

José Juan Domenech, who had served as a C N T minister in 
Companys’s government, saw the Catalan president’s role in the 
May Events from a quite different perspective from that of García 
Oliver. Speaking about it almost a decade and a half later, he 
claimed that Companys was at the time the non-CNTer closest to 
the CNT, and had until then worked loyally with it. However, 
Companys was above all dedicated to the idea of self-government 
for Catalonia, conceiving it as going far beyond the Republic’s 
Autonomy Statute of Catalonia, and embodying virtual indepen
dence within a Spanish federation, a vision rather similar to that of 
the anarchists.

Therefore, according to Domenech, Companys was above all 
jealous of anything he saw as a challenge to the authority of the 
Catalan Gcneralidad. From that point of view, the anarchist upris
ing which started on May 3 certainly appeared to be an uprising 
against the Catalan government, even though the anarchists them
selves had representation in that government. Companys was also, 
according to Domenech, very preoccupied with the danger the 
situation in Barcelona represented for the overall Loyalist war 
effort. Therefore, according to Domenech, Companys felt that he 
had to stand aside and allow the ‘chastisement’ of the CNT, 
morally if no t physically.90

The anarchist writer Manuel Cruells, on the other hand, while 
saying that Luis Companys certainly did not want an armed show
down with the anarchists, argued that Artemio Aiguader, the coun
cillor of interior, and a member of Companys’s party, did w ant such
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an event. He claimed that on the night of May 2 -3 ,  Aiguader and his 
close associates decided that the moment had come for such a 
showdown, and that an attack on the CNT-held telephone exchange 
was the way to provoke it.91

President Manuel Azaña apparently thought that Luis Companys 
was at least partly responsible for the M ay Days. In his memoirs, he 
wrote that ‘Companys spoke stupidly and crazily about battling the 
anarchists’.92 Azaña also noted that Prime Minister José Tarradellas, 
in talking with him ‘censored strongly Aiguader for launching a 
battle without preparing for it, and Companys for having talked so 
much about it, which alarmed the anarchists.’93

Ironically, of course, whatever Companys wanted to happen, or 
was willing to allow to happen, to the anarchists, the May Events, 
and Companys’s own actions during them, resulted in a drastic 
limitation of the autonom y of Catalonia. Until M ay 1937, Catalonia 
had had in effect its own ministry of defense, and at least formally 
controlled all the forces in the region with the duty of maintaining 
law and order. It had also had extensive control of its own economic 
affairs. As a consequence of the M ay days, the government of the 
Generalidad was to be totally stripped of control over military and 
police affairs, and to see the way paved for grave weakening of its 
control over the economy of the region.

The sequence by which the Catalan regime lost its control over 
military and police affairs is recounted by Burnett Bolloten. It 
began shortly after 8.30 p.m. -  on M ay 3, when Artemio Aiguader, 
asked Republican Minister of Interior Angel Galarza for ‘the urgent 
dispatch of 1,500 guards, indispensable for suppressing the move
ment’.94

The next morning, Prime Minister Francisco Largo Caballero 
conferred with the C N T ministers, telling them that he wouldn’t send 
the 1,500 Assault Guards ‘because it would mean placing forces in 
the service of the person who may possibly have had something to do 
with the conflict. Before acceding, he would take over the administra
tion of public order as provided in the Constitution.95 When the 
cabinet met shortly afterwards, Indalecio Prieto, anti-Caballero 
Socialist and minister of marine and aviation, together with the Left 
Republican and Communist ministers, urged that the Republican
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government immediately take over control of the Catalan military 
and police. Largo Caballero finally agreed to do so ‘if the situation 
did not improve by evening’.96

Largo Caballero then told Luis Companys of what the cabinet had 
decided, and added T e ll  me if you have any objection.’ For his part, 
Companys after again urging the immediate dispatch of 1,500 
Assault Guards, then conceded: ‘In view of the danger . . .  the 
government of the Republic can adopt the measures it deems 
necessary.’97

The Republican cabinet remained in session most of the day, May 
4. Burnett Bolloten has noted: ‘Inside the cabinet the debate assumed 
a rabid character.’ He then cited an official report of the C N T which 
appeared a few days later in Fragua Social, to the effect that 
‘Comrade Federica Montseny led the opposition for four hours 
against the Communists and republicans who supported the taking 
over of public order and defense. It was a tumultuous debate, which 
we lost when the vote was taken.’98

Largo Caballero still postponed announcement of the govern
m ent’s decision in the hope that its application might not be neces
sary if the efforts of García Oliver and M ariano Vazquez to calm the 
Barcelona situation proved a success. However, with the fighting 
continuing and even intensifying on the morning of M ay 5, there was 
another short cabinet meeting at noon, and shortly afterwards an 
official statement was made of the government’s decision to take 
over control of Catalan military and police affairs. It noted also that 
Colonel Antonio Escobar of the National Republican Guard -  ex- 
Civil Guard -  had been named to control Catalan public order and 
General Sebastian Pozas was named to control the Loyalist armed 
forces in Catalonia and Aragon.99

Meanwhile, on the afternoon of M ay 5 two Republican war 
vessels, the Lepanto and Sanchez Barcaiztegui, arrived in Barcelona 
harbor. Their commanders put themselves at the orders of President 
Companys. As Manuel Cruells has noted, ‘In spite of that act of 
support of the autonom ous Catalan Government, the entry of vessels 
in the port of Barcelona signified the beginning of the intervention of 
the Central Government in the conflict.’100

We have noted in an earlier chapter how Juan Manuel Molina, the
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acting councillor of defense of Catalonia, only turned over control of 
the military to General Pozas after receiving written orders to that 
effect from both President Companys and the CNT-FAI leaders. The 
process of transferring control of the Catalan public order forces to 
Republican authority proved even more difficult. Colonel Escobar, 
who had been named to take over control of public order was 
seriously wounded when he was shot at upon arrival in Barcelona. 
The Republican government then appointed Lieutenant-Colonel 
Alberto Arrando to replace Colonel Escobar.101

The Communist Explanation of the May Events

Understandably, the Communists had their own interpretation of 
w hat had transpired during the first week of M ay in Barcelona. Their 
explanation was so far from the truth that there would be little 
reason to take it seriously, were it no t for the fact that it was widely 
accepted by non-Communists who should have known better, and to 
same degree at least remains to this day ‘the accepted wisdom’ on the 
subject.

While the fighting in Barcelona was still in progress, Frente Rojo, 
the Communists’ official evening paper in Valencia, already began to 
develop the Communists’ explanation of the affair. ‘For a long time 
we used to attribute anything that occurred to gangs euphemistically 
called uncontrollables’. N ow  we have seen that they are perfectly 
controlled -  but by the enem y..  .’102

George Orwell presented a number of examples of the explanation 
of the M ay Events developed by the Communists after the events 
were over. One will suffice. The London Daily Worker, on M ay 11 
1937, carried an article which argued that ‘what was being prepared 
was a situation in which the German and Italian Governments could 
land troops or marines quite openly on the Catalan coasts, declaring 
that they were doing so “in order to preserve o rder” . . .  The 
instrument for all this lay ready to hand for the Germans and 
Italians in the shape of the Trotskyist organization known as the 
POUM. The POUM , acting in cooperation with well-known criminal 
elements, and with certain other deluded persons in the Anarchist
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organizations planned, organized and led the attack in the rear
guard, accurately timed to coincide with the attack on the front of 
B i lb ao . . . ’103

United States Communist leader Robert M inor claimed: ‘The 
uprising was started by the Trotskyite POUM, and the “uncon- 
trollables” among the Anarchists, under the direction of Franco’s 
fifth column and Italian and Nazi secret agen ts . . .  These people tried 
to deal a crushing blow to the government, to keep Catalonia from 
giving all its energies in the w a r . .  .,104

Unfortunately, all or part of the Stalinist line on the May Events 
was pickcd up and repeated by people who should have known 
better. One such case will be sufficient to note. It is Claude Bowers, 
who was then US ambassador to (Republican) Spain. Writing in his 
memoirs in 1954, long after the publication of George Orwell’s 
account, Bowers was still repeating the Communist version of events 
with nuances of his own.

The dissentient elements in Franco’s territory were more than 
matched by those in loyalist territory, where the anarchists 
were the worst offenders against solidarity and discipline. In 
early M ay, the Loyalist government moved against them with 
cold steel. A crisis had been provoked by the anarchists and 
the POUM (United Workers Marxist Party), which was com 
posed of Trotsky communists. It was generally believed that 
many of these were Franco agents In factories, they were 
urging the seizure of private property and strikes to slow 
down production in the midst of war. In Aragon, not a few 
anarchists in the army who had been fraternizing with the 
Fascists deserted and hurried to Barcelona to join the rising 
against the governm ent. .  ,105

The absurdity of those observations is clear.
A somewhat peculiar variant of the Communists’ insistence that 

the uprising of the workers of Barcelona in M ay 1937 was of 
subversive origin, and one which may have had a certain currency 
among the Republicans, is that offered by Victoria Kent, a Radical 
Socialist Party member of the Spanish parliament. Speaking more
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than 15 years later, she claimed that the anarchists were opposed to 
the war, were ‘cowards at the front’, and that their uprising in May 
1937 was an effort to take Catalonia out of the w ar .106

Was Seizure of La Telefonica Deliberate Provocation by the 
Stalinists?

It is obvious that from July 19 1936 on, the Stalinists tried by all 
means at their disposal -  and these means were very great after Soviet 
military equipment and ‘advisers’ began to arrive -  to undermine, 
and ultimately to destroy the power and influence which the anar
chists had acquired with the onset of the Civil W ar and Revolution, 
and to establish their own dictatorship in Republican Spain. It is also 
clear that the M ay Events were intimately related to that Stalinist 
drive.

Finally, it is obvious that the seizure of La Telefónica on the 
afternoon of May 3 1937 was what touched off the May Events. 
W hat was debated then and afterwards was whether that seizure was 
a deliberate move by the Stalinists and their allies to provoke an 
uprising by the anarchists, so that they could be crushed once and for 
all.

Some credence is given to the idea that the attack on the Telephone 
Building was deliberately designed to provoke massive anarchist 
reaction by the subsequent account of Walter Krivitsky, at the time 
of the May Events the head of Soviet military intelligence in Western 
Europe. According to Krivitsky,

The one big obstacle in the way was Catalonia. The Catalonians 
were anti-Stalinist, and they were one of the main props of the 
Caballero government. To seize full control, Stalin had still to 
bring Catalonia under his rule and oust Caballero.

This was emphasized to me in a report by one of the leaders of 
the Russian anarchist group in Paris, who was a secret agent of 
the Ogpu. He had been dispatched to Barcelona, where as a 
prominent anarchist he enjoyed the confidence of the anar- 
chosyndicalists in the local government. His mission was to act
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as an agent provocateur, to incite the Catalonians to rash acts 
that would justify calling in the army as if to suppress a revolt 
behind the f ro n t . .  .107

After indicating the wide acceptance of the claim that the May Days 
were caused ‘by some uncontrollable elements who managed to get 
into the extreme wing of the anarchist movement, in order to 
provoke disturbances in favor of the enemies of the republic,’ 
Krivitsky argued that ‘the fact is that in Catalonia the great majority 
of the workers were fiercely anti-Stalinist. Stalin knew that a show
down was inevitable, but he also knew that the opposition forces 
were badly divided and could be crushed by swift bold action. The 
Ogpu fanned the flames and provoked syndicalists, anarchists and 
Socialists against one another. After five days of bloodshed, in which 
five hundred persons were killed and more than a thousand wounded, 
Catalonia was made the issue on which the Caballero government 
must stand or fall.’108

Credence is lent to Krititsky’s analysis by statements of some of the 
Stalinist leaders at the time of the M ay Events. Juan Comorera, head 
of the PSUC, is known to have commented that ‘before taking 
Zaragoza, it is necessary to take Barcelona.’109 Also, Per Riba, a 
PSUC member, and close ally of Juan Comorera, noted many years 
later that the decision to seize the Telefonica had been taken by the 
PSUC executive committee several days before it occurred.’110 

Certainly some of the most prominent anarchist leaders believed 
that the seizure of La Telefonica was a deliberate attempt to arouse 
the anarchists to revolt, so that they could be crushed. One of those 
who developed this plot theme most extensively was Juan García 
Oliver.

However, García Oliver felt that the plot involved not only the 
Catalan Communists Consul-General Antonov-Ovsenko and other 
Soviet agents then in Spain, but also elements among the Catalan 
Nationalists -  of both Esqucrra Catalana and Estat Catala parties -  
probably including Luis Companys himself, as well as Basque 
Nationalists, and the Italian Fascist government. He even suggested 
the possibility of involvement of certain tertiary C N T elements in the 
conspiracy.
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Garcia Oliver stated: i n  the events of May only the conspirators of 
Paris and those of the Soviet Embassy had a directing role. The rest, 
circumstantial actors, the agents of Rodriguez Salas, the provokers of 
the PSUC, the fascists camouflaged as Communists -  there were 
thousands -  served as puppets of the pim-pam-pum.’111

The ‘conspirators of Paris’ to whom Garcia Oliver refers were the 
Catalan politicians who early in the W ar had left Catalonia -  some of 
them while serving as councillors in the government of President 
Companys -  and had taken up self-imposed exile in the French 
capital. O f them, Garcia Oliver said:

In Paris those who conspired against the Republic were very 
active. The conspiracy had ramifications in the governments of 
Catalonia, the Basque Country and the Republic. There were 
two centers of conspiracy. T hat of Paris, whose axis was the 
Catalan separatists, visibly directed by Centura Gassol, and the 
Basque Nationalists headed by Aguirre in Bilbao and which 
Manuel de Irujo, Minister W ithout Portfolio in the Republican 
government directed. They conspired with monarchists of all 
branches, but most intensively with the Alfonso supporters led 
from Portugal by Gil Robles. W hat did the conspirators seek? 
Reestablishment of the monarchy in Spain, putting an end to the 
civil war, and maintaining the Statutes of Catalonia and the 
Basque Country.

A similar train of events was outlined in an official statement of the 
CN T on the M ay Events, dated June 1937.113 Although other 
anarchists leaders may not have believed in such a widespread 
conspiracy as that suggested by Garcia Oliver, there were certainly 
many who felt that the uprising in Barcelona had been purposely 
provoked by the enemies of the anarchists. Diego Abad de Santillán 
wrote later that ‘we had the impression, hour after hour, that the 
events had been ably provoked, and that certain sectors, and certain 
men were unhappy at our ability to dominate our masses.’114

Elsewhere, Santillán also wrote: ‘A few weeks before the tragic 
events of Barcelona . . .  the Spanish Ambassador to Belgium, Ossorio 
y Gallardo declared in a satisfied way before a small group of
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journalists in the Spanish Embassy in Brussels that the great danger 
which had menaced Spain, that is, the predominance of the CN T and 
of the FAI was on the point of being overcome. T hat ambassador 
gave assurances that we had been displaced from preponderance in 
M adrid and in Valencia, and that the way was being prepared to 
have the decisive battle with us in the very capital of Catalonia.’115 

Apparently M ariano Vázquez also was convinced at the time that 
the Communists sought purposely to provoke the anarchists. In a 
mem orandum  shortly after the events, he said:

We observe the preparation abroad. From the moment that the 
first shots were heard, throughout the world the press raised a 
violent campaign against Catalan anarchism. The propaganda 
had been so rapid and extensive that it is not possible that it 
arose from knowledge of the events. One deduces easily that it 
was p repared . . .  There is an important detail, that demonstrates 
that there existed a plot in the exterior. The Delegate of the 
National Committee intercepted in Barcelona a telegram directed 
by a distinguished member of the Esquerra and a separatist, to 
France in which it said textually: ‘Estic be, To t m arxa.’ (I’m 
well. Everything is going ahead.’) That telegram, was sent on 
Wednesday at noon when fighting was intensifying in the streets 
of Barcelona.115

In conversation with me, José Juan Domenech claimed that the 
Communists had ‘very carefully provoked’ the CNT, and ‘more 
irresponsible elements’ in the CN T had allowed themselves to be 
provoked.1 X/ Also, in conversation with me Federica Montseny said 
that the anarchist ministers in the Republican government had gotten 
word of meetings in Bordeaux and Paris between leaders of the PSUC 
and Estât Catalá with Russians and other foreign elements and that 
the ministers feared that some provocation was being planned which 
would be used to justify suppression of the PO U M  and CNT, and 
warned the other leaders of the C N T .118

It remains unclear whether the Catalan Communists, with or 
without direction from Soviet officials, cither by themselves or in 
conspiracy with other anti-anarchist elements in Catalonia, planned
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the seizure of La Telefonica as a deliberate move to provoke an 
anarchist reaction. All that is clear is that that move did provoke such 
a reaction.

Should the Catalan Anarchists Have Seized Power?

Whether or not the Communists and their Left Catalan allies 
organized the seizure of the Telephone Building as a deliberate move 
to generate a violent reaction from the anarchists, they certainly did 
not expect the overwhelming nature of that reaction. They surely did 
not expect that within a few hours virtually all of Barcelona, as well 
as most of the provincial cities and towns of Catalonia, would be in 
the hands of the anarchists and the POUM.

We have stressed the spontaneity of the reaction of rank-and-file 
CNTers and POUMists. Clearly the events of May did not begin as a 
result of an effort of the anarchists leaders to seize power. W ithout 
exception, the CNT-FAI leaders bent all of their efforts during the 
days of May 3 -7  to bring about a cease fire ‘without victors or 
vanquished’, as the saying was at the time. However, the question 
remained as to whether, once their followers in fact dominated 
Barcelona and most of the other cities and towns of Catalonia, they 
should have finished the job, ordering attacks, as they could have 
done, on the few remaining strongholds of the police, PSUC and 
Estat Catala, and installing another government for the Catalan 
region.

In retrospect, a number of the anarchist leaders concluded that 
they should have done so. Juan Molina, writing 35 years later, after 
noting i t  is not risky to affirm that in very few hours the domination 
of Catalonia by the CN T would have been complete,’ then opined on 
the attitude of the CN T leaders. ‘Sincerely I think that it was a great 
mistake, which was paid for dearly. In May there was the oppor
tunity to liquidate the ignominious intervention of Stalin in Spain, 
with his agents, spies and executioners. If the Communists pu t the 
Republic in danger every day with their absorbing sectarian and 
criminal policy, the CN T should have done so once, to terminate that 
policy imposed on Spain by the USSR and the Communist Party.’119
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Diego Abad de Santillán also thought, in retrospect, that his own 
behavior and that of the other CNT-FAI leaders had been a mistake. 
At a meeting with M ariano Vázquez and Garcia Oliver soon after the 
end of the May Events, Santillán, as he noted later, ‘gave our 
judgement of the events of May; they had been a provocation of 
international origin and our people were miserably dragged into 
struggle; but once in the streets, our error has been in bringing an end 
to the firing without having resolved the pending problems. For our 
part, we were sorry for w hat had happened .. . ,120

One of the more fantastic assessments of w hat had occurred, and 
of w hat the anarchist leaders should have done was that of the 
official Trotskyites. Felix M orrow  of the Socialist W orkers’ Party of 
the United States stated that position as well as anyone. ‘. . .T h e  
specific conjuncture in May 1937 was sufficiently favorable to 
enable a workers’ Spain to establish its internal regime and to 
prepare to resist imperialism by spreading the revolution to France 
and then wage revolutionary war against Germany and Italy, under 
conditions which would precipitate the revolution in the fascist

191countries.
Certainly none of the Spanish anarchist leaders shared such a view 

of the possibilities had they decided to seize power in Catalonia. 
They had rejected the idea of establishing a dictatorship of their own, 
right after July 19, and rejected it again early in M ay 1937, fearful of 
the possibility of launching another major civil war behind the 
Loyalist lines and thus paving the way for a quick Franco victory.

However, Manuel Cruells, who lived through the experience of the 
May Events, expressed doubt many years later whether the anar
chists could have seized power: ‘The anarchist leaders tried to put a 
brake on the fighting on the basis of the good judgement that it was 
impossible to impose a total victory. Therefore, they had to save their 
organization, and avoid an extermination which would fatally have 
taken place.’122

Conclusion

Burnett Bolloten presented a stark conclusion about the effect of the
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May Days on the Spanish anarchists: T h e  power of the anarchosyn- 
dicalists in Catalonia, the citadel of the Spanish libertarian move
ment, had now  been broken. W hat would have appeared inconceiv
able a few m onths earlier, in the heyday of the C N T and FAI, had 
now become a reality and the most portentous victory of the 
Communists since the beginning of the Revolution.’123

It docs not seem to me that the effect of the May Days on the 
anarchists was quite as catastrophic and conclusive as Bolloten 
presents it. However, it is certain that the events of the first week of 
May 1937 were a severe defeat for the anarchists, and paved the way 
for their elimination from both the Catalan and Republican govern
ments, and the establishment of predominant Communist influence 
in both those regimes. From M ay 1937 on, the struggle of the 
Libertarian Movement in Loyalist Spain was purely a defensive one, 
to preserve against very strong odds as much as they could of the 
revolutionary conquests of the first weeks of the Civil War.
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The Elimination o f the Anarchists 
from the Republican and 

Catalan Governments

The May Events in Barcelona provided the opportunity to the 
Communists and their Right-wing Socialist and Republican allies 
to bring about the overthrow of Francisco Largo Caballero, and 
the removal of the anarchists from the Republican government. 
About a month later, the Partido Socialista Unificado de Cataluna 
and their Left Catalan friends likewise brought about the elimina
tion of the C N T  from the government of Catalonia. Together with 
the suppression of the Council of Aragon, which we have noted in 
an earlier chapter, that almost completed the experiment of anar
chist participation in the national and regional governments of the 
Republic.

Early Moves to  O u s t  Largo Caballero

The plans of the Russians, the Spanish Communists and their allies to 
dispense with Largo Caballero as head of the Republican govern
ment were long in the making. Shortly after he had taken office, his 
fall was already being prepared for. As the influence of the Soviet 
apparatus in Spain grew following the beginning of large scale
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military aid to the Republic, and as the size and bureaucratic penetra
tion of the Spanish Communist Party and the PSUC in both civilian 
and military parts of the government expanded, the plans to get rid of 
the one-time ‘Spanish Lenin’ matured. The conflict in Catalonia at the 
beginning of May 1937 provided the excuse for the strange anti- 
Caballero coalition to move overtly to oust the prime minister.

Walter Krivitsky noted that as early as November 1936 he was 
told of Russian plans to have Largo Caballero replaced by Juan 
Negrin. His informant was Arthur Stashevsky, whom he described as 
‘Stalin’s chief political commissar in Spain’. 1 ‘In my conversations 
with Stashevsky in Barcelona in November, Stalin’s next moves in 
Spain were already cropping out. Stashevsky made no secret to me of 
the fact that Juan Negrin would be the next head of the M adrid 
government. At that time, Caballero was universally regarded as the 
favorite of the Kremlin, but Stashevsky had already picked Negrin as 
his successor.’2

Franz Borkenau also bore witness to the Communists’ early plans 
to get rid of Largo Caballero, and the role of the anarchists in 
thwarting the Communists’ objectives at that time. On his second 
visit, in January-February 1937, he wrote:

The communists are decided that Caballero must go. They find 
it awkw ard and at critical moments almost intolerable, that the 
group which really directs affairs should not be formally and 
publicly at the helm. If a dramatic turn to the Right, away from 
social revolution is intended -  as no doubt it is -  it cannot 
possibly be done while Caballero is in the supreme office. 
Various names have been mentioned as candidates for the 
premiership, among them Martinez Barrio, Prieto, and Negrin, 
the socialist minister of finance. Since at least the last week of 
January well-informed people have been talking about the 
cabinet c r is is . ..

So far nothing has came of it. And that mainly on account of 
anarchist resistance. A cabinet with Prieto as premier or in a 
dominating position, as war minister, would make their p a r 
ticipation either impossible or transform it into a formal renun
ciation of their revolutionary faith.3
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Gerald Brenan has summed up this first major crisis in the Largo 
Caballero government thus: T h e  first crisis came in January. Com 
munist pressure on the government had become very great and for a 
moment it was thought that a coup d'etat was imminent and that the 
International Brigade could march on Valencia. But there was a
combination of all the other parties against them, and they gave 

i 4way.
At about this same time, some of the anarchist leaders were quite 

aware of efforts by the Communists and their allies to remove Largo 
Caballero. Juan García Oliver, in his memoirs, noted a conversation 
which must have taken place late in January or early in February, in 
which he told Largo Caballero: ‘N ow  they will to everything to get 
rid of us; that is, with you, the Caballeristas of the party and of the 
trade-union organization, and with us, the C N T and the anarchosyn- 
dicalists. I d on ’t know what methods they will use, nor the direction 
from which the blows will come. But it is likely that they will 
seek to use elements from our camp and yours, using them as p ro
voca teu rs . . .’5

Shortly before the account of this conversation, García Oliver 
noted w hat had occurred at a dinner to which he had been invited by 
Soviet ambassador Marcel Rosenberg, shortly before Rosenberg was 
recalled home to be shot in Stalin’s Great Purge, which adds a 
curious twist to the Communists’ efforts to get rid of Largo 
Caballero. Apparently, after they had finished eating, Rosenberg 
blurted out to him, ‘D on’t you think that you could do much better 
than Largo Caballero as head of the government and in the Ministry 
of W ar?’ To which García Oliver replied:

In talking to you I am also talking to Moscow. I ask you to 
transmit for me that if at this moment there was the change you 
suggest, antifascist unity would be broken like a c ry s ta l . . .  The 
problem as I see it is not to seek someone to substitute for Largo 
Caballero, but to maintain antifascist unity. It is possible that a 
change in the heart of government might change the situation a 
little, but only carried out as a decision of all the sectors who 
now make it u p . . .  I think, however, that for that it is already 
late. If I had been brought to leadership when the C N T entered
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the government, o r  even when the Republicans left its leader
ship, that might have been different. N ow , no. N ow  it would 
open a catastrophic period.

García Oliver then speculated, ‘Was my refusal his failure in some
thing required by Moscow. Perhaps by Stalin himself? Would he and 
Antonov-Ovsenko go to jail and receive the shot in the back of the 
neck for having failed to win me over? Would that failure be added 
to the suspicion of their having been won over by Spanish anarcho- 
syndicalism?’6

The Largo Caballero-Stalin Correspondence

However, it was not only Stalin’s official and unofficial repre
sentatives in Spain who intervened in the affairs of the Largo 
Caballero government. Stalin did so himself.

On December 21 1936, Stalin, Soviet Premier Molotov and 
Defense Minister Voroshilov sent a letter, through the Soviet embassy 
in Valencia to Prime Minister Largo Caballero, addressed ‘To 
Comrade Caballero’. It suggested that there were important dif
ferences between the Bolshevik Revolution of 1917 and the Spanish 
Revolution, adding, ‘It is very possible that the parliamentary route is 
a more efficacious procedure for revolutionary development in Spain 
than in Russia.’

However, Stalin, Molotov and Voroshilov then suggested: ‘Overall, 
we feel that our experience, particularly the experience of our civil 
war, duly applied to the particular conditions of the Spanish 
revolutionary struggle, can have considerable value for Spain. In 
view of that and in the light of your insistent requests, which 
Comrade Rosenberg has forwarded to us, we agreed to put at your 
disposition a series of  military specialists, whom we have instructed 
to give counsel in the military area to those Spanish officers whom 
you indicate.’

With considerable irony, in view of the way in which these advisers 
actually behaved, Stalin and his aides then commented, ‘It was 
decisively indicated to them that they should not forget that . . .  the
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Soviet specialist, being a foreigner in Spain, cannot really be useful 
except by adhering rigorously to the role of adviser and only an 
adviser.’

The three Soviet leaders then urged Largo Caballero to report to 
them on whether or not he was satisfied with the role the advisers 
were fulfilling. They made the same request with regard to Ambas
sador Marcel Rosenberg.

Stalin and his colleagues then gave the Spanish prime minister four 
pieces of ‘friendly advice’. These were that he pay special attention to 
the problems of the peasants, that he do his utmost to attract the 
support of ‘the urban petty and middle bourgeoisie’, that he incor
porate the Republican parties fully in the work of the government, 
and that ‘the occasion be found to declare in the press that the 
Government of Spain will not tolerate any attempt against the 
property and legitimate interests of foreigners in Spain, of the citizens 
of the countries which are not supporting the rebels.’

Largo Caballero replied to this letter of counsel and advice in a 
letter of his own, addressed to ‘Comrades Stalin, Molotov and 
Voroshilov’, and dated January 12 1937. In it, he first expressed his 
and his government’s thanks for Soviet aid. He then professed great 
satisfaction with the behavior of both the Soviet military advisers and 
Ambassador Rosenberg. He then went on to say that the government 
was fully conscious of the importance of the peasantry in determin
ing the outcome of the War. ‘We have respected and constantly 
proclaimed the right to live and develop’ of the petty bourgeoisie. As 
for the Republican parties, he professed himself to be ‘absolutely in 
accord with the Soviet leaders’ advice. Finally, ‘the interests and 
property of foreigners, citizens of the countries which do not aid the 
Rebels . . .  have been respected and placed under the protection of the 
government.’7

The Fall of Málaga Used Against Largo Caballero

The Communists found in the fall of Malaga to the Rebels on 
February 8 1937 an excuse for mounting a strong, if still somewhat 
indirect, campaign against Francisco Largo Caballero. We have
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earlier noted their insistence that he dismiss his principal military 
adviser, General José Asensio. Enrique Castro Delgado, however, 
had indicated that the real targets of the Communist attack were 
Largo Caballero and the anarchists.

After observing the traumatic impact on Republican public opinion 
of the loss of Málaga and the tragic flight of refugees up the coast to 
Almería under bom bardm ent from both sea and air, Castro Delgado 
noted:

In view of the people’s agitated state, the Communist Party 
commenced its attack. Subtle as always. W ithout giving names 
but sketching the men. Speaking of the loss of Málaga not as 
the result of the enemy superiority, but of the incapacity of 
Largo Caballero and the betrayal of General Asensio. And 
accusing the anarchists with M aroto  at their head of all the 
work of disintegration carried out in the moments in which 
the Italian forces attacked the little and beautiful Mediterranean 
city. The Party understood that this military defeat of the 
Republic brought closer the hour of its ‘hegemony’. And it 
started the attack on the basis of criticisms, slogans, popular 
demonstrations in the most im portant cities of the Republican 
zone.8

Later on, Castro Delgado cited a conversation in which Pedro 
Checa, the second-in-command of the Communist Party, explained 
to him the problems involved in bringing down Largo Caballero. 
‘The removal of Caballero doesn’t depend only on the will of the 
Party, but on the Party’s finding allies within the Partido Socialista 
Obrero Español and the Unión General de Trabajadores who are 
disposed to get rid of the Old M an. And not just that: the CNT, 
without doubt will defend him. And it will be necessary also, if not 
to convince, at least to maneuver the CN T so that it doesn’t 
oppose with all its forces the reorganization or creation of a new 
government.’9

One strange aspect of this attack on General Asensio after the fall 
of Málaga was that at least some of the anarchist press joined in the 
attacks on the general. Thus, the editorial in Solidaridad Obrera:
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No one succeeded in understanding why this military man who 
in the past was a monarchist and a Leroux man was given a 
position of such high responsibility in the very midst of a social 
revolution . . .  N o  sooner did General Asensio begin to intervene 
in the course of war, than military defeats of a mysterious nature 
followed one after the other. With the formation of the ‘victory’ 
government of Largo Caballero, those defeats began to take on 
the nature of calamities. Irún, San Sebastián, Talavera and 
Toledo were lost in succession. The Málaga disaster brought to 
a head the disquieting feeling permeating the public opinion of 
the country.

FROM  TH E VERY DAYS OF JULY 19, TH E MINISTRY 
OF WAR HAS BEEN IN T H E  HANDS OF INCO M PETEN T 
PEOPLE, AND O N  TH E FRONTS -  TREASON WAS CLOSELY 
ALLIED T O  INTERNATIONAL FASCISM.10

Why Communists Wanted to Dump Largo Caballero

It is clear that during Largo Caballero’s tenure as prime minister and 
minister of war the Communists succeeded in penetrating extensively 
not only the military but various parts of the civilian administration. 
He had been unable to prevent the establishment of a GPU secret 
police network totally outside the control of the Republican govern
ment. He had also to back down from his defense of General 
Asensio, and on various other issues, when faced with pressure not 
only from the Spanish Communists but also from their Soviet 
masters.

However, it soon became clear to the Spanish and Russian 
Communists that Largo Caballero had no intention of becoming their 
puppet. On at least one occasion, he ordered Soviet Ambassador 
Rosenberg out of his office. The incident occurred at the height of the 
campaign of the Communists to have General Jose Asensio removed 
as under-secretary of war, largely, according to Largo Caballero 
himself, because Asensio refused to join the Communist Party .11

Largo Caballero described the incident with Ambassador Rosen
berg: ‘O n  another day, no one less than the Ambassador of Russia,
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Señor Rosenberg, accompanied by Alvarez del Vayo, visited me to 
ask the same thing as the Committee of the party. That seemed 
to me too much. I rose from my chair and in an undiplomatic tone I 
asked him to leave and not to return to talk to be again about this 
m atter.’

The ex-prime minister added another significant detail about this 
incident. T remained alone with Alvarez del Vayo. I rebuked him for 
playing the game of the Communists at a time and in a matter of such 
gravity as accusing a general of being a traitor without any p r o o f . ..  
His only reply was that when someone said it, even if it was unjust, 
he should be thrown out. Good theory! But which people said it? The 
Communists and no one else.’12

When Largo Caballero was finally forced to accept Asensio’s 
resignation as under secretary of war, he did not appoint someone to 
replace him who was in any way inclined to serve the interests of the 
Communists. On the contrary, he named Carlos de Baraibar, one of 
his closest associates within the Socialist Party.

Baraibar sought as much possible to limit the influence of the 
Communists within the new military establishment. One of his early 
acts was to dismiss the man in charge of the medical services of the 
army, an old friend of his, a colonel, and a Communist. He found 
that under this m an’s direction hospitals which were not controlled 
by the Communists were unable to get adequate supplies of ban
dages, drugs and other material. When de Baraibar confronted the 
colonel on this issue, he said that he was only following the orders 
from the Communist Party. Carlos de Baraibar soon found a new, 
less harmful, assignment for the colonel.

Later, de Baraibar also dismissed the head of the supply forces of 
the army. This case came about as the result of an incident involving a 
speech by the Communist leader Dolores Ibárruri in front of a plant 
turning out smoked hams and other meats for the army. While she 
was addressing the workers, Communists stole from the rear of the 
plant some 4,000 hams, which were turned over to the party. When 
Carlos de Baraibar confronted the supply chief, a conservative 
Republican regular army colonel, he was told that the Communists 
had threatened to kill him if he did not allow them to carry out their 
ra id .13
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As minister of war, Largo Caballero himself took several impor
tant steps seeking to curtail Communist influence in the military 
during the period just preceding his downfall. ‘I published circulars, 
which were sent to the generals and chiefs of Army Groups to 
impede during the war their engaging in politics, and directing that 
all limit themselves to fulfillment of their military duties; that 
ranks and promotions were without validity if they were not coun
tersigned by the Minister of  W ar and published in the Diario 
Oficial, and that hospitals suppress personal names in their titles 
and he designated National Hospital, Num ber . . .  and that the 
naming of their personnel be made by War. In case these disposi
tions were not fulfilled, all subsidies and subventions to them 
would be suppressed.’

However, of even greater potential significance in limiting Com
munist influence in the army was Largo Caballero’s move to purge 
the corps of political commissars. This involved a showdown with 
Julio Alvarez del Vayo, of whom Largo Caballero wrote: ‘He called 
himself a Socialist but was unconditionally at the service of the 
Communist Party and aided all o f  their manouvers, hoping, un
doubtedly to best serve his personal aspirations.’

Largo Caballero described his confrontation with the political 
commissar general: ‘I called in Alvarez del Vayo; I denounced him for 
his conduct and for more than two hundred appointments favoring 
the Communists made without my knowledge and signature. As he 
listened he became pallid . . .  he answered that the appointments were 
for Company commissars and that he had made them believing that 
that was within his competence. I showed with the Law in my hand 
that there were no exceptions whatever, and all had to be signed by 
the minister.’14

W hat Largo Caballero did not add was that he issued an executive 
order, dated April 17, reaffirming that all appointments as political 
commissars had to have his signature, and that any made previous to 
that date, and which he did not confirm by M ay 15, would be null 
and void.15

Of course, the Stalinists were quite aware of the reasons for this 
order by Largo Caballero. The depth of this understanding is shown 
by the comments on it by the American Communist member of the
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International Brigades, Joe Dallet, who was attending a political 
commissars’ training school, in writing to his wife: ‘The school 
assumes particularly im portant proportions in view of the present 
political situation here, with Caballero leaning toward the Right, 
demanding the abolition of all political commissars, except those 
approved by Caballero. This, of course, is a definite attack on our 
Party. The Right-wing elements in the government arc afraid of our 
influence in the army, which is growing by leaps and bounds.’

Certainly, each day-to-day clash with the Communists (both 
Spanish and Soviet) by Largo Caballero and his closest associates 
helped to convince the Communists that Largo Caballero was a 
serious stumbling block to their achieving complete control of the 
Spanish Republican government. Another factor was certainly the 
increasingly close relations between the prime minister and the 
anarchist members of the cabinet. In an earlier chapter we have noted 
the close cooperation between Largo Caballero and Juan García 
Oliver, and between Carlos de Baraibar and Juan Lopez. Largo 
Caballero maneuvered with García Oliver to prevent the infiltration 
of Communist political commissars into the officers’ training schools 
which the anarchist minister of justice had established and was 
supervising. Similarly, we have noted the agreement between the 
minister of war and the C N T that, when the anarchist militia units 
were converted into regular army brigades and divisions, they should 
continue to be commanded by anarchist officers.

However, there were certainly other factors that convinced the 
Communists that Largo Caballero must be overthrown. One was 
that Largo Caballero and his associates in the Socialist Party and 
UGT, like the anarchists, felt that success in the Civil W ar was closely 
associated with success in the Revolution which had taken place in 
Loyalist Spain after July 19 1936. Although during his prime mini
stership, Largo Caballero sought, successfully, to re-establish the 
effective power of the State, he also took important steps to defend 
the Revolution, such as legalizing the council of Aragon, and w ork 
ing with the anarchist ministers to provide certain help for the 
workers’ collectives in various parts of the Republic.

Perhaps the position of the Largo Caballero faction of the Socialists 
and UGT was put forward by Carlos de Baraibar, as well as anyone,
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at the joint U G T -C N T  May Day meeting in Valencia on May 1 
1937: ‘Frequently there is someone who tries to divert the attention 
of the proletariat, telling it that it has to be concerned exclusively 
with winning the war, since that way the Revolution will be won. 
That is not true, because it could come to pass that we win the war 
and then lose the Revolution . .  .,16

This kind of position certainly ran totally counter to that of the 
Stalinists who from the beginning were set upon destroying the 
Revolution which had taken place at the onset of the Civil War.

Finally, Jesús Hernandez, the Communist who was minister of 
education in the Largo Caballero government, insisted in his memoirs 
written some years after he had ceased to be a Communist, that 
the issue which made Stalin decide that Largo Caballero had to go 
was the secret approval which the Spanish prime minister had 
given to a British-French proposal for possibly ending the Civil 
War.

W ithout specifying the exact time of the Anglo-French proposition 
(although other evidence would seem to indicate that it was in 
January or February 1937), Hernandez insisted that it consisted of 
possible overtures by the British and French to Hitler and Mussolini 
that they withdraw their support from Franco and suggest to him 
that he make his peace with the Republic, in exchange for Spain 
possibly agreeing to at least joint control with the Italians over 
Spanish M orocco and return of the former German colony of 
Cameroons to the Reich. The British and French made this proposal 
to Luis Araquistáin, Spanish ambassador to France and a close 
personal and political associate of Largo Caballero, who passed it on 
to the prime minister. According to Hernandez, Largo Caballero 
tentatively accepted the idea, if it could be brought to fruition.17 
Salvador de M adariaga accepted the validity of these proposed 
concessions by the Largo Caballero government to the French and 
British.18

If Jesús Hernández is to be believed, the Russians also soon got 
wind of what was afoot, and Stalin was outraged. He feared that an 
end to the Spanish Civil W ar and an agreement for sharing power 
with the Axis in the Mediterranean would remove major issues 
which were likely to provoke war between the Allies and the Axis,
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and thus give Hitler a freer hand to attack the USSR, without fear of 
having to face a second front in the West. According to Hernandez, it 
was at that point that Stalin passed word to the Spanish Communists 
that ‘Largo Caballero must leave the government’.19

At least one foreign newspaper, Echo de Paris, noted on May 17, 
something else which was also part of the Stalinists’ plan to oust 
Largo Caballero -  that is, the removal of the anarchists from the 
Republican government. ‘The directives from M oscow are to remove 
the four anarchist ministers, García Oliver, Juan Peiro, Federica 
Montseny and F. Lopez, from the Government. This seems to be the 
principal motive for the crisis. If this is achieved, one can then say 
that Moscow has obtained w hat it w a n te d ..  .’20

Luis Araquistain has claimed that in the weeks before the removal 
of Largo Caballero, the Soviet government brought pressure to bear 
to achieve this objective by decreasing aid shipments to Spain, as they 
did a year later to oust Defense Minister Indalecio Prieto, and that in 
both cases aid shipments rose substantially when the Communist 
objective had been achieved.21

The Timing of Largo Caballero’s Fall

There was certainly another issue which provoked the Communists 
to bring about the downfall of Largo Caballero at the time they did. 
This was a proposed major offensive by the Republican forces into 
Extremadura, which, if it had been successful, would have made the 
prime minister’s position almost impregnable.

Largo Caballero himself described the proposed offensive, which 
was scheduled to commence on M ay 16 1937: ‘The operation 
would be initiated attacking Penarroya, taking control of the rail
road from Cordoba to Extremadura, and entering in that region, 
cutting communications with the province of Madrid. At the same 
time, another offensive towards Guadclupc would seek to cut the 
highways near M adrid .’ He said that some 40,000 men would be 
involved.

The ex-prime minister wrote that when he proposed this to the 
Russian advisers ‘who visited me every day to talk about the w ar,’
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they raised no objections. Instead, they proposed the names of 
brigade commanders, all Communists, who should lead the offen
sive. \ ..  The General Staff and I had already designated the people 
for these com m ands .. .’22

In view of the later attitude of the Russians, the question may 
be raised as to the feasibility of the offensive planned by Largo 
Caballero. However, Burnett BoUoten cited the pro-Franco student 
of the Republican Popular Army Ramón Salas Larrazábal (who 
said that the planned offensive was to have involved 100,000 
men rather than the 40,000 reported by Largo Caballero) as 
rating its possibilities ‘very highly’.23 Juan López, the C N T mem
ber of Largo Caballero’s cabinet, confirmed that the Republican
military leaders had high hopes for the success of this offen- 

24sive.
In any case, the Russian advisers finally strongly opposed the 

Extremadura offensive. Jesús Hernández described the meeting at 
Alcalá de Henares, in the office of General G. Kulik, Soviet adviser to 
the central front, a t which this decision was taken. In attendance 
were not only various Soviet officers, but the two Communist 
members of the Largo Caballero cabinet, as well as Comintern 
representatives Palmiro Togliatti and Victorio Codovila.

After the assembled guests had consumed a considerable am ount 
of food and drink, Kulik announced that before transacting business, 
they had to await a dispatch from the Soviet embassy in Valencia. 
The dispatch rider finally arrived, and the document was duly 
deciphered. After reading it, Kulik announced: ‘Moscow notifies us 
that the operation in Extremadura cannot go forward.’

There followed a considerable discussion in which, according to 
Hernández, he and Vicente Uribe spoke up in defense of the pro
posed offensive, on the grounds that the Franco troops were weak 
and most vulnerable in the area and that the Republican army could 
expect considerable support from the local population in Extrema
dura, which strongly favored the Loyalist cause. At the same time, 
Hernández claimed that the attack against Brúñete, near Madrid, 
suggested as an alternative by General Kulik, would put the Republi
can forces at a disadvantage because it would involve assaults on 
entrenched positions, at which the Loyalist forces, and in any case
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would not, even if successful, result in a fundamental change in the 
war situation.

Kulik and the Comintern officials were naturally unmoved by 
these arguments. Hernandez noted: T h e  death of the “Caballero 
p lan” was decreed.’ Togliatti suggested, on the possibility that Largo 
Caballero would not desist from his plan that ‘if he insists, there will 
always be ways of making him desist’.25

Hernandez claimed that the possibility of the success of this 
offensive was not w hat made the Communists -  Russian and Spanish 
-  decide to topple Largo Caballero; that decision had already been 
taken. However, it is clear that the Russians in fact strongly opposed 
the offensive, and that the fall of the Largo Caballero government 
prevented its execution.

Even before the cabinet crisis, the Communists did their utmost to 
frustrate the Extremadura offensive. O n  the one hand, they operated 
through General Miaja, who was by then totally under their influence, 
if not a member of the Party. He refused pointblank to send two 
seasoned brigades from M adrid front (to be replaced by two others 
with less experience) as ordered by the war minister, and only backed 
down when Largo Caballero, in a cabinet meeting, threatened to 
dismiss him. Then, when Largo Caballero sent a written note to ‘the 
effective chief of aviation’, asking how many war planes would be 
available for the offensive, he was informed that only ten could be 
spared, obviously a ridiculous number given the scale of offensive 
action which was being planned.26

Largo Caballero explained what was meant by ‘the effective chief’ 
of the Spanish air force: ‘The aviation was directed by a Russian 
chief, although officially there was a Spaniard. The Republic paid for 
the material and the Russians believed they had the duty to control 
recruiting, the pilots school, and even whether or not to fulfill orders 
to send aviation to whatever f ro n t . ..  The General Staff ordered the 
sending of av ia tion . . .  Prieto communicated this to the official chief 
of aviation, he to the Russian chief, and there was an infinitude of 
cases in which that force was not provided.’27

Perhaps Enrique Castro Delgado has given the clearest and most 
succinct explanation for why the Communists were determined to 
get rid of Francisco Largo Caballero as head of the Republican
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government. ‘Largo Caballero was a battle and an indispensable 
victory, not only for the war, but to assure at the end of it, an 
objective that the Communists d idn’t talk about, bu t which was clear 
to each of them: to bury the Second Republic and birth to a new 
republic, the character of which had been defined by the classics of 
M arxism.’28

Finally, it is probable that the removal of the anarchists from the 
government was at least one of the objectives sought by the 
Communists in bringing about the fall of the Caballero cabinet. 
Augustine Souchy has quoted the French newspaper Echo de Paris 
‘at the end of M ay’, to the effect that: ‘The instructions of Moscow 
were that the four anarchist Ministers . . .  should be removed from
the Government. This seems to be the main cause of the crisis in the

*29government.

The Final Decision to Oust Largo Caballero

According to Jesús Hernandez, the formal decision that Largo 
Caballero had to be removed was made at a meeting of the Politburo 
of the Spanish Communist Party in Valencia early in M arch 1937. 
T hat meeting was attended by Politburo members José Díaz (general 
secretary), Jesús Hernández, Dolores Ibárruri, Vicente Uribe, Antonio 
Mije, and Pedro Checa, with only Pedro Martínez Cartón, who was 
at the front in Extremadura, no t being present. But, in addition, 
Comintern delegates Boris Stepanov, Victorio Codovila, Erno Guero, 
Palmiro Togliatti, and André M arty attended. So did the consellor 
and chargé d ’affaires of the Soviet embassy Gaikins, and another 
Russian, whom  Hernández identifies as Alexander Orlov. As he 
noted, there were more foreigners than Spaniards at that meeting. 
(Orlov denied that he had taken part in the March 1937 meeting. 
Burnett Bolloten has suggested that in fact it may not have been 
Orlov, the head of the GPU in Spain but his deputy Bclaycv, who was 
present at the fateful Politburo session.)30

The Politburo meeting was a stormy one. According to Hernández, 
he and José Díaz strongly opposed any move to bring about the 
ouster of Largo Caballero, on the grounds that the Communists had
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been able to make great headway under his administration, that his 
removal would split the ‘antifascist front’ and that if the Communists 
engineered it, that would result in severely isolating them. At one 
point, José Díaz and André M arty almost came to blows.

Until the Comintern officials had spoken, none of the other 
Spanish politburo members dared speak out. Stepanov led the attack 
on the prime minister/minister of war, accusing him of being respon
sible for ‘catastrophe after catastrophe’. Gaikins gave what was 
probably the real reason for the manoeuver, when he said: ‘Caballero 
is getting away from Soviet influence. A few days ago, he almost 
threw Rosenberg from the President’s office . . .  Rosenberg asked 
insistently the suspension of La Batalla . . .  the illegalization of the 
POUM , he paid no heed ..

After it was clear what the Comintern and Soviet delegations 
wanted, all of the Spanish Politburo except Diaz and Hernández 
went along with ‘the line’. Those two said that because of party 
discipline they would toe, but that they wanted it understood that 
they still thought it wrong. Thereupon, Palmiro Togliatti, ‘the 
heavy artillery of the delegation’, answered Diaz and Hernández, 
saying, ‘It is not worth the trouble to spend time on the reservations 
expressed by Diaz and Hernández towards “ the H ouse” [the 
Kremlin]. T hat would be to accept that there could be a serious 
basis of discussion, an inadmissible thing. I think that all the rest is 
perfectly clarified. I propose to commence immediately the cam 
paign to loosen the position of Caballero.’ Then, with supreme 
irony, Togliatti added, ‘We must begin with a large meeting in 
Valencia, where Comrade Hernández will make the speech. It will 
have a great political effect that a minister of Caballero rises 
against the president.’31

Hernández bowed to party discipline and gave a violent speech 
against Largo Caballero a few days later. The prime minister then 
dismissed him, but when he asked the Politburo of the Communist 
Party to name a substitute, it refused, and Largo Caballero was 
forced to agree to Hernández’s continuing as minister of education. 
Hernández noted: ‘After this backing down, the agitprop of the Party 
entered into full activity. A few weeks were enough for that colossus 
of political authority to be converted into a broken tatter, who was
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going to be ousted from power like one throws into the attic a no 
longer useful piece of furniture. Caballero was defeated.’32

The Onset of the Cabinet Crisis

President Manuel Azaña was informed shortly before it happened of 
the coming downfall of Largo Caballero. When he arrived in 
Valencia from Barcelona after the May Days, he was waited upon by 
representatives of the Left Republican, Right-wing Socialists and 
Communists, who told him that they were fed up with Largo 
Caballero and that the Communists were going to provoke a crisis in 
the next cabinet meeting, by demanding that Largo Caballero leave 
the W ar Ministry.33

The downfall of the Largo Caballero cabinet -  and with it the exit 
of the anarchists from the Republican government -  began on May 
13 1937. In the cabinet meeting of that day, Largo Caballero first 
gave a report on the ‘solution’ of the May Days crisis in Barcelona. 
Then, according to Largo Caballero, the Communist ministers ‘p ro
posed the dissolution of the Confederación Nacional del Trabajo and 
the Partido de Unificación Marxista (POUM), Trotskyist, which had 
united with the sindicalists to combat the Partido Socialista Unificado 
(Communist).’

Largo Caballero then noted: ‘I indicated that that could not be 
done legally; that so long as I was president of the Government, it 
would not be done, because I had not been fighting for political and 
trade-union liberties for half a century, only now to stain my history 
by dissolving governmentally any organization, whether anarchist, 
Communist or Socialist, Republican or of any other tendency w hat
ever; that if the tribunals proved that there had been committed some 
crime meriting suspension, they would to it, but not the government.’ 
At that point, according to Largo Caballero, the Communist mini
sters ‘those that always have the word democracy on their lips, 
revolted and resigned, rising and leaving’. Thereupon, the prime 
minister adjourned the meeting, according to his report on the 
incident.34

According to Largo Caballero’s account, he then went to sec
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President Manuel Azana, and submitted his resignation. Azana asked 
him to think it over overnight. The next morning, Azana suggested 
that he withdraw his resignation, and go ahead with the launching of 
the Extremadura offensive. It was only when he had agreed to this 
and was preparing to leave in the direction of the front that three of 
the Socialist ministers, Ramon Lamoneda, Juan Negrin and Anastasio 
dc Gracia came to inform him that, in view of the resignation of the 
two Communist ministers, they had been ordered by the executive of 
the Socialist Party also to resign, which they had done. That, of 
course, made the cabinet crisis unavoidable. It also meant the 
indefinite postponement -  in fact, the cancellation -  o f the Extrema
dura offensive.

The version which Jose Peirats gave of this cabinet meeting was 
somewhat different from that given by Largo Caballero himself. 
After noting the prime minister’s refusal to take action against the 
POUM  and CNT, and the withdrawal from the meeting by the two 
Communist ministers, Peirats wrote that Largo Caballero then said, 
T h e  Council of Ministers c o n tinues . . .  It was then when the 
strangest thing occurred. Slowly there rose the majority of the 
ministers, among them Prieto, Negrin, Alvarez del Vayo, Giral, Irujo. 
There remained in their seats the president of the council, Anastasio 
de Gracia, Angel Galarza and the four CN T ministers.’

At that point, according to Peirats, Caballero stated: i n  the face of 
this situation, the crisis is presented. However, the four CN T mini
sters suggested that they go on with the business before them, to 
which Largo Caballero replied, T h a t  would be dictatorship. I d on ’t 
wish to be dictator’3 Juan Lopez presented the same version of what 
happened, as did Federica Montseny, also present at the M ay 13 
meeting.

The Anarchists and the Ministerial Crisis

Whether the formal crisis occurred at the meeting of July 13 or on 
July 14, by the latter day the four CNTers who had been in Largo 
Caballero’s cabinet were ex-ministers. O n  that day they met with the 
CN T National Committee, to decide what proposals to submit to
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President Azana (who, following parliamentary custom, was consult
ing all of those groups which had participated in the fallen cabinet) 
about how to resolve the crisis. The meeting decided to urge the 
president to rename Largo Caballero to try to form a new govern
ment. This the president soon did.38

The CN T pledged Largo Caballero their support. Mariano Vazquez 
the national secretary of the CNT, called for ‘A Government which 
has a trade-union base, and is presided over, indisputably, by Largo 
Caballero.’ The C N T daily Fragua Social of Valencia ran a biog
raphy and picture of Largo Caballero, and under the picture carried 
the caption, ‘Largo Caballero, leading figure of the Iberian revolu
tion, with whose activities as chief of Government and Minister of 
War, the CN T is identified.’39

On July 15, Largo Caballero presented his proposed new cabinet, 
with three portfolios of the UGT (including the premiership and 
national defense) and two each for the Communist Party, Socialist 
Party, Union Republicana, Izquierda Republicana, and the CNT.40 
Clearly, Largo Caballaro did not consult either the Communists or 
the CN T in drawing up this proposal.

García Oliver insisted in his memoirs that the C N T agreed to this 
reduction from the four positions it had had before to only two.41 
However, Burnett Bolloten cited an article in Fragua Social arguing 
that although the C N T was not seeking to increase its representation 
in the government, it certainly could not accept a reduction, par
ticularly it could not accept having the same representation as the 
Communist Party which had provoked the crisis.42 José Peirats noted 
that the CN T (as well as the Communist and Socialist parties) 
‘roundly refused its participation’.43

In any case, Largo Caballero was unable to form a new cabinet. 
Palmiro Togliatti reported the fall of the Left Socialist prime mini
ster to his Comintern bosses as a ‘triumph of the Communist 
Party’.44

The Succession of Juan Negrin

When Francisco Largo Caballero failed in his attempts to organize a
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new cabinet, President Manuel Azaña quickly turned to Juan Negrin, 
who succeeded almost immediately. His new government was made 
up of Right-wing vSocialists, Communists, and members of Izquierda 
Republicana, Unión Republicana, the Basque Nationalists and Cata
lan Left. Both the UGT and the C N T were left without representation 
in the Negrin government.45

There is no doubt that Juan Negrin was, above all else, the choice 
of the Communist Party (and their Russian and Comintern advisers) 
to succeed Francisco Largo Caballero as prime minister. We have 
noted earlier in this chapter that as early as November 1936, at least 
one key Russian political operative in Spain, Stashevsky, had picked 
him out to be Largo Caballero’s successor. The actual decision, 
however, appears to have been taken at the March 1937 meeting of 
the Spanish Party’s Politburo where the definitive agreement to get 
rid of Largo Caballero had also been taken.

Jesús Hernández recorded that Togliatti at that meeting com 
mented: ‘With regard to the successor of Caballero, there is a 
practical problem on which I invite the comrades to reflect. I think 
that we must proceed to choose him by elimination. Prieto? Vayo? 
Negrin? O f the three, Negrin could be the indicated one. He is not 
anti-Communist like Prieto, nor stupid like Vayo.’46

Later, Hernández notes: i  suppose that as a pre-arranged formula 
(the choice had been made without any consultation with us). I was 
deputed to speak with Don Juan Negrin, to offer him our support if 
he agreed to occupy the presidency of the new Government.’ 
Hernández also noted that he invited Negrin to meet with him in the 
ministry of education. After some discussion of the cabinet crisis, 
Hernández told Negrin: ‘The Political Bureau of my Party wants to 
advise the President your candidacy as prime minister.’

At first, Negrin pointed out that he was not a popular figure. Then 
he told Hernández: i  am not a Communist.’ Hernández answered: 
‘That is better. If you were a Communist we could not propose you 
as President of the Council. We w ant a president who is a friend of 
the Communists . . .  nothing more but nothing less e i th e r . .

When Negrin told Hernández that he did not want to be pictured 
as a ‘straw-m an’ for the Communists, Hernández assured him that 
‘our support will be as discreet as it is decided and respectful.’ But, he
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added, ‘One thing can’t be avoided: that you will be called a 
“Communist fellow-traveller” .’ This would be particularly the case if 
Negrin agreed with the Communists’ military policy, to which 
Negrin replied: ‘In general I am identified with it.’47

Negrin was destined to be a loyal ally of the Communists until the 
end.

The Anarchists and the Advent of the Negrin Regime

During the days in which Largo Caballero was trying to find a way to 
stay in office, the anarchists made it clear that they would not 
participate in any government which was not headed by Largo 
Caballero as prime minister and minister of war. They therefore 
refused to enter the government of Prime Minister Juan Negrin.

Indeed, once the composition of the new government was made 
known, the CN T publicly announced its refusal to cooperate in any 
way with the Negrin government. Its statement of May 18 read: ‘The 
Negrin Government being constituted without our participation, 
consistent with our position, we shall not lend it any collaboration. 
At this moment we only let the proletariat organized in the CNT 
know that now more than ever it must pay attention to the 
watchwords of the responsible committees. Only with homogeneity 
in action shall we make the counter-revolution fa i l . . .  Comrades: 
attention to the watchwords of the responsible committees! Let no 
one lend themselves to the ploys of the provocateurs! Serenity! 
Firmness and unity! Long live the alliance of the trade unions!’48 

However, there were apparently some among the C N T  leaders 
who did not agree with that position. The son of Horacio Prieto 
wrote many years later: ‘N um erous leaders were not in accord with 
this decision. They insisted that the interests of the C N T  should not 
be hurt by a prideful attitude, lacking all political realism, in favor of 
the old leader of the UGT, whose hostility to anarchosyndicalism had 
been profound throughout his life and who had just demonstrated 
his ingratitude in proposing to this Confederation, which had been 
his strongest support against Indalecio Prieto and the Communists, 
only two ministries. Why, they said, should they put in danger a
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freedom of action acquired with such difficulty? Why leave the field 
clear to the worst enemies of the C N T?’49

Clearly, Horacio Prieto was one of those who felt that the CNT 
had made a serious mistake in not joining the Negrin government. 
He wrote later: ‘The new President of the Council offered three 
ministries to the CN T which, from a political point of view, were of 
more importance than the four they had had; bu t the person of the 
President did not please the CN T and it refused to collaborate. A 
year later it participated in the same government with one sole 
ministry and without the President having modified a t all his habitual 
manners.’50

There is at least some indication that some elements within the 
anarchist movement may have considered the possibility of ousting 
the Negrin government by a coup. According to Terence M. Smyth, 
‘At some point in 1937, probably after the M ay days, an internal 
organization of the libertarian movement drew up a plan for a coup 
d'état, which contained an estimate of their probable force in the 
most important cities of the rea rg u a rd . . .  The scarce information 
about Almería and Albacete makes one think that, in spite of the fact 
this was a work of the National Secretary of Statistics, it was not 
being carried out by the official C N T .’51

For his part, Palmiro Togliatti reported to his Comintern chiefs in 
Moscow on September 15 1937: ‘. . . r u m o rs  have circulated these 
days of the preparation of an anarchist pu tsch . . .  A few days ago we 
received confidential information that the anarchists, together with 
elements of the V column, were preparing the revolt for the 14 and 
15 of the m o n th . . .  Actually something very strange occurred. It 
seems that, a t the same time that we were warned of an imminent 
anarchist revolt, the anarchists received information that a C om m un
ist revolt had been planned, also for the night of the 14th to the 
15th. They also took the precautionary m o v es . . .’52

The Anarchists in the Catalan Provisional Government

The removal of the anarchists from the Republican government was 
soon followed by their disappearance from that of Catalonia. At the
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height of the conflict in Barcelona and other Catalan cities, on May 5 
1937, the incumbent government of the Generalidad of Catalonia 
had resigned. Its place was taken by what amounted to a provisional 
government, which would continue in office, as Cesar Lorenzo has 
written, ‘until the reestablishment of the normal course of social and 
political life’ in the region.53

As originally conceived of, the government (called the Executive 
Council of the Generalidad) and presided over by President Luis 
Companys) was to be made up of the regional secretaries of the 
CNT, PSUC, Unio de Rabassaires and Left Catalan Party. However, 
as we have noted earlier, PSUC secretary Antonio Scse was killed in 
the streets of Barcelona shortly after being appointed, and his place 
was taken by Rafael Vidiella.

Three of the four members of the Executive Council had several 
portfolios. C N T Secretary Valerio Mas was in charge of the eco
nomy, public services and health; Rafael Vidiella controlled public 
order, justice and labor; while J. Ponso of the Unio de Rabassaires 
had the portfolios of supply and agriculture. Only Carlos M arti 
Faced of the Esquerra Catalana had a single charge, that of finances.

Valerio Mas had his principal problems with the Portfolio of 
economy. His main worry was that of supplying the raw  materials 
which were needed by Catalan industry. At one point, both of the 
major chemical plants which provided raw  materials were bombed, 
one beyond recovery. The workers in the other one at first did not 
w ant to repair and re-open it, because they were afraid that as soon 
as it was re-opened, it would be bombed again. However, he was 
able to force the re-opening of the factory.

Mas worked with the Consejo de Economia during his month and 
a half in the government, and his relations with the consejo were 
generally cordial. During that period, th tconsejo was still following 
the general lines of policy of the C N T.55

However, whatever success Valerio Mas may have had in giving 
general direction to the Catalan economy, and protecting the 
workers’ control of large segments of it, the C N T was suffer
ing severe setbacks in the political arena during the last month 
and a half that the anarchists were in the Catalan government. 
Burnett Bolloten has noted that on June 4, the councillor of public
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security officially dissolved the patrullas de control, the largely CNT- 
controlled police which had been established right after July 19 
1936.56

Bolloten went on to note: i f  the dissolution of the patrols was a 
heavy blow to the CN T and FAI, no less so was the loss of their 
power in countless towns and villages. On 15 May, the revolutionary 
committees -  that had hitherto resisted the Generalidad’s decree of 9 
October 1936 providing for their replacement by municipal councils 
in which the various organizations were to be seated in proportion to 
their representation in the cabinet -  were declared illegal by the 
Catalan government. In fact, many of the committees were over
turned by the newly arrived guards and carabineros even before they 
were outlawed in mid-M ay.’57

The Exit of Anarchists from the Catalan Government

On June 26, by common accord of all of the elements represented in 
the Catalan government a ‘cabinet crisis’ was declared, that is, it was 
agreed that the government should be reorganized. During the next 
few days, there were negotiations between Luis Companys and the 
various political and trade-union groups.

The day after the resignation of the four-man cabinet, Solidaridad 
Obrera published an editorial to the effect: i t  is necessary to rapidly 
constitute the Council of the Generalidad, bu t without interfering 
with the legitimate rights of any party. The CN T is not ignorant of 
the attempt to wound it, reducing the number of the representatives, 
and loyally and with anticipation points out that that is not the most 
adequate way to reaffirm the bases in which the new governmental 
line of mutual respect must rest, if it is really desired to win the 
w ar.’58

In the negotiations, it was tentatively agreed that in the new 
cabinet there should be three from the CNT, three from the PSUC, 
three from the Esquerra Catalana, and one from the Unio de 
Rabassaires, and that President Companys would preside over the 
cabinet w ithout a prime minister. It was also agreed that the three 
CN T councillors would be Roberto Alfonso Vidal in health and
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social assistance, Juan Garcia Oliver in public services, and Germinal 
Esgleas (the companion of Federica Montseny) in economy. Vidal 
had been substituted for Jose Xena, a relatively unknown member of 
the FAI, to whom President Companys objected.

During the negotiations, President Companys had suggested the 
appointment of an eleventh cabinet member, Pedro Bosch Gimpera, 
of the Acción Catalana party. The CN T negotiators objected to this, 
and although they were advised by CN T national secretary, M ariano 
Vázquez, no t to be intransigent on the subject, when President 
Companys did not press the point, they thought that he had aban
doned the idea.

Finally, on June 29 the list of the new Catalan cabinet was 
published. It contained the ten names which had been agreed upon, 
but also included Dr Bosch Gimpera as a councillor without port
folio. The decision to name him had been taken by President 
Companys without the agreement of the CNT.

The CN T strongly objected to the addition of the name of Dr 
Bosch Gimpera. In a declaration published on June 30, the regional 
committee noted: ‘W hen it appeared that the political problem had 
been resolved, and when the Confederación Regional del Trabajo of 
Catalonia had given the names of the men who would represent it in 
the Council of the Generalidad, the confederal Organization of 
Catalonia is confronted with the fait accompli of a list of the new 
Government in which there is a councillor without portfolio, for 
which our organization had not given its approval, rather had 
opposed this formula from the first instant in the negotiations on the 
crisis . . . ’

The proclamation went on to say: ‘Since this would seem to be a 
maneuver, an act of disloyalty, the Confederación Regional del 
Trabajo of Catalonia has made it clear to the President of the 
Generalidad its absolute inconformity with this nomination, and the 
President of the Generalidad has pronounced in favor of retaining 
i t . . . ’59

The C N T leaders made their protests clear by refusing to have 
their three members of the new cabinet take up their duties. As a 
consequence, after five days, President Companys announced the 
installation of still another cabinet, without C N T representation.
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T hat one remained in office until the fall of Catalonia to the Franco 
forces.60

There are indications that President Companys’ maneuver was 
designed to make the anarchists refuse to continue to take part  in his 
government. Even before the negotiations for a new cabinet began, 
the CNT-FAI Bulletin published parts of a ‘reserved political report’ 
of the PSUC which foresaw the cabinet crisis and said: i n  this 
Government participation of the C N T will be permitted, but under 
such circumstances that the CN T will see itself obliged not to accept 
collaboration and in this way we shall present ourselves before public 
opinion as the only ones who want to collaborate with all sectors. If 
there is intransigence in this situation, it will not be us, but those who 
on other instances have maintained the same position.’61

César Lorenzo summed up the significance of the exit o f  the 
anarchists from the Catalan regime:

The libertarians understood that the Catalanists and C om m un
ists had decided to eliminate them from power, and finding the 
political maneuvers repugnant, they retired from the Council of 
the Generalidad. . .  In truth, no t only were they tired of so much 
intrigue and sordid maneuvers for which they were hardly 
prepared by their ideology and their customs as revolutionary 
militants, but they perceived also that the Catalan government 
was no more than a façade and that the sole effective authority 
was that of N egrin . . .

All these affairs of more or less ministerial portfolios were 
only the exterior, superficial aspect of a very grave struggle. It 
was the conflict between the anarchists and the Communists, 
that conflict which was the fundamental fact of the internal 
history of the Republican zone during all of the Civil War. After 
having eliminated from power the elements least hostile to the 
CN T (the Left Socialists and in Catalonia the anti-Stalinist 
Marxists), after having eliminated the C N T  itself from the 
central government, the Stalinists dotted another ‘i’: eviction of 
the libertarians from the Generalidad. The PSUC was now 
master in Catalonia, as the CP was in the rest of Spain, but only 
to the degree that these parties controlled the mechanism of the
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state and had control of a considerable part  of the UGT. It still 
remained to wipe out anarchosyndicalism where it still con
cerned imposing force, that is to say, in the streets, in the 
factories, in the agrarian collectives, and at the front.62
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The Anarchists on the Defensive - 1

After the May Events in Barcelona and the consequent removal of the 
anarchists from the governments of Catalonia and the Republic, the 
anarchists were thrown strongly on the defensive. The issue was no 
longer extension of the Revolution, but rather an increasingly last 
ditch attempt to defend the gains which had been made in the first 
weeks and months of the Civil War, and to preserve the existence of 
their organizations and even the lives of their members.

Meanwhile, their principal enemies, the Stalinists, pushed their 
own inexorable drive to achieve absolute power within the Republic. 
M any years after the Civil W ar, the Spanish Communists ‘confessed’ 
to the ‘errors’ of their behavior during the conflict. Julian Gorkin has 
noted that this occurred during the meeting of 81 Communist parties 
held in M oscow in November-December 1960:

In the midst of so much mystery surrounding the Moscow 
meeting, something has filtered out via W arsaw -  undoubtedly 
purposefully -  concerning an applauded self-criticism made by 
‘Pasionaria’ in the name of the Spanish Communist Party -  in 
reality as the result of a decision higher up. This notice said 
simply: ‘Dolores Ibárruri has said that, in the course of the civil 
war, the Spanish Communist Party committed grave errors, 
denying in practice sincere and profound cooperation with the 
other popular forces which had risen against Fascism.’ This 
unexpected statement, passionate and apparently vigorously
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applauded, came in support of the condemnation of ‘sec
tarianism’, which was one of the predom inant themes of the
M oscow Congress.

Step by step the Stalinists sought to crush all groups that stood in 
the way of their achieving absolute power. First, the POUM was 
totally crushed. At the same time, the power base of Francisco 
Largo Caballero in the Unión General de Trabajadores was almost 
destroyed and he was virtually placed under house arrest.2 Next 
came the turn of the Stalinists’ erstwhile ally, Indalecio Prieto, who 
suffered from his attempts to block Communist predominance in 
the military by being totally eliminated not only from the govern
ment, but from political influence. The Spanish Republican parties 
and the Catalan Left Party in Catalonia were reduced to impotence 
in the face of the Stalinists’ destruction of their more formidable 
adversaries.

By the last months of the War, the only significant opponent still 
left standing was the anarchist movement, and it was being sub
jected to unremitting persecution and frustration. Its resistance to 
the Stalinists and their ally Prime Minister Juan Negrin, weakened, 
and grave divisions were opened in the libertarian ranks. Only 
when it was too late, did the anarchists finally react and participate 
in the coup which ousted Negrin, in the National Defense Council 
which resulted from this coup, less than a month before the end of 
the War.

Divisions within the anarchist ranks, and their participation in the 
National Defense Council will be dealt with in subsequent chapters. 
Here we want to center our attention on the Communists’ drive to 
power, how the anarchists reacted to it, and suffered from it.

The Anarchists’ Campaign to Return to the Government

From the moment they were ousted from the Republican govern
ment, the anarchists began demanding that they be reincorporated in 
it. Jesús Hernández, in his book against the anarchists, cited a letter 
dated June 3 1937 from M ariano Vázquez, national secretary of the
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CNT, asking that the CN T be reincorporated in the government, a 
request which Negrin refused.3

At a meeting early in July 1937 in Valencia, organized by the 
national committee of the CNT, with M ariano Vázquez as the major 
speaker, a resolution was adopted which called, among other things, 
for ‘Constitution of a Government with proportional representation 
of all the antifascist forces. . .

Three weeks later, Joaquin Cortes, speaking on behalf of the C N T 
national committee at a meeting in Caspe, Aragón, said ‘. . .  Although 
they have thrown us out of the Government, the C N T has not said 
that it didn’t w ant to participate in it. W hat the CN T said and says is, 
simply, that it is not disposed to go into the Government to horse- 
trade indecently as everyone has been doing until now. We want to 
enter the Government to carry forward the war, to carry forward 
also the revolu tion . . .  I ask you, anarchist, socialist, republican, non- 
party comrades, are we fighting at the front and on the job, in the 
vanguard and the rearguard, so as, in addition to stopping fascism, to 
permit a party to establish its dictatorship, wiping out all the other 
antifascist organizations?’5

On July 18, a Levante regional congress of the CN T demanded for 
the CN T ‘intervention in the direction of the policy of Spain, in all 
organisms having to do with the progress of the war, juridical 
organization, political-administrative organization and control of the 
economy.’ It demanded ‘participation in power’ for the CNT, and a 
‘proportional representation in the Government and its representative 
and executive organs.’6

However, there is evidence that Negrin and Indalecio Prieto had 
no intention of admitting the anarchists to the government, until its 
strength had been drastically reduced. Louis Fischer wrote: ‘Negrin 
told me he did not want the Anarchists in his government. They 
might come in later when they learned to collaborate. Prieto was of 
the same mind. Prieto explained his stand to me. He said, ‘We are a 
coalition government. Each minister brings the government the 
support of his party. But an Anarchist minister does not do this; his 
party is an unorganized flock; part  goes in one direction, part  in 
another. The Anarchist leaders have no influence over their own 
people . . . ’
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The campaign of the anarchists for reincorporation in the gov
ernment continued. At the end of December 1937, a front-page 
editorial in the CNT-FAI Bulletin read: ‘It is necessary to become 
convinced of the value for the future and for the movement, of the 
collaboration the workers could provide in the G overnm en t. . .  
The quicker the CN T and the UGT collaborate in the Government 
the quicker will be the victory, and the revolution will continue its 
ascendant p a th .. .’8

Another front wage editorial in the same publication a couple 
weeks later argued that there should be in the government, ‘All three 
antifascist nuclei, and m ost particularly the two great labor centrals 
which are and represent the most select of the Spanish people .. .’9

The CN T leaders pushed the idea of its reincorporation in the 
Republican government in the process of negotiating a unity of 
action pact with the UGT. As a consequence of this, the document 
which was finally adopted in M arch 1938 by the two central labor 
organizations stated: ‘The UGT declares that it will not be an 
obstacle to the incorporation of the C N T in functions of govern
m ent.’10

Then, on April 2, at a meeting of the new liaison committee set up 
under the March 1938 C N T -U G T  agreement, an official letter was 
drafted demanding participation of both the CN T and UGT in the 
cabinet. On the following day a plenum of the regional federations of 
the CN T officially approved the C N T ’s entry into the Negrfn 
government.11

Segundo Blanco in the Negrin Government

About a month after the signing of the C N T -U G T  Pact, Prime 
Minister Negrin finally agreed to have a CN T member of his cabinet. 
However, he did so on his own terms. For one thing, he offered them 
only one ministry, and that no t one of great consequence in the 
prosecution of the War. For another, Negrin wanted the choice of 
cabinet member to be his, not that of the CN T itself.

According to Manuel M uñoz Diez, of M ariano Vazquez’s biog
rapher, Negrin decided to have at least token representation of both
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the CN T and UGT, and at first proposed that the national secretaries 
of the two labor groups occupy the two seats in the cabinet alloted to 
the organizations. Vázquez rejected this idea, and did not submit it to 
the national committee.12

Negrin still did not want to leave the free choice of their cabinet 
minister up to the CNT. According to José Peirats, ‘Señor Negrin 
asked the C N T for three names from whom he would choose the 
future minister. This annoying proposition was debated in a meeting 
of the Libertarian Movement, and there was evident there the 
expected opposition. M ariano R. Vázquez and Horacio M. Prieto 
succeeded in once again obtaining a favorable decision. The list 
presented contained the names of Horacio M. Prieto, Garcia Oliver 
and Segundo Blanco. Negrin chose the last of th e s e . . . ’13 (Garcia 
Oliver has said that the CN T list was Juan López, Horacio Prieto and 
Blanco.)14

Juan Garcia Oliver has indicated that there was great unhappiness 
among the CN T rank and file about the return of the anarchists to 
the government. ‘Segundo Blanco and Puig Elias were not seen as bad 
candidates for minister and sub-minister. They formed part of the 
Negrin team and that was enough for them to be looked upon with 
contempt. When it became known that Segundo Blanco, an ou t
standing militant in Asturias, but totally unknown in Catalonia, the 
seat of the government, had been chosen by Negrin as the most 
mature melon of the pile, it was not rancor or anger that the CN T 
militants of the sindicatos felt, but loathing and contempt. This was 
not towards the minister but towards the Representatives and leaders 
of the CNT, the FAI and the FJL.’15

Thus, on April 6 1938, Segundo Blanco became the one CNT 
member of the Negrin cabinet with the post of minister of education. 
Among those who have written about Blanco’s role as Negrin’s 
minister, opinion has been sharply divided. Thus, Burnett Bolloten 
has observed, after noting the unim portan t posts given to the 
Basque and Catalan nationalist parties in Negrin’s April 1938 
cabinet: ‘No less trivial was the role of Segundo Blanco of the 
CNT, named minister of education as a sop of the libertarian 
m ov em en t. . .’16

For their part, Broue and Temime have called the role of Blanco as
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that of being Negrin’s ‘spokesman within the Libertarian move
ment’.1 7 This judgment coincided with the opinion of José Peirats, 
who called Blanco ‘after a time just one more Negrinist’.18

Juan López, who himself had been a minister in the government of 
Francisco Largo Caballero, said many years later that he had felt at 
the time (April 1938) that it was a great mistake for the C N T to have 
a minister in a government which was really controlled by the 
Communists. He claimed tha t  Segundo Blanco had no power at all in 
the Negrin administration.19

However, Ramón Alvarez, Segundo Blanco’s long-time colleague 
in the libertarian movement in Asturias and who served as Blanco’s 
secretary when he was Negrin’s minister, disagreed with these judg
ments: ‘I can say about this -  and I talked about it with Santillán 
before his death -  that it is an injustice to speak in the way that is 
done against Segundo Blanco while the government functioned in 
Spain, since as everyone is obliged to know, the policy carried out by 
Segundo Blanco in the Cabinet was dictated by the National 
Committee, which he punctually informed of everything. I can give 
irrefutable testimony of this.’20

However, Alvarez has also commented that in so far as Blanco’s 
‘ability to protect the anarchists from the Communist persecutions 
supported by Juan Negrin himself, I do n ’t think that Segundo 
accomplished much. The only thing was that his presence in the 
government obliged Negrin and the Communists to operate with 
more caution to make sure that Segundo Blanco be kept ignorant of 
the persecution and even assassinations committed by the disciples of 
Stalin, charged, from Moscow, with destroying the Libertarian 
Movement, an almost impossible operation given our strong support 
in Spain.’21

César Lorenzo also argued that the presence of Segundo Blanco in 
the Negrin cabinet made a considerable difference to the CNT. He 
cited his father as arguing that Negrin ‘had need of the participation 
of the C N T ’.22

From the anarchists’ point of view, Lorenzo argued, ‘In reality, the 
true motive for participation of the C N T in the government of 
Doctor Negrin was the necessity for the libertarians to put an end to 
the activities of the Communist Party and to its progress, to prevent
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its seizure of power and to fight it with all the arms which it was 
using . . .  it was necessary to act now to avoid pure and simple 
destruction and to save the lives of their militants.’23

Lorenzo also argued that the national committee of the Popular 
Front, which the CN T had joined on March 29, and the FAI on May 
31 1938, ‘was a kind of sub-government whose accords often 
influenced the debates in the Council of Ministers.’ He added that 
M ariano Vázquez and Horacio Prieto were chosen as delegates of the 
confederation on this committee, while Santillán and Germinal de 
Sousa represented the FAI there.24

However, Diego Abad de Santillán did not agree with César 
Lorenzo’s contention that the national committee of the Popular 
Front, even with anarchist representation, had any ability to influence 
the positions and actions of the Negrin government. Writing a 
year after the W ar was over, he said: ‘The mission of the Popular 
Front consisted of obeying and keeping silent, in seconding the 
position of the Government, and not in examining and criticizing 
it.’25

As minister of education and public health, Segundo Blanco placed 
fellow anarchists in key positions in the ministry. These included 
the sub-secretariat of public instruction, the sub-secretariat of 
health, and the general directorates of primary education and of 
health.26 However, one of those anarchists who served under him 
in the ministry bore witness many years later that Segundo Blanco 
did no t carry out any purging of the ministry, except for these top 
posts.

This same anarchist source, José Consuegra, noted that there was a 
change in the function of the cultural militia of the ministry of 
education, which originally had been planned as a vehicle for spread
ing general education and culture among the soldiers, but under Jesús 
Hernández, the Communist predecessor of Blanco, had concentrated 
most of their efforts on carrying on Communist propaganda among 
the troops, something which Consuegra claimed ceased under Segundo 
Blanco. 7

César Lorenzo claimed: ‘After the entry of the CN T into the 
government, the position of the libertarians improved considerably. 
The persecutions ceased both at the fronts and in the rearguard and
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censorship over the press was less felt.’ He also saw as gains for the 
CN T the establishment of a council of labor, with six representatives 
of the CNT, six of the UGT, 12 from employers groups and seven 
government functionaries ‘to handle eventual conflicts between 
employers and workers’; as well as the establishment of a National 
Council of W ar Industries, made up of two delegates of the CNT, 
two of the UGT and two of the government. Finally, Lorenzo saw the 
naming of Diego Abad de Santillán, M. Cardona Rosscll and 
Horacio Prieto of the CN T to d raw  up a project for a National 
Economic Council, a long-held CN T aspiration, as an advance for 
the anarchists.28

One might observe that César Lorenzo was overly sanguine about 
the cessation of persecution of C N T militants, that participation in 
the council of labor represented another major retreat from long- 
held anarchist ideological positions, and that the ‘study’ of the 
possibility of a National Economic Council came in December 
1938, entirely too late to have any practical result. The presence of 
an anarchist in Negrin’s government certainly served to modify 
criticism of that government and of its Communist supporters. It 
also contributed to the growing schism within the libertarian 
movement.

It is interesting that the CN T in Catalonia did not try to get back 
into the Catalan government, in which Stalinist influence was also 
strong, if not overwhelming. Garcia Oliver explained this attitude:

Then, the CN T of Catalonia had no interest in returning to form 
part of the government of the Generalidad. W hat was the 
government of the Generalidad after the events of May? It was 
nothing more than a decorative figure, quite useless because 
of the dom inant and absorbing presence of the central govern
m ent. ..

But yes, we men of the CNT, wanted to do away with the 
moral predominance tha t  Comorera exercised on President 
Companys. And we were interested in creating a situation as 
close as possible to that of the beginning of the revolutionary 
period: a government of the Generalidad without councillors of 
the P S U C .. .29
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The Liquidation of the POUM

Between the M ay Events of 1937 and the re-entry of the CN T into 
the Republican government, the Communists and their allies had 
succeeded in vanquishing all of their principal opponents except the 
anarchists. The Partido Obrero de Unificación Marxista was the 
Stalinists’ first victim.

During the months between December 1936, when the Stalinists 
had forced the POUM  out of the Catalan government, and the May 
Events, the Stalinists had mounted a ferocious propaganda campaign 
against the POUM. Right after the establishment of the Ncgrin 
government, the press service of the Soviet consulate in Barcelona 
issued a ‘secret circular’, demanding the suppression of the POUM. 
The PSUC widely circulated this ‘secret’ document and in reply, the 
POUM  leaders unsuccessfully demanded the establishment of an 
international tribunal by the Socialist and Communist Internationals 
to judge the Stalinist charges against them. At one time, Andrés Nin 
and Julian Gorkin, in public meetings in Barcelona and Valencia 
respectively demanded the establishment of a special Spanish tribunal 
with representatives of  all of the antifascist organizations, to judge 
the calumnious charges the Stalinists were making against the 
POUM. Both men agreed that if the charges proved to be true, the 
leaders of the POUM  ought to be shot; if they proved false, those 
making the charges should suffer the same fate. O f course, the 
Stalinists replied to this idea with silence.30

Typical of the Stalinists’ attacks on the POUM  in this period was 
an article which appeared in the Communist Party paper in Valencia, 
Frente Rojo, on February 6 1937. It began: ‘The fascist Trotskyist 
party should be dissolved and tried as fascist. The gutter-snipe 
POUM  has become desperate now that its infamy has been unmasked, 
and has unleashed a demagogic campaign against the solid wall of 
anti-fascist unity at the orders of its foreign m aste rs . . .  It’s not a 
matter of ideological disagreement nor even of physical revulsion 
towards a party of traitors, bu t of something deeper and more 
important. It’s a matter of the distance between those who are in the 
vanguard of our people and of the agents of the Gestapo. It’s a matter 
of a group of bandits which fascism has left amongst us.’31
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At least one foreign Socialist sensed very early, when the POUM 
was forced out of the government of Catalonia, the significance 
of the anarchist-Stalinist struggle. Charles Orr, of the Socialist 
Party of the United States, wrote to the party’s national secretary 
Clarence Senior in December 1936: T h e  game of the Stalinists is, it 
seems, to flatter and give in to the Anarchists, until they can eliminate 
the POUM , then to win over w hat middle class support the Anar
chists may have, thus to split them and crush the revolutionary 
remainder.

This all presaged what was going to happen to the POUM. The axe 
began to fall in the early morning of June 3, when the police ordered 
the closing of the party’s newspaper La Batalla, and the prosecution 
of its editor Julian Gorkin. The order was signed by the general 
delegate of the Republic in Catalonia, appointed by Negrin.33 On 
June 16, the central committee of the POUM  met and took steps to 
put in place a clandestine leadership, in view of the expected outlaw 
ing of the party. Later that day, and early in the next, most of the top 
leaders of the POUM as well as their families, were arrested.34 
According to Julian Gorkin, the police who arrested him were 
accompanied by two foreigners, whom he suspected of being GPU 
agents.35

Jesús Hernández, at the time a Communist Party Politburo mem
ber and minister of education, in the book he wrote after quitting the 
Communist Party, insisted that the arrest of the POUM leaders had 
been carried out under direct orders of the GPU, and not of the 
Spanish government. He noted that this charge had been made at a 
cabinet meeting by the minister of government, Julian Zugazagoitia, 
who ought to have know n.36

Andres Nin, the secretary-general of the POUM  was ‘disappeared’, 
and presumably murdered. Exactly what happened to him was never 
officially disclosed. Jesús Hernández wrote that Nin was taken from 
Barcelona to Valencia, and thence to a prison run by the GPU in 
Alcalá de Henares near Madrid. There, according to Hernández, he 
was barbarously tortured, apparently to get him to ‘confess’ in the 
way the victims of the Moscow Trials had been doing. But his 
torturers could not break him down, and he was finally killed. 
Hernández charged General Orlov, the GPU chief in Spain, and
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Vittorio Vidali (known in Spain and Mexico as ‘Carlos Contreras’) 
who, after the Second W orld War, was a leading figure in the Italian 
Communist Party, as those directly responsible for N in ’s fate.37

Both Orlov and Vidali subsequently denied involvement in the 
disappearance and murder of Nin. N in ’s biographer, Francesc Bona- 
musa, noting that many details of his case remained a mystery, 
concluded:

However, the fundamental aspects of the kidnapping and subse
quent assassination of André Nin are evident. Nin was detained 
by members of the police services coming to Barcelona from 
M adrid and not from Valencia, the city in which the government 
of the Republic was located. He was transferred first to Valencia 
and then to M a d r id . . .  Once in Madrid, he was certainly 
transferred to the counterespionage services of the NKVD and 
transferred to one of their branches in Alcala de Henares or El 
Pardo. For these reasons, and since Nin was not in any official 
jail of the government, it was impossible for the Ministers of 
Justice, Manuel de Irujo, and of Government, Julian Zugaza- 
goitia, to obtain information of the location of the ex-Councillor 
of Justice of the Generalidad.38

On June 22, the government announced the establishment of a 
special espionage tribunal.39 The POUM ist leader Julian Gorkin 
commented on this body: ‘At the end of 1937 there are sixty-two 
condemned to death in the Cárcel Modelo. An infernal circle has 
been created, which would be expanded month after month as the 
defeats, confusion and demoralization increased: the SIM detains 
and tortures, and the Tribunal de Espionaje condemns. This latter 
has acquired a sad fame: it is currently called The Tribunal of Blood. 
The Minister of Justice, who undoubtedly is conscious of that, 
evidently hesitates in the application of the sentences.’40

In the meantime, the POUMists suffered persecution. According to 
Victor Alba, ‘On June 17 1937 there begins for the POUMist militant 
an epoch, which will last until the civil war ends and for which there 
is no precedent. If he falls in the power of the enemy, ill will befall 
him, and if he falls into the power of the ‘friend’, ill will befall him,
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and in addition he will be defamed. If the war is lost, they will 
persecute him and if it is won, the persecution which has now begun 
will c o n t i n u e 1

The persecution of the POUMists worried many political leaders 
who had little sympathy for that party. President M anuel Azana 
warned Prime Minister Negrin about it. He wrote in his memoirs: ‘As 
great as the imitating ability of the Communists is, here we cannot 
adopt the Muscovite methods, every three or four months discover
ing a plot and shooting various political enem ies .. .  I am not 
disposed to have the parties turning on one another ferociously; 
tom orrow  shooting those of the POUM , the next day others.’42 

Alba noted that a new underground executive committee of the 
POUM  was established right after the arrest of the party’s principal 
leaders. It was composed of ‘members who had escaped detention 
and some militants called from outside of Barcelona. . .  This Com 
mittee was changing its composition as some of its members were 
deta ined . . .  At no time, then, did the PO UM  remain decapitated.’43 

Adolfo Bueso, at the time a leading POUMist trade unionist, has 
noted that the underground POUM  found ‘very useful the organiza
tion called Friends of Mexico, with its b ranches. . .  Meetings of the 
leaders were held in the Mexican consulate i tse lf . . .  Seen from a 
distance, now (1961) it looks like a lie that in 1937 the Communist 
police were not informed of the role which was played by those 
centers of the Friends of M exico.’44

The principal leaders of the PO UM  were finally brought to trial in 
October 1938, in what Julian Gorkin has called ‘The Moscow Trial 
in Barcelona’, before the tribunal of espionage and high treason 
which had been established 15 months earlier. Charges against them 
included having contact with the Nazis and with Franco repre
sentatives, as well as having been opposed to the governments of 
Largo Caballero and Negrin.

There is little doubt that the Stalinists hoped to stage in Barcelona 
a show trial with the POUMists similar to those which were being 
held in this same period in Moscow. The kind of ‘charges’ which they 
hoped to develop against the POUM  leaders was indicated by the 
PSUC’s English-language bulletin soon after the leaders of the 
POUM  were arrested:
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‘All the offices of the POUM  have been searched and numerous 
documents have been found which give full proof of N in ’s part  in the 
conspiracy, as there arc messages from him to F ranco . . .  The docu
ments prove that the trotskyist spies were in direct contact with the 
spy agencies of fascist states and before all with Germany. All this 
material shows the role which German and Italian fascism played in 
the trotskyist uprising in May. This discovery in Barcelona is a big 
success for the Republican Police and a defeat for the German 
Gestapo and the Italian Ovra, who with the aid of the trotskyists 
were carrying on their work in the Republican rearguard.’45

One of the things which frustrated the Stalinists’ attempts to 
organize a ‘Moscow Trial in Barcelona’ was the failure of Andrés 
Nin to ‘confess’ to anything, even under brutal torture. T hat failure 
was almost certainly the reason for the GPU’s decision to murder 
Nin.

The trial of the POUM  leaders took place in an atmosphere of 
intense government pressure for their conviction and execution. N o t 
only did the Communist press both inside and outside Spain carry on 
a raucous campaign to that end, but Prime Minister Juan Negrin did 
also. Julian Gorkin recounted a meeting of Negrin in his office with 
Ramón González Peña, minister of justice; M ariano Gomes, presi
dent of the supreme court; Iglesias Portal, president of the espionage 
tribunal, and José Gomis, attorney-general of the Republic, in which 
Negrin said, ‘Señores, the Army demanded the death penalty for 
those of the POUM  who arc to be t r ied . . .  I consider it necessary to 
give satisfaction to the Army.’

According to Gorkin, when the president of the supreme court 
objected to this, saying that the court’s decision would be based on 
the evidence, Negrin responded, ‘I need the condemnation of those 
men! If necessary, I’ll place myself at the head of the army against the 
C ourt.’

González Peña, the minister of justice and a Socialist trade-union 
leader from Asturias, also objected to Negrin’s outburst. He argued 
that the letters supposedly coming from army members and groups 
were the result of intense coercion on the part of the Communists, 
and that he had urged the president of the supreme court to throw 
them all in the waste basket.46
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Aside from the defendants themselves -  Julian Gorkin, Enrique 
Adroher (Gironella), Pedro Bonet, Jordi Arquer, José Escuder, Juan 
Andrade and David Rey -  the defense called as witnesses Francisco 
Largo Caballero, Federica Montseny, ex-ambassador to France (and 
one of Largo Caballero’s principal lieutenants) Luis Araguistâin and 
Trotskyist leader Fernandez Grandizo (Munis), as well as former 
Minister of Justice Manuel de Irujo (a Basque Nationalist), and of 
Government, Julian Zugazagoitia (a Socialist supporter of Indalecio 
Prieto).

Perhaps the most damaging testimony of these witnesses, from the 
prosecution’s point of view, was that of Julian Zugazagoitia, who 
had been minister of government at the time of the arrest of the 
POUM  leaders. He declared: ‘The government had no knowledge at 
all of the detention of these men. This was done apart from the 
government and against its will.’47

Victor Alba has indicated the quandary faced by the judges in this 
case: ‘They formed a political tribunal . . .  as well as a legal tribunal. 
None of the accusations had been proven. But to let the accused free 
was equivalent to permitting the Communists to liquidate them and 
then say that they had fled to Berlin, and as a result the government 
would have a new embarrassing situation, such as that of the Nin 
case. The best thing was to condemn, but respect what the accused 
had demonstrated which was fundamental for them: their prestige as 
revolutionaries.’48

According to Gorkin, after their conviction, the accused were 
offered a ‘deal’, that is, they would be exonerated, but would have to 
go into exile, and the POUM would continue to be outlawed. Gorkin 
said that they turned down these terms.’49

The final sentence was the absolution of David Rey; Jordi Arquer 
being sentenced to 11 years in jail, and the rest to 15.50

The Stalinists were obviously disappointed by the result of the trial 
of the POUM  leaders. Palmiro Togliatti, in reporting to his Moscow 
bosses in the Comintern, noted the ‘scandalous results of the trial of 
the POUM, which ended without any serious sentences’.51

The failure of the Stalinists to offer any convincing proof of their 
charges against the POUM  did not prevent them from repeating their 
calumnies for many years after the Civil War. Thus, Steve Nelson,
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the American Communist ex-political commissar in the International 
Brigades, in his memoir of his Spanish experiences published in the 
early 1950s, talked about ‘the Trotskyites, out-and-out traitors and 
agents of the Nazis and black-shirt fascists. Their organization was 
the P O U M . . . ’52

The trial of the POUM leaders was followed closely by anti- 
Stalinist foreign supporters of the Republican cause. This was shown 
by an Open Letter to Minister of Justice Ramón González Peña from 
Norm an Thomas and Devere Allen, in the name of the Socialist Party 
of the United States, which was published as a pamphlet.

Thomas and Allen were obviously relieved by the outcome of the 
trial:

The conduct of the trial was especially heartening to friends of 
Loyalist Spain in Am erica. . .  At the trial the defendants were 
represented by an able defense attorney; many witnesses, includ
ing former and present high government officials, testified as to 
the character of the defendan ts . . .  We note with especial satis
faction that it was the prosecution itself which recommended the 
absolution of the defendants from the ridiculous charges of 
‘Fifth Colum n’ espionage.. .53

We feel confident that the trial will mark the definite end of 
those irregularities in justice that unfortunately occurred during 
a period of several months of the war. We know that its 
outcome will do much to strengthen and reinforce the unity so 
necessary to military victory -  unity which must include all 
workers forces in Spain.54

Long after the Stalinists had all but annihilated the POUM , they 
continued to use it (labelling the POUMists ‘Trotskyites’) as their 
favorite whipping boy. Thus, Dolores Ibárruri, in a speech to a 
Communist Party plenum on M ay 23 1938, almost a year after the 
outlawing of the POUM , included an extensive diatribe against them. 
Among other things, she charged: ‘It was the Trotskyite criminals, 
who tried by all means to impede the incorporation of Catalonia 
with its enormous resources, in the tasks of the w a r . . .  It has been 
they who have fraternized on the Eastern front with elements of the
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fascist A rm y . . .  It has been they who have figured in the leadership of 
the majority of fascist espionage organizations discovered until 
n o w .. .’55

The Anarchists and the Persecution of the POUM

The anarchists strongly opposed the persecution and prosecution of 
the POUM  and its leaders. So long as they were not impeded by 
Stalinist-controlled censorship, they made their opposition publicly 
known.

Federica Montseny claimed that she was the first person publicly 
to raise the question of w hat had happened to Andrés Nin.56 The 
daily Bulletin of the CNT-FAI, on August 4 1937, carried at the 
bottom  of its third page a note in capital letters: ‘Where is Nin? W hat 
has been done with the workers’ leader since the Dirección General 
de Seguridad published the press release about his detention?’57

M ariano Vázquez protested at a meeting in Valencia early in July 
at w hat was happening to the POUM. Vázquez’s speech was interest
ing not only for its protest against persecution of the POUM, but also 
for the fact that Vázquez apparently continued to see the problem of 
the conflict between the POUM  and the Stalinists as a family quarrel 
among Marxists rather than as part  of an overall attack by the 
Stalinists on all of their opponents and against the Revolution which 
had taken place after July 19 1936.

Vázquez started his discussion of the problem of the POUM  by 
commenting: ‘W hat do we care that there are two fractions or twenty 
fractions of Marxism? The only thing which can interest us is that 
from the point of view of the interests of the proletariat it would be 
very convenient if the different branches of Marxism would be 
converted into a single o n e . . . ’

However, Vázquez then went on to say: ‘W hat is inadmissible is 
that an organization be attacked, with charges that those who belong 
to it are in contact with Franco and I don’t know  how many other 
charges. All right. Proceed judicially against those who are guilty, 
execute whomsoever, sanction those who merit it . . .  but between 
that and the extermination of an organization there is a great abyss.’
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Vázquez then particularly defended Andrés Nin: ‘W hat no one can 
understand, what the people cannot understand, is that they say that 
Nin was in contact with Franco and that Nin is a fascist. This must 
be brought before the courts and be demonstrated to the people, 
because Nin, for the people, is a revolutionary. He is a man who, 
since he was small, has been in the revolutionary organization and 
movement and the people cannot agree with the charge that he is in 
contact with F ranco .. ,’58

Diego Abad de Santillán indicated that he understood better than 
Vázquez the significance of the attacks by the Stalinists on the 
POUM. He wrote in his first book on the Civil War, written (and 
published abroad) in 1937: ‘. . .W e  should have impeded by all 
means, even arms in our hands, crimes such as that of which Andrés 
Nin was victim . . .  They began with the POUM because it was a 
relatively weak party; but that easy victory gave courage to the 
aspirants of a new dictatorship to confront u s . . .’59 Juan López also 
noted the importance for the C N T of the persecution of the POUM. 
In an article, he raised the question ‘has the first bill been presented 
for Soviet aid?’60

The anarchist writer Lazarillo de Tormes published a book late in 
1937 in which he devoted two chapters to denunciation of the 
Stalinist persecution of the POUM. Including citations from hysteri
cal Communist charges against the party itself, and almost equally 
violent attacks on two international missions -  composed of leaders 
of parties of the Second International and the so-called London 
Bureau -  which had come to Spain to investigate the campaign 
against the POUM , this book strongly defended both the POUM 
and the foreign visitors.61

After the M ay Events, some of the anarchists came to realize the 
real alignment of forces which had existed in Catalonia before May
1937. Thus, an anarchist pamphlet on the M ay Events noted that 
between July and December 1936, ‘Six months had passed since the 
defeat of the fascist uprising; six m onths of revolutionary develop
ment, which logically should lead to socialization. But on the part  of 
certain parties, it was sought to put obstacles in the way of this 
development. Instead of a social revolution, they wanted a war of a 
national character. Against the phrase war and revolution, presented
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by the CN T and the FAI, as well as the POUM , there was presented 
the phrase of all the other organizations and parties which was: First, 
win the w ar.’62

Also, early in July 1937, Vázquez, on behalf of the national 
committee of the CNT, sent a formal document addressed to ‘The 
president of the Republic, the Cortes, the council of ministers, the 
ministers of government and of justice, and the national committees 
of all the parties and organizations of the front of antifascist 
struggle’:

For months, since December in Catalonia, there began in Spain 
the persecution of an antifascist sector which took part  in the 
struggle in the streets, in the July days, and which has acted 
decisively at the f ro n t . . .  T hat sector, the Partido Obrero de 
Unificación Marxista, represented a part  of Marxist opinion, 
against the policy imposed by Stalin on the Russian state and by 
his friends and partisans in the Communist International. But all 
that doesn’t concern us. We are entirely separated from those 
internal quarrels, with such bloody results in the USSR. . .

W hat interests us . . .  is the path begun, the excessive servility, 
putting aside all of its own personality, of the Government of the 
Republic and the apathy with which the other sectors of the 
antifascist struggle view the fact, which we think grave, of the 
elimination of a party, more or less powerful, and with more or 
less of a role in the political life of Spa in . . .

Nothing would have been said, if judicial proceedings had 
been commenced against particular individuals, with trials 
which would offer a guarantee of judicial proof of the accusa
tions. But the elimination of the POUM  begun in Catalonia in 
December, and which has been continued systematically, has 
not begun with a prosecution of certain men hidden in it, agents 
of fascism, but this process, which could well be an able 
manipulated pretext -  the suspicious succession of acts obliges 
us to fear it -  has come now, when the POUM  as a party has 
already been excluded from all antifascist activities.. .  After the 
events of May, the persecution becomes public. N o t  against 
particular men, bu t against the p a r ty . . .
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Let them resolve their problem in the USSR as they can and 
as the circumstances advise them. It is not possible to transplant 
to Spain the same struggle, persecuting with blood and fire 
internationally, by means of the Press, and here by means of 
the law, using as a weapon undignified moral blackmail, to a 
party of opposition or dissident sector of an ideology and a 
policy. . .

As synthesis and making concrete all that has been said, 
we ask in the name of Justice, of constitutional legality and 
of the right of all citizens, defended and represented by democ
racy itself, that the political persecution against the POUM  
cease.. .63

Subsequently, so long as the censorship did not prohibit it, anarchist 
periodicals continued to protest at what was happening to the 
POUM. According to Victor Alba, T h e  anarchists and some Largo- 
caballerists protested. Federica Montseny in a meeting launched a 
ferocious attack on the Communists, in which she said, “They 
created the tyranny of Stalin when the Russian people freed itself 
from the tyranny of the Czars,” and Juan López asked in an article if 
the trial is “ the first bill which Russia presents for collection” . Juan 
Peiró wishes to publish in the daily which he edits, Catalunya, an 
article on the trial which the censor removed. The SIA (Solidaridad 
Internacional Antifascista) created by the CN T to take care of its 
prisoners, m ade appeals in favor of the POUMista prisoners.’64 

The anarchists asked one of their lawyers, Benito Pabón, a member 
of parliament for the tiny Syndicalist Party, to undertake the defense 
of the POUM ist leaders who were finally brought to trial in October 
19 3 8.65 However, after undertaking to do so, he finally fled the 
country in the face of threats by the Stalinists to murder him. His 
position was then taken by Vicente Rodriguez Revilla, to whom the 
CN T offered a military guard to protect his life.66 As we have seen, 
Federica Montseny was one of the principal witnesses on behalf of 
the POUMist leaders.

The anarchists also tried to help the POUMists in the armed forces. 
After the outlawing of the POUM , its major military unit on the 
Aragón front, the 29th Division, was dissolved, and its principal
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leaders were arrested, bu t Minister of Defense Indalecio Prieto 
ordered their release.67 An office was set up in Barcelona to organize 
the liquidation of the division. Negotiations with Indalecio Prieto 
provided that all lower officers of the division would maintain their 
ranks, and that the various units and men of the division would be 
distributed among non-Communist units of the Army.68 According 
to Juan Molina, who had been in charge of  the Catalan and 
Aragonese military until the M ay Events, the CN T troops took 
special efforts to open the ranks of their own units to soldiers of the 
29th Division.69

The Political Liquidation of Largo Caballero

While the campaign to exterminate the PO UM  was under way, the 
Stalinists also moved to destroy, politically at least, Francisco Largo 
Caballero, whom  they had driven from the leadership of the Repub
lican government. This process involved several steps.

Even after he was driven from the government, Largo Caballero’s 
position still seemed one of continued strength. He was still secretary 
of the Unión General de Trabajadores, and although the national 
committee of the Socialist Party was in the hands of his enemies, he 
still had the loyalty of key regional sections of the party, particularly 
those of M adrid and Valencia. He also had the strong backing of the 
anarchists.

Largo Caballero himself described his position. ‘M y obligations 
are: to take care of  the Secretariat of the Unión General and on 
Sundays to go to M adrid from Valencia, to attend meetings of the 
Committee of the M adrid Socialist Group, of which I am presi
dent . . .  The Executive of the party wants to have the Group submit 
to its stupid policy, without being able to achieve this. M adrid would 
not submit to tyranny.’70

Largo Caballero took at least two steps to try to reinforce his 
position. On his initiative the executive of the UGT called a meeting 
of its national committee. He gave a six-hour speech there, explain
ing and defending his role as prime minister and minister of w ar.71 
Largo Caballero described this meeting: ‘It was agreed to have the
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meeting of the National Committee, but without those organizations 
behind in their dues payments being able to pa rt ic ipa te . . .  The 
meeting of the National Committee was held, all items of the agenda 
being discussed without incidents. This exasperated the Communists 
and fellow-travellers. They said that that meeting was invalid and 
that another should be held, with attendance of those behind in their 
dues payments.’72

His second move was to have the executive of the UGT sign a pact 
with the national committee of the CNT. It was in essence a ‘non
aggression pact’ pledging the two organizations not to attack one 
another in public, and setting up a joint liaison committee to deal 
with whatever problems might arise between the two trade union 
o rgan iza t ions/3 The Communists and their Socialist allies within the 
UGT later strongly criticized this accord, on the grounds that such a 
document should have been signed by the national committee of the 
UGT instead of its Executive -  in spite of precedents for such a 
document going back almost two decades.74

This C N T -U G T  pact aroused considerable enthusiasm in the 
CNT. In the weeks following its adoption, the national CN T received 
numerous endorsements and pledges of support from local union 
groups in various parts of the country.75

The Stalinists and their allies within the Socialist Party wasted little 
time in mounting their campaign to destroy Largo Caballero politi
cally. Late in July, the national executive of the Socialist Party 
‘suspended’ the Valencia Regional Federation of the party, and 
ordered the seizure of its periodical, Adelante. When the editors of 
the paper refused to turn it over on the grounds that it was not legally 
registered as the party’s property, Assault Guards were sent by 
Minister of Government Julian Zugazagoitia, a Socialist ally of 
Indalecio Prieto, to seize the periodical.76 About the same time, the 
police seized the pro-Largo Caballero paper Claridad in M adrid and 
turned it over to his enemies within the Socialist Party in spite of the 
fact that it legally belonged to two of Largo Caballero’s closest 
personal and political friends, Luis Araquistain and Carlos de 
Baraibar.77

The degree to which Largo Caballero had lost ou t within the 
Socialist Party, and the degree to which it had come under control of
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these who were willing to follow the Communist line, was indicated 
by a joint program of action of the Socialist and Communist Parties 
issued by the liaison committee of  the two parties. One passage of 
this said: ‘The Socialist and Communist Parties will spare no effort in 
their struggle against the enemies of the USSR, will publicly stig
matize them and stop their shameful campaigns, be they open or 
disguised. They will work to render ever closer the relations between 
the Spanish people and the Soviet Union.’78

Late in November 1937, the last periodical supporting Large 
Caballero was seized and turned over to his enemies. This was La 
Correspondencia de Valencia, the organ of the Largo Caballero 
faction of the UGT. After the seizure, Salvador Chad in, until then 
director of the Valencian organ of the Communist Party, was named 
as editor of La Correspondencia.

After this seizure, Spanish Labor News, associated with the 
Socialist Party of the United States, commented: ‘It is significant that 
today in Spain there are Union Republican papers, Left Republican 
papers, Right-wing Socialist papers, Communist papers, and com 
pletely emasculated papers of the Syndicalist Party and the Anarcho- 
Syndicalists. Only the Revolutionary Socialists are w ithout a legal 
organ. The POUM  still publishes La Batalla illegally, but it is 
reduced to four small pages .. .’7

Four and a half months after Largo Caballero was removed from 
the premiership, his Communist and Right-wing Socialist opponents 
set ou t to remove him from the control of the UGT, his principal 
power base. On September 25 1937, the anti-Largo Caballero 
leaders of the UGT demanded the immediate summoning of a 
plenum of the national committee of the UGT. The executive replied 
immediately that it would summon such a meeting ‘as determined by 
the statutes of the UGT, that is, with organizations which had not 
paid their dues not being able to attend. The dissidents replied by 
giving the executive a 48-hour deadline to call a meeting, with all 
those groups claiming to belong to the UGT being able to attend. 
Simultaneously, they called the plenum meeting, to be held on 
October 1, in the headquarters of the executive of the organization.

However, when the dissident delegates arrived in that building, 
they were denied admission to the executive’s offices, and police who
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were accompanying the ‘delegates’ backed away from forcing admis
sion, when they were told by Largo Caballero that there were a 
number of Cortes deputies in the executive’s suite. So the dissidents 
proclaiming the meeting of the national committee to be in session in 
the stairway of the building -  hence the label ‘stairway committee’. It 
resolved to depose the existing executive committee, and elected a 
new one, and declared null and void the suspension of the 14 
federations by the Largo Caballero executive for non-payment of 
dues.80

The pro-Largo Caballero national committee of the UGT, meeting 
in Valencia on October 26, called a special national convention for 
early in December, to resolve the split in the organization.81 H ow 
ever, that convention was destined never to meet.

David Cattell has noted that ‘the fourteen federations which 
supported Caballero were generally the mass unions with many 
thousands of members, whereas the opposition was composed 
mostly of the federations of professional and skilled unions with only 
a few thousand members. The mass federation which supported 
Largo Caballero were of particular importance because they included 
a large portion of workers in war industries.’82

The UGT splitters were endorsed on October 7 by the liaison 
committee of the Socialist and Communist parties.83 However, the 
pro-Largo Caballero Federation of Land Workers undertook to set 
up a mediating committee, to bring about a reunification of the 
UGT.84

The Negrin government also sided openly with the anti-Largo 
Caballero faction of the UGT. It issued orders to the Bank of Spain 
not to honor checks of the Largo Caballero faction, and that all bank 
accounts of the UGT be passed over to the opponents of Largo 
Caballero.85

The anti-Largo Caballero UGT faction attacked the C N T for 
sticking by the pact which it had signed with Largo Caballero before 
the UGT split. Solidaridad Obrera replied: ‘We have maintained and 
we still maintain that in order to conclude a pact of common action 
or of alliance between both unions a perfect internal unity must exist 
in each one of them. Consequently everything which seems to 
provoke division within either one of the organizations automatically
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represents an obstruction in the way of un ity . . .  In the name of this 
indispensable alliance, superior to all factional interpretations and to 
any interest of a politically partisan character, we asked the com 
rades of the UGT to reflect seriously, so that they might succeed in 
preventing the conflict from dragging on and reaching a definitive 
division.. .’86

The lack of concern in this situation of the Communists and their 
Right-wing Socialist allies for ‘antifascist unity’, about which they 
talked so much, was shown in what happened in the Frente Popular 
Antifascista, which had been formed shortly after the split in the 
UGT. When the issue of which UGT should be seated in the Frente 
was raised, it was decided that until the unity of the UGT had been 
re-established, neither faction should be seated.

However, as the American Socialist periodical Spanish Labor 
News reported, that did not resolve the issues:

At this same meeting officers were elected to carry out the 
practical purposes of the o rgan iza tion .. .  Shortly thereafter a 
meeting was held to determine the minimum bases of the 
Committee. It was decided that all decisions should be unani
mous, but that if such unanimity were not achieved, discussion 
should be reopened. If, after three days, the vote was still not 
unanimous, a majority decision would be considered binding. 
Any organization failing to carry out such decisions would be 
dropped from the C om m ittee . . .  Finally on October 29th, the 
Plenum of the Frente Popular Antifascista again met. The 
Communist Party had made no decision on the previous ques
tion, but announced its complete withdrawal from the Com m it
tee. The reason given was that the Communist Party also felt itself 
bound to the Peña UGT and that it did not want to remain as the 
only ‘Marxist Party’ in the Frente Popular Antifascista. . .

The Valencia anarchist daily Fragua Social editorialized on this 
event: ‘W hat sort of way is this to work for unity? The reply given by 
the Frente Popular Antifascista is a just one. The insistence that all 
anti-fascists take part in the internal quarrels of the UGT is neither 
correct nor does it contribute in any way to unity. It would seem that
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the UGT represented in the Frente Antifascista of Valencia is not an 
anti-fascist force, since it is treated as if it were fascist. And not only 
is there committed such an illogical absurdity, but an attempt is made 
to involve political and trade union groups in the same absurdity.’87

The ‘solution’ to the split in the UGT was reached in January
1938. Both sides had appealed to the International Federation of 
Trade Unions, to which the UGT was affiliated. As a consequence, 
Leon Jouhaux, head of the French Confederation Générale du 
Travail, a Socialist who at the time was working more or less closely 
with the French Communists, went to Valencia as mediator.

As a result of his mediation it was agreed that four members of the 
Largo Caballero faction -  Carlos Hernández Zancajo, Ricardo 
Zabalza, Pascual Tomás and Diaz Alor -  would be added to the 
executive of the dissident one, as mere members, while the presidency, 
vice-presidency, secretary-general, vice-secretary and treasurer re
mained in the hands of the dissidents, including for the first time, 
some Communists. On this, the anarchist historian of the CNT, José 
Peirats, commented: ‘The absence of Largo Caballero in the new 
Executive was the most eloquent note of the characteristics of this 
solution. The Communist fellow-travelling elements had won the 
game.’88

This judgment of Peirats was confirmed by Palmiro Togliatti: 
‘Beginning early in 1938 our point of view triumphed on almost all 
questions. Our minority, supported by a small group of Socialists . . .  
was in reality the group which inspired the policy of the UGT. The 
Caballeristas were isolated ..  .’89

The Protests of Largo Caballero

Between his deposition as prime minister and October 17 1937, 
Largo Caballero made no public speech. However, on that day he 
made a speech in Madrid. Sam Baron, an American Socialist jour
nalist, reported that ‘four theatres in M adrid were filled to overflow
ing by the crowds that came to hear Caballero, and thousands 
listened on the outside to amplifiers which carried his voice.’90

In that speech, Largo Caballero first discussed why he was ousted
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as prime minister, an event that he attributed to his unwillingness to 
concede to blackmail of the Soviet authorities and Spanish C om m un
ists. He also discussed the Communists’ campaign to split the UGT, 
as well as unremitting attacks on him by the Stalinists and their allies. 
He paid particular attention to the charges that he had become an 
anarcho-syndicalist because of his attempts to bring unity of action 
between the UGT and CNT, commenting that, although he was not 
an anarcho-syndicalist, if he were that would not be something to be 
ashamed of.91

The iMadrid speech was planned as the first of several discourses. 
However, when Largo Caballero was leaving Valencia for Alicante 
to deliver his second talk, he was prevented by the police ‘on orders 
from above’ from leaving Valencia.92 Nevertheless, Sam Baron 
reported: ‘When he was scheduled to speak in Alicante and was 
stopped by the authorities, tremendous crowds lined the highways to 
pay tribute to him. The city itself was bedecked with flags in his 
h o n o r . . .  It is a further tribute to the influence of Spain’s leading 
trade unionist that his opponents are afraid to have him speak.

However popular Largo Caballero may have remained, he was 
politically powerless after he was totally removed from the leader
ship of the UGT. Although a sarcastic critique of the Negrin regime 
by him was published (at least abroad) a few months before the end 
of the War, 4 he played no significant role in Spanish politics after 
January 1938. The Communists (and their allies) had ‘buried’ him 
politically, removing a major obstacle to their drive towards absolute 
power.
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T h e  Stalinist drive for absolute power did not end with their 
elimination of Francisco Largo Caballero. Other stumbling blocks 
remained, most notably the anarchists. In dealing with the C N T -  
FAI, the Stalinists used both appeals to ‘working-class unity’, and 
governmental and extra governmental force to destroy the liber
tarians both institutionally and personally.

The C N T -U G T  Unity Pact of 1938

Ironically, it was not until their erstwhile ally Francisco Largo 
Caballero had completely lost control of the Unión General de 
Trabajadores to the Stalinists and their allies, that the CN T finally 
worked out a ‘program of unity’ with the UGT. That joint document 
represented major concessions by the anarchists and showed how far 
they had retreated from their basic beliefs.

The CN T had sought a pact with the UGT since before the outbreak 
of the Civil War. A resolution of the Zaragoza Congress of the C N T in 
May 1936 had called for a ‘Revolutionary workers’ alliance’ with the 
UGT, and proposed the establishment of liaison committees of the two 
organizations to negotiate the terms of such an alliance.’1

It is clear that in the early m onths of the Civil W ar both the
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anarchists and the Largo Caballero faction of the UGT wanted unity 
of action of the two trade union centrals, and even thought in terms 
of possible organic unity of the two organizations in the foreseeable 
future. This was the principal theme of a joint May Day demonstra
tion in Valencia on M ay 1 1937, which was addressed by Carlos de 
Baraibar and two others for the UGT, and M ariano Vázquez, 
Federica Montseny and Juan Peiró for the CN T.2

We have noted earlier that, after the ouster of the Largo Caballero 
government, a tentative agreement was reached between the UGT, 
still controlled by Largo Caballero, and the CNT, which clearly had 
both trade union and political objectives, the latter being the forma
tion of a working-class opposition to the Negrin government. The 
disruption of the UGT in the last m onths of 1937 by the Communists 
and their anti-Caballero Socialist allies hamstrung any effective 
alliance between the CN T and UGT for several months. However, 
under the pressure created by the Franco offensive in Aragón, which 
ultimately ended in the Rebel forces breaking through to the 
Mediterranean and splitting the Republic in two, an agreement was 
finally reached in M arch 1938.

José Peirats, the anarchist historian of the CN T during the Civil 
War, has outlined the proposals of both the UGT and the C N T for 
this ‘program of unity’, which covered a wide range of issues facing 
the labor movement and the Republic. He has also summed up the 
nature of the document which was adopted in March 1938, during 
the Franco offensive which conquered Aragón and ended in the 
breakthrough of the Rebel forces to the Mediterranean Sea. 

According to Peirats,

In the military sphere, the CN T accepted the proposal to create a 
powerful army, belonging to the State, and enriches the natural 
or internal attributions of this army with exterior ones of 
militarist origin, with no guarantees for the people than those 
provided by the Commissariat, also belonging to the S ta te . . .  
On war production, the CN T accepted only the intervention of 
the trade unions in a Council also submitted to the State, or its 
branch, the Armaments Secretary. . .

The C N T accepted the nationalization of the basic industries
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and that this nationalization remains subject to the criterion of 
the State. This places the State at the top of the social pyramid. 
The same happened with the nationalization of banking, which 
the CN T enriched with the Iberian Trade Union bank.

On the issue of the role of municipalities, Peirats said:

On municipalization, the CN T definitively lowers the banner 
of its classical conception of the free m unic ipality ...  In the 
C N T -U G T  pact, the municipality continues being a simple 
administrator of the real estate of the militarist State, centralized 
and extractive. . .

The best proof of the centralist orientation of the pact is 
shown to us by the section on the economy. A Superior 
Economic Council, inside the State, composed of its repre
sentatives and those of the trade union organizations will 
monopolize everything. . .

The State, owner of the army, of industry, of the municipalities 
and of the whole economy, is also owner of the nationalized 
land. And the peasants are simple ren te rs . . .  In agreement, the 
CN T and the UGT reserves to the State . . .  the faculty of 
legislating on the Collectives and the very peculiar right to 
intervene in them. And that of determining which of these 
should continue or disappear. Only those being adjusted to 
legislation will be aided by the State.

Finally, Peirats noted that on the anarchists’ traditional opposition to 
the State itself, in this C N T -U G T  pact the CN T ‘begins by reducing 
its unwavering incompatibility with the State to a simple expression 
of the form of government. It only opposes the totalitarian form of 
state, and forgets the lesson that all government is a totalitarian 
bas tion .. .’3

The only significant concession by the Stalinist-influenced UGT in 
this document was the statement that it would not oppose the re
entry of the CN T into the Republican government. As we have seen, 
that was a concession of dubious significance.

In summary, the anarchist labor organization surrendered much
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ground in this pact with the other major trade-union group, by then 
dominated by the Stalinists and their fellow-travellers. It relegated 
defense of the collectives which its members had established in the 
first phase of the Civil W ar to a secondary level, accepting emphasis 
on State nationalization of the major elements of the economy, 
instead of trade-union control, on both a Republican and municipal 
level. This document, to state it mildly, weakened the C N T ’s position 
in trying to defend the control of its members over a large segment of 
the economy. For the re-entry of the CN T in the Republican govern
ment in a minor role, of little significance in the general direction of 
the W ar and the Revolution, the CN T paid a high price in this 
‘agreement’ with the UGT.

The Stalinists’ Political D estruction of Indalecio Prieto

The C N T -U G T  ‘pact’ of M arch 1938 was followed within less than 
a month by the removal from the government of the last major 
individual opponent of the Stalinists’ drive for absolute power, 
Indalecio Prieto, the minister of defense in the Negrin government. In 
spite of their long opposition to Prieto, the anarchists sought to help 
to prevent his fall, which had been decreed virtually from the time 
that he had helped to bring down Largo Caballero, and been 
rewarded for this with the ministry of defense.

For almost a decade and a half Indalecio Prieto had been the leader 
of those in the Socialist Party who were opposed to Francisco Largo 
Caballero. During the months preceding the outbreak of the Civil 
W ar, when Largo Caballero had been talking about possible unifica
tion of the Socialist and Communist parties, Prieto, who controlled 
the machinery of the party, strongly opposed the idea. Generally, he 
opposed the coquetting by elements of the Largo Caballero faction 
with the Communists.

However, after the start of the Civil War, and particularly after the 
establishment of the Largo Caballero government, Prieto joined 
forces with the Communists -  who quickly became the major 
opponents of the anarchist-Largo Caballero Socialist Revolution 
which had occurred in the first phase of the Civil War, with which
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Prieto also had little sympathy -  against Largo Caballero. His role in 
supporting the Comnunist ministers when they walked out of a 
cabinet meeting in the crisis of M ay 1937 was crucial in bringing 
about the fall of Largo Caballero and his replacement as prime 
minister by Juan Negrin.

Right after the fall of the Largo Caballero government the Spanish 
Communist Party and the national leadership of the Socialist -  still 
largely controlled by Indalecio Prieto and his associates -  signed a 
‘pact of alliance’. This was a 16-point agreement, in somewhat vague 
terms, and a liaison committee was established to establish unity of 
action between the two parties.

From the Communists’ point of view, this was certainly seen as a 
major step towards unification of the two parties in a single party of 
the proletariat along the lines of the PSUC in Catalonia and the 
United Socialist Youth. This was an idea which Indalecio Prieto had 
strongly opposed before the outbreak of the Civil W ar, when Largo 
Caballero was talking somewhat vaguely about it.

However, Prieto’s alliance with the Communists was temporary. 
He had no more wish than Largo Caballero to have the Communists 
and their Comintern and Soviet backers gain absolute control in 
Republican Spain. Least of all did he desire to have them get 
complete domination of the Republican armed forces.

After he had been ousted from the Negrin government, Prieto 
gave a report to a meeting of the national committee of the Socialist 
Party in August 1938. This he later published under the title of 
‘How and Why I Left the Ministry of Defense’. It explained in 
considerable detail his effort to prevent the triumph of the C om m un
ists within the Republic, and the consequences of his resistance to the 
Stalinists.

Prieto recounted that before one of the first Negrin cabinet meet
ings in which he participated as minister of defense, the two 
Communist cabinet members, Vicente Uribe and Jesús Hernandez, 
came to his office to tell him that they would like to visit him each 
day to tell him the Communist Party politburo’s position on the 
issues of the day. According to Prieto, he told them: ‘You have been 
mistaken if you think that you are going to continue with me a 
struggle like that you carried on with Largo Caballero . . .  you will
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not manage me, nor will I permit disputes such as those you had with 
Largo Caballero in the cabinet meetings of unhappy memory.’5

One of the first issues on which Prieto clashed with the Communists 
was that of the preponderant influence of Stalinists in the political 
commissariats of the armed forces. His proposals in the Superior War 
Council to right that situation by adding a considerable number of 
non-Communist commissars was strongly opposed by the Communist 
member of the council, and Negrin sided with the Communists in 
that dispute.6

Prieto claimed that soon after his meeting with Uribe and H ernan
dez, the Communists began a campaign against him, demanding his 
removal as minister of defense. By M arch 1938, these attacks had 
become public. Jesús Hernández, writing in the Communist periodi
cal Frente Rojo and the Barcelona paper La Vanguardia under the 
name ‘Juan Ventura’ strongly attacked the minister of defense.

When Prieto brought this question before the executive commis
sion of the Socialist Party, and in effect demanded the removal of 
Hernández from the cabinet for violating the rule that members of 
the cabinet did not attack one another in public, Juan Negrin 
intervened. ‘I cannot do without the Communists,’ he said, ‘because 
they represent a very considerable factor in international politics and 
because to have them out of Power would be very inconvenient 
internally; I cannot do without them, because their correligionists 
abroad are the only ones who aid us effectively, and because we 
would put in danger the aid of the USSR, the only effective support 
which we have in war material. But in the same way that I cannot do 
without the Communists, I say that I cannot continue for a moment 
as Prime Minister if Prieto is not Minister of Defense.’7 This was on 
M arch 26, and only a little more than a week later, Negrin reor
ganized his government without Prieto.

Prieto recounted his conflicts with Russian advisers to the various 
branches of the Spanish Republican armed forces. These involved 
particularly instances in which the Soviet officers had counter
manded orders which he had given, particularly in the navy and the 
air force.8

Pressure from the Stalinists for the removal of Indalecio Prieto 
lasted for a considerable period. Salvador de M adariaga maintained
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that during those weeks ‘supplies from Moscow began to dwindle, so 
as to make the matter clearer still’. But after the removal of Prieto, 
‘with clockwork precision, supplies began to flow again . . .  a few 
weeks after Don Indalecio Prieto had been expelled from the 
Cabinet, Barcelona, undefended against recent German raids, wit
nessed an impressive flight of Russian airplanes.’9

Prieto described a visit from leaders of the C N T to express support 
for him, after the cabinet crisis which brought his downfall had 
already begun. Galo Diez, Horacio Prieto and Segundo Blanco came 
to see him very late one night. They indicated to him that they had 
submitted to Negrin a statement to the effect that although they 
wanted representation in the government, they thought that in the 
face of the Republican defeat in Aragon which was then in progress, 
they did not think that there should be any change in the govern
ment, and they supported Prieto’s staying in the ministry of defense. 
They also told him that the Republican parties had expressed support 
for him. He told them that the Socialist Party executive had just 
indicated support of his staying in the ministry. That left only the 
Communists who were demanding his removal.10

According to Prieto, he was never informed by Negrin that he was 
being dismissed as minister of defense. The first word of the fact that 
he encountered came from reading the daily papers.11

Prieto cited a m emorandum that a Socialist commander of the 61st 
Brigade of the reserve army sent to the ministry of defense and to the 
Socialist executive committee, which described what had happened 
to Prieto. Lieutenant-Colonel Francisco García Lavid wrote: ‘The 
same elements (the Communists) who until yesterday praised you 
even more than we did, Comrade Prieto, culminated and attacked 
y o u . . .  The same people who before raised the figure of Largo 
Caballero and then brought him down and calumniated him; the 
same who praised Prieto, then attributed to him things which not 
only our comrade was incapable of doing but no one was capable of 
d o in g . . ,’12

The removal of Indalecio Prieto from the Negrin government 
meant the disappearance of the last major figure who represented a 
serious brake to the Communists’ drive for power within Republican 
Spain. Palmiro Togliatti, the principal Comintern agent in Spain,
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noted the ‘sectarian’ attitudes of many Communists at the time, 
urging that the Communist Party take total control of the ministry of 
defense. Togliatti claimed that he discouraged this idea.13

However, some doubt is cast upon Togliatti’s claims to ‘m odera
tion’ on his part  by the fact, which Salvador de Madariaga pointed 
out, that with the disappearance of Prieto from the ministry of 
defense, and the assumption of that post by Negrin himself, Negrin 
placed ‘the three departments of W ar, Navy and Air in charge of 
three Communist under secretaries; he gave the Foreign Office to 
Señor Alvarez del Vayo who appointed a Communist under secretary 
and in general turned over the Foreign Office to the Communists, 
and although he failed in his purpose of appointing the Communist 
Jesús Hernandez as General Commissar of the Army, he gave him the 
General Commissariat of the Army of the Center, which amounted 
to about four-fifths of the whole.’14

The Decimation of the Republicans and Regional 
Nationalists

Soon, even the minor opponents of the Stalinists were to be removed 
from the Negrin government. The fifth element in Republican 
politics during the Civil W ar -  in addition to the anarchists, 
Communists, Right-wing Socialists and the Largo Caballero Socialists 
-  were the Republicans of various sorts and descriptions. These 
included the Izquierda Republicana (IR), and Unión Republicana 
(UR) parties on a national scale, and the Catalan and Basque 
nationalists on a regional basis. These groups, too, had been 
eliminated from most political influence by the Stalinists by the end 
of the second year of the Civil War.

The very fact of the outbreak of the Civil W ar and the ‘saving’ of 
the Republican cause in much of Spain by the union groups and the 
political parties associated with them had drastically reduced the 
political influence of the national Republican parties, that is, the IR 
and UR. Although Manuel Azaña of the Izquierda Republicana 
remained president of the Republic until shortly before the end of the 
War, and Diego M artinez Barrio of the UR continued as president of
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the Cortes beyond the end of the conflict, their parties were no 
matches for those of the trade-union organizations and others 
hacked by the workers and peasants.

The situation of the Catalan and Basque nationalist parties was 
considerably stronger than those of the national Republicans, at least 
during the first year of the Civil War. The Basque Nationalists, as we 
have noted, were the dom inant element in the rcgionalist Basque 
regime established with the outbreak of the War. In Catalonia, the 
Catalan Left Party also retained influence for a time among the 
middle class of that area.

However, the regional nationalist parties were also undermined. 
About a year after the outbreak of the Civil W ar, the Basque country 
was conquered by the Franco forces, as a result of which the Basque 
Nationalists who escaped to remaining Loyalist territory were reduced 
to a symbolic importance rather than a practical one.

The Catalan Left, on the other hand, was greatly undermined by 
the passionate defense by the Stalinist PSUC of the urban middle 
class and the peasant smallholders, which had been the principal 
power base of Luis Companys and his followers. Furthermore, after 
the May Events, when the government of the Republic took over 
control of both the military and the forces of public order in 
Catalonia, the power of the Catalan regional government was greatly 
reduced. In addition, with the expulsion of the CN T from the 
Catalan government following the May Events, that regime remained 
as a coalition of the Catalan Left and the Stalinist PSUC, a coalition 
in which the power of the Catalan Left declined drastically and 
consistently until the end of the W ar in Catalonia.

Gonez Casas has noted that, after the May Events, ‘A paradox 
now became apparent. The autonom ous government of Catalonia 
was linked to the existence of a strong federalist movement like the 
anarchists or the C N T in Catalonia. On the other hand, the predomi
nance of Stalinism prepared the objective conditions for the ruin of 
the autonom ous regions. The neutralization of Catalan autonomy 
contributed to the disintegration that preceded the catastrophic 
collapse of resistance before the nationalist advance at the end of 
1938.’15

Manuel Cruells has noted that the Esquerra de Catalonia ‘lost
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progressively its influence over Catalan society, at the same time that 
it lost, with the M ay Events, its only political possibility in the 
circumstances of the war. T hat political possibility would have been 
for it to remain the arbiter between the anarchists and the men of the 
III International.’16

Adolfo Bueso has dated the almost total collapse of the Catalan 
regional government, and hence the influence of the Catalan region- 
alist parties, from the transfer of the Republican government of 
Prime Minister Juan Negrin to Barcelona late in 1937: ‘With the 
arrival of the Government and its apparatus there came, naturally, 
many public order forces, which choked, literally, the forces of the 
Generalidad. De facto, the presence of the central Government 
crushed the Government of the Generalidad. The Russians gave 
orders to the government of Negrin, and it took revenge by annulling 
the government of Companys.

As early as February 1937, Franz Borkenau had foreseen the 
possibility of the absorption of the Republican parties by the 
Stalinists. T h e re  is no difference whatever, at present, nor has 
been since the beginning of the civil war, between the Izquierda 
Republicana, the party of the non-socialist republicans, and the 
com m unists . . .  Today a unification of the communists with Izquierda 
Republicana might find fewer obstacles than even one with the 
socialists.’18

Although such unification of Azaña’s party and the Stalinists did 
not take place, the orthodox middle-class Republican parties steadily 
lost ground in the politics of Loyalist Spain. The anarchist author 
Lazarillo de Tormes, writing late in 1937, correctly analyzed the 
situation of the Republican parties when he said: ‘Making a mistake 
as always, the parties representing the petty bourgeoisie joined the 
action of the Communists because they confused the march that the 
latter began towards the State as the signs of loyal governmental
collaboration. They did not see, and still don’t see, that it was really a

»19conquest.
However, this same author also noted that, following the establish

ment of the Negrin government, the Republican parties indicated 
disquietude about the Communists’ drive to power at their expense. 
‘The periodical Política, authorized organ of the Partido de Izquierda
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Republicana, declared that significantly in recent days that it would 
be found in the first ranks of those opposing any attempt at dictator
ship. Other parties, and particularly other periodicals which if not 
semi-official organs of any political or trade union organization 
represent broad public opinion, have expressed themselves in the 
same te rm s . . .’20

This loss of influence of all other parties to the Communists was 
felt acutely by President Manuel Azaña, founder and incarnation of 
the Left Republican Party. He wrote in his memoirs on M ay 12 1938: 
\ . .  The President of the Republic doesn’t have the freedom to change 
policy, if he thinks it convenient, because all of the commands arc 
taken over by the Communists, and they would resist. Appointments 
are made from a list given to Negrin, including people Negrin doesn’t 
k n o w . . . ’ He adds that he has explained to Indalecio Prieto, recently 
ousted from the ministry of defense, why he opposes Prieto’s being 
named ambassador to Mexico: ‘He is needed here. I cannot remain 
prisoner of N eg rin . . .  I think tha t  Negrin has taken personal pre
cautions. Orders for turning over funds, in blank, deposited in the 
Russian b a n k . . .’21

Subsequently, in August 1938, Azaña protested against executions 
which had been ordered by the Negrin government without his 
consent. On August 12, he learned of 58 such executions only by 
reading about them in the press.22

The same undermining of the Republican parties by the Stalinists 
was also taking place with regard to the Catalan Left Party. As early 
as July 1937, the New York anarchist publication Spanish Revolution 
noted: ‘The boundary line between the “Esquerra” and the C om m un
ist Party of Catalonia is very tenuous. (Even Brailsford, the pro- 
Communist correspondent for the New Republic has to admit that 
“much of the membership of this party came from the ‘Esquerra’” 
And it is bound to vanish in some form of a totalitarian merger of 
those two parties demanded by the economy of State Capitalism.’23 
Again, such a merger never occurred, but with each month the war 
dragged on, the Catalan Left Party was weakened to the advantage of 
the PSUC.

This final defeat of the Catalan and Basque regional parties came 
in August 1938. Prime Minister Juan Negrin pushed through the
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cabinet three decrees which the nationalist ministers strongly opposed. 
According to José Peirats, ‘The press referred to three decrees, 
one on the seizure of war industries, another on the militarization 
of the ports and another on reform of the Commissariat.’24 Manuel 
de Irujo, the Basque Nationalist minister without portfolio, and 
his colleague Jaime Aiguade, the Catalan Left minister of labor 
and social welfare, both resigned in protest against these decrees 
which they insisted destroyed the last remnants of regional au to
nomy.25

Negrin wished to maintain the fiction that the Catalan and Basque 
regionalists were still represented in his government. However, in 
fact he appointed to replace the Catalan Left representative one José 
Moix, a member of the PSUC, thus adding to the official Stalinist 
representation in his government. To replace Irujo, Negrin named 
Tomás Bilbao, of a small Basque party, Acción Nacionalista Vasca, 
whom José Peirats characterized as a ‘Negrinista’.26

Jesús de Galindez, a Basque Nationalist, claimed that at the time of 
this cabinet crisis, in August 1938, the Communists carried out a 
veritable coup d'état. He said that tanks were sent to Barcelona, 
where the Republican government was located, to take charge of the 
city and to overawe the anarchists. At the same time, he said, rumors 
were abroad that there were going to be an attempt to oust Negrin’s 
government. La Vanguardia published an article naming the new 
cabinet which was going to take office -  headed by Juan Besteiro, the 
Right-wing but anti-Stalinist Socialist. Galindez claimed that Com 
munist troops which marched on Barcelona from the front forced out 
the then Catalan cabinet.27

With the resignation of the Catalan and Basque nationalists, even 
the weak opponents of the Stalinists’ drive to power were eliminated 
from the Negrin government.

However, one political development right after the August 1938 
government crisis which was to have importance during the last 
m onths of the Civil W ar was a meeting of the Socialist Party’s 
National Committee. There was a debate between Prime Minister 
Negrin and deposed Defense Minister Indalecio Prieto and, accord
ing to Palmiro Togliatti, there was also a modification of the top 
leadership of the party with the entry into it of Prieto and Caballero
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followers, as well as Julian Besteiro, who immediately ‘formed a 
common front of hostility to Negrin’.28

The Censorship of the Anarchist Press

The anarchists were no t spared by the Stalinists in their drive for 
absolute power within the Republic. As we have seen, the anarchists 
were forced out of the Republican government and that of Catalonia, 
and when they were finally readmitted to the Republican cabinet, 
their position there was more one of decoration than of power.

After the anarchists’ expulsion from the governments, although 
the Stalinists never undertook an all-out confrontation with the 
CNT-FAI, they succeeded in nibbling away at the anarchists’ still 
strong position in the economy and in support among the working 
class and peasantry of Republican Spain. Nowhere was this more 
clear than in the censorship to which the anarchist press was 
subjected.

Broué and Temime have commented on the censorship installed by 
the Negrin Government:

This policy of repression did not however come out into the 
open. As before the Revolution, trade union meetings had to be 
authorized by the delegate for public order, after a request made 
at least three days in advance. As before the Revolution, censor
ship, justified at the outset by military necessity, was now 
imposed on political attitudes. On 18 M ay Adelante appeared 
with its first page blank, under the headline Viva Largo Cabal
lero! On 18 June the government established a monopoly of radio 
broadcasts and seized transmitters from the various headquar
ters. On 7 August Solidaridad Obrera was given five days’ 
suspension for committing a breach of the censorship’s direc
tives by appearing with ‘blanks’ to indicate censored passages: 
the censorship was working and demanded that no trace should 
remain of its activities. On 14 August a circular banned all 
criticisms of the Russian government. It said that ‘With an 
insistence suggesting a plan specifically designed to offend an
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exceptionally friendly nation, thus creating difficulties for the 
government, various newspapers have treated the USSR in a way 
that cannot be a llow ed . . .  This utterly reprehensible license 
ought not to be permitted by the Council of C en so rs . . .  Any 
newspaper that does not conform will be suspended indefinitely, 
even if it has been censored, in which case the censor will be 
summoned before the special tribunal dealing with crimes of 
sabotage.’ The censorship, like the police and the radio, played 
an active part in the secession of the UGT, systematically 
‘cutting’ statements by the Caballero executive or articles by the 
C N T devoted to this question.29

The Negrin government’s censorship of anarchist publications was 
facilitated by the removal of all anarchists from the censorship 
apparatus, in which they had participated so long as it existed for the 
purpose of preventing publication of military secrets. According to 
Helmut Rudiger, writing late in 1937, ‘On August 7 the last of those 
comrades we trusted within the censorship was fired .. .’30

From considerably before the establishment of the Negrin govern
ment, the Communists had largely dominated the Republican gov
ernment censorship apparatus. David Cattell, the historian of the 
Communists in the Civil W ar, who had a certain propensity to 
rationalize their activities, confirmed this. ‘The result of Communist 
control of censorship was that it was considered treasonable and an 
aid to Franco if anything were said against the Communists or 
Russians in the press. The Communists, on the other hand, could 
insult the various groups and persons they wished, as they freely did 
the POUM , the Anarchists, and the various ministers who lost favor 
in their eyes.’31

Nowhere is the nature of the censorship of the anarchists’ publica
tions more clear than in the mimeographed Boletín de Información 
issued almost daily by the CN T and the FAI in Barcelona. The first 
issue of that periodical which bore the note ‘This Num ber Has Been 
Checked by the Censorship’ was that of September 25 1937. There 
was a remarkable change in the content of the Boletín following that 
date.

In the m onths immediately following the M ay Days, there were
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strong polemics against the Communist Party and the PSUC of 
Catalonia. There were articles strongly criticizing the Negrin govern
ment. There was an article protesting against censorship of other 
anarchist periodicals (No, 302, July 6 1937); there was a strong 
defense of the C N T ’s Iron Column on the Teruel front in the face of 
attacks by the Communists (No. 330, August 7 1937) and there were 
strong protests against the supression of the Consejo dc Aragon by 
the Negrin regime.

After the imposition of censorship, there was a radical change in 
the nature of the material carried in the Boletin. Gone were all 
polemics against the Stalinists and all criticism of the Negrin regime. 
One issue, No. 389 of October 16 1937, carried an article emphasiz
ing the need to carry out the Revolution ‘slowly’.

Reflecting the pressure of the censors under which the editors must 
have labored, strange new things appeared in the periodical. There 
were fulsome articles in praise of the Soviet Union such as had never 
appeared in it before. There was an article comparing the Soviet and 
Spanish revolutions, with little attempt to picture the Spanish one as 
superior to the Bolshevik Revolution (No. 458, January 5 1938). 
There was a strange article predicting the division of the world 
among the United States, the USSR and Japan (No. 443, December 
18 1937).

With the imposition of censorship, there were frequent instances in 
which the censors had clearly blocked out material which was 
politically unpalatable to them. O n  one occasion, a whole page was 
suppressed (No. 408, November 8 1937).

Although the Boletin continued to publish favorable descriptions 
of various urban and rural collectives, it is clear that the censors were 
not willing to permit publication by this anarchist periodical of any 
political material which was critical of the Stalinists or of the 
governments then in power in the Republic and Catalonia.

Apparently, at least for a time, the anarchists published some 
illegal periodicals, which were not subject to the official censors’ 
scrutiny. Helmut Rudiger noted late in 1937 the existence of two of 
these, Anarquia and Libertad. T h e y  . . .  used a more honest language 
and in general expressed what all felt and thought in reality, but 
that could not be published due to the censorship, especially the
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revelations concerning and criticism of the Communists and the 
more or less sensational revelations about some of that party’s 
le a d e rs . . . ’32

Stalinist and Governm ent Attacks on the Collectives

Certainly, the Negrin government made it clear that it was absolutely 
opposed in principle to the seizures of land by the peasants and urban 
enterprises by the workers which had occurred after July 19 1936. 
One of the fronts on which the anarchists had to fight most strongly 
after they were expelled from the Republican and Catalan govern
ments was that of protecting the economic revolution which the 
workers and peasants had carried out during the first phase of the 
Civil War.

The Giral government, right at the beginning of the W ar had 
decreed the government’s ‘seizure’ of all industries abandoned by 
sympathizers with the Rebels.33 O f course, at the time, this was a 
largely meaningless gesture, since in fact they had already been taken 
over by the workers. However, the Negrin government set about to 
really establish government control over industries and other ele
ments of the economy.

Clearly, Juan Negrin wanted to suppress the workers’ collectives. 
Speaking to Louis Fischer soon after taking over the prime minister
ship, Negrin noted the difficult financial situation of many of the 
collectives: T h e y  are coming to me for running expenses and for raw 
materials. We will take advantage of their plight to gain control of 
the factories. Catalan industry is in chaos and as a result we have to 
depend for too much on imports which, as you know, arc expensive 
even when we can get them .’34

Prime Minister Negrin himself publicly expressed his opposition to 
the collectives. In an interview with foreign correspondents on 
M arch 31 1938, he said: ‘If the government has not done anything or 
given any order with regard to collectives, how can it modify its 
work. The concept of private property has not been modified so far 
as I know .’35

Diego Abad de Santillan has noted two decrees of the Negrin
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government which made its opposition to both rural and urban 
collectives eminently clear. One was a decree of the general direc
torate of industry of the ministry of finance, dated M arch 17 1938. 
‘Only the Government has the ability to take over property; there
fore, all seizures which have taken place without its agreement are 
null, and the industries must be returned to their old owners, unless 
they arc rebels, in which case they will pass to the Caja de 
Rcparaciones.’

The second decree cited by Santillân, issued by the same govern
ment dependency said: ‘The first step in any industrial intervention is 
to cite the legitimate owner of the firm. If that person presents 
himself or sends a legal representation, the Interventor of the mines, 
industries, commerce, agriculture, food business, etc. has no alterna
tive but to recognize h im . . .  In no case, so far, has there been 
recognized as valid any document or any property right other than 
that which existed before July 19, 1936. If such property belongs to a 
rebel, it passes to the Caja de Reparaciones.’36

After the Negrin government moved to Barcelona in October
1937, it began to put into effect the policies expressed in the two 
decrees noted by Santillan. It began to seize some of the collectives 
which had been established by workers whose former employers had 
sided with the Rebels. The collectives in these enterprises had been 
legalized by the Catalan government in its collectivization decree, 
and the commission established to carry out that decree formally 
protested against these moves by the Republican government, on the 
grounds that they were an infringement of Catalan autonom y.37

The Negrin government also began another kind of attack on the 
collectives, particularly in Catalonia. It began assessing fines on 
many of them, on the grounds that they had not paid the stamp tax 
required by Republican law of all corporations. Again, the body 
charged with administering the Catalan collectivization law p ro
tested, saying that the collectives were a new form of economic 
organization, and that the stamp tax on corporations did not apply 
to them.38

José Peirats has said of the policies of the Negrin government:

The move of the government to take over industries must be
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interpreted as a natural reactionary tendency in the State, which 
through the highpoint of the revolution always reserves its right 
to the last word. In Spain this state tendency persisted after the 
19th of July. After May 1937 it took on the characteristics of 
true revenge. The seizures and requisitions began with the 
pretext of centralizing the industries related to war production 
or in the necessity of coordinating in an intense and permanent 
way the war industry. The offensive was really motivated by the 
desire to annul or to take away the workers’ conquests. And to 
this end, there were launched calumnious maneuvers against the 
Collectives, against the Sindicatos, against the factory or enter
prise Committees, which were charged with all kinds of defects, 
from incapacity and laziness to premeditated sabotage, vices of 
which only the interventionist representatives of the Government 
were guilty. Official sabotage was the necessary condition to 
justify the wished for and later in tervention.. ,39

In an earlier chapter I recounted the struggle over the government’s 
seizure from the workers’ control of the ‘war industries’. But the 
process went way beyond those enterprises, im portant as they were.

Immediately after the M ay Events in Barcelona, the PSUC launched 
a campaign to the effect that ‘Public services and transport should be 
run by the municipalities and not by the unions . . .  the public interest 
of the entire city population stands above the private interests of the 
workers’ unions’. Solidaridad Obrera raised a cry of warning against 
this campaign, which was not immediately successful, but certainly 
foretold the Stalinists’ onslaught against workers’ control of much of 
the Catalan economy.40

With the movement of the Negrin government from Valencia to 
Barcelona in October 1937, it was in a much better situation to try to 
frustrate and dismantle the workers’ collectives. Andrés Capdevila, 
the anarchist who presided over the Catalan council of economy 
before the M ay Events, has noted that, long before the final govern
ment seizure of the war industries, the sub-secretariat of supply of the 
ministry of national defense used purchases of war material as a 
weapon to weaken the collectives. If a firm was owned by a private 
individual, the sub-secretariat was willing and anxious to offer a
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contract on favorable terms. If it was a collective, the officials of the 
sub-secretariat found all kinds of reasons why a contract could not 
be given, and in many instances actually insulted the members of the 
councils of administration of these enterprises, saying that the sub
secretariat could not enter into contracts with thieves who had stolen 
property belonging to someone else -  the old owners.

At the same time, Juan Comorera, the head of the PSUC who had 
become councillor of economy of Catalonia after the anarchists had 
been thrown out of the regional government, found his own ways to 
sabotage the collectives. One important step in this direction was a 
drastic reduction in the status of the Consejo de Economía. A 
‘regulation’ of the council, issued by Comorera on August 17 1937, 
proclaimed the council’s ‘consultative role and dependence on the 
Councillor of Economy’. The new composition of the body em pha
sized that tendency and suppressed the representation on it which 
had been assigned to the PO U M .’ Henceforward, it included six gov
ernment representatives, of the departments of finance, economy, 
agriculture, supply, public works and labor, together with three 
members of the Esquerra Catala, three of the CNT, three of the UGT, 
two of the FAI, and one each of the Acción Catalana, Rabassaires 
and Cooperatives Confederation of Catalonia.41

An onslaught on the collectives was inherent in the general eco
nomic policies imposed by Comorera and his party. M artin  Cruells 
has said of these policies:

Coincident with that accelerated rhythm of political centraliza
tion . . .  there began to develop in Catalonia a situation of 
economic speculation, private econom y. . .

There reappeared speculators who before had camouflaged 
themselves as proletarians; and new speculators appeared due to 
the new political situation, which caused a manifest and public 
display of the traditional differentiation between the nouveau 
rich and the poor classes. . .  T ha t differentiation became little by 
little more irritating as there began to be scarcity of the most 
elemental foodstuffs. . .

That situation of privileged and the under privileged began 
after the M ay Events to influence, in its turn, the PSUC, which
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presided over or at least permitted it, as the arbiter of Catalan 
politics in that period. It followed that the Catalan Communists 
. . .  in spite of their efforts to plan the resistance and the w ar -  
were conditioned to carry on a political policy tolerant towards 
the speculators and in general towards the middle classes.. .42

However, the assault of Comorcra and the PSUC on the Catalan 
collectives went beyond these general aspects of the economic policy 
they imposed on the region. By the Catalan collectivization decree, 
both the managers of collectivized enterprises and the interventors 
who represented the Catalan government in such firms were sup
posed to be elected by the general assembly of a collective and then to 
be confirmed by the councillor of the economy. M any times, 
Comorera refused to confirm those elected; and sometimes he tried 
to name people of his own selection, particularly in the case of 
interventors. According to Andrés Capdevila, many of these were 
people of doubtful loyalty to the Republican cause, but had assured 
their positions by joining the PSUC. Comorera also undermined the 
decree which had been passed by the Catalan government early in the 
W ar municipalizing all housing, and began turning back housing 
properties to their old owners.43

Comorera also moved against a collective in a sector of the 
Catalan economy which was certainly not a ‘war industry’. José 
Peirats noted: ‘On January 19, 1938 there was published in the 
Diario Oficial of the Generalidad a personal order (underscoring by 
Solidaridad Obrera) of the Councillor of Economy of the au to 
nomous government. According to it, public spectacles in Catalonia 
were to be taken over, except those already subject to municipaliza
tion.’ The workers involved promptly went on strike, a walkout 
which was ‘resolved’ on February 1 by the naming by Comorera of a 
four-person intervention commission, of which three were CNTers 
and one a member of the PSUC. As Peirats noted, the anarchists still 
were in titular control of the public entertainment of the region, but 
now as delegates of the government.44 The workers’ right to choose 
their own people to run the industry had been cancelled.

Com orera’s offensive against the workers’ collectives was facili
tated by a decree of special interventions issued by the Generalidad
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on November 20 1937. It permitted the councillor of economy to 
appoint ‘interventor-delegates’ whose power, according to Josep 
M aria Bricall, included:

N ot only fiscalization or public control but the effective direc
tion of economic activities.45

With the approval of the decree which authorized them, the 
interventions were not long in coming; by the end of the first 
trimester of 1938 more than fifteen large enterprises and eco
nomic sectors had been intervened. As the war went on, the 
interventions became more and more num erous .. .46

The rapid introduction of special interventions in industry 
converted the Catalan economy into a new more rigid form 
of organizations evidently in a centralised fo rm . . .  On some 
occasions the Enterprise Council was deposed and the special 
intervention took an absolute form, and the total administration 
and direction of the firm was turned over to the special 
interventor.47

These attacks on the role of the anarchists in the economy were by no 
means confined to Catalonia. In December 1937, the CN T daily in 
Madrid, Castilla Libre, reported that the CN T had first been forced 
to turn over to the government many properties which it had seized 
early in the war when they had been abandoned by their owners. 
Now, the paper reported, these properties were being turned back to 
their old owners, who continued to collect rents on them as before 
the Civil W ar.48

After the Republican government moved to Barcelona, it too 
joined the attack on workers’ collectives in Catalonia. Gomez Casas 
has described the most important of the moves: ‘On April 15, 1938, 
the Negrin government published a decree creating the General 
Electricity Commissariat. Indalecio Prieto offered the position of 
Commissar of this department to Juan Peiro, who, with the approval 
of the CN T National Committee, accepted the appointment. Unfor
tunately, the government, in an effort to neutralize and destroy 
revolutionary creations, dissolved the Unified Electrical Services of 
Catalonia at the same time. The new Commissar was compelled to
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appoint state controllers in each company, which then automatically 
assumed its previous personality -  anonymous shareholder society, 
and to dissolve the Company and W orkers’ Control Committees.’49

In the case of the leather workers’ collective of Catalonia, the 
government used various devices to strangle it. Writing more than 
a decade after the end of the Civil War, J. Esperanza described the 
process: ‘Repeatedly, certain offices pestered us with forms and 
questionnaires which served no purpose, but had the virtue of 
exasperating the personnel, since to fill ou t what was required of 
us was tantam ount to destroying our effort to work freely and 
conscientiously. . .  Believing that working and fulfilling our obliga
tion to supply the front and to develop the work of our organiza
tions to the greatest extent was sufficient, we resisted the paperwork 
which was sent by the equally exigent and nervous bureaucracy of 
the State.’

Certain leaders of the collective then received personal threats. 
Finally, ‘they insisted that we renounce our Collective, ceding our 
rights to the State, which we again refused. Then, the authorities 
decided to requisition the skins and tanning extracts which we had 
deposited at the frontier and other raw materials which didn’t exist 
in Spain, all of which was robbed from us, thus introducing the crisis 
of work in our fac to ries .. .  Unable to work, our comrades were 
disagreeably surprised by the presence of troops in each one of our 
27 factories and our 6 warehouses. For about five weeks, there was 
stationed in our buildings, day and night, all of a Battalion to carry 
out the requisition.’ These troops seized all of the civilian finished 
goods in the collective’s warehouses, and ‘with all of this the cause of 
the people was certainly not served, but the destruction of our 
Collective was achieved.50

The Persecution of Anarchist and O ther Civilians

The anarchists were not only on the defensive in the economy and in 
politics after May 1937, but also in a much more personal way. After 
the events of mid-1937, they and other opponents of the Stalinists 
were victims, on a large scale, of persecution. They were harassed by
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the police, many thousands were arrested, a substantial number were 
tortured and some were murdered.

An interesting statistic which reflects w hat transpired after the 
May Events is presented by Josep Maria Bricall. He noted that in the 
period between May and December 1937, the Catalan government 
(dominated by the Stalinists after late June) spent 3 ,074,037 pesetas 
on prisons and tribunals, compared with 395,454 which that had 
government had spent on that item between November 1936 and 
April 193 7 .51

Foreign anarchists were persecuted with particular severity after 
the M ay Events. Helmut Rudiger, in his report to the December 1937 
Congress of the International W orkingmen’s Association elaborated:

The persecution of foreign antifascists in Spain started with the 
outrageous campaign against the POUM party, within which 
there was a substantial number of foreigners. While during the 
first months of the people’s movement it sufficed for a foreign 
comrade to have a foreign antifascist organization as guarantor 
. . .  the authorities started to ask for official papers from the 
foreigners’ countries of origin after the M ay events. In this way, 
a Hitlerian passport or a passport issued by the Italian fascists 
came to be of more value than the best documentation from 
CN T or F A I . . .

But after the M ay days, hundreds of foreigners were taken 
into custody or were left to their own devices w ithout the 
governmental authorities taking up their cases. In general, those 
who had association with the PSUC -  the Communists -  were 
set free while the unorganized and the CNT-sympathizers were 
deported, without motivation, or as ‘fascists’. The situation of 
these foreign comrades was especially hard, a thing which I 
think the Spanish comrades never appreciated. The foreign 
comrades who came to Spain through this act made themselves 
undesirable in their ‘ow n’ countries, no t to mention the emi
grants from fascist countries, who thought they had found a 
haven in Spain, and now after deportation once again are left to 
homeless wandering, facing an even more difficult emigration 
than when they left for Spa in .. .52
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This persecution was facilitated by the fact that soon after the May 
Events the control patrols, the revolutionary police established after 
July 19 1936, were finally abolished. This took place on June 6 and, 
as Manuel Cruells wrote, T h u s  disappeared definitively all vestiges 
of the revolutionary forces.’53 Public order remained solely in the 
hands of the regular police -  National Republican Guards (Civil 
Guards), Assault Guards, the carabineros and, in Catalonia, the 
regional police, the Mozos de Esquadra.

After their removal from the governments of the republic and of 
Catalonia, the anarchists lost nearly all influence, not to mention 
control, of the various police forces. In addition to the revolutionary 
patrols being ended, the anarchists lost any influence over the regular 
police organizations.

This was in sharp contrast to the situation in the first months of 
the Civil War, when the anarchists no t only had the patrols, but also 
held important posts in the regular police forces. From July 1936 
until M ay 1937, a CNTer was at least nominally in command of the 
Civil Guard in Catalonia.54 Another CNTer was head of the secret 
police in Valencia during that same period.55

The Servicio de Inteligencia M ilitar (SIM)

Furthermore, the anarchists were totally excluded from a new 
organization which was established soon after the Negrin govern
ment took over, and which quickly became the most coercive and 
brutal of all of the forces of ‘public o rder’. This was the new Servicio 
de Inteligencia Militar (SIM), which was almost completely dom in
ated by the Stalinists -  Spanish and Russian.

The SIM was established in August 1937 by Minister of Defense 
Indalecio Prieto, on the suggestion of ‘certain Russian technicians’. 
They presented him with a draft decree for the setting up of the SIM, 
which he rewrote, among other things to require that all appoint
ments to the organization be made by him, as minister. When a 
Communist, named Duran, whom he appointed head of the SIM in 
the M adrid region on the recommendation of the same Russian 
‘technicians’, on his own named several hundred Communist SIM
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agents, Prieto removed him, sending him back to command an army 
division. When a Russian ‘technician’ came to protest and demand 
the return of Durán to his SIM post, Prieto refused.

However, Prieto was unfortunate in his choice of the head of the 
SIM. He first named a personal friend, who did not like the job and 
soon quit. He then named a Socialist lieutenant-colonel, Uribarri, 
who soon came to him to report that a Russian ‘technician’ had 
urged Uribarri ‘to deal directly and constantly with him, behind your 
back’. Although Uribarri said he had refused, Prieto recounted that 
Uribarri soon ‘changed his conduct, on whose suggestion I d on ’t 
know ’. Prieto concluded, ‘I understood that the SIM no longer 
obeyed my orders.’5

The SIM was not the first ‘security’ organ to pass under control 
of the Stalinists. José Peirats has recounted the case of the Dirección 
General de Seguridad. This had begun under the supposed supervi
sion of a national council of security, ‘with direct representation of 
the antifascist forces’. But a Communist, Colonel Ortega, was named 
as director general of security, and he soon was able to bring about 
the dissolution of the council, leaving him in complete control of the 
organization.

The result, according to Peirats, was that ‘the General Directorate 
was converted then into a headquarters of the “Party” .’ Hanging in 
key places in its halls and officers were pictures of Lenin, Stalin ‘and 
other great men of the Communist sainthood’. Active under Colonel 
Ortega were many agents of the old police who were being inves
tigated as disloyal to the Republic just before July 19.57

As far as the SIM was concerned, although ostensibly a ‘military’ 
institution, it soon became an all-encompassing organ of repression. 
According to Peirats, it had sections dealing with the following: 
foreign affairs, aviation, land forces, navy, public works, armament, 
economic affairs, justice, transport and communications, education 
and entertainment, political parties and trade union organizations, 
civil population, and a special brigade.58

Peirats noted that the Special Brigade (SB) section of the SIM ‘was 
concerned with detaining, interrogating and martyrizing those who 
were arrested’. He also noted that the SIM did succeed in rooting out 
some Falangista elements, but added: ‘One must note that torture
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made this possible. And these same methods were also applied to 
antifascist elements who incurred the annoyance of those who 
inspired the SB. In all cases, terror and martyrdom against helpless 
men are a repugnant monstrosity to be condemned.’59

Both Jose Peirats and Diego Abad de Santillan presented numerous 
examples of the torture to which the SIM condemned its victims. 
Santillan cited a number of the centers out of which the SIM 
operated: ‘In the Hotel Colon of Barcelona headquarters of the PSUC 
in the Casa Carlos M arx, in the Puerta del Angel 24, and in 
Villamayor 5, all in Barcelona, as well as the Santa Ursula convent in 
Valencia, in the Castclldefels castle in Chinchila, etc., etc., crimes 
were perpetrated which have no antecedents in the history of the 
Spanish Inquisition.. .’60 Peirats commented:

The SIM was also used as a tool of political blackmail. Its agents 
looked into the private life of the individuals whom it wished to 
control or neutralize. If the investigation showed some pec
cadillo involving the morality of the person involved, he was 
menaced with making public his private weaknesses if he didn’t 
submit to certain demands. The SIM also sought State secrets, in 
diplomacy, industry and armaments. This kind of service served 
only the Soviet S ta te . . .  1

The SIM had its own concentration camps. The regime in 
these disciplinary camps was brutal: scarce and deficient food, 
work, which was more than forced, debilitating. The internees 
were prohibited to receive v isi to rs . ..

These punishments were applied indiscriminately to fascist 
prisoners and antifascist ones: to the Falangistas of the Fifth 
Column and the militants of the PO UM  and of the Libertarian 
M o v e m e n t . . .62

All of  this apparatus was in the hands of the Stalinists, said Peirats: 
‘The Chief, with his secretaries, the heads of service and administra
tion were controlled by the Party of Stalin. The Communist agents 
dominated the most important sections. .  .’63

It is thus clear that after the anarchists were forced out of the 
Republican and Catalan governments, the Stalinists came to control
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almost completely the repressive organs of the Spanish Republican 
State. Furthermore, those organs were used by the Stalinists to crush 
all those who were opposed to its total domination of Loyalist Spain, 
whether they were POUMistas, Left-wing Socialists, or anarchists.

Abad de Santillán wrote, on behalf of the Federación Anarquista 
Ibérica: ‘We denounced the idea that by this route we could get 
anything but the triumph of Franco, because it deprived us of the 
aid and support of the people. And we were not wrong. If anything 
concrete was made known about these methods, it was only due to 
us. The other parties and organizations, although outraged, were 
silent, because they said that the war demanded this. We understood 
that the war required the contrary: termination of these horrors 
prepared and organized by the Russian Communists, and the strong 
punishment of those who had lent themselves, from leading posts 
or as simple tools, to dishonor our war and dishonor our revolu
tion.’64

Persecution of Anarchists and Others in the M ilitary

The Communists were particularly concerned to get total control of 
the Republic’s armed forces. They understood that ultimately their 
ability to establish a Stalinist regime in Loyalist Spain would depend 
upon their ability to control its armed forces. As a consequence, the 
persecution of anarchist and other anti-Stalinists was, if anything, 
more intensive in the military than in civilian life.

They used various methods. We have noted in earlier chapters 
their efforts to use their influence in the higher reaches of the 
ministry of defense to transfer C N T officers out of CNT-controlled 
military units, to replace them with Communists and to isolate the 
transferred CN T officers in politically hostile units -  and the dif
fering results of these efforts in the former Durruti Column (26th 
Division) and the one-time Tierra y Libertad Column (later 153rd 
Brigade).

However, where mere transfers would not suffice, murder of anti- 
Stalinist officers and men was frequently threatened and not infre
quently carried out. According to a report of the Peninsular Committee
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of the FAI in October 1938: ‘. . .A t  the present time we could point 
out some cases of our comrades who, without defense from our 
organization, surrounded in their front line posts, have opted to 
accept membership in the Communist P a r ty . . .  O ur comrades have 
the impression that they are not being supported, that free rein is 
given to the nefarious policy of the Communist Party. There are not 
just a few cases, but thousands and thousands of comrades confess 
that they feel more fear of being assassinated by adversaries along
side them than of being killed in battle with the enemies on the other 
side of the front.’65

Both Largo Caballero and Indalecio Prieto, when in charge of 
defense, had forbidden political proselytization within the armed 
forces. But the Stalinists paid no attention to this. Annexed to the 
above FAI report was a document containing the minutes of a 
meeting of Communist officers on the Aragón front in March
1938, held to discuss and push forward Communist recruiting in 
the armed forces there. M ost of the meeting was taken up with 
discussion of the progress, or lack of it, in recruitment for the 
Party in the various units represented, and the need to get rid of 
those officers who were impeding Stalinist recruitment. However, 
at the end of the session, the highest-ranking officer there, A. 
Merino, chief of staff of the 142nd Brigade, \ ..  again proposed the 
formula of elimination, saying: “ Everything that has been said is 
very good, but I think I have said it very clearly. He who gets in 
the way, on a visit to the trenches, a shot will be lost, and he will 
encounter it. O r he’ll be taken to the barbed wire, four shots, 
charges of desertion and thus we shall make sure that it is not 
found ou t.” ’66

The form of ‘proselytization’ advocated by Merino was very 
widely practiced by the Communists in the Republican army. The 
FAI Peninsular Committee’s report of October 1938, previously 
mentioned, cited a number of them. For instance, it said that, ‘Dated 
June 25, 1938, the Commissar of the 43rd Division, M aximo de 
Gracia presented to the Minister of Defense and the General 
Commissar of the Army a long report on the work of the Communists 
in that Division when it was in the Pyrenees, attributing to those 
maneuvers the final collapse. In this report, there is discussion of
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assassinations, the danger of assassination of non-Communist officers 
and soldiers, of violation of correspondence, of immorality, etc. etc. 
Nothing has been done until now to determine responsibility.’67

These methods of ‘recruitment’ were not only used by the Stalinists 
against the anarchists. One Socialist veteran told me many years later 
of the case of a Socialist captain who had chosen as his aides two 
young men without bothering to find out their politics. After a while 
he was approached insistently by some of the Communists in the 
unit, who ordered his two aides to kill him. Instead, they approached 
him, revealed their Communist membership and told him what they 
had been detailed to do. They suggested that he pack up and leave, 
and they would say that they had been unable to find him. He did 
just that.68

It was widely known among the non-Communist elements in the 
army what the Stalinists were doing. The terror imposed on many 
units by the Communists’ activities served to undermine, if not 
destroy, morale among the troops. It also served to divert non- 
Communist officers and men from their ordinary military duties. I 
was told by one veteran of the anarchist Ortiz Column (25th 
Division), for instance, that when a Communist was assigned as 
commander of one of the brigades of that division, my informant and 
another anarchist officer alternated sleeping, never doing so at the 
same time, so that the one who was awake could constantly be on the 
lookout for any suspicious move that the brigade commander might 
make.69

In the interim between the battle of the Ebro and the final attack 
by the Rebels on Catalonia, there was widespread desertion in the 
Republican army ranks. Adolfo Bueso, a POUM ist trade unionist, set 
about trying to find the causes of this, by interviewing many who had 
left the front, as well as those on leave in Barcelona and in the 
military hospitals there. Among other causes, he reported, was the 
clear preference, in terms not only of armament, but of such things as 
uniforms and soap, given to Communist-controlled troops over those 
who were not under Stalinist command.

‘Another motive for discontent was the barefacedness with which 
the “good jobs” were distributed among those who had CP cards, 
but w hat produced most desperation, which motivated the men to
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“return hom e” was the terrible persecution and the assassinations in 
cold blood carried out by the Communists against all those who did 
not lend themselves to their designs, or had POUM ist or CNT 
antecedents.. .’70 

Jose Peirats took particular note of the situation in the military 
hospitals. After noticing several incidents of abuse by Communist 
doctors and other personnel, he cited a note of the Peninsular 
Committee of the FAI of July 18 1938, which among other things, 
said:

The wounded are treated when the doctors wish, and if they arc 
disaffected from the staff of the hospital are not treated. Our 
trade union delegates in the Military Hospital of Vallacarca 
have told of truly monstrous cases. The sick have not been 
treated one way, or the next, or the next, and their injuries end 
up with gang rene .. .  In this hospital a Communist cell is in 
charge, headed by Dr Linares, one of the ‘valiant ones’ who 
during the offensive in Aragon abandoned equipment and the 
wounded and came hurriedly to Barcelona. But the case of 
Vallacarca is that of all, absolutely all of the Military Hospitals. 
The doctor, the nurse, the sick and the director, if they are not 
Communists, are exposed to all kinds of humiliations and 
menaces, and w hat is worse, are also exposed to being involved 
in an infamous trick which will bury them in the graves of 
M ontju ich .. .71

Conclusion

After the events in Barcelona in May 1937, the anarchists had to 
conduct a bitter struggle, on a variety of fronts to preserve the 
revolutionary gains which they had made in the early phase of the 
Civil War. They had to fight to maintain as many as they could of 
both their rural and urban collectives, they had to try to preserve 
their influence in the armed forces, and to continue as a force of 
consequence in Republican politics.

They were faced with the drive and determination of the highly
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disciplined Spanish Stalinists, who had the complete backing, encour
agement and direction of the agents -  diplomatic, Comintern, eco
nomic, and military -  of the Soviet regime. Where possible, the 
Stalinists operated from recognized posts of command within the 
established institutions of the Republican State; where that was not 
possible, they operated outside it, maintaining their own secret 
police, secret cells in the military, and secret and not-so-secret 
pressures from the wide array of Soviet ‘advisers’ on both non- 
Communist civilian and military officials of the Republic.

At any given time and on any given issue, the Stalinists were 
frequently able to marshal the support against the anarchists of other 
political, social and economic groups within the Republic. However, 
when these elements had served their purpose, they too fell victim of 
the inexorable drive for power of the Stalinists. As we have indicated, 
by the end of 1938 the Communists had been able to eliminate 
politically -  or physically -  all major opposing political forces except 
the anarchists.

Increasingly, the struggle of the anarchists became one for physical 
survival. The Stalinists, first through their own GPU, which operated 
independently of the government, and then principally through the 
Servicio de Inteligencia Militar, carried out a policy of physical 
extermination of their opponents both in the front lines and in the 
rearguard, when other methods of eliminating them did not serve.

There can be little doubt about the fact that this unremitting drive 
to establish in Republican Spain a replica of Stalin’s Soviet Union 
greatly undermined the morale of those fighting and working for the 
Republican cause. Certainly, creating a situation in which large 
numbers of Republican officers and men feared more the Stalinists 
who were in their midst, than they did the Franco troops on the other 
side of the trenches, did not stimulate those soldiers’ will to carry on 
the struggle against the Rebels. Since most of the members of the 
Republican forces were workers and peasants who had participated 
to one or another degree in the Revolution of the early phase of the 
W ar -  or had relatives or friends who had -  the efforts of the 
Stalinists to destroy that Revolution also could not be anything but a 
negative contribution to the war effort. Similarly, those efforts 
certainly increasingly raised troubling questions in the minds of the
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workers and peasants in the rearguard about whether their sacrifices 
for the struggle were any longer worthwhile.

All of these observations apply particularly to the anarchists. It 
was they who had taken the principal leadership role in the Revolution 
-  seconded by the POUMists and Largo Caballero Socialists. For 
them, the struggle for the Revolution and victory in the W ar were 
inseparable. The surprising thing, then, in retrospect, was that the 
anarchist soldiers, who made up the largest single element in the 
military, continued to fight at the front as tenaciously as they did, 
and the anarchists in the rearguard continued to work as steadfastly 
as m ost of them did.

One foreign observer perhaps summed up as well as anyone, 
writing soon after the Second World War, the anarchist-Stalinist 
struggle during the Civil War. Gabriel Javsicas wrote, ‘In the end, 
however, the Communists failed to liquidate the Anarchists and 
Socialists, who are pretty tough customers themselves. The CN T in 
particular proved that where the violent repressions of successive 
Spanish governments had failed to stamp it out, the chances of 
M oscow were not much better. Consequently, the Russians -  realists 
to the core -  finally gave up and withdrew from the civil war in the 
summer of 1938, nine months before the Republican government 
laid down its arms.’72
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Dissension Within the 
Libertarian Ranks

Clearly, from the beginning of the Civil War, the anarchists retreated 
ideologically. This process began with the basic decision of the 
Catalan C N T not to assume formal power immediately after July 19, 
although de facto power was in their hands, but rather to collaborate 
with other groups which were supporting the cause of the Republic. 
It was intensified by the decisions to enter the governments of 
Catalonia and the Republic. However, no significant splits took 
place within the libertarian movement as a result of these com prom 
ises with traditional ideology and policy.

It was not until after the M ay Events and the expulsion of the 
anarchists from the Catalan and Republican governments that such 
divisions began to appear to a significant degree. The extreme 
pressures on the anarchists during the latter part  of the Civil W ar had 
their impact on the internal life of the movement. Different groups 
reacted differently to the pressures of the Stalinists and their allies 
and to the relationship of the libertarians with the Negrin govern
ment. These differences of criteria and judgment ultimately led to 
publicly stated conflicting positions on the role of the movement in 
the Republic during the last year of the struggle against the forces of 
Francisco Franco.

One of the strategies of the Stalinists was to try to penetrate the 
anarchist ranks. Diego Abad de Santillan noted these efforts to
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‘dismember’ the Libertarian Movement, and that the national com 
mittee of the CN T denounced these attempts, although he also 
claimed that the C N T had done so ‘only in w ords’, and had become 
too much aligned with the Negrin government and those political 
forces supporting it.1 There is no indication that the Stalinists 
succeeded in gaining any foothold for their own partisans within the 
libertarian organizations.

However, it is clear that the Stalinists certainly did speculate on the 
possibility of splitting the anarchist ranks. Thus, Palmiro Togliatti 
reported to his Moscow bosses on November 25 1937: ‘In the 
interior of the CN T there is being accentuated the difference between 
the legalist wing, which wishes collaboration with us and with the 
government, and the terrorist wing. There is discussion of a s p l i t . . .  It 
remains to be seen if it is convenient to reach a pact between the CP 
and the CNT. M y opinion is favorable . . .  It is necessary to avoid the 
CN T launching, compact, on the road of adventure, and at the same 
time it is necessary to encounter the link with the healthy part of the 
C N T . . . ’2

Controversy Over Participation in Governments

Although strong differences of opinion within the anarchist move
ment became more evident during the last year of the Civil War, 
they did not begin then. Despite the fact that the decision of the 
Catalan CN T not to take formal power for itself following July 19 
had been close to unanimous (as we have noted earlier in this 
book), there had been controversy in the libertarian ranks when 
the anarchists decided to join the governments of Catalonia and 
the Republic.

The entry of the libertarians in the governments had the support of 
the great majority of the members of the movement, and the opposi
tion to it was quite limited. Jose Pcirats, who himself was opposed to 
this move, bore witness to this fact. After citing the official justifica
tions of the leaders of the CN T for the entry into the Largo Caballero 
government, he asked: ‘Did all of the militants think this way? Did 
this new position of the C N T have the support of international
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anarchism and anarchosyndicalism? With the exception of minority 
currents, which made known their protests in their own periodicals, 
through committees and meetings, plenums and assemblies, the sad 
truth is that the great majority of the militants, were moved by a 
certain fatalism, a direct result of the tragic realities of the w ar.’3

However, the opposition to the anarchists’ surrender, however 
temporarily, of their opposition to participation in ‘the State’ did 
exist. Manuel Salas, a CNT military veteran, noted many years later 
that, although there was very little controversy over the anarchists’ 
entering the Catalan government in late September 1936, there was a 
great deal of discussion and controversy over whether the CNT-FAI 
should enter the Largo Caballero government.4

A wartime leader of the Juventudes Libertarias, Germinal Gracia, 
told me many years later that he had edited a paper, El Quijote, 
which spoke out against entry into the Largo Caballero cabinet, 
and that the weekly newspaper of the Juventudes Libertarias had 
taken the same position. He noted that the C N T ’s entry into the 
Largo Caballero regime had been taken without the action being 
submitted to the rank and file of the organization, and claimed 
that many rank and filers felt defrauded by the move, and were 
very much against it.

One of the principal opponents of C N T entry into the Republican 
government was José Peirats who, during the conflict was the local 
leader of the Juventudes Libertarias in Lérida, and edited an anar
chist newspaper there, Acracia. He argued that the CN T ministers 
would be powerless within the government and tha t  the CN T would 
be better off fighting for the Revolution from the ranks of its 
economic organizations. After the May Events in Barcelona, he was 
forced to relinquish the editorship of Acracia because of his opposi
tion position.5

However, Fidel Miró, who was head of the Juventudes Libertarias 
during most of the Civil W ar, claimed that the only publication of the 
Juventudes which opposed entry into the government was that 
published by Peirats, and that in Catalan regional plenums of the 
organization, only the delegations of Lérida, Hospitalet and one 
other had opposed participation in government.6
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The Beginning of Dissidence in the FAI

During the first year of the Civil War, there was little difference 
observed by the general public -  and even by the members of the 
Libertarian M ovement -  between the policies and positions of the 
Confederación Nacional del Trabajo and the Federación Anarquista 
Ibérica. The initials CNT-FAI appeared everywhere in Barcelona 
and other cities, towns and villages of the Republic, as if the two 
were one single organization. The representation of both the CNT 
and the FAI in regional and local governments and other public 
institutions was a means of achieving greater representation for the 
libertarians, rather than a result of there being different points of 
view between the two organizations. There were apparently no 
significant divergences between the C N T and the FAI in this period. 
In fact, Gómez Casas has noted that the FAI ‘forgot itself to an 
extent’ at the beginning of the Civil W ar and Revolution. ‘Virtually 
well into September the FAI gave no sign of life as a peninsular 
organization.’7

However, after the M ay Events and the expulsion of the anarchists 
from the Republican and Catalan governments this situation began 
to change. The judgement of the leaders of the CN T and the FAI on 
how to confront the drive of the Stalinists for absolute power within 
the Republic, and particularly on how to deal with the Negrin 
government, began to diverge considerably.

Diego Abad de Santillán, a leader of the FAI, cited a FAI m em oran
dum of September 1938 which explained this:

The Peninsular Committee of the FAI, starting in the summer of 
1937, began to offer fraternal observations to the National 
Committee of the CN T that, since we had left to the confedera
tion the initiative in political matters, it was necessary to begin a 
change to recover our own personality, in order to stop insofar 
as possible the sharp fall of the Spain of the revolution. We must 
say that our efforts were not crowned with success, and the 
discrepancies in the daily discussion about our collective con
duct became sharper, to the point that it was impossible to have 
a single orientation, the same understanding of and the same
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solution to the various problems of the war, the economy, and 
national and international policy, etc.8

Santillán traced the evolution of the split between the leadership of 
the FAI (seconded to some degree by the Federación Juvenil Libertaria 
-  FJL) and the national committee of the CNT. To begin with there 
was the strong refusal of the C N T to join the Negrin government 
when it was formed and the public statement the national committee 
of the CN T had made on that occasion:

The militants of  the FAI had nothing to object to in that lofty 
and clear position. It was app rop ria te . . .

Only that, those of us who were better informed gave it a 
different significance, and we doubted that those words, which 
for the great mass of the Confederation were the only acceptable 
line, had the same value for the improvised leaders of the great 
organization. Those leaders, in conflict with the spirit, the 
interests and the aspirations of the mass of the workers and 
combatants, after having publicly supported the policies of 
Largo Caballero, entered into communication with Prieto to 
indicate their support for him, and when in spite of this support, 
Prieto also fell from the Government, they aligned themselves 
with Negrin until after the defeat.

Santillán noted that after the fall of Bilbao to Franco, Juventud Libre, 
organ of the FJL, published an article with the headline ‘The fall of 
Bilbao signifies the failure of the Negrin Government.’ The article 
claimed: ‘For all of Loyalist Spain one single clamor, one single cry, 
crosses the countryside and the cities: O u t with the Negrin Govern
ment! O u t with the Communist Party, cause of all the defeats!’9 

According to Santillán, ‘The communications of the 10th of 
August 1937 of the National Committee of the C N T to the president 
of the Council of Ministers, continued the honorable trajectory of 
May. Perhaps they sinned through excess prudence, tolerance, sys
tematic avoidance of the reply which the provocateurs who sought 
the extermination of our work and of our men merited. But those 
documents arc still, in form, exponents of dignity.’10
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Later in 1937, the national committee of the CNT, with the 
support of the FAI, presented the government with a critique of 
Military operations following the fall o f  the Largo Caballero govern
ment. T hat document concluded that the failure to carry out the 
offensive in Extremadura planned by Largo Caballero, which was 
due to the failure of the Russians to allow the air force to cooperate 
with it, ‘bears responsibility for the fall of Bilbao’. It also criticized 
the incfficacy of the leadership of small Republican offensives under
taken in the center and Aragón, and argued:

The operation of Brúñete has been an exclusively political 
operation, which did not serve the interests of victory over 
fascism, but attempted to serve the interests of the Communist 
Party to the detriment of other o rgan iza tions ...

There is necessary a violent change in war policy to avoid the 
disaster towards which we would go if we proceeded on as we 
are n o w . . .

In vain did we look for any rectification of the war policy, 
while Prieto was Minister of National Defense or when Negrin 
succeeded him, which might justify the withholding of all critical 
reservations, observations and judgments by the leading bureau- 
cracy of the C N T .11

On the national committee of the CNT, Santillán commented: ‘The 
certainty is that it was ceasing all criticism, it gave Negrin, after many 
efforts and humiliations, a minister, chosen by him, and there 
remained, in the face of the collapse throughout virtually all of the 
year 1938, only our individual voice and that of the Peninsular 
Committee of the FAI.’12

By the time the Peninsular Committee of the FAI began reacting 
against the increasingly close collaboration of the C N T leadership 
with Juan Negrin, the ability of the FAI to appeal to the anarchist 
masses was sharply circumscribed. Diego Abad de Santillán wrote 
later:

It was not possible for us to appeal to the great masses so that 
they could bring pressure in a thousand ways on the Government
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The attempt which Largo Caballero had made to do so a year 
before brought him to be a prisoner in his home. It is not that we 
were afraid of that or something worse, but that in the existing 
situation not even a personal sacrifice would bring about any
thing positive. On more than one occasion, the governmental 
press, and almost all of it was, insinuated that, for less motives 
than we had given, there were many persons in jail or who had 
been shot. And it attributed to government generosity the fact 
that we could circulate in the street. It is true that for lesser 
motives there had been jailed or shot many worthy Spaniards. 
Also, we denounced that as one of many reasons for the trial and 
execution of the worst Government Spain has known in many 
cen tu r ies . ..

W hat we said in our publications, what we communicated to 
our militants, what we commented among friends, we also 
clearly said to the Government itself.13

The C N T, the FAI and Negrin’s Thirteen Points

The first open break between the leadership of the CN T and that of 
the FAI would seem to have occurred at the time of Prime Minister 
Juan Negrin’s statement of war aims, his ‘13 Points’. These were 
announced to his cabinet on May 1 1938. They proclaimed the Civil 
W ar to be a struggle for national independence, called for regional 
liberties in post-war Spain, for freedom of religion, and for an army 
‘at the service of the nation’. However, there were three of the 13 
Points which were of particular relevance from an anarchist point of 
view.

Point 3 stated that the struggle was for a ‘popular Republic, 
represented by a vigorous State, based on principles of pure democ
racy and exercising its action through a Government provided with 
full authority conferred by the Citizen’s vote and which will be the 
symbol of a firm Executive Power always depending on the direc
tions and intentions of the Spanish people.’

Point 7 provided:
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The State will guarantee legally and legitimately acquired p rop 
erty, within limits of the supreme national interest and protec
tion to the productive elements. W ithout interfering with 
individual initiative, it will impede the accumulation of wealth 
producing exploitation of the citizen and subjugation of the 
collectivity, diminishing the controlling action of the State in 
economic and social life. To this end, it will foster the develop
ment of small property, will guarantee the family patrimony 
and will stimulate all means to the end of economic, moral 
and racial improvement of the producing classes. The property 
and legitimate interests of foreigners who have not aided the 
rebellion will be respected, and there will be examined, with a 
view to appropriate compensation, the damage involuntarily 
caused by the war. For the study of this damage the Government 
of the Republic has already created the Commission of Foreign 
Claims.

Point 8 dealt with agrarian reform: ‘Profound agrarian reform which 
liquidates the old and aristocratic semifeudal property which, lacking 
all human, national and patriotic sentiment, has always been the 
major obstacle to the development of the great possibilities of the 
country. Establishment of the new Spain on the wide and solid 
peasant democracy, owner of the land which it works.’

Finally, Point 13, although not of particular concern to the anar
chists, aroused grave doubts among them and other elements sup
porting the Republican cause: ‘Ample amnesty for all Spaniards who 
wish to cooperate in the immense work of reconstruction and 
engrandizement of Spain. After a cruel struggle such as that which is 
bloodying our land, in which have revived the old virtues of  heroism 
and idealism of the race, it would be to commit an act of betrayal of 
the destinies of our fatherland not to repress and choke all ideas of 
vengeance and reprisal after a common action of sacrifice and labor, 
which all its sons arc obliged to carry out for the future of Spain.’14 

The reaction of the CN T and FAI leaderships to the issuance of the 
13 Points diverged widely. On May 10, the C N T leadership joined 
with that of the UGT in their liaison committee to issue a statement 
to the effect that:
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Our Government of the Popular Front, in its recent program, 
condensed in 13 points, has formulated the fundamental exigen
cies of our struggle: Integral and absolute national independence; 
defense before the world, and in a vanguard position, of the 
present and future of civilized humanity, without limit in effort 
or sacrifices, conquering for our fatherland, in the concert of all 
the nations, the post which corresponds to it, defending the 
collective interest; right to dispose of the destinies of our country 
and that it be the national will which gives the Republic the 
juridical and social structure of living together which they 
esteem hum an and just.

These objectives create the conditions and the force to cede no 
ground in our effort until victory of our cause is achieved. And 
as struggle to the end or to victory expresses in words the firm 
determination of all the proletariat that we represent, this 
National Liaison Committee C N T -U G T  joins with our Govern
ment of the Popular Front and affirms and considers as their own 
those declarations.16

On May 10 1938, the CN T National Committee issued a circular in 
which it undertook to defend each of Negrin’s 13 Points. It did so, it 
said, to show that there was ‘an open field for advanced accomplish
ments’ in that program, and to rebut ‘the negative affirmations of the 
defeatists’.

With regard to Point 3, the national committee argued: ‘In the 
Plenum of September 1937 it was agreed to make ours and to defend 
the thesis of an election under the auspices of a “Democratic and 
Federal Socialist Republic” . In the bases presented to the UGT and 
accepted by the National Plenum of Regional Organizations, we 
included a section which expressed the accord of September. The 
declaration of the Government changes the wording and talks of a 
Popular Republic, which isn’t opposed to our thesis.’17

The C N T circular labelled Point 7 ‘of revolutionary importance, 
since it deals with the economy and property. We would have wished 
a declaration of socialization, collectivization, etc., etc.’ but, the 
CN T said, this was impossible for a government document designed 
mainly for foreign consumption. It argued that the CN T itself had
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supported small property and had proposed ultimate compensation 
for foreign enterprises. It professed to see in Point 7 ‘an abundance of 
points coincidental with our Operations, which also arc synthesized, 
theoretically and practically in “WILL STIMULATE ALL MEANS 
TO  THE END OF ECONOM IC, MORAL AND RACIAL IMPROVE
M EN T OF THE PRODUCING CLASSES” .’

In so far as Point 8, dealing with agrarian reform was concerned, 
the CN  of the CN T said that that point’s commitment to a ‘peasant 
democracy, owner of the land it works’ was quite satisfactory. This 
was because it did not state ‘whether the peasant is going to be 
proprietor of the land which he works, individually or collectively, 
and there can therefore exist collective systems in the countryside, 
considering that the peasants who form them are PROPRIETORS 
OF TH E LAND THEY W O R K .’

Finally, the CN  of the C N T defended Point 13, which promised 
full amnesty for those involved in the rebellion against the Republic. 
It pictured that offer as having ‘importance for the exterior . . .  and it 
has importance in the rebel zone in awakening hopes among those 
who daily face the Italo-German invasion.. ,’18

The FAI leadership’s view of the 13 Points was totally different 
from that of the CN T National Committee. A circular that the 
Peninsular Committee of the FAI sent to all its regional groups read: 
‘. . . t h e  note made public by the Government with respect to the 
objectives sought by the Republic in this war, constitutes a transcen
dental document, in that it established a line of conduct which 
practically signifies a return to the regime existing before the 19th of 
July, with all the consequences which that might bring for the 
p ro le ta r ia t . . .’19

A further circular of the Peninsular Committee of the FAI, dated 
May 6, read:

From the third point, which establishes the parliamentary 
regime, until the 13th, which promises amnesty to the parties of 
Franco, its whole content clashes violently not only with our 
ideas (which we would not expect to be reflected in a govern
mental document) but also with the reality established in 
antifascist Spain since the 19th of July. Significant in the
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document is, above all, what is missing in it. We do n ’t find even 
the most discreet allusion to the 19th of July, to the counter
revolutionary forces, which then rose in arms against the people 
and were eliminated radically from public life; nor do we 
encounter in it a formula which guarantees the conquests of 
the peasant and working class; the right of collective exploita
tion and workers’ control of production. In contrast, the State 
promises to guarantee property, individual initiative, the free 
exercise of religious practices, to stimulate the development of 
small property, the indemnization of foreign capitalism, etc., 
etc.20

The clash between the points of view of the CN T and FAI leaderships 
culminated in a controversy over whether or not the FAI would sign 
a declaration of the Popular Front endorsing the 13 Points. The 
Catalan regional organization of the FAI, which belonged to the 
executive committee of the Libertarian Movement in that part  of the 
Republic, strongly urged the Peninsular Committee of the FAI to sign 
the document, and was supported by the FAI regional Committee of 
Asturias, although that of Aragón backed the objections of the 
Peninsular Committee to doing so. Finally, the FAI Peninsular 
Committee agreed to sign it ‘under protest’.21

The Cabinet Crisis of August 1938

The second serious conflict between the Peninsular Committee of the 
FAI and the national committee of the CN T apparently came at the 
time of the government crisis of August 1938, caused by the resigna
tion of the Catalan and Basque nationalist ministers because of the 
Negrin government’s issuance of three decrees with which they 
disagreed, including one nationalizing the country’s war industries. 
Diego Abad de Santillán explained w hat happened then:

The efforts which we made during the days that the crisis 
persisted, to try to influence the superior committees of the 
libertarian movement, which were committed to maintain a
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sterile minister in the Negrin Government, a minister chosen by 
Negrin himself, without consultation, who provided no infor
mation about matters of vital interest, are beyond description. 
The many arguments, reports, data which we presented to bring 
understanding of how prejudicial was our collaboration in such 
a government, and how bad it was for an honorable solution to 
the war, should have made even those who were averse to 
thought reflect a bit more. However, we achieved nothing. It 
was announced from the start that, whatever our arguments 
were, nothing could be changed. The CN T or the presumed 
representatives of the CNT, remained firm in their position, 
in spite of all the humiliations to which they were submitted, 
even during the crisis itself, and the other parties and organiza
tions felt intimidated by the apparatus which was in place to 

22repress. . .

José Peirats has described the different reactions of the CN T and 
the FAI leaderships to the August 1938 crisis: T h e  C N T did not 
abandon its silence. For its part, the FAI fixed its position in a 
document, which is summarized in these two p o in ts . . .  1. The 
decrees approved by the Council of Ministers of the 11th of this 
month signify an attack on the liberties and rights of the Spanish 
people. 2. We exhort all parties and organizations for whom the 
general interest is greater than their own particular ambitions, to 
manifest their repudiation of the policies which those decrees 
indicate.’23

The FAI’s M emorandum  on the Conduct of the W ar in 
August 1938

The next clear break of the FAI’s Peninsular Committee of with the 
CN T leadership’s position of total and uncritical support of Juan 
Negrin, and of all aspects of his conduct of  the war -  military, 
economic and political -  was a m emorandum on the military situa
tion. This document was submitted to the government, but also to 
‘the cx-Ministcrs of War, military chiefs, parties and organizations
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which supported the Government’. Santillán indicated: i n  spite of 
the silence of the majority, our arguments and criticisms were so 
incontrovertible that many people thought that changes suggested by 
us were about to be m ade.’ Among those who communicated to the 
Peninsular Committee their approval of the m em orandum (in whole 
or in part) were Largo Caballero, Indalecio Prieto, General Vicente 
Rojo (chief of the general staff), Luis Araquistáin, Colonel Diaz 
Sandino, Colonel Jiménez de la Veraza, Colonel Emilio Torres and 
General José Asensio.24

In the document it was noted that, in the two years of war, the 
Loyalist forces had been in retreat m ost of the time, i t  is undoubt
edly true that the direction which we have given to the campaign on 
our side suffers from serious defects and our popular army and its 
commanders, with little competence and in large part undermined by 
party politics, have those defects also.’25

The first cause of ‘such a difficult military situation’ cited in the 
mem orandum  was the ‘absurd and pernicious influence of politics in 
the w ar’. At the beginning all republican factions felt that the war 
would be won quickly. As a consequence, ‘the policy of party 
hegemony in the rear-guard stimulated those who fought to defend 
the so-called conquests of the revolution, ignoring what was essen
tial, that is, the war, necessarily a revolutionary war. Parties and 
organizations devoted themselves to accumulating arms in the rear
guard, so as to dominate in the postwar period, which they thought 
would be immediate, keeping those arms from weak fronts, little 
organized and lacking the elements of which they were deprived.’

Once that preliminary period was over, according to the FAI, 
‘appears in the front rank a political party of scarce popular force 
which, supported by the policy of a foreign power, after intense 
propaganda in the ranks of the army and in the institutions of public 
order, offering the bait of promotions and positions to neophytes of 
not very clean antifascist antecedents and of deficient morality, in 
many cases giving them membership cards dated 1933, set out 
without any limit to make the popular army a creature of the 
party .’26

The second weakness of the popular army noted by the Peninsular 
Committee was the system of war commissars.
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When the military rebellion started and we had in our hands 
unexpectedly the organization of the war and military resources, 
without knowing who were the professional elements to whom 
to entrust our columns, we resorted to the naming of political 
chiefs or commissars who, accompanied by more or less 
friendly military men in whom  we had confidence, directed 
operations.

It was the only advisable procedure in those circumstances. 
We could not leave command in the hands of personnel whom 
we did not know and had to limit posts to people who had 
declared in favor of the people in arms. It was a temporary 
measure until the situation was clarified. Then, from our war 
schools were graduating officers of popular and revolutionary 
origin, and in the front itself there emerged from the militiamen 
excellent leaders, like Durruti in Catalonia, Cipriano Mera in 
the center, Higinio Carrocera in Asturias, etc. The intervention 
of the double apparatus, political and military, became useless, 
when not prejudicial, even aside from the venom of proselytiza- 
tion to which it gave encouragement and means .2'

A third problem, according to the Peninsular Committee, was ‘the 
military councillors of the USSR and the use of aviation’. It accused 
the Soviet military advisers of frequently overstepping their authority 
and undertaking positions of command, and control. This was 
particularly the case in the air branch, which:

Is completely in the hands of the officers of the USSR, an 
extreme easily understandable because of special conditions of 
the air force, different from the army, although we have come to 
form numerous contingents of magnificent Spanish pilots, and 
to build various planes each week in our factories. However, the 
aviation that we have is not used effectively, since there has not 
been established aviation units of cooperation with Armies and 
Army Corps, perhaps for insufficient resources. We can state 
that our infantry never feels sufficiently supported by the air 
force, which maintains no liaison with the land, in contrast with 
the way the aviation of our enemies functions. There is no true
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aerial observation or photographic resources . . .  nor do they 
follow daily the progress of enemy fortifications, nor do they 
carry out, in summary, the real job which should be done by air 
forces in a modern war.28

Next, the FAI criticized ‘jealous activity with regard to military 
com m ands’. This section of the mem orandum  accused members of ‘a 
certain party’ of spreading extensive rumors against commanders 
and political commissars not belonging to that party. ‘An apolitical 
Napoleon Bonaparte commanding a large unit of our popular army, 
would surely fall, with a commissar and a cell of a certain party in the 
general staff. On the other hand, there has been fabricated false 
military prestige for immodest and ignorant individuals, on the basis 
of the complicity of cells and comm issars. . .  In these conditions there 
has been produced a moral climate far removed from the healthy, 
noble and exemplary comradeship in combat which should reign 
within a loyal officer group, and in that fact may be found the cause 
of many desertions, many failures and of the inexistence of good 
commanders.’29

Next, the FAI turned to the excess of armed personnel in the 
rearguard. ‘In M ay 4 1937 we had a great force of maneuver, a real 
reserve army which today, in spite of various replacements having 
been called up, we do not h a v e . . .  The exemptions from service at the 
front, for political reasons, the so-called indispensable people in the 
civil administration, those assigned to war industries, those who are 
of draft age but are in the carabineros, the security corps, the SIM 
(Servicio de Investigación Militar), and in the police, produce great 
discontent among the combatants and their families. All of this must 
be changed with a strong and impartial hand.’30

Finally, the FAI, in its m em orandum, criticized the failure of the 
government to organize a guerrilla force to work behind the enemy 
lines, and elaborated at some length on how this could be done.31 It 
then suggested four ‘urgent and preliminary measures’. The first of 
these was: ‘Complete change in the direction of military operations 
and war policy. Until the retirement of volunteers proposed by the 
Non-Intervention Committee is carried out, Spanish officers should 
be named to control the International Brigades. N o  foreigner can
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occupy positions of command and responsibility in the army, avia
tion and the fleet. The Russian advisers will cease their independent 
operations and will be members of General Staffs, subordinate to 
Spanish commands. Interpreters will be provided by the Government.’

The second change recommended by the FAI was: ‘Re-establish
ment of military discipline in all its purity. This will have the 
consequence of strong punishment of illegal acts and ineptitudes of 
commanders, whether or no they were vouched for by a particular 
political party .’ The third was: ‘Just establishment of the functions of 
the w ar commissariat, which can never undermine the attributes and 
responsibilities of the military com m and.’ Finally, the FAI called for 
‘Radical reform of the S IM ..  ,’32

Understandably, the Stalinists were very upset by this m em oran
dum. Subsequently, Palmiro Togliatti claimed that it ‘contained 
almost all the elements of a platform of the anti-Communist bloc of 
capitulationists and traitors’.33

The October 1938 Plenum of the Libertarian Movement

The last major clash between the compromisers of the national 
committee of the C N T and the more uncompromising Peninsular 
Committee of the FAI came in the plenum of the Libertarian 
M ovement between October 16 and 30 1938. This was a meeting of 
representatives of regional organizations of all three elements of the 
movement, that is, the Confederación Nacional del Trabajo, the 
Federación Anarquista Ibérica and the Federación de Juventudes 
Libertarias. The Mujeres Libres participated only in the discussion of 
‘auxiliary organisms of the Libertarian M ovement’, and its request to 
be admitted as the fourth fully-fledged member of the group was 
rejected.34

The controversies in this meeting clearly indicated the arguments 
which were raging within the libertarian movement. However, they 
also clearly illustrated the quandaries which the movement had faced 
throughout the Civil W ar between its long-held principles and the 
necessities of compromising those principles in order to win the war 
and to protect their organizations.
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In preparation for this meeting, the Peninsular Committee of the 
FAI drew up a 17-page memorandum. It recapitulated the com 
plaints which it had submitted to the government and selected other 
people a couple months earlier, and added considerable material on 
terrorism against anarchists and others in the armed forces and 
civilian population.35 It also submitted another memorandum entitled 
‘Report on the Necessity to Reaffirm O ur Revolutionary Personality 
and to Refuse O ur Participation in a Government Necessarily Fatal 
for the W ar and for the Revolution.’ It consisted mainly of a personal 
attack on Prime Minister Juan Negrin.36

During this two-week long session, there were sharp clashes 
between members of the national committee of the CN T and the 
Peninsular Committee of the FAI, which were recorded at some 
length in notes kept by a member of the Peninsular Committee. 
According to this record, M ariano Vázquez, national secretary of the 
CNT, made an all-out attack on the revolutionary actions of the 
anarchists during the first part  of the Civil War.

Vázquez attacked excessive adherence of the anarchists to their 
traditional ideology, and attributed their weak position in the armed 
forces to their resistance to militarization of the militia. He criticized 
the urban collectives for no t accepting ‘official tutelage’ and govern
ment financing. He attacked the behavior of Garcia Oliver in the 
Largo Caballero government. He denounced the anarchist control 
patrols. He spoke of the ‘Quijote-like positions’ of the Consejo de 
Aragón. He defended the nationalization and municipalization of 
urban collectives. Finally, he defended C N T participation in the 
Negrin government, and that government itself. He severely criticized 
as ‘juvenile’ the FAI’s mem orandum  of August 1938 attacking the 
Negrin government’s military policy and denouncing Communist 
control of the armed forces and persecution of those who would not 
submit to it.37

Vázquez was answered by two members of the Peninsular Com m it
tee of the FAI, Germinal de Sousa and Pedro Herrera. The former 
took issue with Vázquez’s condemnation of the FAI’s August 1938 
memorandum, as ‘juvenile’, saying that ‘that had not been the 
opinion of  various political and military personalities’.38

Pedro Herrera was apparently more bitter than his colleague
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in answering Vazquez. According to the notes on the session, he 
said:

It is necessary to block those who condemn our principles He 
who has no ideas should not be at the head of our Movement, 
which feels the need to appraise them together. We can absolutely 
no t blame ourselves for w hat has happened. The ‘doctrinal 
baggage’ and the ‘worn-out literature’ which have been alluded 
to cannot be cast aside by the anarchists who still need them. 
Because, w hat we are we are. If anyone rejects our doctrines 
because they keep us from being liberal, let him leave us. We 
cannot be blamed for w hat happened in Aragon, nor for the 
Government’s seizure of collectivized industries. The tendency 
to justify everything it does and to accuse ourselves, is nefarious 
and brings us to inelegant positions.

Herrera also insisted on telling the anarchist masses the truth, so as 
to avoid making in the future the mistakes of the past. In so far as the 
military failures were concerned, he said:

We have pointed out in our written reports a multitude of causes 
for them, for which we cannot make ourselves responsible, since 
we had nothing to do with them, as the National Committee of 
the C N T itself has clearly demonstrated.

O ur militants have not been lacking in activity, opportunity, 
or agility. We cannot and should not advise them to descend to 
the use of procedures of duplicity, hypocrisy, intimidation, and 
trickery which mark the badly labelled able policy of the 
Communists, whom  we have compared with the Company of 
Jesus. For our Movement, ethics is no t an article of luxury, but 
something absolutely necessary which distinguishes us from the 
other sectors.

Anarchist ideas don’t make impossible, but rather facilitate a 
clear examination of the things which we have talked about, and 
their resolution. We must recover our immense force working 
within our Organization and considering, as a temporary thing 
which it is, governmental action. We should not forget for a
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single moment our authentic revolutionary objectives. The 
Libertarian Movement must recuperate. To that end, here we 
must point out solutions. We arc a Committee of an anarchist 
organization and we know what is our mission. We depend on 
our militants and we are not the ones who give o rd e r s . . .39

Horacio Prieto was among those answering the Peninsular Com m it
tee. ‘We are on the verge of a division. I should be happy if it could be 
demonstrated to the contrary, and I ask that it be shown to me. No 
one should give himself the exclusive right to determine conduct and 
ideas.’40

In a later session, Federica Montseny denounced Negrin. She 
claimed that he ‘presides over an absolutist dictatorship with liquida
tion ist tendencies’. She denounced further anarchist collaboration 
with the Negrin regime, and attacked various of the government’s 
specific policies.41

This plenum was characterized by José Peirats as being ‘a very 
crude debate’.42 However, the plenum did adopt a number of 
resolutions, including one to establish a ‘Committee of Liaison of 
the Libertarian M ovement’.43 The bitterness aroused during the 
sessions was underscored by the notes of the Peninsular Committee 
member, which Peirats (and I) have quoted extensively. ‘On propos
ing adjournment, the National Committee of the CN T raised the 
question of its incompatibility with the Peninsular Committee of 
the FAI. In replying, the latter expressed its surprise, saying that on 
its part  it felt no incompatibility with any organism, since, conscious
of its responsibility, if it felt such a situation, it would immediately 

>44resign. . .
José Peirats summed up the internal situation within the Libertarian 

Movement by the latter part  of 1938:

The Libertarian M ovement still had in 1938 a large part of its 
potential and influence to determine events of the country. But, 
as we have just seen, it was divided in two principal tendencies. 
T hat represented by the National Committee of the CN T was 
eminently fatalistic; that of the Peninsular Committee of the FAI 
represented a tardy reaction against this fatalism. But between
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the fatalism of the CN T and the coughs of orthodoxy of the FAI 
was the tendency, not temporary but permanent, in favor of 
frank rectification of the tactics and principles, represented by 
Horacio Prieto. This tendency, which advocated turning the FAI 
into a political party, charged with representing the Libertarian 
Movement in the Government, in the organisms of the State and 
in electoral contests, was the fruit of all the seeds of ideological 
compromise which since the 19th of July had been carried out 
both by the CN T and the FAI.45

Controversy Over the Centralization of the Libertarian 
Movement

Developments within the anarchist movement itself were subjects of 
controversy during the last year of the Civil War. One of these was 
the increasing centralization and tightening of discipline within the 
movement.

In the early phases of the Civil W ar, the traditional democratic 
procedures and involvement of the rank and file in decision making 
which had been characteristic of Spanish anarchism were generally 
followed. However, as early as March 1937, the POUMist periodical 
The Spanish Revolution reported that a document had been issued by 
the C N T national committee, with concurrence of the leading bodies 
of the FAI and JJLL which ‘states tha t  only the Regional Committees 
can declare mobilizations, give orders, etc. The Regional Committees 
are the only bodies empowered to act on political questions. . .  The 
federations of Industries and the Committees of different branches of 
industry arc no longer authorized to issue slogans -  only the central 
directing body; the Regional Committee, can do this. All who do 
not act according to these rules and agreements will be publicly 
expelled from the organizations.’ The POUM  periodical commented: 
‘These steps arc significant as they indicate the extent to which the 
CN T is changing its organization and theory in face of the present 
situation.’46

The Confederation Nacional del Trabajo informed the December 
1937 meeting of the International W orkingmen’s Association (AIT)
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that, between July 19 1936 and November 26 1937 the CN T had 
held 17 national plenums of regional federations. The report described 
the procedure for such meetings thus:

The National Committee convoked them by circular, with the 
appropriate agenda and report attached. The Regional Com m it
tees pass the circular to the local and comarcal federations, or to 
the sindicatos, depending on the subjects listed in the agenda. 
They call full membership meetings, in which the agenda is 
discussed and resolutions adopted which are afterwards defended 
in regional plenums of local and comarcal organizations, and 
the results of these meetings are defended by the delegations of 
the regional committees in the National Plenums of Regional 
Organizations. In this form, and always starting from the prin
ciples of anarchosyndicalism and the law of the majority, resolu
tions are adopted as a result of discussion and participation of 
the membership in all of the problems.47

Jose Peirats has argued that this report of the C N T leadership to the 
IWMA in fact demonstrated exactly the opposite of what it pur
ported to do:

This excess of  circulars sent to the sindicatos by the National 
Committee demonstrates that the latter had become a slogan 
machine. It is no t normal for a superior committee to relate 
directly and with such frequency with the base organizations 
and to utilize the intermediate committees as mere postal drops. 
The same can be said of the excess of National Plenums, above 
all when they did originate with the real basic group: the 
assembly of members. The National Committee convokes these 
plenums through a circular with the agenda. If that is meant to 
indicate that the National Committee established the agenda, we 
would say that that procedure is anti-federalist. The agenda 
normally is established according to the suggestions coming 
from the sindicatos.

Peirats also argued that even in sending out the calls for national
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plenums, the national committee was discriminatory. He said that 
the national committee itself admitted that calls to the national 
plenums were sent ou t ‘to the local and comarcal federations or the 
sindicatos according to the delicacy of the agenda’. T hat is to say, 
that ‘if the agenda is “delicate” the circular doesn’t reach the 
sindicatos’.

Peirats summed up his allegations about the uncharacteristic 
centralization of power in the CN T thus: ‘One can say with certainty 
that the needs of the time required an agility of movement in 
organizational terms and that it was necessary to take precautions to 
avoid certain impertinent infiltration. But saying that these require
ments require putting to one side the old federation brings us to the 
end of the road.’48

Democratic procedures began to be restricted, and a kind of 
discipline which had not been characteristic of the movement began 
to be exercised. Thus the same CN T report to the AIT December 
meeting which we have quoted noted: ‘The National Plenum of 
Regional Organizations meeting in Valencia on February 6, 1937, in 
conformity with the third point on the agenda . . .  decided as an 
indisputable norm the support by all of the membership, sindicatos 
and committees, of the decisions of the Organization, both when 
national decisions are concerned and when these decisions are 
regional or local. It was not possible for everyone to use a badly 
understood freedom to undermine the organic development of anar- 
chosyndicalism. N or was it possible to put in a false position the 
Committees and comrades participating in the Government.’49

We have noted earlier the tendency to suppress opposition voices 
within the Libertarian Movement, including the removal of José 
Peirats as editor of the anarchist publication Acracia in Lérida, and 
the resolution of the C N T ’s national economic plenum to cut down 
drastically on the number of anarchist publications, apparently 
to limit the number of dissident voices among them. Increasingly, 
it was the national and regional committees who spoke for the 
various parts of the Libertarian Movement, and the rank-and-file 
anarchists had increasingly less influence on the positions adopted by 
the movement.

A culmination of this process was the decision of the Catalan
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anarchists in April 1938 to establish an ‘executive committee’. 
According to José Peirats, ‘The Executive Committee of the Libertar
ian M ovement had been created by a Plenum of Anarchist Groups, 
delegates of sindicatos, militants and Committees of the three 
organizations, CNT, FAI and FJL, on April 2 in Barcelona . . .  Garcia 
Oliver made a pathetic exposition of the military situation, a result of 
which was the Executive Committee, totally incompatible with the 
traditional doctrines and practices in the specific and trade-union 
organizations.’5

However, there was opposition to this development. When, after 
the defeat of the Loyalists in the battle of the Ebro, Juan Garcia 
Oliver started a campaign in the C N T  press in favor of establishment 
of an executive committee, the Juventudes Libertarias of Catalonia 
argued most strongly against Garcia Oliver’s proposal, saying that 
it was the culmination of a wrong line of policy which started 
when the CN T entered the government. They said that it would 
lead finally to the complete transformation of the CN T into an 
entirely different type of organization from that which it had tradi
tionally been. The Federación de Juventudes Libertarias issued a 
statement in reply to Garcia Oliver’s articles, which was published 
in Spain and abroad, arguing against the idea of an executive 
committee.51

However, the executive committee of the Catalan Libertarian 
M ovement was established. Fidel M iró, principal leader of the 
Juventudes Libertarias in Spain, was named in its secretary. It sought 
to exercise strong discipline over the movement in Catalonia. Accord
ing to the resolution establishing it, the committee ‘in agreement with 
the committees of the M ovement’ was empowered to expel individ
uals, groups, sindicatos, federations and committees that do not go 
along with general resolutions of the movement and who in their 
actions produce damage to the same.’52

This Catalan executive committee of the Libertarian M ovement 
certainly represented a degree of centralization of power which had 
been unheard of in Spanish anarchism before the Civil War. Among 
its actions was to decree that several dissidents should be punished 
for their opposition by being sent to the front.53 We have seen earlier 
that the executive committee of the Libertarian M ovement sided with
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the national committee of the CN T in its controversy with the 
Peninsular Committee of the FAI over the 13 Points.54

Dissension Within the C N T

There was opposition within the CN T itself against w hat was 
pictured as the slavish subservience of the national committee to Juan 
Negrin and his government. This opposition was particularly notable 
in Catalonia.

Juan García Oliver has recounted what happened between the 
CN T leadership in Catalonia and the national committee.

The CN T in Catalonia received, drop by drop, the rancor of its 
working class and prepared itself to undertake a general move
ment which would overthrow Negrin and the Communists 
without running the risk of a general rupture of the combat 
fronts. That was when it broke its relations with the National 
Committee of the Organization, because of the latter’s excessive 
surrender to Negrin, because of its alliance with the apocryphal 
UGT of the Negrinistas and with the Popular Front of the 
Communists.

The rupture of relations with the National Committee lasted 
several months, until the C N T called the National Plenum of 
Regional Organizations. Lamentably, the majority of the Reg
ional Organizations, with the Center in the lead, supported the 
National Committee and even reinforced its pro-Negrin stand. 
Such an attitude, which implied the repudiation of those of us in 
Catalonia who were against Negrin, and in favor of a total 
rectification of the collaborationist line of the CNT, and sus
tained until after the resignation of Azana from the presidency 
of the Republic.55

The Catalan anarchists explored the possibility of a political coup 
against Negrin. García Oliver called an impromptu meeting in his 
house in Barcelona to discuss this idea. Those in attendance included 
Jose Juan Domenech, head of the Catalan CNT, Juan Pciro, Fcderica
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Montseny, Francisco Isgleas and Germinal Esgleas. They agreed to 
try to get the support of Diego M artinez Barrio of the Unión 
Republicana, as well as of Luis Companys, and even of President 
Azaña.

However, these negotiations came to naught. When Martinez 
Barrio was approached, he replied: CA very interesting initiative. But 
it comes too late.’ President Azaña’s reply was in a similar vein: ‘Very 
interesting w hat you suggest to me. I had thought of a similar 
solution. But there is no time left to attempt it.’56

The overthrow of Negrin had to await the collapse of the Catalan 
front, and would prove to be the penultimate event of the Spanish 
Civil War.
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The Anarchists and the National 
Defense Council

The final participation of the anarchists in the Spanish Civil W ar was 
their cooperation in the installation and military defense of the 
National Defense Council (Consejo Nacional de Defensa), which 
overthrew the government of Prime Minister Juan Negrin early in 
March 1939. It ended Communist domination of the armed forces 
and government of the Republic, and vainly sought to reach an 
‘honorable’ peace with General Franco.

Anarchist participation in the consejo was basic. It threw the 
political support of the Libertarians to the insurrection, and certainly 
w ithout the backing of the anarchist-commanded troops, particularly 
those of Cipriano M era’s Fourth Army Corps, the consejo would 
never have taken charge. However, CNT-FAI collaboration with 
Colonel Segismundo Casado, the military leader of he council, and 
with the political groups which also supported it, remained one of 
the most controversial aspects of the anarchist role in the Civil 
War.

Antcccdcnts to the Junta Nacional dc Defensa

The movement early in M arch 1939 which deposed the government 
of Juan Negrin did not take place in a vacuum. There were some
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earlier alleged, and other more certain, attempts to oust Negrin and 
the Communists from control of the Republic.

Jesús Hernández, in the book which me wrote about the Spanish 
anarchists while he was still a Communist, alleged that Socialist 
leader Julian Besteiro, who was to be a major figure in the junta, had 
for some time been plotting the removal of the Negrin regime. 
Besteiro before the outbreak of the Civil War, had been the leader of 
the Right wing of the Socialist Party -  Largo Caballero being head of 
the Left wing, and Indalecio Prieto the chief of the Socialist center. 
During the Civil War, Besteiro had played little role in national 
politics.

According to Hernández, Besteiro went to Barcelona, where the 
Republican government was then located, in June 1938. Hernández 
claimed that there were ‘visits, banquets, speeches, clandestine lists of 
a new government; Señor Besteiro is the “new savior” of Spain.’1 

Hernández also alleged that after the Munich Pact of September
1938, Besteiro presented himself at the Los Llanos airport of Madrid, 
demanding an airplane to take him to Barcelona as the new ‘chief of 
government’, which an officer refused. W hen Besteiro got to the 
Barcelona aerodrome by other means, Hernández claimed that he did 
not meet the welcoming committee which he was expecting to greet 
him as the successor of Negrin.2

Hernández presented no concrete evidence or sources for his 
charges against Besteiro. However, there is substantial proof of the 
fact that during the crisis surrounding the final Franco attack on 
Catalonia, the Federación Anarquista Ibérica made at least two 
efforts to bring down Negrin.

Early in December 1938, before the beginning of Franco’s cam 
paign against Catalonia, a delegation of the FAI, consisting of 
Diego Abad de Santillán, Antonio García Birlán and Federica 
Montseny visited President Manuel Azaña. They requested of him 
‘formation of a Government of Spanish significance, which doesn’t 
have in fact and law, as the present one docs, the hallmark of 
dependence on Russia, composed of men free of responsibility for 
all of the disastrous and irresponsible behavior which characterizes 
the present Government.’

According to Santillán, Azaña may well have considered removing
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Negrin. However, still according to Santillán, Negrin threatened 
Azaña that if he was removed, Negrin would himself lead a coup 
against the president of the Republic ‘at the head of a movement of 
the masses and of the army which are with me’.3 Luis Araquistáin 
confirmed this account, and said that he and M artinez Barrio had 
been told about it by Azaña himself.4 In any case, Azaña did not 
accept the FAPs suggestion.

Subsequently, early in the battle of Catalonia, the FAI proposed to 
a joint meeting of the Libertarian M ovement -  he FAI, CN T and 
Libertarian Youth -  that the anarchists themselves establish a 
national defense junta. They argued that the anarchists would be able 
to mobilize the masses and the majority of the Republican Army in 
Catalonia in the defense of the region in a way that the Negrin 
government could not. However, the Libertarian Movement turned 
down this proposition, instead agreeing to continue to support the 
Negrin administration.5

The Situation after the Fall of Catalonia

After the fall of Catalonia to the forces of Franco at the beginning of 
February 1939, Republican Spain was confined to the central-south 
area. On paper, the Loyalists still had resources sufficient to continue 
a prolonged resistance. Jesús Hernández claimed that the central- 
south region had ‘an Army with about a million men; with artillery, 
with tanks and aviation; with a fleet superior to that of the enemy; 
with a territory that included a third of the country and a population 
of eight million inhab itan ts .. .’6

However, other participants in the Civil W ar drama have chal
lenged the optimistic claims of Hernández. Ignacio Iglesias, who had 
been the principal leader of the POUM  in Asturias, noted that 
“ . . . t h e  army of the Center, the best armed, only had 95,000 rifles, 
1,600 sub-machineguns, 1,400 machine guns, 150 artillery pieces, 50 
mortars, 10 tanks and 40 airplanes, whereas General Franco had 
thirty-two Divisions south of Madrid, with enormous quantities of 
artillery, tanks and at least 600 planes.7

The major thing lacking, however, was a determined will to
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continue the struggle. During the two additional months that the 
W ar went on, three issues were predominant in w hat remained of 
Republican Spain, all of them presaging an end to the conflict. These 
were the possible terms for an ‘honorable peace’ with the Franco 
forces; the search for ways to escape from w hat remained of Loyalist 
Spain; and Negrin’s final decision to turn over almost complete 
control of what remained of the Republican army to the Communists, 
a move which precipitated Negrin’s downfall.

Negrin himself had broached the possibility of a ‘negotiated’ peace 
even before the final fall of Catalonia. During 1938, at various times, 
Negrin had met with German Nazi envoys about this possibility.8

At the last meeting of the Republican Cortes on Spanish soil, in 
Figueras on February 1 1939, Negrin had presented his conditions 
for such a resolution of the W ar, about which Broue and Temime 
commented: ‘With a defeated army and a state in the process of 
breaking up, there was no longer any question of negotiation 
between equa ls . . .  There were only three points that he still con
sidered as conditions for peace: the guarantee of independence and 
national integrity; the guarantee of freedom for the Spanish people to 
choose its destiny; the guarantee that a policy of authority would put 
a stop to persecutions after the w ar.’9

However, very quickly Negrin indicated his willingness to reduce 
even further his conditions for ending the War. Admitting in consul
tations with British and French diplomatic representatives that 
Franco was unlikely to accept his first two points, he agreed to 
reduce his conditions to the third one, which he summed up as 
meaning ‘N o reprisals’. As Broue and Temime commented, ‘It was 
difficult to be more conciliatory.’10

The beginning of a search among the Loyalists for a way physically 
to escape from the W ar coincided with the defeat of Republican 
forces in Catalonia. M ost of the leaders of the Republic who had left 
with the fall of Catalonia did not return to Republican territory. 
President Manuel Azaiia resigned his position, and most of the 
surviving members of the Cortes remained in France.
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The Return of Negrin to Republican Spain

Prime Minister Juan Negrin finally returned to the Center-South, 
together with Foreign Minister Julio Alvarez del Vayo and some of 
the Communist Party leaders. However, Azana’s successor as presi
dent, Diego Martinez Barrio, not only refused to return, but also 
refused to recognize Negrin any longer as prime minister.

After landing at Los Llanos Airport, near Albacete, Negrin met 
with the principal military commanders. He found that nearly all of 
the professional military men who were leaders of the Republican 
Army, with the notable exception of General Jose Miaja, argued that 
‘from now on resistance was impossible; they had to negotiate to 
avoid disaster’.11

However, Negrin did not accept these arguments. He informed his 
military chiefs that he had accumulated in France a vast park of 
armaments, including 10,000 machine guns, 500 artillery pieces, and 
600 war planes, and assured them that with this material the Loyalist 
forces in the center-south could resist Franco’s forces successfully. 
He added that, with the failure of his attempts to negotiate with 
Franco to wrest any concessions from the Rebel leader, the Republi
cans had no alternative to resistance.12

The Negrin cabinet -  or those members of it who had returned to 
Spain with him -  met in M adrid on February 12. It issued a 
proclamation calling for continued strong resistance against the 
Franco forces. This call was reiterated in the Communist press in the 
next few days.13

According to Palmiro Togliatti, Negrin’s relations with the Com 
munists were rather cool immediately after his return to Spain. 
However, this quickly changed, and Negrin ‘gave us more than we 
asked’, and it was Togliatti who wrote a speech which Negrin was 
scheduled to deliver on March 6, but never did give because of the 
Casado coup.14

However, as Jesus Hernandez pointed out, ‘Negrin did not organize 
with the necessary rapidity the government apparatus or adopt the 
urgent . . .  measures.’15 On the contrary, as Hernandez also indi
cated, Negrin ‘committed the tremendous error of fixing the residence 
of the Government in Elda (Alicante), a place far from the vital
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centers of the country and from the f ron ts . . .  W ithout more available 
forces than the 80 guerrillas who stood guard in the improvised 
ministerial offices.. .’16

Ignacio Iglesias underscored the fact that the alleged ‘government’ 
of Negrin did not in fact govern in the areas still left to the 
Republic. ‘The components of that curious Government which 
d idn’t govern, wandered, then, from city to city and from village 
to village, without having anything to do, without participating in 
anything without knowing what was proposed by Negrin, whom 
they censored bitterly in private although being silent in his pres
ence .. ,’17

For several weeks after the fall of Catalonia, there was only 
modest military activity in the center-south area. One reason for 
this was the need for the Franco forces to regroup, in preparation for 
their final push to crush the Republic. However, it is also likely 
that Franco and his associates held back waiting to see what 
would happen within the remaining Republican area, in the hope 
that they might be able to march into the center-south Republican 
area, without having to fight any further major battles, as in fact 
took place.

Mera, Casado and Negrin Before the Coup

While the defeated Republican troops in Catalonia were still crossing 
the border into France, Colonel Casado, commander of the army of 
the center, summoned Cipriano Mera, the anarchist head of the 
Fourth Army Corps, to his headquarters in Madrid. The two men 
discussed the possible alternatives facing the remaining Republican 
military forces in the center-south.

Both men agreed that the capture of M adrid by the Franco forces 
was almost inevitable. However, they had different ideas about how 
to confront that situation. Colonel Casado suggested the possibility 
of regrouping some 80,000 Loyalist soldiers in the area of Cartagena, 
where the fleet was based, which could provide ‘means of evacuation 
of the most compromised people’. He said that that number of men 
could be well supplied with arms from the remaining stocks in the
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center-south region, and could probably maintain resistance for an 
appreciable amount of time, until the outbreak of a general European 
war would totally change the Spanish picture.

Cipriano Mera had another proposal. He urged: Concentrating all 
our reserves in a particular zone, perhaps in the South, towards 
Extremadura, to attack and see if the population in that area joins our 
t ro o p s . . .  In case that this penetration is favorable, we would have to 
prepare from that m om ent the breaking up of other fronts, to 
transform the organized army into large guerrilla bands.’18 However, 
neither M era’s nor Casado’s approach was agreed upon at that point.

On February 11, Colonel Casado was summoned to meet Juan 
Negrin, who had just returned to Spain. After Casado explained to 
Negrin the situation on the central front, the prime minister admitted 
that he had been seeking negotiations with Franco but his efforts had 
been fruitless, and argued that in the face of that, it was necessary to 
resist to the end. He recounted to Casado his tale of vast new 
armaments in France, waiting for shipment to the Republican zone. 
Casado urged Negrin to call a meeting of all of the major military 
commanders, to expound to them his position and receive their 
advice on how to proceed. As a consequence, the meeting of Negrin 
with the military chiefs which we have already noted took place a 
day or two later.

Negrin also met with the leaders of the political and trade-union 
organizations in the Popular Front. Likewise, he met in Valencia with 
the leadership of the Libertarian Movement. However, little new 
information or specific plans resulted from any of these pourparlers 
of the prime minister. Cipriano Mera wrote many years later: ‘When 
I learned of all this, my desolation was enormous. There was no 
doubt that Negrin was not disposed to tell anyone about his 
maneuvers and real intentions. Consequently, he did not merit the 
least confidence from us.’19

As a consequence, Cipriano Mera conferred with three of the four 
division commander of his army corps -  no t including the one 
Communist among them, Quinito Valvarde, in this meeting. Mera 
proposed to them that they invite Negrin to confer with them, 
expound to him his responsibility, as prime minister, for bringing 
about negotiations with Franco. In the last resort they would take
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him prisoner, pu t him on a plane, and go with him directly to Burgos, 
Franco’s headquarters, and demand negotiations. Even if Negrin and 
the Fourth Army Corps leaders were all shot by Franco, they would 
have demonstrated for all the world to see their desire for an 
honorable peace.

With this plan agreed upon, Mera presented it to Casado, who 
quickly approved of it. However, when M era told the CN T Defense 
Committee of his plans, and the Defense Committee passed the word 
to the national sub-committee of the Libertarian Movement, it 
ordered Mera not to proceed, telling him that plans were under way 
for the removal of Negrin.

However, Mera and Casado went ahead with an interview with 
Negrin in M era’s headquarters, for which plans had already been 
made. At that meeting, Mera first warned Negrin against Communist 
Party attempts which were clearly under way to seize complete 
control of what remained of the Republic’s armed forces. He then 
told the prime minister that he considered it ‘a grave error’ for 
Negrin to continue to proclaim that resistance was to be organized, 
particularly in the light of the fact that many of those calling most 
loudly for resistance were sending their families to France and 
preparing their own departures.

Mera then outlined to Negrin the alternative plans for resistance 
which he and Colonel Casado had discussed. He added that if Negrin 
was not willing to accept either of these -  or some other one -  that 
the fourth alternative ‘would be for the government to face the 
responsibility of negotiating with the enemy to put an end to the war 
and save honorably as many lives as might be in danger in the face of 
the victory of the adversary.’

When Negrin once more told of the armaments he had ready in 
France, M era asked him, ‘Do you sincerely think that you can get it 
to M adrid?’ To this, Negrin replied, ‘I think so.’ M era’s rejoinder 
was ‘ “I th ink” , you tell me. T hat is to say that you are not sure.’20

Subsequently, Negrin began to take steps to depose the major non- 
Communist military commanders. He summoned Colonel Casado to 
his headquarters Yuste, ordering him to turn over his command to 
Colonel Ortega, head of the Third Army Corps, a Communist. 
Casado went to Yuste, bu t left his chief of staff rather than Colonel
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Ortega in charge of the central front. It became clear to Casado and 
General M atallana, who had also been summoned, that Negrin was 
preparing to turn over full control of the armed forces to the 
Communists. As a consequence, as Cipriano Mera noted, ‘the non- 
Communist military chiefs and various representatives of the Repub
lican, Socialist and Libertarian organizations agreed not to permit 
the fulfilment of the plans outlined by the mcgalomaniacal doctor 
and his Stalinist allies.’21

The Communist Coup d ’Etat

On M arch 2 1939 there appeared in the Diario of the ministry of 
defense the series of military destitutions and appointments which 
were to provoke the downfall of the Negrin government. As Jesús 
Hernández wrote: ‘Among them figured the naming of Miaja as 
Inspector General of the Sea, Land and Air Forces, depriving him of 
the faculties of Supreme Chief of all land forces; dissolution of the 
Group of Armies and distribution in various places of the members 
of its General Staff . . .  the Diario listed the ascension to general of a 
series of significant Communist colonels, the destitution of military 
men of significance politically adverse to the Communists, and 
designation of various other Communists to take over those com 
mands. Also, the Chief of the Naval Base of Cartagena was removed 
and a Communist was designated to occupy the post.’22 

Cipriano Mera gave additional details on these decrees:

All of the Communist military chiefs were promoted, they were 
given the most im portant commands and the other people were 
given merely honorific posts, pending the time when they could 
be jailed. M odesto and Cordon, for example, were made 
generals, and Lister, Francisco Galán, Barceló, Manuel Márquez 
and various others, colonels. As to assignments, Cordón became 
secretary-general of National Defense, and Galán took com 
mand of the Naval Base of Cartegena; at the same time there 
were named military commanders of Alicante, Murcia and 
Albacete, Etclvino Vega, Leocadio Mendiola and Inocencio
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Curto, respectively . . .  it was said that in the next DO(Diario 
Oficial), there would be confirmed the naming of Modesto as 
chief of the Army of the Center; Lister of the Levante, and El 
Campesino of that of Extremadura.23

According to Jesús Hernandez, Negrin’s measures (as minister of 
defense) were taken ‘at the demand of the Political Buro, which in 
turn obeyed orders of Togliatti and Stepanov’, the two remaining 
Comintern ‘delegates’ in Republican Spain.24 Certainly Cipriano 
Mera was correct when he wrote that these decrees ‘tended to 
transform the Popular Army into a blind instrument of the C om m un
ist P a r ty . . . ’25

However, Jesús Hernández’s description of the impact of the 
March 2 1939 decrees of the ministry of defense was most apt. 
According to him, they constituted ‘an authentic coup d'état of the 
Communist Party’.26

Palmiro Togliatti commented on the significance of these com
mand changes, as far as the Communists were concerned: ‘W hat 
Negrin did not accept was to name M odesto commander of the army 
of M adrid and remove and arrest Casado. He decided to name 
Casado to the General Staff and designate as commander of the army 
of M adrid a Communist, Lieutenant-Colonel Bueno. . .  Insofar as 
Levante was concerned, he gave us the essential (Albacete, Murcia, 
Cartagena, Alicante). To Modesto was confided the command of an 
army of maneuver (in formation). To Lister the front of Andalusia. If 
all the moves made late by Negrin had been put in practice, the coup 
d'état of Casado would have been impossible.’27

Togliatti was critical of the way in which this ‘Communist coup’ 
was carried out: ‘All the measures taken by Negrin were made public 
in an extraordinary number of the Diario Oficial. The number 
contained almost exclusively decrees of promotion and appointment 
of Communists, starting with the promotions of M odesto and 
Cordón . . .  to the rank  of general, of Lister to the rank of colonel, etc. 
If they had been meant as provocations, they could not have been 
carried out better. The publication was used by the enemies as proof 
of the fact that the Communists, in agreement with Negrin, were 
moving to take all power.’28
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However, a number of the Communist leaders themselves helped 
to thwart Negrin’s move to place the armed forces totally under 
Communist Party control. According to Togliatti, ‘Lieutenant-Colonel 
Bueno refused to assume the command of the army of the Center; 
we thus lost what would have been the key to our preventive action. 
Mendiola, named commander of Murcia, refused. Curto, named 
commander of Albacete, re fused .. .  Vega, named commander of 
Alicante, took over his post, but didn’t take serious precautions and 
was arrested on the afternoon of the 6th by a small group of Assault 
Guards.’ Togliatti blamed these actions by Communist officers on ‘a 
connection, direct or indirect, probably of a Masonic type, with the 
military men who were preparing the coup d 'é ta t'19

The Flight of the Loyalist Fleet

When the appointment by Juan Negrin of the Communist Francisco 
Galán as commander of Cartagena, the main base of the Loyalist 
fleet, the naval commander and the local garrison chiefs agreed to 
refuse to turn over authority to him. For some reason, the base 
officers did not fulfill this promise. However, Admiral Buiza ordered 
the ships of the Republican Navy to take to sea, to avoid falling 
under Communist control.

At about the same time, a Falangista uprising broke out in the 
port. Republican Colonel Armentia surrendered to them, and soon 
afterwards committed suicide. In the meanwhile, Communist-led 
troops were soon sent to the port, and they succeeded in overcoming 
the fascist revolt.

However, the fleet did not return to Cartagena after the suppres
sion of the Falangistas. Rather, its commanders accepted an invita
tion from the French admiralty to take refuge in the Algerian port of 
Bizerte, thus effectively putting the Republican fleet out of action. 
This move was to have catastrophic effects subsequently, depriving 
the Loyalists of a major possibility for evacuating refugees from 
Spain when the Republican cause finally collapsed three weeks 
later.30
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The Establishment of the Junta Nacional de Defensa

Although the coup d'état of the M arch 2 decrees was the immediate 
provocation for the establishment of the Consejo Nacional de 
Defensa, and the overthrow of the Negrin government, negotiations 
with this possibility in view had certainly been underway for some 
time. For one thing, Colonel Segismundo Casado had certainly been 
in contact with a M r Cowan, a British diplomatic or consular agent 
in Madrid, apparently seeking his good offices in obtaining surrender 
terms from Franco. About the only practical result of those contacts 
would appear to have been the prisoner exchange of Miguel Primo de 
Rivera for the son of General Miaja.31

It is certain that in the period before the proclamation of the 
consejo, Colonel Casado was in close contact with the anarchists, 
particularly the Defense Committee of the Center headed by Eduardo 
Val. According to J. García Pradas, ‘Day and n ig h t . . .  the committee 
of defense organized the uprising. Val and Salgado, two or three 
times a day, communicated with Casado our accords, and in this 
relationship there were fixed the smallest details of the uprising . . .  
Segismundo had undertaken to make contact with the military 
elements which were needed.’32

Cipriano Mera has given details in his memoirs of a meeting on the 
morning of March 4, in the private residence of Colonel Casado, of 
himself, Casado, M era’s chief of staff (Antonio Verardini) and 
Defense Committee members Val and Salgado. They discussed the 
membership of a proposed Consejo Nacional de Defensa to replace 
the Negrin government, agreeing on the names of most of those who 
ultimately came to compose it. They also agreed that it was necessary 
to act quickly, since they had word that Negrin and the Communists 
were planning their own coup for March 6-7 .

Mera reported that those present at this meeting felt: ‘The situa
tion was clear: with us were the UGT and the political parties, except 
the Communists; against us Negrin represented no one, except 
himself, having as his only support the henchmen of Stalin who, 
more than supporting him were using him for their hegemonic 
manoeuvers. Under these conditions, we felt really free to act. It was 
necessary to fill the vacuum created.’33
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At eight o ’clock the next morning, M arch 5, Mera and his chief of 
staff were again summoned to meet with Casado and Eduardo Val. 
The purpose of this meeting was to inform Mera and Verardini that 
the Consejo Nacional de Defensa was to be proclaimed at 10 p.m. 
that same day, and to arrange for Mera to send the 70th Brigade 
from his command to occupy the strongpoints of M adrid in prepara
tion for this event. Casado also ordered Mera to name someone else 
to command the IV Army Corps, because his presence would be 
required in Madrid.

Returning to his headquarters, Mera called together commanders 
of three of his four divisions -  as well as those of three brigades in the 
other division (which, as we have noted earlier, was commanded by a 
Communist, Quinito Valverda.) In general terms, he told them what 
was about to transpire, and that he was naming Liberino González, 
head of the 12th Division, as his temporary replacement. He also 
gave orders to the 70th Brigade to proceed to M adrid, as quickly and 
inconspicuously (so as not to arouse too much curiosity among 
Communist-controlled troops) as possible. By 9 p.m., Mera was back 
in Madrid, at the ministry of finance, where the new junta was to be 
announced and to have its headquarters.34

Promptly at 10 p.m., those assembled in the ministry of finance 
went on the air over Union Radio, to announce the constitution of 
the new Consejo Nacional de Defensa, which was to take the place of 
the government of Juan Negrin. The president of the consejo was to 
be General José Miaja; in charge of defense, Colonel Segismundo 
Casado; minister of stale was to be Julian Besteiro; in charge of the 
interior was Wenceslao Carrillo; finance and agriculture were the 
charge of González Marín; communications and public works, 
Eduardo Val; justice, M. Sanandres; public instruction José del Rio, 
and labor, Antonio Pérez. Sánchez Requena was to be secretary of 
the new consejo?5

There were represented in the junta most of the parties and groups 
which had supported the Republic. General Miaja and Colonel 
Casado were two of the most important professional soldiers who 
had commanded Republican troops. Julian Besteiro was the long
time leader of the Right in the Socialist Party, while Wenceslao 
Carillo was a major lieutenant of Left-wing Socialist leader Francisco
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Largo Caballero. Eduardo Val had been head of the CN T Defense 
Committee of the Center throughout the War, and Gonzalez Marin 
was another leading anarchist. Miguel San Andres was a deputy of 
Izquierda Republicana and José del Rio was a leader of Unión 
Republicana. Antonio Pérez represented the UGT in the junta and 
Sanchez Requena was a major figure in the small Partido Sindicalista 
of Angel Pestaña.

After the official proclamation of the junta, various of those 
present spoke on Union Radio, starting with Julian Besteiro, and 
continuing with Colonel Casado, Cipriano Mera, and the two 
Republicans, San Andres and José del Rio. They proclaimed the end 
of the Negrin regime, called for support by the people of the Republic 
for the new regime, and proclaimed its objective of (as Mera put it), 
getting ‘an honorable peace, based on justice and brotherhood’. 6

The new councillor for justice, Miguel San Andrés, read the official 
manifesto proclaiming the establishment of the consejo, which had 
been written by J. Garcia Pradas, editor of the anarchist M adrid 
newspaper CNT. It was addressed to ‘Spanish workers, Antifascist 
people!’ and denounced the inactivity and failure to fulfil its promises 
of the Negrin government, while also asserting that that government 
had lost all constitutional basis. It called on all within the Republic to 
do their duty, and promised that no one in the consejo would evade 
his but it was rather vague with regard to the specific tasks which the 
new consejo had set itself.37

Certainly, Negrin had been expecting some move against him 
involving Colonel Casado. According to José Peirats, on March 3 he 
had sent a woman, Rosario del Olmo, to present him with ‘a 
manifesto of unconditional support of the Government’, which he 
was asked by Negrin to sign. As Peirats noted, ‘Casado understood 
perfectly that this was the ultimatum of Negrin’, and he refused to 
sign it.38

Once the consejo had been installed, Juan Negrin did little or 
nothing to oppose it. Apparently there was extended discussion 
among the remaining members of the Negrin government concerning 
what action, if any, to take. But in the end, late on March 6, ex-Prime 
Minister Juan Negrin and his ex-Forcign Secretary Julio Alvarez del 
Vayo embarked on a plane for France, where they landed safely.39
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The Communist Insurrection

Communist-commanded troops in the M adrid area soon revolted 
against the new junta. They were put down by Cipriano M era’s 
Fourth Army Group only after a week’s fighting and 2,000 fatalities.4

However, before noting the details of this insurrection and its 
suppression, note must be taken of the sharp contrast between the 
belligerence of Communist-led troops in the M adrid region, and that 
lack of activity on the part of similarly commanded troops in other 
parts of the Republic, and the refusal of the national leadership of the 
Spanish Communist Party, and of its remaining Comintern and 
Soviet advisers seriously to challenge the Casado Consejo. We shall 
return later to the question of why the Communist leadership acted 
as it did.

As far as the bulk of the Communist-led troops outside the M adrid 
area were concerned, Pierro Broue and Emile Temime have noted: 
‘Troops led by Communists had been content to defend them 
selves’.41 Palmiro Togliatti has offered an explanation for this 
strange behavior on the part of the Communists.

In reporting to his M oscow superiors subsequently, Togliatti saw 
that in the days before the Casado coup, he and the Spanish party 
leaders discussed what to do, and he even sent a request for ‘counsel’ 
to Moscow, but got no reply. ‘We would be faced with a state 
apparatus, civil and military, mobilized against us, whose hostility 
and resistance could only have been broken by force. . .  We would 
have had to take power as a p a r ty . . .  All the leadership of the party 
were against th is . . .  I was convinced, knowing what the party had 
and the distribution of forces at that moment, that we would have 
been defeated rapidly and absolutely, because the masses, disoriented 
and with the only desire for peace, would not have followed us, and 
not even the military forces commanded by Communists would have 
supported us with the energy and decision needed.’42

However, later in this same report to the Comintern, Togliatti 
noted: ‘The fall of Alicante had paralyzed all the action that we had 
p lanned . . .  Furthermore, about five in the afternoon came the news 
that the head of the General Staff of the air force (Alonso, C om m un
ist) had joined Casado. With the fall of our principal point of support
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in Albacete, on the M adrid highway, we found ourselves in Elda in a 
kind of rat hole.’43

Two im portant Communist military-political leaders sought unsuc
cessfully to mobilize Communist-led troops to confront, and if 
possible, overturn the consejo. These were Jesús Hernández, who 
until the reshuffling of military commands on March 2 had been 
chief commissar of the armies of the center, and Enrique Castro 
Delgado, founder of the Fifth Regiment.

Hernández, being unable to get in contact with the rest of the party 
leadership, ordered troops under Communist control to block com 
munications between Valencia and Madrid, and to prepare to attack 
M adrid itself. For some time, General Menéndez, based in Valencia, 
and presumably an ally of Casado, had collaborated with the 
Communists in Valencia, releasing those who had been arrested, and 
staying more or less ‘neutral’ in the conflict within the Republican 
camp. The Communists in Valencia did not have to send any troops 
to help Communist resistance to the Casado coup in Madrid, but as 
Palmiro Togliatti noted, ‘N o  one had indicated to them what they 
should do s o . . . ’44

Castro Delgado, after conferring with Hernández, went to Elda to 
try to activate the Communist Party leadership, but found them 
totally unwilling to take any steps to thwart the consejo' s acquisition 
of control of virtually all of w hat remained of Republican Spain. 
Rather, the principal leaders of the Spanish Communist Party, as well 
as their foreign advisers, were mainly concerned with escaping either 
to French North  Africa or to France itself. Within a few days of the 
establishment of the Consejo Nacional de Defensa virtually all of the 
top leaders of the Spanish Communist Party and of the Comintern 
and Soviet managers of the Spanish Communist leadership had left 
the country.45

In sharp contrast with this failure of the national and international 
Communist leaders to challenge the seizure of power by the consejo, 
Communist troops in the vicinity of M adrid did offer such a chal
lenge. Cipriano Mera had warned Colonel Casado before the 
establishment of the consejo that they would probably do so, and 
had urged the colonel to remove the three Communist commanders 
of army corps which, along with M cra’s 14th Corps, garrisoned the
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M adrid area. However, Colonel Casado had argued that that was 
not necessary, that these officers, although Communists, were profes
sional soldiers, and would follow orders issued to them.46

Mera described the circumstances in the M adrid region: ‘The 
situation was not at all favorable. The chiefs of the I, II and III Army 
Corps were evasive, undoubtedly awaiting concrete orders from the 
Communist Party. The armored forces, Assault Guards and Airforce 
stationed in the Center were for the most part  in the hands of the 
Communists. The same was true of the Guerrilla Group stationed in 
Alcala de Henares, that is, a t the doorstep of Madrid. In reality, we 
only counted on our IV Army G ro u p . . .

There is no doubt about the fact that the troops under M era’s 
command (with the exception of the one Communist division chief 
we have already noted) were overwhelmingly committed to the 
struggle against the Communists. This was true of the lower-ranking 
officers and enlisted men as well as the division and brigade com 
manders, and of Mera himself.

The reason for this was explained to me many years later by a 
former officer of the Spanish Marine Corps and member of the CNT, 
who had been stationed in the M adrid area from February 1937 until 
the end of the Civil War. As he explained it, the CNTers were faced 
in M adrid throughout the war with hostile fascist forces in front of 
them, and hostile Communist forces behind them, and in March 
1939 ‘it was necessary to get rid of the C om m unists . . .

However, it was not only anarchist troops who reacted against 
Negrin’s attempt to turn total military control over to the Com 
munists. Socialist leader Trifon Gómez wrote to Indalecio Prieto 
on M arch 5: ‘We have just adopted a very grave a tt i tude . . .  In agree
ment with Republican elements of the locality, and with those of 
the UGT and those of the CNT, we have refused to allow the 
present military governor of Albacete to resign, and to allow his 
recently named successor to take over. We are not disposed to allow a 
coup via the Gazette, which such appointments represent, nor that 
these posts be given at the present moment, to the Communists. The 
same thing is being done by our comrades in the province of 
M u rc ia .. .’49

In any case, as M era had predicted, elements of the II Army Corps
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revolted early in the morning of March 6. Soon afterwards, other 
Communist-controlled troops did likewise. At first, they were quite 
successful, and even captured the headquarters of the general staff, 
where forces under Colonel Barceló executed ‘several officers, includ
ing Colonels Gazolo and O tero’. Subsequently, in reprisal, Colonel 
Casado ordered the execution of Colonel Barceló, the only such 
action taken after the anarchist-led troops supporting the consejo 
had successfully put down the Communist insurrection.50

Cipriano Mera established his headquarters in the ministry of 
marine, controlled by the Military Intelligence Service (SIM), headed 
in Madrid, surprisingly enough, by a Socialist, Angel Pedrero, which 
had its own telephone service. Communications had proven precar
ious on other telephone lines, but from the ministry of marine, which 
was attacked several times but was successfully defended by SIM 
troops, Mera was able to keep in constant touch with units of his IV 
Army Corps.

Although the Communist troops were at first able to penetrate 
deeply into M adrid itself, as well as occupying Alcalá de Henares and 
part of Guadalajara, they were turned back after several days’ 
fighting. The troops of the IV Army Corps were reinforced by air
force troops led by Colonel Gascón, by ‘a republican unit com 
manded by Colonel Armando Alvarez, made up of heterogeneous 
forces’ and by the anarchist-commanded 83rd Brigade which had 
been rushed in from the Levante.

The Communist troops received a serious moral blow on M arch 8, 
when they heard of the flight no t only of ex-Prime Minister Juan 
Negrin, but also of most of the national leaders of the Communist 
Party. By March 11, Communist resistance had been reduced to a 
group of new ministry buildings under construction at the end of La 
Castellana boulevard on the outskirts of Madrid. That day, these 
edifices were overrun by troops loyal to the consejo and the 
Communist insurrection was over. Some 20,000 prisoners had been 
taken by the IV Army Corps and its allies.51

Although there may have been some marginal activity on the part 
of the Franco forces during these days of fighting behind the Loyalist 
lines, there was no major effort on their part to m ount a general 
attack in the M adrid region. Cipriano Mera has written that ‘the
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enemy looked on, hoping that the Communist insurrection, provok
ing slaughter among the antifascists, would hand them M adrid on a 
silver platter.’52

The Failure of the Jun ta ’s Negotiations With Franco

No serious attempt to negotiate peace with Franco could be under
taken by the consejo until the Communist insurrection against it 
had been put down, by then, whatever possibility there might have 
been for the consejo to have achieved an ‘honorable peace’ had 
disappeared. According to Cipriano Mera, ‘the uprising of the 
Communists impeded the National Defense Council from negotiat
ing with the enemy in advantageous conditions, or even in less 
precarious ones.’ He added that w hat had remained of Negrin’s 
government ‘was incapable of negotiating that inevitable peace; the 
Council had better possibilities of achieving it, but for that purpose it 
had to represent a homogeneous front; the Communist rebellion was 
a stab in the back.’53

Once the fighting with the Communists was over, the consejo 
presented an eight-point peace proposal to Franco, including no 
political vengeance on the vanquished, a period of time for people 
who wanted to do so to escape from Spain and ‘respect for the lives, 
liberties, and careers of professional soldiers’.54

However, it soon became clear that Franco had no intention of 
settling on the consejo's terms. As Broue and Temime have written, 
the consejo ‘wanted negotiations; Franco wanted a capitulation. It 
wanted a treaty; Franco did not wish to sign anything.’55

Although two delegations went from M adrid to Burgos, ostensibly 
to negotiate with Franco’s people, nothing came of these negotia
tions. Finally, Franco ordered merely that the Republican troops 
raise the white flag and surrender to his forces.56

In view of the failure of the attempt to negotiate with Franco, the 
decision was taken by the junta to evacuate troops from the M adrid 
front. Those under Cipriano M era’s comm and were the last units to 
leave their positions, it was hoped, en route to the Valencia region, 
on M arch 28. Although Mera had intended to stay with his troops
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until they had all been successfully evacuated from their posts, he 
was ordered by Colonel Casado to go, with his principal subor
dinates, to Valencia. As he wrote many years later, ‘It must have been 
ten-thirty on March 28 when we left. At tha t  hour, except for ours, 
all the fronts had collapsed; that was a comfort for me and even a 
reason for pride.’57

However, soon afterwards, the Republic totally collapsed. Accord
ing to Broue and Temime, ‘Here and there, a few hundred combatants 
were killed or took their own lives. A few hundred thousand had 
abandoned the front, but the vast majority were eventually cap
tured.’58 It is to be presumed that these generalizations applied to the 
predominantly anarchist troops of the IV Army Corps as well as to 
the rest of what had been the Republican Army.

The Problem of the Refugees

As the Republican cause collapsed, there was little possibility of any 
escaping but the top leaders of the government, the political parties 
and other organisations who were caught in the center region of the 
Republic. This was the fact in spite of Prime Minister Negrin’s 
fulsome promises of aid.

Ignacio Iglesias has discussed this problem:

It was necessary, then, to bring to the ports of  the Mediterranean 
still in the power of the Republicans, the largest possible 
number of ships. It was not done. Negrin still disposed of the 
fleet of twelve ships of ‘France Navigation’, a company which 
has been created with money given by him and administered by 
the French Communists; of a fleet with a cargo capacity of more 
than 150,000 tons belonging to the ‘Mid Atlantic Shipping C o .’, 
an entity of complete confidence of the Republican Govern 
m e a n t . . .  of Spanish merchant ships which were in French ports, 
like the Darro of 2,609 tons which was in Marseilles, Escolano 
of 3,058 tons which was in Port-Vendres, the Motomayor of 
5,724 tons which was in Le Havre and the Saturno of 3,450 tons 
which was in Casablanca, all taken over by the government of
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General Franco. Other ships of the Spanish merchant fleet -  
belonging to the Ibarra Company, to the Transmediterranean, 
to the Naviera Pinillos, to Sota y Aznar, etc. -  in place of 
receiving orders to go to the Mediterranean ports in the power 
of the Republic, were sent to Soviet ports; thus, at the end of the 
Civil W ar, there were a dozen of those ships in Leningrad, some 
in M urm ansk and various in the Black Sea, which then changed 
their names and became, pure and simply, part  of the Soviet 
merchant marine.5

After the collapse of the Republican military, there were few ships 
available to take off refugees. These included American Trader, 
which took ‘some thousands of anti-Francoites, two other ships 
which took more than 500 each’. Iglesias noted, in addition, that 
‘there came at the last moment the Stanbrook, acquired by the 
Council of Defense, which took away 3.500 people, and a few other 
smaller ships which took a few other people.’60

The Libertarian Movement Before and During the Junta 
Period

The executive organs of the anarchist movement continued to func
tion in the center-south area after the fall of Catalonia. Indeed, they 
continued to hold meetings almost until the liquidation of the 
Republic.

Right after the return of Negrin to Republican territory, the 
peninsular sub-committee of the Federación Anarquista met. At that 
point, it decided that although ‘the Government was a cadaver, it 
was not opportune to overthrow Negrin, but rather to submit his 
action to control of the organization.’61

A liaison committee of the Libertarian M ovement was established. 
Soon thereafter, on February 10-11 , there was a plenary of the 
Libertarian Movement. Reports were made there concerning consul
tations of the anarchist leaders with various military leaders, par
ticularly General Miaja, who had been named supreme commander 
of the forces of land, sea and air. There were protests against M iaja’s
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appointment, because of his long association with the Communists 
since the battle of M adrid .62

This plenum also sought an interview with Negrin where the 
anarchist leaders intended to present a number of demands to the 
prime minister. They obtained this interview on February 11. 
However, Negrin put the anarchist leaders on the defensive by 
refusing to talk with Jose Grunfeld, an Argentine who was at that 
moment secretary of the FAI, because he was a ‘foreigner’. Appar
ently, they did not, as a result, present the issues which they had 
intended to raise with Negrin.63

On February 15, a further meeting of the principal leaders of the 
FAI, C N T and Libertarian Youth was held in Madrid. It noted the 
return to Republican Spain of Segundo Blanco, the CN T member of 
Negrin’s cabinet, and his report that, although Negrin had bought a 
large quantity of arms from the Russians during the battle of 
Catalonia, for some reason most of those had not been delivered, and 
those that had arrived in France, had been held up by the French 
authorities. Blanco had also delivered to the anarchist leaders in 
Spain a letter from Pedro Herrera and M ariano Vazquez, secretaries 
of the FAI and C N T respectively, urging major emphasis on finding 
ways of getting key personnel of the anarchist movement out of the 
country, and promising help from France to facilitate that.64

The next day, February 16, a further meeting of the liaison 
committee of the Libertarian M ovement dealt particularly with an 
‘attitude’ of Cipriano Mera which ‘could have dangerous and coun
terproductive results for the things sought by the Organization’. 
Although, in his memoirs, Mera does not indicate that he appeared 
before the anarchist leadership, it was apparently at this meeting that 
his proposal to seize Juan Negrin and make him go (with Mera and 
others) to Burgos to force General Franco to negotiate peace, was 
rejected. The discussion at this meeting was apparently heated, 
although Mera made it clear that he was a disciplined member of the 
movement, and would conform to the liaison committee’s decision.65 
As we have seen earlier, Mera did not go ahead with his idea to force 
Negrin to seek peace.

In the last meetings of the combined anarchist leadership before 
the establishment of the National Defense Council they put forward
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the demand that Colonel Casado be made chief of the central general 
staff. In the meeting of March 3, Segundo Blanco reported to the 
leadership for the last time: ‘Insofar as the possibility of a definitive 
victory is concerned, no one who has any common sense any longer 
can think of it.’66 He thus seemed to contradict Juan Negrin’s 
continuing call for last-ditch resistance.

The anarchist leadership continued to function for some time after 
the establishment of the National Defense Council. Its meetings were 
frequently marked by the persistent conflict between the Confedera
ción Nacional del Trabajo on the one hand, and the Federación 
Anarquista Ibérica and the Libertarian Youth Federation on the 
other, which we have noted in an earlier chapter.

On M arch 7, a new National Committee of the Libertarian 
Movement, with Juan López of the CN T as secretary-general, and 
José Grunfeld of the FAI as vice-secretary, together with Avelino G. 
Entrialgo, José Alíñela and Lorenzo Iñigo, was formed. This group 
held meetings on March 11, M arch 16, M arch 17, M arch 22, March 
24 and twice on March 27, when apparently it met for the last time. 
On several occasions, the two anarchist members of the Consejo 
Nacional de Defensa, Eduardo Val and Manuel González Marin, 
participated in the meetings of the Libertarian National Committee.

As late as March 22, the National Committee issued a message ‘To 
the Combatants, to the Workers in General’, insisting that if it 
proved impossible to obtain an ‘honorable’ peace agreement with 
Generalissimo Franco, the Republican forces would have to ‘resist to 
the end’. The two anarchist members of the Consejo de Defensa 
likewise reported to their CNT-FAI-FJJLL colleagues that they had 
insisted strongly in the consejo that a last-ditch defense be organized.

A meeting of the Libertarian National Committee on M arch 22 
also passed a resolution demanding the return to the central-south 
area of many of the anarchist leaders who had fled to France with the 
collapse of Catalonia. However, whatever Eduardo Val, González 
M arín and the other anarchist leaders might have liked to occur, it is 
clear that during the last week of the existence of the National 
Committee of the Libertarian Movement, the discussions of its 
meetings centered principally on the need and the feasibility of 
evacuating from Spain the ‘compromised elements’ of the anarchist
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movement and the other Republican elements. Val and González 
Marin, after first resisting the idea, finally agreed to the National 
Defense Council’s decision to establish evacuation committees in 
each of the remaining Republican armies.

However, in the face of the total collapse of the Loyalist army 
during the last week of March 1939, and the almost complete failure 
of ships which Juan Negrin had presumably contracted for in France 
to appear at Valencia, Alicante and other evacuation points, only a 
relative handful of the principal anarchist leaders were able to make 
good their escape. In this regard, the situation of the anarchists was 
not significantly different from that of the other parties and groups 
which had supported the Republic. The evacuees were numbered in 
the hundreds rather than the tens of thousands which had originally 
been planned.67 A one-time Republican soldier, M artias González 
graphically described 40 years later, the chaos of those seeking 
fruitlessly to escape during the last days of the Republic.68

Why Did the Communists N ot Resist the Consejo?

One final question remains concerning the Consejo Nacional de 
Defensa and the anarchist participation in it. This is the explanation 
for why the Communist Party, in spite of its key positions in control 
of much of the Republican Army early in M arch 1939, did not resist 
the establishment of the consejo.

One can do little more than speculate on this. However, it is 
clear that the Soviet military and civilian personnel remaining in 
Republican Spain, as well as the Comintern agents who were still 
there, both groups certainly subject to direct orders from Stalin, 
made no serious effort to organize resistance to the consejo ' s seizure 
of power. Indeed, the former group left the country as quickly as 
possible, followed not long afterwards by most of the remaining 
Comintern agents.

One can only conclude that Stalin had no real interest in the 
continuation of the Spanish struggle. Victor Alba has suggested: 
‘After the Munich Conference, Stalin wished to enter into negotia
tions with Hitler. He considered that abandonm ent of Spain would
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be interpreted in Berlin as a guarantee of good fa i th . . .  W hat was 
involved for Moscow was to terminate the war in Spain, as a gift to 
Hitler, without incurring the responsibility of apparently participat
ing in the defeat.’69

Ignacio Iglesias has cited Manuel Azana to the effect that for six to 
eight months before the fall of Catalonia to the Franco forces, the 
Republic had not received ‘even a kilo of Russian material’.70 This 
would seem to indicate that Stalin had totally written off the cause of 
the Spanish Republic.

In all likelihood, much the same kind of thinking motivated the 
behavior of the Spanish Communist leaders as well. Knowing that 
the Republic was lost, they were quite content to have some one 
else bear the historical responsibility for the final collapse of the 
Loyalist cause.

Ignacio Iglesias interprets the Stalinists’ objectives in these same 
terms: ‘It was evident that for the Communist party, for the 
International, and above all, for Stalin, it was not an issue of 
struggling, but of getting out of the Spanish a d v en tu re . ..  It was not 
only a question of saving the best cadres of the Communist organiza
tion, but also of provoking in some way the other anti-Franco 
sectors, particularly the Republican military, to rise against the 
phantasmagoric Negrin Government, and bear the indefensible 
blame for the final capitulation. That was the meaning of their 
conspiracy and not, as some believe, to try to foster resistance against 
all odds.’71

This interpretation is borne out by Enrique Castro Delgado, the 
Communist leader who, as we have seen, fruitlessly tried to get both 
the domestic and foreign Communist leaders to organize an effective 
resistance to Casado and the consejo. M any years later, he wrote, 
ironically, ‘Thank you, thank you very much, Colonel. W ithout your 
uprising those who would have had to capitulate would have been 
us. That would have been grave. Very grave. But you were a great 
man, you saved the honor of the Party so well that we could not have 
done it better ourselves. Thank you, thank you very much, Colonel.’72

Almost certainly, the Republican cause was lost after the fall of 
Catalonia. Even though Juan Negrin and his close associates may 
have continued to have the forlorn hope of continuing the Spanish
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Civil W ar until the outbreak of a general war in Europe would force 
the British and French to intervene in Spain against Hitler’s and 
Mussolini’s ally, Francisco Franco, such intervention on behalf of the 
Republic even under these circumstances seems dubious, at least in 
retrospect.

Pierre Broue and Emile Temime have explained the unlikelihood of 
Western intervention in the war. They have noted that during the 
M unich Crisis ‘the diplomatic efforts of Nationalist Spain were aimed 
at getting the Western powers to agree first to keep the Spanish affair 
separate from the impending European war, and afterward to accept 
the Nationalist government’s neutrality, which would be equivalent 
on their side to a final refusal to support the Spanish Republic . . .  
the British and French governments showed satisfaction of the prom 
ises made directly by the Caudillo and passed on to Paris and 
L o n d o n . . . ’73 They add that ‘From this point on, in fact, the great 
powers’ first preoccupation was to put an end to the Civil W ar.’74

So, with the defeat of the Loyalists in Catalonia early in February
1939, the issue was no longer whether the Republican cause would 
finally collapse, but rather who would bear the formal responsibility 
for that collapse. Although the Communists, in the name of ‘resis
tance to the end’, persuaded Juan Negrin to turn over complete 
control of the Republican armed forces to them on March 2, their 
behavior after Colonel Casado’s coup would seem to indicate that 
they were quite happy to have their enemies within the Republican 
camp bear the responsibility before history of having led the Loyalist 
cause to its ultimate inevitable defeat.

One of the supreme ironies of the Spanish Civil W ar is that the 
anarchists shared that responsibility with Colonel Casado. Motivated 
by a determination not to allow the total control of the Republic and 
its armed forces by the Communists and (as they undoubtedly 
foresaw it) their own total anntihilation at the hands of the Stalinists, 
the anarchists enthusiastically supported the Consejo Nacional de 
Dcfcnsa. Indeed, w ithout their support it could not have been 
established. Thus, the Libertarian Movement, which had been more 
responsible than any other element in the Republic for overcoming 
the original Rebel uprising in July 1936 in most of Spain, and which 
throughout the conflict had provided the largest contingent of the
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Loyalist soldiery, took upon itself the responsibility for the final 
Republican government, which was totally unable to prevent the 
complete collapse of the Loyalist cause.
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Conclusion

The Spanish Civil W ar was the only period (and place) in which 
anarchists were in power for any considerable period of time. When 
they found power thrust upon them as a result of their role in putting 
down the Rebellion of July 18-19 1936, the Spanish anarchists 
found that their ideology and program had not adequately prepared 
them for the situation.

The anarchist leaders and many of their followers were more or less 
acquainted with the ideas of Michael Bakunin, Peter Kropotkin and 
other philosophers of international anarchism, and with the Utopian 
sketches of the future libertarian society which Spanish anarchist 
thinkers had developed in the decades before the outbreak of the Civil 
War. However, there was no general agreement on the nature of that 
society, and certainly no generally accepted blueprint for how to 
reorganize Spain once they were given the opportunity to do so.

But, the nearly three-quarters of a century during which the 
Spanish anarchists had propagated their ideas had laid the basis for 
the Revolution which took place after July 19 1936. T hat Revolution 
came from the grass roots of the anarchist movement rather than 
from its leadership. It was the rank-and-file leaders and members of 
the movement who took over the factories and the farms, and who 
seized control of villages, towns and cities throughout the areas in 
which workers and peasants had defeated the military rebellion and 
secured them for the Republic.

But the Revolution had taken place in circumstances over which
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the anarchists had little control. They were faced with the fact that 
they were participating in a Civil War. This meant immediately that 
they had to collaborate with other political and social elements 
which were also supporting the Republican cause against the Franco 
forces. They made the decision to accept that collaboration only a 
few days after the outbreak of the Civil W ar when the Catalan 
anarchists, who at that point had almost total political power in their 
hands, on July 23 1936 decided to collaborate with other pro- 
Republican elements in the prosecution of the War. Their colleagues 
in other parts of the Republic took a similar decision, although not in 
such a dramatic way.

This decision led the anarchists quite quickly to agree to par
ticipate in the governments of the Republic, Catalonia and other 
Spanish Republican regions. When this occurred, the French anar
chist Sebastian Faure pointed out the dangers this involved: ‘To 
separate oneself, even in exceptional circumstances and for a short 
time, from the line of conduct which our principles have indicated, is 
to commit an error and is dangerously imprudent. To persist in this 
error implies committing a fault the consequences of which lead, 
slowly, to the provisional abandonm ent of principles and, with 
concession after concession, to the definitive abandonm ent of the 
sa m e ..

History shows, of course, that Sebastian Faure was right. However, 
it does not indicate w hat viable alternative the anarchists had in the 
circumstances of the Spanish Civil War.

It took somewhat longer for the anarchists to accept the idea that 
in a modern war they had to agree to the organization of the 
Republican military on traditional lines. In much of Republican 
Spain, the anarchists and other political groups had originally 
organized militia units composed of workers with experience in 
urban insurrection, but who had little knowledge of, or experience 
with, modern highly mechanized warfare. However, it soon became 
apparent that those militia units were not sufficient to confront a 
regular army.

But the traditional anti-militarism of the anarchists made it dif
ficult for them to accept the idea that it was necessary to have regular 
army to defeat the traditional Spanish army -  supported by Italian
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and German regular army troops -  in the Civil War. Their tardiness 
in reaching this conclusion put them at a disadvantage politically vis- 
à-vis their opponents within the Republic, because many of the 
anarchists had grave reservations about becoming ‘regular’ officers 
in the Republic’s Popular Army. The upshot was that the anarchists 
were greatly outnumbered in the officer ranks of the Republican 
army, in spite of the fact that the largest contingent in the Republican 
military consisted of anarchists until the end of the Civil War.

The Revolution brought about by the anarchists in the Spanish 
Republican economy also suffered from their ideological, program 
matic and organizational deficiencies. The principal handicap was 
the failure of the Confederación Nacional del Trabajo to establish 
before the Civil W ar a full panoply of national industrial unions, 
which might have been the core around which they could have 
attempted to reorganize the national economy. However, because the 
establishment of such national unions (federations) had been strongly 
opposed by the more doctrinaire anarchists, only a few existed when 
the Civil W ar broke out. The frantic efforts of the CN T to establish 
such constituent organizations during the W ar were not sufficient to 
provide the anarchists with a framework around which they might 
have reorganized the national economy.

However, in spite of deficiencies in specific doctrine and in 
organizational structure, the Spanish anarchists (frequently in alliance 
with Left-wing Socialists) carried out a remarkable transformation 
of the society, economy and polity of Republican Spain during the 
first months of the Civil War. Virtually throughout the half of 
Aragón rescued from the Franco forces, and extensively in Catalonia, 
the Levante, the Center, and those segments of Andalusia and 
Extremadura which the Republic retained, anarchist peasants estab
lished their own kinds of rural collectives. Although these collectives 
varied much in their organizational structure, and their degree of 
‘utopianism’, most of them provided their members with levels of 
living and a feeling of self-respect which they had never before 
enjoyed. M any of them considerably increased the output of the land 
under their control.

In the cities and towns of Loyalist Spain, the workers took over 
most of the factories and large workshops in which they worked,
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many of which had been abandoned by their former owners, and put 
them back into operation. Those collectivized plants continued 
throughout the Civil W ar to provide the civilian population with 
textiles, processed foodstuffs and other consumer goods, and in 
Catalonia and other parts of the Republic they established a war 
industry where none had existed before, an industry that provided a 
substantial part of the material used by the Loyalist forces through
out the War.

On a political level, with the breakdown of nearly all established 
authority with the outbreak of the W ar, the anarchists played a 
major part in re-establishing public order, putting an end to the kind 
of personal vengeance-taking and pillaging which was inevitable in 
the circumstances. They showed a willingness to discipline their own 
members who engaged in outrageous activities under the guise of ‘the 
Revolution’.

However, the deficiencies of the anarchists particularly hand
icapped them in their conflict with the Stalinists within Republican 
Spain. The Stalinists had a clear idea of the kind of society they 
wanted to establish, that is, a mirror image of w hat their leader and 
model, Joseph Stalin, had put in place in the Soviet Union. They 
sought a dictatorship of their own party, which would organize a 
totally government-owned and centrally planned economy. Their 
strategy and tactics throughout the W ar were designed to bring 
about this kind of a regime and society.

From its inception, the Communists opposed the Revolution 
which the anarchists and Left-wing Socialists had wrought. They did 
so in part because it was not their Revolution, and in part  because 
any obvious social revolution in Spain did not fit the needs of Joseph 
Stalin’s policy, which was to portray the Spanish Civil W ar as a 
simple struggle between fascism and democracy, in the hope of 
winning support of the Republic by the French and British, and 
strengthening his own ties with those two Western governments.

In pursuance of his objectives, Stalin (after receiving most of the 
Spanish gold supply, one of the world’s largest at the time) gave the 
Republic the military supplies they needed to continue -  but not win 
-  the war. But, in addition, he gave powerful support to his own 
followers within the Spanish Republic -  in the form of a Comintern
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delegation, military and GPU ‘advisers’, and outright blackmail to 
force the Republican government to adopt policies wanted by, and 
which strengthened, the Stalinists within Loyalist Spain.

The Spanish Stalinists, opposing the Revolution, sought to build 
support among those economic and social groups which were also 
opposed to it -  the small businessmen, landowning peasants (and 
larger landlords), career military officers, government bureaucrats 
and others. Those elements flooded into the Stalinist parties in the 
first months of the war, increasing their numbers twentyfold. They 
received few recruits from the working class, or from landless 
peasants, who were supporters of the anarchists and Largo Caballero 
Socialists.

The Stalinists also allied themselves with all other political groups 
which sought to undo the Revolution which the anarchists and Left- 
wing Socialists had brought about with the onset of the Civil War, 
and with those which had traditionally represented the country’s 
petty-bourgeois elements. These included not only the Spanish 
Republican parties, but also the Catalan regionalist parties, and even 
the socially and religiously conservative Basque Nationalists. They 
also included the Right-wing Socialists who had for long fought 
against the faction headed by Francisco Largo Caballero.

As all of these ‘allies’ of the Stalinists found out to their own regret, 
the Stalinists’ objectives in working with them were not only to use 
them to eliminate the supporters of the Revolution, but to reduce the 
allies themselves to impotence. As we have noted, the Communists 
had succeeded in destroying most of the supporters of the Revolution, 
as well as destroying the power of their erstwhile ‘allies’. Only in the 
penultimate phase of the Civil W ar, in March 1939, did nearly all 
other Republican factions join forces to oust from power the 
Stalinists and their remaining collaborators of the Negrin regime and 
to establish the Council of National Defence.

In the last phase of the Civil W ar, the only surviving significant 
opponent of the Stalinist drive to absolute power was the Libertarian 
Movement, the anarchists. However, even they found it increasingly 
difficult to prevent the emasculation of their control of significant 
parts of the economy, to preserve some influence in the armed forces 
of the Republic, and even to defend the lives of their own members.
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The movement was also severely divided over the tactics and strategy 
which should be followed to prevent the acquisition of absolute 
power by the Stalinists and the annihilation of their own organiza
tions.

Nearly 60 years after the end of the Spanish Civil W ar, it is 
difficult to know w hat lessons can be drawn from the Spanish 
anarchist experience between 1936 and 1939. However, periodically 
since the break of the Tito regime of Yugoslavia with Stalin in 1948, 
and its alleged attempt to establish workers’ controlled collectives, 
there has been interest in various quarters in the idea of ‘workers’ 
control’, and ‘workers’ self-government’. Such ideas were par
ticularly prevalent during and after the uprisings of 1968, on both 
sides of the then Iron Curtain. Subsequently, experiments in this 
direction were made in Sweden and other countries, including even -  
in one way or the other -  in the United States.

Those people and groups interested in such ideas might have much 
to learn from the experiences of the Spanish anarchists more than 
half a century ago. Those experiences can present both examples of 
how to succeed and how to fail in such experiments. In any case, 
w hat happened in Republican Spain during the Civil W ar under the 
aegis of the anarchists was certainly one of the major social experi
ments of the twentieth century.
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Postscript: 
Why Didn't the Anarchists Come 

Back After Franco?

After the death of dictator Francisco Franco in November 1975 and 
the subsequent evolution and solidification of a democratic regime in 
Spain, the anarchists did not re-emerge as a major, or even sig
nificant, actor in the country’s organized labor, politics or general 
life. In view of the major role which they had played during the Civil 
W ar, as I have indicated in w hat has been recounted in this volume, 
and the major part  they played for many years in the underground 
struggle against the Franco regime, this is a somewhat remarkable 
fact. Trying to explain it constitutes an appropriate afterward to the 
bulk of the present study of their role during the Civil War.

In the years immediately following the death of the dictator, the 
Confederacion Nacional del Trabajo did re-establish itself with 
substantial membership. In Catalonia and other regions of Spain, 
many older workers had positive memories of its role before and 
during the Civil W ar, and when they had an opportunity, joined its 
ranks. M any younger Spaniards had doubtless heard favorable infor
mation from their elders about the anarchist labor movement, and 
also joined its ranks.

It is doubtful that there are reliable figures on how many workers 
joined the C N T during the first four or five years after the death of
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Franco. However, from C N T  sources, we heard estimates ranging 
from 140,000,1 to 350,000 workers in 40 national unions.2 Even the 
larger of these figures was substantially smaller than the numerical 
strength of the CN T during the Civil W ar, among a working class 
which had grown much larger in the interim.

However, by 1984, the CNT, by then split into two rival groups, 
had shrunk drastically. Even if one accepts the figures given by the 
two factions -  each claiming 25,000 or a few more members -  the 
anarchist labor movement had been reduced to a marginal group 
among the Spanish workers, most of whom  did not belong to any 
trade union confederation, and those who did were largely split 
between the Communist-controlled Comisiones Obreras (CCOO), 
and the Socialists’ Unión General de Trabajadores (UGT).

The Fundamental Reasons for the Failure of the Anarchists 
to Come Back

There were two basic reasons why the Spanish anarchist movement 
was not able to return as a major element in the labor movement and 
body politic after the death of Francisco Franco. The first was the 
fundamental change which the Franco regime had brought about in 
the economy of Spain, and consequently in its society. The second 
was the still lingering shadow of the Civil War, and the consequent 
rejection of both Left- and Right-wing extremes by the great majority 
of the body politic. There were also other subsidiary factors in the 
behavior of the reborn anarchist movement which reinforced more 
basic reasons for the failure of the anarchists to revive on anything 
approaching the scale they had achieved before 1939.

After the Second World W ar and particularly after the commence
ment of United States’ aid to Franco in the early 1950s, the Franco 
regime undertook an extensive program of industrializing the country. 
The government’s Instituto Nacional de Industria (INI) undertook 
the financing of a wide range of manufacturing firms. There was also 
substantial foreign investment, and many new private Spanish indus
trial firms appeared.

By the end of the Franco regime, Spain had ceased being an
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overwhelmingly rural country. The majority of the population was 
urban. Industry was no longer confined largely to Catalonia and the 
Basque country; M adrid and other cities had im portant concentra
tions of manufacturing enterprises, which were scattered around the 
country. Even the nation’s agriculture had to a large degree been 
transformed, with the introduction of considerable mechanization 
and technical modernization.

As a consequence of these economic changes, the society of Spain 
had also been transformed. The stark contrast between the very 
wealthy and the very poor had been changed, with the emergence of 
large elements of economically and socially middle groups.

These changes were even visible in the streets of Spanish cities. 
Whereas, at the time of the Civil W ar, manual workers were clearly 
differentiated from white-collar workers and upper class people by 
the way they dressed, after Franco, it was difficult, if not impossible, 
to tell from looking at them w hat the people walking in the streets of 
M adrid, Barcelona, Valencia did for a living.

The significance of such changes as these had been seen by Franz 
Borkenau during the Civil War. He wrote that ‘the CN T could not 
have succeeded had the Spanish proletariat ever undergone the 
embourgeoisment which is characteristic of the industrial proletariat 
all over the world.’4 He also commented that ‘had the spirit of 
capitalism permeated the nation, anarchism would be at an end’.5

Both of these things had come to pass by the end of the Franco 
regime, a fact expressed to me in 1984 by a leader of the post-Franco 
CN T when he said that the Spanish workers had been ‘corrupted’. 
When he was asked what he meant, he explained that they now had 
cars, television sets, and consequently didn’t have the ‘class spirit’ 
which they had once had.6

In addition to the effect of the changes wrought in Spanish 
economy and society, there were the still lingering effects of the Civil 
War. In post-Franco Spain, there was wide abhorrence of anything 
that might provoke any kind of renewal of the bloodletting which 
had taken place between 1936 and 1939. As a consequence of this, it 
was the Socialist Party which emerged as the principal force on the 
Left, not either the Communists or the anarchists. On the Right, 
too, the key word was moderation. Although some of the principal
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leaders of the Right, including Manuel de Fraga Irabarne, Adolfo 
Suarez, had been important figures in the last part of the Franco 
regime, Suarez in particular had been of key importance in the 
transition from the dictatorship to democracy. The Falange all but 
disappeared.

The attitude of the revived C N T in the face of this situation 
quickly undermined it. The organization rejected all cooperation in 
the collective bargaining machinery established under the new regime. 
Rather, it concentrated on organizing street demonstrations and other 
potentially explosive activities. There were various incidents of 
violence which were attributed to the CNT, most notoriously an 
explosion in a popular theater in Barcelona, in which three workers 
were killed. Whether or no t it had anything to do with these incidents, 
the events served quickly to alienate workers from the CN T.7

Furthermore, the refusal of the CN T to participate in the collective 
bargaining system established in post-Franco Spain led many workers 
to see the anarchist labor group as largely irrelevant. Under the 
system, enterprise councils were elected periodically, with the local 
affiliates of the various national labor groups -  UGT, C C O O , and in 
the Basque area, the Solidaridad de Trabajadores Vascos -  compet
ing for positions in these councils. It was the councils that conducted 
collective bargaining with the employers.

With the C N T not competing in these elections, because of their 
traditional opposition to State intervention in labor relations, the 
anarchist unions had little role in the workers’ relations with their 
employers. Although some local CN T groups were able to set up 
informal grievance procedures for their members, their ability to do 
so depended entirely on the willingness of the employers to allow it. 
The C N T unions had no legal right to negotiate anything. This issue 
was perhaps the major cause of the splits which took place in the 
CN T in the years following the end of the Franco regime.

Other Causes of the Failure of the Anarchists to Come 
Back

There were other factors which contributed to the failure of the
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anarchist labor movement to  revive a s a significant element in 
Spanish politics a fter the death o f Franco. O ne o f these w as certainly 
the decimation o f its forces inside Spain during the Franco period. 
From  the end o f the Civil W ar until the early to  middle 1950s, the 
anarchists were able to  m aintain a substan tial underground organiza
tion. H ow ever, the Franco regime bore dow n particularly heavily on 
the C N T  underground. Fifteen o r m ore successive national com 
mittees o f  the organization  were arrested , and one anarchist estimate 
w as that somewhere between 160 ,000  and 180,000  C N T ers were 
killed between 1939 and the end o f the regime. As a consequence, 
there were relatively few people o f the older and middle generations 
left in the anarchist ranks when they could again operate openly.8

Relatively few o f  the mem bers and leaders from the Civil W ar 
period returned after 1975 . M any had died in exile, others had 
grown o ld , their o ffspring were m ore French, o r M exican or British 
than they were Span iards, so  they did not m ake the move back to 
their native country, except perhaps to  visit. Even Federica M ontseny, 
who had for m ost o f  the Franco period headed one o f the m ajor exile 
factions o f the C N T , continued to live in T oulouse, only returning to 
Spain for occasional short visits.

O f course, the other pre-Franco political grou ps suffered from 
m any o f the same disabilities a s the anarchists. H ow ever, aside from 
the fact that the anarchists were probably the m ost severely per
secuted and com pletely decim ated opposition  group during the 
Franco period, the libertarians suffered from other handicaps.

In contrast to  the Socialists and  Com m unists, the anarchist leader
ship during the last decades o f  the Franco regime came largely from 
the exiles. In contrast, a s the rigidity o f  the Franco dictatorship 
relaxed som ew hat in the 1960s and  early 1970s, there had been a 
renewal o f  internal leadership o f  the Socialist Party within Spain, 
with a  species o f  coup d ’état o f  the underground leaders against those 
in exile, principally in France. In the case o f the Com m unists, they 
had som e success in penetrating the Franco regime’s  sindicato struc
ture, and established a base am ong the w orkers -  som ething which in 
the nature o f the case , the anarchists refused to  do.

Another significant, although regional, group, the Basque N ation 
alists, had another k ind o f advantage. T hroughout the Franco regime,
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significant portions o f the clergy in the Basque region remained loyal 
to  the Basque N ationalist Party, whatever public pretenses to the 
contrary they had to  engage in. Th is fact helped to  keep the Basque 
N ationalist underground going during the hard times and facilitated 
a revival o f  the party when the opportunity presented itself.

There w as another m ajor handicap faced by the anarchists. This 
w as the lack o f any effective international organization. Nearly 
everywhere else the anarchist labor m ovements, which still existed 
during the Spanish Civil W ar years, had disappeared by the middle 
1970s. The International W orkingmen’s A ssociation (IW M A-A1T) 
w as virtually indistinguishable from one faction o f the exiled C N T  
leadership, which had even brought about the expulsion o f the 
Swedish affiliate, the only other segment o f  the 1WMA which had 
any following.

In contrast, both the Socialists and C om m unists had influential 
friends abroad . The Socialist International and the pro-M oscow  
faction o f International Com m unism , were able to  give substantial 
help to their Spanish com rades in the w aning years o f  the Franco 
regime and the transition period follow ing the dictator’s death. 
Enrique M arco N ad al, a  C N T  railroad worker in Valencia during the 
Civil W ar and secretary-general o f  the thirteenth underground C N T  
national committee captured by the Franco regime in 1947 has laid 
particular stress on the im portance o f this lack o f outside support in 
weakening the anarchists in the underground, and in the post-Franco 
regime.9

Another handicap o f the anarchists w as their eternal feuding 
am ong themselves. The C N T  in exile had been split into tw o o r more 
feuding groups for m ost o f  the 30  years preceding Franco’s death. It 
remained divided when it cam e time to rebuild the organization 
inside Spain .10

Once re-established on Spanish soil, the internal schism s con
tinued, or were renewed. There were the divisions between the 
simon-pure anarchists, led from  a distance by Frederica M ontseny, 
and those within Spain w ho w anted the C N T  to  adapt to  the realities 
o f  the post-Franco period.

As a consequence o f this struggle, two splits occurred, in 1 979-80  
and in 1983. In both cases the dissident element wanted to  have the
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CN T participate in enterprise council elections and to participate in 
the regular collective bargaining procedure.11 Although the two 
dissident groups joined forces early in 1984, and had some support in 
Valencia, M adrid and other cities, they remained a marginal element 
in Spanish organized labor, and of virtually no consequence politically.

Conclusion

Spanish anarchism did not revive on any appreciable scale after the 
death of Francisco Franco and the end of his dictatorship. Thus, the 
experience of the anarchists during the Civil W ar remained the stuff 
of history, with little contemporary relevance within the Spanish 
State. Although foreigners who were intrigued with the ideas of 
‘workers’ control’ and similar concepts might be interested in d raw 
ing lessons from what the anarchists had done in Spain between 1936 
and 1939, there was little desire in Spain itself on the part of the 
workers and peasants for renewing what they had undertaken during 
those three tumultuous years.
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Anarchist Violence and Terrorism 
During the Civil War

The traditional caricature of an anarchist is that of a bearded man 
with a bom b in one hand, and a rifle in the other. In the popular 
imagination, the word ‘anarchist’ has, for more than a century, been 
almost synonymous with the word ‘terrorist’.

Even serious scholars have frequently tended to emphasize the 
violent and terrorist aspects of anarchism. Thus, the late Barbara 
Tuchman, in her book The Proud Tower starts a 50-page chapter on 
the European anarchists in the quarter of a century before the First 
World W ar by saying: ‘So enchanting was the vision of a stateless 
society, without government, without law, without ownership of 
property, in which, corrupt institutions having been swept away, 
man would be free to be good as God intended him, that six heads of 
state were assassinated for its sake in the twenty years before 1914.’1 
The burden of the chapter deals principally with the violence of the 
anarchists and the counter-violence against them.

I hope that the present volume has indicated that this is not an 
adequate characterization of the Spanish anarchists. However, the 
question still remains of the degree to which, in addition to being a 
movement seeking fundamental social, economic and political change, 
Spanish anarchists used terrorism, particularly during the Civil 
War.
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The Violent Tradition of Spanish Anarchism

Certainly, there is no question about the fact that there was a 
tradition of violence, and even of terrorism, in the Spanish anarchist 
movement. It perhaps had two origins, one traditionally Spanish, the 
other coming from the international anarchist movement which 
emerged in the second half of the nineteenth century.

Franz Borkenau, writing while the Civil W ar still under way, 
argued:

The revolt of the Andalusian serf in the eighteenth century took 
the form of widespread and indomitable brigandage, which 
involved the most active elements of the peasantry and was 
regarded by the masses not as criminal, but, on the contrary, as 
an enviable, honorable and even admirable profession. . .  In 
Spain these elements are not covered with the opprobrium that 
would attach to them in countries civilized in the Western sense, 
any more than the revolutionary brigand is covered with 
opprobrium  in China, or was so in Tsarist Russia. There is a 
profound difference, in the view of the primitive peasantry, 
between the m an who breaks the solidarity of the peasant 
community itself by criminal acts and the man who, in seeking 
his own right against the rich and the mighty by brigandage and 
murder, helps the common cause of the oppressed. The former, 
the thief or the murderer who has killed or robbed a peasant, 
would be unhesitatingly delivered to the police or given short 
shrift by these he had damaged. The latter will be protected by 
the poor, throughout his district.2

However, there was another element in the historical violence of the 
Spanish anarchist movement. This was the adoption in the latter 
decades of the nineteenth century of the idea of ‘propaganda of the 
deed’ by a segment of the international anarchist movement. This 
was the idea that through physically attacking the key elements of the 
capitalist system, such as the banks and other powerful institutions, 
and by assassinating key figures in the existing regime, the cause of 
the revolution could be advanced.
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The use of violence, and particularly terrorist violence was the 
subject of frequent debate among leaders of international anarchism 
during the half-century preceding the Spanish Civil War. One such 
discussion was that of the Italian anarchist Luigi Fabbri, writing 
about the turn of the century. His ideas represented the point of 
view of a substantial proportion of the international anarchist 
leadership:

Can we conclude that anarchists always disapprove of violence, 
except in the case of defense, in the sense of a personal or 
collective attack isolated and in passing? N o t at all, and anyone 
who wishes to attribute to us such a stupid idea would be both 
stupid and malignant. But he also would be stupid and malig
nant who from the other point of view wished to argue that we 
arc always for violence at whatever cost. Violence, in spite of 
being in itself in contradiction with the anarchist philosophy, 
because it always implies pain and tears and is something which 
saddens us, maybe imposed by necessity, but if it would be 
impardonable weakness to condemn it when it is necessary, its 
use would also be nefarious if it was irrational, useless or used in 
a way contrary to what we are advocating.

Fabbri went on to indicate the limits of the use of terrorist violence: 
‘. . . i n  Russia all the attacks against the government and its repre
sentatives and supporters are justified even by our adversaries or 
most moderate partisans, even when they sometimes hurt innocent 
people; but certainly the same revolutionaries would disapprove of 
them if they were committed blindly against people passing in the 
street or who arc inoffensively seated in a cafe or in a theater.’3 

The use of terrorist violence had its supporters within the anarchist 
movement in Spain. Perhaps the most famous group which carried 
out this strategy in the 1920s was the Nosotros group (at first called 
Los Solidarios), which included such leading figures as Buenaventura 
Durruti, Juan Garcia Oliver, Ricardo Sanz, Francisco and Domingo 
Ascaso, Gregorio Jover, Miguel Garcia Vivancos and Aurelio H er
nández. M ost of these people were to become key anarchist actors 
during the Civil War.
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During the 1920s the Nosotros group carried out a number of 
spectacular terrorist acts. One was a robbery of the Banco 
de Bilbao, to raise funds for the anarchist underground, carried 
out by Buenaventura Durruti and Gregorio Jover. Another was 
the assassination of the Cardinal Archbishop of Zaragoza, Juan 
Soldevila.

One of the most spectacular terrorist exploits of the Spanish 
anarchists in the 1920s was the assassination of Prime Minister 
Eduardo Dato in April 1922. Dato had been a particularly strong 
supporter of the government’s attempt to crush the anarchist labor 
movement, the CNT.

The activities of these anarchist elements were clearly ‘political’, 
no t personal. When they killed a policeman or a high government 
or Church official, it was not a matter of taking personal vengeance, 
but rather of making an ‘example’ against individuals deemed to 
be playing a particularly brutal role in exploiting the workers. 
When they robbed banks, it was not for themselves but for the 
movement. One Spanish observer with long acquaintance with the 
Barcelona anarchists, including people who had participated in 
these kinds of activities, and did not approve of such actions, 
commented that those who would rob half a million pesetas from 
a bank would continue to live humbly and very poorly in their 
working-class neighborhood.4

With the end of the monarchy, and the establishment of the Second 
Spanish Republic, the more extreme anarchist clement, which had 
engaged in such things as political assassinations and bank robberies 
in the earlier period, turned to other kinds of activities. During the 
early years of the Second Republic the anarchists undertook several 
insurrections, designed to establish Libertarian communism in dif
ferent local areas, particularly in Catalonia. They no longer used the 
strategy of ‘propaganda of the deed’, as a means of undermining the 
existing regime.

In any case, those within the Spanish anarchist and anarcho- 
syndicalist movement who, even at the height of such activity, 
engaged in planning and executing bank robberies, assassinations 
and other such enterprises were a small minority, although that 
minority included a number of the most prominent leaders of the
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movement. The practitioners of ‘propaganda of the deed’ probably 
were at no time more than a few hundred people.

The great majority of the libertarians in Catalonia, the Levante 
region, M adrid and Asturias, were workers who were carrying on an 
often bitter struggle to improve their levels of working and living. 
They were inspired by the vision of the ultimate achievement of the 
Revolution, which would usher in a society without repressive 
institutions for the State, without a ruling class, a society in which 
cooperation would replace coercion. Certainly for the anarchists the 
achievement of such a new society was seen as much more proximate 
than was the social transformation foreseen by the basically reformist 
Socialists.

In parts of Spain in which the libertarian strength was in the 
countryside rather than the cities and towns, such as Andalusia, 
Extremadura and parts of Aragon, the situation was somewhat 
different. The brutally exploited and miserably poor peasants and 
agricultural workers, like their urban brethren, carried on an 
unremitting struggle against their exploiters, moneylenders, and 
local political bosses, the caciques. They were certainly not averse 
to the use of violence, if the opportunity presented itself, but the 
kind of violence they foresaw, and from time to time practiced, was 
that of seizure of control of the land and the villages. Although that 
process almost certainly would -  and did -  involve the murder of 
the landlords and their henchmen, such acts were not -  as in the 
case of ‘propaganda of the deed’, carefully planned examples 
designed to arouse the working class to resistance or rebellion. 
They were coincidental to the basic objective of seizing control of 
their environment.

Even within the affinity groups of the ‘pure’ anarchists, those 
believing in and practising ‘propaganda of the deed’ were a small 
minority. This fact was even recognized by Jesus Hernandez who, 
while still a leader of the Communist Party, wrote a violently 
polemical book against the libertarians. ‘In these groups were encoun
tered from dynamiters to Gandhists, including nudists, vegetarians, 
individualists, ‘communists’, syndicalists, anti-syndicalists, peri
patetics, orthodox, libertarians, collaborationists, etc.’5

Certainly, it was not any innate proclivity of the anarchists to use
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violence, terror and even murder which explains the terrible blood
letting which took place behind the lines during the Spanish Civil 
War.

The Nature of Violence and Terror in Republican and 
Rebel Areas

There was indisputably a vast am ount of arson, murder, and other 
kinds of terrorist activities on both sides, particularly in the early 
m onths of the Civil War. However, there was a qualitative difference 
between what happened within the Republican area and in those 
parts of Spain held by the Rebels.

The situation was strikingly different between the parts of Spain 
which remained loyal to the Republic, and the parts where the 
Rebels triumphed in the first weeks of the War. On the Republican 
side (with the exception of the Basque province of Vizcaya), there 
was an almost complete disappearance of public authority. The 
army all but disappeared; the regular police forces either dis
appeared or were demoralized and lost virtually all of their authority.

In contrast, on the Rebel side, the army remained intact and in 
control, reinforced by paramilitary units of the Falange and the 
Carlists, either incorporated into, or under the general control of, 
the army. In almost all areas controlled by the Rebels, the Civil 
Guards -  and even the Assault Guards -  also remained thoroughly 
intact.

These different situations in the two parts of Spain meant that the 
nature of the initial violence was different in the two areas. On the 
Republican side it was spontaneous and individualistic, and in no 
sense organized from the top. In contrast, on the Rebel side, the 
violence and terrorism was organized from the top and reflected the 
deliberate policy of those in charge.

This difference was attested to by Francisco Portalea, who at the 
beginning of the W ar was public prosecutor of the High Court of 
Madrid. He was dismissed by the government for suspected dis
loyalty, and fled to France, with the help of the minister of justice, 
and thence went to Gibraltar, reentering Spain in the Rebel-held
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area. H e spent the rest o f  the W ar in the Franco area. Portalea told 
Ronald Fraser,

Let me say this quite clearly. I had occasion to witness the 
repression that w as being carried on in both zones. In the 
nationalist zone it w as planned, methodical, cold. The authori
ties d idn’t trust the people and im posed their will through terror.
T o  do so  they com m itted atrocities. In the Popular Front zone 
atrocities were a lso  com m itted. That w as the similarity between 
the tw o; but the difference w as that in the republican zone the 
crimes were committed by an im passioned people, not by the 
authorities. The latter alw ays tried to  prevent crimes; my own 
case o f  being helped to  escape is only one o f many. It w asn ’t so 
in the nationalist zone. There m ore people were shot, it was 
scientifically organized.6

Frank Jellinek paraphrased the ‘definite instructions’ issued to  the 
rebel officers by General Q ueipo de Llano:

The main factor to  ensure victory, these instructions ran, was 
the destruction o f  the enemy’s  morale. T o  accom plish this, 

j the first thing to  d o  on occupying a town w as to  execute 
all the notabilities w ho could be found, or if they had fled, 
their families. The executions were to  be public and a s impres
sive a s possible. The best way to  discover these persons was 
to  ask  the local priest. H esitation to  obey these orders would 
be rigorously punished and ‘an excess o f  zeal is better than 
humanitarian m ildness’ . M em bers o f  Falange Española might 
be enlisted as officers to see that the troops did not fail 
to carry ou t the executions and to  denounce any such hesita
tions . .  ?

On August 18, Q ueipo de L lano stated, ‘Eighty percent o f  Andalusian 
j  families are in m ourning, and we shall not hesitate to have recourse 

to sterner m easures.’8 
Broué and Temime have made this point with regard to what went 

on in Rebel territory:
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The entry o f  the N ation alists into B ad ajo z  w as accom panied  by 
real carnage. The H av as special agent cabled that there were 
co rpses in the cathedral, even a t the foot o f  the altar, and that 
‘ the bodies o f  governm ent su pporters executed en m asse are laid 
out in row s in front o f  the cathedral on the m ain sq uare ’ . The 
correspondents o f  the N ew  York Herald  [sic] and  Le Temps 
described this butchery, which the N ation alist officers tried to 
justify by the im possib ility  o f  holding prisoners. A colum n of 
fugitives w as driven back  to  the Portuguese frontier, led back 
into the tow n and m assacred  on the spot. The correspondent o f 
Le Temps  referred to  1 ,200  executions, o f  ‘ pavem ents covered 
in blood  in which helm ets are still w eltering’ , while the shooting 
continued to  the m ain  sq u a r e . . .  T error w as the m eans o f 
putting an  end to  resistance by the m asses. At least this w as how 
the leaders o f  the rebellion saw  it.9

G eneral Franco  him self believed in using terror, including m urder, as 
a m eans o f  asserting his regim e’s contro l and  crushing its opponents. 
Roland Fraser recounts an  interview w ith Eugenie V egas Latapie, 
editor o f  the m onarchist new spaper Acción Española during the Civil 
W ar, w ho had been sufficiently outraged  by the sh ooting without 
trial that he saw  going  on ab o u t him to  take the m atter up with 
G eneral Franco personally . H e urged that there be trials o f  these 
accused an d  that they be allow ed to  defend them selves, arguing that 
the current state o f  a ffa irs w as ‘a grave discredit to  the cause’ . 
H ow ever, V egas L atap ie reported:

Franco took  no notice o f  m e. A s far a s the repression w as 
concerned, he knew  very well w h at w as happening and  didn’t 
give a dam n. On inform ation I gave him later, Pem an took up 
the case  with Franco d irect o f  the num ber o f  people w ho were 
being kept a year o r m ore under sentence o f death . Franco 
explained  that this w as necessary in order to  be able to  exchange 
them for prisoners in s im ilar circum stances in the red zone. That 
w as his explanation . But hardly any  exch anges w ere authorized 
by the Franco regime during the w ar; an d  m oreover, when the 
w ar w as over there w as not even this excuse , the situation
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continued exactly as before, with people being kept under 
sentence of death for a year, if not longer. Franco displayed the 
simple, cold cruelty for which he was well known in the Foreign 
Legion.10

This kind of terror was not confined to cities conquered by advanc
ing Rebel troops. It also took place in those places over which the 
Rebels won control immediately. In Córdoba, for example, workers 
were rounded up on the streets and at their places of work and were 
shot, without any reason being given, except that they were workers. 
Local political leaders loyal to the Republic were also murdered on 
orders of the Rebel authorities.11

One veteran of the Franco army has also testified to the continuing 
almost daily roundups of political ‘suspects’ in the Córdoba region 
long after the beginning of the W ar, by his own unit of the regular 
army. He categorized many of the arrests and executions as ‘exceed
ingly arbitrary’.12

The same kind of officially organized terror existed in the largely 
rural province of Zam orra  in Old Castille, which immediately fell 
into the hands of the Rebels. Virtually all leaders of the parties 
and organizations supporting the Republic were rounded up and 
executed.13 Undoubtedly similar things occurred throughout Rebel- 
held Spain.

Gabriel Jackson has commented on the terrorism in the Rebel-held 
areas. ‘. . .  the virulence of the purge in Insurgent Spain is no t to be 
explained by the laws of w a r . . .  The Spanish Insurgents were fighting 
to preserve traditional privileges of the Army, the Church, and the 
lan d lo rd s . . .  The military rising of July 18 appeared to be their last 
chance to preserve a Spain in which their privileges would be 
secure. . .  The executions in Nationalist Spain were not the work of 
revolutionary mobs taking advantage of the breakdown of the 
Republican state. They were ordered and approved by the highest 
military authorities.’ The same author, who made an extensive study 
of the subject, concluded that there were approximately 200,000 
victims of ‘wartime Nationalist paseos and political reprisals’, as 
compared to 20,000 ‘Republican-zone paseos and political reprisals’.14
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Initial T erro r in C atalon ia and the Levante

With the suppression o f the Rebellion in C atalonia, the anarchists 
were in alm ost total control o f  the situation there. In the Levante, to 
the south , they shared power with the Largo C aballero  Socialists. So, 
w hat happened in those two areas is particularly pertinent to  a 
discussion  o f  the role o f  the anarchists in violence and terror in those 
tw o regions. .

There can be little doubt that in the first days and weeks o f the V 
Civil W ar there were many killings which took place in Catalonia.
We have noted in an earlier chapter the ‘d isappearances’ o f  owners 
o f  larger industries in Barcelona and o f large landholders. Although 
many o f those who d isappeared fled into France, it is equally 
certain that m any were killed, either by their w orkers or by som eone 
else. There w as a general search for Falangistas and others who 
supported the Rebels, and many of them were also  killed. There 
were certainly m any cases o f  people taking personal vengeance on 
others.

A fter Ju ly  19, the prisons were emptied o f  political prisoners, and 
m any com m on crim inals were a lso  released. It is to  be supposed  that 
som e o f  the latter went back to  their old occupations, facilitated in 
this by the breakdown of law and order after the outbreak o f the 
Civil W ar.

Paseos were com m onplace in the first period o f the W ar. This 
w ord, translated a s ‘w alk ’, or ‘prom enade’ , w as used to describe the 
activities o f  sm all groups who on their own rounded up victims 
during the night, and ‘walked’ them to their deaths.

John  Langdon-D avies, an English journalist sympathetic to  the 
Republican cause, wrote in 1937: ‘The simple fact is that through 
Ju ly  and  A ugust and for all I know since, five o r six  people on an  I
average every night were taken from their beds, pushed into cars, and 
driven .to  that lonely road amid the pines beyond T idibaldo , and 
executed.’ 15 V isiting the municipal morgue in Barcelona, he ascer- '
tained the average number o f bodies brought in before Ju ly  19, and 
the number o f bodies brought in during the month after Ju ly  19, and 
concluded that ‘ the Terror in Barcelona has led to  perhaps 200  
m urders in over a m onth ..  . ’ 16
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None of these things took place under the direction or instigation 
of the anarchist leaders. And, although rank-and-file anarchists 
participated in them, they were not alone. Cesar Lorenzo quoted a 
Falangista student of the war in Catalonia to the effect: ‘In reality, 
the criminal activities were equal among all the parties and p ropor
tional to their membership.’17

Franz Borkcnau, writing after visits to revolutionary Spain in 
August 1936 and January-February 1937, wrote about terrorism in 
the early weeks of the Civil W ar and Revolution, particularly in 
Catalonia.

I learnt that terrorism in town and village was by far the most 
important lever of social revolution. Executions proceeded 
expropriations, and fear of executions bullied the remaining rich 
into submission to the revolutionary regime. The suggestion that 
the anarchists in Catalonia owed their preponderance exclusively 
on their terrorist methods was wrong; they would have com 
manded the allegiance of a large majority of the working class 
without terrorism. But the other allegation that only terrorism 
made it possible for them to take the first steps in the direction 
of social revolution was true. Anarchist terrorism, in these first 
days, was only the most ruthless type of that terrorism which all 
labour class organizations exerted against the enemies of the 
regime all over Spain . . .

Borkenau elaborated on the subject, ‘The revolutionary terrorism of 
July, August, and September in Spain was the thing called “mass 
terrorism” , the word carrying the double signification of terrorism 
exerted by the masses themselves, no t  by an organized police force, 
and against a very great number, a “mass” of victims.’ He compared 
the situation with that in France in 1792 and in Russia in 1918: T h e  
mass only strikes, no t so much at people who have perpetrated or 
tried to perpetrate any definite act against the regime, but at people 
who, by their station in life, are supposed to be the natural enemies of 
the regime which these masses defend. In Russia as in Spain and as in 
France the aristocrats were killed as aristocrats, the priests as priests, 
and in Russia and Spain the bourgeois as bourgeois; in all these cases,
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moreover, these individuals who were known to belong to organiza
tions inimical to the reg im e . . . ’19 Borkenau also noted: ‘I venture to 
suggest that perhaps it is not so much an anarchist but a Spanish 
habit to massacre one’s enemies wholesale.’20 However, during his 
second visit to revolutionary Spain in January-February 1937, he 
observed that the anarchists’ use of force in the early period of the 
W ar had undermined their influence in Catalonia: ‘Mass expropria
tions and mass executions have frightened to death the small owners, 
who are a very im portant element in Barcelona.’21

The Catalan anarchist leader Diego Abad de Santillán, writing 
while the w ar was still in progress, noted that, right after July 19 
1936, there were many in Barcelona who were lawless and engaged 
in pillage. But he said that the Central Militia Committee, as one 
measure against this, organized the orderly requisition of treasure 
from churches, the houses of people who had fled, and deposited 
them in safe places.22

Santillán wrote: i t  is possible that our victory brought the violent 
death of four or five thousand citizens of Catalonia catalogued as 
men of the Right, linked with political and ecclesiastical reaction. But 
a revolution has its consequences. . .  While these events were occur
ring, we were those who did most to brake the instincts of vengeance 
of the free people.’23 

As soon as the Central Militia Committee was constituted in 
Catalonia, it sought to re-establish law and order. This was the task 
of the department of security of the committee, headed by the 
anarchist Aurelio Fernández, and the control patrols organized by it, 
in which the C N T had about half of the members.

However, César Lorenzo has noted that in addition to these 
official patrols, there ‘existed the police forces organized by each 
party or trade union organization, which depended on their respec
tive leaderships: these were the famous chekas which had their own 
secret agents, their private jails, their commandos. T hat of the CNT, 
under the command of Manuel Escorza, was the most im portant and 
the best organized.’24

According to Diego Abad de Santillán, ‘We made serious efforts to 
repress all excess, and if one thinks that those efforts did not involve 
everyone, we shot some of our comrades and friends who had
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overstepped their authority. Thus J. Gardenes fell, and was not saved 
by repenting the things which he loyally confessed he had done, 
knowing that we had declared that we would not be moved; thus fell 
also the president of one of the largest sindicatos of Barcelona, that 
of Food Workers, who was accused of having carried out personal 
vengeance and who was not saved by his long history as a militant.’25 

The anarchist leaders, and a large part of the rank and file of the 
movement, sought particularly to fight against attempts by individ
uals to exploit the situation for their personal advantage. Franz 
Borkenau commented on this during his first visit to revolutionary 
Spain, less than three weeks after the beginning of the Civil War:

It is interesting to listen to what these Marxists say about the 
anarchists. Immediately after the defeat of the military, they 
explain, there was quite a lot of looting in the Ramblas, on the 
pretence of anarchist action. Then the CN T interfered, disclaim
ing any responsibility for these acts; now, the first thing that 
catches the eye on the walls of the houses are big anarchist 
posters menacing every looter with execution on the spot. But 
there are other tales, of a more surprising character. In sacking 
and burning the churches, the militia naturally made a con
siderable loot in money and valuable objects. This loot should 
properly have gone to the CNT. It did not, however; but the 
anarchist rank and file themselves preferred to burn the stuff 
wholesale, including bank-notes, in order to allay any suspicion 
of ro b b ery .. ,16

This same rejection of the idea that the Revolution should be 
exploited to benefit individuals, rather than the working class as a 
whole, was also shown by another phenomenon which Borkenau 
reported during this first trip: T h e  communists . . .  the first day after 
the victory, pu t in economic claims, such as allowances for the 
widows of the fighters killed in the defense of the republic. The 
anarchists did not say a single word about allowances or wages, or 
working hours. They simply contend that every sacrifice must be 
made in support of the revolution, without r e w a rd .. ,’27 

As early as July 30, the anarchists took energetic steps against
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paseos. The Barcelona newspaper La Vanguardia of July 31 pub
lished two proclamations on its front page, both dated the previous 
day. One was signed by the Federación Local de Sindicatos Unicos of 
Barcelona and the Confederación Regional de Cataluña of the CNT, 
and other by CNT-FAI without other designation:

There have been taking place in Barcelona a series of house 
searches, followed by arbitrary arrests and consequent shoot
ings, the majority without any cause which justifies such meas
u re s . . .  The house searches of a private nature must cease and 
cannot be undertaken except on the authority of the Commission 
of Investigation of the Antifascist Militia Committee or by the 
Federación Local, Regional Committee or the Regional of the 
FAI, jointly. Information coming to us is that these outrages are 
carried out in the name of our organization without the respon
sible Committees having any knowledge of them, is the factor 
which makes us take this decision to regularize the sense of 
responsibility, ending the dastardly actions of unscrupulous 
people whom  we must suppress energetically.

The second proclamation, of the CN T-FAI together, which was 
widely distributed, including being dropped from planes flying over 
the city, was even more explicit. ‘WE SHALL PROCEED AGAINST 
ALL INDIVIDUALS W H O  it is proven have carried out acts against 
hum an rights, all individuals who have conferred upon themselves 
attributions of the confederal organization . . .  We say how we shall 
act, and we shall act as we say.’28

Anarchist Judges and Policc

The anarchist-dominated Central Militia Committee soon sought to 
re-establish a legitimate system for the dispensation of justice. Diego 
Abad de Santillán noted: ‘The Palace of Justice was opened and there 
began to be organized the so-called revolutionary justice. Popular 
tribunals were formed to deal with the crimes of rebellion and 
conspiracy against the Republic and against the new law. Once this
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function was recognized, as soon as possible popular judges were 
substituted for the old professional judges, more expert in their job, 
but who would be put at the service of the counter-revolution..  .’29 

Juan García Oliver, in his memoirs, noted: ‘We left the control of 
the administration of justice to be exercised by the revolutionary 
committee which was established in the Court of Barcelona, with 
which were associated eminent jurists such as Eduardo Barriobero, 
Angel Samblancat, Juan Rosinyol and others, helped by repre
sentatives of the CN T and the UGT.’

However, the judging of the military men who were involved 
in the conspiracy to overthrow the Republican regime was left up  to 
other military men who were loyal to the Republic. Duly con
stituted courts martial were established, which tried their military 
colleagues.30

Diego Abad de Santillan underscored the conflict of conscience for 
the anarchists involved in establishing more or less regular police 
forces and courts:

The judges, even though they were of the FAI, the police, even 
though they belonged to the CNT, were not pleasant for us; 
these were functions which caused us a little repugnance. Nor 
did we see with sympathy the formation of the body called 
Control Patrols. We wanted to liquidate all coercive institutions 
in the rearguard and send them to the f r o n t . . .31

The Patrols became the subject of a dreadful legend. The 
majority of the militiamen were our comrades and they con
stituted an impediment, as such, for possible projects of political 
domination. The suppression of those forces was sought, and 
the first thing necessary was to discredit them.

It is possible that among the 1,500 men in Barcelona, some 
may have exceeded their functions and were guilty of condem- 
nable transgression but even in such cases not in any greater 
proportion than was habitual in other repressive institutions. 
We d on ’t defend the institution of the Patrols, as we didn’t 
defend the civil guard or the assault guard. But they had a sense 
of humanity and of responsibility that made them loyal to the 
maintenance of the new revolutionary order. With time, perhaps
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they would have been just another police force, but the defama
tion to which they were subject lacked justification. They came 
principally from the defamations of the Communists.

On numerous occasions we had to intervene to free people 
whose political neutrality gave us guarantees, and we could 
observe that those detained were treated as we ourselves had 
never been treated: as hum an beings. There were conspirators in 
our rearguard and it is natural that they would not be left with 
free hands to damage us. But the population which has lived the 
first ten months of the revolution in Catalonia will be able to 
testify to the difference from the repressive methods which came 
afterwards under the guise of ‘o rder’ established by Prieto, by 
Negrin, by Zugazagoitia, from the torture chambers of the 
Communist Party or of the Directorate General of Security, 
which were the same thing, with the horrors of the SIM, where 
were perpetrated bestialities which not even the civil guard of 
the monarchy would have been able to imagine.32

Anarchist Terrorism in the Levante

In Valencia, as in Catalonia, the paseo was commonplace in the first 
weeks of the Civil War. Although popular tribunals were established 
in the Levante region in conformity with a decree of the Giral 
government, particularly to try cases of treason against the Republic, 
the paseos did not end immediately. One man, who in 1936 was a 
judge in Valencia, remembered many years later that each morning 
he would have to go out to certify the death of various people who 
had been killed during the night. He said that this situation continued 
for three to four m onths.33

When anarchist leader Juan García Oliver took up his post in 
Valencia as minister of justice in the Largo Caballero government 
early in November 1936, he found that one of the first tasks was to 
put an end to the paseos. He found that the principal gang carrying 
out illegal arrests and murders was known as the ‘Tribunal of Blood’, 
consisting of abou t 20 people, drawn from ‘all the antifascist parties 
and organizations of the city’.
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García Oliver traced the way this ‘tribunal’ operated: ‘Every 
night it assigned itself the mission of carrying out certain arrests of 
people suspected of fascism. They judged them, and if they were 
sentenced to death, executed them. It was all done the same night. 
The bodies of those executed appeared outside the city, is the fields 
and gardens.’

In his address at the annual opening of the courts soon after taking 
office, García Oliver tried to explain how paseos had come about. In 
his memoirs, he paraphrased this explanation:

Given that the military uprising had brought the destruction of 
all social brakes because it had been carried out by the classes 
which historically maintained the social order, the attempts to 
re-establish legal equilibrium caused the spirt of justice to revert 
to its most remote and pure origin: the people, vox populi, 
suprema lex. And the peoples so long as abnormality lasted, 
created arad applied its law and procedure, that is the paseo. 
But, normality re-established with the installation of the popular 
tribunals of revolutionary composition, left no justification for 
the paseos; suspected elements must be turned over to the 
popular tribunals and be judged, with impartiality, with punish
ment for the guilty and immediate freedom for the innocent.

García Oliver was determined to end the paseos. He called in the 
members of the Tribunal of Blood. There was apparently a rather 
violent discussion, in which a not-too-veiled threat was made that 
García Oliver himself might be the victim of a paseo.

García Oliver claimed that he was successful in getting the 
Tribunal of Blood to cease and desist. But a couple weeks later, 
midnight murders were renewed, and the victims were deposited 
outside the Popular W ar School, which García Oliver had just 
established. García Oliver soon found that these new executions 
were being carried out by Assault Guards on orders from an official 
of the ministry of interior. He soon got an end put to these renewed 
paseos.34

As the W ar went on, the nature of terror on the Republican side 
drastically altered. As Stalinist influence within the reconstituted
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regular police forces and  the Arm y grew , an d  so , with the help o f 
experts o f  the Soviet G PU, a Stalin ist secret police quite independent 
o f the governm ent w as a lso  establish ed, an d  violence, coercion and 
terror were carried ou t on a m uch m ore organ ized  basis. O f  course, 
then they w ere used against the an arch ists (and other dissidents from  
Stalin ism ) not by them.

A narchists an d  T erro r in  A ragon

There is considerable evidence that, a s  the an arch ist m ilitia colum ns 
m oved in to  A ragon , to  regain ab o u t h a lf o f  the region, they engaged 
in strong-arm  activities in the are as which they reconquered from  the 
Rebel forces. A lso anarchist peasan ts in the reconquered areas 
engaged  in a g o od  deal o f  terror aga in st their enemies.

Franz Borkenau, visiting A ragon  less than a month after the Civil 
W ar began , bore w itness to  this. H e recounted a conversation  in a 
village bar in F raga :

M o st o f  them are  anarch ists. O ne m an with a significant gesture 
o f  the fingers acro ss the throat tells us th at they have killed 
thirty-eight ‘ fascists’ in their village; they evidently enjoyed it 
enorm ously. (The v illage h as only ab o u t a  thousand  inhabitants.) 
They had not killed any w om en o r children, only the priest, his 
m ost active adherents, the law yer and  his son , the squire, and a 
num ber o f  the richer peasan ts! At first I thought the figure o f 
thirty-eight w as a b o ast , bu t next m orn ing it w as verified from 
the conversation  o f o ther p easan ts w h o, som e o f them , were not 
at all p leased  with the m assacres, F rom  them 1 go t d etails o f 
w hat had  happened. N o t  the v illagers them selves had organized 
the execution, but the D urruti colum n when it first cam e 
through the village. They had  arrested  all those suspected o f 
reactionary activities, took  them  to  the jail by m oto r lorry, and 
sh ot th em . . .  A s a result o f  this m assacre  the rich people and  the 
C ath o lics in the next v illage rebelled ; the alcalde m ediated, a 
m ilitia colum n entered the v illage, and  again  sh ot tw enty-four o f 
its adversaries.35
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Often the executions were carried out reluctantly by the peasants of 
Aragón. Perhaps events in one small village were typical of what 
went on in quite a few others. The local revolutionary committee at 
first did not pu t anyone on trial, feeling it abhorrent to execute any of 
their neighbors. However, the committee, consisting of five members 
of the C N T and five of the UGT became convinced that if some of the 
fascists were not executed, they would kill the Republicans at the 
first opportunity they got. So the three principal fascists of the village 
were tried and shot.36

The leaders of some of the anarchist columns which went into 
Aragón sought to prevent such terrorism. This was the case with 
Saturnino Carod, head of a column which went to the outskirts of 
Belchite. M any years later, he recounted to Ronald Fraser that he 
had gathered together the people of the village of Calaceite, after 
they had put the torch to their church, and had told them: ‘You 
are burning the churches without thinking of the grief you are 
causing your mothers, sisters, daughter, parents, in whose veins 
flows Christian, Catholic blood. Do not believe that by burning 
churches you are going to change that blood and that tomorrow 
everyone will feel himself, herself an atheist. On the contrary! The 
more you violate their consciences, the more they will side with the 
church. Moreover, the immense majority of you are believers at 
heart.’

Fraser added: ‘He demanded that all lives and all property -  not 
only religious -  be respected. The colum n’s task was to fight the 
enemy in open combat, no t take justice into its hands.’37

The Situation in Madrid

The anarchists did not dominate M adrid during the early part  of the 
Civil War, as they did in Catalonia and Aragón. In the beginning, the 
Spanish government had more control of that city than of any other 
part  of the Republic. However, even there the anarchists had con
siderable influence, and to a considerable degree operated on their 
own during the early months of the Civil War. As I have indicated in 
an earlier part  of this book, the C N T ’s Defense Committee of the
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Center continued throughout the W ar to have great influence in the 
anarchist military units operating in the central front.

Jesús de Galindez, a Basque Nationalist, w ho was assigned by the 
government to investigate, and try to prevent paseos in Madrid, 
has noted that both the CN T and the Communist Party had their 
chekas in the early part  of the War. In that period, they would 
enter the regular jails and take people out, transferring them to 
their own headquarters, and sooner or later doing away with 
them.

However, Galindez commented on the different kinds of experi
ences which he had in dealing with the anarchist and Communist 
chekas. He said that the anarchists took people out in a fit of moral 
indignation and political passion, but when he would ask for a 
particular person and say that he would either vouch for the individ
ual or take him back to the jail, he would be believed and could 
usually free the person. In the case of the Communists, however, they 
were working according to a plan, and they would deny that they 
had ever seen the man in question, even when Galindez would have 
proof that the m an was there.

Largo Caballero became aware of w hat was happening. He there
upon appointed an anarchist, Melchor Rodríguez, as head of the 
prisons in Madrid. Thereupon, according to Galindez, the seizure of 
prisoners from the jails ceased.

The worst massacre that occurred in M adrid was the attack on
the Model Prison as the Franco troops were about to start their
frontal attack on the city, at the beginning of November. Jesús de
Galindez was convinced that that attack in which 600 prisoners
were killed in cold blood, was organized deliberately by the Com ic
mumsts.

Terrorism in Asturias

The breakdown of authority in Asturias also resulted in considerable 
terror against enemies or supposed enemies of the Republic and the 
Revolution. Javier R. M uñoz has written about the region: i n  the 
first months of war there was carried out the largest number of
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m urders . . .  Settling of accounts, reprisals, sadism, were some of the 
ingredients which created the macabre salad of blood which was 
shed in those m onths.’

M uñoz noted that with the establishment in September 1936 of a 
de facto government of the region based in Gijón, and organization 
of the popular tribunal there, ‘an end was put to the previous 
excesses . . .  based on known data on executions in which their date is 
given, one can be sure that something more than 60 percent of the 
total deaths were produced in the m onths of July to September 1936. 
In the following months a few assassinations occurred, the work of 
authentic incontrollables, until the final months of the war, September 
and October 1937, in which terror was let loose again, with about 
20 percent of all the executions.’

The popular tribunal took up a number of cases of the ‘uncon- 
trollables’. M uñoz noted that under charges of illegal detentions the 
tribunal imposed three death sentences and one sentence of 30 years 
in jail.39

Anticlericalism of the Anarchists

Special attention must he paid to the terrorism directed by the 
anarchists against the Catholic church, its priests, nuns, and lay 
supporters, particularly during the first few months of the Civil War. 
Although nearly all of the political groups supporting the Republic -  
except for the Basque Nationalists -  were anticlerical, it was the 
anarchists who were most militantly so, and there is substantial 
evidence that they were principally responsible for carrying out 
violent attacks not only on the church buildings, but also on the 
clergymen and others who were associated with them.

Before looking at what the anarchists actually did during the 
Civil War, it is important to explore the reasons for their par
ticularly vitriolic opposition to the Catholic Church. It was this 
specially strong and passionate feeling which lay behind what the 
anarchists did to the Church and its clergy and supporters during 
the Civil War.

Gerald Brcnan’s explanation has received considerable support
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from other analysts. Although he talked particularly about the 
anarchists in the rural parts of southern Spain, he did note that many 
of the members of the working class in Catalonia were first or second 
generation migrants from Andalusia by the time the Civil W ar broke 
out, and so his analysis applied to them as well:

The fanatical hatred of the Anarchists for the Church and the 
extraordinary violence of their attack upon it during the Civil 
W ar are things which are known to everyone. . .  It can only, I 
think, be explained as the hatred of heretics for the Church from 
which they have sprung.40

I would suggest then that the anger of the Spanish Anarchists 
against the Church is the anger of an intensely religious people 
who feel they have been deserted and deceived. The priests and 
the monks left them at a critical moment in their history and 
went over to the rich. The humane and enlightened principles of 
the great theologians of the seventeenth century were set to the 
side. The people then began to suspect . . .  that all the words of 
the Church were hypocrisy. W hen they took up the struggle for 
the Christian utopia it was therefore against the Church and not 
with i t . . . ’41

Dr Semprun Currea, a faculty member of the University of M adrid, a 
conservative politician, and contributor to the Spanish Catholic 
review Cruz y  Raya, seemed to confirm Brenan’s analysis in an article 
in the French periodical Esprit in 1936:

For anyone who has studied it on the spot, the deep and secret 
root of anti-clericalism in the Spanish people’s soul, was a bitter 
reproach against the priesthood, not because of their being 
priests, but because of their failure to live up to their condi
t io n . . .  Very frequently hatred of the priest or religious comes 
from the fact that he does not sufficiently conform to his calling. 
He is not blamed for believing in Christ, but blamed because he 
does not imitate Christ; he is not blamed for his vows and his 
rules, but for not keeping them faithfully; he is not insulted for 
preaching the next life and the renunciation of this, but for not
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renouncing this earth ly  life, and  for seem ing to  have forgotten  
the o th er.’42

P rofessor Jo sé  Sanch ez, the h isto rian  o f the C h urch  durin g  the Civil 
W ar h as cited oth er Span ish  auth orities w h o seem ed to  agree with 
the an aly sis o f  G erald  B renan. H e qu oted  M au ric io  Serrah im a, ‘a 
C ata lan  L aw y er and active C ath o lic  laym an and  political activ ist’ to 
the effect: ‘ I a lw ay s m ain tained  that, deep d ow n , these burn ings were 
an  act o f  faith . T h a t ’s  to  sa y  a n  ac t o f  p rotest because the church w as 
not, in the peop le ’s  eyes, w h at it should  be. T h e d isappo in tm en t o f 
som eone w h o believes an d  loves an d  is betrayed. It sp rin gs fro m  the 
idea that the church sh ou ld  be on the side o f  the p o o r  -  and 
isn ’t . . . ’43

Sánchez a lso  cited M an u el d e  Iru jo , the B asq u e N a tion a lis t, and 
C ath o lic , w h o served  a s m inister in the R epublican  governm ents o f  
both L argo  C ab alle ro  an d  Ju an  N egrin. Iru jo  said : ‘T h e burn ing o f 
churches h as noth ing to  d o  w ith an ti-religious feeling; it is a  protest 
aga in st the sta te  and  if  y ou  a llo w  m e to  say  so ,  a so rt o f  ap p ea l to 

j  G od  aga in st hu m an  in justice .’44 Sánchez him self n oted:

T h e question  o f  the clergy ’s socioeconom ic ro le in Spain . Th is 
role becam e the ju stification  for the violence that earned  the 
revolutionaries su p p o rt a n d  sym pathy from  liberals and  w orkers 
a b r o a d . . .  Perceptions w ere m ore im portant than reality . The 
clergy w ere perceived an d  labeled  a s social hypocrites. It w as 
easy  to  d o  so ,  e specially  in a  country  w ith such great so c ia l needs 
and  with su ch  a large an d  cu ltu rally  pow erfu l clerical estab lish 
m e n t .. .  T h e Span ish  clergy  had , for nearly  a hundred  years 
before 1 936 , been criticized  for a lly ing them selves w ith the 
w ealthy in the a lw ay s sim m ering cla ss w ar  . . .  it is a lso  likely 
th at in the developing bo u rgeo is econom y o f  the early  tw entieth 
century w ith its grow in g  c la ss  d iv isions an d  c la ss  c on sciousness, 
the clergy catered  to  the w ealthy  because they felt m ore a t  ease 
am on g  those w h o atten ded  their m asse s an d  a ided  them  in their 
evangelical w o r k . .  .45

C hurch burn in g  certain ly  d id  n o t begin durin g  the Civil W ar. It had
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been a feature o f insurrections and  civil strife during much o f the 
nineteenth century, and during the semana tragica o f  1909 in 
Barcelona, 17  churches and  23  m onasteries w ere burned.46

A nti-Republican Position  o f  the C hurch

In addition to  the long-standing anticlericalism  o f the anarchists and 
other supporters o f  the R epublican  cause, there w as an additional, 
more im mediate, reason for the great hostility tow ards the Church 
during the Civil W ar. T h is w as the fact that the Church hierarchy 
and m ost o f  the clergy -  except in the Basque region -  were m ore or 
less frank supporters o f  the Rebel cause.

Jo sé  Sánchez noted: ‘ In m ost o f  these case s the clergy were pictured 
as conspirators with the m ilitary, and it w as believed that they had 
arm s hidden in their churches and rectories o r else had actually fired 
at the enemies o f  the u prising.’47

There w as considerable reason  behind the clergy being thus pic
tured. On what happened in Barcelona on Ju ly  1 9 -2 0 , D iego Abad 
de Santillán wrote: ‘We did not prevent churches and convents 
being attacked as reprisal for the resistance carried out from  them 
by the arm y and the servants o f  G od . In all we encountered 
arm am ent or we forced surrender o f the forces parapeted in 
th em ..  ,’48

There were certainly clergym en w h o rem ained in Republican 
territory throughout the W ar, and escaped  being arrested, who 
w orked closely with the Rebel forces. A dozen years after the end of 
the W ar, Pedro Bernardino A ntón O rtiz, w ho a t the tim e o f our 
conversation w as head o f the ecclesiastical advisory  board  o f the 
sindicato system  o f  the Franco  regime, recounted to  m e his own 
activities during the W ar.

H e had not been in his parish  when the fighting broke out in 
M adrid , and so  did not fall into the hands o f  militiamen w ho cam e 
looking for him. W hen he did  return hom e, one o f his parishioners 
gave him the use o f her apartm ent, o u t o f  which she had m oved when 
the trouble began. H e spent the W ar there, and found work a s a 
truck driver, a store clerk, an d  for six  m onths running his own
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business, making and selling souvenirs to Republican soldiers. H ow 
ever, he was also engaged in underground activities against the 
Republican forces in M adrid, collecting information, which he had 
means of getting across to the Rebel lines; making false papers, 
among others his own. At the end of the War, he was given the status 
of a com batant by the new regime, and was awarded the W ar 
Veteran Medal by Franco.49

In the part of Spain held by the Rebel forces, the Church hierarchy 
and clergy were clearly strong supporters of the Franco side in the 
Civil War. José Sanchez has noted that, having proclaimed Spain 
officially Catholic, ‘The Nationalists, although there were unbelievers 
and anticlericals among them, allowed the bishops to exercise power 
in educational, social, and cultural affairs in order to get their 
support and the support of believing C a tho lics . . .  The bishops were 
thus cast into a political role whether they liked it or not. This role 
probably gave them an exaggerated sense of their own power. They 
were asked to preside at military and civil functions, to preach to 
troops, to serve on political comm ittees.. .’50

Finally, in August 1937, the hierarchy of the Spanish church, with 
the exception of two bishops, issued a collective letter, ‘addressed to 
their fellow bishops throughout the world’:51 ‘Having defended the 
uprising as just and shown the revolutionaries to be directed by foreign 
conspirators . . .  announced the bishops’ support of the Nationalists, 
who it said represented the Spanish nation and had established a 
regime of law, order, and justice and had even “released a current of 
love for the fatherland.” . . .  As for the charges that the Nationalists 
were barbarous in their treatment of captured Republicans, the letter 
did not defend these “ excesses” but said that there was no comparison 
between the “ outrages against justice” on the Republican side and the 
orderly administration of justice by the Nationalists.’52 

The bishops’ endorsement of the Rebel cause was certainly un
equivocal: ‘We affirm that the civic-military rising has taken a double 
hold on the depths of the popular conscience, that of the patriotic 
sense, which has seen in it the only means of raising up Spain and of 
avoiding her definite ruin; and that of the religious sense which 
considered it as the forces necessary to reduce to impotence the 
enemies of God, and as the w arran t of continuity for her faith and
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the practice of her religion. . .  For the moment there is no hope in 
Spain for the reconquering of justice and peace and the blessings that 
derive from them, other than the triumph of the Nationalist M ove
m ent.’53

Extent of Terror Against the Church

José Sanchez has written that T h e  anticlerical fury of 1936 has a 
special meaning and significance. It was the greatest clerical bloodlet
ting in the entire history of the Christian Church. N o  other fury in 
modern times approaches the Spanish conflict in the total number of 
clerics killed, or the percentage of victims of the total, or in the short 
time openly involved.’55

T h e  stark facts, and they arc the best recorded among the many 
deaths in the Spanish W ar and its associated terrors, are that nearly 
seven thousand clerics were killed, most of them within the six- 
month period from July to December 1936.’ He paraphrased Antonio 
M ontero M oreno to the effect that ‘4,184 were secular (diocesan 
clergy, 2,365 were male regular clergy -  those belonging to a 
religious order or congregation), and 283 were nuns, all together for 
a total of 6 ,832.’56 Thirteen bishops were killed.

There were at the time almost 30,000 secular priests, 3,500 
seminarians, of whom 12 percent were killed. There were about 
20,000 ordained and unordained and novice clergy of the religious 
orders, of whom 11 percent were killed.

Sanchez concluded that ‘about a quarter of the male clergy behind 
Republican lines were killed . . .  In addition to these deaths an 
incalculable number of lay persons were killed because of their 
religious associations, either as well-known churchgoers, members of 
fraternal and charitable religious organizations, or as the fathers, 
mothers, brothers, sisters, and friends of clerics. Some were killed 
because they professed their faith by wearing some outward symbol 
of belief, perhaps a religious medal or scapu lar . .  ,’57

Professor Sanchez continued: ‘The fury lasted some six months, 
through the remainder of 1 9 3 6 . . .  About 80 percent of the clergy 
were killed in the first two and a half m onths of the war, from the
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beginning of the uprising in mid-July to October 1. Another 15 
percent occurred in the following three months, up to the end of the 
year on December 31, 1936. Thus, 95 percent of the killings took 
place within the first six months of the war. Assassinations were 
sporadic after t h a t . . .’5

There were apparently sometimes peculiar judgments about which 
priests should be murdered. According to Franz Borkcnau, in the 
Catalan village of Tosas, T h e re  were two priests in the village, one 
fanatic and strict, the other lax in every respect and especially with 
the village girls. This latter one the village had hidden from arrest 
since the beginning of the revolution, while the “good” priest, hated 
by the whole village as an ally of the reactionaries, had tried to flee 
and broke his neck by falling from a rock.’59

T hat the assassinations of clergy and others usually had a ‘politi
cal’ or ‘anticlerical’ motivation, rather than a personal one, was 
shown by another aspect of the situation. According to José Sánchez,

It should be noted that among all the terrible instances of torture 
and cruelty no nuns were sexually violated during the entire 
period by any anticlerical. M ontero M oreno (who would be 
naturally sympathetic to recounting such stories if they existed) 
contradicts statements made during the first months of the war 
that naked nuns were forced to dance in public and that there 
were wholesale rapes by Republican militiamen. In his exhaus
tive examination he says that Spaniards have an inherent respect 
for women, and especially for virgins consecrated to God, and 
that when nuns were arrested and sexually threatened and there 
appeared no cause for hope, among the members of the com 
mittees of soldiers there would appear a spontaneous defender 
who would protect the nuns.60

This conclusion of Professor Sánchez runs against the claims made by 
Franco’s partisans during the Civil War. For instance, the Joint Letter 
of the Spanish Bishops endorsing the Franco cause, said: ‘The honor 
of women has not been respected, not even of those consecrated to 
G o d .. : 6{

After a few months, formal prosecution before a revolutionary
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court largely took  the place o f  m ob  action  aga in st C atholic clergy 
and  laym en. Jo h n  M cG overn , an  Independent L abor Party m ember 
o f  the British Parliam ent and  a R om an  C ath o lic , attended tw o such 
trials. O ne w as o f  five m em bers o f  the C ath o lic  Fascist Youth 
O rgan ization , accused  o f participating  in the Rebellion in Barcelona 
on Ju ly  19. M cG ov ern  reported that they ‘all adm itted  their crim e’ , 
and were found guilty. ‘Th e prosecu tor dem anded the death penalty. 
Th e C o u rt w as com posed  o f  a  law yer a s President and twelve others 
draw n from  the w orkin g-class o rgan izations. They rejected the 
dem and for the d eath  penalty. T h e prisoners were sentenced to  thirty 
years’ im prisonm ent.’

T h e second  trial w as o f  fou r m onks charged with firing on 
G overnm ent airp lanes with a m achine-gun from  the ro o f o f  a  sm all 
m onastery. ‘T h ree  had  tried to  escape, the fourth had surrendered, 
protesting that he hadn ’t d one anything, and  w as freed before the 
trial began , with the appro val o f  the prosecu tor. For the other three 
he dem anded  the death p en alty . . .  T h ree o f  them were found guilty 
and one not guilty. Th e one w as liberated; the other three were 
sentenced to  thirty  y ears’ im prisonm ent.’62 

K illing o f clergym en and  faithful laymen w as not the only a spect o f  
the on slaugh t on the C ath olic  C hurch on the R epublican  side during 
the C ivil W ar. P rofessor Sánch ez d oes not present any estim ate o f 
how  m any churches and  oth er re lig iou s edifices were destroyed. But 
he noted: ‘T h ou san d s o f  churches were burned, religious objects 
were profaned, nuns’ tom b s w ere opened and  the petrified m umm ies 
d isp layed  to  ridicule, and  re lig iou s cerem onies were burlesqued. 
Indeed, practically  any  im aginable anticlerical act w as not only 
possib le bu t likely.’63 

Franz B o rk en au , in his first v isit to  revolutionary Spain , described 
a church burning in B arcelona:

O n m y w ay h om e 1 saw  the burning o f  a church, and  again  it 
w as a big  su rprise. I im agined  it w ould  be an  act o f  a lm ost 
d em oniac excitem ent o f  the m o b , and  it proved to  be an 
adm inistrative business. Th e burning church stood  in a corner o f 
the big  P laza de C ata lu ñ a . F lam es w ere devouring it rapidly. A 
sm all gro u p  o f  people s tood  ab o u t (it w as a b o u t 11 p.m .) silently
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w atching, certainly not regretting the burning, but a s  certainly 
not very excited about the m atter. Th e fire-brigade did service a t 
the spo t, carefully limiting the flames to  the church and protect
ing the surrounding buildings; nobody w as allowed to  come 
near the burning church -  in order to  avoid accidents -  and to 
this regulation people subm itted with surprising d ocility . .  .64

The church burners were often careful to  save what they deemed to 
be w orks o f art. John Langdon-D avies visited the Office o f W orks in 
Barcelona where such things were gathered, i n  the building . . .  there 
w as great activity. In every corner piles on piles o f  saints and virgins, 
crucifixes and  paintings and carvings; men going this w ay and that 
with new boxes o f  objects ju st arrived; women at tables typing lists o f 
treasure sent in to  the governm ent for safe k eep in g .. ,’65 

N ot only churches but other religious objects were burned in the 
early phase o f the Civil w ar. Borkenau recounted what had happened 
in the C atalan  seaside tow n o f  T o sa s. ‘The burning o f religious 
objects had been performed t h e r e . . . ’ A PO U M ist m ilitiaw om an 
recounted to  Borkenau that ‘ she had go t the impression that the 
peasant wom en disliked giving up their religious objects, but that 
afterw ards they went aw ay  convinced that now Catholicism  had 
com e to  an end; she heard then saying things like: San Jose ha muerto 
(Saint Jo sep h  is dead). Th e next d ay  the village itself abolished the 
greeting A Dios (with G od ) -  because now  there is no m ore G od in 
heaven.’66

The one part o f  R epublican Spain in which there w as no persecu
tion o f churchmen w as the Basque region. The Basque N ationalists, 
w ho were strongly supported by the Catholic clergy o f  the region, 
were the predom inant political force in the regime. A s long a s  the 
W ar lasted in that p art o f  Spain , the priests w ere free to  conduct their 
religious and  other affa irs, although usually they did not use their 
clerical garb  when they went out in the streets, just a s a precaution. 
There were chaplains in the parts o f  the Loyalist arm y under the 
control o f  the Basque N ation alist Party.67

Indeed the persecution o f the priests in the Basque area cam e from 
the Rebel forces, once they had  captured the region. At least 14 
priests were executed by the Franco forces when they conquered the
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province of Guipuzcoa early in the War, and many more were jailed 
by the Rebels there, and later in Vizcaya when they overran that part 
of the Basque country.68

Anarchist Responsibility for Anticlerical Terror

People of quite different points of view tend to agree that the 
anarchists bore much of the responsibility for the anticlerical ter
rorism of the first months of the Civil War. According to Gerald 
Bren an, ‘W ithout going far wrong one may say that all the churches 
recently burned in Spain were burned by Anarchists and that most of 
the priests killed were killed by them.’69

For his part, José Sanchez has noted that ‘most evidence points to 
the anarchists as forming the main ranks of the uncontrollables’.70 
i n  both Aragon and Valencia much of the killing was done by 
outsiders, by anarchist members of the military units moving toward 
the front. In Aragon the Durruti column and in Valencia the Iron 
Column both attacked local churches and priests who had been 
spared by the local populace, or agitated among rural folk with tales 
of conspiracy in the larger cities, or else urged them to kill the priests 
as enemies of the Republic and the revolution.’71

Sanchez also noted: ‘Once the uprising began and the revolution 
was unleashed, violence became commonplace, and the anarchist 
press talked violence in the broadest terms.’ He cited a passage from 
Solidaridad Obrera of August 15 1936: ‘The Church has to disap
pear fo rever . . .  The priest, the friar, the Jesuit, have dominated 
Spain, we must extirpate th e m . . .  The religious orders must be 
dissolved, the bishops and cardinals must be shot; and church 
property must be expropriated.’72

Given the almost total domination of the anarchists in Catalonia 
and Aragón, and their extensive influence in the Levante and 
Asturias, during the first phase of the Civil War, when the church 
burnings and murders of clerics and faithful laymen was at their 
height, there can be little doubt about the fact that the anarchists 
bore the major responsibility for these events in those parts of 
Republican Spain. However, the question remains concerning the
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attitude o f the anarchist leadership tow ard s persecution o f church
men.

From  the evidence offered by one o f  the principal C atalan  FAI 
leaders at that time, D iego  A bad  de Santillan , one m ay conclude, 
perhaps, that their attitude w as equivocal. In his book  published a 
year a fter the end o f the Civil W ar, Santillan  wrote: ‘Th e Church w as 
deprived by the triumph o f Ju ly  o f  its riches and its functions. Why 
persecute its servants? Th e nuns and  m onks show ed a  desire to  leave 
for abroad  and we saw  no m otives to  retain them a gain st their wishes 
. . .  w asn ’t it better that they left rather than that they stayed 
perm anently conspiring? H ow  m any people haven’t com e to  us 
saying that they had relatives, p riests, m onks o r nuns, in their houses 
and ask ing our advice! H as  a  single one heard from  us a  word o r a 
gesture o f  opposition? H aven ’t we given all the m axim um  guarantees 
o f  respect alw ays so  long a s they d idn ’t involve them selves in the 
things o f  the new revolutionary o rd er?’

H ow ever, then, after recounting tw o cases o f  priests involved 
directly in the Rebel uprising, Santillan  com m ented: ‘A  church which 
thus fights for the w orst causes has nothing to  d o  with religion and 
cannot be defended again st the ire o f  the people.’ Then, perhaps a 
little disingenuously, he w rote: ‘ . . .  A  revolutionary organization like 
the FAI has not considered, either before o r after the 19th o f Ju ly, 
that it should intervene against it, once it w as deprived o f its 
instrum ents o f  spiritual and m aterial oppression . It respected the 
beliefs o f  all and dem anded a regim e o f tolerance and  o f  pacific 
coexistence o f  religions and  o f political and  social creeds.’73

Th e anarchists were certainly far from  unanim ous in carrying out, 
o r even favoring, violent action against churchmen and church 
buildings. We have noted in an earlier chapter the action  o f Felix 
Carresquer, a  leader o f  the FAI in C ata lon ia  w ho, when put in charge 
o f a large hospital in Barcelona, prevented the arrest o f  nuns w ho had 
served in the institution, and kept them on in their jobs.

Joh n  M cG overn, the British ILP M em ber o f  Parliam ent, claim ed: 
* . . .  Th e w orking-class leaders are protecting the religious leaders 
from  bodily  harm. There w as the case o f  the R om an  C atholic Bishop 
o f Barcelona. There w as a crow d o f tens o f  thousands, som e say  o f 
nearly 100 ,000  outside his Palace dem anding his life. Durruti, the
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Anarchist leader . . .  came upon the scene with only twenty armed 
men. He addressed the crowd from the steps of the Pa lace . . .  He 
brought ou t the Bishop, put him in a m otor  car and handed him to 
the Government of Catalonia, who placed him on an Italian warship. 
Five hundred priests and monks were placed on the same warship. 
Hundred of nuns were escorted over the frontier to safety.. .’74 

There were cases in which the local anarchist leaders sought to 
protect clergymen, even high-ranking ones. For instance, in the town 
of Salsona, near the French frontier, the old bishop of the area was 
taken across the border by five members of the anarchist-controlled 
revolutionary committee. (Four of the five were executed by the 
Rebels when they finally captured the region.)75

In the city of Badalona, near Barcelona, according to the wartime 
anarchist mayor of the town, Joan M anent, after a mob of about 
2 ,000 people had attacked a local monastery, no t only did the C N T 
send militiamen to prevent the burning of its library, it also sought to 
prevent the murder of the monks.

According to Manent, ‘. . .W e  were unable to prevent the crowd 
bringing thirty-eight monks, including the prior, down to Badalona 
to kill them. Two were killed and two wounded en route. Seeing men 
armed with pikes bringing the monks in, I thought I could see the 
guillotine waiting in the square, so much did the scene remind me of 
the French revolution.’

The CN T had gathered 200 armed militiamen in the Badalona 
town square, who proceeded to arrest the ringleaders of the crowd 
and to take the monks back to the monastery. Subsequently, they 
arranged with President Luis Companys to have the monks -  many 
of whom were foreigners -  sent a b r o a d / 6

One may also note, perhaps as a curiosity, the implied criticism of 
excessive anticlericalism on the part of Juan García Oliver. When he 
set up his office as minister of justice in Valencia, in an expropriated 
house of an aristocrat, he refused to have the pictures, many of them 
religious in themes, which were hanging on the walls of the building, 
removed, as other ministers were doing under similar circumstances. 
When asked about this by the dean of Canterbury, he replied, ‘It is 
easy to exp la in . . .  The motives are various. The pictures don’t bother 
me; on the contrary, they arc agreeable for me, whether their themes
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are religious, personal, military or pastoral. And when I feel very 
fatigued, physically and intellectually, I look at the pictures, intent on 
knowing the passions of their characters and, little by little I feel a 
wave of relaxation.’77

In December 1938, only four months before the end of the War, 
the anarchists formally modified their extreme anticlerical position. 
The Negrin government established a commissariat of cults which 
‘was the definitive recognition of religious liberty’. After a bitter 
debate, the national committee of the CN T finally endorsed this 
move of the government.

On this, Cesar Lorenzo commented, ‘A page had been turned: the 
anarchists who had never ceased combating bitterly the priests as 
well as the bishops, the faith as well as the theology, and the sincere 
believers as well as the dogmas . . .  finally perceived that it was 
necessary to nuance their positions dictated more by passion and 
resentment than by revolutionary will.’78

Conclusion

There are several conclusions which one can reach about anarchist 
violence and terrorism during the Civil War.

First, there was certainly an element of violence and even terrorism 
in the tradition of Spanish anarchism. In part, this came from the 
social history of Spain, which was marked by many incidents of local 
peasant insurrections and rural brigands who robbed and even 
murdered local landlords, priests and rural political bosses, with the 
tolerance and even approval of the peasants. On the other hand, it 
also came from the strategy of ‘propaganda of the deed’ endorsed by 
some elements of the international anarchist movement in the two or 
three generations before the outbreak of the Spanish Civil War.

In the second place, there was a spontaneous outburst of violence 
following the defeat of the Rebellion in much of Spain, during which 
workers killed their employers, peasants murdered their landlords, 
anticlericals assassinated clerics and lay believers, and supporters of 
the Republic killed members of the political groups associated with 
the Rebels, an outburst in which anarchist workers played a major
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part. This was followed by a more organized kind of terrorism, the 
paseo, in which small groups of militants, anarchists and others, 
selected candidates to be eliminated and proceeded to kill them.

This problem of terrorism, whether spontaneous or in a more 
organized way (the paseos), presented the anarchist leadership very 
early on with one of the quandaries which would continue to face 
them throughout the war. They, the prime enemies of all kinds of 
‘authority’, were forced to exercise authority in order to establish 
instruments -  the patrols and revolutionary tribunals -  which could 
put an end to this kind of violence. And they did so.

With the re-establishment of an element of government in the 
various regions of Republican Spain, popular tribunals were estab
lished, before which those accused of crimes against the Republic 
were brought for trial. At the same time, time anarchist leaders in the 
various regional governments of the Republic personally extended 
themselves to bring an end to paseos.

A fourth fact which is obvious is that some of the anarchist- 
controlled militia units, as they reconquered some areas, particularly 
in Aragon, undertook to wipe out ‘fascists’, or others who were 
miscreants from their point of view, or to get the local peasantry to 
do so. The Durruti Column, moving into Aragon from Catalonia, 
and the Iron Column entering southern Aragon from Valencia, were 
particularly active in this.

Fifth, the anarchists were particularly violent in their attacks on 
the Catholic Church, its clergy and its faithful. As in the case of other 
terrorist acts, the attacks on the clergy and the church buildings were 
largely concentrated in the first weeks of the Civil War/Revolution. 
They were a reflection of the deep-seated anticlericalism of the 
Spanish anarchist movement, and were mainly spontaneous reac
tions to the breakdown of law and order and the resulting oppor
tunity to vent their ire on an institution, and its servants, which they 
thought had betrayed them. In this case, too, however, there were 
additional actions against clergy and church buildings by those who 
organized paseos and by some of the anarchist militia columns, even 
when the parishioners were not anxious to punish the priests or 
destroy the buildings.

On the other hand, there were certainly many anarchists, both of
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the rank and file and the leadership, who opposed such drastic 
actions against the Church. In some cases, individual anarchists 
undoubtedly ran considerable personal risks to try to prevent such 
activities. Also, some anarchist leaders tried to stop, or at least to 
mitigate, them.

W hat also seems clear is that both in the terror against employers, 
landlords and political enemies of the Republic, and in those against 
the Church, the people carrying out these attacks were generally 
motivated by ideological or political reasons, not by personal ones. 
Although there were clearly criminal elements who participated in 
such actions, the great majority of those involved were not motivated 
by any desire to enrich themselves or otherwise gain personal 
benefits. The anarchist leaders were particularly anxious to end any 
such personally motivated criminal activities, and sought to do so 
when they acquired the power.

Finally, two distinctions have to be made between the kinds of 
events we have been discussing, and other kinds of outrages which 
occurred during the Civil War. The first of these is the deliberate 
extermination organized from the highest Rebel authorities within 
areas under their control of all of those leading, or even belonging to, 
parties, unions or other organizations supporting the Republic. 
Perhaps with some exceptions, there was little spontaneity about 
these actions since there was no breakdown of military and police 
authority, in sharp contrast to what happened on the Republican 
side.

Second, the violence and even terrorism, which took place on the 
Republican side in the early phases of the W ar, in which the 
anarchists had a major role, must be differentiated from the kind of 
terror which took place on the Republican side in the last two-thirds 
of the W ar, after the May Days of Barcelona.

The arrests, tortures, murders and other kinds of terrorism carried 
out by the Stalinists after May 1937 -  and even before that date -  had 
nothing spontaneous about them, had no relationship to Spanish 
traditions, in no sense reflected the reactions of the Spanish people to 
historic repression and abuse. They were part of a deliberate strategy 
to destroy all opponents of the Stalinists’ drive to gain absolute 
control of the Spanish Republic and to subordinate the interests of
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that republic to  those o f  the Stalin ist regime in the Soviet Union. 
They were ordered and planned by the leadership o f  the Spanish 
Com m unist Party, the Com intern , and by the Soviet GPU agents, 
military advisers and d ip lom atic representatives then in Loyalist 
Spain.

In contrast to  the Stalin ists, the Spanish anarchists, a s  w e have 
noted, had m ade the decision  during the first d ays o f  the Civil W ar 
not to  try to  establish their ow n abso lu tist regime in Republican 
Spain. W hatever might have been their ability to establish such an 
‘anarchist d ictatorsh ip ’ , they clearly were not trying to  d o  this during 
the W ar. And whatever terrorist activities the anarchists engaged in 
did not have that objective. They were random  and spontaneous. 
T h at does not m ake them any less horrendous, insofar a s their 
victims were concerned, but it d oes constitute a real distinction 
between their terrorist activities, and  those carried out in the Rebel- 
held part o f  Spain , and by the Stalin ists within the Republic.
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Spanish Anarchists and the 
International Movement During 

the Civil War

One of the great disadvantages of the Spanish anarchists in their 
conflict with the Stalinists and their allies during the Civil W ar was 
the CN T-FAPs lack of strong support from an international move
ment. Although the Confederacion Nacional del Trabajo belonged to 
the International W orkingm en’s Association (IWMA or by its Spanish 
initials, AIT), this group was exceedingly weak, compared with the 
Communist International, which had ‘sections’ in all of the European 
countries, as well as in most of those of America, and many nations 
of Asia and a few in Africa, and which was backed and directed by a 
major world power, Stalin’s Soviet Union.

Although the CNT had decided to join the Communist International 
when the Comintern was first established in 1919, it subsequently 
reversed that decision, and was a founding member of the IWMA, 
established in 1922. However, except for the CN T itself, the affiliates 
of the IWMA were extremely small minority elements in their 
national labor movements. After the rise of the Nazis to power in 
Germany, the only country (except Spain) in which the anarchists 
controlled a labor group of any significance was Sweden. Even the 
Swedish anarcho-syndicalist organization was a small minority in the 
country’s labor movement.
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Thus the Spanish anarchists were not able, as were their Stalinist 
opponents, to mobilize widespread propaganda and material support 
for their participation in the Spanish Civil W ar and Revolution. 
However, even worse, from the point of view of the Spanish anar
chists, was the fact that many of the leaders of libertarian groups 
outside Spain were highly critical of the compromises which their 
Spanish colleagues made with their basic ideology and beliefs in the 
process of the Civil War. This was in sharp contrast with the highly 
disciplined backing of the Comintern and its affiliates for every move 
of the Spanish Stalinists and its Comintern and Soviet supporters 
throughout the Civil War.

The Influx of Foreign Anarchists into Spain

As soon as the Rebels had been defeated in Catalonia, largely by 
the anarchists, libertarians from abroad swarmed into Barcelona, to 
join the CNT-FAI militia or otherwise to support the anarchist- 
led Revolution. At the same time, foreign sympathizers both inside 
the country and from abroad offered their services to the C N T  and 
FAI.

Some of the foreigners came to enlist in the anarchists’ militia. I 
have no information on how many such volunteers there were. 
However, I know something about the Italian antifascists who 
arrived and joined the Ascaso Column shortly after the beginning of 
the War. They were led by the anarchist exile, Camilo Berneri:

There were, together with the anarchists, members of the Italian 
Republican Party, Socialist Republican Action, the Maximalist 
Socialist Party and the ‘Giustizia e Liberta’ group, who as 
Berneri said, ‘preferred -  recognizing the great role of Spanish 
anarchism in the struggle against fascism -  ours to the other 
militias’. They had their baptism of fire in the battle of M onte 
Pelado, outside of Huesca on the 28th of August 1936, but by 
December the Italian legion restructured itself in two battalions, 
the ‘M atteoti’ which was led by the Rosselli brothers and Luigi 
Battistelli, and that of the anarchists who, with other volunteers,
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formed the ‘International Battalions’, both of which were always
part of the Ascaso Colum n.1

On August 17, a formal ‘Act Constituting the Italian Column of 
Barcelona’ was signed by Berneri for the anarchists, Carlo Rosselli 
for Giustizia e Liberta, and Angeloni of the Italian Republican 
Party. Carlos Rama has noted that from letters Berneri wrote after 
becoming the delegate of the Italian anarchist section in Barcelona, 
to his comrades at the Huesca front: ‘We know . . .  that he under
stood that not only must the other Italian revolutionary groups be 
accepted on the basis of equality and fraternity in the anarchist 
“ Italian section” , keeping the “Italian colum n” in the Ascaso 
Column, but that this is a kind of guarantee against the process of 
recuperation of the counterrevolutionary forces in the Republican 
c a m p . ..

David Porter has suggested that of the 5,000 foreigners who Hugh 
Thomas reported as belonging to militia units in Catalonia, ‘no 
doubt a large percentage of these were anarchists, especially from 
Italy, Germany and France . . .  French anarchists, for example, formed 
a ‘Sebastian Faure’ centuria (a unit of about 100 men), as part  of the 
Durruti Column on the Saragossa front. Though indeed greatly 
outnumbered by non-anarchists of the International Brigades . . .  the 
experience and contribution of these anarchist volunteers has been 
disproportionately neglected.. .’3

Within a few weeks of the outbreak of the War, many prominent 
anarchist leaders from abroad came to visit, to see the Revolution 
which their Spanish colleagues had brought to pass, frequently to 
offer advice, and increasingly to criticize. Among those who came for 
longer or shorter periods of time were the German anarchists 
Augustine Souchy and Rudolph Rocker, the Austrian M ax Nettlau, 
the Russian-American Emma Goldman, the Frenchmen Gaston Leval 
and Pierre Besnard.

Although more details arc given later, three of these foreign 
anarchists are worthy of comment at this point. Rudolph Rocker was 
one of the leading figures in the German anarchist movement, and 
had been one of the founders of the International W orkingm en’s 
Association. During the Civil War, Rocker travelled widely around
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Loyalist Spain, particularly observing the rural collectives organized 
by the anarchists in Aragon and elsewhere, and during and after the 
W ar wrote extensively about what he observed in those com 
munities. After the Spanish Civil War, Rocker moved to the United 
States, where he spent the rest of his life.

Augustine Souchy was also a well-known German anarchist. He 
spent much of the Civil W ar in Spain, and wrote extensively about 
the rural collectives and the M ay Events. M any years later, after 
the death of Franco, he returned to Spain with a German film crew 
to try to recreate at least some of what had happened during the 
Civil War.

Gaston Leval had had a long association with Spanish anarchism. 
During and right after the First World W ar he had been a secondary 
leader of the CNT. He accompanied Angel Pestana to Moscow to 
decide whether the CN T should join the new Red International of 
Labor Unions (RILU). W hen the two men returned, they recom
mended that the Spanish group not affiliate with the RILU, and 
instead that it should attend the congress of anarcho-syndicalist 
organizations in Berlin in 1922, which established the International 
W orkingm en’s Association. Subsequently, because of problems with 
the police in France and Spain, Leval had gone to Argentina, where 
he was also active in the anarchist movement.

Leval returned to Spain a few months after the outbreak of the 
Civil War. Like Rocker, he travelled extensively around the Republic, 
looking at both rural and urban collectives, and writing widely 
about them. At the end of the Civil War, he returned to France, 
where he continued to expound on what the anarchists had done 
during the Civil W ar.4

A number of the foreign anarchists and sympathizers worked with 
the publicity and propaganda apparatus established by the CNT-FAI 
soon after the outbreak of the Civil War. The foreign propaganda 
office was established in Barcelona on July 23 1936. It began 
immediately to publish bulletins in various languages, and a Periodical 
Espagne Antifasciste in Paris.5
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IWMA O perations in Barcelona

A plenum of the IW M A in November 1936 decided, according to 
Helmut Rudiger, that ‘the propaganda for CNT-FAI should be 
controlled by the IW M A’, and this ‘was accepted with approval from 
the C N T ’. ‘The propaganda would, of course, still be in the hands of 
CNT-FAI and correspond to the needs of the two organizations. But 
it referred to organized propaganda, adapted to the situation in each 
country by IWMA. This was because the world was supposed to get 
the impression that there was a deep and real agreement between 
CN T and international anarcho-syndicalism.’

As a consequence of this decision, in January 1937 Rudiger 
established in Barcelona the permanent delegation of the IWMA, ‘a 
common organ for all representatives of IWMA sections stationed in 
Spain’.6 The delegation ‘consisted of one delegate from the Polish 
section, one from the French -  CGTSR -  and one from the Swedish -  
SAC -  with mandates directly from their respective organizations. In 
addition, representatives from the illegal movements, Germans and 
Italians, participated with representation from their respective groups 
in Barcelona, and naturally one delegate from CNT. Later on, we had 
the opportunity to increase the organization with three or four 
additional delegates, but at that time it was already too late, since 
CNT-FAI had already made our idea of a federalist and collective 
organization for its foreign propaganda impossible to fulfill.’7

This system of collaboration between the representatives of the 
IWMA and the Spanish anarchists soon broke down. Helmut 
Rudiger wrote later that this occurred not so much because of the 
national committee’s position as of ‘the systematic work of sabotage 
that commenced with FAI’s Peninsular Committee from the very day 
that comrade Agustin Souchy became member of this same Peninsular 
Committee.’ Rudiger added: ‘It was by the way very unexpected that 
he in particular would become adviser to an anarchist organization.’ 
(Clearly there was bad blood between these two German anarchists 
which predated the Spanish Civil War.)

Souchy was placed in charge of the CNT-FAI foreign propaganda 
work and, according to Rudiger, also took over ‘those functions that 
were the responsibility of the IWMA. He did this with such
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extremism that the common belief within the CN T was that Souchy 
was IW M A ’s secretary.’ To try to assuage this situation, the IWMA 
representatives proposed that the FAI also be represented in the 
IWMA permanent delegation. However, CFAI declined and claimed 
that the IWMA should not seize control over their foreign propa
ganda. Under the pressure from FAI’s Peninsular Committee, the 
National Committee of CN T annulled -  on April 10 -  their own 
former decisions and made new ones.’

According to this new arrangement, ‘FAI’s representative Martin 
Sudell, whose co-workers would be the C N T ’s delegate Cortes and 
IW M A’s secretary, who was appointed director and secretary of 
foreign propaganda. The Permanent Delegation remained only as a 
collection of bulletin editors who had to take and carry out orders, 
instead of being an organism of accredited comrades from foreign 
IWMA sections as it was supposed to b e . . .  This led to a situation of 
distrust and made all work more difficult.’8

The Spanish anarchists’ explanation of this problem differed sub
stantially from Rudiger’s. The CN T claimed that the secretary of the 
IWMA (presumably Rudiger) tried also to have himself named 
secretary of foreign propaganda of the CNT-FAI, to which the 
Spaniards would not agree. Finally, according to them, the Spanish 
anarchists organized a foreign propaganda secretariat, consisting of 
one representative of the CNT, one of the FAI, and one named by the 
special IWMA Spanish Secretariat.9 Meanwhile, because of the 
increasingly bitter criticism of the policies of the Spanish anarchists 
by Espagne Antifascists, the CN T withdrew its financial support 
from that periodical.10

All of those working in the foreign propaganda secretariat were 
not necessarily themselves anarchists. For instance, a young multi
lingual Czech engineer, who had been working in a Catalan mine 
since 1933, went to work for the secretariat soon after the Civil 
W ar began. He did so because of sympathy for the anarchist 
movement, sympathy which had survived his being forced out of 
his mine job after C N T unionists took over the enterprise. He 
monitored foreign radio broadcasts, and read German, English and 
Italian newspapers and made resumes of what they had to say 
about the Civil W ar.11
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Helmut Rudiger noted some of the weaknesses he saw in this 
foreign propaganda effort of the CNT-FAI. T h is  propaganda of the 
first months was allowed to portray an exaggerated optimism, and 
account was not taken of how complicated was the problem in both 
social and military terms. Also, the propaganda was limited almost 
exclusively to Catalonia, where it was thought that victory was in the 
pocket. All of this made the foreign comrades think that the Social 
Revolution had already advanced much more than was really true. 
The internal propaganda of the CN T committed the same error, 
which must now be dearly paid for.’12

Difficulties W ith Pierre Besnard

Quite early in the W ar, the C N T leaders had an embarrassing 
incident with Pierre Besnard, the Frenchman who was secretary of 
the International W orkingmen’s Association. He first arrived in 
Barcelona while the Antifascist Militia Committee was in charge in 
Catalonia. Juan Garcia Oliver, then in charge of defense for the 
militia committee, acted as his host. Garcia Oliver provided him with 
a car and chauffeur, arranged for his living in a room  in the militia 
committee headquarters, and provided him with spending money in 
pesetas. However, Besnard returned to France without indicating 
why he had come.

Besnard returned to Barcelona a couple of months later, after the 
CN T had entered the Catalan government and Garcia Oliver had 
become sub-secretary of defense of the Generalidad. He was accom
panied by a man he introduced as a representative of the famous 
international arms dealer, Basil Zaharoff. Garcia Oliver informed 
him that what the Catalan armed forces most needed at that point 
was smokeless powder and said that, on behalf of the Catalan 
government, he would be glad to pay cash for any such powder 
delivered at the border or at any Catalan port. However, the 
‘Zaharoff  representative,’ according to Garcia Oliver, ‘told me the 
good quality of his armaments, of which he could offer me from 
pistols to tanks and warships. In addition, he could offer me an 
apparatus of recent invention, which emitted a type of rays which
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could sabotage m oto rs o f  airplanes in flight, that is to  say, paralyze 
them ..

G arcía O liver cam e to  the conclusion that the Z aharoff repre
sentative w as a sw indler. Besnard took the man to see Durruti, who 
took him to see C atalan  Prime M inister Tarad ellas, who asked for 
another m eeting, with G arcía  O liver present. T arad ellas expressed his 
willingness to authorize purchase o f sm okeless pow der, cash on 
delivery, and when Besnard and Durruti urged that he agree to  the 
Z ah aroff representative’s term s o f one-third paym ent in advance, 
Taradellas turned to  G arcía Oliver and asked, in Catalan, ‘What should 
we d o ? ’ G arcía O liver replied, likewise in C atalan , ‘N ot a centime.’

G arcía O liver concluded his account o f this incident: ‘Th e m eeting 
ended. Durruti returned to  the front, and Pierre Besnard left, without 
saying goodbye to  m e.’ 13

The R ole o f  H elm ut Rudiger

A special role w as played by the G erman anarchist H elmut Rudiger 
in the relations between the Spanish anarchists and the international 
movement with which they were affiliated. Rudiger served through
out much o f the Civil W ar as assistant secretary o f  the IW M A for 
Spanish affairs, and  spent considerable time in Spain during those 
years. O n M ay  D ay  1 9 3 7  he delivered a com m em orative talk on the 
C N T-FA 1 R adio  in B arcelona.14 H e also  attended virtually all the 
plenum s o f  the C N T  national committee on ‘and num erous C atalan  
regional ones’ . In M ay  he delivered reports to the national and 
regional com m ittees on ‘our participation in international p ropa
ganda and about the m ovement’s international situation ’ .15

Rudiger w as a strong , though critical, supporter o f  the Spanish 
anarchists. H e sought to  defend them in the face o f those elements o f 
the international anarchist movement who severely judged and even 
denounced the behavior o f  the CN T-FA 1 during the Civil W ar. 
H ow ever, within the IW M A, he w as a lso  quite critical o f  som e o f the 
actions and attitudes o f  the Spaniards.

R udiger subm itted a long report to  the special congress o f  the 
IW M A in Paris in D ecem ber 1937 . Th is docum ent began with the
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note , ‘A tten tion : th is in fo rm atio n  is n o t su p p o se d  to  be pu b lish ed , 
n o t even partly . It o n ly  se rves a s  internal m ate ria l for d isc u ssion  for 
the m o vem en t.’  H ow ev er, the S p an ish  a n arch is ts  sh ortly  a fte rw ard s 
pu b lish ed  a s  a  p am p h le t lo n g  segm en ts o f  R u d ige r’s  re p o rt, p a r 
ticu larly  those p a r t s  fav o rab le  to  them .

R ud ige r w a s p a rticu la r ly  p ertu rbed  by the p u b lic  a t ta c k s  on  the 
Span ish  a n arch is ts  by  their foreign  c o u n terp arts:

T h e  criticism  o f  the C N T  by foreign  se c tio n s w a s  exp lic it  a t 
IW M A ’s  p len u m  in N o v em b er la st  y ear, an d  a lso  a t its late st 
p lenum  Ju n e  11 th is y ear. It is esp ecia lly  the Fren ch  sectio n  o f  
IW M A  th at h e ad s to w a rd s  ex tre m ism  a n d  h a s a  pub licity  c a m 
paign  a g a in st  the C N T  lead e rs w h o  are  accu sed  o f  be tray in g  the 
revolu tion . T h ey  d o  n o t see th a t C N T  is in an  en o rm o u s stru ggle  
for life a n d  d ea th , they still con tin u e their s tru g g le  a g a in st  C N T , 
in the open  fo r  a ll eyes an d  ea rs in the w o rld , w hich h u rts the 
reputatio n  o f  o u r  in te rn atio n al m o v e m e n t. . .  T h e  d isc u ssion  in 
pu b lic  these la st  w eek s h a s a ssu m ed  a  p o iso n o u s ch arac te r o n  
such a low  level, w ith so  little o b jec tiv ity  an d  on  such p erso n al 
term s, th at the m o m e n t h as a rr iv ed  when w e  in the m ovem en t 
have to  m ak e  c le a r  to  ou rse lv es the d an ger a n d  the co n seq u e n 
ces, i f  w e co n tin u e d ow n  th is ro ad . W e have to  pu t an  en d  to  
these a c t io n s, w h erever they o ccu r. I be lieve w e c an  find them  o n  
both  s id e s .16

R u d ige r’s  d ocu m en t sk etch ed  the evo lu tion  o f  the C N T  in the d ecad e s 
preced in g  the C iv il W ar a n d  then  d efended  the d ecision  o f  the S pan ish  
an arch ists to  c o lla b o r a te  w ith o th er elem ents w h ich  w ere d efen d in g  
the R epublic  in the face o f  the m ilitary insurrection headed (ultim ately) 
by G eneral F ran c isc o  F ran c o . H e  o bserved : ‘ N a tu ra lly , the m ovem en t 
co u ld  have a tte m p ted  a  to ta lita rian  re a liza tion  o f  its o b jec tiv es, a t  least 
in C a ta lo n ia . B u t th is w o u ld  h av e been so m eth in g  like a  d ou b le  
a ssa ssin atio n : h ero ic  su ic id e  fo r  the C N T  a n d  c o n cessio n  o f  the w h ole  
peop le  to  the a ssa s s in  F ran c o .’ 17 

R ud ige r p articu lar ly  w arn ed  a g a in st  a tte m p ts on  the p a rt o f  the 
sim on-pure an a rc h is ts  a b r o a d  to  sp lit  the S p an ish  lib ertarian s. ‘T h ere  
w a s  d isc u ssion  o f  an  o p p o s it io n  in the C N T  a s  if  it w a s an  o rgan ism
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which might even be capable of forming a new central labor group 
affiliated with the IWMA in Spain, in case the C N T  retired from the 
IWMA. This detail is the proof that some comrades in the exterior 
have a completely mistaken vision of Spanish reality, and also of the 
mission of the IWMA at this time. In fact, it looks as if certain 
anarchist elements in the exterior want a schism in the CN T and that 
they foment i t . . .’18

In his document Rudiger noted the lack of precision on the part of 
the CN T in its attempts to reorganize the economy. This was 
particularly true with regard to the problem of the petty bourgeoisie:

W hat will be the economic relationship between the workers’ 
sindicato which administers large industry and large commerce 
and the sector of the economy in the hands of small proprietors 
who have few workers or only work with their own family? 
W hat concrete form will the economic system take based on 
these two factors? W hat should be the coercive means to oblige 
the petty bourgeois to work in the new order if he doesn’t do so 
voluntarily, or begins to sabotage?

One must say that many anarchists, in attempting to answer 
all these questions, talk as if the world was still in the Middle 
Ages. . .  We say frankly, that the C N T doesn’t have a program 
in this regard; but we admit with equal frankness that in all of 
the other sections of the AIT there also doesn’t exist any clarity 
in this regard .19

Rudiger was very annoyed at w hat he regarded as unwarranted 
criticism of the Spanish anarchists by their foreign comrades:

It is totally incomprehensible to me that in certain press of the 
AIT they write against the CN T and publish, week after week, 
true or supposed deficiencies of the Spanish movement, as if 
these were happy times in which we have no other preoccupa
tion than discussion who is ideologically most pure.20

The mission of creating a true and cohesive revolutionary 
theory of international anarchosyndicalism, within which all 
will work, is in these circumstances a very hard task and requires
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for work of this kind great comradeship, much tact and a 
conscientious analysis of the realities which surround us and of 
the Spanish cxpcricnce. H ow  ignoble it is in these moments to 
come out in public with accusations against comrades that in 
general find themselves in a much more dangerous situation 
than the article w rite r! . . .

1 think that it will be necessary to study, together with the 
CNT, our old principles to reach accord on them and obtain a 
clear impression of the position which each of the sections has. 
But after fixing the general links in which all can and wish to 
work, it is necessary to introduce a certain change in the statutes 
of the AIT, conceding, henceforward, a margin of freedom for 
each section in the choice of tactical methods.21

Rudiger was particularly critical of foreign anarchist criticism of the 
Spaniards’ decision to collaborate with other political groups in the 
Revolution and Civil War: ‘There were in that moment only two 
roads: that of dictatorship or that of co llabora t ion .. .  M any com 
rades are blinded by hatred against our adversaries, desiring to 
liquidate and annihilate all that are not in our own organization or 
subordinated to it. Although this is comprehensible as a psycho
logical reaction against all of the persecution we have suffered, such 
feelings of vengeance and hatred cannot serve the road to social 
reconstruction. The satisfaction of these instincts would convert us 
into dictators, nothing more.’22

Rudiger also defended the Spanish anarchists’ decision to accept 
the militarization of the militia: ‘O ur antimilitariam was based on 
the belief that the armed insurrection would have more or less 
guerrilla character and would be for a relatively short period. But 
in Spain, the antifascist struggle has been converted into war. 
Modern armament has its own logic. It requires certain forms of 
organization in order to be used with efficacy. These forms arc 
those of modern organization. Trade-union life is based on accords 
of general assemblies; war on command and obed ience .. .  The 
militarization of the columns was necessary ...  Instead of blindly 
opposing that which is inevitable, we should make of it the best we 
can in our own in te res t . ..
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Rudiger’s Criticism of Spanish Anarchists

However, although Helmut Rudiger, in reporting to the special 
congress of the IWMA in December 1937 generally supported the 
positions which the Spanish anarchists had taken in the Civil W ar, he 
had his own criticisms of the way they had behaved, particularly 
towards their foreign comrades. Some of these he also presented in 
his report.

Clearly, as we have already noted, Rudiger was critical of the 
failure of the CNT-FAI to coordinate their foreign propaganda 
activities through the IWMA. He thought that these problems 
reflected a general isolationist tendency among the Spanish anar
chists: ‘There is in the Spanish movement a little too much national 
exclusiveness that in reality has harmed a lot. In other countries and 
movements, foreign comrades have been enthusiastically welcomed. . .
In Spain the position of the foreign comrades has been very differ- 

>24ent.
In this connection, Rudiger sensed a desire on the part of the Span

ish anarchists to dominate the international anarchist movement:

We have always fought against the III International, saying that 
its sections are not independent revolutionary organizations, but 
foreign legions of Moscow, instruments of Russian foreign 
policy. CN T struggles in Spain against a party that every day 
increases its influence, and tries to put a foreign stamp on the 
political life of the country. Correctly, C N T states that this is 
against the interests of the Spanish proletariat.

But is it possible that C N T wants the IWMA to be nothing but 
a foreign instrument for C N T ’s interests? No, IWM A has to be 
constituted of autonom ous sections, all of which do what is 
possible to create a revolutionary spirit in their own countries . . .  
The proletariat in these countries has been fooled and dis
appointed a thousand times by the imperialistic ‘international
ism’ of Moscow. We have to avoid that this happens once again 
in the name of the C N T . . .

The German anarchist also took his Spanish comrades to task for
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not keeping their counterparts ab road  sufficiently well inform ed: 
‘ It is the C N T  that has to  supply the foreign com rad es with 
argum ents, m aterial and  docum entation  . . .  and  a lso  m ake sure 
that the com rades are truly inform ed. Th e C N T  has to  sh ow  the 
w orld th at it is not only keeping its old position , but a lso  that its 
tactics and  actions have goals and  objectives that are in harm ony 
w ith our final g o als.’25

O n one other point, too , R udiger w as critical o f  the Spanish 
an arch ists’ relations with non-Spanish libertarians, that is, their 
failure to  com e to  the aid  o f  foreign  anarch ists in Spain  being 
subjected  to  persecution and  d eportation  by the N egrin  governm ent 
after the M ay  Events:

W hile there w as still tim e, noth ing w a s d one to  give these 
com rad es Spanish rights to  citizensh ip, and  when the persecu
tion  a fter the M ay  D ay s seriously  accelerated, the com rades 
w ere totally  unprotected and left in the lu rch . . .  A m ong these 
com rad es and am on g the foreign com rades in general the 
opin ion  is that the C N T  has aban don ed  its prisoners -  a t  least 
the foreign ones. Th e im prisoned PO U M ists in Barcelona receive 
food  daily  from  their organ ization , w hile those from  the C N T  
are left w ithout any help a t  a ll. T h e T rotsky ists ab ro ad  utilize 
this fac t in their criticism  o f the C N T . Th e C N T  m ust under
stand  that with such behavior it is  d ifficult to  defend its reputa
tion  before the w orld  pro letariat.26

Rudiger w as also  critical o f  re lations he saw  d eveloping betw een 
the Span ish  anarchists and non-anarchist elem ents in variou s cou n 
tries:

Th e C N T  is looking for m oral and  m aterial su p p ort; therefore it 
is in the interest o f  the m ovem ent to  develop  a s  m any foreign 
con tacts a s  possible and  use them for this pu rpose. M y  opinion 
is that it is understandable, and a lso  necessary, for the C N T , but 
I a lso  w ant to  poin t out that the Span ish  m ovem ent h as to  go  
ab o u t it in the right w ay if it w an ts real help from  other 
countries. T h is real help for C N T  can only com e from  the
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strengthening, development and creation of independent anar
cho-syndicalist movements in all countries, in a positive way 
according to the principles of the IWMA. The CN T should not 
think that they can establish a network of international relations 
outside the IWMA and by-pass the existing anarcho-syndicalist 
international.

Rudiger particularly warned against contacts with Trotskyists and 
other Marxist groups opposed to the Communist International: 
‘Some M arxist parties in opposition are interested in the CN T for the 
simple reason that they think it is possible to change the CN T in their 
direction and make the CN T into a kind of receptacle for their ideas; 
more or less Bolshevist. The CN T should beware of the friendship of 
a Dutch Trotskyist party and an English Independent Labor Party. 
The refined M arxist politicians that lead those parties are much more 
clever politicians than the CNT! It would be a catastrophe for the 
CN T and our international movement, if they would get influence 
over, and started to exploit, the C N T .’27

Finally, Rudiger saw problems in some examples of internal 
publicity and propaganda in Spain which he thought were not in 
harmony with libertarian ideas. He denounced ‘the stupid and 
exalted propaganda for the USSR that Solidaridad Obrera used 
when the first Russian food-supply ship arrived. This has continued 
and gone further than w hat the political situation demands. In 
Diaria de la Marina, the port and seamen’s paper of the C N T in 
Barcelona, an article, “We have to remember Lenin” was published 
August 1. T hat is an article that it is not possible to tolerate in the 
light of the ideas we defend, but is also idiotic in all possible 
respects.’

He also had difficulties with the Spanish anarchists’ treatment of 
Mexico, the only other country (aside from the Soviet Union) which 
was giving aid to the Loyalist cause. He noted an article in 
Solidaridad Obrera which, according to Rudiger, pictured Mexico as 
‘the perfect democracy. The whole people is enthusiastically follow
ing its leader, General Cardenas. The National Revolutionary Party 
was the responsible factor for this miracle, etc. W hat do these 
idiocies have to do with our ideas?. . .  The political situation must
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not take us to the point where we sacrifice our viewpoints, and to an 
idiotic glorification of political parties, to favor authoritarianism and 
to defile the dignity of our own ideas.’28

Diverse Reactions of Foreign Anarchists

There is no doubt that the reactions of foreign anarchists to what was 
taking place in Spain varied widely, from person to person and group 
to group. These ranged from almost complete endorsement of w hat
ever the CNT-FAI did, to denunciations of the Spanish anarchists as 
traitors to their own ideas and to the international anarchist move
ment.

Juan Garcia Oliver sketched the situation of the foreign anarchist 
critics of their Spanish confreres: ‘The acid propaganda against the 
Spanish anarchosyndicalists . . .  did not come from the rightists, 
who did exist in France and fought us bitterly, but was carried out 
by the French anarchist, syndicalist and anarchosyndicalist groups 
and grouplets which fought us mercilessly for our governmental 
collaboration in Catalonia and in the Republican zone. Only the 
group of Le Libertire, with Sebastian Faure, Lecoin, Odeon and 
some others did not fight us. They didn’t fully agree with our
positions. They tolerated them and were correct in their commen-

»29taries.
Alice Wexler has given a somewhat different view of the origins 

and extent of the foreign anarchist campaign against the C N T -FA I’s 
behavior in the Civil War. T h e  Russian emigré anarchists in Paris 
and others associated with the IWMA had long kept up a barrage of 
criticism against the CNT-FAI for its policy of collaborating with the 
Republican governm en t. . .  In addition, antimilitarist anarchists in 
Holland condemned the use of arms by the Spaniards, though they 
also provided humanitarian aid, and some American comrades 
threatened also to open a campaign against “betrayals” by the C N T -  
FAI leaders.’30

However, there were other foreign anarchists who strongly sup
ported their Spanish comrades and what they were doing during the 
Civil War. We have already noted the support offered to the C N T -
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FAI by Helmut Rudiger in their controversies with hostile elements in 
the IWMA.

Apparently M ax Nettlau, a well-known Austrian anarchist, was 
the international figure who gave most uncritical support to the 
policies of his Spanish comrades. Federica Montseny many years 
later remembered: ‘For Nettlau, to defeat fascism was something so 
grand, so unequalled in this defeated and cowardly world, that for 
him that alone was the supreme value. He even feared for us, fearing 
that in wishing to carry the revolution too far, that would be fatal for 
us in the long run . . .

Elsewhere, Federica Montseny wrote of Nettlau: ‘He was the most 
unconditional, the most passionate of our friends. The one who 
never challenged us, who always defended us even when we did 
things which merited censure; who to all criticisms offered the same 
argument: We must not criticize then, we must help them .’32

Emma Goldman, the Russian-American anarchist, who was her
self a critical supporter of her Spanish comrades, had reservations 
about the degree of complete backing which M ax Nettlau offered to 
them. She wrote to her friend, the British anarchist Tom Bell; ‘As to 
Nettlau, I am afraid he has gone somewhat gaga; he simply can’t 
stand the least opposition to the leaders of the CNT-FAI. He once 
used to speak out as you do in regard to the absolute freedom 
anarchists must practice, and against every compromise on our part. 
Today he approves of every compromise. He has turned into a 
regular zealot who would burn every heretic at the stake. He hates us 
all because we do not accept 100 percent of everything done by 
Montseny and O liver. .  ,’33

However, there were also other critical supporters, aside from 
Emma Goldman, people who did not accept all of the policy deci
sions of the Spanish anarchist leadership, but none the less felt that 
the achievements of the Spanish Revolution, the need to win the Civil 
W ar against the Franco forces, and the principle of solidarity within 
the international anarchist movement were sufficiently im portant to 
prevent them from openly criticizing the Spanish anarchist leader
ship, thus weakening their position in the internal political struggle in 
the Republic. Among these was Gaston Leval.

Some foreign anarchists provided modest material support for
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their Spanish colleagues. This was most notably true of the Swedish 
affiliate of the IWMA, the SAC. Emma Goldman noted that the 
Swedish organization, with a membership of only 32,000, had raised 
a fund of 200,000 Swedish kroner (approximately $90,740), which it 
had sent to the C N T .34

The Case of Emma Goldman

After the outbreak of the Civil W ar, the CN T-FAI established 
propaganda offices in Paris, London and New York. It also had a 
delegate in Mexico and one in Uruguay, and sent three comrades on 
a propaganda tour of Central and N orth  America, and subsidized a 
publishing house in Argentina.35

It was Emma Goldman, the Russian-American anarchist, who was 
commissioned by the CNT-FAI to establish an official propaganda 
office in London, after her first trip to revolutionary Spain in 
October-December 1936. She was handicapped by the small size of 
the anarchist movement in Great Britain which, according to Alice 
Wexler, only had ‘perhaps two to three hundred militants’. Goldman 
tried to organize an anarcho-syndicalist union in London, but, 
although its weekly meetings ‘often drew a fair-sized c row d’, it never 
attracted more than about a score of members.

Alice Wexler has sketched Emma Goldm an’s activities:

She managed to launch a series of public meetings on Spain in 
January and February of 1937, which proved amazingly success
ful, in terms of publicity, attendance, and funds raised. She also 
spoke outside London, travelling to South Wales, Plymouth, 
Bristol, and Glasgow, in order to create local committees to 
work for the CNT-FAI. Throughout the war, her meetings 
attracted large enthusiastic crowds of seven or eight hundred 
people . . .  By British standards they were notably successful. By 
the end of February 1937, she had raised £1,175 -  the equiv
alent of about $5,000 at that time -  for women and children 
evacuated from M adrid (many of whom  ended up in Barcelona), 
with nearly £100 more a few weeks later.36
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She also worked with Vernon Richards, a young student who 
published a fortnightly anarchist paper, Spain and the World, which 
had a circulation of around 2,000 and ‘made available information 
about anarchist Spain difficult to secure anywhere else in England’. 
Although her personal relations with Vernon were not always 
smooth, she contributed articles to the periodical, got Herbert Read, 
the anarchist poet and critic, to do likewise, and convinced the C N T -  
FAI leadership to subsidize the periodical.

Outside the anarchist ranks she worked most closely with leaders 
of the Independent Labor Party (the British counterpart of the 
Spanish POUM  at the time), particularly with its general secretary, 
Fenner Brockway.37

She continued her activities on behalf of the Spanish anarchists 
until the later months of 1938. Among other things, she arranged for 
anarchist representation in the 1938 May Day parade, spoke herself 
at Speaker’s Corner in Hyde Park, and organized an exhibition of 
Catalan children’s paintings. She tried to establish a British branch of 
the Spanish anarchists’ relief organization, Solidaridad Internacional 
Antifascista, and although she recruited such people as George 
Orwell, Havelock Ellis, Rebecca West, Laurence Houseman and 
John Cowper Powys as ostensible officials of the organization, it did

•j o

not prosper.
Emma Goldman also carried the messages of the Spanish anar

chists to other English-speaking parts of the world, including her old 
home, the United States, when the opportunity to do so presented 
itself. Thus, soon after the M ay Days she wrote a long letter to the 
New York Times, protesting against its report that the anarchists had 
been responsible for those tragic events, making clear that it was ‘the 
Communist idol and his blind henchmen’ who had provoked the 
crisis in Barcelona. The Spanish anarchists published this letter in 
full.39

Emma Goldman was a critical supporter of the Spanish anarchists. 
She had grave reservations about some of the things they did, 
particularly what she conceived to be their lack of sufficient reaction 
against Communist persecution. At one point, she had an exchange 
of letters with M ariano Vázquez, secretary of the national committee 
of the CNT, and Pedro Herrera of the FAI, who had objected to some
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of her articles strongly denouncing the activities of the Stalinists in 
Republican Spain, as being inopportune in view of her position as an 
official representative of the C N T and FAI.40 However, she never 
publicly stated her doubts about the policies of the Spanish anar
chists.

Goldman attended the conference of the IWMA in Paris in 
December 1937, held to debate the Spanish question. She went there 
to help the Spanish representatives present their case to the move
ment. Excerpts from her remarks there indicate the kind of critical 
support which she gave the Spanish anarchists:

I am inclined to believe that the critics in our ranks outside of 
Spain would be less rigid in their appraisal if they too had come 
closer to the life-and-death struggle to the CNT-FAI -  not that I 
do not agree with their criticism. I think them 95 percent right. 
However, I insist that independent thinking and the right of 
criticism have ever been our proudest Anarchist boast, indeed, 
the very bulwark of Anarchism. The trouble with our Spanish 
comrades is their marked sensitivity to criticism, or even to 
advice from any comrade outside of Spain. But for that, they 
would understand that their critics are moved not by any 
villainy, but by their deepest concern for the fate of the C N T -  
FAI.41

Emma Goldman then, by implication at least, expressed her doubts 
about the policies of the Spanish anarchists:

The Spanish Anarcho-Syndicalist and Anarchist movements 
until very recently have held out the most glaring fulfillment of 
all our dreams and aspirations. I cannot therefore blame those of 
our comrades who see in the compromises of the Spanish 
Anarchists a reversal of all they had held high for well nigh 
seventy years. Naturally some comrades have grown apprehen
sive and have begun to cry out against the slippery road which 
the CNT-FAI entered on. I have known these comrades for 
years. They are among my dearest friends. I know it is their 
revolutionary integrity which makes them so critical, and not
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any ulterior m otive. If our Spanish com rades could only under
stand this, they would be less indignant [and not) consider their 
critics their enemies.

But she even m ore strongly addressed the critics o f  the Spanish 
anarchists:

Also, I fear that the critics too  are very much at fault. They are no 
less dogm atic than the Spanish com rades. They condemn every 
step made in Spain unreservedly. In their sectarian attitude they 
have overlooked the motive element recognised in our time even 
in capitalist courts. Yet it is a  fact that one can never judge human 
action unless one has discovered the motive back o f the action.

When I have pointed this o u t to our critical com rades they 
have insisted that Lenin and his group were also  moved by the 
best intentions, ‘and see what they made o f the Revolution’. I 
fail to  see even the remotest similarity. Lenin aimed a t a for
midable State machine, a deadly dictatorship. From the very 
beginning, this spelled the death o f the Russian Revolution -  
whereas the C N T -F A I not only aim ed at, but actually gave 
life to, libertarian econom ic reconstructions. From the very 
moment they had driven the Fascists and militarists out o f 
C atalonia, this herculean task w as never lost sight of. The 
work achieved, considering the insurmountable obstacles, was 
extraordinary.

Finally, Emm a G oldm an had a special m essage for the Russian 
anarchists: ‘Strangely enough, the very com rades o f  the civil w ar in 
Russia who had explained every step o f  the dictatorship as “ revolution
ary necessity” are now the m ost unyielding opponents o f  the C N T - 
FAI. “ We have learned our lesson from the Russian Revolution,” 
they say. But a s  no one learns anything from the experience o f others, 
we must, whether we like it or not, give our Spanish com rades a 
chance to  find their bearings through their own experiences. Surely 
our own flesh and blood are entitled to  the sam e patient help and 
solidarity som e o f us have given generously to  o ur arch-enemies, the 
Com m unists.’42
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Emma Goldman also attended the plenum of regional organiza
tions of the Libertarian Movement in Barcelona in October 1938, 
virtually the last national meeting of the anarchists in Civil War 
Spain. Although she sympathized, in personal talks with participants, 
with the FAI criticism of the CN T national committee, she appar
ently did not speak out publicly on this occasion.43

García O liver’s and M ontseny’s Trip to France in June 
1937

Late in June 1937, the CN T-FAI office in Paris decided to organize a 
mass meeting in the large Vel D ’Hiv hall. The idea was to present the 
Spanish anarchists’ cause not only to the general public, but to the 
French and other anarchists in the Paris area. They invited Juan 
García Oliver, Federica Montseny, Benito Pavon and David Antona 
as the principal speakers.

According to Juan García Oliver, the attendance at this meeting 
was a disappointment. Furthermore, two of the speakers, Pavon and 
Antona knew no French and their discourses in Spanish, although 
provoking ‘polite applause’, were clearly not understood by most of 
those present.

However, ‘with Federica and me, who spoke in French -  very 
poorly to be sure -  they tried to flatten us with insulting interrup
tions. They didn’t succeed, because both she and I denounced in 
detail the lack of international aid from which we had suffered from 
the beginning of the struggle in Spain. We weren’t concerned with 
material aid, nor combatants, but with the total lack of a vigorous 
international movement of moral aid to the Spanish antifascist cause, 
with meetings of solidarity, demonstrations or protest, strikes and 
stoppages in the ports and transport. For better or worse, attacking 
strongly those who had come to the meeting to disturb it, we 
succeeded in being heard.’

García Oliver summed up the situation which the Spanish anar
chists faced internationally at that time: ‘The profascists attacked 
and insulted us. The pro-Communists attacked and insulted us. The 
lovers of the bourgeois regime fought us. And we were attacked,
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insulted, vilified by the members of the great variety of anarchist 
grouplets. W ho defended us?’44

Shortly after the trip of Garcia Oliver and La Montcseny to Paris, 
CN T national committee secretary M ariano Vázquez issued a state
ment on ‘The position of Spanish Anarchism Towards Its Detractors’, 
addressing the foreign anarchist critics of the CNT-FAI. Among 
other things, he wrote: ‘. . .Y o u  who talk of our compromises and 
violations of principles, know once and for all that it is not the fault 
of the Spanish anarchists that there doesn’t exist an international 
anarchist or anarchosyndicalist movement capable of giving us the 
support that we need. Leave us alone, friends, to follow our route. 
Have a little confidence in us, who have been the soul of inter
national anarchism; who have maintained a perpetual struggle 
against the State; about whom there can be no suspicions, given our 
antecedents of struggle and sacrifice.’45

The December 1937 IW jMA Congress

The visit of the four Spanish anarchist leaders to Paris in June 1937 
was in part  a move to prepare the ground for the meeting of the 
International W orkingm en’s Association in Paris in December of that 
year. The Spanish question was the main item on the agenda of that 
meeting.

In preparation for the IWMA Congress, the Spanish anarchists 
prepared a long report. It no t only recounted the history of Spanish 
anarchism, but dealt particularly with the problems and policies of 
the Spanish movement during the Civil War.

This document started with a discussion of the Confederación 
Regional Obrera Española, a contemporary of the First Inter
national, and then discussed the evolution of the Spanish anarchist 
movement from then until the foundation of the CN T.46 It then 
traced the evolution of the CN T until the outbreak of the Civil 
W ar.47

However, the C N T ’s report concentrated particular attention on 
explaining and defending the policies which the Spanish anarchists 
had followed during the Civil War. It argued that at the time of the
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military rebellion of July 18-19, ‘In all of free Spain the CNT 
contributed its spirit and an experience in open struggles to a degree 
which the rest of the antifascist sectors could not approach. W ithout 
the suicidal action of the CNT, fascism would have triumphed 
completely, within seventy-two hours in all of the national territory. 
Where the Rebels won, it was because the CN T stood alone, and 
because the provincial and municipal authorities and the police 
forces of the Government either adopted a passive attitude or went 
over openly to the insurrectionists. No one but our people went into 
the streets to fight an army which for three years had been trained in 
techniques of coup d'état..  .’48 

The CN T report then presented the situation once the original 
rebellion had been put down in half of the country:

In Catalonia the C N T was the indisputable master of the region. 
The factories, commerce, banking, housing, arms, public order, 
were all under its control. It organized the columns which 
established a front in Aragón, freeing half of the Aragón region 
and taking its positions a few kilometers from Zaragoza. But the 
CNT, loyal to its ideals and its purely anarchist nature, did not 
attack the forms of the State, nor try publicly to penetrate or 
dominate it. The President of the Generalidad was tolerated in 
his post and none of the political or juridical institutions were 
abolished. The CN T showed a conscientious scrupulousness in 
the face of a difficult alternative: to destroy completely the State 
in Catalonia, to declare war against the Rebels, the government, 
foreign capitalism, and thus assuming complete control of 
Catalan society; or collaborating in the responsibilities of gov
ernment with the other antifascist fractions. In Levante there 
occurred something similar, though in not such an exclusively 
C N T fashion. Also in the major part of free Andalusia, the CN T 
was the predominant element. In Guipuzcoa, Santander and 
Asturias were a considerable mass of fighters, whose capacity 
for decision in joint military actions no one could dispute.49

The report explained why the anarchists had decided to collaborate 
instead of trying to impose themselves on the rest of the Republic.
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W ith re gard  to  C a ta lo n ia , it sa id : ‘W e w ere a force  so  form id ab ly  
o rgan iz ed , an d  w e  h ad  po w er so  com plete ly  in o u r h an d s in 
C a ta lo n ia  th at had  w e w ished  to  d o  so , w e cou ld  have in stal
led an  A n arch ist to ta lita rian  regim e w ith a  m ere lifting o f  the 
finger, b u t w e knew  w ell that the R evolu tion  in o u r h an d s only 
w o u ld  have ex h au sted  itse lf, an d  th at ab ro ad  the A n arch ists w o u ld  
not h ave  given u s the n ecessary  a id , nor cou ld  w e expec t such a id . 
W e w ere faced  w ith the ch o ice  therefore, o f  su icide for the A narch ist 
m ovem en t, d estru ction  o f  the R evolu tion  an d  lo ss  o f  the w ar, 
o r  sh arin g  the d irection  o f  the R ev olu tion  and  the W ar w ith a n ti
fasc ist  se c to r s  w hich w ere m o d erate , con stitu tin g  thu s a  G ov ern 
m ent.’50

T h e  re p o r t noted  the w eakn esses o f  the an arch ists b e cause  o f  the 
o rig in a l triu m ph  o f  the R ebe ls in key a re as :

Politically , geo grap h ica lly  and  m ilitarily  the A narch ist M o v e
m ent h ad  three m o st  im p ortan t h an d icap s on  Ju ly  19 , hand i
c a p s  w h ich  w eigh ed  heavily  on the qu estion  o f  the im portan ce 
o f  o u r  ro le. Sev illa , the real c ap ita l o f  A n d alu sia , succu m bed  
to  fa sc ism ; Z a ra g o z a , the A n arch ist an d  C N T  c ap ita l, and  
ga te w ay  to  the N o rth , su ccu m b ed  a lso . G alicia  w a s  likew ise 
d e fe ate d , an d  a lth ou gh  its im p ortan ce d o e s not seem  e x tra 
o rd in ary , it w as im p ortan t b ecause  it served a s  a  b ase for 
stran g lin g  A stu ria s and  the N o rth . If  w e look  a t  the m ap  o f  
Sp a in  w e sh all se e  h o w  d ifferent the co n dition s o f  the stru ggle 
a g a in st  fasc ism  w o u ld  have been if the A n arch ist an d  C N T  
reg ion s such a s  A n d a lu sia , A ragón  an d  G alic ia  h ad  not su c 
cu m b ed . W e can  see th at it w ou ld  then n o t have been so  ea sy  to  
bring t ro o p s  from  M o ro c c o ; the cartr id ge  an d  p ow d er factories 
o f  Sev illa , C ó rd o b a  an d  G ra n a d a  w ou ld  have been in o u r  
p o w e r . . . 51

W e h ad  be fore u s a  so m b re  spectac le . It w a s im p ossib le  to  
e stab lish  lib ertarian  co m m un ism  b e cause  the m ajo rity  o f  the 
po p u la tio n  d id  not u n d erstan d  it, n o r  did  w e have av ailab le  the 
ab u n d an ce  o f  p ro d u cts  n ecessary  fo r  the ju st adm in istra tio n  o f 
w ealth . F u rth erm o re , the n ecessary  coexisten ce  w ith oth er se c 
tors w ith a b o u rgeo is  m entality  o r  w ith very tim id  so c ia listic
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ideas, m ade prudence necessary in carrying o u t a  program  which 
threatened a new civil w ar.52

Th e C N T  report answ ered the claim  o f som e foreign an arch ists that 
the conciliatory a ttitude o f the Spanish anarchists had been the result 
o f  C om m unist infiltration into the C N T :

It sa id  th at Com m unist penetration has determ ined the line 
follow ed by the C N T . We are  sufficiently clear in our reports 
an d  can be so  orally  so  that a ll the Sections, all the delegates 
attending the C on gress, can com prehend that the C om m unist 
Party has no influence in the C N T  and that only to think that 
it had w ould be an  insult if it were not so  r id ic u lo u s .. .  If the 
C N T  and Span ish  anarch ism  have follow ed the line o f which 
all a re  aw are, this has been d ue to  the circum stances in which 
it h as found itself, and  not d ue to  the influence o f  other 
groups.

T h e serene an aly sis o f  the situation , the g o od  sense o f  o ur 
m ilitants w ho have not ceased to  be anarch ists, have m ade us 
decide to  d o  w h at w e could  not w h at we should have wanted  o r  
w h at the foreign com rad es d ream ed. We have to  w ork in Spain , 
not with illusions, theories o r m anuscripts, but with crude and 
blood y  realities, which have determ ined w hat we have done and 
w ill determ ine w h at w e can continue to  do. G et rid o f any ideas, 
then, that Span ish  anarch ism  and  the C N T  have been influenced 
by  the theories o f  d ictatorial M arxism  We d o  w h at we can. But 
w h at we have done is the fru it o f  firm convictions placed in 
co n tact with the free air  o f  reality.53

T h e report a lso  defended the an arch ists’ participation  in variou s 
levels o f  governm ent:

Th e people in general fervently desired that the C N T  aban don  
tem porarily  its ideo logical position  and  undertake co llaboration  
in the governm ent. In fact, in all o f  the tow ns and  provincial 
cap ita ls, the C N T  form ed part o f  the official o rgan s, in the 
P opular Front com m ittees, in the A ntifascist M ilitia  C om m ittees
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all of the organisms which had been established . . .  in the old 
municipalities and provincial governments, in the Courts, in 
the administration of prisons, in the police stations, in struggle. 
This was something spontaneous, uncontrollable, superior to 
all desires for Puritan isolation, to which we had hitherto been 
loyal. The revolutionary action of the CN T masses was not 
held back by doubts, or by more or less theoretical a rgum ents . . .  
The question was to defeat fascism using all of the means 
possible, and we acted with a mental agility and marvelous 
intuition which were the surprise of the rest of the antifascists. 
Nothing was left but to publicly, participate in the government, 
and this was necessary to raise the morale of the combatants and 
to reinforce the struggle and the hopes of triumph. This was the 
way the Organization understood the situation, as did the 
Spanish people, which greeted with joy our temporary entry into 
the State.54

Finally, the Spanish anarchists stressed their commitment to inter
national solidarity. They noted that two Portuguese anarchists had 
spoken to the national committee of the CN T in October 1936 and 
that subsequently several persecuted Portuguese Republicans told the 
CN T that they were willing to collaborate in an uprising against the 
Salazar regime in Portugal, and that the C N T had given them 
economic help for this attempt. Also, representatives of the under
ground Portuguese anarchist labor group, the CGT, had asked for 
support, which the C N T agreed to provide.55

The C N T also noted that from the beginning of the Civil W ar, the 
CN T had promised to do all it could to support the fight for 
independence in Spanish M orocco, both during the Civil W ar and in 
case of eventual Loyalist victor. All Catalan organizations -  CNT, 
FAI, Esquerra de Cataluna, Accion Catalana, Unio de Rabassaires, 
PSUC, UGT, PO UM  agreed -  to respect the independence of 
M orocco after the War. This document had also been signed by two 
Arab representatives. The C N T had its underground representatives 
in Tangiers and other Moroccan centers.56

Finally, the CN T Report complained about attacks by foreign 
anarchists on their Spanish comrades. The report noted that, on
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August 16, 1937  M arian o  V ázquez had written to  the secretary o f 
the IW MA protesting again st attack s on the C N T  in the foreign 
anarchist press and asked  that they be stopped . V ázquez had again 
written to  the secretary on O ctober 15, objecting to an article in Le 
Combat Syndicaliste, official organ  o f  the IW M A French affiliate, the 
C onfederation Génerale du T ravail Syndicaliste Revolutionnaire, 
which had alleged that C N T  representatives had been conferring 
with dissident Com m unist parties about form ation o f a  new Inter
national. A gain , V ázquez ask ed  that the secretary d o  som ething 
'which will end such irresponsibility and  bad  faith’ . The report 
reiterated the C N T ’s dem and that the C G T S R  stop  its attacks on the 
C N T , saying that the C N T  felt that the IW M A w as a disciplined 
organization run by the m ajority  and  should take steps to  discipline 
the C G T S R .57

The debates in this D ecem ber 1 937  IW M A Congress were bitter. 
H ow ever, the Spanish anarch ists cam e o u t o f  the sessions with much 
that they w anted. O ne o f  the congress decisions resolved: ‘T o  leave 
the C N T  with w ide freedom  to  follow , with its plan and under its 
own responsibility, the experience now  under w ay. As a consequence 
o f this decision, the C ongress invites all the sections o f the A IT  to 
help the C N T  in its m ission, by the m eans they deem m ost adequate 
for the situation in their respective countries, to  the end o f  securing as 
rapidly  a s  possib le the victory o f  the anti-fascist w ar and  the Social 
Revolution in Spain .’58

Another resolution, accord ing to  D avid Porter \ . .  w as to  suspend 
all criticism  o f  C N T -F A I policies in publicly circulated publications 
o f the m ovement. Th is decision w as adopted  despite the very sharp 
criticism s o f  the C N T  position  m ade by variou s delegates to  that 
m eetin g ... As a result, such previously critical journals a s  Combat 
Syndicaliste an d  Espagne Nouvelle d rastically  m odified their tone. In 
e ffe c t. . .  critics such a s V oline, Schapiro and Prudhom m eaux for the 
next year silenced their tongu es in p u b lic . .  .’59

There w as another conference o f the IW M A  in 1938. T h at meeting 
gave another concession to  the Span iards. It am ended the IW MA 
Constitution by recognizing the right o f  national affiliates, w ithout 
abjuring the fundam ental principles and  objectives o f  the IW M A to 
use the tactics they thought best to  meet their particular national
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situations.60 Specifically, that ‘add itional article’ o f  the IWMA 
D eclaration  o f Principles stated : ‘Loyal to  its federalist trad itions, the 
IW M A g ives its Sections a  vast autonom y o f  struggle for o u r ultim ate 
goals. The m ethods m ay change, but the essence and  the ultim ate 
go als m u st be the sam e.’6l

C on clusion

Th e hand icaps which the Spanish anarch ists had durin g  the Civil 
W ar in defending the Revolution, their own organ ization s and 
m em bers from  the Stalin ists and  their a llies within Spain  were 
intensified by the fact that they could  not count on the su p p ort o f  a 
pow erful international organ ization  such a s the Com intern  and  the 
U SSR  provided  the C om m unists. They w ere thus deprived o f  facilit
ies, on the one hand, for spreading  the new s o f  the R evolution  which 
they had w rought in the first phase o f the Civil W ar; and  on the 
other, for publicizing the persecution to  which they w ere being 
subm itted by the C om m unists, particularly  after the M ay  Events o f  
1937 . They received, overall, virtually no m aterial help from  their 
foreign com rades.

H ow ever, even m ore d isturb ing from  the Spanish an arch ists’ point 
o f  view , w as the fact that they could not even count on the united 
m oral and  political su p p o rt o f  the sm all (if  not tiny) international 
anarchist m ovem ent. A lm ost from  the beginning o f the C ivil W ar, 
the Span ish  anarch ists suffered from  criticism  and even denunciation  
from the ran k s o f the m ore sim on-pure foreign an arch ists w h o could 
not forgive the Span iard s’ com prom ise w ith libertarian  principles in 
the interest o f  p rosecuting the Civil W ar.

Th e Span ish  anarchists were correct in pointing out to  their critics 
in the international m ovem ent that those critics had never had  to  deal 
with the practical application  o f  their m ovem ent’s p rincip les to  
concrete circum stances in which they w ere leaders o f  a  successful 
Revolution in the m idst o f  a  C ivil W ar, in which they w ere forced to 
cooperate w ith other po litical groups which were on their side in 
that conflict. H ow ever, in a  broad er sense, the po lem ics between 
the Span ish  anarch ists and  m any o f their foreign critics served  to
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underscore the quandaries faced by a group of anarchists, opposed in 
principle to the very concept of power and authority, who had both 
power and authority thrust upon them under circumstances which 
they could not possibly have foreseen or predicted.
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Some Outstanding Spanish 
Anarchists During the Civil War

Although the Revolution in Republican Spain was very much a grass
roots affair, there were some outstanding anarchist leaders who 
played major roles in the military, economic and political aspects of 
the W ar and the Revolution. Although those discussed below by no 
means constitute a definitive list of the principal anarchist figures 
during the War, they will serve to identify for the reader many of those 
whose names appear most frequently in this book.

RAiMON ALVAREZ, one of the principal anarchist leaders in 
Asturias, was a member of the Committee of W ar first established by 
the anarchists in Gijón after the outbreak of the conflict, and 
continued to be active in the government of Asturias and León until 
the defeat of the Republican forces in that area in October 1937. 
Subsequently, he was the principal aide of Segundo Blanco when 
Blanco became a member of the Negrin government in April 1938.

D O M IN G O  ASCASO was a member of the Nosotros anarchist 
group before the Civil War, together with his brother Francisco 
Ascaso, who was killed during the fighting in Barcelona on July 20 
1936. He organized and led one of the first anarchist militia columns 
which left Barcelona right after the outbreak of the W ar to regain 
Aragón for the Republic. That column ultimately became the 149th 
Brigade of the Popular Army.
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JOA QU ÍN ASCASO, cousin of Francisco and Domingo Ascaso, a 
pre-war leader of the anarchists in Zaragoza, served as head of the 
Council of Aragón from soon after the outbreak of the Civil War 
until it was suppressed by the Negrin government in July 1937. He 
was then arrested and charged with various crimes, but the charges 
were soon dismissed and Ascaso was set free.

JAIME BALIUS, an anarchist journalist, who before the M ay 
Events in Barcelona had mainly been noted for the radical articles he 
published in CNT, the M adrid anarchist newspaper, was head of the 
Friends of Durruti. This dissident CN T element urged anarchist and 
POUM  seizure of power during the M ay Events, and continued 
publishing an underground newspaper for some time after the May 
1937 crisis in Catalonia. The Friends of Durruti were repudiated by 
the CN T and the FAI. They never became a significant force within 
the anarchist movement.

SEGUNDO BLANCO was the most outstanding leader of the 
Asturian anarchists. He headed the war committee they established 
in Gijón right after the W ar began, and subsequently was first vice- 
president of the Inter-Provincial Council of Asturias and Leon. 
Shortly before the fall of Asturias he went to Valencia to seek aid 
from the Negrin government for the beleaguered area. In April 1938, 
he became the one anarchist member of the Negrin government, as 
minister of education, a post he continued to hold until the over
throw of the Negrin regime early in March 1939.

ANDRÉS CAPDEVILA, first dclegate-president of the Catalan 
Council of Economy, also served for several m onths as councillor of 
economy of the Generalidad, just preceding the M ay Events. After 
that, he returned to the post of delegate-president of the council until 
forced out by the Stalinist councillor of economy Juan Comorera. 
However, he continued to be a member of the Council of Economy 
until the end of the W ar in Catalonia.

HIGINIO CARROCERA, probably the outstanding anarchist 
military leader in the Asturias region. Originally a metal worker, 
he organized one of the first militia units in the region. He became 
a brigade commander in the Popular Army, was awarded the Repub
lic’s Medal of Liberty for leadership of troops resisting the drive 
of the forces of General Mola from Santander into Asturias.
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He was referred to by Diego Abad de Santillan as an ‘authentic 
hero’.

JUAN D O M E N E C H  was organizer of the supply Committee 
under the Central Committee of Antifascist Militia in Catalonia, and 
subsequent to the entry of the anarchists into the Catalan Generalidad, 
he was councillor of supply. After the December 1936 Catalan 
governmental crisis, he became councillor of public services, continu
ing in that post until the M ay Events of 1937.

BUENAVENTURA DURRUTI, a member of the Nosotros anar
chist group before the Civil W ar, undertook to organize and lead the 
first Catalan anarchist militia group and reconquered much of the 
southern half of that region for the Republic, but failed to recapture 
Zaragoza. As the siege of M adrid began early in November 1936, he 
organized and led a Catalan militia unit to help in the fight for the 
capital. He was killed there on November 19 1936, and his funeral in 
Barcelona a few days later was marked by an outpouring of hundreds 
of thousands of mourners.

DIONISIO EROLES of the Grupo Nosotros before the Civil War, 
organized the Catalan council of workers and soldiers during the 
period of the central committee of militia and headed it as long as it 
existed. He was regional secretary of the CN T in Catalonia immedi
ately after the May Events.

GERMINAL ESGLEAS was the companion of Federica Montseny, 
by whom she had a daughter, and although at the beginning of the 
Civil W ar he was a secondary leader of the Catalan anarchists 
(although he served shortly as regional C N T secretary) his status 
increased considerably during the conflict By the end of the W ar, he 
was an important leader of the movement. He was chosen as a 
member of the executive committee of the Libertarian M ovement 
formed late in the War. During the Franco period, Esgleas was the 
long-time secretary of the CNT-in-Exile.

JUAN P. FABREGAS, who became councillor of economy as one 
of the three representatives of the CN T when the anarchists formally 
entered the Catalan government in late September 1936, had only 
joined the CN T after the Civil W ar began. He was largely responsible 
for enactment of legislation which legalized the urban collectives 
which the anarchists had established in Catalonia at the outset of the
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Civil War. After the M ay Events, Fabregas seems to have played no 
other significant part  in the CN T or in public affairs generally.

AURELIO FERNÁNDEZ had been a member of the Nosotros 
anarchist group before the Civil War. With the establishment of the 
General Militia Council in Catalonia right after the beginning of the 
war, he was put in charge of internal order by the council. Then, 
when the anarchists entered the Catalan government, he became sub- 
secretary of the councillor for public order. He was unable to prevent 
the reconstitution of the regular police forces, the Civil Guard and 
Assault Guards, although until the May Events, he did keep in 
existence the patrols which had been established at the beginning of 
the War, and functioned as a parallel organization to the old police 
forces. He served as a member of the executive committee of the 
Catalan Libertarian Movement in the latter phases of the Civil War, 
representing the FAI.

JUAN GARCÍA OLIVER, a member of the Nosotros group, 
unsuccessfully tried to get the anarchists to seize power formally in 
Catalonia in the CN T regional plenum of July 23 1936. Subsequently, 
he became a member of the General Council of the Antifascist Militia, 
in charge of the military, and was de facto chairman of the body. 
When the anarchists formally entered the Catalan government, he 
became sub-secretary of the councillor of defense, remaining in 
control of the Catalan militia. Then early in November, he became 
one of the four anarchist members of the government of Prime 
Minister Francisco Largo Caballero, as minister of justice, and 
member of the inner war council. He was an early anarchist sup
porter of militarization of the militia, and apparently worked out 
with Largo Caballero the conditions under which this would take 
place. He developed closer relations with Largo Caballero than any 
of the other anarchist ministers. He played a key role in trying to get 
the workers of Barcelona to lay down their arms in the M ay Events 
of 1937. In April 1938, when Prime Minister Negrin offered the 
CN T a post in his cabinet, Garcia Oliver refused to allow his name to 
be one of the three submitted to the premier. It was reportedly on his 
suggestion that the executive committee of the Catalan Libertarian 
Movement was established. On two occasions -  one of them the 
IW M A Congress of December 1937 -  he went to Paris to try to
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explain to the international movement what the Spanish anarchists 
were doing and why they should support their Spanish comrades. 
During the Franco period, he was a leading figure in the Spanish 
anarchist exile group in Mexico.

JESÚS G O N ZÁ LEZ M ALO was a leader of the CN T port 
workers in Santander before the outbreak of the Civil War. When the 
W ar began, he led the C N T workers who, together with the Civil 
Guards and Assault Guards, put down the Rebellion in that region. 
Subsequently, he became the principal leader of the Santander militia 
who fought against the troops of General Mola. During the Franco 
period, he was the principal leader of the Spanish anarchist exiles in 
New York.

PEDRO HERRERA was one of the principal leaders of the 
Federación Anarquista Ibérica, although he apparently held no 
governmental post of any kind during the Civil War. Although an 
early supporter of the compromises with anarchist ideology made by 
the Spanish movement, he took the lead in the increasingly critical 
attitude of the FAI towards the ‘collaborationism’ of the CNT 
national committee with the Negrin government.

FRANCISCO ISGLEAS first organized the commissariat of coastal 
defense for the province of Gerona for the General Militia Council of 
Catalonia. After the December 1936 crisis in the Catalan govern
ment, Isgleas became the councillor of defense in the new cabinet. 
However, at the time of the M ay Events, he apparently played no 
part, and during that crisis, his sub-secretary, the CNTer Juan 
Molina, took charge of the Catalan military. Subsequently, Isgleas 
was the last regional secretary of the CN T of Catalonia before the 
conquest of the region by the Franco forces.

LO REN ZO  IÑIGO was the leader of the Libertarian Youth in 
M adrid at the beginning of the Civil War. He became its repre
sentative on the Junta de Defensa organized to run civilian affairs in 
M adrid after the Republican government had abandoned the city. 
Iñigo was largely responsible for organizing the old capital’s defense 
industry.

GREGORIO JOVER was a member of the Nosotros group before 
the Civil War. He helped organize one of the first militia units which 
was sent from Catalonia to retake as much of Aragón as possible. He
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remained at the front during most of the War. During the Franco 
period he went to Mexico, where he became one of the few impor
tan t Spanish anarchist leaders to go over to the Communists.

JUAN LÓPEZ SÁNCHEZ was the principal leader in Valencia of 
the Treintista split-off from the C N T in the early 1930s, and served 
on the Treintista national committee. After reunification at the 
Zaragoza congress in M ay 1936, he was the most im portant CNT 
leader in the Valencia area. He served on the Popular Executive 
Committee of Valencia after the outbreak of the Civil War. When the 
anarchists joined the government of Francisco Largo Caballero, 
López became one of the four CN T members of the cabinet, as 
minister of commerce. He did his best during his time as minister to 
help the anarchist collectives obtain the raw  materials they needed 
from abroad, and supported the C N T -U G T  organization which 
handled the sale of the citrus fruit crops of the Levante region. After 
leaving the government, he went on an extended propaganda tour in 
America, attempting to arouse support for the anarchists in Spain, 
and generally for the Republican cause. Upon his return he was the 
last national secretary of the CN T in the center-southern area after 
the fall of Catalonia to Franco.

AVELINO G. MALLADA was one of the principal libertarian 
leaders in the Asturias region. During the Primo de Rivera dictator
ship, he served for a time as secretary of the national committee of 
the CN T when it was located in Gijón. Just before the Civil W ar, he 
was publisher of the newspaper CNT  in Madrid, but was soon back 
in his home region. During most of the duration of the W ar in the 
north, Mallada was head of the municipality of Gijón, where he 
began a process of rebuilding certain parts of the city, an effort which 
was continued after the W ar by the Franco regime. After the end of 
the northern front, M allada was sent on a propaganda tour of the 
United States, where he died before the Civil W ar had ended.

FRANCISCO M A R O TO  was a principal leader of the anarchists 
in the M álaga region. At the beginning of the Civil War, he organized 
one of the major militia columns in that region. After the fall of 
Málaga to the Franco forces, M aroto was arrested on charges of 
having contributed to the fall of the city, and having been in contact 
with the enemy. His case became a cause célèbre as a case of
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persecution o f  an  an arch ist leader by the S talin ists and their a llies. He 
w as u ltim ately  exonerated  and  freed.

V A L E R IO  M A S  w as a C N T  textile w orkers’ leader in C atalon ia  
before the C iv il W ar. W ith the o utbreak  o f the W ar and the establish
ment o f the Su pply  C ouncil, headed by C N T er Ju an  D om enech, under 
the C entral M ilitia  C om m ittee, M a s becam e the C N T  delegate on the 
Council. Som etim e later, he becam e C atalan  regional secretary o f  the 
C N T , and held that po st at the time o f the outbreak  o f  the M ay 
Events. W hen, d uring that crisis a four-person governm ent w as 
established, w ith representatives o f  the C N T , U G T , R ab assa ire s and 
C atalan  Left Party , M as becam e the C N T  m em ber o f  that short-lived 
governm ent, charged  with the councillorsh ips o f  econom y, public 
services an d  health . T h at adm in istration  lasted only until the end o f 
June 1 937 , when the an arch ists were m aneuvered ou t o f  the C atalan  
governm ent.

C IP R IA N O  M E R A  w a s a leader o f  C N T  construction  w orkers in 
M adrid  before the Civil W ar, and  w as in jail because o f  a strike o f  his 
union when the conflict began. Upon his release, he organized a 
militia colum n which retook Cuenca and its environs for the 
Republic. Su bsequ ently , his unit played a significant role in the 
defense o f  M ad rid , particularly  during the battle o f  G u ad ala jara . 
M era w as a  s tro n g  supporter within anarchist rank s for the m ilitariza
tion o f  the m ilitia. H e u ltim ately became the com m ander o f the 4th 
Army C o rp s , covering the M ad rid  area during the latter p hases o f  the 
W ar. H e participated  in the plotting which led to  the overthrow  o f 
the p ro-Stalin ist governm ent o f  Prime M in ister Ju an  N egrin  and the 
establishm ent o f  the N ation al Defense C ouncil in early M arch  1939 , 
and  it w as tro o p s under his com m and which defeated the attem pt o f 
Com m unist-led troo p s to  d epose the council.

F ID E L  M IR O  w as the principal leader o f  the Ju ventu des L ibertarias 
(F JL) d uring m ost o f  the Civil W ar. H e first led the F JL  in sign ing a 
pact with the youth o rgan ization  o f the d issident C om m unist PO U M , 
and then a sim ilar arrangem ent with the Stalin ist Juventudes 
Sociaiistas U nificad os. In the latter part o f  the C ivil W ar he w as the 
secretary o f  the executive com m ittee o f the L ibertarian  M ovem ent. In 
the Franco  perio d , he w as one o f  the leaders o f  the Span ish  anarchist 
refugee gro u p  in M exico .
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JUAN MANUEL M OLINA (JUANCHO) was a leading figure in 
the FAI before the Civil W ar, having been secretary of its Peninsular 
Committee and editor of its paper Tierra y Libertad. He was a 
purchasing agent in France for the Catalan government during the 
first weeks of the Civil War, succeeding in getting some arms and 
W ar materials into the Republic. After the Catalan government crisis 
of December 1936, he became sub-secretary of the military council
lor (Francisco Isgleas) who also belonged to the CNT. During the 
May Events in Barcelona, he was in charge of the Catalan armed 
forces, and turned control of those forces over to General Pozas as 
demanded by the Republican government, after receiving authoriza
tion to do so by the regional committee of the CNT. Subsequently, he 
served for a year as regional secretary of the Confederación Nacional 
del Trabajo.

FEDERICA M ON TSEN Y was the daughter of Federico Urralcs 
and Soledad Gustavo, who before the Civil W ar were leading anar
chist writers, editors and theorists. She herself was one of the 
principal leaders of the Federación Anarquista Ibérica, and had a 
certain reputation as an orator. W hen the anarchists entered the 
Republican government of Prime Minister Francisco Largo Caballero 
she became one of the four CN T-FAI members of his cabinet, as 
minister of health. She and Juan Garcia Oliver (then minster of 
justice) were sent by Largo Caballero’s cabinet to try to help to 
diffuse the civil strife of the May Days in Barcelona, and appealed 
passionately to her anarchist colleagues to lay down their arms. At 
the time of the trials of leaders of the Partido Obrero de Unificación 
Marxista late in 1938, she was one of the witnesses appearing on 
behalf of the POUMists. Going into exile when the Franco forces 
overran Catalonia, she was the major leader of the hardline anarchist 
exiles who opposed any further compromises with other political 
elements in the Spanish exile community, and criticized ex post facto 
the compromises the anarchists had made during the Civil War.

A N TO N IO  ORTÍZ was one of the first Catalan anarchist leaders 
to organize a militia column to try to retrieve Aragón for the 
Republic. He continued as a major anarchist military leader through
out most of the Civil W ar in the Aragón-Catalonia region.

JOSE PEIRATS was the leader of the Federación de Juventudes
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L ibertarias in the C atalan  provincial city  o f  Lérida during the Civil 
W ar. H e published there a periodical which opposed  the entry o f the 
anarchists into the R epublican  governm ent and other com prom ises 
with their basic philosophy. A lthough not a m ajor leader o f the 
anarchists during the W ar, he w as o f  considerable significance as one 
o f the m ost obvious opponents o f  the ‘co llaborationist’ policy fo l
lowed by the anarchists throughout the conflict. In exile, after the 
Civil W ar w as lost, he w rote a three-volum e account o f the C N T ’s 
role in the W ar, a s well a s several other bo oks on the subject.

JU A N  PEIRÓ  w as the long-term leader o f  a  cooperative enterprise 
o f  g lass w orkers in C atalon ia  before the Civil W ar. H e w as a lso  a 
principal leader o f the C N T  in the 1920s and early 1930s, and a 
principal figure in the T reintista d issidence in the C N T . When the 
anarchists entered the governm ent o f  Prim e M inister Francisco L argo  
C aballero , he w as nam ed m inister o f  industry. H is main accom plish
m ents in that post were his efforts to  provide financing for som e o f 
the urban collectives which his anarch ist com rades had established in 
various parts o f  Loyalist Spain . After the anarchists were driven out 
o f  the Republican governm ent, Peiró returned to his position a s a 
w orker in the glass w orkers’ cooperative to  which he had belonged 
for m any years. At the end o f  the W ar, he fled to  France, w as turned 
over to  Franco by the Vichy regim e, and w as executed after he 
refused to  participate in the Franco regim e’s sindicato system.

H O R A C IO  P R IE T O  w as the secretary o f  the national com m ittee 
o f the C N T  when the Civil W ar broke out. H e w as the principal 
architect o f  the entry o f  the anarch ists into the governm ent o f Prime 
M inister Francisco L argo  C aballero , and  resigned his position  soon 
after that had been achieved. Subsequently, he became the principal 
advocate o f  the Spanish an arch ists’ abandoning perm anently their 
opposition  to  participation  in the Span ish  State. H e pushed forw ard 
the idea that the Federación A narquista  Ibérica should becom e the 
political party  o f the L ibertarian  m ovem ent, and have a relationship 
tow ards the C N T  like that the So cialist Party had with the Unión 
General de T rab a jad o re s. In the Franco  period, Prieto became a 
minister in the Republican  exile governm ent o f Jo sé  G iral, thus 
provoking a split in the Spanish exile an arch ist m ovement.

A N T O N IO  R O SA D O , a pre-w ar leader o f anarchist peasants in
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the province of Seville who, during the Civil W ar, organized and led 
the Federación Regional Campesina de Andalusia. He spurred the 
organization of peasant cooperatives in the southern parts of Repub
lican Spain, as well as trying to help them standardize their records 
and procedures, and obtaining legal recognition for them. He organized 
substantial exchanges of products of the Andalusian collectives for 
goods from other parts of Loyalist Spain. He was probably the most 
important civilian anarchist leader to emerge in that part of the 
Republic during the Civil War. M any years later he wrote an account 
of his wartime experiences.

DIEGO ABAD DE SANTILLÁN, whose real name was Sinesio 
García Fernández, had spent many years in Argentina, where he was 
also active in the anarchist movement, returning to Spain only a short 
time before the outbreak of the Civil War. He became a major leader 
of the Federación Anarquista Ibérica. He served some time as eco
nomic councillor of the Catalan government, and played an impor
tan t role in getting the anarchists to lay down their arms in the May 
Events of 1937, although later regretting having done so. Subse
quently, he retired from politics for a short period, during which he 
published a book defending the anarchists’ position and sharply 
criticizing the Stalinists and other opponents of the anarchists. In his 
postwar book Por Qué Perdimos la Guerra (Why We Lost the War) 
he expressed surprise that he had not been prosecuted by the Negrin 
government for that earlier work. He was one of the principal figures 
in the Peninsular Committee of the FAI in criticizing the conciliatory 
attitude of the CN T leadership towards the Negrin government at 
various times during 1938. He also served in 1938 as a FAI member 
of the National Committee of the Popular Front. With the collapse of 
the Republic, Santillán returned to Argentina where, for more than 
30 years, he had a successful career as an author, editor and 
publisher. He returned to Spain shortly before his death in 1983.

RICARDO SANZ was a member of the Nosotros group, the only 
member of that organization to stay in Spain throughout the Primo 
de Rivera dictatorship. With the outbreak of the Civil W ar he 
became an official of the defense sector of the Central Militia 
Committee, and then with the defense councillorship of the Catalan 
government. At the time of the death of Buenaventura Durruti in
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M adrid in November 1936, he was chosen by the anarchist leader
ship to succeed Durruti as head of the column. Finding the members 
of the column greatly demoralized he succeeded in restoring their 
morale, secured reinforcements from Catalonia, and led the column 
during the most crucial phases of the battle of Madrid. Early in 1937 
the M adrid segment of the Durruti Column was transferred back to 
the Aragón front, and Sanz became the commander of the whole 
column. Throughout the remainder of the W ar he successfully 
resisted efforts of the Stalinists to infiltrate the unit, converted into 
the 26th Division of the Popular Army. It played a major role in the 
Aragón campaign and the ultimate battle for Catalonia. When 
Ricardo Sanz led the remnants of the 26th Division, in strict military 
order, across the border into France, he received appropriate military 
honors from French troops on the other side of the frontier.

EDUARDO VAL was head of the CN T defense committee of the 
Center throughout the Civil War. In the early phases of the conflict, 
he directed recruiting of anarchist militiamen and dispatched them to 
recapture cities in the central part of the country. Subsequently, he 
played a key role in obtaining needed equipment for anarchist troops 
on the M adrid front, and organizing medical and other facilities for 
them, as well as giving political direction to the anarchist com m an
ders. In the last phase of the War, he was a member of the National 
Defense Council which overthrew the Negrin government, in charge 
of communications and public works.

EUGENIO VALLEJO was a CN T metal workers’ leader before the 
Civil War. With the outbreak of the conflict, he was put in charge of 
developing a war industry in Catalonia. He worked closely with 
Prime Minister Taradellas, and was credited by him with having 
done an extraordinary job of converting plants and workshops 
which before the W ar had not produced any military material into a 
major war industry. He and Taradellas fought unsuccessfully to 
prevent the Republican government of Prime Minister Negrin from 
seizing control of the Catalan war industries.

M ARIANO VÁZQUEZ (MARTIENET) was Catalan regional 
secretary of the C N T when the Civil W ar began. With the resignation 
of Horacio Prieto a few months later, he was chosen to be secretary 
of the national committee of the CNT, and remained in that post
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until after the end of the War. He strongly supported the continuing 
compromises of the CN T with its rivals within the Republican camp, 
particularly its entry into and remaining in the government of Prime 
Minister Juan Negrin. The leaders of the Federación Anarquista 
Ibérica and other opponents of the C N T ’s collaboration with Negrin 
became increasingly hostile to Vázquez. With the loss of Catalonia 
by the Republic, Vázquez sought refuge in France. He drowned a few 
m onths later in an accident which some of his Spanish anarchist 
comrades thought to be suspicious.
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51 . Terence M . Sm yth: La C N T a l Pais Valencia 1936-1937, Series 

L a U nitate, N um . 3 3 , V alencia, 1977 , page  67
52. T o glialti, op . cit., p ages 1 4 5 -6
53. L orenzo , op. cit., page 2 7 6
54. Ibid, p ages 2 7 6 -7
5 5. Interview w ith V alerio  M as, in Paris, Septem ber 8 1960
56. Bolloten, op . cit., page 4 5 4
5 7. Ibid, page  455
58. Peirats, o p . c it., V olum e II, page  306
59. Ib id , V olum e II, pages 3 0 9 -1 0
60. For d etails on the Ju n e 1 937  cabinet crisis see Peirats, op . cit., 

V olum e II, p ages 3 0 6 -1 1 ;  Lorenzo , op . c it., pages 2 7 6 -8 ;  and 
G arcia  O liver, op . cit., p ages 4 4 4 -5

61. Boletín de Información  C .N .T ., A.¡.T., F.A .I., Barcelona, N o. 
2 7 7 , Ju n e  7 1 9 3 7

6 2. L orenzo , o p . cit., p ages 2 7 8 -9

3 2 . T h e A narch ists on the D efensive — I
1. Ju lian  G ork in : España, Primer Ensayo de Democracia Popular, 

A sociación  Argentina p o r la L ibertad  de la C u ltura, Buenos 
A ires, n .d . (1 9 6 1 ), page 14

2 . D iego  A bad  de Santillán : Por Q ué Perdimos la Guerra, C . del 
T o ro , E d itor, M ad rid , 1 975 , p age  2 63

3. Je sú s H ernández: Negro y  Rojo: Los Anarquistas en la Revolu
ción Española, L a  E spañ a  C ontem poránea, M exico , D .F., 
1946 , p ages 4 1 7 -2 0

4. Jo sé  Peirats: La C.N.T. en la Revolución Española, Ediciones 
C N T , T o u lo u se , 1 9 5 2 , V olum e II, page 306

5. Boletín de Información C .N .T ., A .I.T ., F.A.I., B arcelona, N o. 
3 1 4 , Ju ly  2 0  193 7
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6. Boletín de Información C .N.T., A .I.T ., F.A.I., Barcelona, N o. 
3 2 4 , Ju ly  31 1937

7. Louis Fischer: Men and Politics: An Autobiography, Duell, 
Sloane and  Pearce, N ew  Y ork , 1 9 4 1 , page 417

8. Boletín de Información C .N .T ., A .I.T ., F.A.I., B arcelona, N o. 
4 5 0 , D ecem ber 2 7  1 937

9. Boletín de Información  C .N .T ., A .I.T ., F.A.I., B arcelona, N o . 
4 5 9 , Jan u ary  6 1938

10. Peirats, op . cit., V olum e III, page 6 7
11. C ésar M . Lorenzo: Les Anarchistes Espagnols et le Pouvoir 

1863-1969, Editions du Seuil, Paris, 1969 , page 317
12. M anuel M u ñoz D iez: Marianet: Semblanza de Un Hombre, 

E diciones C N T , M exico , 1 960 , pages 1 12-133
13. Peirats, op . cit., V olum e III, page 90
14. Ju an  G arc ia  O liver: El Eco de los Pasos: El Anarcosindicalismo 

en la calle, en el Comité de Milicias, en el gobierno, en el exilio, 
R uedo Ibérico, Paris and  B arcelona, 1978 , page 4 9 0

15. Ibid, pages 490 -1
16. Burnett Bolloten: The Spanish Revolution: The L eft and the 

Struggle for Power During the Civil War, The University o f 
North C arolina Press, C hapel H ill, 1 979 , page 469

17. Pierre Broué and Emile Tem im e: The Revolution and the Civil 
War in Spain, The M IT  Press, C am bridge, 1 9 7 0 ,  page  527

18. Peirats, op. c it., V olum e III, page 90
19. Interview with Ju an  L óp e z , in M exico , A ugust 25  1963
2 0 . Letter from  R am ón Alvarez to  au th or, N ovem ber 15 1989
21 . Letter from  R am ón A lvarez to  au th or, Jan u ary  1 1990
22 . L orenzo, op , cit., page  3 1 7  (footnote N o . 29)
23 . Ibid, page  319
24 . Ibid, page  317
25 . Santillán , o p . c it., page  2 5 2
26. Ibid, page 318
27 . Interview with Jo sé  C on su egra  in C arac as , Venezuela, Septem 

ber 14 1961
2 8 . L orenzo, o p . cit., p ages 3 1 9 -2 0
2 9. G arcia  O liver, op. c it., page 492
3 0. Ju lian  G orkin : Caníbales Politicos: Hitler y  Stalin en España,
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Ediciones Q uetzal, M exico , 1941 , pages 8 8 -9 0
31. Revolutionary History, London, sum m er 1988, page 32
32. C h arles O rr to  C larence Senior, Decem ber 25  1 936 , N orm an 

T h om as Collection, N ew  York Public Library
33. G orkin : Caníbales Politicos, etc., op. cit., page 92
34. Ibid, pages 99-104
35. Ibid, page 104 ; see a lso  Victor A lba: E l Marxisme a Catalunya 

1919-1939, V olum e II: Historia del P.O. U.M., Editorial Portic, 
Barcelona, 1974 , pages 508-11

3 6. Je sú s H ernández: Yo Fui un Ministro de Stalin, Editorial 
A m erica, M exico , 1 953 , pages 112

37. Ibid, pages 119 -2 6
38. Francesc Bonam usa: Andreu Nin y el movimiento comunista en 

España (1930-1937), Editorial A nagram a, Barcelona, 1977, 
pages 3 7 7 -8

39. A lba, page 511
40. Ju lian  G orkin: El Proceso de Moscú en Barcelona, Ayma, 

Sociedad  Anónim a E ditora, Barcelona, 1973 , p ages 198-9
41. A lba, op . cit., page 514
42. M anuel Azaña: Obras Completas: IV: Memorias Políticas y de 

Guerra, Ediciones O asis, S .A ., M exico , 1968
43. A lba, op. cit., page 562
44. A dolfo  Bueso: Recuerdos de un Cenetista, Editorial Ariel, 

B arcelona, 1978 , Volum e II, page 261
45 . The Spanish News Bulletin, Barcelona, N o. 12 , 2nd  year, June 

1 9 3 7 ,page 2
46. G orkin : El Proceso de Moscú en Barcelona, op . cit., page 249
47. A lba, op. cit., page 589
48. Ibid, page 502
49. G orkin : El Proceso de Moscú en Barcelona, op . c it., pages 2 6 5 -

6
50. Ibid, page 265 ; see ibid, pages 2 3 8 -6 6  and  A lba, o p . cit., pages 

5 7 6 - 6 0 0  for a  discussion o f  the tria l; and  A lba, o p . cit., pages 
6 0 5 -1 6  for the judge’s  sentence

51. Palm iro T ogliatti: Escritos sobre la guerra de España, Editorial 
Critica, page 232

52. Steve N elson: The Volunteers: A Personal Narrative o f  the
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Fight Against Fascism in Spain, M asses and  M ain stream , N ew  
Y ork , 1953, page  131

5 3 . Justice Triumphs in Spain, A Letter A bout the Trial o f  the 
P.O.U .M ., Socialist Party o f  the U .S ., C h icago , n .d . (1939), 
page  22

5 4 . Ibid, page 23
5 5 . D olores Ibárruri: Unión de Todos los Españoles: Texto del 

informe pronunciado en el Pleno del C om ité Central del 
Partido Comunista de España, celebrado en Madrid el dia 23 
de Mayo de 1938, E ditorial U nidad, M ontevideo , 1938 , page 
59

5 6 . Interview with Federica M ontseny , in T o u lo u se , Ju ly  31  1960
5 7 . Boletín de Información C .N.T., A .I.T ., F.A.I., Barcelona, N o. 

3 2 7  A ugust 4  1937
5 8 . Boletín de Información C .N .T ., A .I.T ., F.A.I., B arcelona, N o.

3 0 2 , Ju ly  6 1937
5 9 . D iego A bad  de Santillán : La Revolución y  La Guerra en 

España -  Notas Preliminares para su Historia, Ediciones 
N erv io , Buenos A ires, 1937 , p ages 178 -9

60. Andrés Suárez: El Proceso Contra el POUM: Un Episodio de la 
Revolución Española:, R uedo  Ibérico, Paris, 1 974

6 1 . Lazarillo  de T o rm es: España Cuña de la Libertad: La Revolu
ción Española, E diciones E b ro , V alencia, n .d . (1 9 3 7 ), chapters 
12 and  13

6 2 . Los Sucesos de Barcelona: Relación docum ental de las trágicas 
jornadas de la semana de M ayo 1937 , E diciones E b ro , V alencia, 
M ay , 1937 , page  7

6 3 . Boletín de Información C .N.T., A .I.T ., F.A.I., Barcelona, N o .
3 0 3 , Ju ly  7  1937

6 4 . V íctor A lba: E l M arxisme a Catalunya 1919-1939, Volum e II: 
Historia del P.O.U .M ., E ditorial Portic, Barcelona, 1974 , page 
580

6 5 . Boletín de Información C .N.T., A.I.T ., F.A.I., Barcelona, N o .
3 0 3 , A ugust 9 1 937

6 6 . G ork in : El Proceso de Moscú en Barcelona, o p . cit., page 
2 50

6 7. Interview with L uis Pórtela, in B arcelon a, A ugu st 21  1960
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68. R ic ard o  S an z ; Los Q ué Fuimos a Madrid: Columna D urruti 26  
División, Im prim erie D u laurier, T o u lo u se , 1 969 , page  150 ; 
A lba op . cit., V o lu m e II, page  539

69 . Interview  w ith Ju a n  M an u el M o lin a , in B arcelon a, Ju ly  18  198 4
70 . Fran c isco  L arg o  C ab a lle ro : Correspondencia Secreta, N o , M a d 

rid , 1 9 6 1 , p a g e s  2 9 6 - 7
71 . Ib id , page  2 9 6
72 . Ib id , page  301
73 . Peirats, o p . c it., V olum e II, p ages 3 4 8 -9
74 . Ib id , p age  3 8 8
75 . Boletín de Inform ación C .N .T ., A.I.T ., F.A .I., B arcelona, N o . 

3 2 3 ,  Ju ly  3 0  1 9 3 7 ; N o . 3 2 4 , Ju ly  31 1937; N o . 3 3 0 , A u gust 7 
1 9 3 7 ; N o . 3 3 6 , A ugu st 14 1 937 ; N o . 3 3 7 , A ugust 16  1 9 3 7 ; 
N o . 3 4 0 , A ugu st 19 1 9 3 7 ; N o . 3 2 7 , A ugu st 4  1 937

76 . Peirats, o p . c it., V olum e II, page  3 4 7
77 . Ib id , p age  376
78. Spanish Labor N ew s, N ew  Y ork  C ity, N o . 5 , D ecem ber 7 

1 9 3 7 , p age  1
79. Spanish Labor N ew s, N ew  Y ork  C ity, N o . 9 , Ja n u ary  13 1 937 , 

page  1
80 . Peirats, o p . c it., V o lum e II, p ages 3 7 8 -8 0
81. Spanish Labor N ew s, N e w  Y ork  C ity , N o vem ber 3 0  193 7
82. D av id  T . C a tte ll: Com m unism  and the Spanish Civil War, 

R ussell &c R u sse ll, N e w  Y ork , 1 9 6 5 , page 175
83. Peirats, o p . c it., V o lum e II, p age  3 8 1 -2
84. Ib id , p age  381
85. Jo s é  Peirats: Los Anarquistas en la crisis política española, 

E dicion es Ju c a r , M ad rid  &  G ijón , 1976 , p age  296
86. Spanish Labor N ew s, N e w  Y ork  C ity, N o . 5 ,  D ecem ber 7

1 9 3 7 , p age  3
87. Spanish Labor N ew s, N ew  Y ork  C ity , N ovem ber 3 0  1 9 3 7 , 

p ag es 2 -3
88. Peirats: La C .N .T . en la Revolución Española, o p . cit., V olum e

II, p age  394
89. T o g lia tt i,  o p , c it . ,  page  243
*0- Socialist Review , N e w  Y ork  C ity , Jan u ary -F eb ru ary  1 9 3 8 , 

p age  14
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91. T e x t o f  C ab alle ro ’s  speech in Peirats: La C.N.T. en la Revolu
ción Española, o p , c it., Volum e II, pages 3 8 2 -9 3 ;  excerpts o f  
sam e in Socialist Review, N ew  York C ity , Jan u ary -F ebruary
1938, pages 7 - 8 ,1 8

9 2. C aballero , o p . c it., pages 3 0 6 -8
9 3. Socialist Review, N ew  Y ork  C ity, Jan u ary -F ebru ary  1938, 

page 14
9 4. Socialist Review, N ew  Y ork City, Jan u ary -F eb ruary  1938 , 

pages 1 - 3 ,1 4

3 3 . T h e A narch ists o n  the D efensive -  II
1. C N T  Accords del Congres de Saragossa Maig 1936, T e x to s de 

F o rm ad o  L libertaria, Barcelona, 1977 , p ages 9 -1 0
2. Hacía la Unidad de Acción de la Clase Obrera, E diciones de la 

C .N .T ., V alencia, n .d . (1937)
3. Jo sé  Peirats: La C.N.T. en la Revolución Española, Ediciones 

C N T , T o u lo u se , 1953 , Volum e III, p ages 6 7 -9 , see a lso  Jo sé  
Peirats: Los Anarquistas en la crisis política española, E diciones 
Ju car, M ad rid  &  G ijón , 1 9 7 6 , pages 2 9 8 -3 0 6

4 . Lazarillo  d e  Torm es: España Cuña de la Libertad: La Revolu
ción Española y sus Conflictos, Ediciones E bro , V alencia, n .d ., 
(1 9 3 7 ), p ages 2 0 3 -1 4

5. Indalecio Prieto: Convulsiones de España: Pequeños Detalles 
de Grandes Sucesos, Ediciones O asis, S .A . M exico , 1968 , 
Volum e II, page  31

6 . Ibid, pages 7 2 -3
7. Ibid, pages 3 7 -8
8. Ibid, pages 5 3 -7 0
9. Salvad or d e  M ad ariaga : Spain: A  Modern History, Frederick A. 

Praeger, N ew  Y ork , 1 958 , p ages 5 2 7 -8
10. Prieto, op . cit., p ages 4 9 -5 0
11. Ibid, pages 42-7
12 . Ibid, page  54
13. Palm iro T o gliatti: Escritos sobre la guerra de España, Editorial 

Critica , Barcelona, 198 0 , page 198
14. de M ad ar iag a , o p . cit., page  529
15. Ju an  G óm ez C asa s : Anarchist Organization: The History o f  the
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F.A.I. Black Rose Books, M ontreal and Buffalo, 1986, page 
209

16. M anuel Cruells: Els Fets de Maig, Barcelona 1937, Editorial 
Joventut, S.A. Barcelona, 1970, page 90

17. Adolfo Bueso: Recuerdos de un Genetista, Editorial Ariel, 
B arcelona,1978, Volume II, page 297

18. Franz Borkenau: The Spanish Cockpit, University o f M ichigan 
Press, Ann Arbor, 1963, page 195

19. Lazarillo de Torm es, op. cit., page 104
20. Ibid, page 202
21. M anuel Azaña: Obras Completas: IV: Memorias Poliicas y de 

Guerra, Ediciones Oasis S.A., M exico, 1968, page 883
22. Ibid, page 888
23. Spanish Revolution, New York, July 2 1937, page 3
24. Peirats: La C.N.T. en la Revolución Española, op. cit., Volume 

III, page 139
25. Ibid, page 138-9; see also Burnett Bolloten: The Spanish 

Revolution: The Left and the Struggle for Power During the 
Civil War, The University of N orth  Carolina Press, Chapel Hill, 
1979, page 469

26. Peirats: La C.N.T. en la Revolución Española, op. cit., Volume 
III, page 143

27. Interview with Jesús de Galindez, in New York City, April 9
1952; see also de M adariaga, op. cit., page 531

28. Toglicltti, op. cit., page 240
29. Pierre Broué and Emile Temime: The Revolution and the Civil 

War in Spain, The M IT Press, Cam bridge, USA, 1970, page 
312; see also Bueso, op. cit., Volume II, page 292

30. H elm ut Rudiger: ‘Barcelonasekreterarena Inform ation Infor 
IAA; Kongress i Paris den 7 December 1937’, page 12

31. David T. Cattell: Communism and the Spanish Civil War, 
Russell &; Russell, N ew  York, 1965, page 102

32. Rudiger, op. cit., page 34
33. Dolores Ibárruri, M anuel Azcarate, Luis Balaguer, Antonio 

C ordon, Irene Falcon and José Sandoval: Guerra y  Revolución 
en España 1936-1939 , Editorial Progreso, M oscú, 1966, Vol
ume I, pages 267-9
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34. Louis Fischer: Men and Politics: An Autobiography, Duell, 
Sloane and Pearce, N ew  York, 1941, page 421

35. Albert Pérez Baró: 30 Meses de Colectivismo en Catalunya, 
Editorial Ariel, Barcelona, 1974, page 143

36. Diego Abad de Santillán: Por Qué Perdimos la Guerra, C. del 
Toro Editor, M adrid, 1975, pages 244-5

37. Pérez Baró, op. cit., page 147
38. Ibid, pages 145-6
39. José Peirats: La C.N.T. en la Revolución Española, op. cit., 

Volume III, page 185
40. Spanish Revolution, New York, July 2 1937, page 3
41. Josep M aria Bricall: Política Económica de la Generalitat

(1936-1939): El Sistema Financer, Edicions 62, Barcelona,
1979, page 263 and footnote N o. 12

42. Cruells, op. cit., page 109
43. Interview with Andrés Capdevila, in Perpignan, September 4

1960; see also Andrés Capdevila: ‘Las Lecciones de la Política’,
CNT, Toulouse, O ctober 27 1947, page 2

44. Peirats: La C.N.T. en la Revolución Española, op. cit., Volume 
III, page 41

45. Bricall, op. cit., page 274
46. Ibid, page 276
47. Ibid, page 277
48. Castilla Libre, M adrid, December 11 1937
49. Gómez Casas, op. cit., pages 229 -30
50. J. Esperanza: ‘La Socialización del Ram o de Curtidos de 

Barcelona’, CNT, Toulouse, July 17 1949, page 3
51. Bricall, op. cit., page 135
52. Rudiger, op. cit., page 13
53. Cruells, op. cit., page 85
54. Interview with Ginés H ernández Pagán, in Toulouse, August 4 

1960
55. Interview with A ntonio A lorda, in Limoges, France, August 13 

1960
56. Prieto, op. cit., Volume II, pages 56-8
57. Peirats: La C.N.T. en la Revolución Española, op. cit., Volume 

III, page 287
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58. Ibid, page 279
59. Ibid, page 280
60. Santillán, op. cit., page 225
61. Peirats: La C.N.T. en la Revolución Española, op. cit., Volume 

III, page 281
62. Ibid, page 282
63. Ibid, page 281
64. Santillán, op. cit., pages 234-5
65. Peirats, op. cit., Volume III, page 251
66. Ibid, page 254
67. Santillán, op. cit., page 294
68. Interview with Elias M arupe, in Toulouse, September 5 1960
69. Interview with Antonio León, in Limoges, France, August 13 

1960
70. Bueso. op. cit., Volume II, pages 312-13
71. Peirats, La C.N.T. en la Revolución Española, op. cit., Volume 

III, page 268
72. Gabriel Javsicas: ‘Spain Divided’, Harpers Magazine, N ovem 

ber 1945

34. Dissension W ithin the Libertarian Ranks
1. Diego Abad de Santillán: Por Qué Perdimos la Guerra, C. del 

T oro  Editor, M adrid, 1975, page 22
2. Palmiro Togliatti: Escritos sobre la guerra de España, Editorial 

Critica, Barcelona, 1980, page 162
3. José Peirats: La C.N.T. en la Revolución Española Ediciones 

CN T, Toulouse, 1955, Volume I, page 231
4. Interview with M anuel Salas, in Barcelonca, July 16 1984
5. Interview w ith José Peirats, in Toulouse, August 1 1960
6. Interview with Fidel M iró, in M exico City, August 22 1963
7. Juan Gómez Casas: Anarchist Organization: The History o f  the 

P.A.I., Black Rose Books, Montreal and Buflalo, 1986, page 
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8. Santillánf op. cit., page 289
9. Ibid, pea ge 173

10. Ibid , pages 173-4
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12. Ib id , p ages 1 7 6 -7
1 3. Ib id , p ages 2 6 1 -2
1 4. Peirats, op . c it., V olum e III, p ag es 1 1 6 -1 7
1 5. Ib id , p ages 1 1 7 -1 8
16. Ib id , p afe 118
17. Ib id , page 120
18. Ib id , p ages 122 -3
19. Ib id , page 118
2 0 . Ib id , page 119 ; see a lso  Jo sé  Peirats: Los Anarquistas en la 

crisis política española, E diciones Ju c a r , M ad rid  and  G ijón , 
1 9 7 6 , p ages 3 1 2 -1 3

2 1 . Peirats, op. c it., V olum e III, p ag es 125 -8
2 2 . San tillán , op . c it., page  251
2 3 . Peirats: La C .N .T . en la Revolución Española, o p . cit., V olm e

III, page 135
2 4 . San tillán , op . c it., p ages 2 6 2 -4
2 5 . Ib id , page 264
2 6 . Ib id , p ages 2 6 5 -6
2 7 . Ib id , page 267
2 8 . Ib id , p ages 2 6 9 -7 1
2 9 . Ib id , p ages 2 7 1 - 2
3 0 . Ib id , p ages 2 7 2 -3
3 1 . Ib id , p ages 2 7 7 -8 2
3 2 . Ib id , p ages 2 7 5 -6
3 3 . T o g lia tti, op . cit., p ages 2 2 6
3 4 . Peirats: La C .N .T . en la Revolución Española, o p . cit., V olum e
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3 5 . Santillán , op . c it., p ages 2 8 3 -3 1 6
3 6 . Ib id , p ages 2 5 6 - 9
3 7 . Peirats: La C .N .T . en la Revolución Española, o p . c it., V olum e

III, page  305
38. Ibid, page 306
3 9 . Ib id , p ages 3 0 7 -8
4 0 . Ib id , page 309
4 1 . Ib id , p ages 3 0 9 -1 0
4 2 . Ib id , page  310
4 3 . Ib id , p ages 3 1 5 -1 6
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44. Ibid, page 317
45. Ibid, page 319; see also Peirats: Los Anarquistas, etc., op. cit, 

pages 314-22
46. The Spanish Revolution, Barcelona, M arch 31 1937, page 4
47. ‘Informe de la Delegación de la C .N .T. al Congreso Extra
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1937’, pages 94-5
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III, page 91
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54. Ibid, page 93
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56. Ibid pages 505-6
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1. Jesús Hernández: Negro y Rojo: Los Anarquistas en la Revolu

ción Española, La España Contem poránea, M exico, D.F., 
1946, page 439

2. Ibid, pages 455-6
3. Diego Abad de Santillán: Por Qué Perdimos la Guerra, C. del 

Toro Editor, M adrid, 1975, pages 337-8
4. Aportes a la Verdad en la Liquidación de la Guerra Española, 

Ediciones C.G .T., Santiago, Chile, n.d. (1939), page 6
5. Santillán, op. cit., page 345
6. H ernández, op. cit., page 465
7. Ignacio Iglesias: La Fase Final de la Guerra Civil, C uadernos de

Frente Libertario, Paris, 1975, page 14
8. Ibid, page 6, citing Prieto and Zuazagoítia
9. Pierre Broue and Emile Temime: The Revolution and Civil War

in Spain, The M IT Press, Cam bridge, USA, 1970, page 521
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10. Ibid, page 522
11. Ibid, page 526
12. Jose Peirats: La C.N.T. en la Revolución Espaôla, Ediciones 

C N T, Toulouse, 1953, Volume III, page 368; Iglesias, op. cit., 
has an expensive discussion of these claims of N egrin’s

13. H ernánadez, op. cit., pages 4 6 6 -7
14. Palmiro Togliatti: Escritos sobre la guerra de España, Editorial 

Critica, Barcelona, 1980, page 280
15. H ernández, op. cit., page 474
16. Ibid, page 505
17. Iglesias, op. cit., page 13
18. Cipriano M era: Guerra, Exilio y Cárcel de un Anarcosindicalista 
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had to diminish authority  of C N T representatives 786
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A lb a , V ic to r (continued) 
n o te s p atro n iz in g  a ttitu d e  o f  P O U M  to w a rd s  a n arch is ts  7 9 2  
p o in ts o u t  th at C N T -F A I d id n ’ t u n d erstan d  sign ifican ce  o f  PSU C  

a tta c k s  on P O U M  7 8 6  
rep orts on effects o f  w o rk e rs ch o o sin g  m an age rs 6 1 0 - 6 1 2  

says anarchists only ones to protest Stalinist campaign against 
P O U M  793

sa y s  in C a ta lo n ia  h a lf  o f  w o rk e rs con tin u ed  to  b e  private ly  
em ployed  4 8 3  

sa y s  Sta lin  ab an d o n ed  Spain  a s gu aran te e  o f  g o o d  faith  to  
H itle r 7 2 4 ,1 0 7 8 - 1 0 7 9  

ta lk s a b o u t  re vo lu tion ary  youth  fro n t 7 9 3  
te lls w h y P SU C  ga in e d  from  ab o lition  o f  local revo lu tion ary  

reg im es 769
told  by A b ad  d e  San tia llan  th at A n ton ov-O vsen k o  to ld  him that 

Stalin  very un h appy  a b o u t  A n drés N in  bein g  in C ata lan  
govern m en t 7 6 9 - 7 7 0  

w a s jo u rn a lis t  and  a  lead e r o f  P O U M  y ou th  4 5 9 ,  4 6 5  
A lbarrac in , Severino  38  
A lb ero la , Jo s é  806 
A lcalá  Z a m o ra  N ice to  1 0 4 ,1 1 2 ,1 1 4  
A lcón  M a r c o s  7 4 7 , 761 
A ld ab a ld e tréco , C r is tó b a l 160  
A lessan d ri, A rtu ro  6 8 4  
A lfo n so  X III  104 
A lianza Ju ve n il A n tifa sc ista  94  
A lianza O b re ra  1 1 0 , 1 1 2 ,8 3 2  
A llen , D evere  986
A lliance o f  S ocia list D em o crac y  1 7 -1 9
A lm ela, Jo s é  1 077
A lm udi, M an u e l 3 8 3
A lon so , B ru n o  2 4 8 ,  845
A lon so , C o lon e l 1 0 6 9
A lon so , G in é s 6 3 6
A lvarez , R am ó n  x v , 3 2 6 ,  5 4 5 - 5 4 6 ,  6 5 8 ,  8 2 3 ,  8 3 2 - 8 3 3 ,  8 3 5 ,  9 7 7 , 

1 1 6 3
A lvarez , V ic to r  2 4 2 , 2 4 3 ,2 4 4 , 2 5 8
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Alvarez del Vayo, Julio
abandons cabinet meeting in solidarity with Com m unist 

m inisters 962
accused by Largo Caballero of being unconditionally at service of 

Com m unists 953 
as Foreign M inister xviii 
as General Com m issar 274, 282, 879 
attributes troops stopping him from  leaving M adrid to Iron 

Colum n 228-229  
didn’t w ant to reduce Republic’s dependence on Soviet 

aid 70S 
flees to France 1Û6&
returns to  Spain after fall of Catalonia 1059 
sponsors form ation of Juventudes Socialistas Unificadas 

116
stopped by anarchist troops from leaving M adrid 218 

Am aro del Rosal 480 
Ambou, Juan 244, 834, 842, 843 
A narchist O rganization of the Spanish Region 71 
Andrade, Juan 131, 539, 592, 604, 760, 792, 985 
Antifascist Popular Front of Andalusia 852 
Anton O rtiz, Bernardino 1121-1122 
A ntona, David 860, 1154
Antonov-Ovsenko, Vladimir 277, 720, 771, 772, 773, 855, 935, 

939, 948 
Aranda, Antonio 133, 424, 834
A raquistain, Luis 1 1 5 ,1 5 4 , 9 55 , 256 , 915 , 2 2 2 ,1 0 4 2 , 1057
Ardiaca Père xxv
Areza Gonzalez, T iburcio 230
Arguelles, H oracio 244
Arin, Colonel 850
Arlandis, H ilari 101
Arquer, Jordi 985
A rrando, Alberto 936
Arredondo, M anuel 282
Ascaso, Dom ingo 160, 169, 744, 1100, 1163
Ascaso, Francisco xii, 83, 84, 128, 806, 1100
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Ascaso, Joaquin 
as cousin of Francisco Ascaso 806 
as ex-head of Council of Aragón 275, 805, 806 
jailed on charge of corruption but soon released for lack of 

p roof 828
present at Los Solidarios meeting, July 23, 1936 744 
presents plans for guerrilla operation behind Franco lines 275 
rem ains as president of Consejo de Aragon 812 
removed by Negrin as Republican governm ent delegate in 

Aragon 827
says virtually all parties signed docum ent endorsing Consejo de 

Aragon 823 
strongly defends Consejo de Aragon 822-824  
thum bnail biography of 1164
visits Barcelona and M adrid to seek official recognition of 

Consejo de Aragon 810 
Ascaso Colum n 163, 178, 1 1 3 5 ,1 1 1 6  
Asens, José 739, 767, 916 
Asensio, José 189, 217, 235, 236, 250, 2 5 0 ,1 0 4 2  
Aso, Juan Bautista 94 
Asociación Internacional de T rabajadores

as anarchists’ international organization 70, 100 
becomes alm ost indistinguishable from one faction of CN T in 

exile 1096
bitter controversies in during Spanish Civil W ar xxvi, 1160 
CN T cancels agreement th a t it handle CNT-FAI foreign 

propaganda 1139 
com m on belief in it that Souchy was AIT secretary 1139 
expels its Swedish affiliate 1091)
has member of CNT-FAI foreign propaganda secretariat 1139 
its December 1937 meeting in Paris 1049 
its m em bership on im partial commission to judge charges of 

Stalinists against POUM  urged by POUM  791 
its Perm anent Delegation reduced to editing several 

bulletins 1139 
its secretary H elm ut Rudiger 1139 
its secretary Pierre Bcsnard 1140
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Asociación Internacional de T rabajadores (continued) 
joined by CN T 101
opposition of FAI to its having control of CNT-FAI foreign 

propaganda 1139- 
plenum of in Novem ber 1936 decides it should control 

propaganda of CNT-FAI 1138 
receives no greeting from CN T N ational Economic Plenum 684 
report to by H elm ut Rudiger 1Q2Q
1938 conference of grants wide autonom y to its affiliates 1161 
result of its Paris congress is agreem ent to suspend all hostile 

criticism of CN T 1160 
Russian anarchists in it longtime critics of CNT-FAI 1148 
Swedish affiliate of raises substantial funds for Spanish 

anarchists 1150 
Asociación M utua de O breros de la Industria Algodonera 599 
Astigarríbia, Juan  108 
Autobuses G 5 7 9 ,5 8 0 ,5 8 1  
Avrich, Paul 18
Ayguade Artemio 2 45 , 28.6, 9 0 3 , 2 1 6 , 933-934  
Ayguade Jaime 554 
Azaña, M anuel

appoints José Giral, prime minister 124 
appoints Juan Negrin prime m inister 964 
appoints Largo Caballero to try to form new cabinet 963 
appoints M artinez Barrio prime m inister 124 
as dom inant figure in early Second Republic 106 
asks Largo Caballero to w ithdraw  resignation and go on with 

Estram adura offensive 962 
becomes President 114 
becomes Prime M inister 120
considered proclam ation of sovereignty by Interprovincial 

Council of Asturias and Leon as rebellion 841 
denounced by Com m unists as representative of ‘reactionary 

capitalism ’ 108 
endorsed establishm ent of Consejo de Aragón if modified to 

include parties 810 
held C om panys’ party responsible for M ay Days conflict 934
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Azaña, M anuel (continued)
informed of fall of N orth  to Rebels 841 
is told about forthcom ing fall of Largo Caballero 961 
lack of courage and audacity of 125 
leads Partido de Izquierda Republicana 111 
only took tentative steps tow ards agrarian reform while Prime 

M inister 315-316  
passes Fifth Regiment in review 283 
pictures Civil W ar as struggle for democracy xix 
plot by POUM  to m urder him charged by Com m unists 791 
rem ains as President until shortly before end of w ar 1003 
role of in entry of C N T in Largo Caballero governm ent 865— 

866
resigns as Spanish president 1053 
says he has lost power to Com m unists 1QD8 
says Lister suggested m urders of members of Consejo de 

Aragón 828
says th a t in last eight m onths of w ar, Loyalists d idn’t get ‘even a 

k ilo’ of Russian m aterial aid L079 
tells CN T leaders too late for coup against Negrin 1054 
urges Negrin to abolish Consejo de Aragón 821 
warns Negrin about persecution of POUM  9,83 

Aznar, Adolfo 806

Bakunin, M ichael
as leader of Alliance of Socialist Democracy 17-19
as opponent of Karl M arx 10, 70
concept of anarchist society 2 6 -3 0
denigration by of medieval city states 5 -6
emphasis of on revolutionary role of organized workers 15 -17
ideas of on form of trade union organization 20 -22
ideas of on road to pow er 24 -26
ideas of on the State 10—13
on peasants as allies of proletariat 30 -32
opposition of to political parties 13-15
role of in origin of Spanish anarchism  9 -10 , 42, 1085
sends Giuseppe Fanelli to Spain 70
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Bakunin, M ichael (continued) 
su pport by o f  cooperatives 23  
su pport by o f strike funds 22  

Baldw in, Stanley 709  
Baliu s, Ja im e 796 , 9 2 8 , 1164 
Ballano , A dolfo  805 , 812  
Banco  Sindical Ibérico 4 8 2 , 6 9 5 -6 9 6  
Bank o f France 713  
Bank o f Industrial Credit 887  
Bank o f Spain  520 , 713 
Bank o f T arragon a  786 
B arbeta, C aptain  914
Barceló, L ieutenant Colonel 196 , 2 7 2 , 2 8 5 , 1063 
Barconi, J .  5 7 9 ,5 8 1  
B aron , Sam  996  
B arrero, Jo sé  839
B arriobero , E duardo  6 5 3 , 6 5 4 , 7 4 9 , 1112 
B arto lom é, A cracio  258  
B asq ue C om m unist Party 7 1 7  
B asq ue N ationalist Party 

alienated from  Negrin governm ent 734 
a  socially  conservative party  846 
decides to  support R epublic in Civil W ar 132 
dom inant element in Basque Republic 1004  
elem ents o f  in involved in p lot against anarch ists, accord in g  to  

G arcia O liver 9 3 9 , 9 4 0  
feared anarchist influence in Irun and  Santander 847  
had  three m em bers in Ju n ta  de Defensa de V izcaya 847  
in A lava su pports Rebels 846  
its militia feared destruction  o f  San  Sebastian  240  
m oves from  R ight to  L eft 1 0 9 -1 1 0  
not anticlerical 1118
not represented in regional Popular Front 846  
opposes social revolution in B asq ue area 326  
participates in Ju n ta de D efensa de G uipu zcoa 847  
refuses L a rgo  C aballero  o ffers o f  C abinet po st 847 
ro le o f  in Franco period 1 0 9 5 -1 0 9 6
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Basque N ationalist Party (continued) 
strongly supported by clergy 1126 
support of among peasants 307, 309
takes part in de facto regimes in Guipuzcoa and Vizcaya 846 
w ithdraw s from Negrin governm ent 10(19 

Basque Republic 827, 848 
Battistclli, Luigi 1135 
Bayó, Alberto 164, 165 
Bayón, Emilio 838 
Benito, Feliciano 195 
Bcrkman, Alexander 101 
Bcrnecker, W althcr

as a student of Spanish anarchism  xv
comm ents of on Federación Nacional Cam pesina statutes 313 
com m ents of on w orkers control of Barcelona’s public 

transport 579
describes ‘courteous’ tone of CN T delegation seeking release of 

anarchist prisoners in Aragón 829 
describes functions of Federación Regional de Cam pesinos del 

Centro 437-438  
discusses num ber of collectives in Aragón 360 
estimates C N T strength in Castille 434 
estimates num ber of rural collectives 325-326 , 455 
notes abolition of m oney in some rural Levante collectives 400 
notes failure of 1931-1933 governm ent to carry out Agrarian 

Reform Statute 316 
notes Revolution from the T op in Catalonia 339 
notes UGT strength in rural areas 308 
reports on CN T rural collectives in Andalusia 447 
says CN T collectives sell 51%  of citrus fruits exported from 

Levante during W ar 414 
says Consejo de Aragón contradicted anarchist ideas 818-819 
says Uribe m ade legalization of rural collectives very 

difficult 319 
sketches nature of Catalan textile industry 600 
sketches pre-Civil W ar landholding pattern  300-301 

Bcrncri, Camilo 267, 5 0 0 ,13X  910-912 , 1135
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Besnard, Pierre 30, 1 7 4 ,1116 , 1140, 1141 
Besteiro, Julian 1010, 1056, 1067 
Bilbao, Tom ás 1009 
Black H and 71 
Blanco, Segundo 

as Councillor of Industries in Asturias 658 
as M inister of Education in Negrin cabinet 554 
becomes first vice president of Interprovincial Council of Asturias 

and León 838 
chosen by Negrin as CN T member of his cabinet 976 
disagreem ent over his role in Negrin governm ent 977 
expresses anarchist support to Indalecio Prieto 1Ü04 
leader of C N T  in Asturias 554, 556, 698, 845 
named anarchists to key positions in his m inistry 978 
presided over Com m ittee of W ar based in Asturias 834 
reported to anarchist leadership for last time 1077 
returned to Spain after fall of Catalonia 1026 
seems to contradict Negrin call for continued resistance 1077 
sent on mission in Valencia to get m ilitary aid for 

Asturias 844 
thum bnail sketch of 11.64 

Blanco, Sigfrid 137 
Blanco, Victor 371 
Blasco Ibáñez, Vicente 137 
Bloque O brero y Cam pesino 112, 751 , 786 
Blum, Leon 2 0 9 , 710, 712 
Boal Evelio 101 
Bolívar, Cayetano 233, 882 
Bollotcn, Burnett 

assesses CN T efforts at rural collectivization 304-305  
cites D urruti on obligation to foster collectives in Aragón 

357
cites errors of anarchists in handling middle class 465 
cites evidence that Largo C aballero’s proposed offensive in 

E xtram adura was feasible 957 
cites Rudolf Rocker’s claim that Soviet held back arms shipments 

to force POUM  out of Catalan governm ent 222
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Bolloten, Burnett (continued) 
claims PSUC w on victory in controversy over Com m ittee for the 

Popular Army it organized 788 
com m ents on Com m unist troops attacks on Castille rural 

collectives 446 
comm ents on Uribe land expropriation decree of O ctober

1936 3 1 8 -3 1 9 ,3 2 4  
describes policies of 1934-1936 Right-wing governm ent 111 
describes Soviet influence in Republican Army 153-154 
describes takeover of right-w ing peasant organization by 

Com m unists in Levante 420 
discusses Agrarian Reform Institute loans to peasants 322 
discusses ex-convicts in Iron Colum n 226 
discusses form ation of PSUC 756 
discusses M arch-A pril 1937 Catalan cabinet crisis 797 
discusses nature o f militia 255
discusses Politburo meeting where decision tha t Largo Caballero 

m ust go was taken 959 
discusses replacem ent of revolutionary police forces by regular 

ones 876-877  
discusses return of confiscated land by M inistry of 

Agriculture 323 
discusses why anarchists agreed to dissolution of local and 

regional revolutionary authorities 876 
emphasizes im portance of anarchist m inisters in Republican 

governm ent in reestablishing authority  of the State 
874-875

explains reasons for fall of M alaga 233 
explains rise of Com m unist influence in Army 151-152 
explains that PSUC clearly a Stalinist party  760-761 
indicates Com m unists sought nationalization not w orkers’ 

collectivization of enterprises 728 
indicates middle class base of PSUC 760 
labels Togliatti ‘virtually head’ of Spanish Com m unist 

Party 719
noted C N T original resistance to removal of Nin from Catalan 

governm ent 775
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Bolloten, Burnett (continued) 
notes Com m unist attractiveness for regular officers 285 
notes Com m unist penetration o f  M inistry  o f  D efense 2 8 1 -2 8 2  
notes paym ents o f  much o f  p ay  by anarch ist m ilitia officers to 

Com ité de Defensa del Centro 205  
notes rapid grow th o f PSU C 7 5 6 -7 5 7
notes reaction o f C om panys and E squerra to  ad ap t to  anarchist 

revolution 784 
notes R ussian  preference for Fifth Regiment 2 8 3 -2 8 4  
notes som e C om m unists felt Lister attack  on A ragon  collectives 

excessive 383
notes C om orera d issolved  revolutionary com m ittees in charge o f 

w holesale food  trade 780  
notes suppression o f C N T-controlled  contro l p atro ls by C atalan  

governm ent 968 
notes that no one know s w ho assassinated  A ntonio Sese 921 
observations o f  on  individualist peasants and 

collectivization 327  
says C atalan  government decision to  d ra ft  so ldiers taken before 

crisis o f  Decem ber 1936 79 7 -7 9 8  
says C N T  refused to  have only tw o p o sts in new L argo  C aballero  

cabinet 963
says Com m unist drive to pow er aided by ‘connivance, g o od  faith 

and obtuseness’ o f  o ther politicians 715  
says for Stalin to  achieve objectives in Spain  he had to  p lay  down 

Revolution 724 
says L argo  C aballero  agreed to  m aintain anarch ist b rigades in 

Popular Army 270 
says M a jo r Barcelô a long-time C om m unist 285  
says M ay  D ays conflict broke pow er o f  anarch ists in 

Catalon ia  9 4 3 -9 4 4  
says PO U M  press criticized revolutionary com m ittees in charge o f 

w holesale food  trades 7 80-781  
stresses inefficacy o f R epublican parties after Ju ly  19,

1936  729
sum s up denouem ent o f M ay  D ays conflict 923  

B onacusa, Francesc 982
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Bonet, Pedro 929  
Borkenau, Franz 

assesses sources of Com m unist dom inance in politics of 
Republican regime 288 

blames José Asensio for fall of M álaga 235 
cites need for anarchists to have military units under their 

control 271 
com m ents on Fifth Regiment 283
comm ents on nature of Consejo General de Milicias 750-751 
comm ents on violent traditions of Spanish anarchism  1093 
com m ents tha t anarchists had treated PO UM  ‘rather 

rudely’ 776 
describes anarchist m ilitia in Andalusia 237 
describes church burning in Barcelona 1125-1126 
describes effects o f Loyalist reconquest of Aragón 356 
describes rural collective in Andalusia 448-449  
describes spread of anarchist influence in rural Castille and 

Andalusia 430 
describes reasons for PSUC hatred of POUM  774 
describes role of Villalba in fall of M alaga 234 
doesn’t m ention role of anarchist troops in Battle of 

G uadalajara 219 
explains political factors in fall of M alaga 233 
foresees possibility of absorption of Republican parties by 

Stalinists 10X17 
notes changes in Republican military 271 
notes middle class base of PSUC 759-760  
notes rural confusion in N ew  Castille early in W ar 431-432  
notes terrorism  in Catalonia in early p a rt of W ar 1108 
notes that PSUC members deny any revolution has 

occurred 727 
reported PSUC gaining in early 1997 779 
says CN T leaders felt themselves involved in PSUC fight to throw  

POUM  out of Catalan governm ent 775 
says CN T sought to end looting in Barcelona 1110 
says early Catalan militia colum ns received recruits from 

deserters from  Rebel arm y 162
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Borkenau, Franz (continued) 
says in January-February  1937 Com m unists had decided that 

Largo Caballero m ust go 946 
says Soviets held up arms shipm ents to  force POUM  ou t of 

Catalan governm ent 777 
says Stalinist parties became principally middle class in 

m em bership 730-731 
tells of burning of religious objects in small Catalan tow n 1116 
visits CN T bus repair shop in Barcelona 520 

Bosch Gimpera, Pedro 969 
Bosch Sánchez, A urora

cites a few cases of CN T-UGT conflicts in rural Levante 417 
comm ents on motives of peasants for joining collectives in 

Levante 395-396  
com m ents on Uribe decree for tem porary legalization of peasant 

collectives 322 
comm ents on Uribe land expropriation decree of O ctober

1936 319
discusses CN T-UGT orange exporting organization 410, 411, 

413
estimates num ber of rural collectives in Valencia region 3 9 7 -  

398
notes differences among Levante rural collectives 394 
provides examples of arm ed attacks on CN T rural collectives in 

Levante 4 2 3 ,4 2 4  
reports th a t FRCL recognized legitimacy of small 

proprietors 402 
says peasants skeptical of Uribe land decree and of Institute of 

A grarian Reform 321 
says rural collectives in Valencia were on expropriated 

land 392-393 
says were only four com arcal federations in FRCL in 

Valencia 404
sketches pre-w ar landholding pattern  in Levante 390-391 
sums up results of governm ent taking over export of Levante 

fruit 414-415  
sums up rural collectives in Levante 427-428
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Bowers, Claude 927 
Brademas, John 781, 783 
Brennan Gerald

attributes m ost anticlerical terrorism  in first part of W ar to 
anarchists 1127 

describes anarchist rural proselytization 302-303 , 430 
describes passion for education of rank-and-file anarchists 661 - 

662
describes pre-war landholding pattern in Aragón 354-356  
discusses Agrarian Statute of 1932 315 
estimates prc-Civil W ar size of FAI 86 
explains anarchists’ hatred of Catholic Church 1119 
says rural village particularly appropriate  for anarchist 

collectives 303-304  
sketches Com m unists ruthless drive for pow er 715-716 
sketches long-run effects of failure of Azaña governm ent of 

1931-1933 to carry out agrarian reform  316 
sums up first crisis of Largo Caballero governm ent in January

1937 947 
Bricall, Josip M aria 

comm ents on Consejería de Abastos in Catalonia 497 
comm ents on Consejo de Economía of Catalonia 499 
describes Catalan governm ent intervention in w orkers’ 

collectives 1018 
describes sources of defense industry 531 
discusses ‘interventor-delegates’ in Catalan urban 

collectives 502-503  
discusses reorganization of local governm ent in Catalonia 

789-790
discusses unem ploym ent problem  in Catalonia 470 
estimates value of Spanish gold sent to USSR 713 
estimates Catalan inflation 409
notes bad blood between C atalan anarchists and peasant 

proprietors 338 
notes lack of trained personnel in urban collectives 478 
notes large increase in prison expenditures after M ay Days 

conflict LQ2Q
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Bricall, Josip M aria (continued) 
notes merging of w orkers collectives 513-514  
presents figures on C atalan w ar industries 541 
says C om orera’s policy was to reduce pow er of unions 782 
says entry of anarchists into Catalan governm ent strengthens 

autonom y of Catalonia 770-771 
British Trade Union Congress 684 
Brockway, Fenner 1151 
Broué and Temime 

com m ent on Aragon Collectives Federation 363 
describe censorship by Negrin governm ent 1010 
describe final collapse of Loyalist arm y 1014 
note Russian aid to Fifth Regiment 284 
note tha t except in M adrid area, Com m unist troops did not 

revolt against Consejo N acional de Defensa 169 
recount Rebel terror in Badajoz 1104-1106 
report anarchist claims of production increase in Aragon 

collectives 387 
say French Com m unists sent aid to defense of Irun 239 
say m ajority of regular officers joined Com m unist Party 255 
say Negrin proposal to end w ar on basis of no reprisals could not 

be ‘more conciliatory’ 1058 
say role of Segundo Blanco was as N egrin’s spokesm an in 

anarchist m ovem ent 977 
Buenacasa, M anuel 75 
Bueno, Adolfo 147, 983, 1007, 1026 
Bueno, Lt. Colonel 1064, 1065 
Buiza, Admiral 1065 
Bullejos, José 106, 108, 109, 120, 121, 714 
Burgos, Inocencio 833

Caballero, Francisco, see Largo Caballero, Francisco 
Cabancllas, M iguel 134 
Cabo Giorla, Luis 756 
Cabra, Miguel 666, 667
CADCI, see Centro Autonom ista de Dependientes de Comercio e 

Industria
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Caja de Crédito Industrial y Comercial 482, 509, 512, 516, 517, 
5 1 8 ,5 7 9  

Calvet, José 741, 797 
Calvo Sotelo, José 117, 118, 120 
Cam acho, Diego, see Paz, Abel 
Cam pos, Evangelista 850 
Cano, Luis 798 
Capdevila, Andrés 

becomes Delegate President of Consejo de Economía 501 
describes C om orera’s refusal to allow  collectives to elect own 

m anagers 1017 
describes final passage of C atalan Collectivization Decree 504 
describes governm ent discrim ination against w orkers’ collectives 

in purchasing 1015-1016 
discusses m aintenance of m orale in H ilaturas Fabra y Coats 

textile p lan t 607 
issues he dealt w ith as Delegate President of Consejo de 

Econom ía 501-502  
member of C atalan cabinet which ended crisis of M arch-A pril

1937 792
member of Consejo de Economía 5 0 0 ,1015 
notes C om orera’s moves to try to take over collectives 517 
reports on CN T thw arting of repeal of Collectivization 

Decree 524-525  
reports result of Fabra y Costa collective 608-609 
thum bnail sketch of 1164 

Cardenas, Lázaro 1147 
C ardona Rossell, F. 664
C ardona Rossell, M . 323, 471 -472 , 475, 480, 484, 702, 779
Carlistas, see Partido Tradicionalista
C arod, Saturnino 1116
C arr, E. H . 709, 726
Carresquer, Felix

adm its some peasants forced to  join Aragón collectives 372 
denies that CN T militia impose collectives in Aragón 357 
directs school for training adm inistrators of rural collectives in 

Aragón 669-670
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Carresquer, Felix (continued)
member of FAI Peninsular Com m ittee 667 
notes hesitancy of Aragon peasants to form collectives 

federation 360-361 
notes negotiations to include Republicans and Socialists in 

Consejo de Aragon 805 
prevented arrest of nuns 673, 1128
role of as director of m aternity hospital of Barcelona 669, 6 7 3 - 

674
says were few free loaders in Aragon collectives 376 
sketches advances in education in Catalonia during W ar 6 6 7 - 

688
Carrillo, Santiago 795, 839, 855, 856 
Carrillo, W enceslao 1067 
C arrocera, Higinio 242, 243, 258, 1043, 1164 
Casado, Segismundo

accepts M era’s plan for Negrin to negotiate with Franco 
1062

contacts M r Brown for good offices to get surrender terms from 
Franco 1066 

describes Soviet influence in Republican arm y 153 
in close contact with Comité de Defensa del Centro de la 

CN T 1066 
leads insurrection against Negrin 156, 1055 
meets with Negrin a t M era’s headquarters 1062 
named by Negrin to general staff 1064 
refuses to appoint Com m unist to com m and his troops while he 

confers with Negrin 162-163 
refuses to sign statem ent of unconditional support for 

Negrin 1068
says Soviets controlled Republican airforce and tank corps 

247
shared with anarchists responsibility for appearing to lead 

Loyalists to ultim ate defeat 1080-1081 
suggests regrouping of Loyalist troops around Cartegena 

1060
sum m oned to meet with Negrin 1061
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Casado, Segismundo (continued) 
summ ons Cipriano M era to discuss alternatives after fall of 

C atalonia 1060 
works with CN T regional federations in procuring food for Army 

of the Center 408 
Casanovas, Juan 751 
Casarcs Q uiroga, Santiago 120, 121, 124 
Casas Sala, Francisco 225 
Casasus Lacasta, M ariano 169, 170 
Casella, Jaime 621 
Castro, Fidel 165 
Castro Delgado, Enrique 

as organizer of Fifth Regiment 196, 283 
calms dow n crisis between Com m unists vs. Socialists and 

anarchists in Asturias 839 
comm ents on leading posts in Popular Army being given to Fifth 

Regiment 285 
explains reason Com m unists brought about fall of Largo 

Caballero 958-959 
indicates role of Codovila in directing Spanish Com m unist 

Party 718
notes Com m unist ability to create heroes or destroy military 

officers 286
praises role of anarchist troops in Battle of the Ebro 187 
says Com m unists happy to have Casado have responsibility for 

final collapse of Loyalist armed forces 1079 
says Fifth Regiment was fundam ental force in defense of 

M adrid 196
says Com m unist attacks on General Ascnsio really aimed at 

Largo Caballero and the anarchists 950 
sketches Battle of G uadalajara 219
tries unsuccessfully to rally Com m unist Party leadership against 

Consejo N acional de Dcfcnsa 1070 
C atalan Com m unist Federation 756 
Catalan Council of Agriculture 340 

Catalan Left, see Esquerra Catalana 
C atalan Left Party, see Esquerra C atalana
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Catalan M unicipal Agrarian Juntas 340 
Catalan W ar Industries Commission 559, 560, 562 
Catholic Fascist Youth O rganization 1125 
Cattell, David 528->_994^_LQll 
Cazorla, José 856
CEA, see Central de Exportación de Agrios
CEDA, scc Confederación Española de Derechas Autonom as
Cclma, M iguel 169
Central Com m ittee of Antifascist M ilitias, see Consejo General de 

Milicias Antifascistas 
Central de Exportación de Agrios 414, 421 
Central de Exportación de Cebolla 410 
Centro A utonom ista de Dependientes de Comercio e 

Industria 757 
CENU, see Consejo de la Escuela Nueva Unificada 
Chapaprieta, Joaquín 112 
Checa, Pedro £ 5 0 , 919 
Chemical W orkers Union of Badalona 632 
Chapero Fernández, T im oteo 845 
Chueca, Miguel 806, 810, 812 
C iutat de M iguel, Francisco 285 
Claudín, Fernando 151
CLUEA, see Consejo Levantino Unificado de Exportación Agrícola 
CN T, see Confederación Nacional del T rabajo 
CN T Defense Com m ittee of the Center, see Comité de Defensa del 

Centro de la CN T 
Codovila, V ictorio 116, 718, 720, 252 , 259 
Colodny, Robert 196, 198, 209, 212, 218 
Colom é, Víctor 783 
Comín Colom er, Eduardo 67, 399 
Com intern, see Com m unist International 
Com m issariat for the Defense of Vizcaya 846 
Com ité Central de M ilicias de Cataluña, see Consejo General de 

M ilicias Antifascista 
Com ité de Abastecimientos, see Comité de Abastos 
Comité de Abastos 494, 495, 496 
Com ité de Acción M arroqu í 763
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Com ité de Defensa del Centro de la CN T 
great influence of on anarchist troops in M adrid area 1117 
helps defense of Siguenza 195 
in close contact with Casado 1Q66 
informed that Russian advisers suggest moving capital to 

Valencia 871 
issues regulations of CN T militia 204-205  
meeting of, N ovem ber 15, 1936 209 
m ethods of recruiting militia 205 
named com m anders of anarchist militia colum ns 205 
organizes militia w ho retake several cities in Central Spain 203 
passes plan of M era to force Negrin to negotiate w ith Franco to 

Libertarian M ovem ent which rejects it 1067 
receives contributions of much of pay of anarchist militia 

officers 205
role of in confronting Com m unist influence 854—855 
supports m ilitarization of militia 261 

Com ité de Enlace de Productos-Exportadores de Cebollas, CNT- 
UGT 4 0 9 ,4 1 0  

Com ité de Guerra 252, 253 
Com ité Provincial de Asturias 575, 576 
Com ité Provincial del Frente Popular (Asturias) 8.3.3, 834, 835 
Com ité Regulador de Hoteles 445
Commission of Interpretation of Collectivization Decree 509 
Commission of W ar Industries 535, 539, 541, 550 , 551 
Commercial W orkers Union of Barcelona (CNT) 633 
Com m ittee of Public Health (M alaga) 852, .853 
Com m unications W orkers Union of Catalan CN T 576 
Com m unist International 

agents of enter Spain 774 
backs Spanish party  1.028 
Com m unist groups opposed to 1147 
delegates of had decisive voice in Spanish Politburo meeting 

which decided to remove Largo Caballero 959-960  
efforts of to get control of Spanish Republic 901 
Erno Gero its agent 772 
opposed Revolution in Loyalist Spain 726
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Com m unist International (continued)
Popular Front line of 115
principal agent of in Spain, Palmiro Togliatti 116 
PSUC joins it 756, 760
refuses to challenge Consejo de Defensa N acional 1069 
relations of C N T with 1134
replaces leadership of Spanish Com m unist Party 718 
representatives of leave Spain 1020 
resident delegate of, Jules H um bert-D roz 718 
resident representative of a t beginning of W ar, Victorio 

Codovila 718 
Stalin’s control of 9 8 9 ,1 0 2 8
subordinate to Soviet Com m unist Party and governm ent 713 
urged by POUM  to provide m em ber of international group to 

judge charges by Com m unists against party 791 
Com m unist Party of France 239, 7 2 8 ,1024 
Com m unist Party of Italy 2 2 3 , 2 8 3 ^ 8 2  
Com m unist Party of Spain

ability of to m ake heroes of or destroy regular army 
officers 286 

absolutely opposes anarchist collectives 484 
advantages of in struggle to control Republican m ilitary 2 7 9 - 

2 8 2 ,2 9 5
aligned with Right W ing Socialists in Largo Caballero 

cabinet &94 
attacks anarchists’ failure to  take Zaragoza 162 
attacks of on General Asensio basically aimed at Largo Caballero 

and the anarchists 950 
attacks of on Indalecio Prieto become public by M arch 193 8 LQ.Q3 
attracted regular army officers 285-286  
begins as small element in coalition governm ent 708 
belongs to Com m ittee of W ar set up in Gijon 834 
blames PO UM  and Friends of D urruti for M ay Days 

conflict 927
boasts of Agrarian Reform Institute loans to peasants 322 
brings Juan Com orera and Rafael Vidiella of PSUC into Central 

Com m ittee 261
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Com m unist Party of Spain (continued) 
cabinet members of urge Republican governm ent take control 

of C atalan police and m ilitary 934 
calls for POUM  to  be judged ‘fascist’ 790, 952 
cam paign of against followers of Largo Caballero facilitated by 

M ay Days conflict 969 
cam paign of to get control of Republican navy 246 
cam paigns to oust General Asensio as Under Secretary of 

W ar 235
captures CN T coal miners union in Asturias 831 
challenge to its control of Asturias m ilitary 837 
changes policy after Lister attack on Aragón collectives 384 
claims anarchist leaders of Consejo de Aragón corrup t 8 1 7 - 

819
claims D urruti Colum n fled in first com bat in M adrid 211 
clashes with Indalecio Prieto over political comm issars 1003 
comes to  defense of middle class 729-730  
conducts press cam paign against Consejo de Aragón .825. 
conflicts of with anarchists in M adrid 855-856 
contacts of with peasants in M onzón com arca, Aragón 373 
control by of Servicio de Inteligencia M ilitar 1023 
controls Federación Provincial de Cam pesinos in Valencia 410 
controls Federación Sindical del Arroz 415 
controls governm ent body in charge of orange exports 414 
controls m echanism  of the State after ouster of anarchists from 

Republican governm ent 970-971 
controls UGT miners union in La Unión 632 
creates param ilitary organization in 1933 280 
daily paper of attacks C atalan w ar industries 795 
dem ands end of Popular W ar Schools 228 
dem ands liquidation of Consejo de Aragón after M ay Days 

conflict 820-821 
denounces CNT-UGT non aggression pact 992 
did not emerge as principal force on Left after Franco’s 

death 1023
did not inquire into form er politics of regular officers it 

recruited 286
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Com m unist Party of Spain (continued) 
disquietude of Republican parties with Stalinist drive to pow er at 

their expense 1007 
distressed a t Largo C aballero’s increasing closeness to 

anarchists 954 
dom ination by of arm ed forces ended by Consejo Nacional de 

Defensa coup 1055 
dom inates censorship under Negrin 1011 
emerges as dom inant force in M adrid 854 
encourages radicalization of Largo Caballero after 1934 

uprising 115
enthusiastically supports establishm ent of Junta Delegada in 

Asturias 840 
extent of its control of m ilitary 291-293 
faces opposition of Largo Caballero Socialists, PO UM , CN T and 

FAI 231
fails to get pow er w ithin UGT before W ar 726 
fails to infiltrate CN T 725
failure of to organize guerrilla behind Franco lines 277-278  
fall of Largo Caballero its ‘trium ph’ according to Togliatti 963 
forces anarchist soldiers to join it 1025 
gains control of UGT in Badajoz &53 
gets control of Dirección General de Seguridad 1.022 
gets instructions to oppose Republic in 1931 105
gets second vice president o f Asturias regime 838 
gross m isbehavior of its members in fall of M álaga 236 
grows before Civil W ar 115 
had complete backing of Soviet regime 1028 
had dom inant position in political com m isariat 282 
had less than 400 Catalan members before form ation of PSUC 

756
had little rural support before Civil W ar 307 
had m em ber of Consejo Superior de G uerra 880 
had member of Popular Executive Com m ittee of the Levante 

850
had no part in Revolution a t beginning of W ar 725 
had one m em ber o f Jun ta  de Defensa de Vizcaya 847
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Com m unist Party of Spain (continued) 
had two members of Com m ittee of Public Health of M alaga 

853
had tw o members of reorganized Consejo de Aragon 812 
hailed Uribe O ctober 1936 decree as em ancipation of peasantry 

319
happy to have others have responsibility for final fall of Republic 

in W ar 10Z9
had no desire to  establish own dictatorship according to Louis 

Fischer 716 
headquarters of in Gijón besieged by Socialists and 

anarchists 839 
infiltration of in m ilitary before Civil W ar 280-281 
influence of in Republican arm y 151-152, 244, 250, 954 
‘influences’ Federación Regional de Colonos in Levante 391 
inform s President Azaña of forthcom ing fall of Largo 

Caballero 961 
its concept of Revolution was its taking pow er 726 
its explanation of M ay Days conflict taken up by others who 

should have know n better 936 -937  
joined in exile by José Ignacio M antecón 827 
joins Comité Provincial del Frente Popular in Asturias 834 
joins Left unity in 1936 election 112 
labels POUM  T ro tsk y ite ’ 790
launches cam paign to destroy Largo Caballero politically 932. 
leadership of twice replaced by Com intern 718 
leadership of w ithout instructions doesn’t resist Consejo Nacional 

de Defensa 1070 
liquidates ow n trade union group into UGT 115 
local group of organized by UGTers in Alcalá de Chevert 397 
loses control of arm y in Asturias 837 
M ay Days conflict facilitated its objective of suppressing 

POUM  902
M ay Days conflict provides it with excuse to get rid of Largo 

Caballero 901 
may have been warned by M ay Days o f dangers of open 

confrontation with anarchists 902
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Com m unist Party of Spain (continued) 
members of fire on CN T funeral procession 230 
m em bers of take prisoners ou t of prisons and kill them

m
mem bership in of Eusebio Rodriguez Salas Z8.6 
mem bership of became mainly middle class 730-731 
m ilitary of supports raid on Alcalá de Chavert 397 
m ilitary officers belonging to rapidly prom oted 249 
militia of m ajor element in defense of Irun 239 
ministers of demand outlawing of C N T and POUM  961 
ministers of leave M ay 13, 1937 cabinet meeting 961 
need to cooperate with it to defeat Franco seen by anarchists 

707
N egrin’s decrees on m ilitary com m ands a ‘coup d ’e ta t’ by it 

1DM
N egrin’s relations with reported rather cool upon his return to 

Spain 10 53 
Negrin says he cannot get along w ithout it 1.00.3. 
newspaper of replaces Consejo de Aragon daily 829 
objectives of in W ar sketched by José Bullejos 714 
offered tw o posts in new cabinet by Largo Caballero 9.63 
one of four Stalinist parties in Spain during W ar 717 
opposes sovereignty decree of Interprovincial Council of Asturias 

and León 842 
opposition of to  CN T rural collectives 299 
ouster of anarchist ministers part of its plan to remove Largo 

Caballero 95,6
ouster of Indalecio Prieto was removal of last m ajor brake to its 

drive for pow er in regime 1004 
persecution by o f anarchists supported by Negrin 977 
persecutes Levante rural collectives 393, 418-419  
plans of to depose Largo Caballero long-standing 945 
police it controls attack rural collectives in Catalonia, Levante, 

Castille and Aragon 321 
politburo meeting of decides on fall of Largo Caballero 

959
presents Negrin lists of people to appoint 1008
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Com m unist Party of Spain (continued) 
principally responsible for frustration o f anarchist m inisters in 

Republican governm ent 891 
‘proslytization’ by it underm ines morale of Loyalist 

troops 102.6 
raises slogan ‘Defense of the Republic’ 108 
rapid grow th in m em bership of after start of W ar 730 
rationalizes destruction of Aragon collectives 383 
reaches agreem ent with right wing Socialists to unify two 

parties 826
reasons why it did not massively resist Consejo Nacional de 

Defensa coup 1078-1079 
recruited peasants from right-w ing groups 307, 309, 323, 420, 

421
regards General Asensio as m ajor roadblock to party control of 

m ilitary 235 
relations of w ith JSU in Asturias strained 838-839 
representation of in early Catalan local revolutionary 

regimes .75.3. 
represented in governm ent of Basque Republic 848 
represented in only three reorganized local governm ents in 

Aragon 815 
rum our that it and Negrin planning coup 10.6.6 
run by Togliatti for Com intern 719
said by FAI to have policy of killing Loyalist soldiers resisting 

their efforts to control military 1025 
said to have dem anded Negrin turn over total control of 

m ilitary 1064 
says is for ‘defense of Republican order and respect for 

property’ 728 
seeks allies in Socialist Party and UGT to bring dow n Largo 

Caballero 950 
seeks to destroy rural collectives in Castillc 445-446  
sees Largo Caballero as stum bling block to its getting complete 

control of Republican governm ent 954 
sees one objective to dom inate m ore technical military 

branches 2 8 9 ,2 9 1 ,1 0 2 4
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Com m unist Party of Spain (continued) 
shared pow er in Badajoz with anarchists 854 
shocked by Soviet apparent acceptance of non

intervention 711 
signs ‘pact of alliance’ with Socialist Party 11Q2 
some of its members recognized attack on Aragón collectives a 

mistake 383
Soviet aid to Republic a key element in its rise to power

im
strongly opposes CNT-UGT control of orange exports 411, 

4 1 3 ,4 2 0
strongly opposes Consejo de Aragon 808 
strongly supports political com m issars in Popular Army 273 
succeeds in electing first m em ber of Cortes 852 
support of from  abroad  under Franco 1056 
supports arm ed attacks on rural collectives in Levante 422 
supports ascension of Largo Caballero to be prime 

m inister 860 
supports in Asturias m ilitarization of militia 258 
supports landow ners in Levante 390, 419 
terrorism  by planned by party  leadership 1233 
through it, Stalin urges continuation of Civil W ar 738 
to keep it from m onopolizing pow er one of Garcia O liver’s 

principal objectives as m inister 879 
to protect themselves against it one objective of entry of C N T  in 

Republican governm ent 897-898 
told by Stalin that ‘Largo Caballero m ust leave the 

governm ent’ 956 
top leaders of leave Spain soon after Consejo Nacional de 

Defensa coup 1170 
torture cham bers of noted by Abad de Santillan 750, 1113 
tries to humiliate Colonel Villalba 234
troops of given preference in arm am ent and other supplies and in 

hospitals 720, 1026-1027  
troops of move against Aragon collectives 307, 670 
troops of not able to stand up effectively to Franco invasion of 

Catalonia 188
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Com m unist Party of Spain (continued) 
troops of revolt unsuccessfully against Consejo Nacional de 

Defensa 1069
true intentions of revealed in party ’s history o f Civil W ar 717 
unrem itting cam paign of against C atalan w ar industries 548 
use of hegemony in arm y against anarchists and Largo Caballero 

Socialists 154-155  
uses fall of M alaga to discredit Largo Caballero 232, 236 
Vicente Uribe as member of its Politburo 310 
warns of military conspiracy before Civil W ar 122 
where controlled UGT used it against collectives 486 
w ithdraw s from Frente Popular Antifascista 995 , 9_9_6 

Com m unist Party of Soviet Union 713 
Com orera, Juan

allowed military to have own supply system 782 
appoints interventors in some collectives 517 
as Councillor of Economy 513 , 514 , 515 , 5 8 1 ,1016 
as head of PSUC 485, 513, 551, 5 8 1 ,1016 
as leader of Unio Socialista de Catalunya 740, 755, 756 
attacks Juan Domenech, his predecessor as Councillor of 

Supply 780
C N T sought to  end influence of on Com panys 979 
confers with Taradellas on question of Catalan war 

industries 553 
dism antles C atalan supply system 521 
dismisses members of Commission of W ar Industries 551 
dissolved revolutionary comm ittees in charge o f wholesale food 

trades 780
emasculates Consejo de Econom ia 516, 5 1 7 ,1016 
engineers governm ent seizure of CN T controlled public 

utilities 593 
had Erno Gero ‘at his elbow ’ constantly 760 
heads supply section of C atalan governm ent 479, 498 
insists Catalan w ar industries be pu t under Republican 

governm ent control 549 
installs rationing system 783
interferes in internal affairs of w orkers’ collectives 1017
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Com orera, Juan  (continued) 
introduced free trading 782
made a member of Central Com m ittee of Spanish Com m unist 

Party 761
meets with A ntonov-Ovsenko December 12, 1936 773
opposes w orkers’ control of the economy 485, 486, 513 
privatizes baking trade 781
proposes nationalization not collectivization of industries 

770
pushes for end of revolutionary local regimes 769 
refuses to pay for boots governm ent received from Lerida shoe 

collective 648
represents UGT in Catalan governm ent instead of PSUC 777 
represents Unio Socialista de Catalunya a t first meeting of 

Consejo General de M ilicias Antifascistas 745 
sabotages Caja de Credito Industrial 513 
said th a t ‘before taking Zaragoza it is necessary to take 

Barcelona’ from the anarchists 923 
says that is essential to keep Com m unists from  controlling 

PSUC 756
says PSUC is ‘correcting the m istakes’ of early m onths of 

W ar 725
seeks to show that anarchists made a mess of the economy 

786
seen by Garcia Oliver a t dinner w ith Com panys, Vidiella, 

Taradellas and Soviet Consul General during M ay Days 
conflict 933

served in Com panys governm ent before the W ar 755 
sought to break the pow er of unions 781, 782 
sought to interfere with supply systems of anarchist controlled 

municipalities 781 
staffed supply m inistry with PSUC members 780 
Stalinist point m an in attack on C N T in Catalonia 780 
takes over Catalan entertainm ent industry 1017 
underm ined Collectivization Decree and collectives 514, 515, 

581, 1016
w ithdraw s objections to PSUC being in Com intern 756
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Com panys, Luis 
agrees to allow CN T-UGT m ediators to broadcast from 

governm ent headquarters pleas to end M ay Days conflict 
911

agrees to anarchist secretaries general in defence and internal 
security to really run them 767 

agrees to transfer control of C atalan m ilitary to Republican 
governm ent 180, 935, 93£ 

anarchist opinion divided about his role in M ay Days conflict 
931

apparently doesn’t insist on eleventh m em ber of new Catalan 
governm ent 969 

approached by C N T leaders discussing coup against 
Negrin 1054 

as head of Catalan governm ent 327 
as leader of Esquerra C atalana 15, 107, 335, 779 
becomes president of Com m ittee for Popular Army 78-8 
becomes president of Unión de Rabaissaires 107 
calls for ‘strong’ governm ent 775 
chastises Consejo de Aragón 810
com plains to Indalecio Prieto abou t Republican refusal to help 

Catalan w ar industries 547 
consulted by Andrés N in abou t giving refuge to Trotsky 774 
CN T sought to end influence o f Juan  Com orera on him 979 
contacts CN T on July 20, 1936 739 
contacts with him sought by regional anarchist leaders at 

beginning of M ay Days conflict 9JL5 
contem plates use of regular police to challenge de facto anarchist 

control of Catalonia 751 
describes origins of w ar industry 531, 536-537  
didn’t w ant arm ed show dow n with anarchists in M ay Days 

clash 933
emphasizes efficiency of C atalan w ar industries 559 
first reaction of was to adapt to anarchist revolution 794 
forms new Catalan governm ent during M ay Days 920 
helps found Unión de Rabassaires 335 
his cabinet reorganization vetoed by CN T 751
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Com panys, Luis (continued)
his governm ent rem ained in office after July 19, 1936 748 
hoped to coopt CNT-FAI 784
hostile attitude of tow ards anarchist leaders during May 

Days 920
introduces anarchist leaders to other Loyalist politicians 740 
leads D urruti funeral procession 213 
leads O ctober 1934 revolt in C atalonia 1110 
loses control of governm ent telephone sw itchboard to Federica 

M ontseny 921 
negotiates with different political groups about new 

governm ent 26& 
negotiations of with anarchist leaders 924 
offers to turn all pow er over to anarchists 740 
official speaker at D urru ti’s funeral 772 
pays tribute to w orkers in establishing w ar industry 539 
presides over provisional C atalan governm ent 967 
proclaim ed by anarchists as civil governor of Catalonia in 

1931 931
proposes to anarchists that he establish a Com m ittee of 

Antifascist M ilitias 740 
provokes cabinet crisis in December 1936 773 
receives very coldly CN T-UGT m ediators who seek to end M ay 

Days conflict 917 
refuses anarchist dem and for dismissal of Ayguade and Rodriguez 

Salas 916
refuses to arm  workers to head off military rebellion July 

1936 126-127 
role of in Catalan cabinet crisis of M arch-A pril 1937 797 
seeks to prevent Consejo General de M ilicias from being dual 

pow er in Catalonia 746 
seen as m aneuvering to keep anarchists out of Catalan 

governm ent 970 
seen by García Oliver a t dinner with PUSC, Esquerra C atalana 

leaders and Soviet Consul General during M ay Days 
conflict 933, 939, 940 

serves as CN T lawyer 107, 931
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Com panys, Luis (continued) 
shadowy nature of his regime in first m onths of W ar 739 
sides with Stalinists against anarchists in M ay Days conflict 752 
some members of his cabinet go into exile in Paris MQ 
suffered drastic lim itation on C atalan autonom y as result of May 

Days conflict 934- 
sums up accom plishments of w ar industries 537 
suspected of backing invasion of M allorca 164 
tells anarchist leaders tha t knows nothing about seizure of La 

Telefónica 9JL6 
took rough m easures against CN T strikes 931 
was partly responsible for M ay Days clash according to M anuel 

Azaña 934
writes Indalecio Prieto about Catalan w ar industries 537 

C om paposada, M ercedes 95
Confederación Expañola de Derechas A utonom as 109, 110, 112, 

117, 13 7 ,3 0 6  
Confederación Nacional de Cam pesinos 306 
Confederación Nacional del T rabajo

accepts decree tem porarily legalizing rural collectives 322 
accepts parity with UGT in Asturias th roughout the W ar 832 
accepts replacem ent of revolutionary local and regional 

authorities by duly constituted ones .8,75 
accepts several ideas alien to its philosophy in program  of unity 

with UGT in M arch 1938 999-1001 
agrees that AIT should control its propaganda 1138 
agrees to new wage scale in Badalona 618 
always had defense comm ittees 905 
a m inority element in rural C atalonia 307-308 , 334 
anger of over Com m unist destruction of rural collectives 737 
announces form ation of Consejo de Economía of 

Catalonia 500 
arm ed show dow n with w anted by Artem io Ayguadc in M ay 

Days 933,_934 
arm y deserters join CN T controlled brigades 293 
as mass organization of Spanish anarchism  68 
assessment of N ational Economic Plenum of 703
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authority  of had to be underm ined if PSUC was to get control of 

m aintaining public order 786 
barbers collective in Barcelona 652-653 
bad relations of with Catalan UGT 338, 342 
becomes aw are of im portance of banking 694 
belongs to Com m ittee of W ar set up in Gijon 834 
blamed by PSUC for death of revolting peasants in 

Tarragona 794 
brings end of piecework in Catalan textile industry 607 
brings pressure on Iron Colum n to conform  to m ilitarization of 

militia 269 
bus repair shop in Barcelona a show place 580 
cabinet members of help reestablish authority  of the State 874 
calls general strike in Valencia in July 1936 137
cancels agreem ent that AIT should control its 

propaganda 1138 
Catalan Regional Com m ittee of announces will do all possible to 

get police w ithdraw n from Telefónica 916-917  
Catalan Regional Com m ittee tentatively accepts establishm ent of 

Consejo General de M ilicias Antifascistas 741 
Catalan regional peasant congress of, September 1936 341— 

342
Catalan regional peasant plenum of, January  1937 342 
Catalan workers had to  join in or UGT 532 
censorship of its periodicals by Negrin regime 1011-1012 
Center-South sub-secretariat of refuses unconditional submission 

of w ar industries to governm ent 556 
claim of Garcia Oliver tha t it was becoming 

bureaucraticized 765 
claim that only resistance to Franco troops in Barcelona was at 

FAI-CNT headquarters 189 
claims governm ent gave no loans to collectives which rejected its 

‘intervention’ 322 
claims some rural employers joined UGT or Rabaissaires 337 
clashes with FAI a t plenum of Libertarian M ovem ent 1046 
close identification with FAI early in Civil W ar 8 7 ,1033
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collaboration with Izquierda Republicana in M embrilla 433 
collaborates with Socialists in O ctober 1934 revolt in 

Asturias 110 
collectivizes shoe industry in Barcelona 647 
Comic Theater congress of, 1919 12
Com panys hoped to coopt it 784
Com panys thought he had to allow its ‘chastisem ent’ during M ay 

Days conflict 933 
conflict between Catalan regional organization of and N ational 

Com m ittee 1053 
conflicts of with Com m unists in M adrid 856 
conflicts of w ith UGT in Alcalá de Chivert rural collective 3 9 6 - 

397
confronts Com panys and Stalinists in M ay Days conflict 752 
congress of affiliates in Asturias M ay 31, 1937 839 
considerable unhappiness in ranks of over entry of Segundo 

Blanco in Negrin regime 976 
considers union seizure of industries and commerce in Asturias by 

w orkers to be provisional 657 
construction strike of in M adrid 119 
constituted defense comm ittee in M érida 854 
contacts Luis Com panys abou t threatened military rebellion in 

1936 126-127 
contained m ost actors and musicians in Catalonia 639 
continued controversy of it with FAI and Youth until end of 

W ar 1ÜZ7 
control by of Catalan glass industry 640-641 
control by of Catalan supply system ended December 

1936 498 
control by of w ar industries 530 
controlled Consejo de Economía for nine m onths 500 
controls five of ten m ilitary units in M álaga 232 
controls tow n of Rosas jointly with Esquerra C atalana 655 
debate in regional plenum of it and FAI on w hether to establish 

libertarian com m unism  in Catalonia 7 4 1 -7 4 5 ,1Q31 
decides in 1919 to join Com m unist International 100-101
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decides to send delegation to founding congress of Red 

International of Labor Unions 101, 1137 
decim ation of its forces under Franco 1095 
decline of unity of with FAI 90
decree tha t all railroad workers had to join it or UGT 574 
defends Consejo de Aragón 822 
defense industry firms of in Valencia 544-545  
denies Com m unist penetration of its ranks 1158 
destruction of it sought by PSUC 792 
did no t emerge as m ajor factor on Left after Franco’s 

death 1Ш З
did not try to get back into C atalan governm ent 979 
difficulties between rural and urban affiliates in Levante 4 1 7 -  

418
difficulties of with intellectuals 663-664  
disapprobation by of Consejo de Aragón 8Ü9 
dissolution of proclaim ed 76 
doesn’t urge abstention in 1936 election 78 
dom inant in Barcelona early in W ar 752 
dom inant union group in Gijón and La Felguera in 

Asturias 851-852 
dom inates Catalonia, together with FAI, July-Decem ber

1936 739
doubtful th a t high degree of coordination of C atalan rural 

collectives achieved 343 
drastic reduction of num ber of its publications 685-687  
early militia colum ns organized on model of it 150 
efforts of Aragonese group to organize guerilla attack on 

Zaragoza 277
eliminated from Catalan regime over issue of appointm ent of a 

cabinet member they had opposed 708, 969-970  
endorsem ent by of libertarian com m unism  42 
endorses establishm ent of Com m issariat of Cults 1130 
entered Catalan governm ent 70&, 7 6 4 ,1Ü21 
entered Republican governm ent in part to protect self against 

Com m unists 897-898
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enthusiasm  of for non aggression pact with UGT 992 
Ezqucrra Catalana turned against it by Stalinists 779 
establishes comites de control in Asturias jointly with 

UGT 659
establishes defense comm ittee in M adrid 130 
establishes rival to UGT coal miners union in Asturias 831 
establishes rural collectives in Levante with outbreak of 

W ar 392
examples of its rural collectives in Castille 441-445  
expelled from  Republican governm ent 708 
expresses traditional anti m ilitarism  266 
extraordinary  congress of in 1931 endorses national industrial 

unions 21 -2 2 , 698 
faces Com m unist opposition to its rural collectives 299 
failed to see significance of PSUC campaign against 

POUM  775 
favors collectives in C atalan industries 503 
federalism of an aid to C atalan nationalism  IÜ6-6 
first national plenum of its com m unications unions 591 
first open split w ith FAI over N egrin’s ‘13 Points’ 1036- 

1037
forced by Negrin governm ent to turn  over properties seized early 

in W ar 1018
foreigners aligned w ith it deported after arrest following M ay 

Days conflict 1Q2Q 
for long had stronghold in M alaga 852 
form er Treintista union group of in Sabadell joins UGT 731 
forms revolutionary com m ittee w ith Izquierda Republicana in 

Calanda and M onzón, Aragón 373, 379 
for tw o weeks resists removal of Andrés Nin from Catalan 

governm ent 775 
founding congress of 72-74 , 1155
four ministers of enter Republican governm ent, N ovem ber 5,

1936 269, 275, 2Q&* SA9 
frequent collaboration of with UGT in Levante and 

Asturias 660
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Friends of D urruti founded to fight its ‘counter-revolutionary’ 

policies 796 
forms separate rural collective in Alcoy 399 
four m em bers of in cabinet which ended Catalan crisis of M arch - 

April 1937 797 
gains ground on UGT in Badajoz 853 
garm ent w orkers collective of one of largest in Valencia 620 
gave no central direction to establishm ent of collectives 681 
generally has collaboration of UGT rural workers 

organization 308 
geographic distribution of its C atalan rural collectives 344 
gets jobs on fortification building for unemployed C atalan textile 

w orkers 612 
gets jo int control with UGT of Cia. T ransatlántica 589 
gets perm anent status for tem porary railroad workers 573-574  
given three members of Consejo General de Milicias 

Antifascistas 745 
given tw o posts on N ational Council of W ar Industries set up by 

N egrin 979
governm ent provides it to have only one out of five posts in 

Catalan m unicipal agrarian juntas 340 
growing centralization of it and other anarchist groups 1049, 

1050
grows rapidly in rural Castille during W ar 308 
grow th of in 1936 114
grow th of peasant organizations of above local level during 

W ar 309
had consejo Regional de Economía in Andalusia 452 
had extensive rural collectives in Andalusia 447 
had m em bership in Junta de Defensa de Guipúzcoa 847 
had m ost im portant and best organized ‘checka’ in Barcelona in 

first weeks of W ar 110 
had no plans for banking 480, 481, 693-694  
had one member of Junta de Defensa de Vizcaya 947 
had only four national industrial federations at onset of 

W ar 698
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had public utilities union in Catalonia since 1927 592 
had representation on all provincial councils in Levante 850 
had representation on Provincial Council of Badajoz 854 
had seven members on reorganized Consejo de A ragón 815 
had thirteen national industrial federations at time of N ational 

Economic Plenum 698 
had two m em bers of Council of Public H ealth  of M alaga 852 
has its m ost highly developed rural organization in Levante 

during W ar 307 
has m inority in A grupam iento de la Industria 

G astronóm ica 636 
has member of foreign propaganda secretariat 1139 
has six members of Council of Labor set up by Negrin 

governm ent 979 
has three members of C atalan Consejo de Economía as 

reorganized by Com orera 1016 
has tw o members of Popular Executive Com m ittee of the 

Levante 850 
headquarters of in Tortosa seized during M ay Days 

conflict 915
headquarters of seized and collectives dissolved in La Cenia 

during M ay Days 915 
historical relations of with Unión General de T rabajadores 

74-75
holds N ational Plenum of Regional Peasant O rganizations in 

June 1937 309-310  
holds public meeting in defense of Consejo de Aragón 525 
H ospital de Sangre of 533
ideas of for rural society set forth a t Zaragoza Congress 

305
in Badalona rescues and deports groups of priests and nuns 

1129
influence of in Republican arm y in Asturias 243, 246
influence of in Republican navy 245, 246
influence of reduced in many municipalities 332
in San Juan ousts PSUC from  control during M ay Days 913
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intervened to prevent anarchist troops from participation in M ay 

Days conflict 171 
it and UGT charged with running railroads in the N orth  575 
it and UGT formally announce seizure of Catalan railroads 570 
it and UGT take over bus lines in Asturias 576 
joins AIT 101 ,1 1 3 4  
joins Alianza O brera in Asturias 112 
joins cam paign against General Asensio 236, 950, 951 
joins Comité Provincial del Frente Popular in Asturias 834 
joins Popular Front in M arch 1938 978 
joins with UGT in w oodw orkers collective in Valencia 629 
jointly with UGT establishes Federación de los T rabajadores de la 

D istribución in Valencia 650 
jointly controls Cia. Telefónica in Barcelona with UGT 595 
lack of leaders’ preparation for coming to pow er xxv 
lack of national industrial unions in 473 -474 , 626 
lack of support from abroad under Franco 1096 
largely dom inated H ospitalet de Llobregat during W ar 636 
leaders of arrested by military Rebels in July 1936 134
leaders of bent all efforts to bring cease fire in M ay Days 

conflict 942
leaders of feel themselves involved in PSUC fight to drive POUM  

out of Catalan governm ent 774 
leaders of in Levante try to prevent seizure of small peasants’ 

land 396
leaders of meet w ith Antonov-O vsenko 772-773  
leaders of push for reincorporation in governm ent in negotiations 

with UGT 975 
leaders of urge workers not to seize certain foreign firms 484 
little opposition in it to entering Largo Caballero 

governm ent 864, 1031 
local wood w orkers union of controls industry in H ospitalet de 

Llobregat 629 
loses control of Asturias coal miners union to 

Com m unists 831 
loses from destruction of POUM  trade union center 777
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M adrid unit of applauds governm ent flight from M adrid 197 
makes new proposals to end M ay Days conflict 922 
male dom ination of before Civil W ar 95 
many of its young men in Aragón join militia 373 
member of in M adrid city council in charge of food 

supply 438
members of from M adrid and Levante propagandize among 

peasants of Castille 432 
members of react spontaneously against attem pt to seize La 

Telefónica 942 
members of seen in prison by Julián G orkin 732 
militia of in Andalusia join Popular Army 238 
militia of a m ajor factor in defense of Irun 239, 847 
militia units of in Basque Country 238 
ministers of agree to substitute regular police forces for 

revolutionary ad hoc ones 876-877  
ministers of don’t abandon M ay 13, 1937 cabinet meeting 962 
ministers of w orked closely w ith N ational Committee 

leadership 878 
moves to com bat m ilitary Rebellion of July 18, 1936 127
N ational Com m ittee of approves Juan Peiró acceptance of post of 

Com m issar o f Catalan w ater departm ent 1018 
N ational Com m ittee of calls for new governm ent in which it is 

represented 974 
N ational Com m ittee of calls for resistance to military uprising 

125-126
N ational Com m ittee of denounces Com m unist efforts to 

penetrate it 1031 
N ational Com m ittee of finally endorsed N egrin’s ‘13 Points’ 

1038-1039
N ational Com m ittee of forbids anarchist troops to resist 

Com m unist invasion of Aragón 828 
N ational Com m ittee of recom mends to  President Azaña to ask 

Largo Caballero to form new cabinet 962-963 
N ational Com m ittee of signs non aggression pact with UGT 

9 2 2 ,9 9 9
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N ational Com m ittee of supports Negrin in August 1938 cabinet 

crisis 1040, 1041 
N ational Com m ittee of represented a t founding congress of 

Aragón Collective Federation 361 
N ational Economic Plenum of criticizes private entrepreneurs for 

backwardness 467 
N ational Economic Plenum of debates national industria-» 

federations 698— 699 
N ational Economic Plenum of decides to set up trade union 

bank  482
N ational Economic Plenum of determines to limit num ber of 

CN T publications 685-687  
N ational Economic Plenum of discusses black m arket 

problem  483
N ational Economic Plenum of discusses labor discipline 477, 

689-693
N ational Economic Plenum of plans for social security system for 

collectives 696-697  
N ational Economic Plenum of resolves to establish labor 

inspectors 688
N ational Economic Plenum of seeks to plan long-term structures 

for new society 680 
N ational Peasant Congress of, O ctober 1937 382 
nature of resolutions of N ational Economic Plenum of 6 8 3 - 

684
nature of rural collectives in Levante 394 
needs cooperation of other groups to defeat Franco 707 
negotiations of in C atalan cabinet crisis M arch-A pril

1937 796-797
negotiations of for entry into Largo Caballero governm ent 8 6 0 - 

8 6 3 ,8 6 5 -8 6 7
negotiations of with C atalan governm ent and PSUC during M ay 

Days clash 908 
offered only two posts in new cabinet of Largo Caballero 963 
offered too late a m inistry in Basque Republic governm ent 

849
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only it and Left Republicans have influence in Ciudad Real at 

beginning of w ar 433 
only m ajor opponent of Com m unists no t vanquished by 

Stalinists 980
only ones to protest Stalinist cam paign against POUM  793 
opens its m ilitary to  POUM  soldiers 991 
opponents of try to sabotage Collectivization Decree 514 
opposed calling up 1933 and 1934 draftees 249 
opposed establishm ent of Jun ta  Delegada in Asturias 840 
opposes Com m unist drive for total pow er 733 
opposes entry into Largo Caballero governm ent 231 
opposed m ilitarization of militia 231 
opposes O ctober 1934 revolt in Catalonia 110 
opposes political comm issars in Popular Army 272 
opposition of to C om orera’s privatization of baking 780 
opposition of to cooperatives 2 3 -2 4  
opposition of to  strike funds 22 
organizes Catalan bank w orkers union too late 480 
organizes militia and controls economy of M álaga in early part of 

W ar 852
organizes own militia units with FAI 250 
organizes Torrente chocolate w orkers cooperative 644-645 
ouster of its ministers part of Com m unist plan to remove Largo 

Caballero 956 
participation of in revolutionary popular tribunals 754,

836
participates in elaboration of Catalan com pulsory rural 

unionization law 336 
participates in Inter Regional Com m ittee of M aritim e 

T ransport 590 
participates in Plenum of Libertarian M ovem ent 1045 
permits transfer of control of C atalan m ilitary to Republican 

governm ent 180 
persecution of in 1920’s 75
plans for economy adopted a t its N ational Economic Plenum 

envisage cooperation w ith UGT 699
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plans for economy include ideas of Gastón Leval and Industrial 

W orkers of the W orld 699-700  
plans adopted a t N ational Economic Plenum had no relationship 

to resolution of Zaragoza Congress 699 
pledges full support to Largo Caballero 963 
pledges support of M oroccan independence after W ar 

1159
plenary assembly of its Catalan land w orkers 334-335  
plenum of its Aragón affiliates 364 
plenum of its Levante transport unions 587 
plenum  of regional federations agrees to enter Negrin 

governm ent 975 
plenum of with FAI and Libertarian Youth to decide on entry 

into C atalan governm ent 766 
preliminary negotiations of pact with UGT 896 
principal leaders of still in Spain meet with those of FAI and 

Youth 1076
principles o f violated by governm ent introm ission in Catalan 

rural collectives 341 
problem s facing its urban collectives 472 
problem s of its Barcelona street vendors’ union 4 96 -497  
proposals of to end M ay Days conflict finally accepted by 

Catalan governm ent 923 
proposes N ational Council of W ar Industries 555 
proud of collectivization of Alcoy 656 
provides total and uncritical support of Negrin 1041 
provokes political crisis in Asturian Provincial Com m ittee 

836-837
publishes pam phlet on w orkers’ seizure of places of 

em ploym ent 494 
rapid increase of am ong Catillian peasants during W ar 430 
rapid spread of in rural Levante 393
receives PSUC docum ent suggesting removal of N in from  Catalan 

governm ent 774 
receives report on result of Republican governm ent seizure of war 

industries 559, 562
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reentry of in governm ent dem anded in CNT-UGT letter of M arch

1938 975
reestablished itself in Spain after Franco’s death 1091-1092 
refusal of to participate in collective bargaining system of post- 

Franco Spain 1094 
refused participation in governm ent of Basque Republic by 

President Aguirre 848 
refuses to accept FOUS into its ranks because is ‘M arx ist’

776
refuses to cooperate with N egrin governm ent 965 
regional Aragon plenum  of August 1937 in defense of Consejo de 

Aragon 824
regional comm ittee of proposal of cease fire on afternoon of M ay 

5, 1937 ignored by Catalan governm ent 921 
regional congress of in Asturias M ay 1937 658 
regional congress of in Levante dem ands C N T be returned to 

Republican governm ent 974 
regional headquarters of located in center of stronghold of 

governm ent and PSUC during M ay Days conflict 911, 922 
regional plenum of decides on entry into Catalan 

governm ent 766 
regional plenum of O ctober 6, 1936 sets up Consejo de 

Aragon 803
regional secretary of in interim  C atalan governm ent 967 
rejects offer of one cabinet post by Largo Caballero 860 
relations of with Catalan UGT 387-388 
relations of with UGT in Castille very good 439-440  
relations of with UGT in Levante rural areas generally good 

throughout W ar 415 
relations of with Unió de Rabassaires 327-328 , 342 
relationship of with UGT and PSOE much more friendly in 

Asturias than in m ost of Spain 242, 832 
relative strength of in Asturias increased by fall of Socialist 

stronghold of Oviedo to Rebels 832 
replies to denunciation by anti-Largo Caballero elements of UGT 

for sticking w ith non-aggression pact 994-995
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report of to AIT Congress defends policies of Spanish 

anarchists 1155-1160 
reported to Republican cabinet as controlling m ost of Barcelona 

M ay 4, 1937 917 
reports on fate of Catalan textile employers with outbreak of 

W ar 601
reports that 70%  of Catalan textile w orkers were in it before 

W ar 600
representation of at first meeting of Consejo General de Milicias 

Antifascistas 745 
representation of in C atalan local revolutionary regimes 753 
representatives of it suggested on a N ational Defense 

Council 804
represented equally w ith UGT in Consejo de la Escuela Nueva 

Unificada 665
represented equally w ith UGT in Graus collective, Aragón 378 
represented in 66 of 83 reorganized local governm ents in 

Aragón 815 
represented on Consejo de Economía 500 
represented on Junta de Defensa de M adrid 221 
Republican ministers of go along with moving capital to 

Valencia 873 
repudiates affiliation with RILU 101 
resists m ilitary coup in Balaeric Islands 129-130  
resolutions of N ational Economic Plenum of on wages ran 

counter to traditional anarchist concepts 689 
restrained reaction of to Com m unist invasion of Aragón possibly 

due to factionalism in N ational Com m ittee 829 
resurgence of after fall of Primo de Rivera 76 
reunification of in M ay 1936 78
revolutionary alliance of with UGT called for in Zaragoza 

Congress 998 
revolutionary uprisings of in early 1930’s 76 
rise of m em bership of in Asturias during W ar 832 
role of grupos de afinidad within it 82 
role of in building defenses of M adrid 220, 222
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role of in com m unications industry largely confined to collecting 

bargaining and lobbying 597 
role of in N oja Ruiz’ sketch of anarchist society 46 
role of in Republican military 223 
role of its Comité de Defensa del Centro 203-205  
role of Joaquin Ascaso in 806
rough measures against its strikes taken by Com panys 931 
runs Industrial Socializada Torres jointly with UGT 544 
rural collectives of in the Levante judged successful by Bernabé 

Esteban 398
said by Joaquin Ascaso to sign docum ent endorsing Consejo de 

Aragon 523
Sans Conference of endorses industrial unionism in 1918 74
Santander no t a center of its strength 241 
seeks to end arbitrary  arrests and m urders in Barcelona 111 0— 

1111
seen as controlled by FAI as political party 858 
seizes building of Fom ento del T rabajo Nacional as 

headquarters 742 
sets up C atalan liaison comm ittee w ith FAI, UGT and 

PSUC 758
sets up complete union control of economy in Alcoy 656 
sets up control of Villena de Valencia jointly with UGT 655 
sets up general strike comm ittee with UGT in Valencia 849 
sets up several national industrial federations 474 
sets up union controlled mining enterprise in La Unión 630 
sets up w orkers control comm ittee instead of collective in D uro 

Felguera iron and steel w orks in Asturias 657 
shared control of Fábrica de H arina Socializada in Valencia with 

UGT 637
shared control of Standard Electric p lan t with UGT 542 
shared in C atalan  control patrols 749 
significant num ber of its Catalan rural collectives 

successful 353 
signs call for volunteers to build fortifications in Catalonia 

186
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signs pact with C atalan UGT, FAI and PSUC 758 
skeptical abou t Uribe land decree of O ctober 1936 320 
sketch of plans for reorganization of economy adopted a t its 

N ational Economic Plenum 700-702  
‘socialization’ of Valencia glass industry by 642-643 
some internal discussion stim ulated by agreement to replace local 

and regional revolutionary authorities 875 
some of its Castille rural collectives got loans from Institute of 

Agrarian Reform 441-442  
some of its leaders oppose w orkers’ seizure of places of 

em ploym ent 493 
some of its leaders thought should enter Negrin governm ent at 

time of fall of Largo Caballero 965 
some of its ‘tertiary elem ents’ possibly involved in anti-anarchist 

plot according to Garcia Oliver 939 
some opposition w ithin to entry into Largo Caballero 

governm ent 1032 
some within it call for CNT-FAI-POUM  governm ent during M ay 

Days conflict 930 
split of ‘Treintistas’ 77, 86, 698 
splits of during exile period 1096 
splits of in post-Franco period 1096-1097 
strength of in Castille 434 
structure and functioning of 78-81
successfully opposes m unicipalization of Barcelona municipal 

transport 582 
suggests inclusion of UGT representatives in m anagem ent of 

school run by M ujeres Libres 671 
support of for Esquerra C atalana 76 
supports ascension of Largo Caballero to be prime 

m inister 860
suppression by C atalan governm ent of control patrols dom inated 

by it 967-968 
suspension of its dailies in Bilbao and Valencia 898 
takes initiative in collectivization of transport and public 

utilities 564
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takes joint control with UGT of Unión Naval of Valencia 

648-649
takes over much of infrastructure of Spanish economy 597 
tells Negrin that supports Prieto rem aining as M inister of 

Defense 1004 
tentative agreem ent to  have three members of new Catalan 

governm ent 968 
tentatively backs Republic in 1931 105
textile union of Alcoy takes control of all textile industry of 

city 622
textile union in Badalona organizes economy of city 613-619 
textile union of H ospitalet de Llobregat had little control of 

textile collectives there 621 
threat of m em bers to resign from  Catalan governm ent forces 

PSUC to w ithdraw  proposal to nationalize rather than 
collectivize industries 770 

thw arts move to repeal Collectivization Decree 522-525  
tries to end paym ent of Barcelona construction w orkers not 

working 470 
tries to suppress looting 1110
troops of in Aragón didn’t leave front unguarded during May 

Days conflict 925 
troops of in M adrid faced hostile Rebel forces in front and hostile 

Com m unist ones in rear 1071 
Treintista faction of joins Alianza O brera in C atalonia 112 
troubles of with AIT 102
unhappy with com pulsory rural unionization law in 

Catalonia 3 3 6 -3 3 7  
urged by Garcia Oliver to encourage anarchist m ilitiam en to 

attend Escuelas Populares de Guerra 266 
urged by Rudiger to develop more foreign contacts 1146 
urges abstention in 1933 election 77 
urges joint control of militia by anarchists, M arxists and 

Republicans 266 
urges legalization of its collectives 425 
urges w ar and revolution 988-989
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Confederación Nacional del T rabajo (continued) 
use of violence by in 1920’s 75 -76
used by Basque President as interm ediary with Prime M inister 

Largo Caballero 818 
Valencia regional organization of criticizes Iron Colum n 2 2 9 -  

231
w ar industries of refuse to subm it to governm ent control 5 5 4 -  

555
weakening of sought by Largo Caballero as M inister of 

Labor 107
when returns to Republican cabinet is m ore as decoration than a 

pow er 1010
will provide tw o political comm issars to Escuelas Populares de 

Guerra 274
with UGT agrees n o t to turn over Valencia w ar industries to 

governm ent 555 
with UGT unsuccessfully seeks to get coordination of Catalan 

textile industry 605 
w ood workers collective of controls industry in H ospitalet de 

Llobregat 629 
w orks out comprom ise concerning railroad w orkers fleeing 

Franco-held areas 574 
w orks out ‘program  of unity’ with UGT 998 
w orks with Esquerra Catalana in Commission of W ar 

Industries 536 
Zaragoza Congress o f 1936 3, 42, 59 -6 5 , 78 

Confederation Génerale du Travail 684 
Confederation Génerale du Travail Syndicaliste 

Revolutionaire 1160 
Consejería de Abastos in Catalonia 497, 781 
Consejería de Defensa of C atalonia 167, 488, 582 
Consejería de G uerra, see Consejería de Defensa 
Consejería de la Escuela Nueve Unificada 665-668 
Consejo Económica de C atalonia, see Consejo de Economía of 

Catalonia 
Consejo de Aragón 

abolition of dem anded by Jose Duque 821
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Consejo de Aragón (continued) 
anarchist dom ination of 829 
at first only anarchists in it 805 
brings together rural communes 67 
carries out m any functions appropriate  to collectives 

federation 360 
delegation of visits Barcelona and M adrid seeking official 

recognition 810 
dissolution of 324, 670, 732, 825, 827, 945 
established by CN T regional plenum O ctober 6, 1936 803 
fall of a m ajor step in defeat of Spanish Revolution 830 
issues first m anifesto 806-807  
Joaquin Ascaso its head 275, 505, 806 
Joaquin Ascaso says it was endorsed in docum ent signed by 

virtually all Loyalist groups 823 
officially recognized by Republican governm ent 811 
opposition to of Com m unists 808 
President Azaña urges its abolition 821 
purely de facto regime for first two m onths 809 
question of w hether it conflicted with anarchist ideas 818-819 
reorganizes local governm ents 814-815 
some delegates to CN T regional plenum opposed to its 

establishm ent 804-806 
some disapproval of by C N T 809 
w ork of its transporta tion  division 816-817  

Consejo de Economía of Catalonia 
contents of its Collectivization Decree 505-509  
controlled by anarchists until August 1937 516 
enacts Collectivization Decree 492, 502, 504 
established by Consejo General de Milicias Antifascistas 4 9 8 -  

499
formally legalized by Catalan governm ent 499 
Juan P. Fabregas as member 172 
ouster of POUM  from  it 791
tardiness of in defining General Councils of Industry 512 
tentative agreement to ask Republican governm ent if it had power 

to enact Collectivization Decree thw arted  by Valerio M as 522
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Consejo de Economia of Catalonia (continued)
w ork of its Commission of Interpretation of Collectivization 

Decree 509-513  
W orks with Valerio M as as Councillor of Economy 967 

Consejo General de la Industria Textil 624 
Consejo General de Milicias Antifascistas 

as de facto Catalan governm ent 165, 747, 748 
au tho r’s experience with it 746 
continues to m eet for four nights after anarchists enter 

governm ent 767 
controls Catalan troops 179 
creation of tentatively agreed to by C N T 741 
decree of com pulsory peasant unionization passed when it in 

pow er 336 
dom ination of by anarchists 739 
dual pow er of lasted tw o m onths 764 
establishes Consejo de Economia 499 
establishm ent of PSUC during its period in pow er 755 
‘fig leaf’ of its continuing in Catalan governm ent 859 
goes out of existence 769 
holds last official meeting 768 
imposes m ilitarization of Catalan militia 262 
in pow er when visited by Pierre Besnard 1140 
members of on Commission of W ar Industries 536 
names Lt. Col. Reyes overall com m ander of C atalan 

militia 166
orders D urruti to aw ait reinforcements before attacking 

Zaragoza 162 
organizes militia colum ns 159, 257, 353 
plans not to attack M allorca 164 
receives first tanks made in Catalonia 530 
seeks to encourage insurrection in Spanish M orocco 763 
sent equipm ent to C aptain Bayo in M allorca 164 
sets up Council of W orkers and Soldiers 761 
sets up revolutionary judicial system 754, 111 1-1113 
sought to organize supply on orderly basis 494 
sought to reestablish law  and order 1109, 1111
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Consejo General de Milicias Antifascistas (continued) 
term ination of 708
training school for CN T m ilitants established under its 

auspices 671
w rit of sometimes didn’t run much beyond Barcelona 749,

753
Consejo Interprovincial dc Asturias y León 658 
Consejo Levantino Unificado de Exportación Agricola 410, 411, 

4 1 2 ,4 1 3 ,4 1 4 , 421 
Consejo Nacional de Defensa

acquires one ship for transporta tion  of refugees fleeing 
Spain 1025

coup of against Negrin xxvii, 149, 266, 735, 1055 
m ajor role of anarchists in 735, 973, 1055, 1080 
negotiations of with Franco 1073 
proclaim ed on night of M arch 4, 1939 1067
provoked by Negrin decrees giving Com m unists control of 

m ilitary 1066 
reasons why Com m unists d idn’t massively react against 

it 1078-1080
revolt against it of Com m unist troops in M adrid area 1069, 

1072
Consejo Superior de Guerra 879, 880
Consejos Locales de Exportación de Frutas 411, 412, 413
Consuegra, Jose 978
Contreras, Carlos, see V ittorio Vidali
Cooperative of Chocolate W orkers of Torrente 644-645
Cooperatives Confederation of Catalonia 1016
C orbato, M arcelino 834
Cordón, General 1063
C ortada, Roldan 798
Cortes, Joaquín 974
Costa Font, José 123, 614
Costa Font and M artinez Gonzalez 616, 617, 618, 623, 624, 

627
Council of Aragón, see Consejo de Aragón 
Council of Defense of Catalonia 207, 208 , 210, 214
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Cot, Pierre 710
Council of W ar of Gijon 259
Cow an, M r 1066
Crespo, F. 125
Cruells, M anuel

agrees with Victor Alba on causes of Catalan M arch-A pril 1937 
political crisis 796 

claims Ayguade w anted arm ed show dow n with anarchists 933 -
934

describes arm s used by anarchists in M ay Days conflict 905 
describes C om orera’s onslaught on C atalan collectives 

1016-1017
describes tension before M ay Days conflict 902 
discusses im portance of suppression of revolutionary control 

patrols 1021
doubts w hether anarchists could have seized pow er in M ay Days 

conflict 943 
explanation by of M ay Days conflict 901 
notes early CN T-PSOC violent conflicts 794 
notes entry of Republican governm ent in M ay Days conflict

935
says Com panys could have avoided M ay Days conflict 916 
says Esquerra C atalana lost greatly from M ay Days conflict 

1006-1007
says PO U M  not responsible for M ay Days conflict 929 

Cuarte, Rufino 832 
Cultura y Acción militia colum n 803 
C urran, Edward Lodge xxiii 
Curto, Inocencio 1063, 1065

Dahlen, Fritz 718 
Dallet, Joe 274, 954 
Dam iano, C ipriano 469 
D ata, Eduardo 75 
de Amilibia, Miguel 847 
de Ariola, Jesús 847
de Baraibar, Carlos 130, 764, 895, 896, 952, 954, 955, 992, 999
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de Bias, Juan Antonio 242, 243, 258
de Cuenca, Juan 432-433 , 439, 440-441
de Fraga Irabarne, M anuel 1094
de Galindez, Jesús 1117
de Gracia, A ntonio 852, 962
de Guzm an, Eduardo 202, 218, 220-221 , 261
del Barrio, Jose 160, 163
del O lm o, Rosario 1068
del Rio, José 1067
del Solar, Vicente 845
de los Rios, Fernando 568
de M adariaga, Salvador 711, 955, 1003, 1005
Dencas, José 745
Derecha Regional Valenciana 137
de Souza, Germinal 87, 1046
Dewey, John 670, 679
Diaz, Carlos 832
Diaz, Jose 718, 719, 728, 790, 791, 959 
Diaz del M oral, Juan 43 
Diaz H urtado , Jose 68
Diaz Sandino, Felipe 165, 179, 751, 768, 1042 
Diaz Tendero Eleutario 280, 284 
D iazhandino, Francisco 565 
Dirección General de Seguridad 1022 
Dom enech, Juan

as C atalan anarchist leader xxv 
becomes Catalan Councillor of Supply 767, 768, 780 
chooses people for their capacity not political affiliation whole 

Supply Councillor 780 
convinced tha t Stalinists provoked M ay Days conflict 941 
de facto head of Comité de Abastos 494 
established central warehouses in Barcelona 496 
had to lerant view of C om panys’ role in M ay Days 931,

933
interview of by Ronald Fraser xxvi
member of cabinet which ended C atalan crisis of M arch-A pril

1937 797
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Domenech, Juan (continued) 
member of tem porary cabinet during M arch-A pril 1937 Catalan 

cabinet crisis 797 
negotiated for food elsewhere in Loyalist Spain 780 
opposes C N T giving up control of Catalan supply system 498, 

789
participates in discussion of coup against Negrin 1054 
recounts how  reorganized supply in Catalonia 494-496  
refused to allow military to have own supply system 782 
reports on m erchant marine in Catalonia 589-590  
role of in Consejería de Servicios Públicos 784-785 
thum bnail sketch of 1165 

Dom ingo, M arcelino 111 
Duelos, Jacques 711 
Duque, José

as head of Com m unist Party in Aragón 319, 370, 808 
attacks official newspaper of Consejo de A ragón 817 
dem ands end of Consejo de Aragón 821
discusses negotiations about recognition of Consejo de Aragón by 

political parties 811 
explains Com m unist opposition to Consejo de Aragón 808-809 
insists that Aragonese collectives were imposed by anarchist 

militia 370
mem bership of in Consejo de Aragón 370, 812, 817 
praises Uribe’s O ctober 1936 rural decree 319-320  
reports on first meeting of reorganized Consejo de Aragón 813 
says August 1937 meeting of Aragón Popular Front ‘decided the 

fate’ of Consejo de Aragón 821 
D urruti, Buenaventura

arranges for relief of D urruti Colum n after three days in first 
com bat in M adrid 212 

as part of ‘super-FAI’ 54 
as self-taught m ilitary leader 1043
attends O ctober 6, 1936 CN T regional plenum  which establishes 

Consejo de Aragón 804 
comes armed to meeting with Com panys and Tardellas 751 
com m ands first colum n of C atalan anarchist militia 159
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D urruti, Buenaventura (continued) 
controversy over death of 212—213 
death of 178, 191, 202, 208, 212, 772 
decides no t to attack Zaragoza 161
did not participate in debate on immediate establishm ent of 

libertarian com m unism  in Catalonia, although present 743 
goes to M adrid to seek financial help to get arm s for Aragón 

front 714
his replacem ent of General M iaja tentatively accepted by Largo 

Caballero 208 
inexperience of w ith m ilitary strategy 162 
instructs his colum n to help peasants with harvest 177 
massive tu rnou t for his funeral 213 
meets with Com panys July 20, 1936 739 
mistaken claim he received orders to attack N ovem ber 15,

1936 209
nature of discipline he imposed in his colum n 168 
opposes having anarchist militia seize control of 

Catalonia 744 
participation of in Los Solidarios 83, 1100, 1101 
PSUC militia colum n in M adrid rejects his efforts to assume its 

com m and 208 
recruits colum n from Aragón to go to defense of M adrid 207 

replaced on Consejo General de Milicias Antifascistas 747 
represents C N T at first meeting of Consejo General de Milicias 

Antifascistas 745 
rescues priests and nuns 1128-1129 
role of in defense of M adrid 191
says mission of colum n is to organize collectives 357-358  
seeks to rally fleeing troops of PSUC colum n in M adrid 208, 

211
seeks to recruit regular soldiers in militia column 160 
supports m ilitarization of militia 259
tentatively given com m and of three new divisions on M adrid 

front 207 
thum bnail sketch of 1165
urges Aragón collectives to form  federation 360
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D urruti Colum n 
becomes part of Army of the East 185 
becomes 26 th  Division 169, 272, 1024 
beginning of 252
continues resistance after fall of Barcelona 189-190 
details of its reconquest of Aragon 358-359  
false claim th a t it fled in first com bat in M adrid  211 
in fron t lines three days when first entered com bat in M adrid 212 
international elements in it 150, 252, 1136 
last participation of in M adrid in defeating Franco’s attack on El 

Pardo 213 
location of in early part of Civil W ar 163 
participation of in Battle of Aragon 184-185 
reinforcem ent sent from Catalonia to it in M adrid 214 
representatives of at CN T regional plenum which established 

Consejo de Aragon 803 
returns to  front during M ay Days conflict 170 
role of in defense of M adrid 202, 222 
role of in setting up collectives in Aragon 557 
some members of return to Aragon after D urru ti’s death 214 
successfully resists Com m unist attem pts to  win control over 

it 1024
very anticlerical when m oved into Aragon 1128, 1131

Echeverría N ovoa, José 846, 847
Ed, Francisco 178
Edwards, Agustín 684
Ehrenberg, Ilya 331, 540, 541
Elbaillc, Javier 663
El Cam pesino, see Valentín González
Entrialgo, Avelino 834, 1077
Eróles, Dionisio 761, 762, 786, 787, 915, 1165
Escamots, see Estât Catala
Escober, Antonio 935, 936
Escorza, M anuel 1109
Escuder, José 985
Escuelas Populares de G uerra 263 -2 6 6 , 274, 773, 1114
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Esenwein, George xvi, 8, 18, 19, 43, 82, 99 
Esgleas, Germinal 662, 663, 969, 1054, 1065 
España Libre Colum n 228, 272 
Esperanza, J. 5 1 5 ,1 0 1 9  
Esquerda C atalana, see Esquerra C atalana 
Esquerra C atalana 

alienated from Negrin governm ent 734 
Artemio Ayguada as fellow travelling member of 903 
assured by governm ent of co-control of Catalan sindicatos 

agricolas 340 
attem pted revolt of in O ctober 1934 78 
becomes m ajor exponent of Catalan rationalism  335 
becomes virtually prisoner of Stalinists after M ay Days 

conflict 752
close links of with Unió Socialista de Catalunya 755 
collaborates with PSUC in eliminating anarchists from  Catalan 

governm ent 945 
comes to control Catalonia after overthrow  of m onarchy 107 
conducts propaganda against anarchists am ong Civil G uards and 

Assault Guards 795 
contact with it sought by regional anarchist leaders at beginning 

of M ay days 915 
controls tow n of Rosas jointly with CN T 655 
dom inates Catalan governm ent with PSUC in last two years of 

W ar 352
elements of it in p lo t against anarchists according to Garcia 

Oliver 939
given three members of Consejo General de Milicias 

Antifascistas 745 
governm ent assures it of control of municipal agrarian 

juntas 340
had influence for a time am ong middle classes 1004 
had three m em bers of Consejo de Economía reorganized by 

Com orera 1016 
had two members of tem porary cabinet during M arch-A pril

1937 Catalan cabinet crisis 997 
inadequacy of after July 19, 1936 729
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Esquerra C atalana (continued)
its first reaction was to try to adapt to anarchist 

revolution 784 
its 39th Division breaks up Aragon collectives 322 
leadership of by Jose Taradellas 519 
loses autonom y of Catalonia 801 
organizes M acia-Com panys Colum n 160, 163 
pledged support of M oroccan independence after W ar 159 
position of underm ined by PSUC support of small 

capitalists 784 
reduced to impotence by Stalinists 973, 1006 
regional secretary of in provisional Catalan governm ent 967 
relations of with anarchists before Civil W ar 15, 76 
representation of in Catalan local revolutionary regimes 752, 

753
represented in interim  Catalan governm ent form ed during M ay 

Days conflict 920 
shared in Catalan control patrols 749
sides with PSUC against anarchists in M ay Days conflict 752 
support of in rural areas 306-307 , 336 
Taradellas for party heads first cabinet with anarchists in 

it 767
tentative agreem ent to have three members of new Catalan 

governm ent 968 
threatened by anarchists if it uses policy to destroy anarchist 

control of Catalonia 752 
tries to im plant ‘Revolution from the T op ’ 339 
turned against CN T-FA I by Stalinists 779, 800 
wins regional election in 1934 109
w ithdraw s from Negrin governm ent 1009 
w orks with C N T on Commission of W ar Industries 536 

Esquerra Republicana, see Esquerra C atalana 
Estat Catala 745, 753, 757, 913, 939, 941, 942 
Esteban, Bernabe 398, 416 
Esteban, Rafael 397, 404, 407, 408

Fabbri, Luigi 40, 1100
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Fabregas, Juan F. 171, 500, 501, 503, 767, 768, 1165
Fabregas, Tom ás 747
FAI, see Federación A narquista Ibérica
Falarge Española 109, 117, 118, 134, 135, 433, 490, 1065,

1104
Fanelli, Guiseppe 70 
Fanjul, Eladio 834, 836 
Fanjul, Joaquín  1 2 0 ,1 3 0  
Farre, Juan 633 
FAUD of Germ any 101 
Faure, Sebastián 1086, 1148 
Federación A narquista Ibérica

Agustín Souchy becomes member of its Peninsular 
Com m ittee 1136 

always had defense comm ittees 905 
Amigos de D urruti founded to fight against its ‘counter

revolutionary’ policies 796 
announces form ation of Consejo de Economía in 

Catalonia 500 
antecedents of 85
as ‘political’ element of Spanish anarchism  68, 102 
attacks num ber of arm ed personnel in rearguard 1044 
attacks political comm issars system 292, 1042-1043, 1045 
belongs to Com m ittee of W ar set up of Asturias 836 
broadcasts pleas for end of M ay Days conflict 919 
change in structure of 88-90
claim of Garcia Oliver tha t was becoming bureaucratized 765 
claim of that PSUC would have gained if anarchists had not 

entered C atalan governm ent 765 
claims tha t only resistance of Franco troops in Barcelona was at 

FAI-CNT headquarters 189 
clashes of with CN T 90, 1046, 1077 
close identification of w ith CN T early in W ar 87 
Com m unist hostility tow ards 90 
Com panys hoped to coopt it 784 
com parison o f with Alliance of Socialist Dem ocracy 19 
criticizes Com m unist proleytizing in m ilitary 1042, 1044
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Federación A narquista Ibérica (continued) 
criticizes Soviet m ilitary officers’ role 1043-1044, 1045 
debate in regional plenum  of it and CN T on w hether to establish 

libertarian com m unism  in Catalonia 741-745 
decides no t opportune to overthrow  Negrfn after his return to 

Spain 1075
denounces outrages of Servicio de Inteligencia M ilitar 1024 
destruction of sought by PSUC 792 
discusses last ditch battle for Barcelona 188-189 
doesn’t urge abstention in 1936 election 78 
dom inates Catalonia, together with C N T, July-D ccem bcr 

1936 739 
endorses end of militia groups 256 -257  
entered Catalan governm ent 764 
Esquerra C atalana turned against it by Stalinists 779 
establishm ent of in 1927 75, 85-86  
expresses traditional anti-m ilitarism  266 
favors collectives in C atalan industries 503 
first open split of with CN T over N egrin’s ‘13 points’ 1036- 

1037
given tw o members of Consejo General de Milicias 

Antifascistas 745 
greatly weakened by M ay Days conflict 550 
had one member of Com m ittee of Public Health of 

M álaga 850 
had one m em ber of M adrid city council 857 
had representation in Provincial Council o f Badajoz 854 
has fruitless meeting with Negrin 1076 
had member of foreign propaganda secretariat 1139 
has one member of Popular Executive Com m ittee of the 

Levante 850
has representatives on all provincial councils in Levante 

850
has tw o members of Consejo de Economía reorganized by 

Com orera 1016 
headquarters of seized in Tortosa during M ay Days 

conflict 915
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Federación A narquista Ibérica (continued)
holds joint conference on education with CN T 671 
in Asturias opposes m ilitarization of militia 258 
in San Juan ousts PSUC from control during M ay Days 

conflict 914
intervened to prevent anarchist troops from participation in M ay 

Days conflict 171 
its critique of military situation called w ork of ‘capitulationists 

and tra ito rs’ by Togliatti 1045 
joins Popular Front in M ay 1938 978
judgm ent on how  to  deal w ith Com m unists and Negrin begins to 

diverge from CN T 1033 
largely secret until Civil W ar 858 
leaders of bent all efforts to bring cease fire in M ay Days 

conflict 942
liberty of action of curtailed by time spoke ou t against 

collaboration w ith Negrin 1035-1036 
little activity apart from C N T in first m onths of W ar 

1033
made two efforts to oust Negrin 1056-1067  
makes new proposals to end M ay Days conflict 922 
makes personal attack on Negrin at plenum of Libertarian 

M ovem ent 1046 
meeting of top  figures of still in Spain with those of CN T and 

Youth 1026 
members of seen in Jail by Julian G orkin 733 
militia battalion of in Asturias 243 
nature of pre-Civil W ar leadership of 86 
negotiations of with C atalan governm ent and PSUC during M ay 

Days conflict 905 
num ber of members of considerable in Valencian local 

councils 851
opponents of try to sabotage Collectivization Decree 514 
opposes C N T national industrial federations 698 
organized own m ilitary units with CN T 250 
participates in plenum  of Libertarian M ovem ent 1045 
participates in popular tribunals in Asturias 836
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Federación A narquista Ibérica (continued)
Peninsular Com m ittee of established in Barcelona 

headquarters 742 
Peninsular Com m ittee of explained entry into Catalan 

governm ent 765 
Peninsular Com m ittee of represented a t founding congress of 

A ragón Collectives Federation 361 
Peninsular Com m ittee of severely criticizes N egrin’s ‘13 

Points’ 1039-1040 
Peninsular Com m ittee of signed Popular Front endorsem ent of 

‘13 Points’ under protest 1040 
permits transfer of control o f Catalan m ilitary to Republican 

governm ent 180 
pledges support of M oroccan independence after W ar 1159 
proposes unsuccessfully to L ibertarian M ovem ent that it organize 

junta against Negrin 1057 
provides anarchists double representation in public bodies during 

W ar 87
provokes political crisis in A sturian provincial comm ittee 836— 

837
provokes split in CN T 77, 86
refuses to enter Basque governm ent as a political party 848,

858
regards peasant insurrections as ‘schools of revolution’ 108 
reorganization of its Peninsular Com m ittee after beginning of 

Civil W ar 87, 88 
reports C ipriano M era support of m ilitarization of militia 

261
reports Com m unist policy of killing Loyalist soldiers w ho resist 

their efforts to control army 1025-1026 
reports on political alignm ent of arm y officers 289, 291-293  
reports that Com m unists forcing anarchists in m ilitary to join 

them  1025
representation of in C atalan local revolutionary regimes 753 
represented by obscure leader as member of new Catalan 

governm ent 969 
seen as political party  controlling C N T 848, 858
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Federación A narquista Ibérica (continued) 
sets up Catalan liaison comm ittee with CN T, UGT and 

PSUC 758
signs call for volunteers to build fortifications in 

Catalonia 186 
subm itted recapitulation of its memo on military situation to 

plenum  of Libertarian M ovem ent 1046 
suggestion to reorganize it as a political party 858 
technical illegality of 857 
urges w ar and revolution 988-989  

Federación Cam pesina del Centro 408 
Federación C atalana de Gremios y Entidades Pequeñes 

Com erciantes e Industriales 730, 760 
Federación de los Sindicatos de Sanidad (CNT) 673 
Federación de los T rabajadores de la D istribución of 

Valencia 450 
Federación de T rabajadores de la Región Española 
Federación Ibérica de Juventudes Libertarias, see Juventudes 

Libertarias
Federación Local de Sindicatos of C N T (M adrid) 95 
Federación Local de Sindicatos Unicos de Barcelona 670 
Federación N acional Cam pesina (CNT) 310, 311, 312, 313, 314, 

451
Federación N acional de Alimentación (CNT) 314 
Federación Nacional de Cam pesinos y de las Industrias de 

Alimentación (CNT) 314 
Federación N acional de la Industria Ferroviaria 565, 566 
Federación Nacional de Sindicatos de la Enseñanza (CNT) 664 
Federación Nacional de T rabajadores de Banco, Seguros y Afines 

(CNT) 686
Federación N acional de T rabajadores de la Tierra (UGT) 308, 

391, 410, 414, 415, 416, 429, 430, 994 
Federación Nacional del T ransporte, Pesca e Industrias M aritim as 

(CNT) 590
Federación O brera de Unificación Sindical 758, 776 
Federación O brera Regional Española 14-19, 20 -2 1 , 23, 28, 70, 

79
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Federación Provincial Cam pesina 410, 411, 413, 418, 420, 421, 
422

Federación Provincial de Cam pesinos, see Federación Provincial 
Campesina

Federación Regional Cam pesina de Andalusia 450, 451, 452, 
453

Federación Regional de Cam pesinos de Catalonia 341, 342, 343
Federación Regional de Cam pesinos del Centro 408, 434, 436, 

437, 442
Federación Regional de Campesinos de Levante 

sub-regions federation of in Alicante 398, 399 
congress of in N ovem ber 1937 397 
could only advise collectives no t order them 404 
established processing plants for collectives 407-408  
establishm ent o f 393
has one representative on governm ent onion export 

comm ittee 410 
helped improve farming techniques and technology of 

collectives 406-407  
helps w eaker collectives 404-405
limited success of in establishing com arcal federations 403 
members of w ithdraw  from joint-U GT collectives in 

Alicante 417 
problem  of from m obilization of collectives’ leaders into 

arm y 426
recognized legitimacy of rural smallholdings 402— 403
role of in feeding M adrid 408
second congress of in December 1936 415
seeks to get collectives of to have standardized statutes 400
trained collectives’ leaders 406
urged legalization of its collectives 425
urged organization of com arcal federations of collectives 394
w orks w ithin governm ent fruit export agency 414

Federación Regional de Cam pesinos y de la Alimentación 437, 
4 3 8 ,4 3 9

Federación Regional de Colectividdes de Aragón 361-364 , 814
Federación Regional de Colonos 391
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Federación Sindical del Arroz 415
Federación Valenciana de Sindicatos Agricolas 391
Federal Party, see Partido Federal
Federation of Land W orkers, see Federación Nacional de 

Trabajadores de la Tierra 
Federation of Spanish Language Anarchist G roups 85 
Fernández, Am ador 841
Fernández, Aurelio 739, 745, 747, 749, 767, 768, 786, 797, 839, 

1109, 1166 
Fernández, Celestino 242, 243, 244 
Fernández, Emilio 834 
Fernández, Rafael 834, 838, 839 
Fernández, G randizo, M anuel 985 
Fernández Rocas, Aquilino 830, 842 
Fernsw orth, Lawrence 224, 226 
Ferrer, Joan 478
Ferrer G uardia, Francisco 72, 662, 666
Fifth Regiment 196, 283, 285, 854
Fischer, Louis 143, 199, 200 , 716, 874, 1013
Flores, Angel 178
Fom ento del T rabajo  Nacional 742
Fontanilla, Antonia 652
Food Distribution Union, see Sindicato de la Distribución 
Fourth International 791, 796 
Franco, Francisco 

armies of 4
as head of Rebel regime 1142 
attem pts to outflank M adrid by taking El Pardo 215 
base of in Canary Islands 138 
believed in using terror 1105-1106 
Catholic priests jailed and killed by his forces in Basque 

area 1126-1127 
children fell before his forces 677 
controls Portuguese border area 709 
cooperation of all Republican forces necessary to defeat 

him 707
death of 1091, 1092, 1 0 9 3 ,1 0 3 7 ,1137
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Franco, Francisco (continued) 
expects to take M adrid easily 145, 195 
factors thw arting his capture of M adrid 221-222  
fall of Catalonia to his forces 187-190, 516, 521, 557, 732, 

738
fall of Toledo to his forces 871
forces of confronted by anarchists in Aragón 158
gets aid from H itler and M ussolini 712
his M oorish and Foreign Legion troops 710
his forces bom b M adrid 220
his forces dispute M editerranean 33, 147, 556, 696
his forces overrun rural collectives 333
his forces recapture Teruel 228
his regime decimates C N T  1095
his regime invites industrialists to bring charges against Lorenzo 

Iñigo 543
his regime seizes Spanish ships in foreign harbors 1074-1075 
his surrender terms sought by Segismundo Casado 1066 
his troops overrun Aragón 317, 364, 373, 384, 385, 696, 999 
his troops quiescent during Com m unist revolt against Consejo 

Nacional de Defensa 1072-1075 
his troops take m ost of Andalusia 447
interanarchist conflicts emerge in last year of a struggle against 

him 1030
keeps w orkers unification o f railroads after W ar 565 
launches Battle of Aragón 154 
Lérida captured by his troops 648 
long career of in M orocco 122 
M ariano Vázquez denies POUM  had had any contact 

with 987
much of Aragón reconquered from his forces early in W ar 812
negotiations with him proposed by Cipriano M era 1060-1061
num ber of Italian troops in his attack on G uadalajara 219
overcomes Basque resistance 840, 1006
participation of in 1936 conspiracy 120-121
pictured as embracing Andrés N in in PSUC periodical 790
possibility of Republican guerrillas behind his army 275
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Franco, Francisco (continued) 
puts dow n O ctober 1934 revolt 110-111 
railroad w orkers flee areas under his control 574 
recruits Falangista and Tradicionalista militia 150 
refuses any real negotiations w ith Consejo N acional de 

Defensa 1073 
regime of unsuccessfully claims ow nership of railroad cars 

ordered abroad 566 
risks taken for him  by M ussolini 723 
sindicato system of his regime 489 
starts Civil W ar 124, 526, 834 
support of by Catholics xxiv
tries to get President and Prime M inister to declare state of war 

before 1936 election 120 
troops of his on edge of M adrid 198, 870, 871 
victories of reduce m arket for Catalan industry 607, 685 

Franco, M axim o 926 
Fraser, Ronald

com m ents on w orkers’ operation of C atalan railroads 572 
discusses early confrontation of Com panys with CN T 751-752  
discusses M adrid w ar industry 543
discusses process of labor discipline in urban collectives 477 
interview of with A ntonio Rosado 450 
interview of with Juan Domenech xxvi 
interview of with Pere Andeaca xxv 
notes difference in repression in Franco and Loyalist 

Spain 1104
notes form er owners being made m anaging directors of urban 

collectives 478 
notes inflation in Catalonia 472 
says anarchists overlooked im portance of banking 480 
says CN T did not collectivize Duro-Felguera iron and steel works 

in Asturias 657 
says some anarchist leaders confirmed rum ours of corruption of 

some Consejo de Aragon leaders 818 
tells of one militia leader in Aragon w ho warned against church 

burnings 1116
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Friends of D urruti 796, 926-929
FRCA, see Federación Regional Campesina de Andalusia
FRCL, see Federación Regional de Cam pesinos de Levante
Frente Popular Antifascista 995, 996
Front of Revolutionary Youth 694
Fund for Repairs and Aid 520-521

Galán, Francisco 217, 285, 290, 1063, 1065
Galarza, Angel 231, 814, 896, 922, 934, 962
Gallardo, José 934
García, Germinal 1032
García, Gerónim o 488
García, Onofre 843
García Birlan, Antonio 767, 1056
García Fernández, Sincsio, see Abad de Santillan, Diego
García, Lavid, Francisco 1004
García M aroto , Gabriel 282
García, M iranda, Juan Carlos 836, 837, 843
García Oliver, Juan

accepts need for regular arm y 262 
acts as host of Pierre Besnard 1140 
agreem ent to have him in new C atalan governm ent 969 
agrees that anarchist m inisters m ust share responsibility for 

moving capital to Valencia 873, 874 
announces form ation of militia 159 
as Consejero de Defensa 185, 768 
as part of ‘super FAI’ 84
a speech of his convinces anarchist troops not to leave front 

during M ay Days 925 
becomes M inister of Justice 206, 207, 768 
becomes secretary general of Catalan D epartm ent of Defense 

267-268
blocks Com panys’ taking control of Consejo General de Milicias 

Antifascistas 746 
broadcasts plea for end of M ay Days conflict 918-919  
called ‘the real Robespierre of the R evolution’ by Peirats 

84
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García, Oliver, Juan (continued) 
claimed FAI and CN T entered Catalan governm ent because were 

becoming bureaucratized 765 
com m ands Aguilucho Column 92, 163 
com m ent on affiliation of CN T with AIT 601 
comm ents on autonom y of Juventudes Libertarias 90 
com m ents on growing alliance of anarchists with Largo 

Caballero 895 
comm ents on nature of CN T posts in Largo Caballero 

governm ent 867 
decrees tha t M inistry of Justice employees free to join C N T or 

UGT 883
describes conflict between Catalan regional C N T and N ational 

Com m ittee 1053 
describes Council of W orkers and Soldiers 761-762 
describes Friends of D urruti 927-928 
discusses end of Popular W ar Schools 288-289  
doesn’t attend plenum  which decided on anarchist entry of 

Catalan governm ent 766 
doesn’t trust Pierre Besnard 1139-1140 
Emma Goldm an alleges M ax N ettlau supports everything he 

does 1149
establishes Escuelas Populares de Guerra for Catalonia 251, 

262-263
establishes Escuelas Populares de Guerra for Republic 263-265  
estimates 5 ,000 in first C atalan anarchist militia column 

159
explains anarchist opposition to political commissars in Popular 

Army 274
explains how he functioned as a minister 878-880  
explains why CN T did not try to get back in Catalan 

governm ent 979 
forces Com panys to  reorganize his cabinet w ithout PSUC 751 
gets agreem ent of Republican governm ent for dismissal of 

Rodriguez Salas 922 
gets decree law extending civil courts’ jurisdiction to military 

personnel 884
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García, Oliver, Juan (continued) 
gets hand grenades for defense of M adrid from H ispano Suiza 

w orkers collective 206 
had grave doubts abou t entering Catalan governm ent 767 
has last meeting with Antonov-O vsenko 773 
heads group which explores possibility of coup against 

Ncgrin 1053
his negotiations key to avoiding Republican governm ent taking 

control of Catalan police adm inistration 935 
his Popular W ar Schools suppressed by Negrin regime 288 
his suggestion tha t D urruti succeed General M iaja tentatively 

accepted by Largo Caballero 208 
increasingly close relations of with Largo Caballero 954 
indicates was considerable unhappiness at CN T entry into Negrin 

cabinet 976 
intervenes in Iron Colum n-Assault G uard clashes in 

Levante 231
keeps religious pictures on walls of his office as M inister of 

Justice 1129 
leads D urruti funeral procession 213 
meetings of with A m bassador Rosenberg 897 
meets with Com panys June 20, 1936 671 
member of Los Solidarios 83, 1100 
member of Superior W ar Council 207, 879 
m ost capable and successful of anarchist m inisters 878, 880 
moves to form ally establish Consejo General de M ilicias 

Antifascistas 745 
nam ed as FAIist to be C N T m em ber of Largo Caballero 

cabinet 867
named head of departm ent of w ar of Consejo General de Milicias 

Antifascistas 747 
notes reestablishm ent of courts by Consejo General de 

M ilicias 1112 
notes that if M ay Days conflict had spread to Aragon front 

would have m eant end of m ilitary defense 917 
observation o f on his role as M ay Days m ediator 918 
official speaker at D urru ti’s funeral 772
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García, Oliver, Juan (continued) 
on list of three presented to Negrin by CN T for its member of his 

cabinet 963 
opposes close CN T collaboration with Negrin 

governm ent 1053 
opposes establishm ent of Consejo General de Milicias 

Antifascistas 740 
opposition of to political comm issars 264 
orders destruction of criminal records 882 
plans for guerrilla cam paign in Andalusia 233 
positive assessment by of General M iaja 203 
President Azana objects to him as minister 866 
principal inspirer of Council of W orkers and Soldiers 761 
proposed to G rupo N osotros tha t anarchist militia seize control 

of Catalonia 744 
proves difficult to convince to become Largo Caballero cabinet 

m em ber 868-869 
pushed through cabinet decree laws on w om en’s and children’s 

rights 883-884 
reaches agreem ent with Largo Caballero on political commissars 

in Escuelas Populares de G uerra 274-275  
recounts CNT-FAI leaders’ discussion with Com panys July 20, 

1936 740
recounts decision to move capital to Valencia 872-873 
refuses to join cam paign against General Asensio 236 
regards attem pted anarchist uprisings as ‘revolutionary high 

schools’ 84
rejects A m bassador Rosenberg’s suggestion that he replace Largo 

Caballero 947-948 
represents C N T at first meeting of Consejo General de Milicias 

Antifascistas 745 
returns to Valencia from attem pt to mediate M ay Days 

conflict 921 
role of in creating w ar industries 530, 531 
saw widespread plot to crush anarchists 939 
says anarchist w orkers may have had direction in insurrection 

M ay 3, 1937 from  port workers union leader 907
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García, Oliver, Juan (continued) 
says Cipriano M era was recognized as leader of anarchist troops 

in M adrid area 216 
says CN T agreed to have only tw o posts in new Largo Caballero 

cabinet 963
says never forced anyone in M inistry of Justice to join 

CN T 883
says training school for C N T m ilitants was a failure 671 
seeks to end lynch m ob justice 880-882 , 1113-1114 
seeks to rally fleeing troops of PSUC column in M adrid 208,

211
sent by Republican cabinet to mediate M ay Days conflict 917 
serves on ministerial comm ittee to determ ine cause of fall of 

M alaga 236 
sets up w ork camps in place of prisons 884-885 
sketches position of foreign anarchist critics of CNT-FAI 1148 
speaks at meeting in Paris in June 1937-1154  
speaks in opposition to moving capital to  Valencia 872 
sponsors C N T Zaragoza Congress ideological resolution 67 
starts cam paign for executive comm ittee for Libertarian 

M ovem ent 1052 
sums up debate on whether anarchists should seize pow er in 

Catalonia 744 
supports immediate establishm ent of libertarian comm unism  in 

Catalonia 742-743 
takes lead in trying to encourage revolt in Spanish M orocco 763 
thought Com panys part of wide plot against anarchists in M ay 

Days 931, 932, 933 
thum bnail sketch of 1166
tries to keep political comm issars ou t of Escuelas Populares de 

Guerra 274
urges CN T to encourage anarchist militiamen to go to Escuelas 

Populares de G uerra 266, 288 
visit of to AIT Paris Conference 102
w arns Largo Caballero of move to get rid of him and anarchist 

m inisters in January  1937 947 
García Pridas, J. 1068
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García T irador, Onofre 242, 243, 259
García Val, Alejandro 282
García Valino, General 122
García Vi las, José 19
García Vivancos, M iguel 83, 163, 744
Gassol, Ventura 741, 940
Gates, John 719
General Council of Antifascist M ilitia, see Consejo General de 

M ilicias antifascistas 
General D irectorate of Security 70
General M ilitia Com m ittee, see Consejo General de Milicias 

Antifascistas
GEPCI, see Federación C atalana de Gremios y Entidades Pequeños 

Comericales e Industriales 
Germ án C ondor División 193 
Gero, Erno 718, 720, 760, 772, 959 
Gil Robles, José M aría 109, 110, 120, 122, 306, 421, 940 
Giral, José 124, 130, 249, 709, 763, 860, 865, 874, 962, 1013 
Giustizia e Libertá G roup 1135, 1136 
Goded, M anuel 120, 129, 130, 138 
Godwin, W illiam 6
G oldm an, Emma 101, 665, 678-679 , 1136, 1149, 1150-1154 
Gómez, M ariano 984 
Gómez, Pedro, 543 
Gómez, Trifón 1071
Gómez Casas, Juan 71-72 , 84, 86, 87, 113, 1006, 1035 
Gómis, José 984
González Valentín xxv, 155, 182, 184, 217, 2219, 284, 446, 715, 

1064
González Berinance, Francisco 836
González Inestal, Miguel 132, 847
González M allada, Avelino 76
González M alo, José 241, 248 , 252, 8 4 5 ,1167
González M arín, M anuel 1057, 1067, 1068, 1077, 1078
González M orago, Tom ás 1 9 ,2 5
González Peña, Ram ón 984
Gorbachev, M ikhail xi
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G ordon O rdáz 709, 713
G orkin, Julian 709, 732, 745, 929, 930, 931, 980, 981, 982,

985
GPU 720, 721, 732, 877, 981, 1115 
Gracia, Jesús 812
Graphic Arts W orkers Union (CNT) 763
Grijaldo, Joan 481
Grunfeld, José 1076, 1077
G rupo Cultural Feminino 95
G rupo N osotros, see Los Solidarios
Guarm er, Vicente 262, 924
Gudell, M artin  189
G uerra, A ntonio 236
G urrucharri, Salvador 663
Gustavo, Soledad 868

Hem ingway, Ernest xx, xxi 
H ernández, Aurelio 83, 1100 
H ernández, Jesús

as M inister of Education 955 
attacks CNT-UGT control of orange exports 413 
begins to attack Indalecio Prieto in Com m unist press 1003 
chosen by Togliatti to give speech starting cam paign to oust 

Largo Caballero which he had opposed 960 
claims after fall of C atalonia that Republic still had sufficient 

arm ed forces for successful resistance 1057 
claims Andrés Nin arrested and killed by GPU 981 
claims Com m unist troops saved M adrid 196 
claims control patrols in Catalonia guilty of crimes 750 
claims he and José Díaz opposed ousting of Largo Caballero at 

Politburo meeting where it was decided upon 958-959 
claims those w ho don’t accept Com m unist slogans are agents of 

fascism and counterrevolution 717 
comm ents on diverse nature of anarchist m em bership 1102 
denounces lack of action on Aragón front 171-172 
deputed to offer party support to Negrin to to become prime 

m inister 964-965
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H ernández, Jesús (continued)
describes Com m unist meeting a t which decision taken to oppose 

Extram adura offensive 957-958  
describes N egrin’s decree turning over total control of military to 

Com m unists 1063 
describes Spanish Politburo meetings 720 
estimates m em bership of Levante peasant groups 391 
imposed by Com intern as a Spanish Com m unist Party leader 

108, 718, 719
notes anarchists’ desire to return to Republican governm ent 

973-974
proposes to Indalecio Prieto tha t he and Uribe meet with him 

every day to give him Com m unist Party positions 1002 
refused to provide schools for orphan children 894 
reports on Spanish Politburo meeting where decision taken for 

Largo Caballero to fall 959-961 
says arrest of POUM  leaders ordered by GPU 981 
says Com m unists not anarchists built defenses of M adrid 220 
says Largo C aballero’s proposed offensive in Extram adura not 

cause of his downfall 958 
says Negrin decrees on m ilitary com m ands a coup d’etat of 

Com m unist Party 1064 
says Negrin followed order of Com m unist Party, Togliatti and 

Stepanov in turning complete control of m ilitary over to 
Com m unists 1064 

says Negrin upon return  to Spain d idn’t adequately prepare to 
continue W ar 1059 

says Stalin decided to get rid of Largo Caballero because of his 
negotiations with Britain and France to end W ar 955 

says Stalin played to  win for M oscow in Spanish Civil W ar 
721

says Togliatti participated in Spanish Politburo meetings where 
fall of Largo Caballero decided upon 710 

says Togliatti selected Negrin as Largo Caballero successor 
961

speaks out for Extram adura offensive a t meeting at which 
Politburo decision to oppose it was taken 957
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H ernández, Jesús (continued)
tells o f Julián Besteiro efforts to organize overthrow  of Negrin 

1056
tries to rally Com m unist troops in Valencia to fight Consejo 

Nacional de Defensa 1070 
used cultural militia of M inistry of Education to distribute 

Com m unist propaganda 978 
H ernández, Rafael 572, 854 
H ernández Rodríguez, M anuel 628 
H ernández Saravia, General 292 
H ernández Zancayo, Carlos 917, 996 
H errera, Pedro 87, 256, 924, 1 0 4 6 -1 0 4 8 ,1026, 1 1 5 1 ,1161  
H idalgo, Francisco 210 
Hidalgo de Cisneros, Ignacio 152, 285 
H itler, Adolf 712, 722, 956, 1080

Ibárruri, Dolores
adm its Com m unists had ‘denied . . .  sincere and profound 

cooperation with the other popular forces which had risen 
against Fascism’ 972 

adm its Party doesn’t have m any members in w ar industries 
557

cites origins of 1936 m ilitary conspiracy 120 
concedes w orkers seized firms when owners abandoned them 

484-485
confirms Com m unist Party attractiveness for regular officers 

286
denounces anarchists’ ‘pseudo revolution’ xix 
falsely claims anarchists seeking to establish ow n dictatorship 

744-745
hostile analysis of anarchists by xxi
makes speech before packing plant while Party members steal 

hams from  rear 952 
notes training of Carlist param ilitary before Civil W ar 109 
placed in Spanish Com m unist leadership by Com intern 718 
present at Politburo meeting where fall of Largo Caballero 

decided upon 959
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Ibárruri, Dolores (continued)
says Spain going through ‘bourgeois dem ocratic revolution’ 

727-728
some of her speeches w ritten by Togliatti 719 
still denounces POUM  a year after it is outlawed 986 
threatens to denounce anyone ‘disaffected with our regime’ 717 

Iglesias, Ignacio 1 0 6 0 ,1 0 7 4 ,1ÛZ2 
Iglesias y Sanjinés, M anuel 834 
Independent Labor Party 1151 
Industrial W orkers of the W orld 29 -3 0 , 700 
Iñigo, Lorenzo 542, 543, 555, 1067, 1077 
Institute of Agrarian Reform 316, 317, 321-322 , 323, 399, 417, 

4 3 1 ,4 4 0 -4 4 1 ,4 5 4  
Instituto Nacional de Industria 1092 
International Brigades

arrival of Twelfth Brigade in M adrid 209 
Belarmino Tom ás asks for one in Asturias 844 
claim of Com m unists that they saved M adrid 222 
control of by Spaniards dem anded by FAI 1044 
difference of from  international group in D urruti Colum n 253 
direction of by Germ an Com m unist Fritz Dahlen 718 
Eleventh Brigade overrun on M adrid front 184 
fear that Com m unists would m arch them  on Valencia 947 
first brigade arrives in M adrid 199 
John Gates head com m issar of 15th Brigade 719 
members of seen in prison by Julián G orkin 732-733 
organization of by Com intern 737 
role of André M arty as organizer of 720 
role of in Battle of G uadalajara 219 
role of in defense of M adrid exaggerated 202 
Steve N elson as political comm issar of 986 

International Bureau of Revolutionary Socialist Unity 791 
International Com m unist Left O pposition 755 
International Com m unist Right O pposition 352 
International Federation of T rade Unions 684, 996 
International W orkingm en’s Association of 1800’s 10, 14,

20
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International W orkingm en’s Association of 20th Century, see 
Asociación Internacional de Trabajadores 

Interprovincial Council of Asturias and León 838, 841 
Interprovincial Council of Santander-Burgos-Palencia 845 
Inter-Regional Com m ittee of M aritim e T ransport 590 
Iron Column

alleged robbery by elements of 229
becomes 83rd Brigade 228
criticized by regional CN T 229-230 , 231
defends collectives against attack in Levante 422
destroys records in Castellón de la Plana 230
ex-convicts in 226
location of in early part of Civil W ar 163 
military operations of 2 26 -227  
participation of in Battle of Teruel 228 
position of in Teruel area 227 
recruiting of 226
reported to be ‘uncontrollable’ and ‘undisciplined’ 224,

225
resists m ilitarization of militia 268-269  
seizes arm s from  Civil Guards 229
stopping of ministers from leaving M adrid mistakenly attributed 

to i t  218 
subsidiary activities of 227
very anticlerical when entered Aragon 1127, 1131 

Irujo M anuel 88, 554, 865, 940, 962, 982, 985, 1009, 1120 
Isgleas, Francisco 179, 180, 536, 788, 795, 979, 861, 924, 1054, 

1167
Italian M axim alist Socialist Party 1135 
Italian Republican Party 1135, 1136 
Iturbe, Lola 96
IW M A, see International W orkingm en’s Association of 19th 

Century and Asociación Internacional de T rabajadores in 
20th  Century 

Izquierda Com unista 755 
Izquierda Republicana

a leader of as Civil G overnor in San Sebastian 132
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Izquierda Republicana (continued) 
a leader of explains why M adrid troops d idn’t imm ediately join 

m ilitary uprising 130 
as part of Republican group in Loyalist Spain 1003 
belongs to Com m ittee of W ar set up in Gijón 834 
breaks with CN T in M onzón, Aragón 373 
cabinet m em bers of urge Republican governm ent to take control 

of C atalan police and m ilitary 934 
collaborates with CN T in M em brilla, Castille 433 
form ation of 111 ,1008
forms revolutionary comm ittee w ith CN T in Calanda,

Aragón 379
had tw o members of Junta de Defensa de Vizcaya 847 
had considerable support in Levante 392 
has one member of Com m ittee of Public H ealth  of M álaga 853 
has one member of Popular Executive Com m ittee of 

Levante 850 
has tw o members of Consejo de Aragon 812 
inadequacy of after July 19, 1936 729 
informs President Azaña of forthcom ing fall of Largo 

Caballero 961 
Joaquin Ascaso says it signed docum ent endorsing Consejo de 

Aragon 823 
José Giral as its leader 125 
largest political party  in Aragon 802
only group accused by anarchists of seeking end to Consejo de 

Aragon 822
only it and C N T have influence in C indad Real at beginning of 

W ar 393
original m em ber of Comité Provincial del Frente Popular in 

Asturias 834
ostensible m em bership in or José Ignacio M antecón 827 
participates in governm ent of Basque Republic 848 
participates in local revolutionary regimes in Aragón 802 
peasant members o f stay out of M onzón, Aragón collective

373
periodical of says party  will oppose any dictatorship 1008
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Izquierda Republicana (continued)
reconstituted regime established by party member who is civil 

governor of Vizcaya 847 
represented in eighteen reorganized local governm ents in 

Aragón 815
still had legal newspaper after imposition of censorship by Negrin 

regime 993

Jackson, Gabriel 117, 188, 201, 222, 283, 711, 1106
Javsicas, Gabriel 1029
Jellinek, Frank 105, 128, 653, 745, 1104
Jiménez, M iguel 805
Jiménez de la Pereza 536, 537
Jiménez la Veraza, Colonel 531, 1042
JJLL, see Juventudes Libertarias
Jouhaux, León, 98, 996
Jover, Gregorio 92, 163, 744, 1167-1168
JSU, see Juventudes Socialistas Unificadas
Junta de Defensa de Guipúzcoa 847
Junta de Defensa de M adrid 112, 199, 221, 542, 855, 856,

857
Junta de Defensa de Vizcaya 847
Junta Delegada del N orte 840
Junta de Seguridad Interior 786
Just, Julio 2 3 6 ,7 6 3
Juventudes de Izquierda Republicana 94
Juventudes Libertarias

as com ponent p a rt of M ovim iento Libertario 94 
as youth group of Spanish anarchism  69 
attacks Garcia O liver’s proposal for executive comm ittee of 

Libertarian M ovem ent 1092 
autonom y of from FAI and C N T 90 
conflicts of w ith Com m unists in M adrid 855, 856 
continued controversy of with C N T  until end of W ar 1077 
difficulty of to obtain draft exem ptions 94-95  
dissidence of Catalan JJLL with national JJLL 91-92  
founding of in 1932 90
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Juventudes Libertarias (continued)
had one member of Com m ittee of Public Health in 

M alaga 852 
had one member of M adrid City Council 857 
had representation in Provincial Council of Badajoz 854 
in exile led by Salvador G uruchárri 663 
its headquarters in Taragona seized during M ay Days 

conflict 914
its leaders still in Spain meeting with those of CN T and

FAI 1076
its weekly paper opposes entry into Largo Cabellero 

governm ent 1032 
leadership of by Fidel M iró 32, 91, 94, 663 
leading comm ittee of established in Barcelona 

headquarters 742 
militia colum n organized by C atalan JJLL 52 
more or less seconds FAI criticism of CN T 1034 
much involved in M ay Days conflict 908 
participated in plenum  of Libertarian M ovem ent 1045 
participates in popular tribunals in Asturias 836 
perm its transfer of control of C atalan m ilitary to Republican 

governm ent 180 
receives position in reorganization of Asturian regime 837 
represented in Junta de Defensa de M adrid 221, 542 
role of in calming panic after 1938 Barcelona bom bings 92-93  
wartim e alliances of with other youth groups 93 -94  
w artim e congresses of 93
willing to work with and defend POUM  792-793 

Juventudes Sindicalistas 94, 793 
Juventudes Socialistas Unificadas

as Com m unist-controlled youth group 69, 93, 194 
attacks Catalan w ar industries 548, 795 
followed policies to impede or destroy Revolution 725 
formed in April 1936 116, 718
had one member of Com m ittee of Public Health of M alaga 853
had two posts in Asturian regime 837
im portance of to Com m unists during Civil W ar 116
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Juventudes Socialistas Unificadas (continued)
Joaquin Ascaso says it signed docum ent endorsing Consejo de 

A ragon 823 
joins Young Com m unist International 116 
m ost top  leaders of join Com m unist Party during Civil W ar 116 
one of four Stalinist groups in Spain during W ar 718 
opposes sovereignty for Interprovincial Council of Asturias and 

Leon 842
participation of in popular tribunals in Asturias 836 
virtually split in Asturias between Socialists and 

Com m unists 838-839

Kamenev, Leo 774
Karl M arx Colum n 160, 163, 289, 322, 385, 790, 826
Kent, Victoria 937
Kern, R obert 74, 85-86
Koltsov, M ikhail 197 ,201
Kopp, George 909
Krivitsky, W alter 721, 722, 723, 877, 939, 946 
K ropotkin, Peter 4 -5 , 32, 33 -3 4 , 38, 41, 42, 71, 1085 
Kulik, G. 957, 958 
Kuznetsov, Admiral N. 200, 246, 869

Labor and Socialist International 719, 756, 791, 988 
Lacerda, Carlos xl 
Lafargue, Paul 28 
Lain, José 282 
Lam baret, Renée 754 
Langdon-Davies, John  1107, 1126 
La Pasionaria, see Dolores Ibárruri 
Lara, Alberto 834 
Lara de Rosal, M ajor 262, 264 
Largo Caballero, Francisco 

absent from new Executive of UGT 996 
advises Juan Peiro to issue ministerial decree to seize abandoned 

foreign owned potassium  mines 888 
agrees for D urruti to com m and three new divisions 207
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Largo Caballero, Francisco (continued) 
agrees to conditions under which CN T militia are militarized 

269 -270
agrees to w ithdraw  resignation and go on with Extram adura 

offensive 962 
allegations he dissolved Iron Colum n 229 
alliance of with anarchists 236
A m bassador Rosenberg suggests his replacem ent by García 

Oliver 947
annoyed by H oracio Prieto opposition to moving capital to 

Valencia 871
appears a t public report of Federica M ontseny on her being a 

m inister 896 
as M inister of W ar 235, 268, 282 
au tho r’s sympathy for xiii
barred from m aking further speeches after one in M adrid in 

O ctober 1937 997 
becomes Prime M inister 174, 257, 859 
becomes radicalized after 1934 114
buried politically by Com m unists and their allies 997 
called ‘representative of reactionary capitalism ’ by Com m unists 

108
called ‘Spanish Lenin’ by Com m unists 115, 894 
Catholic allegation that he favored Soviet republic in Spain xxiv 
chastises Alvarez del Vayo for playing Com m unists’ game 942 
claims Alvarez del Vayo unconditionally a t service of 

Com m unists 953 
C N T used as interm ediary with him by Basque President 

Aguirre 848 
Com m unist cam paign against 737
Com m unist penetration of M inistry of W ar during his period as 

M inister 282 
confirmed in office as Prime M inister 847 
com plains of insubordination of General M iaja 207-208  
consults with CN T on a national defense council 804 
controlled Socialist Youth Federation before it became part of 

JSU 718
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Largo Caballero, Francisco (continued) 
confers with Socialist supporters abou t ‘iron ring of the 

Com m unist Party and the Soviets’ 896 
decides to take over control of Catalan police and military during 

M ay Days conflict 934-935  
defense witness in trial of POUM  leaders 985 
describes Com m unist cam paign against General Ascnsio 235 
describes his activities after ouster as prime m inister 991-992  
describes proposed Loyalist offensive in E xtram adura 956 
deprived of pow er base in UGT 973 
discusses behavior of Russian m ilitary ‘advisers’ 287 
doesn’t have defenses constructed in M adrid 220 
doesn’t w ant to strengthen Catalan autonom y 546 
endorses FAI critique of military situation 1042 
explains need to move capital to Valencia 870 
fails in effort to form new cabinet 963 
fails to act on offers of m ilitary aid through M exico 709 
fall of his governm ent 88, 90, 233, 288, 353, 409, 481, 549, 

7 1 4 ,7 1 9 ,9 6 1 -9 6 3  
fall of M alaga used to discredit him 232, 949 
fears fomenting revolt in Spanish M orocco would bring French 

retaliation 764 
finally has to dismiss Asensio as Under Secretary of W ar 235, 

951
forbids political proselytizing in arm ed forces 953, 1025 
growing revulsion of against role of Com m unists and Russian 

personnel 895
he and followers felt success in W ar associated with success of the 

Revolution 954 
he and Spanish governm ent had no control of GPU operations in 

Spain 877
his cabinet divided between Right W ing Socialists and 

Com m unists against pro-Largo Caballero Socialists and 
anarchists 894

his concessions to anarchists on cabinet posts more apparent than 
real 867

his followers control UGT in first part of W ar 726
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Largo Caballero, Francisco (continued)
his followers generally continue to control UGT in Levante 389 
his forthcom ing fall told to President Azana 961 
his governm ent entered by anarchists 835 
his governm ent reestablished authority  of the State 875 
his governm ent sought to replace revolutionary ad hoc police 

with regular ones 876 
his governm ent takes over some Catalan w ar industries 550 
his ouster by Com m unists and their allies facilitated by M ay Days 

conflict 9 0 1 ,9 4 5 ,9 4 6  
his political liquidation took several steps 991 
his supporters as allies of anarchists 464 
his supporters break negotiations w ith Colonel A randa 133 
his supporters denounce persecution of POUM  990 
in M adrid speech O ctober 1937 describes how  ousted by Spanish 

and Soviet Com m unists 996 
instructions of to General M iaja 221
introduces anarchist m inisters to other cabinet members 872 
kept under house arrest 973 
leads Left o f Socialist Party 114, 860 
makes Jose Asensio his principal assistant in W ar 

M inistry 235
modifies M inister of Industry Juan Peiro’s proposal to collectivize 

Spanish-owned w ar industries and intervene foreign owned 
ones, to avoid foreign relations problem  885-886 

names anarchist head of prisons in M adrid 1117 
offers Basque N ational Party post in cabinet which they 

refuse 847
official recognition by sought by Consejo de Aragon 809 
orders dismissal of all political comm issars whose appointm ents 

not signed by him 953 
organizes Popular Army 151, 250, 257 
ostensibly favors merger of Socialists and Com m unists 115 
ousted from control of UGT 993-994  
overthrow  of timed to prevent Loyalist offensive in 

E xtram adura 956 
participation of anarchists in his governm ent 859
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Largo Caballero, Francisco (continued) 
plans m ajor attack on Extram adura 154, 545 
plot o f POUM  to m urder him alleged by Com m unists 791 
presents resignation to President Azaña 961-962  
Prieto w on’t allow Com m unists to treat him as they treated 

Largo Caballero 1002-1003 
reacts against Com m unist efforts to get control of Republic 

714
reaches agreem ent with Garcia Oliver on political commissars in 

Escuelas Populares de Guerra 274-275  
real target of Com m unist cam paign against General 

Asensio 236, 950 
receives advice from Stalin which he answers 948-949 
references to as Prime M inister 84, 263, 275, 694, 708, 720, 

799, 835, 859, 880 
refused airforce support for E xtram adura offensive by its Russian 

‘effective chief’ 958 
refused to outlaw  CN T and POUM 961 
refuses immediate com pensation for Belgian owned railroad 

seized by w orkers 566 
refuses to send reinforcements to M álaga 232 
rejects Com m unist denunciation of passivity of Aragón 

front 172
rejects idea of Republican M inistry of W ar Industries 550 
replacem ent of by Juan  Negrin predicted to Krivitsky by Soviet 

source in Barcelona in N ovem ber 1936 946 
reports of negotiations by him with British and French to end 

W ar 955
reports on cabinet crisis which brought his fall 961-962 
role of as M inister of Labor 75, 107
says his ascension to prime minister supported by UGT, CN T, 

Com m unists; opposed by Right W ing Socialists and 
Republicans 880 

Secretary General of UGT 860, 883, 965 
seeks to help potassium  miners collective in Catalonia 633 
seen by Com m unists as stum bling block to their complete control 

o f Republican regime 954
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Largo Caballero, Francisco (continued) 
sentenced to death after O ctober 1934 revolt, but then released 

111
Socialist followers of second position of anarchists in 

Revolution 1029 
Socialists in Valencia remain aligned with him 627 
Stalin determined to get rid of him, according to Krivitsky 939 
stresses urgency of m oving capital to Valencia 872 
strongly supports García Oliver decree perm itting M inistry of 

Justice w orkers to join CN T or UGT 883 
suggestion that he resign in favor of García Oliver 896 
supporters of continue to control UGT rural workers 

organizations 308 
supports legal recognition of Consejo de Aragon if modified to 

include political parties 810 
tentatively agrees to replace General M iaja with D urruti 2 0 7 -  

208
throw s A m bassador Marcel Rosenberg out of his office 720, 

951-952
to achieve his ouster Soviets decrease aid shipm ents to 

Spain 956
universally regarded as favorite of Soviets when they were already 

plotting his downfall 946 
w arned by García Oliver in January  1937 of Com m unist drive to 

get rid of him and anarchist m inisters 947 
w orked with anarchist m inisters to help workers 

collectives 954 
Latorre, M anuel 812
Lazarillo de Torm es 631, 736, 737, 988, 1107 
Lenin Colum n 160, 163, 252 

Lerroux, Alejandro 109, 110, 111, 112 
Leval, Gaston

adoption of his plan for technical training schools a t CN T 
N ational Economic Plenum 478 

analyzes violent attacks against CN T collectives in 
Levante 422-423  

assesses role of sindicatos in rural collectives 331-332
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Levai, G aston (continued)
as source of inform ation on Spanish anarchism  xvi 
calls Alcoy m ost complete example of ‘Syndicalization of 

p roduction’ 622 
comm ents on lack of trained personnel in urban 

collectives 478 
convinced that Republican governm ent refusal to provide arms 

for Aragon front contributed substantially to Loyalist defeat 
175

describes collective in Graus 377
describes Com m unist attack on Aragon collectives 381-382  
describes functions of com arcal collective federations in 

Aragón 364—365 
describes organization structure of FRCL 403, 404 
describes problem s of Lérida shoe collective 648 
describes structure of rural collectives in Castille 435-436  
describes w orkers’ control of C atalan public utilities 594 
describes w orkers’ operation of Barcelona public transport 577 
describes w orkers’ organization of C atalan railroad 

m anagem ent 569-572  
discusses judicial position of rural collectives 332 
discusses num ber of collectives in Aragón 360 
discusses reorganization of health services by anarchists 6 7 5 - 

676, 677
discusses rural confusion in Castille early in the W ar 432 
elements of his thinking in plans adopted at CN T N ational 

Economic Plenum 699 
estimates C N T strength in Castille 434 
estimates num ber of rural collectives in Levante 397 
estimates tha t were less than 100 doctors in CN T 672 
estimates 200,000 unemployed in Catalonia a t outbreak of Civil 

W ar 470
estimates were 50 -60  anarchist schools before W ar 662 
m entions some doctors belonging to anarchist m ovem ent 6 7 1 - 

672
notes appeal for financial aid of Binefor rural collective

333
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Levai, G aston (continued) 
notes difficulties of Fabrica de H arina Socializada with 

Republican governm ent 638 
notes ‘factory patrio tism ’ of some urban collectives 475 
notes increase in children in school in H ospitalet during 

W ar 666
notes lack of specialists in w ar industries 534-535  
notes processing plants established by FRCL 408 
notes that m ost of N ew  Castille rem ained with Republic during 

W ar 430
notes Uribe’s propaganda cam paign in favor of his land seizure 

decree 321
opposes C N T affiliate w ith Red International of Labor 

Unions 101
prepared plan for ‘syndicalization’ of Barcelona metal 

industry 534
reports th a t several C atalan factories function due to coal mine 

opened by A ndorra collective 387 
says are inadequate figures on num ber of rural collectives 

325
says C atalan peasant m uch more like Frenchm an than  like 

Spaniard 334 
says two thirds of Aragon collectives escaped Lister’s 

attack 384 
sketch by of anarchist society 43 -4 7 , 699 
sketches function of technicians in Levante rural collectives 

407
spends considerable time in Spain during W ar 1136 
stresses im portance o f Juan  C om orera’s opposition to 

collectives 486 
stresses role of urban collectives in helping w ar effort 464 
takes dim view of CN T rural collectives in Catalonia 344 

Liarte Lausin 8344
Libertad-Lôpez Tienda Colum n 210, 211 
Libertarian M ovem ent 290, 976, 1045, 1052, 1057, 1062, 1075- 

1076, 1077-1078, 1154 
Liga C atalana 600
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Lister, Enrique 
described as ‘heroic’ by Ram ón Sender 217 
directs invasion of Aragón 838 
Hem ingw ay’s treatm ent of xx 
his 11th Division breaks up Aragón collectives 322 
his measures ‘more severe than they need to have been’ according 

to Jose Duque 383 
in charge of attack on anarchists in Aragón 170, 382, 732 
international publicity about xxv 
made a colonel by Negrin 1063 
nam ed to com m and Andalusian front 1064 
proclaim ed a hero by Com m unists 155 
proposes to Azaña m urder of members of Consejo de 

Aragón 828
receives directions from  Indalecio Prieto for m ilitary attack on 

Consejo de Aragón 825, 826 
trained in Frunze Academy 280 
would be nam ed Chief of Army of Levante 1064 

Lister’s Colum n 170, 188, 219, 381, 385, 826 
Llanos Virilio 181 
Llopis, Rodolfo 464, 855, 896, 899 
López, G onzalo 838, 843 
López, Juan

agrees with Peirat’s version of fall of Largo Caballero 962 
asks w hether persecution of POUM  is first bill subm itted for 

Soviet aid 985, 990 
becomes member of Popular Executive Com m ittee of 

Valencia 850
becomes Secretary General of N ational Com m ittee of Liberation 

M ovem ent 1077 
defends CN T-UGT control of citrus exports 891 
develops good relations with pro-Largo Caballero elements in 

governm ent 895 
difficulties of with Catalan and Basque governm ents 891-892 
encounters Juan Negrin as his chief handicap as M inister of 

Commerce 890 
felt it was a m istake for CN T to enter Negrin governm ent 977
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López, Juan (continued) 
nam ed as ex-Treintista to be CN T member of Largo Caballero 

cabinet 867
negotiates for trade agreements with French, British and 

Russians 892
on list of three presented to Negrin by CN T for its member of his 

cabinet 976
role of in negotiations abou t CN T entering Largo Caballero 

governm ent 862 
says CN T m inisters saw selves as taking the Revolution into 

Republican governm ent 869 
says Largo Caballero had high hopes for success of proposed 

Extram adura offensive 957 
sponsors C N T Zaragoza Congress ideological resolution 67 
states objectives o f CN T in entering Republican 

governm ent 898 
stopped by anarchist troops from leaving M adrid 217 
thum bnail sketch of 11.68
tries unsuccessfully to establish governm ent m onopoly of foreign 

trade 890-891 
López de Goicochea 882 
López de O choa, General 78, 110 
López Tienda, Captain 208 
Lorenzo Anselmo 8, 9, 28, 70 
Lorenzo, César 

analyzes militia groups in Asturias 243, 245 
assesses CN T participation in Republican G overnm ent 899-900  
claims Catalan aid to Irun militia blocked by French 239 
claims situation of anarchists improved after Segundo Blanco 

entered Negrin governm ent 977, 978-979 
com m ents of on anarchists’ disdain for money and banking 3 9 - 

40, 693-694
com m ents on Consejo de Aragon search for official 

recognition 810 
comm ents on weaknesses of C atalan militia 167 
describes attacks of Com m unist troops on Castille 

collectives 446
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Lopez, Juan (continued) 
describes Com m unist cam paign against General Asensio 235 
describes Com m unists troops’ invasion of Aragon 827-828 
describes confusion in M adrid after July 19, 1936 854 
describes Consejo de Aragon reorganization of police 813-814 
describes functioning of dual pow er in Gijôn 835-836 
describes grow th of anarchists and Com m unists a t expense of 

Socialists in Badajoz 853 
describes meeting where decision m ade to move capital to 

Valencia 870 
describes Negrin governm ent plans to destroy Consejo de 

Aragon 826 
describes popular tribunals in Asturias 836 
describes typical local revolutionary regimes in Catalonia 

753
describes w orkers’ seizures of places of em ploym ent 492-493 
discusses courts set up in revolutionary Catalonia 749 
discusses negotiations for CN T to enter Largo Caballero 

governm ent 860, 861, 863, 865-866  
gives father’s version of decision to move capital to 

Valencia 873-874 
notes Basque priests rem ained loyal to Republic 846 
notes Comité Provincial del Frente Popular formed in 

Asturias 833 
notes great autonom y of local revolutionary regimes in 

Catalonia 753 
notes group ‘chekas’ in Catalonia in first weeks of w ar 1109 
notes CN T had only four national industrial federations at 

beginning of W ar 698 
notes lack of any central regime in Loyalist Andalusia 852 
notes role of CN T Comité de Defensa del Centro in counteracting 

Com m unist influence in M adrid 854-855 
notes some C N T leaders’ opposition to w orkers’ seizure of places 

of em ploym ent 493 
notes that considerable num ber of anarchists were in Valencia 

governm ent 851 
on need of anarchists to improvise in pow er 65
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López, Juan (continued) 
says anarchist divisions ‘ardently desired’ to resist Lister Brigade 

but did not 170, 828-829 
says anarchists entered Catalan governm ent because saw need to 

end confusion of dual pow er 764 
says anarchists recognized need to modify their 

anticlericalism  1130 
says Basque N ationalists feared anarchist influence in Irun and 

Santander 847 
says Consejo de Aragon contradicted anarchists’ ideas 818 
says many anarchists unhappy a t refusal of FAI to  join Basque 

governm ent 848 
says th a t Popular Front was able to influence decisions of Negrin 

governm ent 978 
suggests restrained reaction of CN T to Com m unist attack on 

Aragon due to factionalism  in CN T 829 
sums up significance of elim ination of anarchists from Catalan 

governm ent 970

M acia, Francesc 10 7 ,3 3 5
M acia-Com panys Colum n 160, 163, 826
M agriña, Jaime 772
M alatesta, Enrico 38, 71
M alefakis, Edw ard 118, 119, 326
M alinovski, M arshal Rodioh 183, 218
M allada, Avelino G. 259, 843, 1168
M anent, Joan 1129
M antecón, José Igancio 812, 827, 828
M anuilsky, Dm itri 116 ,726
M anzo, Juan  José 840
M arba, Palmiro 2 1 ,2 2 ,2 3 ,2 6 ,2 9
M argeli,José 763
M arín Barco, C laudio 286
M arín Salto, Jose 488
M aroto , Francisco 233, 237, 276, 950, 1168-1169 
M aroto  Colum n 237 
M árquez M anuel 237
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M arco N adal, Enrique xv, 460, 461, 627, 688
M artí, Félix 672
M arti, M anuel 536
M arti Faced, Carlos 92Q
M artin , Antonio 22&, 222
M artinez, Alfredo 94
M artinez, Evclio 812, 829
M artínez, Félix 226
M artínez Anglada, M ajor 92A
M artinez Barrio, Diego 1 1 1 ,1 2 4 , 125, 848, 850, 9 4 6 ,1 0 0 5 , 

1 0 5 4 ,1052»1052 
M artinez Cabrera, General 270 
M artínez C artón, Pedro 959 
M artinez Gonzalez, Ram on 123, 614, 618 
M artinez M onge, General 138 
M artínez Rizo, Alfonso 49-53  
M arty, André xx, 220, 959, 960 
M arx, Karl 1 0 ,1 1 ,2 8
M as, Valerio 180, 495, 516, 522, 523, 216, 220, 2 6 2 ,1169 
M asip, A ntonio 833, 834, 835 
M assart, Andrés, see André M arty 
M ateu, Julio 421 
M anilla , Eurelio 924 
M atthew s, H erbert 735 
M aura, M iguel 104, 125 
M aurín, Joaquin 101, 754, 786 
M aurin  Colum n 163 
M arvilla, José 805 
M cGovern, John 1125, 1128 
M edvedev, Roy 2 8 1 ,2 2 4 ,2 2 1  
M ella, Ricardo 8 ,3 8 ,4 3 -4 4  
M enéndez, M anuel 834 
M endiola Leocadio 1063, 1065 
M era, Cipriano 

appears before Liaison Com m ittee of Libertarian 
M ovem ent 1076 

as self-taught military leader 1043
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M era, C ipriano (continued) 
at first a kind of political comm issar 274
attends Novem ber 15, 1936 meeting of CN T Defence Committee 

of the Center 209 
com plim ented by H ugh Thom as 220 
credited with ‘special talent for leadership’ by Ramon 

Sender 217
describes Com m unist revolt against Consejo N acional de 

Defensa 1072, 1073 
explains m ilitary situation in M adrid after Consejo Nacional de 

Defensa coup 1072-10073 
expresses distress that Libertarian M ovem ent leaders m et with 

Negrin 1061
gives details of N egrin’s decrees turning complete control of 

m ilitary over to Com m unists 1063-1064 
his colum n becomes 14th Division 218, 272 
his colum n’s role in defeat of Rebel attack on El Pardo 2218 
his leading role in overthrow  of Negrin 2 2 0 ,1055 
his men stop officials fleeing M adrid, Novem ber 6, 1936 217 
his plan for negotiations with Franco by Negrin approved by 

Casado III62
his role in organizing line of resistance near Casa Q uem ada 

215
informs his division com m anders about coming Consejo 

N acional de Defensa coup 1067 
judgm ent of on militia groups 256 
leads CN T construction strike in M adrid 119, 216 
meets with Casado and Val on even of proclam ation of Consejo 

Nacional de Defensa 106 
meets with Negrin at 4th Corps headquarters 1062 
military feats of ignored by Com m unists 155 
obtains rank of m ajor 261 
ordered by Casado to go to Valencia 1073-1074 
organizes militia group which captures Cuenca 119, 216, 220 
provides details of negotiations to form Consejo Nacional de 

Defensa 1066-1067 
put in com m and of 4th Army Corps 2 2 0 ,1060
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M era, C ipriano (continued) 
recognized by M inistry of W ar as m ilitary chief of anarchists in 

M adrid area 216 
role of in defense of M adrid 1 9 1 ,2 0 2  
role of his troops in Battle of G uadalajara 219 
says Com m unist revolt hindered Consejo Nacional de Defensa 

negotiations w ith Franco in advantageous position 1073 
suggests continuing w ar as guerrilla struggle 2 7 7 ,1061 
suggests to his division com m anders to m eet w ith Negrin and if 

necessary force him to negotiate with Franco 1061-1062 
sum m oned by Casado to discuss alternatives w ith fall of 

Catalonia 1060 
supports m ilitarization of militia 259 -2 6 0 , 271-272  
suppresses revolt of Com m unist troops against Consejo Nacional 

de Defensa 1069 
thum bnail sketch of 1169
troops under his com m and last to leave M adrid 10Z3 

M ercier, Louis 160 
M eriño, A. 1025 
M eriño, Julian 907
M etal W orkers Union, see Sindicato de la M etalurgia 
M iaja, José

allegedly orders D urruti to attack Casa de Cam po 209 
called insubordinate by Prime M inister Largo Caballero 2 0 7 -  

208, 857
calls on trade union leaders for help in defense of M adrid 198 
defense of M adrid turned over to him 197, 855, 872 
his orders from Largo Caballero mixed up with those of General 

Pozas 217-218  
made both military com m ander and head of Junta de Defensa de 

M adrid 221
participates in Consejo Nacional de Defensa 736, 1067 
positively assessed by Garcia Oliver 208 
probably joined Com m unist Party 152, 255, 736, 958 
really orders D urruti to attack University City 210 
refuses to provide seasoned troops for proposed Extram adura 

offensive 9.5.8
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M iaja, José (continued) 
relations of with M adrid w ar industries 543 
rem ains in com m and in M adrid until end of W ar 208 
removed by Negrin from direct control of troops 1063 
seen by FAI as ‘element w ithout character’ 292 
tries to keep cadets from Popular W ar Schools on M adrid 

front 264 
M iguel, Alfonso 83, 761, 762 
M ije, Antonio 108, 762
Milicias Antifascista O breras y Cam pesinas 280 
M illan Astray, General 122 
Minifie, James 799
M intz, Frank 356-357 , 414-415 , 427, 429, 503 
M iravitlles, Jaime 7 4 5 ,7 4 7 ,7 5 2  
M iró, Fidel

as leader of Libertarian Youth 32, 663, 793, 1032 
as longtime exile leader of C N T 662 
as principal spokesm an for JJLL 91, 94 
becomes head of Juventudes Libertarias 93 
becomes member of Peninsular Com m ittee of FAI 87 
comm ents on relations of anarchists with intelligentsia 663 
comm ents on Revolutionary Youth Front 793 
describes split am ong Spanish anarchists 65-66  
discounts am ount of anarchist opposition to entering Catalan and 

Republican governm ents 1032 
influence of K ropotkin on 32
nam ed secretary of Catalan Libertarian M ovem ent 1052 
regarded as ‘radicalized Liberal’ by Los Solidarios 83 
thum bnail sketch of 1169 

M och, Jules 709
M odesto, Juan xx, xxv, 1063, 1064 
M oix, Jose 1009
M ola, Emilio 120, 124, 131, 132, 145, 146, 238, 239, 257, 309, 

846
M olina, Juan M anuel 

as secretary general of Consejería de Defensa 165, 173 
as sub-secretary o f Consejería de Defensa 179
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M olina, Juan  M anuel (continued) 
becomes editor of T ie rra  y L ibertad’ 87 
calls solution of M ay Days conflict ‘a sem i-surrender’ by 

anarchists 924 
comm ents on efforts of some anarchist troops to come from 

Aragón front to Barcelona during M ay Days conflict 9 2 5 - 
926

contacts FAI leaders about M ay Days conflict 924 
describes his taking control of Catalan military 924 
describes refusal of Republican governm ent to provide arm s for 

Aragón front 173 
in retrospect, thinks CN T should have seized pow er in M ay Days 

conflict 942 
named General Com m issar of Army of the East 181 
ousted as General Com m issar of Army of the East 181 
says anarchist m ilitia opened its ranks to POUM  soldiers 991 
says Solidarios-M osotros group led anarchist insurrections of 

early 1930’s 84 
serves as Secretary of Peninsular Com m ittee of FAI 84, 87 
tells anarchist leaders he could prevent police sent by Republican 

governm ent from getting to  Catalonia during M ay Days 
conflict 925 

thum bnail sketch of 1170
transfers control of C atalan military to General Pozas 180, 934 

M olotov Vyacheslav 948 
M ontoliu, Luis 812, 815, 829 
M ontseny, Federica

agrees with Peirat’s version of fall of Largo Caballero 962 
argues in cabinet against Republican governm ent taking control 

of Catalan police and m ilitary 935 
as com panion of Germinal Esgleas 629, 969 
asks Garcia Oliver how he gets things approved by 

cabinet 880
attem pt of to run one CN T faction from  abroad after Franco’s 

death 1096
claimed to be first to raise question of w hat happened to Andrés 

N in 987
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M ontseny, Federica (continued) 
comm ents on loyalty of M ax N ettlau to Spanish 

anarchists 1149 
convinced tha t plot against anarchists provoked M ay Days 

conflict 941 
defense witness in trial of POUM  leaders 985 
denounces N egrin at plenum of L ibertarian M ovem ent 1048 
difficulties of with Com m unist M inister of Education 894 
Emma Goldm an alleges M ax N ettlau supports everything she 

does 1149
explains why anarchist m inisters agreed to dissolution of local 

and regional revolutionary authorities 876 
gets agreem ent of Republican governm ent to dismiss Rodriguez 

Salas 922
goes to Barcelona to join effort to mediate M ay Days 

conflict 921 
heads m inistry which never had existed before 892 
her public report on being a m inister attended by Largo 

Caballero 896
insists that anarchist column from Aragon be sent to defense of 

M adrid 207
m aintains teletype conversation with García Oliver and Angel 

Galarza on conditions to end M ay Days conflict 922-923 
nam ed as FAIista to be CN T member of Largo Caballero 

cabinet 867 
objected to as cabinet m inister by Azana 866 
objections to use of her name in CN T Congress 81 
on delegation of FAI which asked President Azana to organize 

new governm ent w ithout Negrin 1056 
on nature of anarchism  42
opposes immediate establishm ent of libertarian com m unism  in 

Catalonia 743 
organized her m inistry into health and social welfare 

sections 893
participates in C N T  discussion of coup against Negrin 1054 
presented few proposals to cabinet as minister 893 
proves difficult to convince to become cabinet m em ber 818
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M ontseny, Federica (continued) 
regarded as ‘radicalized liberal’ by Los Solidarios 83 
role of in entry of C N T in Largo Caballero governm ent 861, 

862
signs docum ent endorsing end of militia 256 
speaks at CN T-UGT M ay Day 1937 meeting in Valencia 999 
speaks at public meeting in defense of Consejo de Aragon 825 
sponsors C N T Zaragoza Congress ideological resolution 67 
stopped by CN T m ilitiam en when leaving M adrid 892 
suggests to Republican cabinet that CN T-UGT delegation be sent 

to try to stop M ay Days conflict 917 
takes control of sw itchboard in governm ent palace from 

Com panys 921 
tells way C N T  decided to enter Largo Caballero 

governm ent 863-864 
thinks in retrospect that C N T participation in Republican 

governm ent was positive 899 
thum bnail sketch of 1170
troubles of with Juan Negrin as m inister 893-894 
urged by Am bassador Rosenberg to see Stalin 897 
urges m em bers of D urruti Colum n to stay in M adrid 216 
urges transfer of Catalan military to Republican 

governm ent 180 
visit of to AIT Congress in Paris 102 

M orayta N úñez, Rafael 320 
M oreno Toledo, Antonio 848, 860, 861 
M orlanes Jaulín, Joaquin 215, 255, 256 
M orrow , Felix 943 
M ovim iento Libertario 69, 95 
M ujeres Libres 69, 95, 96, 97, 98, 742, 793, 1045 
M uñoz Javier R. 837, 838, 1117-1118 
M uñoz Díaz, M anuel 916, 975 
M uñiz G randes, General 122 
M ussolini, Benito 219, 712, 723, 1080

N ational Council of Defense, see Consejo Nacional de Defensa 
N ational Council of W ar Industries 553, 555, 556
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N ational Defense Council, see Consejo N acional de Defensa
N ational Federation of Anarchist Groups 85
N ational Federation of Steel-M etallurgical Industries 548,

553
N ational Railroad Council 565, 566, 575 
N ational Revolutionary Party (Mexico) 1147 
Negrin, Juan

abandons cabinet meeting in solidarity with Com m unist 
m inisters 962 

abolishes Councils of W orkers and Soldiers 762 
abolishes Popular W ar Schools 288 
according to Jesús H ernández didn’t prepare adequately to 

continue w ar after return  to Spain 1059 
acts as principal handicap to Juan López as M inister of 

Commerce 890 
a forem ost enemy of collectives 481, 482, 484 
agrees to have C N T  member of his cabinet chosen by him not 

CN T 975, 976, 977 
appointed Prime M inister 964 
appoints Com m unist Francisco Galán com m ander of 

Cartagena 1065 
appoints group to draw  up plans for N ational Economic 

Council 979
appoints three Com m unists as Under Secretaries of Defense 

1005
approaches Germ an Nazi envoys abou t possibility of negotiated 

peace 105 8 
as ally of Com m unists xxii, 734, 965, 973 
as M inister of Finance 481, 798, 890 
as Prime M inister 481, 659 
attacked in FAI memo at plenum  of Libertarian 

M ovem ent 1046 
bought large quantities of arm s from  Russians during Battle of 

Catalonia which never arrived 1026 
brings Segundo Blanco into his governm ent 708, 976 
cancels Catalan governm ent’s seizure of Catalan branches of 

Bank of Spain 520
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Negrin, Juan (continued) 
cancels ministerial order ending French potassium  com pany’s 

concession in Catalonia 633 
carabineros called his ‘Praetorian G uard’ 187, 294 
CN T agrees to enter his governm ent 975 
comes to pow er in wake of M ay Days conflict 550 
coup against him by Consejo Nacional de Defensa xxviii, 49, 

7 3 5 ,1 0 5 5
coup against him has to w ait until after fall of Catalonia 1054 
debates Indalecio Prieto before Socialist Party N ational 

Com m ittee 1009-1010 
decides to have token representation of C N T and UGT in his 

governm ent 976 
dem ands conviction of POUM  leaders on trial 984 
did little to oppose his overthrow  by Consejo N acional de 

Defensa 1068 
did not name M odesto to com m and M adrid 1064 
dismisses Indalecio Prieto a week after saying he is essential to 

governm ent 1003 
dissolves Consejo de Aragón 670, 827
doesn’t fulfil promises of aid for refugees fleeing Spain 1074 , 

1QZ&
doubtful about w hether really controlled w hat rem ained of 

Loyalist Spain after returning to it 1060 
early efforts of Julián Bcsteiro to organize his ouster 1056 
establishes a Council of Labor 978 
establishes Com m issariat of Cults 1130 
establishes extensive political censorship 1010-1111 
exerts extensive control over Catalan w ar industries 549 
expected move against him by Casado 1068 
FAI decides not opportune to overthrow  him after his return to 

Spain 1075 
fled to France on M arch 6, 1939 1068, 1072
followed orders of Togliatti and Stepanov in turning control of 

m ilitary over to Com m unists 1064 
gets total and uncritical support of C N T N ational 

Com m ittee 1041
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Negrin, Juan (continued) 
governm ent of persecutes Levante rural collectives 393 
governm ent of plans m ilitary incursion against Consejo dc 

Aragon 825
has fruitless meeting with FAI after return to Spain 1QZ6 
has no intention to allow anarchists to return to 

governm ent 974 
has show dow n with C atalan and Basque national parties 1008- 

1009
he receives lists of people to appoin t from Com m unist 

Party 1005
his decrees giving Com m unists control of military provoked 

establishm ent of Consejo N acional de Defensa 1068 
his governm ent attacks Catalan w orkers’ collectives 1018-1019 
his governm ent closes POUM  paper and prosecutes its 

editor 981
his governm ent’s efforts to seize w ar industries from workers 

create confusion 558 
his kind of ‘o rder’ decried by Abad de Santillan 750 
his transfer of capital to Barcelona completes liquidation of 

Catalan autonom y 1007 
increase of Soviet influence when he becomes Prime 

M inister 714
informed by C N T that they supported Prieto rem aining M inister 

of Defense 1004 
interview of with Casado and M era at la tte r’s 

headquarters 1062 
issues decrees turning complete control of m ilitary over to the 

Com m unists 1063-1065 
largely pushes aside Catalan governm ent 520 
launches Brihuega attack 146
may have had forlorn hope for Civil W ar to continue until new 

W orld W ar 1079 
meets with Popular Front and Libertarian M ovem ent after return 

to Spain 1061
m entioned to Borkenau as possible successor to Largo Caballero 

in January-February  1937 946
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Negrin, Juan (continued)
missed cabinet meetings while supervising shipm ent of Spanish 

gold to USSR 869-870  
moves to weaken or destroy C atalan collectives 518 
named himself M inister of Defense 1005 
no longer recognized as Prime M inister by President M artinez 

Barrio 1059
not clear if his decisions were influenced by Popular Front 978 
offered Com m unist support to become prime minister 964-965  
offers C N T  three cabinet posts when he became Prime 

M inister 966 
opposes cancelling French com pany’s potassium  mining 

concession 633 
opposition of Catalan regional C N T to continued collaboration 

with him  1053 
oppressive character of his regime noted by Abad de 

Santillan 113 
overthrow n 149 ,220
plans of Casado and M era to force him  to negotiate with 

Franco 1061-1062 
possibility of coup against explored by some CN T leaders 1063 
praises Army of the Ebro 185 
prepares to turn over total control of arm y to 

Com m unists 1062-1063 
presents ‘13 Points’ statem ent of w ar aims 1036-1037 
proposes to Cortes conditions for negotiated peace 1058 
refuses m ilitary aid to Asturias 844 
refuses m onetary funds to take care of refugees 893-894 
refuses to  discuss w ith Juan Pciro financing of lead mining 

commission set up by cabinet decree 889 
refuses to provide credit to implem ent M inistry of Industry Juan 

Peiro’s decree law on collectivization of w ar industries 886— 
888

relations of with Com m unists reported rather cool on return to 
Spain 1059

replaces CN T-UGT union export organization with governm ent 
one 4 1 0 ,4 1 4
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Negrin, Juan (continued)
replaces Esquerra C atalana and Basque N ationalists in his cabinet 

with PSUC member and Basque fellow traveller 1009 
reportedly refuses to allow General Rojo to join Com m unist 

Party 153
returns to Republican Spain 148, 1 0 5 9 ,1085 
rum ours tha t he and Com m unists planning coup 1066 
sends carabineros to seize Puigcerda from  anarchists 799 
sets up Council of W ar Industries with C N T  and UGT 

representation 979 
some anarchists plotted coup against him  when he took office as 

Prime M inister 966 
Soviet plan for him  to replace Largo Caballero revealed to 

Krivitsky in N ovem ber 1936 949, 964 
suggests that w ar be ended on basis of no reprisals 1058 
supported Com m unist persecution of anarchists 977 
supports Com m unists in m ilitary 295 
takes active steps against workers collectives, particularly in 

Catalonia 1014-1015 
tells m ilitary that has large accum ulation of arm s in 

France 1059, 1062 
tells Socialist N ational Com m ittee tha t can ’t do w ithout 

Com m unists when Prieto attacks them  1003 
threatens to lead coup against Azana if President ousts him as 

Prime M inister 1057 
too close alignm ent of CN T with his governm ent alleged by Abad 

de Santillan 1031 
two efforts made by FAI to oust him 1056-1057 
turns back Penarroya m ining firm to foreign ow ners also 

operating in Franco territory 888 
urged by Azana to abolish Consejo de Aragon 821 
wanted to suppress workers collectives 1013 
w arned by President Azana against persecution o f POUM  933 

Neiken, M argarita 880, 881 
Nelson, Steve 985 
Nenni, Pietro 200 
Nervio G roup 87
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N ettlau , M ax 43, 1136, 1149 
N in, Andrés 

arrested, tortured and killed 735, 981, 982 
as leader of POUM  577, 771 
defended by M ariano Vázquez 988-989
dem ands establishm ent of international tribunal to judge Stalinist 

charge against POUM  980 
had collaborated w ith A ntonov-Ovscnko in Soviet Left 

O pposition 771 
heads Izquierda Com unista 755
his removal from  C atalan governm ent suggested to CN T by 

PSUC 774
impressed with efficiency of w orkers’ control of Catalan 

transport 577
meets with Regional Com m ittee of CN T on first night of M ay 

Days conflict 929 
member of Consejo de Economía 500 
officially greeted A ntonov-Ovsenko on his arrival in 

Barcelona 771 
on C N T delegation to  RILU founding congress 101 
pictured in PSUC publication as embracing Franco 790 
refusal of to confess to anything 984 
talks with Com panys about giving refuge to Trotsky 774 

NKVD, see GPU 
Noja Ruiz, H iginio 45 -46  
N osotros G roup, see Los Solidarios 
N ash, M ay 95 -96 , 97, 98 
N ational Agrarian Bank 315
N ational Com m ittee of T ransport Unions of Spain 586 

O ak, Liston xviii
Official Fund for Discounts and H ypothetications 520
OGPU, see GPU
Olass, Joaquin 760
Orgáz, General 121
Orlov, Alexander 720, 959, 981
O robón Fernández, Valeriano 44 -4 5 , 272
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O rr, Charles 981
Ortiz, Antonio 160, 163, 274, 744, 1170 
O rtiz Colum n (25th Division) 163, 169, 170, 178, 182, 252 
Orwell, George 175-177, 200, 253, 902-903 , 906-907 , 909-910 , 

912-913 , 923

Pabón, Benito 809, 810, 812, 882, 990, 1154 
Pagés, Pedro, see Victor Alba 
Palacios, Lieutenant Colonel 215, 256 
Paniagua, Xavier xvii, 3 1 ,4 2  
Panislamic Council 763 
Partido de Izquierda Federal 836
Partido D ’Union Republicana A utonom ista 137, 392, 420 
Partido Federal 834, 845, 852, 882 
Partido Izquierda Republicana, see Izquierda Republicana 
Partido O brero de Unificación M arxista

anarchist press denounces its persecution 890 
anarchists see need to cooperate with it to defeat Franco 707 
as allies of anarchists 464, 486 
blamed by PSUC for deaths of revolting peasants in 

Taragona 794 
blamed for M ay Days conflict by Claude Bowers 937 
British counterpart of the Independent Labor Party 1151 
by Novem ber 1936 PUSC felt strong enough to drive it ou t of 

Catalan governm ent 774 
charged by Stalinists of planning m urder of Azaña, Largo 

Caballero, Iraburri and José Díaz 791 
claims many UGT w orkers also revolted in Barcelona M ay 3,

1937 906
classified by M ariano Vázquez as anti-Stalinist M arxists 989 
clearly d idn’t plan M ay Days conflict 907 
Com m unists urge that it be judged ‘fascist’ 790 
controlled Federación O brera de Unificación Sindicad 758,

776
cooperation of with anarchists xxx 
criticizes CNT-FAI-UGT-PSUC pact 758 
defended by anarchists 987-989
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Partido O brero de Unificación M arxista (continued) 
delegation of its Executive Com m ittee confers with CN T 

Regional Com m ittee on first evening of M ay Days 
conflict 929

dem ands im partial body to judge Stalinists’ charges against 
it 791

destruction of its trade union base strengthens Stalinists 777 
destruction of one of objectives of Consul General Antonov- 

Ovsenko 771 
destruction of sought by Stalinists 790 
doctor belonging to opposes setting up Alcampel collective in 

Aragón 359 
dom inant in Lérida early in W ar 753, 913 
entered Catalan governm ent 764
events near its headquarters during M ay Days conflict 909-910  
first victim of Com m unist drive for total pow er 733, 973, 980 
forced ou t of C atalan governm ent 777, 791 
formed in O ctober 1935 755
given one seat in Consejo General de M ilicias Antifascistas 745 
had one rural collective in Catalonia 345, 351-352  
has one member of Popular Executive Com m ittee of the 

Levante 850
insists on only one labor organization representation in some 

local Catalan revolutionary regimes 752 
international protests against trial of its leaders 986 
it and Friends of D urruti blam ed by Com m unists for M ay Days 

conflict 927 
its trade union group forced to join UGT 601, 776 
joins Popular Front in 1936 election 112 
Juan A ndrade as a leader of 131, 539, 592, 604 
labelled Trotskyite by Com m unist Party 790 
leaders of did nothing to create M ay Days conflict 931 
leadership of by Julián G orkin 732
left out of CNT-FAI-UGT-PSUC liaison com m ittee, as was its 

trade union group 758 
left out of Jun ta  de Defensa de M adrid on insistence of Antonov- 

O vsenko 855
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Partido O brero de Unificación M arxista (continued) 
long term consequences of PSUC attack not understood by 

m ost CN T leaders 775, 776 
Luis Pórtela its leader in Valencia 464 
main paper of closed and its editor persecuted by Negrin 

governm ent 981 
members of banned from election to executives o f Catalan 

sindicatos agricolas 339 
members react spontaneously to  attem pt to seize La 

Telefónica 942 
m ilitants of occupy PSUC and Estat Catala headquarters in 

Tarragona and Gerona during M ay Days conflict 913 
notes growing centralization in anarchist m ovem ent 649 
one of its ex-members, V ictor Colomé, a leader of PSUC 783 
opposes Com m unist drive for total pow er 733 
opposes dealing with foreign firms in Catalan Collectivization 

Decree 509 
organizes Lenin Colum n 160, 252 
outlaw ing of 733
party member of Consejo de la Escuela Nueva Unificada 

m urdered after M ay Events 665 
people of in arm ed forces helped by anarchists 990-991 
periodical of, ‘La catalla’ suspended for four days 791 
persecution of xiii
points out lack of central direction in w orkers’ seizing of 

enterprises 463 
points out that cam paign against it is aimed at anarchists 792 
press of denounces first M oscow Trial 774 
publicly criticized by Antonov-O vscnko in Novem ber 

1936 772-773 
relations of its militia colum n with anarchist villages 356 
removed from Consejo de Economía of Catalonia 791, 1016 
representation of in C atalan local revolutionary regimes 753 
represented by Andrés N in in meeting with anarchist leaders July 

2 0 ,1 9 3 6  741 
represented on Consejo de Economía 500 
role of in M ay Days conflict 550
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Partido O brero de Unificación M arxista (continued) 
seconds role of anarchists in Revolution 1029 
seeks to m aintain revolutionary institutions 714 
shares in Catalan control patrols 549 
some members of arrested by PSUC police 793 
some members of call for CNT-FAI-POUM  governm ent during 

M ay Days conflict 930 
some members of in Badalona UGT textile union 614 
sought revolutionary alliance with anarchists 792 
supports anarchist opposition to m ilitary draft in Catalonia 

788
supports O ctober 1934 revolt 111 
suppression of dem anded by Soviet Consul General in 

Barcelona 980 
suppression of denounced by M ariano Vázquez 989-990  
suppression o f facilitated by M ay Days conflict 902 
threat of to w ithdraw  from Catalan governm ent gets PSUC to 

w ithdraw  proposal to nationalize not collectivize 
industries 770 

took patronizing attitude tow ards anarchists 792 
top leaders of and their families arrested 981 
total obliteration of sought by PSUC 800 
totally destroyed 779, 801 
trial of its principal leaders 983-985
troops of in Aragón didn’t leave front unguarded during M ay 

Days conflict 925 
29th Division of not supported by PSU division in operations on 

Aragón front 791 
underground organization of 981, 983 
urged w ar and revolution 989 
Victor Alba as a leader of its youth 459, 465 
w arns of coming m ilitary coup 122 
youth group of signs pact with Juventudies Libertarias 94 

Partido Radical Socialista 111, 937 
Partido Republicano Dem ocrático Federal 836 
Partido Sindicalista 112, 243, 282, 809, 812, 850, 871, 882, 995, 

1068
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Partido Socialista O brero Español 
allies sought in it by Com m unists to oust Largo Caballero as 

Prime M inister 950 
anarchists see need to cooperate with it to defeat Franco 707 
belongs to Com m ittee of W ar set up in Gijón 834 
campaign to destroy Largo Caballero politically launched by its 

Right W ing 992 
Catalan branch of led by Rafael Vidiella 740 
Catalan branch of merges into PSUC 755 
Catalan branch of represented by Rafael Vidiella a t first meeting 

of Consejo General de Milicias Antifascistas 745 
collaborates with anarchists in Asturias 242 
controlled Catalan UGT before W ar 747 
debate in N ational Com m ittee of between Negrin and Indalecio 

Prieto 1009
emerges as principal force on Left after Franco’s death 1093 
factions of 114
had all posts in Largo Caballero cabinet with secret funds 867 
had considerable support in Levante cities 392 
had largest representation in M alaga city council before 

W ar 852
had one member of Junta de Defensa de Vizcaya 847 
had one member of Popular Executive Com m ittee of the 

Levante 850
had 60 -700  C atalan members before form ation of PSUC 756 
had tw o members of Com m ittee of Public Health of M álaga 

853
in Valencia region rem ained aligned with Largo Caballero 627 
Joaquin Ascaso says it signed docum ent endorsing Consejo de 

Aragón 823 
joins Left unity in 1936 election 112
lack of a legal pro-Largo Caballero paper noted by Socialist Party 

of US 993
largest element of Left in Asturias before W ar 831 
Left of second victim of Com m unist drive for total pow er 733 
Left W ing of w arns of coming military conspiracy 122 
Left W ing of w orks with anarchists xx, 486
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Partido Socialista O brero Español 
liaison comm ittee of with Com m unist Party pledges support to 

struggle against enemies of USSR 993 
long history of influence of am ong Castille peasants 429 
loses control of UGT in Badajoz to Com m unists 853 
move by its Right W ing to depose Largo Caballero facilitated by 

M ay Days conflict 945 
N ational Executive Com m ittee of suspends pro-Largo Caballero 

paper in Valencia 992 
offered two posts in new cabinet by Largo Caballero 963 
opposed drafting 1933 and 1934 classes 249 
opposed establishm ent of Jun ta  Delegada in Asturias 840 
original affiliate of Com ité Provincial del Frente Popular in 

Asturias 834
police seize its pro-Largo Caballero paper in M adrid 992 
Prieto presents N ational Com m ittee of report on his ouster from 

Negrin governm ent 1002-1004 
relations of with anarchists much more friendly in Asturias than 

in much of Spain 932 
renewal of internal leadership of in 1960’s and 1970’s 

1095
representation of in early Catalan local revolutionary regimes 

753
representative of in Aragón Popular Front supports Consejo de 

Aragon 821 
represented in governm ent of Basque Republic 848 
represented in only five reorganized local governm ents in 

Aragon 815
Right Wing cabinet members of help block initiatives of Juan 

Peiró as M inister of Industries 806 
Right W ing of allied with Com m unists 486, 894 
Right W ing of denounces CNT-UGT nonaggression pact 992 
Right Wing of reaches agreem ent for unification with Com m unist 

Party 896
Right W ingers of inform President Azaña of forthcom ing fall of 

Largo Caballero 961 
signs ‘pact of alliance’ w ith Com m unist Party 1002
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Partido Socialista O brero Español (continued) 
strength of in Asturias reduced by capture of Oviedo by Rebels 

832
strongly supports sovereignty of Inter Provincial Council of 

Asturias and León 841 
substantial p a rt of its Right opposes drive of Com m unists for 

Stalinist dictatorship 733 
support of from  abroad under Franco 1096 
supporters of Largo Caballero and Indalecio Prieto added to 

N ational Executive Com m ittee of 1009-1010 
supports in Asturias m ilitarization of militia 258 
Right W ing of a victim of Com m unist drive for total 

pow er 733
trade unionist leadership of noted by Togliatti 731 
wide support of in Andalusia 135 

Partido Socialista Unificado de Catalonia
absolute control of Catalonia its goal 791-792 
absolutely opposes anarchists’ collectives 484 
absorbs param ilitary branch of Estat Catala 757 
after M ay Events issues call for end of w orkers’ 

collectives 1015 
after December 1936 Catalan cabinet crisis begins to openly 

attack anarchists 794 
anarchist and POUM  troops fear its 27th Division might go to 

Barcelona during M ay Days conflict 925 
anarchist headquarters located in center of its stronghold during 

M ay Days 908 
assured by governm ent of control of Catalan sindicatos 

agricolas 340
at one point had few rem aining strongholds during M ay Days 

conflict 942
at first d idn’t seem to oppose Collectivization Decree 514 
backed by USSR and Com intern 774
Barcelona city council members of propose to municipalize public 

transport 582
becomes m aster of Catalonian governm ent with retirem ent of 

anarchists from it 970
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Partido Socialista Unificado de Catalonia (continued) 
blames POUM  and CN T for deaths of rebel peasants in 

Taragona 794 
by N ovem ber 1936 felt strong enough to drive POUM  ou t of 

governm ent 774 
called for ‘strong’ governm ent 775
circulates dem and of Soviet consulate general for suppression of 

POUM  980 
clearly a Stalinist party 760
CNT-UGT m ediating delegation fired on from its headquarters 

on M ay 4, 1937 917 
contact with its leaders sought by regional anarchist leaders at 

beginning of M ay Days conflict 915 
continues to hold Carlos M arx Barracks 905 
controls Catalan UGT 308, 337, 515, 614, 615, 757 
denounced in O rtiz Colum n new spaper 178-179 
didn’t feel strong enough to challenge anarchists in December 

1936 774
dom inates Catalan governm ent with Esquerra C atalana in last 

tw o years of W ar 352 
entered Catalan governm ent 764 
establishm ent of 614, 755
Eusebio Rodriguez Salas as one of its leading figures 786, 902 
favored ‘Army system’ 283 
favors nationalization of C atalan industries 503 
first national conference of 549 
flight of its colum n on M adrid front 208, 210 
followed policies to underm ine or destroy Revolution 725 
foreigners aligned with it freed after arrest following M ay Days 

conflict 1020 
gets control of Catalan supply system 498 
gets representation in Negrin cabinet in place of Esquerra 

C atalana 346
governm ent assures it control of m unicipal agrarian juntas 1009 
grow th of size and pow er of 774, 779
has one member of intervention commission in entertainm ent 

industry set up by C om orera 1017
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Partido Socialista Unificado de Catalonia (continued) 
has one member of em porary cabinet in M arch-A pril 1937 

Catalan cabinet crisis 797 
headed by Juan Com orera 485, 513, 551, 581, 593 
headquarters of in Hotel Colón 794
headquarters of in Taragona and Gerona occupied by CN T and 

POUM  m ilitants during M ay Days conflict 913 
indicates Aragón front did no t get Soviet arm s 173 
influence of becomes dom inant in Catalonia 671 
involved in plot against anarchists according to Garcia 

Oliver 940 ,941  
its elim ination of anarchists from C atalan governm ent facilitated 

by M ay Days conflict 945 
its negotiations, along with governm ent, with anarchists during 

M ay Days conflict 915 
its police arrest some PO UM ists 793
Joaquin Ascaso says it signed docum ent endorsing Consejo de 

Aragón 827
m ajor gainer from abolition of local revolutionary regimes 7 6 9 - 

770
members of deny any revolution has taken place 727 
members of ran M inistry of Supply under Com orera 780 
m em bership of become mainly middle class 730-731 , 759-760  
moves to oust POUM  from Catalan governm ent 774 
nam ed to cabinet posts by Com panys but forced by anarchists to 

resign 751
needed five m onths after December 1936 Catalan governm ent 

crisis before felt strong enough to challenge anarchists 777 
officially w ithdraw s from C atalan  governm ent 777 
one of four Stalinist parties in Spain during W ar 717 
opposed anarchist efforts to rationalize Catalan industries 784 
organizes cam paign against anarchists am ong Catalan Assault 

G uards and Civil Guards 795 
organizes Federación C atalana de Gremios y Entidades Pequeños 

Comerciales e Industriales 730, 760 
organizes Karl M arx militia colum n 160, 352 
original m em bership estim ated a t 5 ,000 756
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Partido Socialista Unificado de Catalonia (continued) 
paper of, T rebalP , attacks Catalan w ar industries 795 
param ilitary groups of in M ay Days conflict 100 
people of erect barricades immediately after attem pt to  seize La 

Telefonica 904 
people of m urder Camilo Berneri 911
pledges support of M oroccan independence after W ar 1159
pow er of augm ented a t cost of Esquerra Catalana 1008
pressed for fusion of militia in a regular arm y 788
publishes Stalinist charges against POUM  973
rapid grow th of 756-757
recruits colum n to help defense of M adrid 208
regional secretary of in interim  C atalan governm ent 967
relaxed screening of new members 757
represented in Consejo de Economía 500
role of Père Ardiaca in xxv
seeks destruction of CN T-FA I 792
seeks to obliterate POUM  800
sets up Catalan liaison comm ittee with UGT, CN T and FAI 758 
signs pact with UGT, CN T and FAI 758 
strengthening of one of objectives of Consul General Antonov- 

Ovsenko 771 
support of by small capitalists underm ined Esquerra 

C atalana 784
takes over San Juan during M ay Days but ousted by FAI and 

CN T 914
textile workers of Puigcerda under its control 601 
three members of in cabinet which ended Catalan cabinet crisis of 

M arch-A pril 1937 797 
tries to im plant ‘revolution from the to p ’ 339 
troops controlled by it steal twelve tanks 795 
troops of attack Estación de Francia during M ay Days 

conflict 912
27th Division of refuses to support operation of POUM  division 

on Aragon front 791 
under its pressure Catalan governm ent takes over public 

spectacles from unions 640
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Partido Socialista Unificado de Catalonia (continued) 
unrem itting cam paign of against Catalan w ar industries 548, 

793
uses financial lever against textile collectives 606 
wins political victory over issue of Com m ittee for Popular Army 

it organized 788 
youth group of 93 

Partido Tradicionalista 109, 150, 309, 391, 846 
Partit C atala Proletari 755, 756, 758 
Passionaria Division 195 
Pa von, Benito 365, 809, 810 
Payne, Stanley 118, 123, 124, 380, 544, 839 
Paz, Abel 144, 161-162, 169, 211 -212 , 252, 253, 255, 358 
Peirats, José

after M ay Days conflict forced to give up directorship of 
newspaper 1032, 1051 

analyzes C atalan Collectivization Decree 503 
as a leader of Juventudes Libertarias 91, 1032 
attributes radicalization of Largo Caballero in part to grow th of 

CN T 114 
calls Los Solidarios ‘super FAF 84 
calls Segundo Blanco ‘just one more N egrinist’ 977 
com m ents on collectivist and anarchist com m unist conflicts 38, 

39
com m ents on difficulties of anarchist opposed to entering Catalan 

governm ent 766 
comm ents on dem oralization of Republican military 293-294  
comm ents on double anarchist representation in public bodies 

through CN T and FAI 88 
com m ents on rapid prom otion of Com m unist officers 289 
com m ents on rules for entering and leaving rural collectives 378 
com pares CN T to IW W  30 
describes cabinet crisis of M ay 13, 1937 962 
describes Catalan youth differences with Juventudes 

Libertarias 91 
describes Colectividad Agraria de Vilaboi 346-347  
describes invasion of Aragon by Com m unist troops 827
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Peirats, José (continued)
describes local union autonom y within CN T 80 
describes ‘m artyrization’ of captives by Servicio de Inteligencia 

M ilitar 1022-1023 
describes Negrín governm ent drive against w orker 

collectives 1014-1015 
describes show dow n between Negrín and Catalan and Basque 

nationalist parties 1009 
discusses C atalan M arch-A pril 1937 cabinet crisis 796, 798 
discusses entry of anarchists in Negrín governm ent 676 
discusses negotiations of CN T entry of Largo Caballero 

governm ent 862 
discusses num ber of collectives in Aragón 360 
discusses prejudice of Republicans against anarchist influence in 

Catalonia 547 
discusses suppression of revolt by anti-collective peasants in 

Tarragona 794 
doesn’t indicate governm ent steps to control C N T w ar industries 

in M adrid 555 
estimates pre-Civil W ar size of FAI 86
explains seizure of telephone sw itchboard in C atalan governm ent 

house by Federica M ontseny 921-922 
gives background of C N T N ational Economic Plenum 681—

683
indicates how  Com m unists got control of Dirección General de 

Seguridad 1022 
notes anarchist dem ands for dismissal of Aygrade and Rodriguez 

Salas which Com panys ignores 916 
notes anarchist troops in Battle of Teruel 182 
notes anarchists, M arxists and Republicans as the three groups 

supporting Republic in W ar 266 
notes discipline in Catalan militia in Aragón 168 
notes experim ents with rural collectives before Civil W ar 3 0 5 - 

306
notes impact of Catalan transfer of its military to Republican 

governm ent 181 
notes that M iaja once belonged to Unión M ilitar Española 286
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Peirats, José (continued)
notes that C N T  and UGT agreed not to turn over Valencia w ar 

industries to governm ent 555 
notes that many refugees were evacuated to rural 

collectives 333 
on A turian CN T advocacy of unity with UGT 75 
opposed anarchists entering C atalan governm ent 765-766,

1031
opposition of to  CN T entering Largo Caballero 

governm ent 860, 1032 
outlines ‘program  of unity’ of CN T and UGT 999-1001 
records change of Com m unist and governm ent policy after Lister 

Colum n attack on Aragon collectives 384 
recounts how Com m unists took over T ierra y Libertad 

Colum n 2 9 0 ,1 0 2 4  
recounts preferences given Com m unist troops in hospitals 

1027
reports on CN T meeting in defense of Consejo de Aragon 825 
reports UGT ‘virtually non-existent’ in C aralonia before 

W ar 757 
resigns from  FAI 89
says anarchists m ade m ajor error treating UGT as equal of CN T 

in C atalonia 759 
says CN T had thirteen national industrial federations a t time of 

N ational Economic Plenum 698 
says Com m unist fellow travellers took over UGT 996 
says Com m unists outm aneuvered anarchists 716 
says Largo Caballero sought to weaken CN T when M inister of 

Labor 107
says money did not circulate among Asturian fishermen in first 

m onth of W ar 659 
says Negrin expected move against him by Casado 1068 
says PSUC capitalized on arrival of Soviet food ship 782 
says question of submission of w ar industries to governm ent not 

decided before fall of Catalonia 557 
says Uribe decree on O ctober 1936 recognized property rights of 

heirs of Rebels whose property was confiscated 318
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Peirats, José (continued)
stresses growing centralization of C N T 1050-1051 
suggests Com orera hid food to blame its scarcity on his CN T 

predecessor 780 
sums up internal situation of anarchist m ovem ent in late

1938 1048 
thum bnail sketch of 1170-1171 
writes study of CN T in Civil W ar 144 

Peiró, Juan
against reduction of working hours 479 
as anarchist ‘possibilist’ leader 66 
as m em ber of Largo Caballero cabinet 66 
attached holding of Penarroya mining complex of foreign firm 

also operating in Franco area 888 
attitude of to CN T Zaragoza Congress ideological resolution 

66 -67
becomes C atalan Com m issar of W ater 1018 
condemns ‘grupos de afinidad’ 85 
disputes of w ith Angel Pestaña 76
got some financial credits for C atalan textile industry 602 
helps C N T collectives 694
issues ministerial decree taking over abandoned foreign owned 

potassium  mine 888 
leads glass workers producer cooperative 23 
nam ed as ex-Trcintista to be CN T member of Largo Caballero 

cabinet 867
participates in C N T  discussion of coup against Negrín 1054 
problem s of with electric pow er industry as M inister of 

Industry 889
proposal of to collectivize Spanish owned w ar industries and 

intervene foreign owned ones partly blocked by Largo 
Caballero 886 

records that experience as M inister of Industry was ‘a scries of 
failures’ 885 

seeks to help potassium  workers collective in Catalonia 
633

stopped by anarchist troops from leaving M adrid 217
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Peiró, Juan (continued)
suggests to Republican cabinet that CN T-UGT delegation be sent 

to try to stop M ay Days conflict 917 
support of for cooperatives 2 3 -2 4  
thum bnail sketch of 1171 

Pellicer, Tom ás 812 
Pcñarrocha, Custodio 812 
Perea, Colonel 185 
Pérez, Antonio 1067
Pérez Baró, Alberto 500, 504, 505, 509, 510 -513 , 518-519  
Pérez Farras, Enrique 159, 746, 747 
Perido, José 243, 244
Pestaña, Angel 75, 76, 101, 112, 282, 809, 867, 1068, 1137
Pevida, Leonardo 243
Pcypoch, Ram ón 500
Piy M argall, Francisco 7 -9
Pintado, Juan 668
Pivert, M arceau 98
Poch, Pey 745
Poch y Gascon, Am para 95, 672 
Ponso, J. 967 
Ponte, General 120 
Ponzán, Francisco 805 
Popular Army

com m and in its units exercised illicitly by Soviet officers 720 
committee for organized in Catalonia 788 
establishm ent of 250
establishm ent of one objective of CN T in entering Republican 

governm ent 898 
five of its first six brigades Com m unist controlled 284 
many M adrid workers join it 438 
minimum wage of its soldiers 575 
political comm issars in 272-275  
political struggle w ithin 279 
question of guerrilla forces in it 275-278  
reluctance of anarchists to become officers in 1087 
Russian aid given particularly to its Fifth Regiment 284
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Popular Army (continued) 
training of 254 

Popular Executive Com m ittee of Levante 227, 849, 850 
Popular Executive Com m ittee of Valencia, see Popular Executive 

Com m ittee of Levante 
Popular Front

appointm ent of candidacies of in 1936 114
declares ‘null and void’ any agreements w ith CN T on Consejo de 

Aragón 810
draw s up prew ar plan for autonom y statute in Levante 392 
failure of to organize guerrilla behind Franco lines 277-278  
formed for 1936 election 112 
in Valencia sets up revolutionary comm ittee 849 
influenced decisions of Negrin governm ent according to  César 

Lorenzo 978 
issues declaration endorsing N egrin’s ‘13 Points’ 1040 
joined by CN T and FAI 978 
Negrin confers with it on return to Spain 1061 
not able to influence decisions of Negrin governm ent according 

to Abad de Santillán 978 
provincial committee of takes control of Guipuzcoa 847 
refusal of anarchists to ‘recognize’ it 745 
regional one in Aragón accepts Consejo de Aragón 810 
takes lead in Basque region in organizing new regime 846 
wins 1936 election 113, 317, 454 

Popular W ar Schools, see Escuelas Populares de Guerra 
Portalea, Francisco 110 3 ,1 1 0 4  
Pórtela, Luis 464, 850 
Pórtela Valladares, M anuel 112, 120 
Portella, Emilio 379 
Porter, David 1136, 1160 
Pou, Joaquin 920
POUM , see Partido O brero de Unificación M arxista 
Pozas, Sebastián 152, 179-181, 184, 217 -218 , 934, 935 
Prada, Adolfo 276, 843 
Pradel, Gabriel 662 
Prat, José 3 8 ,3 9
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Prats, A belardo 377-379  
Pratel, Felipe 282 
Prieto, H oracio

anarchist m inisters confer with him about moving capital to 
Valencia 872

appointed to group to draw  up project for N ational Economic 
Council by Negrin governm ent 979 

as N ational Secretary of C N T 39, 764, 846, 861, 870 
at Plenum of Libertarian M ovem ent says it is on verge o f a 

split 1048
becomes Com m issioner of Health of Com m issariat for the 

Defense o f Vizcaya 846 
claims anarchist m inisters m ade decision to support moving 

capital to  Valencia w ithout consulting him 873 
criticizes ‘factory patrio tism ’ of some urban collectives 

475
expresses anarchist support to Indalecio Prieto 1004 
father of César Lorenzo 167, 764, 846 
favored CN T entering Negrin governm ent when it was first 

form ed 966
gets favorable decision to enter Negrin governm ent 976 
introduces anarchist m inisters to Largo Caballero 872 
lam ents w orkers’ seizure of enterprises in Catalonia 463 
nam ed to represent CN T in Popular Front 978 
on list of three presented to Negrin by CN T for its m em ber of his 

cabinet 976 
opposes moving capital to Valencia 870-871 
present a t cabinet meeting which decided to move governm ent to 

Valencia 870
proposes CN T members of Largo C aballero’s cabinet 867 
recom mends sub secretary of justice to Garcia Oliver 882 
resigns as N ational Secretary of CN T over issue of moving capital 

to Valencia 874 
role of in entry of C N T in Largo Caballero governm ent 861 - 

8 6 3 ,8 6 5 -8 6 9  
thum bnail sketch of 1171 
urges FAI to become political party 1049
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Prieto, Indalecio 
after o uster from  Negrin governm ent gave  report on it to 

N ation al Com m ittee o f Socialist Party 1002 
alliance o f  with C om m unists w as tem porary  1002 
an anti-Com m unist accord ing to  T ogliatti 964 
anarchists try to  prevent his fall 1001 
a s M inister o f  D efense 5 3 7 , 5 4 9 , 733  
becom es m ember o f C onsejo  Superior de G uerra 879 
claim  o f  El C am pesino that Teruel Battle w as lost to  undermine 

a s M inister o f  Defense 182 
claim s h as no control o f  Republican airforce 154 
clashes w ith Com m unists over political com m issars 1003 
close friend o f suggests sovereignty decree o f  Interprovincial 

Council o f  A sturias and Leon 841 
controls PSO E party ap p aratu s in 1936 114
cooperates with C om m unists in m ilitary 295  
debates Negrin before Socialist Party N ational 

Com m ittee 1 0 0 9 -1 0 1 0  
dem ands rem oval o f  H ernandez from  cabinet because o f  a ttacks 

on him 1003
denounced by C om m unists a s  representative o f ‘ reactionary 

capitalism ’ 108 
dissolves Popular W ar Schools 288  
elim inated from  all political influence by C om m unists 973 
endorses FAI critique o f m ilitary situation  1048 
establishes Servicio d e  Inteligencia M ilitar 1021 
failure o f to  prevent Com m unist control o f  N avy  246  
favors G arcía  O liver p lan  for guerrilla force behind Franco 

lines 276
forbids political proselytization in m ilitary 1025 
friend o f  his a defense w itness in trial o f  P O U M  leaders 985 
has conflicts with R ussian  m ilitary adv isers 1003 
has no intention to  perm it anarch ists to  return to 

governm ent 974  
helps drive Largo  C aballero  out o f  office 733 , 9 6 2 ,1 0 0 2  
his ally , M inister o f  G overnm ent Z u gazago itia , h as police seize 

pro-L argo  C aballero  Socialist paper in V alencia 992
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P rieto , In da lec io  (continued) 
h is k in d  o f  ‘o rd er’ decried  by A b ad  d e  San tillan  7 5 0  
h o stility  o f  tow ard s L arg o  C a b a lle ro  965  
in fo rm e d  by  T r ifo n  G om e z  o f  s itu atio n  a fte r  C o n se jo  N a c io n a l de 

D efen sa  co u p  1071 
is d eterm in ed  to  d estro y  an arch ist p o w er in A ragon  825  
jo in s C o m m u n ist cam p a ign  aga in st G eneral A se n sio  2 3 5  
loses co n tro l o f  Serv ic io  d e  In te ligencia M ilita r  to  

R u ss ia n s  1 0 2 1 - 1 0 2 2  
m en tio n ed  to  B ork en au  by C o m m u n ists a s  p o ssib le  su cce sso r  to  

L a rg o  C a b a lle ro  in J a n u ary -F e b ru a ry  1 9 3 7  9 4 6  
o p p o se s  form atio n  o f  Ju v e n tu d es S o c ia lista s  U n ificad as 

1 1 7
o p p o s e s  L a rg o  C a b a lle ro  line in pre-C ivil W ar period  1 1 7 ,

1001
p lay s k ey  ro le  in a ttack  on  an arch is ts in A rago n  381  
p lo ts  w ith L iste r arm ed  a tta c k  o n  C o n se jo  de A rago n  8 2 5 - 8 2 6  
p re ferred  to  L arg o  C a b a lle ro  a s  prim e m inister by  R igh t W ing 

S o c ia lists  an d  R ep u b lic an s 8 6 0  
receives p ro te st  from  C o m p an y s a b o u t  R ep u b lican  failu re  to  aid  

C a ta la n  w ar in du stries 5 4 7 ,  5 5 9  
re fu se s to  send  re in forcem ents to  M a la g a  2 3 2 - 2 3 5  
re jects C o m m un ist Party  m in isters’ o ffe r to  v isit him  each  d ay  

a n d  tell him  their p a rty ’s po sitio n  o r  issu es 1 0 0 2 - 1 0 0 3  
re lea se s  arrested  P O U M  m ilitary  m en 991 
rem ov al o f  m eant d isap p e aran ce  from  govern m en t o f  la st  m a jo r 

b rak e  to  C o m m u n ist drive to  p o w er 100 4  
re sign s a s  M in ister o f  D efen se 2 7 6 ,  100 1  
se e k s to  lim it C o m m u n ist influence in m ilitary  7 3 4 ,  9 7 3  
su g g ests  R epu blican  M in istry  o f  W ar In d u stries 5 4 9  
su p p o r t s  M ad rid  w ar  in du stries 5 4 3 - 5 4 4  
tells C o m m u n ist m in isters th at he w o n t a llo w  them  to  trea t him  

a s  they h ad  L arg o  C a b a lle ro  1 0 0 2  
to  ach ieve h is o uster fro m  L oy a lis t  gove rn m en t, So v ie ts d ecrease 

a id  sh ipm en ts to  Sp a in  9 5 6 ,  1 0 0 4  
u rges th a t R ep u b lican  govern m en t ta k e  co n tro l o f  C a ta la n  po lice  

an d  m ilitary  9 3 4
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Prieto, Indalecio (continued) 
visited by C N T  leaders to  express support 1004 
wins PSO E internal elections in Ju ne 1936 117 

Primo de R ivera, Jo sé  A ntonio 1 0 9 ,1 1 8  
Primo de R ivera, M iguel 74, 7 6 , 83, 86 , 104, 806 , 896 
Proudhon, Pierre 6 -9 , 40  
Prunes, Luis 746
PSO E, see Partido Socialista O brero Español 
PSU C, see Partido Socialista  Unificado de Catalonia 
Puente, Isaac 4 7 -4 9 , 672

Q ueipo de L lano, General 120, 135, 4 3 0 , 447 , 450 , 851 , 1104
Q uijano , Teod oro  845
Q uinto, Valverde, Colonel 1 0 6 1 ,1 0 6 7

Radical Party 109, 111 
R ailroad  W orkers Federation (C N T ) 6 7 6 , 678 
R ajk , L azio  287  
R am a, C arlos 7 -8 , 1136 
Red International o f  L ab or U nions 101 
Red N acional Ferroviaria 565 
Regional Com m ittee o f  A narchist G roups 85 
Regional Committee o f  A narchist G roups o f A ragón, R io ja  and 

N avarre 361 
Regional Peasant Federation o f  A sturias 326 
Regional Peasants Federation o f the Center, see Federación 

R egional de Cam pesinos del Centro 
Regional Peasant Federation o f Levante 330  
R egulating Office for Payment o f W ages 520 
R em árquez, R oberto 672  
R evolutionary M ilitary Com m ittee (Soviet) 771 

Rey, D avid  983 
Reyes, Lt. Colonel 166 
R ichards, Vernon 151 
R ico, Pedro 217
RILU, see Red International o f  L abor Unions 
R ionda, R icardo 178
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R ip o ll ,Ju a n  850  
R oatta , M ario  232  
R ob in son , R ichard  306 
R ob uster, Jo sé  629  
R oca  de A lbornoz, L uis 842  

Rocker, R udolph  4 , 7 ,7 7 7 , 9 0 4 ,  9 2 5 , 1136  
R od es, Jo s ip  753 
R od ríguez, M elchor 8 5 6 , 1117  
R odríguez , Pedro 676  
Rod ríguez del B arrio , G eneral 121 
Rod ríguez M u ñ oz, Jav ie r 131 , 133 , 148 , 831 
Rod ríguez Sa las, Eusebio  7 8 6 , 7 9 8 , 9 0 3 , 9 0 4 , 9 1 6 , 922  
R oig , J o a n  535  
R ojo , Vicente 

a s  ch ief o f  s ta ff  o f  R epublican  Arm y 184 
ch o oses m em bers o f  General S ta ff  o f  D efense o f  M ad rid  197 
considered  by FAI a s ‘ subm itted  com plete ly ’ to  C om m unist 

Party 291
denies that R ussian  officers controlled  defense o f M ad rid  199 
describes forces availab le  to  defend M ad rid  196 
describ es ro le o f  M e ra ’s  tro op s in B attle  o f  G u ad a la ja ra  219  
doubtfu l C om m un ist m em bersh ip o f  1 5 2 -1 5 3  
inform s G arc ia  O liver that has received hand  grenad es from 

Barcelona 206  
notes retreat o f  L ib ertad-López T iend a C olum n 211 
pays tribute to  m ilitia g ro u p s 253 
proclaim ed a hero by C om m unists 155 
records ‘conversion ’ o f  M era  to  m ilitarization  o f m ilitia 

2 6 0 -2 6 1
su m s u p  role o f  International Brigad es in defense o f  M adrid  

201-202
R o jo  y N e gro  D ivision  169 , 2 5 2 , 8 0 3 , 925  
R om an  C ath o lic  C hurch 1 1 1 5 -1 1 1 6 , 1 1 1 9 - 1 1 2 0 ,1 1 2 2 ,  

1 1 2 3 -1 1 2 4 , 1 1 2 5 -1 1 2 6 , 1 1 2 7 , 1 1 3 1 , 1132  
R oosevelt, Franklin 711
R o sad o , A ntonio 4 4 7 ,4 5 0 ,  4 5 1 ,4 5 2 ,  4 5 3 , 1 1 7 1 -1 1 7 2  
R osin y o l, Ju an  1112
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Rosenberg, M arcel 154, 174, 206 , 720 , 897 , 947 , 948 , 949 , 951 
Rovira, Jo se  1 6 0 ,1 6 3  
Royo, M acario  808 
Rudiger, H elmut 

a strong though critical supporter o f  Spanish anarchists 1141, 
11 4 8-1149

accused by C N T  o f trying to  have himself named secretary o f 
foreign propaganda o f C N T-FAI 1139 

as assistan t secretary o f A IT  for Spanish affa irs 1141 
as secretary o f A IT  1139
attacks foreign anarchist criticism o f Spanish anarchists 1 142- 

1144
attacks ‘Solidaridad  O brera’ eulogistic com m ents on 

U SSR  1137
blam es Souchy for breakdown o f relations o f A IT with Spanish 

anarchists 1135 
criticizes Spanish anarchists’ failure to  support foreign anarchists 

being persecuted by Stalinists 1146 
describes illegal anarchist periodicals in Negrin period 101 2 - 

1013
established permanent delegation o f АГТ in Barcelona 1138 
notes firing o f last anarchist periodicals in Negrin period 101 2 - 

1013
notes w eaknesses o f  CN T-FA I foreign propaganda 1139 
on role o f  Piy M argal 7 -9
recounts persecution o f non-Communist foreigners in Catalonia 

after M ay  Days conflict 1020 
relates lack o f precision o f C N T  in attempting to  reorganize 

Spanish econom y 1143 
says C N T  agreed that AIT should control its foreign 

propaganda 1138 
submitted long report on Spain to АГТ congress December 

1937 1 1 4 1-1142  
thinks Spanish anarchists seek to  dom inate international 

movement 1 1 4 5-1146  
unhappy about Spanish anarchists’ enthusiasm  for M exican 

regime 1147
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R udiger, H elm ut (continued) 
urges C N T  to develop  m ore foreign con tacts 1146 
w arns aga in st con tacts w ith dissident Com m unists 1147 

Ruiz, P ablo  928  
R uiz B orrao, J o sé  812 
R uiz Ponsetti, E stan islao  5 0 0 ,5 1 5 ,  5 7 7  
R uiz R ebo llo , R am ón 8 4 0

SA C  o f  Sw eden 101 , 6 8 4 , 1150  
Sa las, M anuel 9 2 6 , 1030  
Sa las L arrazab el, R am ón 957  
Salavera, M a jo r  160 
Saliquet, G eneral 120  
Sam blan cat, Angel 7 4 9 , 1 112  
San A ndrés, M . see M igue l San Andres 
Sánchez, J o se  1120 , 1 1 2 1 , 1 1 2 2 , 1 123 , 112 4 , 1127 
Sánchez, M anu el 244  
Sánchez A lborn os, C lau d io  712  
Sánchez R o ca, M arian o  882  
Sánchez Saorn il, L ucia  95 
S an jurjo , Jo sé  108, 109 , 121 , 122 , 315 
S an tacan a, L uis 4 7 7  
San tam aría , R oq ue 2 2 5 ,  2 2 6  
Sanz, R icardo  

accu ses head o f  Arm y o f  the E bro  o f  not follow ing 
regulations 185 

asse sse s role o f  C om ité d e  D efensa del C entro  2 0 4  
a ttack s favoritism  sh ow ed to  C arab in ero s and  A ssault 

G u ard s 187
becom es com m ander o f  reunited D urruti C olum n 216  
com m ented on in D urruti C olum n new spaper 178  
com m ents on Teruel battle  182 
converted from  m ilitia leader to  m ilitary  m an 215  
describes ‘assem bly ’ o f  t ro o p s o f  D urruti C olum n in 

M ad rid  2 1 6 ,2 5 5  
describ es governm ent favoritism  o f  A rm y o f  the E bro  over Army 

o f  the E ast 187
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Sanz, Ricardo (continued)
describes how he prevented Com m unists from taking over 26th 

Division 280
describes role of D urruti Colum n in Battle of Aragón 184-185 
lack of m ilitary experience of before Civil W ar 214 
mem bership of in Los Solidarios 83, 1100 
military feats of ignored by Com m unists 155 
notes nature of discipline in D urruti Colum n 169 
on sketchy role of Soviet military advisers 186 
present at meeting of Los Solidarios July 23, 1936 744 
role of in defense of M adrid 191 
role of in Republican m ilitary 248 
supported m ilitarization of militia 261 
takes com m and of D urruti Colum n in M adrid 202, 214, 261 
thum bnail sketch of 1171-1173 
writes m emoirs of Civil W ar 144 

Sarabia, General 183 
Seguí, Salvador 75 
Sender, Ram ón 193 ,216
Second International, see Labor and Socialist International
Semprún C urrea, Dr. 1119
Sem prun-M aura, Charles 914, 927
Senior, Clarence 98
Serge, Victor 791
Servéis Eléctrico Unificats de Catalunya 593 
Servet, Miguel 366
Servicio de Inteligencia M ilitar 1021, 1022, 1023, 1044 
Servicio Nacional de Crédito Agricola 322, 453 
Sese, Antonio 920, 967 
Serna, Gabriel 664
Sindicato de Espectáculos Públicos (CNT) 638 
Sindicato de Industria Fabril, Textil, Vestir y Anexos de Badalona y 

su Radio 614 
Sindicato de Industrias Alimenticias (CNT) 643-644  
Sindicato de la Distribución 437, 438 
Sindicato de la M etalurgia (CNT) 530, 531, 532, 534 
Sindicato de la Salud, see Sindicato de la Sanidad (CNT)
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Sin dicato  de la San idad  (C N T ) 6 7 2 , 765 
Sin d icato  del T ran sporte  de Levante 583  
Sin d icato  del T ran sporte  y Com uniciaciones (Sección 

A utobuses) 579  
S in dicato  d e  T rab a jad o re s, E xp o rtad ores y Sim ilares (U G T ) 4 1 0  
S in dicato  N acio n al del T ran sporte  M arítim o  (U G T ) 590 
S in dicato  N acional Ferroviario  565  
Sind icato  o f  Intellectual W orkers o f  C N T  4 9  
Stalin  Jo sep h

break  o f with T ito  1080 
carries o u t G reat Purges 7 3 2 , 8 9 7 , 947 , 948 
collectivization  program  o f  318 
d ecides to  aid  Span ish  Republic 7 1 3 , 721 
d id n ’t  trust A ntonov-O vsenko  772  
gave strong su p p o rt to  Span ish  follow ers 1 0 8 8 -1 0 8 9  
g reatly  unhappy at Andrés N in ’s  presence in C ata lan  

governm ent 7 7 2  
h opes for A nglo-French su p p ort o f  Spanish R epu blic  x ix  
‘ ignom in ious intervention in Sp a in ’ by noted  by Ju an  

M o lin a  942
interview  o f  with Federica M ontseny  suggested  by A m b assad o r 

R osenberg 897  
loses interest in Span ish  C ivil W ar x x , 7 3 7 , 107 8 , 1079  
ob jectives o f  in Spain  7 2 1 , 7 2 4 , 725
p assed  w ord to  Span ish  C om m unists that ‘L a rg o  C ab alle ro  m ust 

leave the governm ent’ 956  
receives m ost o f  Span ish  go ld  su pply  1088 
regim e o f denounced by Federica M ontseny  9 9 0  
reported to  have decided  to  get rid  o f  L argo  C ab a lle ro  because he 

w as negotiating with Britain  and  France ab o u t ending 
W ar 955

sen d s advice to  L a rgo  C aballero  9 4 8 -9 4 9  
S pan ish  follow ers o f  seek to  install regim e like his 1088  
u rges continuation  o f  C ivil W ar a s  paw n in his international 

m aneuvering 738  
w a s determ ined to  get rid  o f  L a rgo  C ab alle ro  accord in g  to 

K riv itsky  939
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Stashevsky, Arthur 946
Stepanov, Boris 718 , 719 , 7 2 0 , 9 5 9 ,1 0 6 4
Suárez, A dolfo  1094
Suárez, Andrés 709
Sudell, M artín 1139
Suéro Sánchez, Luciano 4 4 9 -4 5 0

T aibu , Paco Igancio 242 
Taradellas, Jo sé

agreed to anarchist secretaries in general in defense and internal 
security to  really run them 767  

a s Councillor o f  Econom y issues decree legalizing urban 
collectives 502 

Council o f  Finance H ead and  Prime M inister o f  C atalonia 
through m ost o f  the W ar 519 

faced need for a central bank 520
heads cabinet representing Esquerra C atalan a with entry o f 

anarchists 767 
helps workers collectives to  som e degree 694  
joins Com panys in early confrontation with C N T  leaders 751 
largely pushed aside by Negrin regime 5 1 9 -5 2 0  
meets with anarchist leaders at beginning o f M ay Days 

conflict 916 
meets with Antonov-Ovsenko 773
meets with Republican governm ent officials about C atalan  w ar 

industries 553 
meets with supposed representative o f Basil Z ah aroff 1111 
moves to  ban E stât C atalá  from  Consejo  G eneral de M ilicia 

Antifascista 745 
negotiates agreement with Republican governm ent on military

draft 788

pays tribute to workers’ establishment of war industries 539, 
541

presides over Com m ission o f  W ar Industries 535 , 536 
reappoints mem bers o f  Com m ission  o f W ar Industries 551 
represents Esquerra C atalan a a t  first meeting o f C onsejo  General 

de M ilicias A ntifascistas 745
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Taradellas, Jo sé  (continued)
seen by G arcia Oliver a t  dinner with Com orera, Vidiella, 

Com panys and Soviet Consul General during M ay Days 
conflict 933

suspends first effort to  merge all Catalan police into one 
organization 787 

takes over C atalan branch o f Bank o f Spain 520 
urges end o f local revolutionary regimes 769 

Sindicato Regional del Petroleo (C N T) 634 
Sindicato Unico de la M adera (C N T) o f Barcelona 628 
Sindicato Unico del Ram o Mercantil (C N T) o f Valencia 649-650 
Sindicato Unico Regional de la Exportación Frutera (C N T) 410 
Sindicatos de Oposición 77 , 86 
Smuchkevich, Y akov (D ouglas) 154 
Smyth, Terence M . 230 , 231 , 394, 398 , 409 , 413 , 417 , 966 
Socialist International 1096 
Socialist Party, see Partido Socialista Obrero Español 
Socialist Party o f United States 986 , 993 
Socialist Republican Action (Italy) 1135 
Socialist W orkers Party (JSA) 943 
Socialist Youth Federation 116 , 718 
Sociedad de Socorros M utuos de Levante 672 
Solano, W ildebaldo 94, 400 
Soldevilla Rom ero, Cardinal Ju an  83, 1101 
Solidaridad de O breros V ascos 590 , 847, 1094 
Solidaridad Internacional Antifascista 69, 9 8 -9 9 ,1 0 2 , 1090, 1151 
Solidaridad Obrera 72
Solidarios V ascos, see Solidaridad de O breros V ascos 
Solidarity and Assistance Pact 71 
Souchy, Augustine (or Agustín) 

becomes disillusioned in Bolshevik regime 101 
becomes member o f Peninsular Committee o f  FAI 1138 
cites French newspaper report that M ay 1937 Spanish cabinet 

crisis due to  M oscow  orders to  Spanish Communists to  get rid 
o f anarchist ministers 959 

claims Aragón collectives not imposed by anarchist militia 
370-371
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Souchy, Augustine (or Agustín) (continued) 
com m on belief in C N T  that he w as A IT secretary 1139 
describes Barcelona events on M ay  4 , 1937 908 
describes Barcelona events on M ay  5, 1937  9 10-911  
describes events in San Ju an  during M ay D ays conflict 914  
describes incident at La Telefónica 912 
describes outbreak o f  Civil W ar in Aragón 3 5 5 -3 5 6  
describes w hat happened in w orking c lass Barcelona areas M ay 

3 ,1 9 3 7  90 5 -9 0 6  
discusses number o f collectives in Aragón 360 
notes activities o f  A ragón com arcal collectives federations 

3 68-369
notes Aragón peasant collectives helped supply M adrid  374  
notes futility o f  early anarchist contacts with C om panys and 

others at beginning o f M ay  Days conflict 916 
notes lack o f anarchist concern with banking 69 3 -6 9 4  
observes changes in Barcelona port labor situation after outbreak 

o f W ar 5 8 8 ,5 8 9  
recounts failure o f  C N T  call for cease fire in Catalon ia  on M ay  5, 

1937 921
reports Aragón peasants com plained too  m any have joined 

militia 374
reports on acceptance by government o f C N T  p roposals to end 

M ay Days conflict 923 
reports on M uniesa collective, Aragón 379  
returned to  Spain after death o f Franco 1137 
spent considerable time in Spain during W ar 1 1 3 6 ,1 1 3 7  
tells what happened immediately after attem pt to seize La 

Telefónica 9 04-905  
Sousa Germinal 978
Sovereign Council o f  A sturias and  León 842 , 843 , 844
Spaak, Paul 566
Spanish Federation o f IW M A, see Federación Regional Española 
Spanish Regional Federation o f IW SA, see Federación Regional 

Española 
Spartacus Colum n 272 
Spriano, Paulo 719
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Thom as, Hugh 143, 200, 209 -210 , 219, 220, 235, 245, 285, 454, 
1136

Thom as, N orm an 986
Tierra y Libertad Colum n 160, 290, 1024
Tito, M arshal xxix, 1090
Togliatti, Palmiro

as leader of Italian Com m unist Party 719 
attends meeting at which decision m ade tha t Com m unists would 

oppose E xtram adura offensive 957 
chooses N egrin as successor to Largo Caballero 964 
complains to M oscow about lack of working class base of 

Spanish Com m unists 731-732 
confirms Com m unists’ effective seizure of UGT 996 
critical of way Com m unist ‘coup’ in arm y carried out 1064 
criticizes Spanish Com m unists’ treatm ent of officers they 

recruit 153
declares result of trial of PO UM  leaders ‘scandalous’ 985 
describes Spanish anarchism  714-715
discouraged Com m unist seizure of total control of M inistry of 

Defense 1005 
discusses Vicente Rojo’s relations with Com m unists 153 
discussion of when was in Spain 719 
‘explains’ Soviet ban on arms to Spain to Spanish 

Com m unists 711 
explains why Com m unist troops rem ained passive tow ards 

Consejo N acional de Defensa except in M adrid area 1069- 
1070

frequently critical of other Com intern representatives in 
Spain 720

indicates significance of Negrin decrees turning control of 
m ilitary over to Com m unists 1064 

‘m ost powerful Com m unist figure in Spain’ 719 
notes division in Juventudes Socialistas Unificadas 116 
notes failure of Com m unists and governm ent to organize 

guerrilla behind Franco lines 277-278  
notes that some Com m unist m ilitary officers refused to accept 

posts given them  in Com m unist ‘coup’ in military 1065
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Togliatti, Palmiro (continued)
participates in Spanish Politburo meeting which decided on fall of 

Largo Caballero 719 
principal Com intern agent in Spain during Civil W ar 116, 714, 

719, 1004 
pseudonyms of 719
rationalizes Com m unist opposition to Revolution which had 

occurred in Spain 726-727  
recognizes hatred Com m unists had engendered 732 
reports rum ors of anarchist putsch against Negrin 966 
reports to Com intern on Com m unist control of m ilitary 291 
said to have ordered Negrin to turn total control of m ilitary over 

to the Com m unists 1064 
says FAI critique of military situation was a ‘platform  of 

capitulationists and tra ito rs’ 1045 
says N egrin’s relations with Com m unists rather cool right after 

his return  to Spain 1059 
says supporters of Largo Caballero and Indalecio Prieto form 

‘com m on front of hostility’ to Negrin in Socialist N ational 
Com m ittee 1009-1010 

speculates on possibility of splitting anarchists 1031 
tells Com intern fall o f Largo Caballero ‘a trium ph of Com m unist 

Party’ 963
tells Spanish Politburo that orders are that Largo Caballero be 

ousted 959-960  
Tom ás, Belarmino 834, 837, 842, 843, 844 
Tom ás, Pascual 556, 917, 996 
Torrente, José 169 
Torres, Dom ingo 851, 863 
Torres-Benedicto Colum n 230 
Torrijos, Guillermo 840 
T ourm án, José 836
Trade Union Council (CNT) of Valencia 595, 596
T ransport Union of Barcelona 164
Trías Fargas, Ram ón 488
Tribunal of Blood 881
Trotsky, Leon 273, 755, 771, 774
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T rueba, M anuel 160 
Tuchm an, Barbara 1098 
Tw entieth Division 182 
25th Division, see O rtiz Column 
26th Division, see D urruti Column 
26th of July M ovem ent 165

UGSOC, see Unión General de Sindicatos O breros de Catalonia 
UGT, see Unión General de T rabajadores 
Unidad Sindical de A uto-Tranvias of Valencia 582-583 
Unió Socialista de Catalunya 740, 745, 753, 755, 756 
Unión de M ujeres Libres, see M ujeres Libres 
Unión de Rabassaires y Altres Conreadors del Cam p de Catalunya 

becomes m ajor support of Esquerra C atalana 337 
established soon after W orld W ar I 335 
given one seat in Consejo General de M ilicias Antifascistas 

745
has Luis Com panys as President 107
has one cabinet member of tem porary cabinet in Catalan crisis of 

M arch-A pril 1937 797 
has one member of Consejo de Economía reorganized by 

Com orera 1016 
joins Alianza O brera 112 
joins Com panys cabinet in August 1936 751 
negotiations of with CN T 338
pledges support of M oroccan independence after W ar 1159 
regional secretary of in provisional governm ent 967 
representation of in C atalan local revolutionary regimes 753 
representative of made chief of supply of Consejo General de 

M ilicias Antifascista 747 
represented by José Calvet in meeting with anarchist leaders July 

20, 1936 741
represented in interim  C atalan governm ent form ed during M ay 

Days conflict 920 
role of in municipal agrarian juntas 340 
some landow ners reported joining it 337 
strongly com m itted to family farms 337
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Unión de Rabassaires y Altres Conreadors del Cam p de Catalunya 
(continued)

tentative agreem ent to have one m em ber of new Catalan 
governm ent 969 

Unión Federal de Estudiantes H ispanos 94 
Unión General de Sindicatos O breros de Catalonia 757 
Unión General de Trabajadores

able to establish branches in m any C atalan enterprises after M ay 
1937 468

absorbs Com m unists’ trade union group 115, 727 
accepts legalization o f its rural collectives 424 
addition of its representatives in m anagem ent of school of 

M uñeres Libres suggested by C N T  671 
affiliation of with International Federation of Trade 

Unions 996 
agrees to new wage scale in Badalona 618 
agrees with C N T not to turn  over Valencian w ar industries to 

governm ent 555 
allies sought in it by Com m unists to oust Largo Caballero as 

Prime M inister 950 
a member of on Consejo of the Escuela Nueva Unificada 

m urdered after M ay Events 665 
anarchists seek cooperation with it in Castille 436 
appeals to members to return to w ork during M ay Days 

conflict 911
arrest of one of its members of Junta de Defensa de M adrid by 

CN T militia 855 
a t first opposes giving perm anent status to tem porary railroad 

w orkers 573
bank workers union of helps control Catalan financial sector 

480
becomes tool of Stalinists in Catalonia 757 
belongs to Com m ittee of W ar set up in Gijón 834 
calls for resistance to m ilitary uprising 126 
calls general strike in O ctober 1934 110 
calls general strike in Valencia in July 1936 137
captured in Bajajóz by Com m unists 853
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Unión General de T raba jadores (continued)
C atalan  branch o f d oes not accept rural collectives 338 
C atalan  branch o f  expels all PO U M ist from trade union 

leadership 776 
C atalan  branch o f  holds first land w orkers congress 783 
C atalan  branch o f represented by R afael Vidiella a t first meeting 

o f  Consejo  G eneral de M ilicias Antifascistas 745 
C atalan  branch o f signs pact with PSU C, C N T  and FA1 758 
C atalan  office w orkers tend to  join it 601 
C atalan  organization o f controlled by PSU C 3 0 8 , 3 3 7 , 357 , 787 
C atalan  w orkers had to  join it or C N T  532 
cedes joint control o f  C N T  o f C ia. T ransatlán tica 589  
construction strike o f  in M adrid  119 
control o f  given to  L argo  C aballero ’s enemies by IFTU 

‘m ediation’ 996  
controlled by C om m unists in L a Unión, M urcia 632  
controlled by L argo  C aballero  Socialists in 1936  114 
cooperation o f  with C N T  in Asturias 242 
decree that all railroad w orkers had to  join it or C N T  574 
dem onstration by in M onzón, Aragón ends in shooting 373 
editor o f  Com m unist paper put in charge o f its hitherto 

pro-Largo  C aballero  paper in Valencia 993 
established rival to  Barcelona C N T  construction w orkers 

union 468
establishes joint C om ités de Control with C N T  in A sturias 

659
establishes liaison com m ittee with PSU C, C N T  and FAI 758 
establishes textile union in Badalona 6 1 3 -6 1 4  
executive o f signs non-aggression pact with C N T  992  
first takes over C ia. T ransatlán tica 589  
frequent collaboration  with C N T  in Levante and A sturias 660 
given three m em bers o f  Consejo  General de M ilicias 

A ntifascistas 745 
given tw o posts on N ational Council o f  W ar Industries set up by 

Negrin government 979 
had few  if any rural collectives in C atalon ia  351 
had first coal miners union in A sturias 831
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Unión General de T rabajadores (continued)
had two members of Com m ittee of Public Health of M alaga 

852
has m ajority in A grupam iento de la Industria Gastronóm ica 

636
has only bank workers union in Catalonia at beginning of W ar 

4 8 0 ,4 8 1 ,5 1 9  
has six m em bers of Council of Labor set up by Negrin 

governm ent 979 
has three members on Catalan Consejo de Economía reorganized 

by Com orera 1016 
has tw o members of Popular Executive Com m ittee of Levante 

850
has tw o members on reorganized Consejo de Aragón 812 
has union in Alcoy consisting mainly of civil servants and small 

m erchants 656 
has union m ajority in Balaeric Islands 129 
headed by Largo Caballero 860 
historical relations of with CN T 74-75  
included in C N T plans for Banco Sindical Ibérico 605 
included in plans for economy adopted by C N T N ational 

Economic Plenum 699 
in Levante rem ains generally under Largo Caballero Socialist 

control 389
it and C N T charged with running railroads in the N orth

575
it and C N T formally announced seizure of Catalan railroads 

570
it and C N T take over bus lines in Asturias 576 
it and C N T get control of Elda shoe industry 645-656  
Joaquin Ascaso says it signed docum ent endorsing Consejo de 

Aragón 825
joined by form er Trcitista C N T group in Sabadcll 731
joined in Catalonia by GEPCI 730
joined in Catalonia by UGSOC and CADCIO 757
joins with CN T in wood workers collective in Valencia 629
jointly controls Cia. Telefónica in Barcelona with C N T 595
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Unión General de T rabajadores (continued)
jointly with CN T establishes Federación de T rabajadores de la 

D istribución of Valencia 650 
lack of m em bership am ong Catalan workers before M ay 1937 

468
Largo Caballero uses M inistry of Labor to strengthen it 107, 

894
leaders of unit of in M onzón, Aragón enter into contact with 

Com m unists 373 
many anarchists belong to it in Santander 241 
N ational Com m ittee of hears long report by Largo Caballero 

after his fall 991-992  
opposes consolidation of Badalona textile industry 615 
opposes establishm ent of Junta Delegada in Asturias 840 
opposes union controlled m anagem ent of pyrite mines in La 

Unión 632
opposition of its C atalan branch to rural collectives 768 
organizes resistance to military coup in M adrid 130 
original affiliate of Com ité Provincial del Frente Popular in 

Asturias 834 
ouster of Largo Caballero from  control of 993-994  
participates in popular tribunals in Asturias 836 
participation of in Catalan revolutionary popular tribunals 

754
participation of in Inter-Regional Com m ittee of M aritim e 

T ransport 590 
passes to control of Com m unists and pro-C om m unist Socialists 

554
pledges support of M oroccan independence after W ar 1159 
preliminary negotiation abou t pact with C N T 896 
pro-Largo Caballero faction of wanted unity of action and more 

with C N T 999 
proposals in T hird Congress of C atalan affiliate to abolish 

collectives 519 
receives post in reorganization of Asturias regime 837 
receives unions controlled by POUM  in Catalonia 601, 776 
regular arm y officers in Catalonia join it 210
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Unión General de T rabajadores (continued)
relations of with C N T much more friendly in Asturias than in 

much of Spain 832 
relations of with C N T in Catalonia 337-338 
relations of with C N T in Castille very good 439-440  
relations of with C N T in Levante rural areas generally good 

throughout w ar 415 
representative of approves of H oracio Prieto’s opposition to 

moving capital to Valencia 971 
representatives of in Catalan local revolutionary regimes 753 
representatives of oppose legalization of chemical workers 

collective in Catalonia 515 
representatives of suggested on a N ational Defense 

Council 804 
represented by A ntonio Pérez in Consejo Nacional de 

Defensa 1068 
represented equally with CN T in Consejo of Escuela Nueva 

Unificada 665
represented equally w ith CN T in Graus Collective, Aragón 378 
represented in 43 of 83 reorganized local governm ents in 

Aragón 815
represented in interim Catalan governm ent formed during M ay 

Days conflict 920 
represents Stalinists in Catalan governm ent in place of 

PSUC 777 
role of in post Franco Spain 1094 
role of in Tarragona during M ay Days conflict 914 
runs canning enterprises of Lonqui jointly with CN T 651 
runs Industrial Socialista Torres jointly w ith C N T 544 
rural collectives of in Castille 434
rural organizations of generally collaborate with CN T 308 
rural unions of in Levante establish collectives 394 
sets up control of economy of Villena de Valencia jointly with 

CN T 655
sets up joint general strike comm ittee with CN T in Valencia 849 
shares control of Fabricas de H arina Socializada de Valencia y 

Provincia with CN T 863
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Unión General de T raba jadores (continued) 
shares control o f  Standard Electric plant with C N T  542 
shares in Catalan  control patrols 749  
signs call for volunteers to  construct fortifications in Catalonia 

186
signs non-aggression pact with C N T  9 9 2 , 999 
som e actors form own U G T  union 693 
som e C atalan  landow ners reported joining it 337  
som e local revolutionary authorities dom inated by it refuse to  be 

d issolved 875 
some U G T  collectives in Aragón 803 
split by Com m unists 733 
stronger than C N T  in Santander 835 
substantial prew ar rural organization o f  306 , 308 
suggests all C atalan  police be m erged in single organization 

787
supported Consejo  N acional de D efensa 1066 
supports ascension o f L argo  C aballero  to be Prime M inister 860 
takes joint control with C N T  o f Unión N aval o f  Valencia 

64 8 -6 4 9
textile unions o f Puigcerda belong to it 601 
under control o f  L argo  C aballero  Socialists in first part o f  W ar 

7 2 6 ,8 9 4
unit o f  it formed by Izquierda Republicana peasants in M onzón, 

Aragón 373
usually collaborates enthusiastically with C N T  in collectivization 

o f transport and public utilities 564  
w as grow ing in M álaga before W ar 852 
where controlled by Com m unists used against collectives 487  
will supply tw o political com m issars to  Escuelas Populares de 

Guerra 274
willing to  turn over w ar industries to  government in Catalonia 

556
with C N T  unsuccessfully seeks to  get coordination o f C atalan 

textile industry 605 
w orks ou t ‘program  o f unity’ with C N T  998 
split by Com m unists 733
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Unión Militar Antifascista 280 
Unión Militar Española 120 ,286  
Unión Militar Republicana Antifascista 280 
Union of Liberal Professions (CNT) 672 , 678 
Union of Young Communists 718 
Unión Republicana 

as part o f Republican element supporting Loyalist regime 
1005

formed by Diego M artinez Barrio 111 
had extensive support in Levante 392 
had one member o f Junta o f Defense o f Vizcaya 847 
had representation in Committee o f Public Health o f Málaga 

853
Joaquín Ascaso says it signed document endorsing Consejo de 

Aragón 833 
loses efficacy after outbreak o f W ar 729 
one o f two principal Republican parties in Santander 845 
represented by José del Rio in Consejo de Defensa Nacional 

1068
represented in government o f Basque Republic 848 
represented in only one o f reconstituted municipal councils in 

Aragón 815
represented in Popular Executive Committee o f Valencia 850 
still has own papers in spite o f Negrin government censorship 

993
two posts offered to by Largo Caballero in proposed new 

cabinet 963 
United Construction Workers Union 221
United Socialist Party o f Catalonia, see Partido Socialista Unificado 

de Catalonia
United Socialist Youth, see Juventudes Socialistas Unificadas 
Urales, Federico 868 
Uribarry, Captain 164 1027 
Uribe, Vicente

accepts idea o f replacing General M iaja with Durruti 208 
as member o f Politburo o f Communist Party 3 1 7 ,4 4 0  
as Minister o f Agriculture through m ost o f W ar 317 , 419
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Uribe, Vicente (continued) 
carried o ut Com m unist policies a s M inister o f A griculture 317  
carries ou t v iolent p ropagan da cam paign against rural 

collectives 319 
enacts O ctober 7 ,1 9 3 6  decree seizing all land o f R ebels for the 

State 318 ,729
general opposition  o f  to  C N T  and  Socialist rural collectives

3 1 8 ,4 4 0
his m inistry returns som e land that w as confiscated from  

Rebels 323
his O ctober 1936  decree used by C om m unists in Levante 419 
hostility o f  to  Fabrica de H arina Socializada 63 7 -6 3 8  
im posed by Com intern a s  a Spanish C om m unist Party leader 

1 0 8 ,7 1 8
initiatives o f  C N T  M inister o f  Industry Ju an  Peiró blocked by 

887
issues decree o f tem porary legalization o f  agricultural collectives 

in June 193 7  3 2 1 ,4 2 3 ,4 3 7  
m ounts strong cam paign against C N T -U G T  rural collectives in 

Levante 230
proposes to  Indalecio Prieto that he and  Je sú s H ernández meet 

with him every d ay  to  give him Com m unist positions 1002 
serves on inter-ministerial com m ittee to  determine cause o f fall o f 

M álaga 236
speaks out for E xtram ad ura offensive in meeting where decision 

taken for C om m unists to  o ppose it 957  
Val, E duardo  203 , 2 0 4 , 2 0 9 , 217 , 2 6 1 , 1 0 6 6 ,1 0 6 8 ,1 0 7 3 ,1 0 7 7 ,  

1078
Valdés, Ja im e  834  
Valencian Left 850 
Valencianist Party 850 
Valle, Pablo 847
V allejo, Eugenio 2 0 6 , 5 3 0 , 531 , 536 , 5 5 0 , 5 5 1 , 552 , 1173
V allina, Pedro 136 , 671
V arela, Colonel 109 , 120 , 196 , 200
Varela, Jo sé  836
Vázquez, E duardo  834 , 836
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V ázquez, M arian o
acceptance by o f  new C o m p an y s cabinet overruled by G arc ia  

O liver and  oth er C N T  leaders 751  
accuses C o m m un ists o f  a ssassin atin g  an arch ists in T o led o  4 4 6  
advises C N T  n o t to  be unyielding on C o m p an y s’ add ing  eleventh 

m em ber to  new  C ata lan  governm ent 9 6 9  
a s N ation al Secretary  o f C N T  2 6 9 , 3 2 2 , 4 4 5 , 973  
a s secretary o f  C ata lan  regional C N T  869 
a sk s that French an arch ists sto p  attack s on C N T  1160 
a ttacks C om m un ist behavior in Battle o f  M á la g a  2 3 6  
attends C N T  plenum  o f  p ea san t organ ization s in Ju n e  1 937  

3 1 0
biography o f  w ritten  by M an u el M u ñoz D íaz  975  
b road cast plea fo r  end  o f  M ay  D ay s conflict 919  
com es arm ed to  m eeting w ith C om pan ys and  T arad e lla s 751 
classifies P O U M  a s  an ti-S talin ist M arx ist  988 
conducts teletypew riter conversation  w ith G arc ia  O liver and  

Angel G arc ia  on con dition s to  end M ay  D ay s conflict 922  
convinced that Stalin ists p rovoked  M ay  D ay s conflict 941 
denounces outlaw in g  o f  P O U M  9 8 9 -9 9 0  
explain s co n dition s o f  m ilitarization  o f  C N T  m ilitia 2 6 9  
gets agreem ent o f  R epu blican  governm ent to  d ism iss R od riguez 

S a las 922
gets fav orab le  d ecision  from  an arch ists to  en ter N egrin  

governm ent 976  
has exch ange o f  letters w ith E m m a C oldm an  1151 
in Ju n e 1 9 3 7  a sk s return o f  an arch ists to  R epublican  

governm ent 9 7 3 -9 7 6  
issues statem ent on  ‘T h e Position  o f  Span ish  A narch ism  T o w ard s 

Its D etrac to rs’ 1155  
m ade all-out a ttack  on an arch ists’ revo lutionary  action s at 

plenum of Libertarian Movement 1046
nam ed to  represent C N T  in P opular Front 978  
negotiations o f key to  av oid in g  R epublic governm ent tak in g  

control o f  C ata lan  po lice an d  m ilitary 9 3 5  
opposes im m ediate establish m ent o f  libertarian  com m unism  in 

C atalon ia  743
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Vázquez, M ariano (continued)
protests persecution of POUM  907
rejects Negrin proposal tha t as C N T N ational Secretary he join 

N egrin’s governm ent 976 
role of in negotiations of C N T  entry into Largo Caballero 

governm ent 861 
sent by Republican cabinet to mediate M ay Days conflict 917 
speaks a t CN T-UGT M ay Day 1937 meeting in Valencia 999 
speaks in support of Andrés N in 988 
stays in Barcelona to continue m ediation efforts in M ay Day 

conflict 921 
thum bnail sketch of 1173-1174
told by Garcia Oliver of growing alliance of anarchist cabinet 

members with Largo Caballero 895 
urges anarchist leaders still in Spain to concentrate on getting key 

personnel out 1076 
urges anarchist rural collectives to seek loans from  Servicio 

N acional de Crédito Agricola 322 
Vegas Larapie, Eugenio 1105 
Valasco G uardiola, M anuel 228 
Velilla, Abel 882 
Vicente, Padre 420 
Vidal, R oberto Alfonso 968 
Vidali, V ittorio 273, 283, 982 
Vega, Etelvion 1063, 1065 
V erardini, Antonio 1066
Vidiella, Rafael 745, 756, 761, 798, 921, 933, 967
Villanueva, José 272
Villegas, General 120
Visiedo, M ajor 924
Voroshilov, Klementi 948

Wage Regulating Commission 552, 553 
W exler, Alice 1148, 1150 
W orkers Alliance, See Alianza O brera
W orkers Federation of the Spanish Region, see Federación de 

T rabajadores de la Region Española
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Xena, Jose 969

Yague, Colonel 120, 122, 853 
Yoldi, M iguel 212
Young Com m unist International 116, 718

Zabala, R icardo 320, 324, 996 
Zaharoff, Basil 1140 
Zinoviev, Gregory 774 
Zugazagoitia, Julian 750, 981, 982, 1113
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THE
ANARCHISTS IN THE 
SPANISH CIVIL WAR

The Anarchists In I he Spanish Civil War is the first study to present 
a total, comprehensive view ol the anarchists' role In Spain from 
1936 to 1939, both during the conflict and in their unique social and 
economic experiments behind the lines.

Much has been written about the Civil War. But h 
time, the role ot the anarchists is outlined - from the 
experience of power In the war's first phase to theii 
position in the face of Stalin's ruthless drive to gain control of №

ir rise to a brief

In his thorough and careful examination ot the part played by the 
anarchists in all aspects of Spanish life - economic, political, 
military, social and cultural - and on the world stage, the author looks 
again at many of the controversial issues of the war. Among them is 
that ol the anarchists’ role in the army, particularly in the defence of 
Madrid, on which he is able to cast new light. And again, on the 
emergence of new evidence, he also presents a favourable view of 
life in the worker-controlled rural and urban collectives.

Inspired by a schoolboy visit to Spain In 1936. this balanced and 
authoritative study Is based on nearly 60 years of painstaking and 
wide-ranging research. It is meticulously substantiated by 
extensive notes and references and enlivened by interviews with 
surviving anarchists. The Anarchists in the Spanish Civil War 
indeed fills a gap in our understanding ot one of the major events of 
the twentieth century.
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